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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 
Iran is currently subject to a number of adverse factors affecting good development in the built 
environment: population explosion, oil- dependent economy, finite resources, war and natural 
disasters, etc. The object of the study is to research a development model appropriate to the 
Country's needs for a proactive system of building environment. This model is not specific to 
Iran and, as the case studies and the discourse of the thesis indicate, is universal. However, 
the author suggests that the validity of development approaches will not be determined as a 
result of theoretical and ideological debate but in the realm of practice. Therefore, he has 
explored diverse ways in which professionals in the built environment can provide an 
analytical survey of the problems that beset them. An attempt has been made to bring these 
various elements into perspective and offer a model of 'endogenous development'. 
The process for achieving a viable, exciting and humane built environment is very complex 
and calls for contributions from many individuals and small multi -disciplinary groups. Beside 
professionals contributions (which is accomplished by deduction inference), there is a need 
for people's participation in design process (which is accomplished either by deduction or by 
abduction inferences). This participatory approach can also help shifting the process of design 
towards a wider domain that of the 'production process' (which is accomplished by abduction 
and induction inferences). Production process is the first paradigm of the model of 
endogenous development and is a manifestation of a feedback mechanism and acts as an open - 
ended living system. The second is 'supply- demand' paradigm which shows the relationships 
between the components of a system or between different systems in surface- structures 
This model is directed at society's development, not just its economic growth, but it does not 
preclude the possibility of such growth. The reduction of the problems' effect in an 
endogenous development is viewed more as a way of improving the quality of life than of 
increasing the standard of living. Nowadays, people are passive recipients in the consumer 
society and are totally dependent on others for their survival. This style of living is assumed 
to project an image of economic development and higher productivity, but there is a 
confrontation of preadjusted commodities which are the products of others. That is because 
the process of production is not natural (i.e. a closed loop cyclic process via feedback 
control). It is artificial (i.e. an open -loop linear process via a feed -forward control) which may 
not help satisfying the user's needs and wants entirely. In the built environment, the great 
majority have no say in the planning and design of their homes or places of work. 
Accordingly, endogenous development offers a framework within which the necessity of 
employing the people's creative power in building their environment is explained. It is based 
on the assumption that each individual and society's knowledge and experiences play a central 
and mediating role between professionals' perceptions of the environment and a series of 
preferences judgements or choices they might make towards and within that environment. 
Indigenous knowledge and cultural attributes of traditional societies and the organizational 
capabilities of traditional polities are essential in qualification of the development plans, which 
are also evaluated and assessed by this proposed framework. 
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PREFACE 
All Adam's race are members of one frame, 
Since all, at first, from the same essence came. 
When by hard fortune one limb is oppressed, 
The other members lose their IN anted rest. 
(Sa'di. 13th Century Persian Pool 
The word 'endogenous' is originally a botanical term. An 'endogen' is a plant that increases by 
the growth of new vascular and cellular tissue irregularly among that tissue already formed 
(We, 1994). Endogenous means originating on or growing within the side of something, as 
cells within the wall of the parent cell. Webster's dictionary just says 'originating or produced 
from within'. That seems a good metaphor for development and its economic and 
technological growth. The same source indicates that it is definitely not how an economy 
grows, or innovations develop. It is a view of society as a giant organism within which 
innovations develop randomly and irregularly, not in any planned manner. But, the thesis is 
to suggest that 'endogenous development' is not processing randomly, its homeorhesis 
(stability) and homeostasis need regularity and planned manner. 
Epskamp 0992, p.17), in his book which is about endogenous cultural development, states 
"... the adjective 'endogenous' is different from 'indigenous', because the first is more 
connected with the cultural identity of a society which clarifies itself by its nationhood, 
whereas the second term points to a society which characterises itself by its shared culture " 
The definitions share an existing cultural identity which relates to Epskamp's main thesis that 
unless development workers understand the cultural identity and specific conventions of the 
tradition of the people whom they are addressing, alienation rather than communication can 
result. He pinpoints another fact in page 244 of the same source and asserts "No matter what 
change you are trying to bring about, the intervention must be translated into the culture of 
the people you are operating with, if it is to acquire credibility in their eyes." 
The necessity of knowing the development problems requires new programmes and 
organizations, therefore, the author's concern is about knowing both 'endogenous 
development' and 'endogenous growth' which are considered to be employed in a model 
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discussed in the thesis. For instance, there are not enough equipment and essential bases for 
explosion of population in the South and the direction of national strategy and centralization 
of decision making concerning political and economical dependency has made their societies 
gradually change from an essential programme in development into a threatening problem 
nationally. The gravity and confusion of urban organization in these countries, will be more 
evident when one puts quality of distribution and dispersion of population in the habitats and 
the structure formation of environmental systems is examined. There is a metropolis with no 
conjunction in all the different stages to the other cities and accumulation of activities and 
wealth in most of these countries. Connecting the national economy to international capitalism 
disregarding its own cultural background has caused the growth of the habitats to change 
from an independent and endogenous state into a dependent and exogenous state resulting in 
a national metropolis'. 
Endogenous growth theory can be seen as a criticism of globalization. Traditional neo- 
classical models of economic expansions explain that growth originates from trade. As Gill 
et al. (1988, p. 233) find: "Liberal economists have interpreted the association as one where 
causation runs from freer trade to faster trade growth to faster economic growth " It means 
that the export- driven development will trickle down to all parts of the economy and 
eventually all countries will be at the same level (We, 1994). Therefore, what endogenous 
theory does is to show how countries can work within the process of globalization, to find 
complementary activities, such as education and retraining, and regulatory frameworks which 
help them survive and modify their relationships with the multinational corporations within 
their political and economic boundaries. Therefore, endogenous growth theory offers hope 
to Newly Industrialising Countries (NICs) and alternative ways to develop without becoming 
dependent on trade. We (1994) states that traditional theories of growth focus on trade as the 
engine of growth; endogenous growth theory focuses on education, on- the - job -training and 
development of new technologies for the market. 
With the rise of affluence in this century, attention has shifted increasingly from minimal to 
Tehran is such a metropolitan and Iran's capital city with the population of almost seven million (the last 
National Census in Ettela at No. 668, 1997) plus nearly two million who migrate dialv to the city for work. 
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more optimal standards, from production to more consumption. With this concern, the 
problem of industrialisation and specification developed and created so many pressures. These 
pressures are aggravated in places such as Iran where natural disasters or wars imposed 
special constraints on the process. However, with the social ferment of recent years, it has 
become increasingly clear that development programmes can no longer ignore the fact that 
the general population of the world is made up of numerous nations with different cultural 
identities and a number of interests. 
Determining this concept should lead professionals towards gaining a relevant world view of 
building environment. This world view then will guide them to pursue the main problem which 
they are facing in the field. Therefore, the primary concern of the thesis is the model of 
'endogenous development'. This is not problem oriented thesis to focus on a specific problem 
of a specific case study. Therefore, it does not attempt to prescribe solutions for those 
problems. The main focus is on the theories which have been propounded, as literature. But, 
it opens out a new discourse and opportunities for professionals to do so. In fact, the thesis 
is talking to scholars and propounds questions instead of respondents which is of course the 
nature of the discourse. 
The author's attempt is to develop a model which may simulate long run developments 
programmes. Such models serve a purpose in evaluating the implications of the concepts, 
designs and plans before they are implemented. This line of work brought to the attention of 
the potentiality of existing resources in regions and the reliability of the people's participation 
programmes. The proposed framework has also consequences for planning and design 
assessment, evaluation and management. In this regard, the thesis's goal is to answer the 
questions like 'what' is the meaning of endogenous development, in 'which range' of categories 
can be fitted this kind of definition of development, 'how' can the processing of this concept 
happen, 'who' are its main generators, 'when' is the appropriate time for its implementation, 
through 'which condition' and to 'what extent' one can guarantee its results and so on 
At this time it seems that there are no research approaches to questions of this kind, nor does 
the model presented in this thesis provide any immediate answers. The concern here is with 
X 
outlining an approach to the study of lifestyles of people who want to have an independent 
(of external aids) and sustainable life using their own resources; identifying differences in 
development plans and strategies, especially for those aspects of everyday life which relate to 
the living qualities of their built environment; and deciding what kinds of factors are 
associated with the proposed model. 
To bring out another way of thinking about the purpose of this thesis, it is worthwhile to focus 
more directly on the attention of recent development plans emphases and be more pointed 
about what is a glaring omission in the practice of the different disciplines. An inspection of 
the output from different agencies (governments or private sectors) across the world, which 
has been done by building up a discourse and bringing out supportive practical schemes, 
indicates a strong preoccupation with the supply side of the picture and a relative insensitivity 
to users of space whom these programmes are predominantly intended to serve. Although 
there has been a long tradition of dedication to the public interest, and much is being said 
these days about community goals and people's participation, especially in design process, 
these emphases appear to project a perspective about residents of a metropolitan areas as 
though they were homogeneous in their lifestyle and value orientations. 
In short, the concern of this thesis is about an approach to understanding the diversity of 
development plans to be found in the built environment disciplines, with the notion of 
subsequently bringing this knowledge to bear in designing the future. Given this kind of 
approach, the next step would be the development of measures of user demand as it differs 
from the designer's perception of users demand and needs. But, since user demand and user 
satisfaction with present opportunities and user preferences and expectations about changes 
in the future can be expected to vary with the life style, the first step involves the development 
of a base of understanding about life systems. The work outlined here is designed to provide 
a beginning in developing such a base of understanding. 
But, how does this idea, for supporting the indigenous communities and institutions, fit into 
the long string of theories and definitions? Investigating the roots of development theories and 
strategies in philosophy, logic, and science, the author concentrates on the mechanism of 
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change which can be implemented either by a comprehensive plan intentionally designed to 
emerge from within or can be imposed from without by an undesirable situation or an external 
constraint. Therefore, the emphasis of the thesis is about those who reside in the local areas 
or villages created by the natural processes, an aspect of the producer side of the picture. For 
this, not only is there a concern about cultural preference and structural process in the built 
environment, but also living quality and social equity, the result of organizational issues in 
public and private sectors. Such questions as how it is possible to identify the paradigms 
embodied in the traditional way of life for enabling professionals to organize or to revitalise 
their societies become very relevant. 
Two important stimuli were involved in this research: one is the question which the author 
asks himself from the beginning of the triumph of Islamic Revolution in Iran. That is why 
people's power is so efficient in determining a regime in the political level, but it is not strong 
enough to develop the future of the Country. The second question started from 1978, the 
beginning of Islamic Republic of Iran, when all the built environment professionals began to 
seek a new philosophy and world view to cope with the problem of dramatic changes in the 
Country or to propound new scope for the development. This movement was extremely 
popular in the faculty of architecture where some of the author's colleagues started to magnify 
the validity of the traditional works by more description and explanation. Therefore, the 
thesis's attempt is to investigate the ways led to appropriate answer to these questions or to 
push the idea one step further, so that to make some of the ideas resulted from the discussions 
about the values of tradition applicable. 
In the beginning of the Revolution, professionals were astonished by people's achievements. 
But afterwards, they adopted a role in reconstructing the damages occurred after the changes 
in politics; and the damages of war between Iran and Iraq (1979 -1987). The more 
specialisation and specification of the work emphasised by the professionals, the less success 
was achieved in the factual work. Therefore, the reasons for the success of the people in harsh 
situation and the failure of the experts from one hand and the need for seeking a way to be 
able to use the people's potential power for redesigning and revitalizing their society became 
a matter of the author's interest which gives soul to the present research. 
XII 
Moreover, the topic 'endogenous development' has been approved officially by a committee, 
in the Ministry of Culture and Higher Education of Iran, according to the needs of the 
Country and considering the author's desire and capability. So, there are three constraints to 
do this research: first, the client 'wants' or the necessity of the thesis for the real needs, 
secondly, the nature of the topic itself which is to search for a new concept in development 
discourse and finally the nature of a Ph.D thesis which is not problem oriented and 
prescriptive. This is because the author assumes that students are in the process of learning 
to be professional, therefore, they need to have efficient tools to investigate problems and 
search for their causes. It is conceivable to suggest that the literature about the subject, our 
background knowledge and the data from the survey are the main resources of the study (i e 
A, B, and C in Figure 6 ). But, the proportion of using the mixture of them is depended on 
the above constraints. Accordingly, the author aims to describe, explain, simulate and evaluate 
the model of endogenous development. 
To be able to achieve some of these goals, three parts are suggested for the thesis. Part One 
includes a discourse about the problem of the relation between Man and environment with 
emphasis on the role of designers and planners. This is more focused on design process than 
the other matters. Part Two is an attempt to analyse the mechanism of this process using 
scientific, logical and philosophical arguments to be able to build up a model for endogenous 
development which is about productivity and its application in artificial domain. In this 
discussion, one can see the linearity of industrial production and cyclic process of natural 
production which help understanding two paradigms of endogenous development. Two 
approaches have been employed to explain their functions. One is a system view which yields 
opportunities to compare feedback and feed -forward controls and their roles in creating a 
'supply- demand' relationship between products in a synchronous domain. The second is 
structuralism which traces the roots of a 'production process' in diachronous domain. Finally, 
Part Three has been designed to bring empirical experiences from the case studies to support 
the suggested model. This part uses an inductive approach in order to support and identify 
criteria for testing the model. Four supportive case studies, which have been chosen because 
of their contribution to people- centred development as opposed to economic growth or other 
form of development, and a questionnaire, which aimed to go deeper into the respondents' 
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cognitive structure using an open -ended format, are conducted in this part 
approach which is followed in this research is to start from problems, as they have arisen 
in the various relevant discourse about the topic, to show the necessity of the endogenous 
development model and to develop it in more or less detail in a selection of illustrative 
examples. Such procedure will present a rigorous development of theory while the author has 
tried to support the model with scientific theories and philosophies. It is, however, his 
experience that such panoramic view presents to the student a suitable introduction into a new 
way of thinking which is eagerly and even enthusiastically accepted; and offers to the scholar 
a starting point for further work. The latter is testified by the large number of investigations 
which drew their inspiration from the bases which formed the present work. The title 
'endogenous development' accurately outlines a new scope of development. Some chapters 
deal with the essential theory and the working tools of regional planning, of which seems to 
be too little knowledge between most designers and planners. In particular, it tries to redirect 
the consideration of professionals and agencies towards the values embedded in traditional 
ways of building an environment by 'people's participation'. 
To carry out such a vast research requires knowledge of many disciplines and access to 
sources in many languages. The author does not, by any means, claim to possess a mastery 
of all of these domains nor of all the languages involved. Because of these reasons as well as 
the limited time at his disposal for the preparation of this thesis, he has often made use of 
secondary sources. In fact, most of the notes, excluding those which serve as reference, are 
meant to be additional support for the thesis's arguments and not their scholarly proof. In the 
notes that he has not sought to exhaust the sources that substantiate his position nor to 
provide all the scholarly proofs necessary to convince all the readers but to provide certain 
evidence and to point out the way for further investigation by others. The author hopes that 
the ideas presented here will stimulate some thinking in a constructive direction toward the 
solution of a problem of development that is both urgent and vital and will not simply be 
brushed aside by the would -be critics because of lack of full historical and scholarly evidence, 
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A. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
Propounding the Subject 
The author began thinking about 'endogenous development' in 1983. He was a lecturer in the 
Department of Architecture at Shahid Beheshti University in city of Tehran while 
collaborating in a project run by Jihad -e Daneshgahi'. There was a contract considering two 
universities' consultancy, i.e. The University of Shahid Beheshti and The University of Isfahan. 
The main objective of the project was to control the impacts of Mobarakeh Steel Complex, 
which is a new industrial pole, on the agricultural region of Mobarakeh Isfahan'. 
The two universities collaborated in the project and established a consultancy made of the two 
offices. One office was located in Tehran, in Shahid Beheshti University while the Department 
of Architecture was responsible for gathering information from subgroups in the other 
departments of the university and applying them in the project. This office should also work 
in the region and design two new towns for the factory. Another office was located in the 
University of Isfahan where the Department of Geography had responsibility to deal with 
ground theories and survey the region's problems to organize the comprehensive regional plan 
of Mobarakeh Steel Complex. The author was working with both parties in making models 
of their ideas' for more than two years. Some of those models were his concern and have been 
used in teaching, management, consultancy, etc. 
The main goal, for both offices, was to strengthen the region by identifying the indigenous 
techniques and investigating the people's relationships with their environment. They were also 
looking for some ideas to help protecting agricultural zones from industrial influences These 
Jihad -e Daneshgahi is one of the new Islamic organizations which was established in universities after the 
Islamic Revolution of Iran to accelerate the process of their qualifications. 
2 Iran has 25 provinces one of which is Isfahan. Isfahan city is the centre of the province and is the most 
beautiful city in Iran and a famous cultural heritage with many historical buildings registered by UNESCO. 
3 
These models were published in a Persian language report in 1985 as the Technical Report of Mobarakeh 
Steel Complex Project sponsored by Iranian Government. Some of these models were further developed in 
1988 by the author as the guidelines for cultural issues and the ways people and government can work together. 
The final and the most current version of the models were also published in 1 988 as an Annual Report fir the 
Ministry of Culture in Tehran. 
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schemes should control the immigration of labour force, the price of land, density of 
population and so on. It should also decentralize the powers in Mobarakeh Town and 
distribute services in the region to benefit other sectors, e.g. subsidies the regional plans and 
local projects to qualify people's lives by encouraging the use of indigenous resources and 
people's participation via a comprehensive plan. The result was promising and led to some 
effective influences on development of the region. The main idea, which is about revitalising 
the productive forces in the region by pursuing their development goals from below, is one 
of the directive issues for the thesis, to chase the roots of an endogenous development model. 
Attitudes towards Change 
How does this idea for supporting the indigenous communities and institutions fit into the long 
string of theories and definitions? Investigating the roots of development theories and 
strategies in philosophy, logic, and science, the author started to concentrate on the 
mechanism of change which can be implemented either through a comprehensive plan 
intentionally designed to emerge from within or can be imposed from without. Because of 
development and growth plans, dramatic changes are taking place throughout the world at an 
accelerating rate. Many believe that during this transitional process severe stresses and strains 
are felt by nations, regions, corporations, communities, and individuals. These pressures are 
aggravated in places such as Iran which is currently subject to a number of adverse factors 
affecting good development in built environment: population explosion, oil- dependent 
economy, finite resources, natural disasters, wars, etc. 
There is abundant evidence suggesting that as some societies confront the harsh realities of 
current economic and ecological changes, they resort to or rely on their indigenous knowledge 
and their cultural resource base to help them deal with the stresses on their households and 
domestic economies. There are in Iranian culture beliefs inherited from a long history of 
change that enable the Country to cope with this type of need. There exist in these 
communities indigenous institutions, structures and processes that have been set up to satisfy 
Most of the reports about these activities are in Persian, documented in the universities They are also 
published in an annual report of the Mobarakeh Steel Complex in l9R3 through which a research on Pudeh 
Village, which the author cooperated with, is remarkable and is bridled in Chapter Five. 
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basic societal needs. These are the resources of society that can be mobilized for alternative 
social development. They include the cultural resources of indigenous people, such as social 
consciousness and community identity, which generate common responsibility for an 
endogenous developments. 
Identification of the Problems 
To highlight the confusions which exist within the literature about the ways of investigating 
the problems, it is helpful to know that the ways of going about identifying a problem are 
different. Actual and potential problems can be identified by concepts; symptoms (clinical 
analogy, for example in Ackoffs work), paradigms (scientific approach, like Kuhnian 
paradigms), etc. All interactions between objects, events, and their properties could be 
reduced by analysis to one fundamental relationship, cause -effect. But, there is still the need 
for teleological concepts (function, goals, purposes, choice, and free will) in explaining natural 
phenomena. Further exploration to identify the problems requires findings such as a statement 
from Ackoff(1974, p. 8) who writes: "The problems we select for solution and the way we 
formulate them depend more on our philosophy and world view than on our science and 
technology. How we go about solving them obviously depends on our science and 
technology, but our ability to use them effectively also depends on our philosophy and world 
view. These, in turn, depend on the concepts and ideas we use and how we use them to 
organize our perceptions of the world." 
In addition to the ways one can identify the problems, it is necessary to say that purposeful 
systems not only need to deal with problem- systems, but they also need to maintain and 
improve solution- systems (plans), under changing conditions. Therefore, problem solving and 
planning have become conceptualized and continue to be directed at approachable but 
unattainable ideals. It is conceivable to say that absolute truth and perfect efficiency are never 
obtained but it is always possible to move closer to them. Furthermore, a person's ability to 
manage society's affairs depends more on her /his understanding of and attitudes towards the 
world that contains her/him than on her/his problem -solving methods. To reach an appropriate 
See the definition about endogenous growth and development in Preface. 
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assessment of the problems in general and those of Iran in particular, it would be useful to 
mention certain principles about the nature and significance of an environmental or design 
problems which are discussed thoroughly in Chapter Two (2.A). 
Towards a Definition of the Problems 
To analyse endogenous development, the topic of this thesis, and its appropriateness for 
solving some environmental and design problems, the author would like to refer to an example 
of a model which illustrates a natural cyclic process of production (Figure 1). This model is 
based on a villager's statement, collected during a regional planning survey which was carried 
on for the previously mentioned project between 1983 -1985. 
Closed loop and 
cyclic relationship 
feed -back control 
without waste 
Figure 1 Cyclical and natural process with a lateral organization in an indigenous community 
[see Chapter Four (4.B) and Islami, 1997a . 1997h, 1997e] 
Source: the author 
This genuine statement taught the author that there must be some scientific and cultural rules 
behind the organic and traditional activities in building environment and encouraged him to 
pursue a research into this approach. The villager describes the significance of the natural 
processes and says that: 
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a) the clothes (4) are usually sewn with thread (3) which is made of cotton (2) and, in 
turn, cotton is picked off the plant (1), 
b) we [the villagers in Iran] make Givehs (5) [light cotton summer shoes] from the used 
clothes and the used Givehs are set under the wooden bolts of the doors (6) to secure 
and support them later, and 
c) when they are no longer useful, we burn them (7) to make smoke to cure the sinusitis 
of cows (8) whose horns and the other wastes are used to fertilize the cotton plants. 
The model shows that indigenous people, in response to their environment, have been using 
several techniques for processing various natural commodities to satisfy their needs. There are 
many alternative techniques of this kind. This simple example shows the remarkable and subtle 
characteristics of resource use and reuse. The illustrated process is based on the cyclical 
relationship between different components which involves animate and inanimate processes, 
and natural and artificial products. There is no waste in this endogenous cyclic process of 
production. Moreover, each product requires human intervention as the producer who is 
responsible for controlling the process. This control has been facilitated by a feedback 
mechanism which has brought them knowledge and experience to adapt with the process of 
life. Consequently, not only is the production process a part of the life process, but it is 
also cultural generator and battery for most societies. 
More Examples 
There are many instances that demonstrate the cyclic process of life and built environment, 
experienced by different sexes and classes, in many places in the world For example, in the 
author's experience there were some which had significant influences in all stages of his life, 
particularly his childhood. They go back to the years between 1955 -1965 before the notion 
of industrialization became dominant in Iran. Every child was the producer and the consumer 
of her /his own toys or dolls. Children used to make dolls from tailors' waste cloth and girls 
used to sew the clothes and skirts for them. They used to make wooden scooters from 
carpenters' waste. They also forged beautiful friendships using the empty oil cans as magic 
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shoes which were controlled by string, or used them as portable light houses. 
Copying the work of masons, the author used to produce sun -dried clay bricks, using match 
boxes as moulds to construct different spaces, similar to the function of Lego today. All the 
procedures for building small toy houses were exercised by children, including drawing, 
preparation, making of materials and their construction. They used to produce most of their 
own toys and dolls. This experience helped them to imitate real life to increase their skills and 
responsibilities and to accept their future roles in society. 
Because each child knew about the process of producing her dolls, his toys or, s/he was very 
conscious of the needs to take care of them. This was the reality for all the people of different 
genders and ages who participated in the cyclic process of life. Moreover, they also learned 
to respect the materials, their relations, the knowledge of manipulating them, the wastes, the 
factor of maintenance, the role of experts, the principle of skill obtained by experience, the 
ways to participate in their work and play, etc. So, they tried to learn the cycling and recycling 
of life and its products in the way their culture recommended. 
Furthermore, children had the same attitudes towards tending animals and plants, i.e open 
systems. They used to train silkworms by gathering the leaves of mulberry trees and put them 
in the shoe boxes to feed them. They had experimental knowledge about and direct 
relationships with their surrounding environment. In Norouz Celebrations (the ancient Iranian 
new year celebration in the spring) there is still an opportunity to learn how to plant seeds and 
how to take care of them by rituals. So, most of the children are familiar with their 
environment and know, somehow, about the rules of its interconnected components. 
Beliefs and the Built Environment 
The respect for resources such as bread and water, which is vital for survival, is still a 
fundamental property of Iranian culture. Those who are raised in this culture, take a piece of 
bread, which is left on the ground, kiss it and put it out for birds or in the spring to the fields 
(its original starting point). They have the same custom respecting water. They drink water 
while thinking about the value of having it, and about those who do not have it, but need it. 
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They do this by making a statement evoking their regards for the Holy Imam Hussein' (pbuh), 
the third Shi'ite's Imam who was martyred in the desert while thirsty [See Chapter Five (S B) 
for more detail about Shi'ism]. They respect water by building Saqakhaneh (a public drinking 
fountain), available to strangers and passengers, in maydaans (squares), gozars (footpaths), 
or attached to the exterior of houses with the purpose of contributing to public affairs. They 
also respect water as a symbol of heaven, cleanliness and purity and place it in the middle of 
the courtyard. They do not pour water in dirty places. They do not leave water in their cups 
or glasses so avoiding waste. They either drink all the water in the glass or pour it in a 
flowerpot or flowerbed. This consideration extends to the creation of small places for water 
in gravestones, in yards or on roofs of traditional buildings for birds. 
In indigenous societies which are characterized by independent and self-reliant development 
from within, people are also very concerned about the validity of their resources. This is 
shown by their expression, by symbolic or instrumental principles, of their regard for their 
environment and culture. They learn through the indigenous structures of their societies about 
how to produce and cycle the products and about the contentment associated with appropriate 
use of its resources. The process involves people, animals and plants as well as artifacts. This 
compact and interrelated cooperation in the communal activities creates a sustainable 
development through which all people can find their roles in societies. 
Industrial Production 
There is a notion that technical change has produced more wealth and affluence, more 
consumption, more education, more communication, and more travel in our century than was 
produced in all preceding centuries. It has also changed societies in fundamental ways and 
produced many crises (Ackoff, 1974). Industrial production is one of these technical changes 
which has special characteristics illustrated in Figure 2. This way of production is linear and 
the body of its processes is not within the society as it is with the endogenous productions 
So, a minority of people process the inputs of the systems and the rest consume their 
6 
Imam Hussein (piece he upon him), the third Imam and the grandson of the Prophet Mohammed (piece 
he 
upon him), resisted Yazid's government and was martyred in AD 680. Shi'ism has been a resistant movement 
since then - a resistance idealogy against any kind of injustice of states and other authorities, especially in Iran 
(Motawef, 1996). 
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outcomes. Therefore, this is short term gain for the few and long term loss for the many 
There are different stages in each line of this kind of production which are all separated from 
each other. The products resulting from the processes in each line do not have a direct 
relationship with the other products. They are produced by preset adjusted and feed -forward 
control systems [more explanation has been given in Chapter Four (4.A)]. So, there is no need 
for having productive integrated societies to control these procedures. Here, social activities 
are based on supply- demand relationship, which is in the surface structure of the system 
(Islami, 1996b, and Chapter Four). This kind of system, which is based on consumption, 
initially is not concerned about people's real needs nor the process of production, but with the 
progress of commodities. The main outcome of this is that work tends to be separated from 
home life and shifted to the isolated and unknown areas far from the households. So, there 
might be two cultures: culture of life without work and culture of work without life. Societies 
do not yet know how to respond rapidly and effectively to these crises, occurred by 
industrialisation, and may not learn how to do so in time. Therefore, there is an urgent need 
to change our societies in ways that increase their ability to learn and adapt. 
Alternatively, societies should change the paradigms of their development programmes which 
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Figure 2 Linear and industrial process of production 
(see Islami, 1997a, 1997h, 1997c) 
Source: the author 
Another phenomenon of modern time is the 'packaging syndrome' An urbanite does not 
grow her/his food, dispose her/his rubbish, sew her/his clothes or build her /his house. 
S/he is a passive recipient in the consumer society and is totally dependent on others for 
his survival (Lim, 1990). This style of living is assumed to project an image of economic 
development and higher productivity. Here, again, there is a confrontation of preadjusted 
commodities which are the products of others. Therefore, the process cannot be natural (i.e., 
a closed loop cyclic process and feedback control). It is an open -loop linear process with a 
feed -forward control (industrial process) which may not help satisfying the user's needs and 
wants. For instance, the great majority have no say in the planning and design of their homes 
or places of work. Buildings in both the public and private sectors are designed and 
constructed for the users. Decisions are made by governments, corporations and developers, 
by financial institutions and by consultants. 
The author argues that the individual user should be permitted or even encouraged to be 
responsible for the design, colour, materials of the external façade of her /his unit as well as 
for the arrangement of the internal partitioning. Planning regulations in many countries do not 
permit this kind of flexibility. Besides, the designer has to reexamine her /his creative process 
before such an intermediate and continuously changing design solution can be considered. The 
effective involvement of users can make important contributions to environmental identity. 
Irrespective of the social and political system, some basic rethinking on this issue is called for. 
If one wants to extrapolate industrialisation in different disciplines, such as architecture and 
urban planning, it will be very difficult to accept the consequences. Here, it seems that the role 
of the agencies and specialists will be a kind of control on the authority of the users, especially 
in building their environment. By imposing preset adjusted products, people's creative power 
cannot flourish, as it can in natural processes with feedback control. Feed -forward controlled 
systems are destroying the endogenous creative power of many societies who become merely 
consumers of commodities. Even if an individual designs or participates in the design process, 
s/he will assemble the parts which are preset and limited in their nature. It must be understood 
that this thesis does not pursue a way to return to some kind of primitivity, rather it is looking 
forward to regain the purity and the originality of personal design. In this way, the author does 
not intend to go back and create or invent things again. The attempt is to design according 
to the natural process (see Figure 1) to create a whole whose parts are flexible and natural, 
open to people as purposeful entities rather than to consumption. Of course, in a complex 
system, there has to be some sort of overall coordinated control, as well as the control of 
individual tasks. 
Moreover, the ability to take the corrective action required to learn and adapt depends on the 
flexibility and changeability of the control and controlled systems of our societies. Most goal - 
seeking and purposeful systems, including private organizations and public institutions, seek 
stability (the concept of an internally generated 'structural stability' is comparable, and may 
be contrasted, with the 'homeostasis' of system theory) and, therefore, resist change. It is 
possible to design flexibility into mechanical (therefore passive) systems but it is much more 
difficult to design it into purposeful systems. The problems associated with so doing, and 
possible solutions to them, are the subject of a growing interdisciplinary effort frequently 
called 'organizational development' (Ackoff, 1974,1984; and Hillier et al., 1972-73) 
Cause and Effect Relationship 
The author argues that the comparison between the two traditions of production (natural 
cyclic process and industrial linear process) can be better understood if one discusses them 
in two specific domains. One is in a synchronous domain, having system appraoch which 
yields opportunities to compare feedback and feed -forward controls and their roles in creating 
supply -demand relationship between products. The second is concerned about the process of 
production which happens in a diachrounous domain and is definable by studying the 
fundamental base of philosophy, i.e. cause and effect relationship (aetiology)'. 
Describing some views about cause and effect relationship which seems to strengthen the 
philosophical backgrounds of industrial production, beside the definition cited by Hillier et al. 
(1972 -73) (evolutionary/generative cause -effect), Singer (1959) notes that cause -effect was 
used in two different senses. First, it was used in the sense when a cause is necessary and 
Logical priciples, such as deduction, induction and abduction, are employed as the correspondence 
between 
these domains which will he discussed later in Chapter Four: the model (4.13). 
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sufficient condition for its effect. Second, it was also used when one thing was taken to be 
necessary but not sufficient for the other. For instance, an acorn is necessary but not sufficient 
for an oak; various soil and weather conditions are also necessary. Singer referred to this 
second type of cause -effect as 'producer -product' also called 'probabilistic' or non - 
deterministic cause -effect. Because a producer is not sufficient for its product, other 
producers (co- producers) are also necessary. Taken collectively these constitute the 
producer's environment. Singer went on to show why studies that use the producer -product 
relationship were compatible with, but richer than, studies that use only deterministic cause - 
effect. Furthermore, he showed that a theory of explanation based on producer -product 
permitted objective study of functional, goal- seeking, and purposeful behaviour. In fact, he 
and the others were trying to find out the proper scientific reasons for some of the Man's 
purposeful behaviour which are not possible to answer by deterministic philosophical cause - 
effect. Singer rejected linearity of causal relationship and analysed it systemically while Hillier 
was tracing its roots structurally by locating them in the diachronous and synchronous planes 
Production Process Paradigm 
It could be argued that process is seen as a different set of changes either in synchronous 
domain (generation of typologies) or in diachronous domain (evolution of theories) without 
being concerned about the causal relationships as correspondence between two domains In 
Section 4.B of Chapter Four, the study proposes that it is possible to open out a 'space' 
between the territories of cause and effect. Into this opened out space can be fitted a sense 
of intention where goals (the ultimate, final cause) become mediated through this space into 
objects or typologies (the formal, externalized cause /effect). By these means, it is possible to 
see process orientated temporal elements similar to the process of becoming which refers to 
objectification of a subject, seen in the purposeful systems (Islami, 1996a, 1996b, 1996c, 
1997a, 1997b, 1997c, 1998). 
The process can be named 'production process' which refers to Man's creative power 
of 
changing subject into object, nonexistence into existence, multiplicity into unity, 
necessity into 
possibility and vice versa. Consequently, these changes lead to growth and development 
and 
help the transformation of the societies and their cultures. So, the stimulant of production 
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process is Man's intention which is strengthened by his knowledge and experience of his 
previous activities and the possibilities made by the resources and situations. The sort of 
knowledge embedded in this productivity is responsible for evolution of his thought and 
generation of the products. According to the thesis's proposal the process of production has 
four stages: 
1. ultimate, final cause; (which stands for purposes and needs) 
2. subjective cause; (which stands for agencies and disciplines) 
3. objective cause /effect; (which stands for resources and conditions) and 
4. formal, externalized cause /effect. (which stands for products) 
Each goal /need one wants or has to satisfy requires some resources to be changed by an 
expert into a new product. For instance, in designing or building a house (formal, externalized 
cause /effect), an architect or a builder (subjective cause) designs or changes the resources 
(objective cause /effect) according to the user's needs or wants (ultimate, final cause). In this 
process, two points are important. First, for processing a product all four stages are needed 
to work together. Secondly, the results of the process cover a wide range of typologies, i.e. 
materialistic or non -materialistic products. The production process is possible over a period 
of time which can be categorized into chronological time (when the concern is about 
generation of typologies in products), evolutionary time (when the concern is about 
evolution of values and theories, i.e. final cause) and deterministic time which is irreversible 
and can be long run or short run according to the programmes. 
This process is one of the two paradigms associated with the model of endogenous 
development and emphasizes on the 'final cause' as a start point of the process. Therefore, 
people have a significant role in the process within which they are creating symbolic principle 
and values to help professionals in implementing their ideas. There is also a need for people - 
centred or lateral organizations to help creating appropriate environment for growing 
from 
within. The other is concerned with relationships between the outcomes of the process named 
'supply- demand' paradigm [see Chapter Four (4.B) for more clarification]. 
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People's Participation in Design Process 
Creativity is not necessarily an individual act. It can manifest itself through intense interaction 
between small groups of like -minded individuals. Creativity is not data collection and 
compilation (Lim, 1990). The creative process requires the ability to identify and 
synthesize available information and ideas to arrive at new solutions by creating new 
programmes or instructions. The process for achieving a viable, exciting and humane built 
environment is very complex and calls for contributions from many individuals and small 
multi -disciplinary groups of problem- oriented task forces. Each task force member should be 
intelligent, creative and committed while being highly proficient in her /his own field of work. 
Beside professionals contributions (which is accomplished by deduction inference) ", there is 
a need for people's participation in design process (which is accomplished by abduction 
inference). This participatory approach can also shift the design process towards a wider 
domain that of production process (which is accomplished by induction inference), a 
manifestation of an open -ended living system. 
As it was argued, indigenous knowledge and cultural attributes of indigenous societies such 
as community bonding, self -help, mutual aid, social responsibility, and the organizational 
capabilities of traditional polities are essential in qualification of the development plans They 
also need to be reexamined for their contributions to an "endogenous" strategy of 
development. 
Like language, one may not be able to find an inventor for indigenous urbanization and 
architecture. These have been built by people, by the creative power of society over a long 
period of time. These spaces can be seen neither as a work of art nor an intellectual 
achievement, but as a living process, an open -ended dynamic activity in which each 
generation adds a new meaning and enriches it with its contradictions. The core of 
tradition is that there is a direct link between a society's design and its social health and 
identity. Design is a manifestation of the social, political and economic situation. It is also 
clear that no city and no building has been or is developed by itself There is a need for human 
S 
Deduction', 'abduction' and 'induction' reasoning are logical 
terminologies which is fully discussed in Logical 
Thinking and the Process (4.B.3.) in Chapter Four. 
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intention and creativity to generate different typologies of buildings and cities This progress 
has been achieved by planning or design processes, either through participatory approaches 
or by the designer's sentience and knowledge (see Chapter Two, 2.B, and Islami, 1996c). 
It seems timely, after considering the role of the designers, to look more closely at the general 
area of 'human motivation' or 'human needs', which is referred to in Chapter Four (4.B), i e 
the first stage of a production process relationship. By referring to human needs either in 
general or in particular, e.g. in a harsh situation, a likely outcome is that designers and 
planners should be concerned about the symbolic principles of the society which may be 
obtainable by people's participation besides the instrumental principles of the products which 
are referred to in multi -disciplinary approach in design professions (Islami, 1996c, 1997b). 
This thesis intends to explore the diverse ways in which people perceive their environment and 
will provide an analytical survey of the problems that beset them. Later, it will attempt to 
bring these various elements into perspective and offer some directives for the establishment 
of humanity in the built environment and say that the mainspring for the designers and 
planners is evidently life - in all its breadth and depth - of the people for whom they are 
designing and the way they sustain that will depend on the depth of their knowledge and 
understanding of it. 
Development and Change 
Development and change, especially in Developing Countries, are attracting more public 
attention and scholarly concern than at, perhaps, any other time in history Traditional 
structures have been seriously questioned and sweeping changes proposed; simultaneously, 
efforts are being made to penetrate the fundamental processes by which development plans 
operate. This effort calls for new knowledge from a number of substantive areas. Sociologists, 
political scientists, economists, geographers, planners, historians, anthropologists, and others 
have turned to development questions. Interdisciplinary projects involving scholars and 
activists are groping with fundamental issues. Up until now, many of these issues are still 
unresolved, and this thesis will, therefore, attempt to add a timely contribution to the 
continuing debate and is an attempt to open up the discourse about endogenous 
.1:1171/ 
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development which can be addressed to scholars and students as well as to planners, 
administrators, and others concerned with a more analytical understanding of the 
mechanism of the development processes. 
Development of a person or a society, is not a condition or state defined by what or how 
much that person or society has. Development has less to do with how much a person or 
society has than with what it can do with whatever it has. Because development involves 
an increase of ability and desire, and because one person or society cannot learn or be 
motivated for another, one person or society cannot develop another. One can only encourage 
and facilitate the development of another. Ackoff et al. (1984) believe that there is only one 
type of development: 'self -development'. Therefore, governments cannot develop the 
governed, but they can encourage and facilitate the development of the governed. It' 
there is a problem whose dissolution' is an opportunity for development rather than growth, 
it is not necessary to look for what governments can do to solve the problem, but it is for 
what they can do to encourage and facilitate solution of the problem by the governed. 
Growth is a change in size or number. It can be negative or positive. Organisms can increase 
or decrease in size, and populations can increase or decrease in number. Economic growth 
refers either to an increase in the size of an economy or an increase in measure of its 
performance. It usually occurs without choice in most biological systems. Many people sec 
a society's compulsion to grow as being natural, even laudable because that physical or 
economic growth is necessary if not sufficient for development. If limits to growth limited 
development, one could understand a preoccupation with growth. The author does not see 
growth as necessarily limited. It is a means not an end and is, therefore, an option that 
should be evaluated concerning precisely formulated social objectives. Those who believe 
in endogenous development take development to be the end that purposeful individuals and 
groups should seek. In this regard, development is not a biological but a psychological, 
cultural and social concept. It is with respect to people's contribution to development that 
proposals for revitalizing societies and their economies should be evaluated. 
9 Dissolution is a way in which Interactivists treat problems. (See the definition about this terni in 
Section 1 A 
Problem Identification in Chapter One.) 
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B. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Designers, especially architects and urban designers, have a certain way of demonstrating their 
work. Their images presented for approval have evolved from many other studies, explored 
pictorially and considered synchronically, i.e. sketches and design models It has a system 
made of components with a network of relationships which is either two or three dimensional 
[see Chapter Four, Modelling (4.A)]. Therefore, it is not linear and has its own characteristics 
(Figure 3). In this strategy researcher or designer is concerned about a target (research 
question) ambiguously. S/he, by focusing on the main issues, starts to gather more information 
and evidences. The more relevant the information, the closer it is to the centre. The objectives 
ensure that the research is in the right direction, and the research questions will keep and 
maintain the trend of the research towards the centre. Through an inward journey towards the 
centre, an investigator may pass different stages or the components (components a, b, c, ) 
of the process over time. This shows that time plays an important role in the process. 
a 
Figure 3 Spiral as a pattern for the research strategy 
Source: the author 
But, when the researcher wants to express ideas with the other experts, for example, by a 
written thesis, s/he should have another strategy for editing a particular kind of systems 
drama. This seems to be different from the research strategy. The common model, for making 
that, is linear ' with a beginning and an end. So, a chain of simultaneous hierarchical relation 
between words, sentences, paragraphs ... chapters and parts of a text, or different components 
'o For more details refer to the section named 'Modelling' in Chapter Four (4.A). 
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of a system, is necessary to understand its whole meaning or to select the needed information 
from it. The differences between these two approaches are illustrated in Figure 4 
1 2 
Linear Approach Modelling Approach 
Figure 4 The linear relationship between the components of a textural writing and the transaction between them 
in a pictorial model 
Source: the author 
Describing the research process of the thesis, the author would like to refer to Carter et al 
(1984) who suggest a model which distinguishes process on two dimensions the 'here'-'there' 
dichotomy, and the 'fluid'- 'consolidated' dichotomy. They state that practical change involves 
a particular kind of systems drama: Finding some practical route from 'here' (the present 
situation and all the messy practical constraints, fears and opportunities that it involves) and 
making the mental and physical journey to 'there' (some future states that one conceives, 
perhaps in clear detail or perhaps as little more than 'getting away from here'). Because few 
dramas come to a happy conclusion in the first act and first time around, it is unlikely that 
there is a need for finding exactly the right compromise that meets real needs That can he 
achieved effectively and is actively supported by the people involved. Yet, if the findings are 
wrong in a very public way, the response may prevent any second chance. So, it is better to 
try not to jump in at the deep end, and keep most of the trial -and -error offstage, making it 
useful to distinguish between fluid and consolidated phases. Here, the same authors classify 
the first dichotomy of their model in page 26 of their book: 'Systems, Management and 
Change' and describe it as: 
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"the fluid 'bright ideas' phases in which you can change your mind without serious 
consequences - you can toy with possibilities, find out how things tick, explore the 
potentialities of a situation, dream up alternative proposals, sketch ideas, prepare 
pictures and descriptions, experiment with models, compare options, and 
2. the consolidated 'real world' phases, which are hard to reserve, so that changes have 
serious consequences - doing it for real, negotiating with important people, getting 
authoritative approval, facing the real costs of stopping or starting things, competing 
for the limited resources, accepting legally binding contracts, and taking real 
responsibility for harmful consequences." 
Four Styles of Work 
According to the model cited above the journey in research is not from 'here' to 'there', but 
also from 'fluid' to 'consolidated' (Figure 5). But, the main question is when to work and in 
which style? Much of the skill in effective action lies in knowing how best to mix these four 
styles of work, and too colloquial has been written on how to do it. Considering procedure 
of the research with reversible time which is different from process of the operational research 
with irreversible time, Carter et al. (1984) claim that one can think of the four styles as rather 
like rooms in a four -roomed house. Living does not have a fixed sequence. One likes to move 
easily from one room to another when s/he needs to. All the rooms work together as a 'system 
for living in'. It is quite normal to send a lot of time in one, or pop briefly into another But, 
if one spends all her/his time frantically running from one room to another, or alternatively 
locks herself/himself all the time in one room only, something has probably gone wrong. The 
same authors also claim that just as each room in a house imposes its personal role, 
atmosphere, functions, and customs, each style of work tends to have . 
a) its own specialists; 
b) its own approach and driving force, and 
c) its own typical problems and techniques. 
The logical sequence from fluid to consolidated and from here to there is giving us 
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Analysis - Inventive Search -' Groundwork -0 Implementation 
But, it is not as simple as that, and implementation is rarely the 'last word' All sorts of 
sequences can occur for instance: 
Analysis -0 Groundwork -+ Analysis -0 Search - Groundwork -0 Analysis 
-) Implementation -, Analysis -0 ... 
Whether these sequences are relevant to all situations is not certain. Nevertheless, a degree 
of reality exists in all these sequences in case of research procedure. So, it is preferable to 
place the three parts of the thesis in the first sequence as: the first part for analysis, the second 
part for inventive search and the third part for groundwork. The application of the thesis, 
which is discussed in Conclusion (Chapter Seven), will go for remaining part of the model 
(Figure 5). Therefore, the thesis has contributed with both parts: with Part One and Part Two 
HERE 
ANALYSIS 
Trying to understand the present 
situation - finding how it ticks, and 
looking for seeds from which a 




Searching ahead in your 
imagination for the most 
desirable goals and the best 
routes to them. 
PART a 
GROUNDWORK 
Preparing the existing system for 
the change -background 
education for the possibility of 
change. PART 3 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Actual execution of agreed 
construction or transformation 




Figure 5 The mental and physical journey from here (practical change) 
to there (some future states) and from fluid 
(bright idea) to consolidated (real world) 
[Adapted to Carter et al. (1984), see also Geddes's fburfòld 
diagram named 'thinking machine' in Section 
4.A: Modelling in Chapter Four.] 
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Analysis is needed for unfamiliar situations. One is no longer sure what to do. S/he could just 
'jump in at the deep end', learning by random trial and error and intuitive hunches - the 
heuristic approach. But, a practically oriented description or map of the situation can often 
be very helpful. Description makes a situation thinkable, and that makes it easier to talk about, 
to share, and explanation makes it easy to act within. Some descriptions and explanations are 
more useful than others. If one can get the right description and explanation, the action 
needed will often be obvious. A problem is 'solved' when the people involved have found an 
actionable way of describing or explaining it, for example, in this thesis by using simulative 
approach and making model of the situation. Before the author starts describing the model 
of the thesis in Part Two, there are some useful preliminary activities to bear in mind 
by having a glimpse on the existing discourse in Part One and bringing evidences from 
the case studies in Part Three. It is wasteful to home in too soon on what may turn out, 
much later, to have been the wrong area. 
The author does not quite know how the discussion started, but it did. People kept on tossing 
in images, viewpoints, information. An ambiguous but rich and complicated picture began to 
form in their mind. Again, strongly expressed views tempted them to jump prematurely to 
'shortcut' conclusions, and they had to challenge themselves with yet other viewpoints to stop 
their system of ideas becoming closed. The emerging picture is not tidy. It is very loosely and 
inconsistently structured and full of loose ends, a mixture of facts and illusions, and of symbols 
and images that each say particular things quite clearly, but hints at many others There are 
all sorts of different angles: human, technical, financial, political, organisational, aesthetic and 
atmospheric, procedural, motivational, etc. It is a resources -heap of largely unsorted raw 
material that has seemed relevant as the themes of the discussion have evolved. Some bits of 
the heap are quite organised; others are still chaotic. 
Some stages in building up a better vantage point of the thesis, from which several issues as 
a brief introduction to the definition of the research methodology emerges, is illustrated in 
Figure 6 which indicates that the process of research could be similar to the process of design 
and always passes in a cyclic order, the modes of'analysis', 'synthesis' 
and 'evaluation' in order 
to 'identify', 'define' and 'specify' some aspects of the research 
questions. 
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Inductive processes result in models and deductive processes result in plan and descriptions. 
Description can be anything which represents attempts to make various experiences 
communicable (Bax, 1989). Analysts tend to use the word 'model' rather than 'description' or 
'explanation' when they want to indicate that the description or explanation has been prepared 
in a careful 'quality controlled' way rather than by informal verbal ones, though the distinction 
and explanation are far from absolute. Whether they are systemic or not, description, 
explanation and modelling always involve simplification, because we have to simplify in order 
to communicate [see Chapter Four (4.A, and 4.B)]. 
All these explanations may help to achieve an appropriate model for structuring the thesis to 
illustrate both its content and its form. This model can be radial and static which has different 
sectors as is suggested in Figure 6. It has three parts, as three phases, which respond to 
'identification', 'definition', and 'specification' of the research. 
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Figure 6 The design process in digèrent phases 
This can be used as the research process 
with some clarifications. 
(derived from Maguire, 1980: Carter et al., 
1984: Bax, 1989: and Islami. 1997h) 
Source: the author 
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C. ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 
The themes described above demonstrate 'why' the line of work was undertaken. Now, there 
is a need for sketching out 'what' this research consists of and 'how' it is organized. A flow of 
research, encountering different strategies, is manipulated passing through the three parts in 
the thesis which is illustrated in Figure 7. 
Deductive Approach for 
Analysing the Literature 
PART ONE 
411bW 
Abductive Approach for 
Synthesising the Achievements 
and Modelling the Hypothesis 
PART TWO 
Inductive Approach for 
Evaluating the Hypothesis 
PART THREE 
Figure 7 A model for organizing and structuring the seven chapters of the thesis 
The direction of the research is from both sides, i.e. from Part One and Part Three towards Part Two 
Source: the author 
The first part describes specific developments in scientific thinking by conducting a brief' 
overview of major changes in how scientists have approached their subject matter over the 
years and has two chapters. In this part, a deduction strategy is adopted to describe and 
explain some existent theories and ideologies about built environment to gain some details of 
their concepts in Chapter One (1.A & 1.B) and to criticise some of the current discourse in 
Chapter Two (2.A & 2.B) leading to a general theoretical framework of attitudes. The second 
part, which is the focus of the thesis, is to make the hypothetical model of endogenous 
development and has two chapters. Being assisted by the general framework of attitudes, 
Chapter Three (3.A & 3.B) manifests the attempt for analysing the model of 'endogenous 
development' and tracing its roots from the debates of system view and structuralism within 
epistemology and teleology. Chapter Four (4.A & 4.B) states the casual relationship between 
the elements and components of the model which is supported by the examples and samples 
from Part Three. The third part shows verification of case studies testing the model which 
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involves two chapters. In order to test the theory of endogenous development, the application 
of the model is examined in its respond to the rapid changes after disasters, development 
plans, and government programmes in Chapter Five. Following the empirical cases, people's 
opinion about development and change and their role in decision making process has been 
explored by an open -ended questionnaire in Chapter Six. Chapter Seven is to make 
relationship between the results of the three parts to apply the theory and recommend further 
research. This is adopted to end the research procedure. 
Work of this kind is heavily reliant on the science of organization, comparing epistemological 
and teleological approaches in defining the differences between systemic view and 
structuralism, for its theoretical bases. However, when the emphasis is on development, as it 
is here, theoretical work from philosophy, etiology and social sciences (particularly 
psychology, social psychology, sociology) is more relevant. Yet, because the social 
construction of human activity must eventually be juxtaposed with another set of phenomena 
concerned with the physical organization, an aggregative level of study and analysis, 
somewhat outside the mainline empirical traditions of these themes, is required. Moreover, 
such analysis lends itself well to the possibilities of using a systems approach in the analysis 
of the interface between activities and the physical organization of space, an emphasis which 
is also somewhat outside the traditional empirical orientations of this thesis 
This is a general scope of an approach to the study of endogenous development. Although it 
aims to serve as a beginning in the development of a theoretical framework for understanding 
and interpreting this view of change and growth useful for planning and policy formulation, 
it serves an immediate purpose of providing guidelines for the series of empirical studies taken 
up in ensuing chapters. The details of what is proposed here will require considerable 




FRAMEWORK OF THE 
RESEARCH 
INTRODUCTION TO PART ONE 
This part consists of two chapters. One objective is to outline the theories of the discourse, 
to review and critically examine key principles and thoughts which are to be found in the 
literature. Another purpose is to give an overview of the progress of the research. It was 
decided by the author that unless this was done it would be difficult to understand the nature 
and significance of the key postulates of the thesis, for building up a model of endogenous 
development theory. Therefore, the approach of the thesis is deductive at this point, and has 
a framework based on a hierarchy of stages leading towards ever more focused discussion. 
The focus in Part One, across the two chapters, starts with philosophy and world views, 
leading eventually to the disciplines of the built environment. From a broad to a specific field 
In Chapter One for example, the discourse is relatively general, focusing on problem 
identification. Out of this, the necessity of a world view became apparent. The author 
emphasises that his method of research in the thesis is not a systematic one, rather he is 
searching for a paradigm enabling him to define change and stability in transformation This 
is reflected both in the research and in development itself and allows for the identification of 
indicators in development programmes. He opens up the discourse in such a way as to 
discover and identify the key elements that lie within it. The aim of Part One is to find the 
tools, the components of the discourse for helping to build up the model, which is the final aim 
of the research. Because of a deductive attitude towards the discourse, the author is trying to 
get right inside the principle, at the end. 
The discourse discusses development problems and suggests various solutions for them One 
of these solutions is people's participation which is frequently mentioned Chapter Two, 
therefore identifies people's participation as a vital element of development. In order to 
further 
examine people's participation, a critical analysis is taken of the subject, where the 
author 
purposefully selects the role of this notion in production processes, i.e to 
find the hidden 
paradigms held in the descriptive notion of people's participation 
within the design process of 
building the environment. It is in the discourse that people's 
participation has been used not 
I 
as an end towards creativity but as a tool. Within people participation, creativity is the most 
difficult. The author decided to examine this notion in the design process, both within the 
decision making process and within creativity. 
The thesis's approach is to concentrate not only on descriptive, but also on explanatory 
methods of research in order to lead towards the simulation of the outcomes of the discourse 
This will help to have appropriate criteria to evaluate them. Some criteria for evaluation in this 
part come directly from the discourse and others come from the author's own preconception 
and history. The point here is that the model which is to be built in Part Two is developed 
from this process. The main evaluation of the proposals of discourse and the model itself is 
left to the reader, i.e. after reading Part Two and being informed about the model of 
endogenous development theory. The structure of the research is designed in such a way that 
while the parts and chapters of the thesis look standing independently from each other, they 
nevertheless serve collectively a general structure whose aim is both to evoke an attitude and 
build a model of endogenous development theory. 
While the intention of the author attempts to be neutral in introducing and analysing the 
discourse, gradually certain key theories have created an impact on him which was then 
adopted throughout the thesis. The aim in Part One is not therefore to clarify the discourse, 
or to bring a new idea to judge it, but to find the bones which make up the skeleton as 
metaphors or paradigms which are used by experts in the specific areas under examination 
These key elements, which are already part of the discourse, are brought together to form the 
structure of the new model. In this regard, Chapter One is relatively impartial and Chapter 
Two begins to develop a paradigm. This marks a shift from a deductive to an inductive 
approach. Chapter One, which searches for a more accurate and reliable meaning of 
development, goes into details to expand the knowledge about development Chapter Two 
limits the area of examination and begins to build a model based on a feedback mechanism by 
which the objectives and results of the development processes are closely interrelated 
Therefore, the simulation, the collection of key elements which have been gathered, examined 
and laid out in Part One, will be built into a more holistic model in Part 
Two 
Finally, to reiterate, Chapter One is an opening up of the discourse in order to discover 
its 
constituent elements and to examine them in detail, gradually refining 
and focusing on a few 
key elements. Chapter Two then begins to build towards a model, it brings in a certain amount 
of critical analysis, both from personal background and from the discourse itself Attention 
moves towards the redefining and recategorising of the constituent part using key theories of 
the discourse as well as the author's views, which he derived from his own practical and 
academic experience in this field. This has helped him in the evaluation of the significance and 
relevance of many of these concepts. 
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Deductive Approach for 
Analysing the Literature 
Abductive Approach for 
Synthesising the Achievements 
and Modelling the Hypothesis 
PART ONE 
Inductive Approach for 
Evaluating the Hypothesis 
PART TWO PART THREE 
INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER ONE 
This chapter is divided into two sections, both of which are essential components of the 
discourse of the thesis. The first section, Problem Identification, is an overview of 
philosophical issues that aids the author in determining the framework for the study of 
problems. It is a broad unfolding of universal concepts and it lays the foundation for the model 
that is the core of the thesis. The second section, Development, is a distillation of definitions 
of development as expressed in literature. These texts established a general theoretical 
structure as to what constitutes a development definition. In combination, these two 
components represent some of the theoretical reference behind the thesis. 
Everybody is aware through experience and anecdote of'problems' yet the term is a complex 
one. Problems cannot be assumed to be self -evident, as their recognition depends on values 
and symbols held within the human consciousness and compared to particular expectations 
The symptoms that people react to are caused by more fundamental and less visible 
phenomena. Remedying the symptoms does little to stem dissatisfaction. Therefore, before 
concentrating on a specific type of problem in a specified location, the author needed to 
outline the general framework of what constitutes a problem in people's minds and how these 
can be interpreted from apparently straightforward opinions. The literature indicated two 
approaches to problem identification - symptomatic and paradigmatic and the thesis will start 
with a consideration of these. 
The concept of 'development' proved to be equally elusive. Different people hold different 
ideas as to what constitutes a development and there are a great number of lesser 
considerations concerning their expectations, such as whether it is validated by radicalism, 
scale, reconstruction or intervention. The second essential component of the discourse of this 
thesis was therefore to establish a clear model which provides the reader 
with a reliable 
definition of development and how it, as an abstract concept, is viewed in people's minds It 
serves to construct a necessary world view that helps define development 
in terms of change 
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Introduction to Problem Identification 
While in many countries the development experience appears to have been satisfactory in 
respect of the growth of a modern industrial capacity, in other respects it has engendered 
social, environmental, and economic problems which have become increasingly serious. Some 
notable features of these experiences are classified by Fadaka (1982): 
a) a continued state of unhealthy dependency on external economic relations for 
sustaining domestic patterns of growth and growing external debts and deficits in the 
balance of payments; 
b) a persistence of mass unemployment and underemployment and poverty, 
c) low productivity of labour and other factors of production, (the internal dynamics of 
growth has not led to self -sustaining and self -reliant economic development in several 
cases. Moreover, sizable sections of the population, including women and rural 
populations, have been left out of the mainstream of development. ) 
d) excessive and environmentally harmful growth of big cities, urban congestion and 
marked deterioration of environmental heath in urban settlements, 
e) technologically created unemployment through the adoption of highly capital - 
intensive; (that is labour -saving, technologies in the process of industrialization, and 
the use of capital- intensive technologies on large farms. ) 
f) growth of monoculture and commercial farming for export at the expense of 
production of food for domestic consumption; 
g) wide and increasing disparities in the distribution of income and wealth and unhealthy 
imbalances in consumption patterns and life -styles of the few privileged on the one 
hand and the socio- economically disadvantaged on the other, and 
h) crisis in the formal education system. 
Accordingly, this study is concerned with the concepts of planning and design and how they 
confront human needs during growth and development programmes. The purpose 
in this part 
is to introduce current problems facing many societies which result from misunderstanding 
the 
knowledge which is required to accommodate people's natural responses. In this 
respect, there 
is a need for finding their causative factors and the ways of solving them. To 
reach an 
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appropriate assessment of these problems it would be, perhaps, useful to mention certain 
principles about the nature and significance of an environmental or design problem. 
One fundamental question is 'how to identify a problem'. That is to investigate what is below 
the surface of contemporary problems. Where in the historical and evolutionary process and 
hierarchies of the Man- environment relationship this problem locates itself? The aim is to get 
an insight into the issues and complexities associated with identifying the problems by 
recognising them, describing their structural properties and explaining their functional 
properties, and finding their causative factors. Then, the content of different explanations of 
the process of solving problems will be explored. 
Moreover, the problems an individual selects for solution and the way s /he formulates them 
depend more on her /his philosophy and world view than on her /his science and technology 
How s /he goes about solving them depends on her/his science and technology, but her /his 
ability to use them effectively also depends on her /his philosophy and world view. These, in 
turn, depend on the concepts and ideas s /he uses and how s /he uses them to organize his 
perceptions of the world (Ackoff, 1974). Fundamental changes in these organizing concepts 
and ideas and the way they are used move societies from one age to another. A person's 
success in managing her /his society's affairs depends more on her /his view of the world and 
the philosophy s/he lives by, than her /his science and technology. It seems that, the future 
depends greatly both on and how well one uses appropriate technology to solve them. 
1.A.1. Definition of the Problems 
The immediate character of a problem lies in different factors. Alexander (1970) pinpoints 
them and states that they are structured in a specific hierarchical organization and set up by 
temporally derived causative relationships. Furthermore, the actual implication of such a 
structure of factors lies in the very principles which control the processes and timing of the 
various events, and behavioural patterns which have characterised human environment and 
cultural adaptation. He suggests that without a profound and cumulative knowledge of this 
structure, the designer will inevitably fail to cope with his design problem and will fail to 
produce the appropriate proposals. Perhaps we should remember his claim that "not only is 
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this knowledge essential for the production of more fit designs, but it might then, when 
possessed, 'consciously' inspire contemporary practices by making the solutions correspond 
properly in their structure to their real situations." 
1.A.2. Identification of the Problems 
It is necessary to recognise the problem and investigate its relevance to its indigenous context 
Otherwise, the perceived problem might occasionally embody a false assumption in the first 
place. Describing the problems, about gathering information, by improving the methods of 
managing information will be more appropriate. Sophisticated expression of linguistic 
difficulty in describing problems will be more acceptable and true by ascribing the situations 
(Ujam, 1987). It could be also argued that embarking on a solution without attributing the 
problem to its proper situation might lead to further problems. 
Getting insight into the complexities associated with the identification of the problems, Ackotï 
(1974, p. 231) suggests: "Actual and potential problems can be identified once symptoms and 
omens (presymptoms) have been identified. A symptom is a deviation of a system's behaviour 
from what is considered to be normal behaviour ... can be used as symptoms. Symptoms may 
indicate either threats or opportunities: high costs, for example, may indicate a threat, but 
abnormally low costs may signal an opportunity." 
Well- developed statistical producers are available for defining 'normal behaviour' and for 
detecting significant deviations from it. These involve analysis of past and the current 
performance of the system which is being controlled, comparison with other similar systems 
and their environments (Ibid.). Highlighting the continuation of the investigations and 
treatments, the same source indicates that the selection of performance measures and indices 
to be used in symptom surveillance cannot presently be automated. It requires enlightened 
human judgment. It is particularly difficult to provide performance indicators that measure 
human performance, measure quantity such as wealth but not quality such as happiness. 
The same source in page 232 modifies more explanations and claims "Once 
a diagnosis has 
been made, one can determine whether or not action is required 
Diagnosis may reveal a self- 
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correcting situation or one about which nothing can be done. If, however, a problem is 
revealed, then it can be fed into the decision -making subsystem." Beside this, Ackot' points 
to a citation by Schon (1971) who has an optimistic view of timing the clinical analogy and 
claims: "The times required for diagnosis, for design of demonstration, or for extension to the 
next instance, are long enough ... to include changes which invalidate conclusions once they 
are reached." Furthermore, there is a concept of scientific 'paradigms' which stems from Kuhn 
(1970). A paradigm, he says, consists of a set of implicit rules for identifying a valid scientific 
problem, and for recognizing what would constitute a solution to it. Rosenhead (1990) has 
identified three conflicting paradigms: official, reformist, and revolutionary . 
Therefore, the ways which are struggling for more authority to identify a problem are 
different. Actual and potential problems can be identified by the concepts, symptoms (clinical 
analogy), paradigms (scientific approach), etc. This thesis intends to present some significant 
points of both strategies and emphasises on this matter that symptomatic view gives us a 
better understanding of the fields through which the application of the concepts in built 
environment is possible and paradigmatic approach furnishes us with the tools to 
dominate the hypothesis with the appropriate rules to 'dissolve' the problems. 
Although every state or nation has its own unique history, it would be useful to identify the 
roots of the problems in the so called Third World Countries, where usually some authorities 
or administrators imitate Western patterns of development, or search for the entities to 
identify some international problems which usually follow the history of Western Countries. 
What emerges from this investigation is the necessity of having clear idea about the origin of 
the emergence point of the problems for being capable of having control on their influences 
In this respect, it is worthwhile to refer to Appendix One: Section (a) for knowing more about 
Ackoffs (1974) classification of the problems which are frequently used in the following text 
and are divided in three eras: Middle Age; Machine Age; and Systems Age. 
The point which can be extracted from this classification is that problems are 
conceptual 
constructs from complex situations that are systems of problems: messes. Solutions 
are 
also abstractions: no problem is ever finally put to rest. 
Therefore, solutions require control 
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continuous maintenance and improvement. Controlling the solutions, which signifies the 
necessity of continuous maintenance and improvement, celebrates a new era, following the 
Systems Age. The era which either emphasis on change, evolution and transformation by 
using the available information from structuralism theory, or enhances the system view's 
achievements when talking about explosion of information and fast accessibility to the public 
affairs, which is the result of the progression in electronics. However, to deal effectively with 
a problematic situation one can determine both what it has in common with previously 
experienced situations and how it differs from them. At the end of this discussion, it is 
worthwhile to pinpoint the fact that humanity brings differentiations and science and 
technology seeks for similarity or sameness and conclude that awareness of similarities 
enables one to use what is already known; awareness of differences enables her/him to 
determine what must still be learned. 
1.A.3. Problem Solving and Management 
Successful problem solving requires finding the right solution to the right problem. People fail 
more often because they solve the wrong problem than because they get the wrong solution 
to the right problem. The thesis is more concerned with the problems people have failed 
to face than with those they have faced unsuccessfully. Moreover, by clarifying the process 
of problem solving and decision making in management, it would be worthwhile to remember 
Ackoffs (1974) statement that management involves decision making and decision making 
involves problem solving. Problem solving will be the essential function of management, if 
there is any doubt for decision maker to make the choice. 
The priority of making the choice in management is perhaps a key point Because, in the 
native societies people are more concerned about the life itself than its problems, they do not 
perceive problem solving as a forerunner in the process of their lives. They rely mostly on 
their aspirations and plans, as a tool for expanding opportunities to make their choices, to 
qualify their lives in the future. Therefore, they conceive problem solving as a 
means for their 
purposes not an end for itself In this respect, managers and planners should avoid 
emphasising only on the problems in their programmes, otherwise, they may enforce 
people 
to be passive instead of being active. It means that, in those communities, either by having a 
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doubt of making the choice or by choosing the false problems for solution, people may live 
in an abstract and secondary phase of their life processes. So, they may have to endure 
spending more time and energy by solving the wrong problems. 
There are different approaches to solve the problems in different fields For instance, in 
psychology, Piaget's studies of young children led him to believe that initially they pose new 
successful solutions to any of their problems. Initially they thrash about, hitting and squeezing 
objects. Occasionally they meet with success, and remember the success as a mental "schema" 
which can be used again. When first attempting to use a fork, the child will try out the thumb 
and finger routine. He says that it is what the child knows about and is an obvious starting 
point. If the existing schema copes with the problem, the problem has been "assimilated" to 
the schema. If it fails, then the child experiments with other existing schemata until a new and 
successful action arises out of the old. Now a new evolving schema has been developed to 
"accommodate" the problems. In this way, each of us as adults carries a repertoire of 
schemata which are possible solutions to the problems. 
Beside the brief definitions cited above, here is time to notify again that management involves 
decision making and decision making involves problem solving which is concerned about the 
possible solutions to the problems by relying on some repertoire schemata. Now, it seems 
advisable to look for the relationships between management as controlling system and the 
other systems. As it has been noticed, management whose function is to control another 
system must either be part of that system or be part of the larger system. Therefore, a control 
system can always be viewed as a subsystem. It may also contain its own subsystems. 
Managers and decision makers, almost, always do the familiar and the simplest thing first. 
Therefore, it is suggested to automate management and management -support systems (such 
as universities, government agencies, etc.) by relieving them of dull jobs to enable them to 
take on more complex and challenging tasks that are often neglected for lack of time. 
Furthermore, automation is said will help management systems to process properly. Those 
management and management- support systems that can be automated are those which are 
simplest, most routine, and most repeated. For identifying more complex and challenging 
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problem and making decision about them, there is a need for flexible and automated 
management which is supported by a system. In general, the only organizations that can 
survive management are those protected from their environments by subsidies that assure their 
survival independently of what they accomplish. In communal and indigenous societies, these 
environments are created by the whole system whose parts are thoroughly integrated. 
1.A.4. Problem Solving and Planning 
Highlighting the confusion which exists within the literature about the meaning of problem 
solving and planning, it is conceivable to mention that the attempt to deal holistically with a 
system of problems is what planning, in contrast to the problem solving, should be all about 
Planning is used here as an abstract concept which is not a reference to the particular meaning 
of Town Planning or Environmental Planning emphasising a professional process 
Furthermore, the thesis's concern is that knowledge may be enough for effective problem 
solving but it is not enough for effective planning. Planning, Ackoff (1974) says, requires 
wisdom and wisdom is as much a product of the humanities as it is of science (see Chapter 
Four, where the differences between knowledge and science are described, and Figure 1 A 1) 
There are many managers and administrators who do not believe in planning Attitudes 
towards this approach vary a great deal and can be grouped according to Ackofi's (1974) 
classification into four general types: 'inactive', 'reactive', 'preactive'; and 'interactive' He 
describes these attitudes and claims that they are mixed in varying properties in each individual 
and organization and the mixture may change from time to time or from situation to situation 
Furthermore, many attitudes towards planning may be found in any one organization at any 
one time. Nevertheless, one of these attitudes usually dominates the others in both individuals 
and organizations. Later, he categorizes into four parts the ways in which problems can be 
treated by these groups: 'absolving'; 'resolving'; 'solving'; and 'dissolving' (Ackoff et al , 1984) 
The following excerpt is a brief review about these characters to put some definitions to 
make 
an easy comparison between them. An emphasis has been made, by the 
thesis, on the forth 
characteristic which can be observed in indigenous societies who have been sustained 
for 
centuries by having clear ideas about their future as well as their past. 
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1.A.4.1. Inactivists 
This is a personality type which is satisfied with the way things are and the way they are 
going. Its management philosophy is 'conservative' in that it seeks stability and survival, 
believing that the most apparent social and environmental changes are either illusory, 
superficial, or temporary. Its organization requires a great deal of activity to keep changes 
from being made, requiring that all important decisions be made at the top'. This personality 
type takes a position on an issue only when forced to. Feasibility is the principal criterion used 
by inactivists in selecting means. Ends are more likely to be fitted to means than the converse. 
It chooses ends that are appropriate to most available means, instead of adjusting means to 
ends. It tends to want what it can get rather than try to get what it wants, doing as little as 
possible when intervening in the course of events. It has a greater fear of doing something that 
does not have to be done than of not doing something that should be done. Therefore, it tends 
to react to serious threats, not opportunities. 
Inactivists are 'problem absolvers' who try to ignore problems in the hope or expectation that 
they will go away or be taken care of in the natural course of events. They believe that 
interventions are likelier to intensify and extend the duration of problems than leaving the 
problems alone. Problem absolvers resist the temptation to act until their survival or stability 
is threatened - until there is a crisis. Therefore, they practice what is known as 'crisis 
management'. Crisis managers do as little as possible to remove crisis, they do not address the 
problems from which the crises arise. These people are clearly conservative and inactive, they 
resist and try to prevent change trying to maintain things as they are. Although they do not 
usually claim that things are as good as possible, they believe that things are as good as we 
have reason or right to expect. 
1.A.4.2. Reactivists 
These prefer the previous state to the one they are currently in and they believe things 
are 
going from bad to worse. Therefore, they not only resist change but they 
try to unmake 
previous changes and return to where they once were. They are generally 
nostalgic about 'the 
good old days'. Their tendency is to return to the past making 
their management philosophy 
'reactionary'. Their orientation is remedial, not aspirational. 
Technology is the reactivists' 
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principal scapegoat for whatever ills they perceive; this is because technological change is so 
evident and because the past has always had less technology than the present. In this, they 
have a stated preference for art as against science: the art of muddling through to the science 
of management. In dealing with problems, they rely on common sense, intuition, and 
judgement based on long experience, the longer the experience, the better. They believe 
experience is the best teacher and the best school in the school of hard knocks. For this 
reason, they place high value on seniority, immobility, and age and so allocate status and 
responsibility proportionately thereto. Reactivists dislike complexity and try to avoid dealing 
with it. They reduce complex messes to simple problems that have simple solutions - solutions 
that are 'tried and true'. They are panacea -prone problem solvers, not planners. They try to 
create the past by undoing the mess they believe the planning of others has wrought. 
Reactivists are 'problem resolvers' who try to select a course of action that yields an outcome 
that is good enough that 'satisfices't. Their approach to problems is clinical. They treat each 
problem as unique and rely heavily on past experience and trial and error in treating problems 
Problem resolving is qualitatively, not quantitatively, oriented. It makes extensive use of 
subjective judgements and common sense. Problem resolvers occasionally make use of 
research, even quantitative research, but they seldom use it exclusively or allow it to play a 
decisive role. Problem resolvers attempt to reconstruct a previous state in which the problem 
they are facing did not exist. They look for the cause of a problem, and try to remove or 
neutralize the cause so that things can go back to how they once were. Because they react to 
problems and try to treat them by returning to a previous state, they are 'reactionary'. 
Most decision makers in government and private enterprise are problem resolvers. They 
defend this approach by citing the lack of time and information that other approaches require. 
They also argue that real problems are so messy as to render more sophisticated approaches 
infeasible. Furthermore, they claim their experiential approach to problems minimizes the risk 
of making a serious error of commission, doing what should not be done They are less 
concerned with errors of omission, not doing what should be done. 
The word ' satisfice is coined by Ackoff (1 974) to show Inactivists' 
orientation. 
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1.A.4.3. Preactivists 
These are not willing to settle for things as they are or once were. They believe that the future 
will be better than the present or the past. How much better, depending on how well they get 
ready for it. They want more than survival. They want to grow, to become better, larger, more 
affluent, more powerful, in a sense, to optimize. They are not only concerned about doing 
something wrong but also about not doing something right, attempting to identify and deal 
with problems before they become serious and, if possible, before they arise. Therefore, they 
are preoccupied with forecasts, projections, and other way of obtaining glimpses of the future. 
Preactivists believe the future is essentially uncontrollable but that they can accelerate its 
coming and control its effects on them. Therefore, they plan for the future, they do not plan 
the future itself. Their planning and problem solving is based more on logic, science, and 
experimentation than on common sense, intuition, and judgment. They seek to solve problems 
and exploit opportunities more through research and development than by individual and 
institutional change. They are interested in hard ware, rather than soft ware, interested in 
things, rather than people. When they must deal with people they prefer to deal with them 
collectively, because they believe collective behaviour is more predictable. They tend to 
perceive the environment as constraining rather than as enabling. Preactivists' management 
philosophy is 'liberal', in that they seek change within the system, but not change of the system 
or its environment. They are reformers, not revolutionaries, seeing planning as a sequence of 
discrete steps which terminate with acceptance or rejection of their plans. What happens to 
their plans is the responsibility of others. 
Preactivists are 'problem solvers' who try to do as well as possible, to optimize. They are 
research oriented, making heavy use of scientific method, techniques, and tools They are 
disposed to quantitative procedures, experimentation, observation, and measurement They 
denigrate the subjectivity of the clinical approach and aspire to complete objectivity 
Those who try to solve problems tend to be liberals, seeking to reform the problematic system 
to take advantage of the changes that are inevitable. They try to do so by predicting change, 
preparing for it, and accelerating it when possible. They are preactive, seeking to exploit 
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changes that cannot be avoided, they think change is inevitable and continuous, and they focus 
on minimizing errors of omission, or lost opportunities. This approach to problems is favoured 
by technologically oriented management scientists, whose organizational objective is not 
'survival', as it is for problem absolvers, or 'revival', as it is for problem resolvers, but 'growth' 
1.A.4.4. Interactivists 
These are not willing to settle for the current state of their affairs or the way they are going, 
and they are not willing to return to the past. They want to design a desirable future and 
invent ways of bringing it about. They believe we are capable of controlling a significant part 
of the future as well as its effects on us. They try to prevent, not merely prepare for, threats, 
and to 'create', not merely exploit, opportunities. The future they argue, depends more on 
what we do between now and then than it does on what has happened until now. 
Interactivists are not willing to settle for survival or growth. They seek 'self -development', 
'self -realization', and 'self -control': an increased ability to design and control their own 
destinies. They are neither satisficers nor optimizers; they are 'idealizers' They plan to do 
better in the future than the best that presently appears to be possible. They pursue ideals that 
they know can never be attained but that can be continuously approached. Thus to them, the 
formulation of ideals and the design of idealized futures are not empty exercises in utopianism, 
but necessary steps in setting long -range direction for continuous development 
Because of accelerating rates of technological and social change, interactivists try to design 
the systems they control so as to increase their ability to learn and adapt rapidly. They 
maintain that experience is no longer the best teacher; it is too slow, too ambiguous, and too 
imprecise. Therefore, they attempt to replace experience by experimentation wherever 
possible. They try to design the implementation of every decision as an experiment that tests 
its effectiveness and that of the process by which it was reached. They are willing to modify 
a system's structure, functioning, organization, and personnel as well as its allocation and use 
of resources. They try to induce cooperative changes in environing systems (which can be 
explaind by supply -demand paradigm), changes that are as fundamental as those that 
seek the 
systems they can control directly (which can be explained by production process paradigm) 
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Interactivists consider technology to be neither good nor bad in itself, but to have a potential 
for either. Its effects, they believe, depend on how people use it They view behaviour and 
technology as interrelated aspects of the 'sociotechnical system'. They treat science and 
humanities as two aspects of one culture, not as two cultures. Like the head and tail of a coin, 
these aspects can be discussed or viewed separately, but they cannot be separate. According 
to them science is the search for similarities among things that are apparently different, 
and the humanities are the search for differences among things that are apparently 
similar. Scientists seek the general and humanists seek the unique. They are radicals in 
that they try to change the foundations as well as the superstructure of society and its 
institutions and organizations. 
Interactivists are 'problem dissolvers' who try to change a system to remove the problem. They 
idealize rather than satisfice or optimize; that is, their objective is to move the system involved 
closer to its ultimately desired state, its ideal. They take a design approach to problems, 
redesigning the system involved so that it can control as much of its future as possible and 
respond rapidly and effectively to those changes that it cannot control. Problem dissolvers try 
to help those who have a problem to do better in the future than the best that can be done 
now. They do this by designing their currently most desired future and inventing or finding 
ways of approximating it as closely as possible. Problem dissolvers are interactive, they 
change how systems interact with their environments and how their parts interact with each 
other. Both the system's structure and its functioning are changed. These changes are radical, 
directed towards 'development', not growth. Table I A 1 summarizes some general 
characteristics of these groups in a way to help the readers viewing Ackoffs suggestions about 
management in a holistic approach. 
Attitudes Orientation Objectives Management 
Rewards Polk, Problem torsing t hater ter ilk 
Interactivasts Idealizer Development Radical 
Qu mauve Reroluuntur. Probinu 14..oka 'reaUnn 
Preaethists Optimizer Growth Liberal 
Quanutatnc Refine r Problem Solve' Explottanrnt 
Reacthists Remedial Revival Reactionary. 
Qualitative ('hmcal maruga Problem Resohet Re-creation 
............... 
lnaethists Satisficer Survival Conservative 
Quantitative Crisis manager Problem Absoh'er I'onscrvalion 
Table 1.A.1 The table is constructed by the author to enable 
him to compare, at a glance, the different attitudes 
of the managers suggested by Ackoff (1974 and 1984) 
[see also Islami (1995)1. 
Source: the author 
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Inactivists and reactivists at best treat planning as ritual or prayer that may bring the 
intervention of a superior force in the course of events. They do not view it as a process which 
directs one's own intervention. Preactivists planners try to accelerate the future and control 
its effects on the system they plan for, but they do not try to redirect it. Interactive planners 
do. Preactive planning deals with products rather than producers. For example, a preactive 
urban transportation planner tends to assume continued growth of demand for automotive 
transportation and no significant change in the nature of the automobile. These, s/he assumes, 
are out of her /his control. Therefore, s/he tries to reduce projected future congestion by 
increasing the number and size of streets and roads and by expanding other modes of travel. 
The interactive planner, on the other hand, considers such things as changing the automobile 
and the city so that the demand for transportation and roadways is modified. S /he attempts 
to manipulate the producers of problems as well as their effects. 
The short-to- medium range future receives the attention of the preactivists. The interactivist 
gives more attention to the long range because s/he believes that short-run gains are frequently 
paid for by longer long -run losses, and long -mn gains are often preceded by short-run losses 
Therefore, s /he believes it is essential to seek a proper balance between long -and short-run 
consequences of current behaviour. The ability to perceive and be governed by long -run 
consequences is the essence of 'wisdom'. 
Despite the obvious bias in the characterization of these four postures, there are circumstances 
in which each is most appropriate. If the internal and external dynamics of a system is taking 
one where s/he wants to go and is doing so quickly enough, inactivism is appropriate If the 
direction of change is right but the movement is too slow, preactivism is appropriate If the 
change is taking one where s /he does not want to go and one prefers to stay where s /he is or 
was, reactivism is appropriate. However, if one is not willing to settle for the past, the present, 
or the future' interactivism is appropriate. The bias for interactivism derives from the belief 
that their society can be much improved and that it is not tending to improvement and 
qualification. Their intervention is, therefore, required especially when people's productive 
That appears likely to be the case in Iran nowadays, i.e. after 
the Islamic Revolution. (See Chapter Five 5.B 
for more details.) 
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power, as the end and the means of the development, is their main participant. 
As it has been mentioned before, the ability to take the corrective action required to learn and 
adapt, according to those who believe in system view, depends on the flexibility and 
changeability of the control and controlled systems. Most goal- seeking and purposeful 
systems, including private organizations and public institutions, seek stability' and therefore 
resist change. The procedures by which they do so were accurately described by C N 
Parkinson (1957) who says that it is possible to design flexibility into mechanical (hence 
passive) systems but it is much more difficult to design it into purposeful systems. 
1.A.5. Purposeful Systems and the Problems 
Before moving on to describe more problems dealing with the management of purposeful 
systems, it would be worthwhile to refer to another issue cited by Ackoff (1974, p. 32) 
"Purposeful systems not only need to deal with problem- systems, but they also need to 
maintain and improve solution- system, plans, under changing conditions. Hence, problem 
solving and planning have come to be conceptualized as continues directed at approachable 
but unattainable ideals. Absolute truth and perfect efficiency are never obtained but we can 
always move closer to them." 
In management and control of purposeful systems, how to increase the effectiveness with 
which they serve their own purposes; the purposes of their parts; and they serve the purposes 
of the systems of which they are part, will be possible by solving three central problems as 
1. self -control problem; 
2. humanization problem; and 
3. environmentalization problem. 
The self -control problem consists of designing and managing systems so that they can cope 
effectively with increasingly complex and rapidly emerging sets of interacting problems in an 
The concept of an internally generated 'structural stability' is comparable, 
and may he contrasted, to the 
'stability' and the 'homeostasis' of system theory (see Hillier et al., 
1972 -73 and Chapter Three: 3.B) 
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increasingly complex and dynamic environment. The humanization problem consists of finding 
ways to serve purposes of the parts of a system more effectively and to do so in such a way 
as to better serve the purposes of the system itself Finally, the environmentalization problem 
consists of finding ways of serving the purposes of environmental systems more effectively 
and to do so in such a way as to better serve the purpose of the system itself (Ibid ). 
1.A.6. Culture, Problem Solving and Design 
Designing and management systems, in the self -control problems, can cope with interacting 
problems in an increasingly complex and dynamic environment. For instance, the purposes of 
each individual and society can be formed not only by supportive systems but also by culture, 
while they are trying to cope with the problems. To do so, Aspinall (1994) claims that culture 
plays a central role in the use and development of schemata. He suggests that cultures contain 
a residue of schemata for different circumstances. For almost every human activity, for 
example, learning a language, building a piece of furniture or solving a mathematical problem, 
the individual's culture provides examples of what works. It seems to be the same for design. 
It is not necessary to reinvent the wheel each time a problem emerges. It is conceivable to 
begin with inspired adaptations of what already exists, because many problems we face have 
been faced by others. Understanding cultural solutions is the fast track towards gaining 
competence which is dealt with in Chapter Four: 4.A & 4.B. 
When new problems arise which cannot be solved with existing schemata, individuals 
experiment with possibilities based on their old ideas. When a new 'solution' arises it can be 
added in an evolving way to the existing cultural repertoire. Referring to one characteristics 
of design process which indicates its potentiality of solving the problems, Hillier (1972) 
suggests that the real distinction is not between rational and intuitive design but between 
reflexive (innovative) new solutions and non -reflexive design based on standard solutions. He 
says that culture and traditions provide the essential base of knowledge from which new ideas 
are derived. According to this idea, designers are not isolated individuals living 
in cocoon. 
They are members of a culture with access to its past and with conscious and unconscious 
schemata for action. For example, there is no need for a person consciously 
thinks about the 
forces of balance when s/he rides a bike. S/he gets on and rides it, with schemata of 
action to 
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correct balance if s/he is falling over (see also Chapter Four: Culture as a Complex Whole) 
Furthermore, there is a need for accommodating the natural responses of people. They have 
very deep cultural schemata - special to their own group - evolved both as a response to crises 
but also to the natural environment in which they happen to be located. They have their own 
institutions, organizations, etc. to solve their problems even though they are not easily 
required by outsiders. Many native societies do not resolve their problems through formal 
organizations, institutions or what so ever. Ujam (1995) suggests that Their organizations are 
the organization of the values themselves. They use values to generate all their activities and 
behaviours and responses (see Chapter Four: 4.B). 
1.A.7. The Social Problems 
If one intends to design and improve the quality of life, one must make it clear how the state 
of a society's affairs differs from that of earlier societies. Because of an increasing rate of 
technological change, social and environmental crises are generated and come to a head more 
rapidly today than at any previous time. Apparently, this is more dominant in most industrial 
countries and modern civilizations than the rest of the nations. Therefore, they require social 
responses that are quicker and surer than were required in the past Some argue that their 
societies do not provide them, because their structure and functioning do not facilitate rapid 
response. Therefore, their lack of responsiveness to crises generates discontent among a 
growing number of their members, discontent that manifests itself in disruptive protest, civil 
disobedience, or alienation from society. Because the situation in Developing and 
Underdeveloped Countries are similar to the previous decades of Developed Countries and 
also because of the logical points in the discourse, the author would like to refer to AckofTs 
(1974, p. 4) illustration of these kinds of problems: "Our society responds more rapidly to 
disruptions than it does to the crises [as a cause] that produce them , and it often does so with 
repressive measure. These, in turn, stimulate further protest and disobedience. The cycle - 
protest, repression, protest - either intensifies or dissipates in indifference. Either outcome 
leads to social disintegration." 
Because of the rapid and extensive distribution of news that has been made possible 
by 
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advances in communication technology, some believe that the world is still approaching what, 
35 years ago, Marshall McLuhan (1964) called a 'global village'. By the definition cited above, 
it would be acceptable to say that in this village public issues and pressures built up rapidly, 
requiring governments to respond more quickly than they ever have in the past. There are still 
differences between centre and periphery of this uniformity and between industrial societies 
and the other nations. In nonindustrial societies the government means to produce the interest 
of the whole nation or society through organization, behaviour, structure and what so ever. 
But, the problem with the centralized government is that it imposes a global uniform 
perception of the different places of the country itself, rather than setting a policy which is the 
synthesis of diversities. In addition, concentration of power in the hands of an unresponsive 
or ineffective government fertilizes the seeds of civil discontent and disobedience. Such 
disobedience, in turn, usually evokes repressive measures by government, which stimulates 
more discontent. The result is an increase in law and a decrease in order which is the 
case in many Developing Countries in their hasty development and creates a growing 
gape between people and the governments. 
1.A.8. The Development Problems 
There is a growing realization to see development as a goal or a process which involves causal 
relationships. Unless we understand what development means, both in terms of goals and in 
terms of process, there are likely to be problems. Although, different world views and 
philosophies in defining development problems and their solutions, as currently used in 
different disciplines, refer to cause -effect as a fundamental relationship between phenomena 
(see Chapter Four: 4.B), but it is worthwhile to have a discussion on their applications. 
1.A.8.1. The Environmentalization Problems 
Many commentators in the West claim that the so- called highly developed societies of today 
are the first dominantly urban societies in history which most of their members are living 
in 
environments that are more manmade than natural. Mismanagement 
of these 'artificial' 
environments, which are the result of the acts to bring the possible theories 
into the actual 
achievements (e.g. environmentalization), has significantly 
increased the rate of decline of the 
natural environment. They also indicate that life- supporting capabilities 
of the natural 
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environment are being reduced at an increasing rate, consciously by Advanced Countries and 
unconsciously by Less -developed Countries which are mostly under the influences of the 
former countries' plans and strategies. 
1.A.8.2. Development and the Problems of Distribution 
It may be added that a small number of states, equalling some 20 percent of the world's 
population, controls 80 percent of the world's wealth (Ward, 1968). "By 2025, per capita 
income (in 1990 dollars) in the Developed Countries would double to $40,000, while in the 
Developing Countries average per capita income would treble to around $5,000. Such a 
development path would cause the income gap between the Developed and Developing World 
to narrow only slightly in relative terms, and to increase in absolute terms. "4 
1.A.8.3. Disruption and Developed Countries 
Another key point of comparison between the industrial societies and the others is that in 
Poorly Developed Societies, for example, it is difficult to disrupt communication and 
transportation. In well -developed Countries a few well -placed bombs, aircraft hijackings, and 
kidnappings can create widespread inconveniences and require costly and time -consuming 
countermeasures. New tactics of protest have made it possible for a little activity by a few to 
have a large effect on Man. 
1.A.8.4. Are the Resources the Main Development Problem? 
In relation to the development problems Ackoff (1974) quotes from U Thant, Secretary- 
General of the United Nations (1961- 1971), who pinpoints that financial resources are not the 
problem. He mentions that for developing a country it is no longer resources that limit 
decisions, it is decision that manages the resources. 
1.A.8.5. The Developed and Underdeveloped Countries 
It is characteristic of Developed Nations to believe that they understand development 
and that 
3 United Nations Department for Policy Coordination and 
Sustainable Development (DPCSD), 1997, The 
document has been posted tir the Commission on Sustainable Development. 
Fifth session. 7 -25 April 1997, 
Item 4 of the provisional agenda 
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this understanding can easily be transferred to so called Less -developed Nations. But, there 
is not single instance of a Developing Country being responsible for the elevation of an 
Underdeveloped Country to the condition of development. Some proposals in Developing 
Countries suggest that the problem of development is not just getting access to or possession 
of the resources they think Under -developed or Developing Countries need. But, it is enabling 
them to use what resources they have and can get in a way they believe will most accelerate 
their development as they conceive it. 
1.A.8.6. Technology and The Development Problems 
The exploration of the relationship between technology and development may help us to 
achieve better understanding of the complexities associated with development and facilitate 
identification of some factors that can encourage acceptability of cultural values and self- 
development among planners and designers. It will be discussed in the following chapters that 
development is not just a matter of applying technology to our problems. Technology is not 
a guaranteed forerunner of development. Forbes (1969) points out that technology is not 
culturally neutral. He says: "It is a product of Western ideas and value judgments which 
without many of the impulses guiding it would be meaningless or even destructive " The 
imposition of technology on an indigenous culture could be disastrous to that culture It can 
lead to, he says, collapse of the class and structure on which such a civilization depends. It can 
also make a small minority of rich people richer and the large majority of the poor poorer 
Earth Summit +5 (1997), Islami (1997b), Epskamp (1992), Garofoli (1992), Human 
Development Report (1991), Jatoba (1987), Stöhr et al. (1981), Ackoff (1974, 1984) and 
many others suggest that Development is the desire and ability to use what is available 
to continuously improve the quality of life. This ability cannot be given to others even 
by those who have it. It must be developed in and for oneself. Therefore, development 
must begin with the desire to improve one's lot (see also Chapter One Section 1 B) 
Initially it seems that at least the more successful and effective the plan 
for development is, 
the more educated its generators are. In this regard, a major problem is 
that the inhabitants 
of Developed Nations have shown a remarkable ability to change their environments to suit 
their needs and desires, but much less ability to change themselves 
to learn how to adapt and 
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suit their environment's needs (Earth Summit +5, 1997). In relation to the history of aid from 
Rich Countries to the Poor Nations, Ackoff(1974, p. 222) went on to admit the fact that the 
Advanced Countries had not got remarkable success in solving underdevelopment messes "If 
we give up the assumption that we have solutions to the underdevelopment mess and that, if 
we do not have them, we can find them, then it is still possible that we can educate enough 
members of Less -developed Countries to enable them to solve their nations' problems on their 
own. We have, of course, been trying to do so for years without conspicuous success." 
1.A.8.7. Development and The Problems of Education 
Despite huge investments in education in the so- called Developing or Less -developed 
Countries, the objectives of formal education are not being met; the system produces high 
expectations and aspirations that many people cannot achieve. The school system, for example 
in Iran, carries the message that all children, if they study hard and succeed in their 
examinations, have a chance of getting a highly paid job that will enable them to have the 
material comfort of their desire. Although, there is evidence, from the survey employed in 
Mobarakeh Isfahan (1983), suggesting that most of the students in the rural areas are not able 
to finish the primary school, thus they remain either unemployed in the suburban or simple 
worker in service sector. The conspicuous result of the centralized education is that none of 
these students go back to the work in their villages. Moreover, as happens most of the time, 
after the students have obtained their academic qualifications, they cannot find suitable 
employment. In addition, because of the emphasis in the curriculum is on academic subjects 
and intellectual effort, as opposed to practical subjects, the school also carries the hidden 
message that physical work is not important, even if the vast majority of those who pass 
through school must earn their living through physical work. 
Moreover, in relation to the development programmes many believe that the universities in 
Less -developed Countries seek to emulate those in Developed Countries almost 
without 
exception. One of the problems in most of these countries is that there is 
very little attempt 
to adapt higher education to national needs. This due in part to the fact 
that the textbooks 
used are generally those written in Developed Countries, and 
in part to the fact that faculty 
status derives from publishing in prestige journals of Developed Countries. 
As a result, higher 
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education in so called Less -developed Countries is often more relevant to life in the so called 
Developed World than it is in the country in which it is provided. 
It is not possible to teach others to develop themselves than to show them the actual 
process of it and give them the opportunity to experience it themselves (AckotT, 1974) 
One cannot learn how to swim by watching others do so or listening to them talk about doing 
so. One can only learn by practice. If one practices then watching others, and listening to them 
can help. Learning how to develop, like how to swim, requires trying, failing over and over 
again, and eventually succeeding. The role of the development programmes should give 
others an opportunity to learn by practice, encouraging them to do so, supporting then 
during their failures, recognizing success when it is obtained, and serving throughout 
as a resource that the learner should learn how to use effectively and that should be 
available to her/him to use as s /he sees fit. 
1.A.8.8. Decreasing Morbidity and Increasing Life Expectancy 
With advances in sanitation and medicine, people are living longer. While the world's 
population has been increasing, death rates have been decreasing increasing life expectancy 
is known to be largely due to medicine's growing ability to cure cardiovascular diseases and 
disorders, the largest cause of adult deaths. At the same time, it has become more effective 
in preventing and treating infectious diseases such as pneumonia, which has been a major 
cause of death among the elderly (Ackoff et al., 1984). Although many kinds of diseases are 
diagnosed in this century which are seriously dangerous, but it seems acceptable to refer to 
decrease of the mortality as a strong evidence for the increase of population in the world 
1.A.8.9. The Economic Problems and Development 
The process of economic development involves the creation of new consumption desires, 
which in theory will persuade people to work harder or more efficiently, so that they can earn 
more and thus satisfy their increased demand. At present in many Developing or Less - 
Developed Countries many factors tend to increase people's desire and their expectations 
for 
material things and social status faster than the society and the economy can possibly 
satisfy 
them. The examples of the elites, the breakdown in traditional values and beliefs, the formal 
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school system, all tend to widen this gap between expectations and reality. Besides the actual 
programming or content there are also advertisements urging people to buy more luxury 
goods or status- creating demands for things which cannot be satisfied (Whiteley, 1993 ). [See 
also Chapter Two: Design Process (2.B)] 
Economic and social conditions in many of Third World Countries are unstable, and various 
attempts to superimpose a highly developed capita- intensive industrial system upon such 
conditions have worsened the problem of poverty. Economic and social development in the 
rural areas, where most of the poverty in these countries is concentrated, have been suggested 
to be fruitful based on a bottom -up development or the like, that allows for indigence social 
and cultural realities (see the section about development in this chapter: 1 B), 
1.A.9. The Problem 
The references mentioned so far obviously suggest that problems are conceptual constructs 
from complex situations. Solutions are also abstractions which require control, i e. continuous 
maintenance and improvement. Although the earlier discussion was not intended to explore 
all the analytical dimensions, but it revealed in short that without attributing a problem to its 
appropriate situation solution might lead to further problems. In this regard, the study will 
attempt to classify the problems into a new category, based on four stages of production 
process', to show the importance of the new relationship and to identify the main and 
dominant concept which determines the real problem, as the followings. 
1. those problems which are subjective; [consist of theological aspects (e g goals, 
purposes, choices, free will, etc.); world views; philosophical issue, politics 
(considering certain time and certain place); and cultural and psychological aspects 
(individual and social). These are all conceived as soft ware for any intentional 
process. World views, philosophies, cosmology, knowledge (of coping with the 
environment), being aware of causes, e.g. the needs, satisfactions and dissatisfactions, 
sense of belonging, authority and freedom, purposes and aims, strategies and policies, 
5 Ultimate cause, subjective cause, objective cause/effect and formal cause 
/ctì et are the four stages of the 
production process paradigm which are explored in Chapter Four: 
4.B. 
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values and cultural aspects, amenity and the like are different factors which can be 
located in this level. Moreover, it is necessary to mention that, according to the model 
of endogenous development, which has been described in Chapter Four: 4 B, any 
confusion and difficulty in this layer will affect the other layers, therefore, the 
development plans and strategies.] 
the problems related to professionals and agencies in different disciplines, (these 
peofessionals have a role as a mediator between Man and environment, using their 
skills in design, planning, management, problem solving, etc. They usually try to solve 
problems according to people's needs and people's understanding of situations, 
therefore, predicting the future and designing for it to avoid more problems. It is 
necessary to point out that methods needed to transform these concepts into the 
products may also cause problems. Furthermore, briefing the orders, which form the 
strategies of these disciplines, are mostly dependent on the demands which are 
generating in the first layer.) 
3. the problems related to the materials, resources and circumstances as a means, (e g 
labour forces, time, energy, economy, science, technology, techniques, ecology, 
nature, environment, etc. Here, the problems manifest themselves into the different 
types by reference to different characteristics of those resources, i e quality and 
quantity, differences and similarities, richness and poverty, availability and 
opportunity, sustainability, regeneration and revitalization of the resources, etc ) and 
finally, the fourth layer involves those problems which relate to the built environment 
and /or artifacts. (Validity of the product, the pattern of exchanging, consequently 
evaluating, changing and progressing them, the wastes of their outcomes and their 
influences on environment or other systems are important issues in this layer ) 
To sum up the conclusion of this discussion, it is time to suggest that because the relationship 
between these layers (production process) is very important, any disturbance or problems 
related to it will be a matter of significance and need serious consideration. This implies that 
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a single problem in each layer of this classification will create the major problems for 
the process between them. Furthermore, each problem relates to the other problems, 
thus creates a system of problems in a slice of time. In turn, it causes problems for the 
other layers, accordingly for the process itself. It is conceivable to find many examples of 
this nature in our daily life. For instance, the problems related to environment and situation 
in which a building should be constructed (layer 3) will affect the process of its production 
(layer 4) as well as misunderstanding of people's needs and wants ( layer 1) and deficiency of 
professional organizations and agencies (layer 2). 
Another important matter is that by solving the problems of each layer, the main problems, 
which refer to the production process, might not be solved. For example, improving or 
enhancing the building materials will not necessarily end to a good or comfort architecture 
There is a need for solving other problems related to the user's needs or wants, manipulation 
of the concepts and implication of designs. So, two major factors should be considered in 
the intentional process of producing material or nonmaterial products: time and the 
relationship between the components at each level of the process. If this relationship is 
constructed, many problems, which have no solution individually, might be solved Of course, 
there is no need to emphasize that in the process of life, concerning evolution of thought or 
generation of typologies in the built environment, a stable state which is neither static nor 
dynamic but evolutionary is required as an initiative purpose (see Chapter Four 4 A) 
Until now, this section reviewed some definitions about the problems and their solutions 
Now, it seems timely to go about a definition related to the theme of the thesis As it was 
discussed, the outward investigation is not necessarily similar to inward perception of the 
problems. Some of the outward looking problems are not real rather they are manifestations 
of progress and development of a system. The thesis attempts to examine a frame work 
in which problems of this kind should have solutions from within, from their indigenous 
contexts. This idea which will be discussed later is extended in Part Two, Chapter 
Four. 4. B, 
where for making a model of endogenous development the author refers to both the 
generalisation of the findings in actual situations to simulate the paradigms of the 
model 
(Kuhnian Approach); and the falsification of the achievements from 
the literature, which 
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indicates the possible ideals, by testing them with the actual situation (Popperian Approach) 
Therefore, the local actual information from within for constructing a world view to trace the 
real problems and to apply appropriate solutions from one hand and the global scientific 
approaches for seeking the ways of solving the real problems on the other hand are both 
necessary factors as the sides of a coin which rely on the actual situations. This direction 
from the actual reality towards possible ideal may justify the direction from inward into 
outward or from 'within'. 
Furthermore, one of the most important issues is to find a way to cope with the environment 
Various scholars have diagnosed so called Third World Countries' problems as stemming from 
historical, economic, social, political and ecological factors with both internal and external 
dimensions. Varied development strategies and approaches have been offered as solutions to 
the countries problems. These solutions or strategies range from the large scale infusion of 
external financial and other capital resources to the new alternative approaches that emphasize 
small scale programme considering people's participation. One of these new approaches can 
be 'endogenous', self -reliance, and sustainable development or 'development from 
within' which is not necessarily concerned about the scale of the development projects 
but their directions. So, these kinds of development range from local small scale into 
global and large scale projects. 
Conclusion of Problem Identification 
This section comes to the conclusion that one way of looking at problems is to view each of 
the four layers or dimensions as almost unified, expressing unity or disparity Many 
commentators talk about problems, not as a thing that is either there or not there but as a 
matter of degree. They talk about identification of problems. The situation may be almost 
unified across, more or less, of these dimensions and some dimensions may be missing 
altogether, such as when one talks of development and qualification of life being a problem 
without a distinct clarification of the ultimate goals. The utility of this approach was shown 
up when nest reviewing all the descriptions, explanations and definitions 
of problems to see 
if they would fit within a framework or not. Not they do so, but the framework shows 
up 
missing elements in many of those definitions. 
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Put it in other way, summarization of the discussion about problem identification shows that 
Ackoffian clinical analogy is more concerned about systemic view of the problem 
identification that intends to conduct ways for 'description ' of the problems. In this way of 
thought, the classifications and categories are not beyond this limitation. For example, four 
characteristics of professionals whose attitudes start from decision making and finish to 
design, i.e. start from solving problems and lead to manifestation of different concepts in order 
to prescribe the problems, are all in this domain. 
Although there are many points in system view which are significant, but it seems that 
philosophy and science of Systems Age are not enough to solve our problems For example, 
automation of control systems in the societies refers to the second level of inanimate systems 
in Boulding's classification' which is not an appropriate model for the societies who are in the 
higher level of that category. Therefore, it is conceivable to say that dynamic systems cannot 
explain behaviour of the organic systems, so automation is not similar to the process at all 
There are also some statements of Alexander and Hillier" that identify another methodology 
capable of 'explaining' the problems. It seems that they rely more on the scientific methods to 
analyse the roots of the problems while the process or activity pattern is concerned It might 
be classified in a way Kuhnian paradigm is seeking the scientific problems [see Chapter Four 
The Model (4.B)]. The attempt in this thesis is to emphasis on the 'simulation' of the 
problems that might lead to investigation of their origin to prevent deterioration, i.e. 
to dissolve the problems by observing them in the process. There is also another concern 
about the problems which provides tools for comparing them with each other by an 
appropriate criterion to realize the real problems. This may be achieved by considering the 
term 'evaluation' that is also used in the survey in Chapter Six, i.e the Questionnaire, in order 
6 
Chapin (1984) suggests these four stages for the study of the urban structure. i.e. 
'description'. 'explanation'. 
'simulation' and 'evaluation'. 
' This classification consists of two parts: closed systems or inanimates (statics. dynamics and cybernetics) 
and open systems or animates (cells, plants, human being. societies 
and abstract systems) which is discussed 
in his paper: 'General Systems Theory - The Skeleton of 
Science'. 1956. 
The terms'diachronout and 'synchronous' have been used by Hillier 
et al. (1972 -73) to distinguish the real 
problems. 
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to help finding a criterion for evaluating the right problem and testing its appropriate solution. 
Finally, the earlier discussions revealed in short that transformations of the societies occur 
either by planning and design or by management which involves decision making, thus, 
problem solving (Figure 1.A.1). Each of these elements bridges past to future by processing 
the means whose results may give unity or diversity to the process of life. Whether they work 
properly or not, this might be one of the real problems. The focus of the thesis, therefore, 
is on the problems related to the design process to investigate the solutions which exist 
in the new built environment and test them within the context of Iran. The case's 
environmental problems, which are illustrated in Part Three Chapter Five, confirm that 
the new built environment is not the continuation of the indigenous one, therefore, is 
not reliable in terms of the costs, identity, durability, ..., and prior to all cannot be seen 
as a means for development. The complex story of now is that the 'solution' became a 
'problem' itself. With all the wisdom of hindsight, it still seems extraordinary that the original 
arguments about development omitted such basic concerns. 
TRANSFORMATION 
Figure 1.A.1 The functions of management and planning 
in societies's transformational process 
The diagram shows that their tendencies towards 
past and future are different. 
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Introduction to Development 
Many issues related to development have a long history, but from a spatial perspective, 
substantive consideration of them is much more recent. Considerable debate is currently 
taking place, some of which of a fundamental nature. The present section considers 
development in different contexts with an emphasis on so called Developing or 
Underdeveloped Countries that are appropriate for the situation of the case study referred to 
in the thesis, i.e. Iran. For all social and territorial groups, development is one of the greatest 
issues of our time. It is hoped that this section will make a contribution towards greater 
understanding and possibly point the way to new policy solutions. 
Following the discussion about problem identification in the previous section (1 A), which 
involved a brief review of some development problems, this section is also an attempt to 
concentrate more on the definitions and different interpretations of the word 'development' 
The objective and, therefore, the meaning of development has been a matter of continuous 
debate for some decades among development scholars and still the literature is confused about 
it. What is significantly important is that not having a clear understanding of the definition of 
development, in the first instance, could only lead to a series of misconceptions in discussions 
and conclusions thereafter. 
"... everyone, it seems, knows what development is except the expert!" (Stohr et al . 1981) 
This is perhaps not surprising because in the ultimate sense development is a reflection of 
personal values, conditioned by the societal framework in which one lives The values a 
society holds, which themselves change over time, are the ultimate standard by which 
development or lack of it will be judged. It is perhaps obvious but worth restating that 
an outside view of a society's 'development' may be very different from an assessment 
made by that society itself. 
Answering the question 'what is the meaning of development?' a number of generalizations 
can be made based on new concerns. Ingham (1993, p. 1803) summarises some of them 
a) the historical dimension; (which is crucial and it is misleading to expect a simple 
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replication of 19th century industrialization and growth. ) 
b) structural change; (whereby the agricultural sector declines, relative to the 
manufacturing and service sector, remains important though there may be costs 
in terms of increased international dependency, unemployment and loss of the 
traditional way of life.) [the author's emphasis] 
c) modernization; (which encompasses social, political and cultural changes as well as 
the purely economic, has many critics. ) 
d) the benefits of economic growth; (which are not always distributed equitably ) 
e) criticism of economists; (for having an exclusively 'good- centred' view of development 
rather than a 'people- centred' development ethic. There is an increased focus 
towards the concept of human development. Decentralization, participation and 
grass roots rural development are the issues of more interest nowadays.) [the 
author's emphasis] 
f) sustainable development; (which was a concept little used by development economists 
until quite recently, being the preserve instead of environmentalists, conservationists, 
ecologists and the like.) 
g) political and civil liberties; (which seem to go hand in hand with improvement in the 
quality of life, as measured by life expectancy, infant mortality and real national 
income per head.) and 
h) the need of economists to be made aware of the different philosophical perspectives 
out of which their ethical judgements may emerge. 
Ingham then describes these parameters in more details. For instance, she signifies a historical 
dimension and indicates that after the Second World War, many disciplines operated in an 
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intellectual environment, believing that development and change would effectively replicate 
the experience of those countries which had been industrialized during the 19th century, in 
particular that development would follow the pattern of Britain, France, Germany, the United 
States and Japan. Taking evidence from these cases, she says, economists stressed the 
importance of increased savings and capital accumulation in economic growth. Few 
economists and policy makers are now prepared, however, to make the ready identification 
of 'economic growth' with 'development'. Indeed, for some today what is seen as the historical 
process of Westernization' may well be rejected outright as a goal for Developing Countries. 
Another evidence suggests that historically, the development of most of the currently 
Advanced Countries was made possible by what Gerald Piel (1966) called 'coercive 
deprivation'. This involved economic exploitation of a large portion of their own populations 
or that of other countries. Ackoff et al. (1984) refer to a citation of Alexander Herzen who 
commented on this process as follows: "In order to develop, it is necessary that things should 
be much better for some and much worse for others; then those who are better off can 
develop at the expense of others." The 'some' could be nations as well as individuals, as was 
the case in much of past colonialism. 
Following the discussion about the historical dimension of development and the relationships 
between poor and rich nations, Wiarda (1983) refers to Western development model and 
identifies six features of critiques about it: 
1. the bias and ethnocentrism perceived in the Western model and on its 
inapplicability to societies with quite different traditions, histories, societies, and 
cultural patterns; [the author's emphasis] 
the matter that the stages and sequences of Western social and economic change 
are 
not replicable in the third world; 
not only are timing, sequences, and stages of Third World development 
likely to be 
quite different, but the international context is entirely 
altered as well; 
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modernization initially imposes the disintegration of traditional institutions 
which in practice in Third World are useful; [the author's emphasis] 
5. modernising institutions such as trade unions, and political parties may not be 
meaningful in the Third World, although the Western development perspective tries 
to keep the Third World within the Western orbit; and 
6. finally, perhaps more harmful, in terms of long -term development of the Third World, 
is the damage that has been inflicted on their own institutions by the Western biases 
Quoting from various scholars (Campbell et al., 1987; Cornia et al , 1988, Ellis, 1987, and 
Timberlake, 1985) who have diagnosed Africa's problems, Dei (1991) writes that most of the 
problems stem from historical, economic, social, political and ecological factors with both 
internal and external dimensions. Several development strategies approaches in Less - 
Developed or Developing Countries have been offered as solutions to their problems. These 
solutions or strategies range from the large scale infusion of external financial and other 
capital resources to the 'new' alternative approaches that emphasize endogenous, self -reliance, 
sustainable development and /or 'development from within' (Bell, 1986, Bryant et al , 1982, 
Killick, 1983; McDougall, 1990; and WCED, 1987). 
It has been pointed out by Dei (1988) and Posnansky (1980, 1984) that the varied conclusions 
reached about the state of Third World national economies have been based solely on macro 
level studies of the cities and their immediate surroundings. Such studies may not give the true 
and accurate picture of the health of the local economy. For instance, they indicate, there can 
be no denial that the fundamental economic changes taking place on the African and Asian 
continents tend to have much greater long -term damaging effect on the cities and urban 
centres than they do on the rural areas. For instance, the export-led development strategies 
pursued by some tropical African governments, principally in response to the structural 
adjustment policies and programmes of the World Bank have made African cities and urban 
centres more than ever dependent on an expansive, import- dependent social service 
infrastructure (Campbell et al., 1989; and Zeleza, 1989). 
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There is also evidence suggesting that as some rural communities confront the harsh 
realities of current economic and ecological conditions, they resort to or rely on 
indigenous knowledge and their cultural resource base to help them deal with the 
stresses on their household and domestic economies (Brokensha et al., 1980, and Warren, 
1989). There exist in those communities traditional institutions, structures and processes that 
have been set up to satisfy basic social needs. These are part of what Jatoba (1987) calls 'non - 
conventional resources' of society that can be mobilized for alterative social development 
They include the cultural resources of rural peoples such as social consciousness and 
community identity that generate common responsibility, the organizational attributes of the 
traditional polity, social energy that can be harnessed for self -help projects, and social 
networks and mutual aid created by shared experiences and historical traditions (Jatoba, 1987, 
and Matowanyika, 1990). 
Moreover, in many communities exploitation is clearly supported by extra regional forces and 
processes and the removal or reduction of these extra regional forces may weaken the power 
of exploitative groups in the region, but in many communities, however, there are traditional 
institutions through which an egalitarian development- from -below approach could operate 
(Friedmann, 1979). Pradervand (1989) also points out that no serious attempts have been 
made by development experts and policy makers to examine the importance of such cultural 
resources for Africa development and that is true for all the Third World Countries 
development. For most of them, these cultural attributes have been seen as major obstacles 
in the development process (Dei, 1991). 
Some studies show the importance of community to a person's well being and of the role that 
the cultural resource base can play in social development. Despite all the debates which may 
potentially predispose outsiders to see a unique opportunity to introduce the necessity of aids 
to enable Underdeveloped Countries to develop, it is worthwhile to mention that among rural 
peoples in so called Under Developed and Developing Countries, the struggle for 
livelihood 
at both the household and community levels shows the persistence of the cooperative 
ideology of domestic production. This ideology is upheld by community members 
because it enhances the capability for the group's collective survival (Scott, 1984) 
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Individuals in the community and its citizens elsewhere have a social responsibility to offer aid 
and assistance whenever possible to any unfortunate segments of the population that face 
hardships. There is also a belief and an expectation that such assistance will be reciprocated 
in varied forms at all times (Hill, 1972; and Lennihan, 1988). 
A contemporary observation made by some development experts and scholars is that recent 
political and economic changes in Europe, East -West relations and the emerging regional 
economic and political power blocs pose a threat to the economic future and survival of the 
some Developing and Underdeveloped Countries. There is a concern that these countries 
would be increasingly marginalized in international processes and relationships, particularly, 
in an intensified net capital outflows in the coming years (Campbell et al., 1989, and 
Matowanyika, 1990). 
For example, one way of ensuring Africa's survival is suggested to be for concerted efforts 
(local and international) to ensure that resources, especially those of capital nature, extracted 
from the continent are redirected to the immediate needs of its people to improve basic 
livelihoods (WCED, 1987)'. There is a need for a complementary, if not an alternative 
development, strategy that focuses on the indigenous cultural resource base of 
Underdeveloped and Developing Countries to help in strengthening the processes which have 
sustained them for years (Matowanyika, 1990). According to the citation propounded by Dei 
(1991), indigenous cultural resources include 'indigenous knowledge' and the 'cultural 
attributes' of community bonding, 'self -help', 'mutual aid', 'social responsibility', and 
a 'traditional polity' striving to satisfy the needs and aspirations of its people. 
With the explanations above, the author argues that development is a process in which 
individuals or societies increase their abilities and desires to satisfy their own needs and 
desires and those of others. It is much more a matter of learning than of earning. It is 
better reflected in quality of life than in standard of living. It has become increasingly 
apparent that the continued economic growth of a nation is not necessarily accompanied 
by 
World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED). 19X7. 
Our ('nmmnn Future. Oxtrd 
I.Jniversity Press. 
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improvements in the quality of life (Ackoff et al., 1984). Because of these kinds of definitions 
many argue, as Henderson (1978) does, that some of the most economically Advanced 
Countries are now increasing their standards of living at the expense of quality of life. 
This is not to say that wealth is irrelevant to development or the quality of life, it is very 
relevant. How much people can actually improve their quality of life and that of others 
depends not only on the people's abilities and desires but also on what resources are 
available to them. Ackoffs (1974) statement should be kept in mind that resources are more 
often taken from nature than given by it. The more developed a country or person, the 
more resources it has to recognize and develop. Put another way, resources are created by 
what nature provides. What nature provides is not a resource until people have transformed 
it or learned how to use it. 
1.B.1. New Concerns in Development Theories 
Besides those references cited in the Introduction, it is worthwhile looking for some 
theoretical findings about development theories to see whether in practice there is any 
common concept among them or not. For instance, a definition is cited by Riddell (1 981, pp 
3 -4) who believes that the process of development, like the condition of underdevelopment, 
is an expression with many meanings. He says that some employ the word when 'change' alone 
is meant, others when they mean 'gain' or 'profit'. He propounds his understanding of the term 
development as: "... development implies change in favour of general human improvement and 
change of two kinds usually links: expansion in consumption and enhancement of welfare 
Development is, thus, both a material and an organizational matter " In relation to the present 
situation of so- called Underdeveloped and Developing Countries, the author agrees with 
Riddell who believes that the northern prosperity is the result of southern denial. 
Kitching (1982, pp. 6 -15) reviewed the history of development theories in his book and 
claimed that 'internationalisation' is the precondition for development. He brought forward 
some theoretical and empirical reasons for his claim. Kitching also mentions that there 
is no 
consensus about the meaning of development or developing societies Then, he pinpoints the 
changes in the economic and social structure of human societies which cause total shift in their 
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forms of production and ways of life. Talking about the duration of development process, he 
says that the efforts of governments will not occur over night and for some basic shills in 
social practices and in values and attitudes there is a need for considering minimum thirty 
years and sometimes it may take fifty years or even a century. 
A report in the Development Forum (January- February 1989, p. 24), which writes about 'the 
seven sins' and the scale of development projects, confesses that most new ideas and plans 
for development on an international scale have not gone any further than micro 
projects, therefore, have a minor effect on the communities involved. The application of 
the new ideas and technologies to the broader scale, the report suggests, must be the challenge 
of the next development decade. 
Seers (1969, p. 10) sees development from a special angle and writes: ".. We cannot avoid 
what the positivist disparagingly refers to as 'value judgements'. 'Development' is inevitably 
a normative concept, almost a synonym for improvement to pretend otherwise is just to hide 
one's value judgement." He then explains that the yardstick for judgement might be taken from 
the government or history. By the latter, he means that the present situation of some of the 
so -called Developed Nations, might be perceived as a model for others to copy This is almost 
defining development as modernisation. Then, he claims that those rich countries are not 
necessarily good models since they have many hazards, such as industrial pollution, which are 
not desirable. In brief Seers's definition of development identifies three elements, first 
'sufficient food and shelter', second, 'employment' and thirdly 'equality' Seers (1977, p 27) 
claims: "The time is indeed ripe for another critical look at the meaning of development 
the essential element to add - as is being widely recognised - is self reliance " 
Todaro (1985, p. 86) clarifies three elements as basic components for development These 
three basic components or core values, which are life-sustenance'; 'self -esteem', and 'freedom'. 
should serve as a conceptual basic and practical guidelines for understanding the 'inner' 
meaning of development. They also represent common goals sought by all individuals and 
societies. For him, 'life- sustenance' is the ability to provide basic needs which include food, 
shelter, health and protection. 'Self -esteem', which is the second universal component 
of the 
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good life, is a sense of worth and self respect, or not being used as a tool by others for their 
own ends'. Finally, for him, a third and final universal value, which should constitute the 
meaning of development, is the concept of freedom. 
Mary B. Anderson proposes a definition of development in an 'institute' which was organized 
in 1984 and sponsored by Harvard University's School of Education to discuss the topic of 
'Disasters and Development' in 1985. The proceeding of that institute was published as a 
supplement to 'Disasters Journal' at the same time. Her explicit idea in page 46 of the article 
is manifested in the following phrase: ".... Disasters are indicators of the failure of 
development - development is the process of reducing vulnerability to disasters ". She then 
continues to analyse this definition in more depth, saying: " individuals and societies may 
be vulnerable in three areas: the material, the organizational and the socio- psychological" She 
then goes about to explain the dimensions of the productivity in development in page 48 
"Finally, socio- psychological invulnerability must be of equal importance to material 
and organizational invulnerability, though we know much less about it, in another 
publication, I have suggested that, in addition to the three traditional neo- classical 
factors of production of land, labour and capital, there is an equally important fourth 
productive factor: 'ideology' (Anderson 1978). Ideology, when joined with the other 
three factors of production, may greatly increase productivity in certain situations " 
Anderson concludes her discussion by pinpointing the fact that no nation is yet fully 
developed, i.e. invulnerable to all points. She says: "At all fundamental level, the reduced 
vulnerability definition challenges much of so- called development as it has produced new 
threats to the ecosystem on which all societies depend." 
Zargar (1989a, p. 240) criticises Anderson's definitions about development theories by 
focusing on two points: first, emphasizing on consumption of the natural resources, therefore, 
he rejects the possibility of going back to a mode of isolated tribal -fashion life, living scattered 
on the land and in a natural balance with the environment. Secondly, he refers to his 
Human needs have been expressed in greater details in Chapter Four. The Model (4 B) 
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perception of Anderson's view about development, and states that the base of her definitions 
of development is on survival or elimination or at least reduction of 'vulnerability' He then 
says: "... Man does not only live to survival, rather in all aspect he is everyday 
challenging some sort of progress and development. In another word, for Man it is not 
enough to survive, it is his nature to move, to discover and explore and to achieve a higher 
or better degree of welfare, both in a materialistic and in a nonmaterialistic sense " [the 
author's emphasis] But, the author would like to suggest that indicating the environmental 
problems by comparing our situations with the past does not necessarily mean that we should 
go back or have to imitate the past in the sake of present or future, rather it means to learn 
from our mistakes. Moreover, it is hard to grasp the criteria used in this criticism, which is 
presumably the real attempt of any research. 
Solving some of the development problems, Thurow (1981) discusses about 'economic equity' 
and 'political equality' in his work. With this line of thought, he tries to create a better state 
of affairs than what was before by doing what he considers to be the best that can be done 
He focuses on what can be done now to the not increasing the future 
ability and desire to improve the future'. Except his proposal for a parliamentary term of 
government, the rest are for reform through more government interventions, but not ones that 
are radically different from those of the past. Their differences are more of the degree than of 
kind, as it is for most of the preactivists' proposals. 
Henderson (1978) argues for the need to decentralize power in her proposal for development 
Nevertheless, she proposes major federal programmes for USA to create jobs, control 
advertising, and allocate national fuel resources, among other things She, actually, leaves 
vague the method of implementing these programmes, but their mere existence seems to 
contradict her desire to disperse power. The reason may be found in national programmes that 
are centrally administered and are usually sensitive to the same political pressures that produce 
resistance to change. When such resistance is overcome will of course weaken and mislead 
the programmes that are carried out. 
Increasing the future ability and desire to improve the future is one 
of the inter activists' objectives 
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The author would like to argue that there are many elements of Henderson's (1978) works 
that might be absorbed in some of the others proposals, for example, the need to 
decentralize government, greater participation in public affairs, and less formal 
organizational arrangements. There are a very large number of specific proposals as 
development theories, but they are not brought together into a cohesive and unified design to 
address development problems. This does not mean that they are internally inconsistent but 
that they are difficult to grasp as a whole. The role, relevance, and interactions of these 
proposals are not always apparent and will be thoroughly addressed by the model of 
endogenous development (see Chapter Four: The Model and Chapter Seven: Conclusion). 
1.B.2. Growth versus Development 
Because the difference between adopting growth and adopting development as an objective 
is profound, it is worthwhile to explore their difference. Growth has been said, is a change in 
size or number. Growth can be negative or positive. Organisms can increase or decrease in 
size, and populations can increase or decrease in number. Economic growth, therefore, refers 
either to a change in the size of an economy (for example, its GNP') or a change in measure 
of its performance (for example, per capita income). Growth usually occurs without choice 
in most biological systems. However, it is conceivable to see a society's compulsion to 
grow as natural, even laudable. Why? Because, there is an assumption that physical or 
economic growth is necessary, if not sufficient, for development. Nevertheless, if limits 
to growth limited development, one could understand a preoccupation with growth 
Development of a person or a society, contrary to what many believe, is not a condition or 
state defined by what or how much that person or society has. For example, if the goods and 
services available in the most affluent nation were suddenly made available to an 
Underdeveloped Country, that nation would not become developed. On the other hand, many 
Developed Nations can be found that is not possible to asses them by available development 
indicators. Development has less to do with how much a person or society has than with 
what it can do with whatever it has. 
I he Gross National Product (GNP) 
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1.B.3. Development and Underdevelopment 
Development and underdevelopment are interdependent phenomena. The development 
of every Advance Nation derives at least in part from the exploitation of Less -advanced 
Nations. For example, Ackoff (1974) signifies this relationship by bringing an example from 
America and says that until recently the companies of this country produced crude oil in Less - 
developed Nations and shipped it to the United States for less than they could produce it for 
their own. The idea that the difference in cost ought to have gone to the country from which 
the oil was taken crossed few 'developed' minds. After all, it was argued by most of those 
minds, it did cross, that it was their capital and ingenuity which made the oil fields possible 
Without it those countries would have nothing. This is a rationalization of the imbalance of 
benefits. Such an imbalance, he says, is exploitation however benevolent it may be. 
Although the potential factors that define the meaning of development in the references 
mentioned above may help clarifying the relationship between underdevelopment and 
development, but there is a need for observing the outsiders' views of the problems about so 
called Underdeveloped or Less -developed Nations. Therefore, in the next step of completing 
the discourse about the aids for assisting the Poor Nations to be developed, a quotation from 
Ackoff s (1974, 1984) classification about different attitudes in management (inactivists, 
reactivists, preactivists and interactivists) has been conducted in Appendix One Section (h) 
that will help tracing their opinion about the subject. [See also the section about identification 
of the problems in this chapter (1.A).] 
Summarizing the argument about development and underdevelopment, some prescriptions 
which have been referred to by many scholars are worthwhile mentioning For example, it is 
said that Underdeveloped and Developing Countries need to develop on their own, to 
invest their traditional concepts with new meanings, but not slavishly accept the 
standard of the Industrialized Countries as doctrine of development. They should 
pioneer their own way of development. They could draw on the experiences of other 
countries, but modify those models to suit their own indigenous conditions. So, 
it is time 
for the thesis to recommend that emphasis should be placed 
on developing an economic 
system, patterns of development, production, consumption, lifestyle, 
education and mass- 
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media that are best suited to their own requirements and realities in these countries 
Underdeveloped and Developing Countries should look into their past in order to know the 
present and to predict the future; they must look into both the past and the present 
1.B.4. Change and Transformation 
Thurow (1981) stresses the fact that economic problems can neither be understood nor solved 
without taking account of the political process. He argues that the inability to legislate 
changes that would result in losses to some, even if most would gain, arises from the fact that 
they do not have political parties'. 
Many are sympathetic to Thurow's (1981) objectives of economic equity and political 
equality. As he says, some societies are engaged in a zero -sum game in which one party's gain 
is invariably perceived as another's equivalent loss. This win -lose view of social interactions 
results in bargaining that paralyses those societies. In this respect, most of Thurow's proposals 
involve reforms - changes of behaviour of the current system - rather than fundamental 
restructuring of it. The most radical structural change he suggests is to a parliamentary form 
of government. But, the author would like to suggest that the solution lies not so much in 
how centralized decision makers are organized, as in who should make the decisions 
and how they should be made. 
1.B.4.1. Radical Transformation 
Some believe that economic solutions are the most essential factors in the development 
process. But, Henderson (1978) argues that there is a limitation in economic system's growth 
After they stop growing, they will go towards differentiation and maintenance. She claims that 
competition for previously abundant resources is replaced by cooperation in the use of those 
that are scarce, and exploitation of the ecosystem converts into its restoration and 
preservation. There are also others who believe that growth is not necessarily limited. 
A political party is a group that can force its elected members to vote for that party's solution to society's 
problem. With a majority and minority party, the majority is expected to solve the nation's economic problem. 
If it can't, it is replaced in the next election, and the minority becomes the majority. Responsibility for success 
is clear, and failures can he punished (Thurow, 1981, p. 212). 
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The author of this thesis argues that the growth is a means, not an end, and is, therefore, 
an option that should be evaluated concerning explicitly formulated social objectives. 
Development is considered to be the end that purposeful individuals and groups should 
seek Development is not a biological but a psychological and social concept. It is with 
respect to the potential contribution to development that proposals for 'revitalizing' 
societies and their economies should be evaluated. 
There is also evidence suggesting that the economies of More Developed Countries (MDCs) 
cannot be revitalized without a thorough inspection of their socioeconomic systems, reform 
will not do that. The thesis supports this idea and agrees with Henderson (1978) who is 
among these supporters of radical change. In her book, 'Creating Alternative Futures. The 
End of Economics', she argues that what is needed most to restrengthen our societies and 
their economies is a change of paradigm, a new perspective, a different way of viewing the 
world. Policies derived from the old paradigms cannot do the job. 
Finally being concerned about the dissolution' of the development problems, The thesis 
proposes radical changes in the nature and structure of government and society. The 
approach seems to approximate to that of designing. Its attempt is to dissolve the 
development problems by creating the conditions in which there could be no problems. 
In this regard, the designs are neither cohesive nor directed at an explicitly formulated 
objective. [See also Chapter Two Design Process (2.B) ] 
1.B.5. The Roots of the Development Problems 
The meaning and objectives of development are reviewed according to theoretical reasoning 
and review of the empirical records. It is surprising that most of the literature about 
development, which is written by the experts who are actually outsiders to the problems of 
a specific region, seems simplistic comparing the actual and real comprehensive components 
of the life in long term or short term development. The author of this thesis argues that less 
6 Revitalizing and redesigning societies and their economies is one of the Interactivists' objectives. 
' For having a better understanding of the word dissolution, see Table I A.1 which involves other terms like 
solution, resolution and absolution. 
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attention has been paid to the complexity of the existing cultural and social situations. 
Mostly improvement in the standards of life is the main objective of the development 
programmes and few concentrated on the generation of the plans for development 
which is the result of the potential power of the indigenous people. Furthermore, most 
of the reports have been cited by governmental or aid agencies and there is no place of the 
indigenous people's talk. So, the author suggests that the criteria are dubious in many cases 
and the interpretations are either the interpretations of people's interpretations or the 
professionals' interpretations of the real situation which is far from the belief of people. 
The scale of development is one of the key points in the discourse. Therefore, it is worthwhile 
finding the roots of development programmes in a national level to pinpoint the limitations of 
some organizations, e.g. monopolies or bureaucracies, in the nations. For example, people are 
working in two sectors: productive sectors (such as agriculture and industry) and service 
sector (such as heath, education, etc.). In practice people are mostly working in the services 
sector and the desire for a variety of services probably continues to increase. There is a belief 
based on the current high cost and low quality of many services in many parts of the world 
People who need or want these services feel that they are not worth their cost Whatever 
service they purchase has some value to them, but so does what they pay for it If the value 
of the service they receive is less than the value they give up to obtain it, their wealth is 
reduced. The acquisition of many services is widely perceived as wealth decreasing rather than 
wealth increasing. Two examples of this are public education and health care. 
Therefore, eventually a monopoly's or a bureaucracy's cost of providing a service exceeds the 
service's value to those who pay for it. Because, consumers of publicly provided services 
usually do not pay for them directly or have no alternative sources, the unreasonable 
cost is 
not apparent. However, the poor quality of service is usually clear. Ackoff et al (1984) 
refer 
to one of these phenomena and claims that monopolies and bureaucracies are seldom grateful 
for the demand that justifies their existence; they tend to treat their consumers 
with disrespect, 
habitually delaying and otherwise inconveniencing those who come 
for the service that is their 
due. Because government and private agencies are using these 
kinds of organization, i e 
monopolies and bureaucracies, or are parts of them and are affecting 
development 
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programmes, a brief definition about them has been cited in Section (c) of Appendix One 
1.B.6. The Basis for Development Programmes 
Although development programmes are not limited to a certain situation, the results of the 
First and Second United Nations Development Decades have shown quite clearly that the 
adoption of alien patterns of development, production, consumption, life- styles and education 
are at odds with the solution of problems as complex and deep- rooted as those faced by many 
Underdeveloped and Developing Countries. 
Most development plans have by- passed the rural areas. For example, between 80 and 90 per 
cent of the population of Third World Countries live and work in the rural areas. The author 
argues that the necessity of recognizing the foreseeable fixture, when the great mass of the 
population of Third World Countries will be subsistence farmers, therefore the importance of 
the agricultural base should be remembered. It is only then that agricultural productivity can 
be brought to the level at which a sustained policy of industrialization is possible. Therefore, 
the base of development should be rural, not urban. For more clarification about this line of 
thought, a relevant discourse has been constructed in Section (d) of Appendix One, i e Basic 
Approaches to Development Programmes. 
1.B.7. Development from Above or Below? 
The need for an approach to help understanding of people's transaction with their environment 
which is based on culture and history as well as economic factors calls for a new definition of 
development which the author would like to go for it in the present discussion Garofoli 
(1992) describes the externally planned 'top- down', 'development from above' model of 
regional development, typical of the 1960s and 1970s, as if they generally failed to stimulate 
economic growth in the backward regions of Southern Europe. Because the production 
organization characterising developed regions, based on large firms and modern sectors, had 
no connection with the culture and historical 'milieus' of the areas into which they were 
introduced. He then signifies that the need for a different approach to development theory and 
policies has matured into an alternative 'development from below', based on small firms, local 
resources and local agents. In this regard, he suggests a feature of the new patterns which is 
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the co- presence of small firms and small towns with an articulated social structure instead of 
large firms and urbanization. 
Development from below argues for flexibility and is as much an ideology as a strategy. 
It is a way of looking at development as a dynamic process rather than a rigid set of 
policies and ideas. In practice, there are many responses to it over both time and space 
Penouil (1981) argues that one of the greatest errors of the last decade has been to portray 
centralization and decentralization, or polarization and balanced growth, as being 
contradictory rather than complementary. 
The scale at which 'development' is analysed is also critical. The nation -state has been used 
as a framework in some writings but in Third World settings some of these are relatively the 
creations of previous decades and may still contain several 'societies' with different value 
systems (Stöhr et al., 1981). The thesis sees differences in a actual extent which are also great 
but perhaps it is difference in population which is more significant in development terms, as 
development in the final analysis is about people not places, although people seem to 
require a certain degree of territorial identity in order to live harmoniously in society 
Schumacher (1973) used the phrase 'Small is Beautiful' in the title for his book, other authors, 
in word of Webber (1979), feel that small may be beautiful but big is bountiful' Development 
from below argues essentially for a development which is determined at the lowest feasible 
territorial scale. Much has been written about the economics of scale, relatively little about 
how small a unit need to be, to be viable in a developmental sense ( Stöhr et al., 1981) In the 
later discussion about the model of endogenous development in Chapter Four, the author will 
argue that the scale of development plans has no essential role in forming the model 
However, the scale of analysis is not the only, or even the most significant aspect of 
development from below as well. The same source points to the fact that inherent in 
development from below are certain basic values. It counts these values as 
"First, it is a development determined from within by the people of that society 
themselves, based on their own resources - human, physical and institutional. 
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Each strategy is, therefore, unique to the society in which it evolves. Secondly, 
it is egalitarian and self -reliant in nature, emphasizing the meeting of the basic 
needs of all members of society. It is, therefore, communalist (Friedmann, 1979) 
in nature. The ultimate aim of such a strategy is an improvement of both a 
quantitative and qualitative type in the life -style of all members of society 
(Goulet, 1978). It involves selective growth, distribution self -reliance, 
employment creation, and above all respects human dignity. It is at one and the 
same time a new development strategy and a new development ideology." [The 
emphasised factors are similar to some properties of endogenous development theory 
which is discussed thoroughly in Chapter Four: The Model.] 
Stöhr et al. (1981) refer to Lee's (1981, p. 107) overall summation of a 'world scale' for 
developing nations between 1950 and 1975 which indicates that despite growth rates 
averaging 3.4 per cent poverty and underdevelopment still remain. Lee estimates that, whereas 
33 per cent of people may have increased their welfare, this is more than balanced by 40 per 
cent for whom life has indubitably became worse. He then writes. "The empirical record of 
almost three development decades reveals more underdevelopment than development, 
regardless of what indicators are used for measurement. Existing strategies to bring about a 
broader participation in development have failed " Although the explanations for this lack of 
success vary a great deal in different context, but Stöhr et al (1981) classify them 
a) those who focus on the inappropriateness of the model of development used. (which 
has often been urban and industrial in nature and has used growth as a proxy for 
development both in ideological and strategic terms ) and 
b) those who argue that the problem is essentially a structural one [Blaikie (1981), for 
example, argues that Nepal is a dependent periphery of both India and the world, and 
that the underdevelopment of Nepal will continue unless these basic structural 
relationships are changed. The underdevelopment of Nepal is not in his view a 
consequence of isolation but of incorporation. ] 
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The explicit aim of development in different cases indicates general strategies showing the 
relation between national and local interests. For instance, Stöhr et al (1981, p. 453) refer to 
some of them in their conclusion and say: "The reduction of disparity in India, local self- 
reliance in resource mobilization in China and integrated nations out of disparate ethnic 
groups in Africa are characterized by participatory centralization and that local control 
functioned within clearly defined central limits." 
Wu et al. (1981, p.155) argue that development from below can function effectively only 
within a clearly defined national framework in which the peasants have seized power. They 
identify six key elements which help explain China's success during the last three decades 
having both 'planning from above' and 'planning from below' simultaneously which involves 
both agriculture and industrial policies. They have summarized the essential feature of the 
Chinese approach to 'planning from below' for rural development: 
1 the strategies focused on the provision of basic needs to ensure that the population has 
productive work; (this is supplied with essential commodities, medical and health care, 
local communities controlled education and reassignment of those who have been 
away to where they have been originate. ) 
a well- defined national framework for local control of decisions regarding use of 
resources, planning for production, infrastructure improvements, work values, work 
distribution, and the deployment of surpluses; (consequently, there is a direct local 
control by the collective and flexible ownership of the means of the production to 
qualify their work.) 
3. the set of national policies for supporting the rural sector through reduction of 
agriculture tax, guarantee of low taxation, price support ensuring favourable terms of 
trade for the agricultural sector , as well as provisions for purchase price bonuses 
for 
production above planned quotas, 
the promotion of small -scale industries which are complementary to 
the rural sector, 
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(they may be engaged in the production of inputs, such as nitrogenous fertilizers, for 
improvement of agricultural production, in the repair of agricultural machinery, or in 
processing of agricultural products. ) 
local control of surpluses generated by agriculture and small -scale industries under the 
management of the brigades and communes; (surpluses from the industrial enterprises 
are generally ploughed back for reinvestment.) and 
6. the emphasis on the use of local resources, manpower, and knowledge. (Financial aid 
and tax reliefs are available to the poor regions or for the needy cases. The accent is 
on self -reliance and on making the best of available local resources. ) 
Regarding the item No. 5, the same source quotes from Griffin et al. (1979) and signifies that 
one of the major causes of continuing rural underdevelopment in many Developing Countries 
is not the lack of productivity nor the lack of generated surpluses but the lack of local control 
over the surpluses. Citing from Stöhr et al. (1977), Lo et al. (1978) about the promotion of 
regional development, Wu et al. (1981, p. 177) claim that regional control over the 
penetration of its economy by outside (national and international) elements is a key element 
as well as control over economic surpluses generated within the region. They indicate, 
"In China, regional self -reliance under collective ownership and decision making 
allowed for regional variations in style of management, in selecting programmes which 
are suitable to regional level of development and available resources Self -reliant 
development did not mean the closing -off of options but the creation of 
opportunities, such as agriculture- oriented small -scale industries, which are 
suitable to the local context." [This is also one of the thesis emphases 
The same source follows and claims that the success of self -reliant rural development in China 
was possible only with the implementation of carefully designed national support systems, 
including favourable pricing of agricultural commodities, tax reductions, favourable terms of 
trade, as well as a unified purchasing and distribution system. 
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However, decentralisation and increased popular participation, especially of rural peoples. in 
the development process are the popular suggestions being made explicitly in many sources' 
There are two kinds of opinion in India which relates to Gandhi and Nehru Gandhi in many 
ways epitomized many aspects of the ideology of development from below, whereas Nehru 
was closer to development from above in his ideas (Ibid. ). Misra et al (1981) call for a return 
to Gandhian philosophy and its application as an 'ideology' as well as a technique Many 
believe, as Stöhr et al. (1981) do, that development from below has the ideological 
underpinning to give spatial planning in Developing Nations a new direction, and possibly to 
bring new hope in the struggle against poverty. But, they do not neglect the mechanisms for 
practical implementation at larger scale which still have to be developed and tested under 
conditions of interacting national and international political systems This point is also the 
thesis's concern that will be addressed later using the senond paradigm of the model of 
endogenous development, i.e. supply -demand relationship 
1.B.7.1. Indigenous Development 
Examining the theories mentioned above within the context of Iran. Wiarda (1983) reviews 
some of the 'indigenous development models' arising from the Third World He puts forward 
the Iranian Revolution, as one instance of a general movement in the Third World towards 
finding their 'indigenous' model of development. He initially states in page 433 of his paper 
that "A revolution of far -reaching breadth and meaning is presently sweeping only partially 
and we in the West are only partially and incompletely aware of it 
Criticism of Western development theories is not restricted to Third World intellectuals On 
other grounds they have been criticised by several Western Scholars as well (see for example. 
Ackoff, 1974; Seers, 1979; Schumacher, 1973; Redclift, 1987, Sorensen, 1987) Furthermore. 
signifying the problems facing the implementation of the indigenous development. Wiarda 
(1983, pp. 444 -446) raises six points which can be summarised as 
"... the search for indigenous models of development may prove to be more romantic 
' See, For example, Stóhr et al. (1981) about Thailand. Papua New Guinea, India. Nigena. Tan,anma. Iiratil. 
and Chile. 
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and nostalgic than realistic; 
2. the challenge for an indigenous development model may require defending an exiting 
political system, justifying exiting castes, classes, etc.; 
3. the overall results of indigenous development models have not in practise proved to 
be successful; 
4. the present international economic and political situation, which make the 'isolation' 
of a country an impossibility, thus, outside forces have influence in forming and 
distorting indigenous development models; 
5. there is not a general agreement among the intellectuals and politicians of the 
countries concerned, that the indigenous models are the correct answer, and 
6. finally, variation of people's race and religion make achieving a consensus 
development model, either indigenous or imported difficult, if not impossible " 
To illustrate the difficulties associated with indigenous model of development in Iran, 
especially following the War, Zargar (1989a) said that for a country composed of several 
ethnic groups with varied geographical environment, cultural background, in the present of 
economic and political forces of West and East, it is not easy to design a new model into 
which society can be moulded. He then referred to Al- Buraey (1985) and said that yet, little 
theoretical study is available which throws light on development The author would like to 
argue that this is not the case for the model of endogenous development theory, discussed in 
this thesis (see Chapter Four: The Model). Rather, he suggests that there exists many positive 
points in both strategies one of which is the value of people's participation The study of 
people's participation in Chapter Two indicates that the higher the degree of direct 
involvement of people in development programmes and their indigenous institutions, the 
better will be the result of their work. 
1.B.7.1.1. Towards an Endogenous Development Theory 
In attempting to understand endogenous development, which is assumed to be based on lateral 
relationships, via the other types of development strategy, e g. those which are based on core - 
periphery relationships, the author refers to the Garofoli's (1992) idea which is expressed in 
his book and is about the revived significance of the region. This change of understanding has 
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enforce reinterpretations of the spatial articulation of production. In this regard, Naylon 
(1992) suggests that both 'core -periphery dualism' and the 'filter -down' concepts consider 
space to be a passive element in the development process, with the crucial factors of change 
being exogenous to the local socio- economic system. But, the shift from Fordism to the 
flexible specialization of production places emphasis precisely upon the role of local social 
forces in creating opportunities for autonomous development. In Garofoli's new paradigm, 
space - the region - with its specific characteristics becomes the strategic factor of 
development. The region is the place where non -transferable social relations, cultures, 
historical experiences, institutions and business and market relationships cluster, creating an 
environment which will determine whether indigenous potential can be mobilized. This brief 
can be fitted in the general framework of endogenous development. 
A model of endogenous development, similar to the above descriptions about indigenous 
development, will embrace such elements as: local entrepreneurship and capacity to 
innovate; the expansion of local firms; the use of local physical and human resources; 
productive inter -dependencies among local firms: the maintenance of local enterprises 
under local control; and the vital role of local development policies and local forms of 
solidarity and social regulation. These are considered by the thesis to be appropriate 
environments for operating such model. Rather, the endogenous development model is 
not limited by the scale or types of the projects and can be located in international, 
national and local situations to satisfy people's ideological, juridical, political, cultural 
and theoretical needs. This will be examined in Chapter Four. 
It has been also confirmed by the literature that the most important factor for revitalizing and 
redesigning our societies and their economies is a change of paradigm, a new perspective, a 
different way of viewing the world. For these purposes, the author suggests the endogenous 
development model. The endogenous development is suggested to be a progress through 
which a concern is given to innate knowledge, and internal potential powers of people 
and their transactions play an essential role in development plans. It also stimulates the 
9 You can find more about Fordism and Tylorism and their role in forming industrialization in Chapter Two 
Section 2.A which is about Design Process. 
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individuals and societies with multilateral plans for development from within. Using 
external resources can be justified only when they cause the growth of society's potential 
People's participation and their capabilities of identifying the problems and solving them, even 
in harsh situations such as economic crises, natural disasters, wars, etc., will help 
understanding the necessity and practicability of the endogenous development model. Section 
(e) in Appendix One, therefore, has been designed to help investigating the current problems 
facing our societies in the process of hasty development programmes which is resulted from 
misunderstanding the knowledge required to accommodate natural responses of the people, 
finding their causative factors and the ways of solving them. 
Conclusion of Development 
Before turning to what ought to and can be done to dissolve the development problems, it was 
necessary to reexamine the problems of development and reformulate them in light of the 
discussion up to this point. The understanding of development as 'growing from within' 
reflects and incorporates elements of past development definitions and measures in several 
ways. These differences, in turn, suggest new approaches to the design and implementation 
of development projects and programmes, whether undertake them as a part of national 
development strategies by the governments (of Underdeveloped and Developing Countries) 
or as a part of the aid programmes of international agencies. 
It is apparent that the sequences of the observations and proposals reviewed in this section 
move progressively from simplicity to complexity. These proposals differ not only in content 
and complexity, but in kind. They are based on different implicit concepts of ways to treat a 
development problem. It is worthwhile mentioning that they are mostly related to 
a) aims of development; 
b) ways of development, 
c) outcomes of development; 
d) direction of development strategies; (from past to future, from subject to object, 
etc ) 
e) means for development. 
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f) stimulants or motivators of development, (history, future plans, needs, wants, etc ) 
g) kinds of development; (rural, local, national, global, mental, etc ) 
h) stages in development programmes; (development of the means for development) 
i) priorities in development programmes; (growth and quantification, development and 
qualification, etc.) 
j) attitudes and/or behaviours to process subjects into objects and activate the 
potentiality; (possible into actual and from inside to outside) 
k) appropriate time for development; (i.e. after disasters, after wars, etc ) and 
1) development criteria. (Such as acceptability, sustainability, availability, homeostasis, 
homogeneity, stability, etc.) 
In most proposals reviewed in this section, the growth of the economy is the principal 
objective for development. Therefore, they focus on the standard of living. Those who 
advocate a national industrial and centralized policy are primarily concerned with the average 
standard of living. In contrast, some reject growth and the economists' concept of standard 
of living, but they do not explicitly formulate their own objective. It is perhaps because they 
are more concerned with improving the quality of life than doing this for the standard of 
living. If this is correct, then their objectives are development rather than growth 
It was studied that the prevailing view of the world is changing and that awareness and 
understanding of this change open possibilities for redirecting our affaire more 
effectively than would otherwise be apparent to us. The author agrees with Henderson that 
growth should no longer be accepted by a society as an end in itself He also suggests that 
basing Henderson's belief on a biological analogy can be misleading. Society and social groups 
are not organisms. Unlike organisms, their parts have purposes of their own' In this respect, 
growth is not seen by the thesis as either necessarily evil or necessarily limited. It is a 
means not an end and is therefore an option that should be evaluated concerning 
explicitly formulated social objectives. Development is taken to be the end that 
purposeful individuals and groups should seek. Development is not a biological analogy 
but a psychological and social concept. It is with respect to their potential contribution to 
10 See the discussion about purposeful systems in Section (3.B) of Chapter three. 
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development that proposals for revitalizing societies and their economies should be evaluated 
Therefore, a definition of development is only possible when based on particular 
philosophical and ideological principles. On the other hand, the real implementors of 
development are the people themselves, who either see their own needs and problems 
or are made aware of them. Development should proceed at the people's own pace and 
standards; and the techniques of development should be simple - that is ones that the 
people can afford, understand and benefit from. 
For these reasons, it has been argued that the only way the Third World Countries can rescue 
themselves from poverty is by radical changes of structure and by means of institutions that 
have a popular base and support. They might also reflect that 'poverty' as it is known today 
was almost unknown in pre- colonial in these countries. They indicate that the people as a 
whole in cities, towns and villages should be allowed to reenact their own life experience to 
its logical conclusion. This is vital. Political changes in Third World Countries will remain of 
little long -term value unless it is cultural change as well. But, cultural change becomes 
possible only when the people as a whole fight out their mental battles themselves. Others 
cannot do it for them. Development cannot be grafted on to a country like a foreign body It 
must grow within the country at grass -roots level, that is within readily available resources 
Many development commentators in Developing and Underdeveloped Countries claim that 
there was no unemployment or underemployment or malnutrition before colonialism period 
As far as nutrition is concerned, the people who suffered most from specific nutritional 
deficiencies were those brought most full into the colonial economy - the urban workers 
Those who managed in spite of colonial rule to maintain their traditional pattern of nutrition 
are generally very healthy and resistant to disease. It is also understood that poverty is not 
simply about shortage of resources. It is about exclusion and power, about relationships 
and loss of self -respect, it is about lack of choice and limitation of freedom. But, all these 
things are related to lack of resources ". 
11 These are some characteristics which help translation of the word 'Mostazatien'. This word has been used 
in The Holy Quran frequently and aims to illustrate poverty in relation to the social. mental and spintual status 
rather than resources. 
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Therefore, it is vital to fit the natural responses of people in development programmes There 
are also deep subconscious about the values, which they developed and spread as community 
to respond during the time of disasters and crisis etc., without trying to impose formal 
institutionalised organization in which all these native natural potentials will be inhabited 
because of the mechanism in physical situation involved. Although society should be a system 
made of components, in some societies there are subsystems according to the capability of 
their knowledge, but the whole systems are missed or do not work well because of the 
specification and fragmentation. Structuring the whole system is the basic aim of 
development in these societies. 
Some arguments in the discourse of development referred to structure of society. They 
consensually suggest that government means to produce the interest of the whole nation of 
the whole society through structure, organization, behaviour and what so ever. But, the 
problem with the centralized organizations is that it imposes a global uniform perception of 
the different places of the country itself, rather than setting a policy which is the synthesis of 
diversity. Many indigenous societies do not resolve their problem through organization or the 
like. Their real organization is the organization of the values themselves They use values to 
generate all their activities and behaviours and responses. The formal responses by 
government and other agencies should actually relate to these values which can be translated 
into new organisation and strategies capable of handling the problems of their implications 
The present study suggests that the recovery of the indigenous societies is possible by new 
proposals which can incorporate the points discussed sofar. The model of endogenous 
development theory as a guideline and policy is suggested for this purpose Of course, the 
application of this guide line to the needs of other cases during the development programmes, 
requires extra work to adapt them to their particular social, political and environmental 
circumstances and its feasibility and possibility must be examined. Therefore, the next chapter 
is a critical analogy of current discourse by reference to 'people's participation' (2 A), as a key 
point and somehow hard to be implemented in development programmes and 'design process' 
(2.B), which is future oriented and emphasizes mostly on productivity and the relationships 
between producers and users. 
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INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER TWO 
Chapter Two is divided into two sections: People's Participation and Design Process Both 
are needed to express a critical analysis of the current discourse and to lead towards the model 
for endogenous development. This chapter differs from Chapter One in that its subject matter 
is less abstract and more predicated towards actual, everyday experiences. Its conclusion that 
combines and addresses all the concepts covered in the current discourse completes Part One 
The matter of people's participation is introduced with a recapitulation of its history . This 
opens up a range of questions - such as what is meant by 'people' and at what level they can 
be said to be 'participating' - that need to be analysed before the notion of people's 
participation can be taken as reliable. The term people's participation is often an end in itself, 
misappropriated to exonerate errors made by centralised bodies and in such situations, its use 
does not reflect the empowerment or autonomy of individuals within society. Between the 
extremes of allowing populations to choose between preselected alternatives and non- 
hierarchical ongoing dialogue, are many stages whereby people are allowed to relate to 
decision -making process. Both extremes compromise the health of society The ideal 
procedure lies between and is one that permits communication among all individuals yet 
retains the official hierarchy that is necessary for action. 
The design process of products is one in which people's participation matters The role of 
design is discussed through its political, social and commercial implications which have led 
to ideological movements that take on certain issues and agendas. By focusing from general 
criticisms of designed products to the built environment, this section highlights shortcomings 
behind this particular 'design process'. Through a consideration of the various attempts to 
correct other product problems, the author suggests that the 'design process' should be 
customised to involve the creative ideas of people as particularised to the development of the 
built environment. This brings to an end the thought process that began with the broad 
philosophies explored in Chapter One, as now focused onto the specific and practical issues 
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Introduction to People's Participation 
The purpose of this introduction is to demonstrate the importance of people's participation 
in designing development programmes and to clarify the scope of the thesis's objectives A 
participatory approach was adopted for an operational research in the regional planning of 
Mobarakeh -e Isfahan in 1983, whose necessity is still agreed upon by both the authorities and 
the experts. Initially, people's participation approach was pursued in Pahlavi's regime of Iran 
by some elites, as an intellectual act in the 1970s, being concerned about movements in the 
built environment professions in the West. In a broader sense, it was also conducted in the 
reconstruction of damaged areas after Iran -Iraq War (1978 -1986), which also referred to by 
my colleague Zargar (1989a), whose work had significant role in opening up the discourse 
about people's participation in the present section. 
People's participation is an indispensable ingredient of the development guidelines which 
intends to qualify the life. It is said to be an old theory, well explored in many contexts. In this 
section, the intention is to review those aspects of the participation theory which are about 
the built environment. First, some major theoretical issues about popular participation have 
been discussed, then, since the topic of the thesis is about endogenous development in built 
environment and its implementation in harsh situation, a brief review is made of community 
participation in the context of reconstruction in the provision of shelter Finally, an attempt 
has been made to outline some specific aspects of community participation 
Community participation is discussed in most documents dealing with planning and 
development. In this regard, Oakley et al. (1985, p. I) claim: "In fact, it is rare these days to 
find a document on development strategy or approaches which does not refer to participatory 
in nature ". Styles (1971, p. 163) writes: "Participation has become a key word in the planner's 
vocabulary". Ekistics Editor (1972, p. 71) also claims "In the past few years almost every 
planning report has had its participation component'. Carapico (1985, p 203) says "Virtually 
all contemporary development strategies stress the importance of participation by working 
people in both policy formation and the benefits of economic growth " 
There are studies on 'community participation on water and sanitation', 
'low- income housing 
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projects', 'squatter settlements upgrading' and so on. The notion of 'community building' and 
'community architecture' are also on the agenda of many architectural debates in Britain, all 
of which have the 'People's Participation' as their central theme. More generally, there are 
studies of 'community participation in development planning', in 'rural development' and 'social 
development'. From this long list of documents, it seems that people's participation both as 
a means and as an end seeks something to be achieved. These achievements could be freedom 
in a political context; equal opportunities for access to the public services, strengthening the 
professional works; more control of the government; homogenizing societies; reducing the 
gap between poor and rich to be able to avoid more conflicts, preparing some reliable 
consumers; mobilizing people for growth plans and so on. Less attempts have been made to 
use this theme for reorganizing the societies for the purpose of being more productive and 
independent in a long term sustainable development plan. Therefore, the reason of pursuing 
the participatory theme, in this thesis, is to place it as an end in the development programmes, 
otherwise people are already participating in all aspects of their lives. 
2.A.1. Historical Background 
Although the notion of people's participation is among the recommendation of new 
development plans, it is in fact an old approach. Gittle (1980, p 29) says "The role of 
community organizations in America has been a primary subject of concern for all the social 
sciences since the 1969s." In relation to this, Claude et al. (1985, p 5) claim 
"The notion of participation was brought into focus in the 1930s The idea was that 
the more involved people were in the challenges of production, the more 
productive they would be .... But the term 'participation' continued to gain currency 
primarily in decision -making processes in Industrialised Societies It is only since the 
late 1960s and the 1970s that the concept started to be used in the context of the 
newly developed subdiscipline of 'development administration' " [One of the author's 
emphases in defining people's participation.) 
Martin writes in the preface to Lisk's (1988) book entitled, 'Popular Participation 
in Planning 
for Basic Needs', that one of the key features of development planning, since the mid- 1970s, 
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is the notion of popular participation, both as an important condition for achieving sustained 
economic growth and social progress and as a fundamental goal of development in its own 
right. Moser (1983, p. 3) also argues that the reason why community participation was 
introduced was the failure of the 'growth theory' of development. She writes. 
"It is a common place that the growth strategies undertaken by many governments in 
Third World Countries have frequently failed to secure a significant amelioration of 
mass poverty or a radical redistribution of income. It is this criticism which has led to 
an alternative view that the involvement of the community in the project can 
compensate for these deficiencies. Over the past decade, community participation has 
been incorporated in a variety of development programmes and projects in order to 
make collective involvement effective." 
Zargar (1989a) refers to a property of indigenous people in solving their problems and says 
that, since time began, cooperation and communal actions have been the dominant approach 
to problem solving in all rural communities of the developing world. He cites several examples 
from villages in Iran and claims that, for example, cleaning the canals or 'Ghanats' is a 
communal task. No individual can do it alone. Also the distribution of water, where it is 
scarce, such as in central Iran, requires well- coordinated measures not only in each village but 
even between villages dependent on the same source of water. In this regard, it is worthwhile 
to refer to the United Nations report (1975, p. 32) as it reads. 
"Historically, most societies have a tradition of popular participation at the local level 
... The existence of these traditional forms of popular participation indicates the 
willingness and ability of the masses of the people to work together for the 
collective benefit and that many of their needs were served in this way. These 
local traditions have often been among the first casualties of modernisation " [This is 
the author's emphasis which will be explored in Chapter Four implicitly ] 
The traditional methods worked successfully through the ages, and still are working 
in 
indigenous societies. But, the new methods do not always give the desired results Mandl 
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(1982, p. 9) also confirms that high hopes have been vested in community participation 
However, some unforseen problems and distortions have come to the fore Setting up 
community participation has been more difficult than anticipated. Therefore, there is a need 
to recognise the difference between a grass -roots community action and a community 
participation imposed from outside. 
2.A.2. Towards a Definition of People's Participation 
A variety of definitions in the literature about people's participation suggest that it is generally 
a good thing. Wolfe (1982, p. 86) writes: "From the stand point of many development analysis 
and planners, 'politics' is bad, 'participation' good." Moser (1983) refers to the same property 
of people's participation and claims: "Participation currently considered a 'good -thing' " 
Arnstein (1971, p. 176) writes: "The idea of citizen participation is a little like eating spinach, 
no one is against it in principle because it is good for you." Zargar (1989a, p. 307) sheds light 
on its causes and claims that this positive attribute of participation might stem from values 
such as democracy and liberation which are the basis of Western thinking. In his words, the 
reason is that: "speaking up for the people implies an intellectual or even radical position as 
opposed to speaking in favour of bureaucratic systems which exist to support authoritarian 
governments with their centralized power." Although he agrees that participation is good, but 
he pinpoints its ineffectiveness and usefulness in practice. In this regard, he refers to an 
example of the ever -rising problem of homelessness in Developing World, despite years of 
propaganda for and practice of popular participation in solving the problems of shelter. 
The lack of clear consensus about the diversity of definitions reflects the ideological range of 
development and the different approaches to planning (Moser, 1983, Whyte, 1983, and Lisk, 
1988). White (1981, p. 6) with reference to definition of community participation agrees with 
the diversity in the objectives and looks for a working definition which he borrowed from the 
World Bank and says: "... participation has three dimensions: involvement of all those 
affected in decision -making about what should be done and how; mass contribution to 
the development efforts, i.e. to the implementation of the decisions; and sharing in the 
benefits of the programmes (World Bank, 1987)." He adds "involvement in the evaluation 
and modification of the programmes" to the definition cited above which is also the thesis's 
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emphasis and will be strengthened by feedback control, that of system approach, and 
abductive and inductive inferences, that of logic, in the model of endogenous development 
(see Chapter Four and Chapter Seven). Lisk (1988) defines popular participation in 
development as active involvement of people in the making and implementation of decisions 
at all levels and forms of political and socio- economic activities. 
Oakley et al. (1985) conceive participation as an end and an exorable consequence of the 
process of empowering and liberation and Wolfe (1982) argues that conception of it can be 
positive or negative and can be considered equivalent to political democracy. He then 
describes democracy as a system through which people decide what development objectives 
and policies they want and what political representatives shall try to convert the objectives and 
policies into reality. He continues his argument about the conception of participatory approach 
as equivalent to involvement in the processes of societal change and growth that the term 
'development' suggests. 
People's participation is opposed to centralised decision making and the aim of popular 
participation is to reduce the role of people as passive executant. Bugnicourt (1982, p. 58) 
suggests the reduction of 'passive executants' role of people as an aim for popular 
participation, which may be perceived as people's involvement in implementation of the 
development programmes, and argues that it is opposed to centralised decision making. He 
also emphasises the role of people sharing in decision making and their meaningful presence 
at all stages of discussion, decision making, training, executing, management, control, 
education and etc. In regard to the present definition, Oakley et al. (1985, p 19) review their 
impression of active participation in development when it involves people in decision -making 
process and state: 
"Participation is considered to be an active process, meaning that the person or group 
in question takes initiatives and asserts his/her or its autonomy to do so .. the 
organised efforts to increase control over resources and regulative institutions in given 
social situations, on the part of groups and movements of those hitherto excluded 
from such control." 
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Arnstein (1971, p. 177) suggests eight levels of participation divided into the first two as 
'nonparticipation'; the next three as 'degrees of tokenism'; and the other three as 'degrees of 
citizen power'. These levels, which are sorted from the bottom of the ladder, are 
1. manipulation; (by which she means the occasions when people are guided and used 
as tools by power holders.) 
2. therapy; (which can be seen as prescribing for remedies, for example involving the 
citizens to clinical group- therapy in planning by experts.) 
3. informing; (which means that people are called and gathered to be told about their 
rights and responsibilities. ) 
4. consultation; (which is about inviting people to have their views about a matter, ) 
5. placation; (by which she means those situations where the citizens have actual and 
legitimate presence in a decision -making process, but the final decisions must be taken 
by others like local authorities not the citizens.) 
6. partnership; (which is redistribution of power through negotiations between citizens 
and power holders through such structures as joint policy boards, planning committees 
and mechanisms for resolving impasses.) 
7 delegated power; (which means the negotiations between citizens and public officials 
can also result in citizens achieving dominant decision -making authority over a 
particular plan or programme.) and 
citizen control. (That means the highest degree of participation and control on a 
matter. In this case citizen are able to negotiate conditions under which outsiders may 
change them.) 
The main argument of this thesis is also about control which considers people's 
participation not only in decision -making but also afterwards. This will create a kind 
of continues cyclic process of knowing and doing and vice versa. The result of so doing 
would be evolution of society's thought and generation of scientific theories, also 
progression of products. Zargar (1989a, p. 309) referred to a problem of citizen decision 
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making and said: ".... One of the theoretical obstacles to the participation of the masses, is that 
in practice direct involvement in all tasks becomes impossible and an indirect participation 
through the representatives must be used. In this case, again a few people will decide on 
behalf of the others, as the authorities do." Despite the difficulties associated with the 
implication of people's participation objectives, the author argues that some consider it as 
positive factor in solving different problems. They refer to the missing values and the sorts of 
knowledge which can be perceived holistically. They do not seek a specification to reduce the 
problems into special and small parts by using technology and science. They believe, this will 
help solving the problems associated with fragmentation of attitudes and behaviours which 
lead to the emergence of centralized organizations. Their attempt is to bridge the gaps by 
suggesting interdisciplinary approaches; popular participation and the like to insure their 
future and resolve their problems. To them, people's participation is an end which should lead 
to lateral organizations. 
Despite the underlying assumption which suggests that governments may have different goals 
to those of the citizens, Zargar (1989a) said that this was not necessarily always true and 
assumed situation where the people trust their government and believe in its decision This is 
conceivable, but the thesis's argument is that the concerns in most of the debates about 
people's participation are to conduct those definitions which lead to some revolutionary 
changes of the existing organizations to create or support lateral communications with 
no top or bottom. However, there still exists another obstacle of the theme in practice and 
it is the possibility of having factions among citizens on every matter. 
The United Nations (1975, p. 5) points to the importance of popular participation in decision - 
making as the heart of the participatory approach and classifies it in a more comprehensive 
way into four stages: 
1. defining the situation requiring a decision, 
2. choosing the preferred alternative, 
3 determining how best to implement the decision once it is made, and 
4. evaluating the consequences of the action taken. 
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As far as the literature is concerned, the theory of people's participation is an old idea and its 
concepts have been defined in several ways and different degrees. The heart of the notion is 
identified to be the power of people to have control over their affairs trough the decision - 
making process', which is either for solving the problems or designing development 
programmes. In productive and indigenous societies, these processes are mostly about making 
decision for having the right objectives, the applicable schemes, the appropriate means and 
the useful products which are evaluated by feedback mechanism. 
2.A.2.1. Who are the People? 
If different opinions about participation are held, there are hardly more clarity about the 
meaning of community. 'People' and 'community' both imply totality everyone or all the 
members. In discussing the community participation concept, another meaning is anticipated 
Lohman et al. (1986, pp. 25 -26) try to distinguish it by suggesting three points. "first, a 
community is not a uniform mass of people, but a heterogeneous collection of individuals and 
groups among whom multiple social ties have developed. Secondly, the distinctive community 
groups have different, often opposing, interests .... The third point is that as individual and 
groups have different interests in neighbourhood improvements, they do not have equal 
opportunity to participate in decision making." They also mentioned that an improvement 
programme is not a neutral intervention. 
Criticizing the statement cited by Hollnsteiner (1982, p 39), who says that in general 
agreement "the poor majority have little access to resources and power, instead local elites 
have strong to say in decision making ", it is conceivable to suggest that his definition lacks 
some points and needs more modifications. Because, elites' role in the society is different by 
their roles in the certain projects. Society needs professionals for solving its problems and 
designing its future, but this should happen with respect to the existing values and knowledge 
Therefore, it is necessary to remember that for realizing the problems there is a need for 
world 
I 'Decision-making' is a process that converts intimation into instructions. Instructions 
are messages that are 
intended to affect the behaviour of the system in order to improve its performance. 
Decision -makin quires 
thought and thought requires mental manipulation of a representation, a 
concept, of that which is to be decided 
about. Through manipulation of such representations a decision maker 
can determine what alternatives are 
available and what the consequences of each are likely to he. 
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views, intuitions and knowledge which are embodied in the society's culture and history and 
are about life as a whole entity. Furthermore, by propounding the theme of participation, the 
aim is to be able to use the cultural resources, values, symbolic principles and people's 
innate knowledge to help societies' idealization=, thus transformation. Then, in next step, 
there is a need for using science and technology, which can be explored in the instrumental 
principles, to solve the existing development problems by the experts and their participation 
Many commentators agree that there are different approaches in propounding people's 
participation. Accordingly, it is not limited in a specific area (e.g. politics) with a certain 
objective (e.g. decentralization of power). If participation is a Western product, one might ask 
whether democracy and liberation ever exist in traditional societies, in the Developing or 
Underdeveloped Countries, or not. In these countries, because of the transactional social ties 
of the indigenous communities, people usually have equal opportunity and high accessibility 
to all aspects of their lives. Even in the hierarchical organization of tribal societies, people are 
consciously aware of the events and their social activities and are participating in idealization, 
therefore structuration of their societies's structure ;. They have dominant role in decision - 
making process, directly and indirectly, by their consensus on the contents, either before 
making decision (by suggesting), or while the decision is in the process (by controlling), or 
after making the decision (by either rejecting or accepting). 
Giddens (1984), the British sociologist, stresses that structure of society is the unintentional 
consequence of action. He believes that society is not a pregiven objective reality but is 
created by the action of individuals. Individuals are not free to choose how to create society 
but are limited by specifications of their original position which they do not choose He 
believes structures are built through action and action is constituted structurally He identifies 
'meanings', 'norms' and 'power' as the three aspects of any human action In structuration 
theory 'structure' is considered as rules and recursively implicated in social production; 
institutionalised features of social systems have structural properties in the sense that 
2 See Boulding's (1956) classification in Chapter Threes: 3.A and also Ackotl's et al. (1972) book On 
Purposeful Systems. 
i 
See Chapter Four: Sections 4.A and 4.B tier specific description of the words structure and structuration. 
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relationships are stabilised across time and space (Ghomashchi, 1998). 
People are not passive actors who are controlled and programmed by certain rules and 
principles, rather they are active and able to change dominant rules while they are affected by 
such existing principles. The individual is an actor. S/he can start a new role in society 
intentionally, but this new role would probably be influenced by others' roles as social system 
This is a continuous interaction between individual and the society (Healey, 1997) Giddens 
(1984) also looks at people as agency, active rather than passive, and choice makers rather 
than fatal. For him, people as individuals, live in webs of relations through which structuring 
forces bear on them. They, as active agents and in the social situations of the relations within 
which they live, build their own sense of identity. Therefore, participatory approach can 
facilitate obtaining evolution of cultural and moral values as well as economic and 
environmental regeneration and progress. 
2.A.3. People's Participation and Politics 
Reviewing the literature confirms that one aspect of people's participation is 'sharing of 
power'. In this respect, Whyte (1983) indicates that community participation is one of the 
most political issues of the 80th approach because it evolves directly national government to 
control its people. Oakley et al. (1985) in relation to the definition of participation as a 
process of'empowering' claim that participation is concerned with the distribution of power 
in society and that power is the central theme of participation. Hollnsteiner (1982) also refers 
to leaders' interest in promoting 'progress for all' and says that between the two extremes of 
apathy and violent confrontation lies a broad range of legitimate and effective participatory 
behaviours that can lead to people's development and 'genuine structural change' 
2.A.3.1. Advantages and Disadvantages of People's Participation 
There are advantages for community participation some of which are listed by White (1981, 
p. 11) in ten items; which are cited briefly as following: 
He explores them in detail in pp. 12 -24 of the same source 
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1. with participation, more will be accomplished; 
2. with participation, services can be provided more cheaply, 
3. participation has an instinctive value for participants; 
4. participation is a catalyst for further development; 
5. participation encourages a sense of responsibility; 
6. participation guarantees that a felt need is involved; 
7. participation ensures things are done the right way; 
8. participation uses valuable indigenous knowledge; 
9. participation frees people from dependence on others' skills; and 
10. participation makes people more conscious of the causes of their poverty and what 
they can do about it. 
Bugnicourt (1982, p. 74) expresses his opinion about the notion of imposition of participation 
in the context of Africa and claims it is confused by the incursion from the East, the 
Mediterranean, or across the Atlantic. This participationism, he says, which is often influenced 
by Christian or Maoism thought, undoubtedly mobilises much goodwill, but it is not exactly 
suited to the African situation, and leads to distorted interpretations 
Zargar (1989a) referred to decentralization of decision -making and distribution of power as 
major components of people's participation and claimed that in practice development 
programmes require the assessment of matter on a regional or national level. He said that a 
higher rate of people's involvement is possible in small communities and on a local scale 
Beyond that indirect participation, through representatives will only be possible which are 
presumably elected by voting, therefore, the decision will be made by 'few' speaking for the 
masses. The thesis's impression about people's participation is quiet different from Zargar or 
Bugnicourt's, therefore it suggests that their claims need rethinking. That is because there is 
evidence suggesting people's direct involvement in international and national levels of 
decision -making in economic, political, cultural and social dimensions, e g Islamic Revolution 
of Iran (1978) or recent election of presidency' which resulted in an enormous and 
In this election more than 1/3 of the Iranian population voted (twenty million votes) for Dr M. 
Khatemi and he was elected as president of Iran in 1997. 
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unforeseeable outcome. Furthermore, it should be kept in mind that indigenous societies have 
mechanisms to evaluate things or select their leaders which are said to be more complex and 
abstract than that of modern societies (see for example Purce, 1974). 
Another obstacle is the popular participation's requirement for knowledge. In daily life people 
frequently rely on the knowledge of others, i.e. the so- called professionals Because of this, 
some commentators claim that participation by its nature opposes professionalism. To some 
extend it sounds true. But, the author would like to claim that if there is a consensus upon the 
fact that society needs different activities and jobs and people all are, somehow, experts in 
their own work, then there is a need for new interpretation. In addition, knowledge and 
science have different meaning: the former is usually used for inducing a whole and the later 
for deducing the parts. Participation, thus occurs in different levels and scales and covers both 
areas which should be identified carefully. This has been discussed in Chapter Four. 
The editor ofEkistics 1972 ( No. 201, p. 72) in relation to democratization and liberation as 
another obstacle of participation wrote: "... the issue of the democratization of local decision - 
making has become a jaunting court for all speeches, policy discussion and political 
campaigns. Some of this rhetoric can be taken seriously, but most of it proves only to be a 
manipulating or quietening tactic." The author would like to suggest that there is a need for 
remembering the objective of people's participation which seeks unity through diversity 
Finding a solution for the dilemma of social life through reconciling diversity and consensus, 
individual preference and public interests, Ghomashchi (1998) cites from Healey (1997, pp 
56 -57) who claims that the social world is not constituted of autonomous individuals, each 
employing their own preferences in order to obtain material satisfaction Instead, it is built on 
individual identities, as social constructed. She emphasises that attitudes and values are 
formed through social relations with others. She writes: 
"The powerful forces which construct our lives are actively made by us as we 
acknowledge them in our doing, seeing and knowing, in our system of meaning, ... we 
maintain, modify and transform the structuring forces which shape our lives, We 
are shaped by our social situation but we actively shape it too " 
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One of the most important problems with participatory approach, after its shortcoming for 
creating the fundamental change required for the development of a community, was 
mentioned in the literature to be its role in transforming the 'burden' of the problem from the 
authorities to the weak shoulders of the poor. Bugnicourt (1982, p. 73) claims "The peasants 
and poor town dwellers have only to 'participate', that is to say, make themselves the effort 
needed to secure what the privileged part of the population enjoys free of charge, thanks to 
public financing." The same source also referred to the contradiction between participation 
and bureaucracy. In Wolfe's (1982, p. 102) word: "... tension between bureaucracy and 
participation seems to be unavoidable and it is unrealistic to expect the tension to be resolved 
in favour of one idea or the other." 
All these criticisms, which refer to theoretical aspects and those of operational obstacles of 
popular participation, point to the fact that this concept should be seen as a revolutionary idea 
rather than the reformist one. Therefore, the aim of participation is to redirect the ways in 
which the attempts tends to fragmentation and specification, thus, segregation of the societies 
and their actors'. Participatory programmes need some organizations. These organizations 
might be either adapting one of the existing local institution or establishing a new one with a 
special characteristic. 
Although the participation literature unanimously agrees with increasing people's role in 
development programmes, this approach involves theoretical and operational constraints 
Many commentators believe that people's participation on a local scale can work more 
effectively than on large scales. The thesis's concern is that this idea is more likely to be based 
on growth and its implementation in short run programmes rather than development 
Moreover, effective participation needs appropriate structure and organization to be 
applicable in different scales. This organization, either the extension of traditional systems 
Bugnicourt (1982, pp. 71 -72) also argues about the administrative systems in 
operational participatory 
approach which are a prolongation of the anti -participatory attitudes. Ile. then refers 
to these sy steins, which 
contribute to the formation of a real allergy to participation. and counts them 
as the hierarchical spirit. 
bureaucratic tendencies: preference fier written: the desire fier standardisation: and 
insufficient personal 
commitment on the part of public servant. 
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or a new established one, has hierarchical structure (vertical or lateral) which should be 
studied to be able to assist development activities. Therefore, a citation about participative 
democracy, which seems to be similar to the concept of local authorities and what is told 
Western democracy, is conducted in Section (f) of Appendix One to obtain this goal. 
Observation on People's Participation 
It is perhaps one of the obstacles of people's participation concept that public officials are not 
likely to adopt any of the proposals mentioned for governments because there is a belief that 
they would reduce the size, power, and number of government agencies. Many of the officials' 
jobs would be jeopardized. Therefore, the thesis suggests that these proposals are not 
likely to be adopted without a great deal of public pressure. Such pressure should be 
directed at demonopolizing and debureaucratizing government itself. Participatory 
approach requires fundamental changes in the structure and functions of government, 
i.e. returning government to the people, converting it to a participative organ. 
The study has adopted a view of small, self -governing units as a result of analysing the 
proposals which suggested that in popular participation in transitional process of reaching the 
ultimate integration between government and people, e.g. participatory democracy, these units 
should be the source of the authority and responsibility assigned to other units of government, 
and they should determine the use and allocation of resources. The basic units can do 
whatever they want as long as they do not prevent other units from doing what they want. 
Actions that adversely affect another unit require that unit's approval. Disagreements that 
cannot be resolved are settled by the most local unit of government responsible to all the 
affected units. This principle applies to all types of units. Sectoral activities can be provided 
or procured by basic units or, with approval of these units, by more removed units. Even when 
provided by more removed units, these services would be monitored by the basic units 
affected'. Accordingly, the local programmes (such as education, health, police, transport, 
etc.) can be transformed into the regional plans (such as economic affairs, interior affairs, etc ) 
' Similar to this organization, named Canon -e Twcsé (Development Unit), was employed in regional planning 
of Mobarakeh Isfahan (1983). Some of its models are described in Chapter Four. Modelling (4.A) and there 
is also a brief review of that research in Chapter Five: Supporting Practical Schemes 
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and the regional plans can be transformed into the national strategies (such as constitution, 
defence, foreign affairs, etc.) and the like which will be examined in relation to the concept 
of endogenous model as a basis for its organization. 
There is no consensus among all professionals about the implementation of the participatory 
methods, but they agree that these would confront several obstacles in practice. For instance, 
Zargar's (1989a) argument about the role of the state in pursing such approaches in 
reconstruction after War which shows that while community participation implies grass- roots, 
local, bottom -up action, in practice the coordination of these initiatives by a state based 
organization became necessary. He also claimed that there was a 'contradiction in terms' when 
the instigation and possible control of grass -root initiatives came from the state Contrary to 
his claim, the literature about reconstruction almost unanimously recommends increasingly 
the survivors' role in all phases of disaster, from pre- disaster planning to relief and 
reconstruction. For example, one most promising approach to reconstruction, training and 
educating, involves a certain level of survivors' participation. 
Conclusively, the thesis signifies that people's participation, as an end, is a revolutionary 
concept. It should seek the missing elements in development practices in different context A 
holistic approach, employing feedback control accomplished by inductive and abductive 
inferences, is one of these attempts towards defining the process of life People usually 
help to place each development project and programme to an appropriate holistic model by 
their intuition, wisdom and world views. Therefore, they are and should be aware of all the 
decisions and events in their environment, because they are either its producers or users They 
also invent and control the appreciate devices for promoting the cultural values and their roles 
in sustaining and transforming the society. 
People are neither against professionals, nor their participation is. Their contributions 
rather help distinguishing or emphasising the genotypic projects (using abductive" 
inference), similar to what they do for 'symbolic principles' in an abstract level (using 
inductive inference). They also contribute to the phenotypic projects either by being 
Deductive, abductive and inductive inferences will be discussed in Chapter Four. 
Section 4.R. 
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consulted in design process (using deductive inference), or by their labour or by their 
consumptions. If the interdisciplinary approach, that of Systems Age, is considered to 
be a scientific revolutionary achievement, versus fragmentation and specification, 
participation may help finding the ways for bridging the gaps between different 
activities in different fields as well (see the section about people's participation in design 
process in this chapter, i.e. 2.B). 
People can participate either in development programmes (evolution of thought and values) 
or in growth plans (generation of typologies). People's participation, as an end, should seek 
for change in society maintaining cultural transformation of values to sustain its identity If 
professionals use it as a means, for the sake of end projects, it may also have negative results 
The critical analysis of people's participation assumed, regardless of any specific context, to 
be one significant issue in development discourse. It seems that this theme has been also used 
for different purposes, usually by interference of the outsiders. The thesis concern about 
people's participation is to strengthen the existence of indigenous organization in the society 
by respecting its values which are the stimulus of its cultural transformation In this respect, 
outsiders to a region such as governments, institutions and agencies should participate with 
people and should have cooperative attitude and multidisciplinary approach in the ways they 
go for satisfaction of the society's needs. 
Considering the goal of people's participation which involves people in their own affairs and 
encourage them to participate in decision -making process, the initiators should overlook this 
idea that the responsibility of decision -making is still theirs, by emphasising a 'top -down' 
strategy. In page 199 of Ekistics 251 (1976), there is a citation from Professor Otto 
Koenigsberger, who said in a workshop at the UN Habitat Conference in Vancouver, that he 
did not particularly care for the expression 'people's participation', but thought it should be the 
other way around: the people sometimes condescendingly allow the planner to help So, it is 
conceivable to consider how to conduct effective participation, without waiting for the 
structural changes. The following section in this chapter is an attempt to find a way for 
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Introduction to Design Process 
The motivation of this section arose from a dissatisfaction with the existing literature about 
design, in general and in different fields, the vast majority of which deals only with the surface 
of the subject. It is all too rare for a design book to look directly at values and how they might 
relate to a value system, and to look at either human or ecological implications of those 
values. This section, therefore, starts with a brief introduction to the general definition of 
design in different fields. Then, an attempt has been employed to explore some disadvantages 
of design for market and benefit which is dominant in most of the countries with different 
status and affluence. Through different criticisms of the environment created by 'market -led 
design', Green Thinking and Green Design are matters of concern in the following text whose 
points have been defined by those ideas which ask about the objectives of design, seeking the 
socially useful products. As a solution, decentralization of the production process pinpoints 
the necessity of the multi -disciplinary approach and the cooperation of different disciplines 
Contributing to the field, the author has shifted the discussion from general concepts to 
specific notions in the section named Creative Thinking and has focused on the attitude in 
architecture and urban design which, in turn, confirms the importance of creativity and mental 
process. The conclusion of the discourse about design process considers users's participation, 
as a fundamental theme for qualifying the development programmes or reaching to the 
objectives of the endogenous development. To illustrate the feasibility of people's 
participation, the last topic of this section, the Procedure and the Process of Design, has been 
conducted in order to find an appropriate model by which people's creativity in development 
programmes, collectively or individually, has been examined in bringing new images or in 
solving the problems of the built environment. 
To reiterate, it is important to mention that the following discussion clarifies different 
meanings of design in different disciplines. It is also pursuing the role of design in changing 
the society. To be able to gain this objective the following discourses has been conducted 
to 
investigate the mechanism of development plans and programmes analytically, by focusing on 
the design process. This is assumed to help propounding a guideline for the 
future plans which 
is considered to be based upon the past and responsible for transformation and, therefore, 
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evolution of the society's thought and values - similar to a natural or traditional production 
Therefore as a starting point, the author would like to introduce some definitions about design 
which refer to those who believe in a system view. They claim that a design consist of a 
'system' of decisions. This means that it has properties that none of its parts do, and its parts 
acquire properties from the design that they would not otherwise have Therefore, it is 
possible to have a feasible design none of whose elements, considered separately, are feasible 
Moreover, design tells us about the society in which we live. Buckley (1987, p. 10), the design 
historian, recommends the study of design because "it is a process of representation It 
represents political, economic, cultural power and values .... Designs, as cultural products, 
have meanings encoded within them which are decoded by producers, advertisers and 
consumers according to their own cultural codes " According to the editors of FAN's 
(Feminist Arts News, December 1985) issue on design: 
"... design is so pervasive in our lives. We sit on it, live in it, eat off it, work with it, 
read it, see through it, wear it. As a branch of professional expertise design works on 
environments, objects and images. It's also an everyday activity that most of us engage 
in. Design has an economic role and social effects. Since the processes that lead to the 
formation of commodities are crucial to material culture, design as a terrain needs to 
be understood. ... as we live in a material world largely not of our making (though 
with consent) and our role is predominantly to respond or consume rather than one 
of initiation and production." 
Asking question about design and its application inevitably leads to the debate about 
consumption and production which is the emphasis of this discourse. For example, it is 
said that the machine which was 'best' from the point of view of the producer was not 
necessarily 'best' from the point of view of the consumer. What shows as 'consumer choice' 
is, therefore, more likely to be 'producer choice', especially for resource -intensive products 
Cowan (1983) suggests that the first question which should be asked about a new device is 
not 'Will it be good for the household?' - or even, 'Will householders buy it?' but, rather, 'Can 
we manufacture it and sell it at a profit ?' He claims that consumers do not get to choose 
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among everything that they might like to have, but only among those things that 
manufacturers and financiers believe can be sold at a good profit. Profits are always the 
bottom line. This is a criticism also made by Papanek (1984, p. 252) who asserts "Design 
must be independent of concern for the gross national product, if it is genuinely to serve, 
rather than exploit, society." 
The relationship between people and the places which they use is the fundamental issue in 
design. Boys et al. (1986) says that such an approach takes the emphasis away from products 
and objects, and points it towards relationships and meanings. These relationships are 
described by Goodall et al. (1985), who strongly oppose the idea that design should be 
intrinsically or even normally, concerned with producing 'things, rather than social and 
economic relations or ideas, pleasures, miseries'. 
By referring to the history of design in the West, Whiteley (1993) claims that the late-1960s 
ferment resulted in the development of several lines of thought in the 1970s which he classifies 
them briefly as: 
a) the alternative technology movement; (which eventually became known as the 
appropriate technology movement and in which decentralized and ecologically sound 
energies and materials and non -alienating social means of production were supported ) 
b) a movement which was a concern to design shelters for the Third World or the victims 
of earthquakes or other natural disasters; (an example, designed in Germany for those 
made homeless by a Peruvian earthquake, was an igloo -sized balloon sprayed with 
polyurethane foam to form a temporary shelter.) and 
c) a third movement was the total rejection of architectural or design practice [This was 
the option chosen by radical designers who, in order to avoid compromise 
with the 
system they despised, gave design up completely in favour of direct -action politics 
Anarcho -left direct political action, for example, was proposed by the ARSE group 
(Architectural Radicals, Students and Educators) in London who proclaimed that they 
should build for society by building a new society first ] 
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Another position developed by Buckminster Fuller (1972) who believed design could solve 
the world's problems, if it dealt with the real issues and concerns, rather than the phoney 
desires dreamt up by capitalist manufacturers and their designers. His utopianism was based 
on an extreme rationalism and a total commitment to science and technology. He rejected all 
forms of broader political involvement because they got in the way of the utopian vision 
"It seems perfectly clear that when there is enough to go round, Man will not fight any 
more than he now fights for air. When Man is successful in doing so much more with 
so much less that he can take care of everybody at a higher standard, then there will 
be no fundamental cause for war ... Within 10 years it will be normal for Man to be 
successful. Politics will become obsolete. "' 
Fuller offered a vision of compassionate, problem -solving, anti -consumerist design to those 
who dismissed or reflected politics as part of the problem rather than part of the solution 
Decisions about design, Fuller and his followers thought, were too valuable an activity to be 
entrusted to self -seeking politicians (Whiteley, 1993)2 
Furthermore, another emphasis is given to the notion of'tradition' as a significant source for 
realizing the design both as a problem solving process and a creative action This line of 
thought believes that there is a direct link between a society's design and its social health and 
identity which is also the core of the tradition: design is a manifestation of the social, political 
and economic situation. Whiteley (1993, p. vii) states: "The strength of the tradition is that 
design is firmly grounded in a relationship to society rather than being presented as an area 
of study which feeds only on itself, its weakness has been that, in both the nineteenth and 
See James Meller, Ed., 1972, The Buckminster Fuller Reader. London. p 376 
2 Fuller's ideas were celebrated at conferences and events in both the t lnited 
States and European in the late 
1960s and early 1970s. At these gatherings alternative shelters and 
sources of energy, including wind-powered 
equipment, were tried and tested: geodesic domes were erected. and temporary shelters made 
from cardboard 
were constructed tòr use in disaster areas. Books and manuals of a semi- underground 
nature followed These 
gave information on do- it- yourself construction and easy -to -get parts. 
The Whole Earth Catalog. an 
imaginatively compiled directory of services and techniques. was periodically 
updated and widely available. 
the Domebook One 'inspired by the work of Fuller', gave a practical account 
of the construction of ten different 
domes (Whiteley. 1993). 
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twentieth centuries, design reform writing has been on occasions little more than a cover for 
professional middle -class taste masquerading as ethically superior - 'good' - design " 
John Ruskin (1984) pinpoints a significant role of tradition and says that architecture is to be 
regarded by people with the most serious thought. He claims that people may live without her, 
and worship without her, but they cannot remember without her. The thesis's stress has been 
illuminated by a citation of Steil (1987) who also has a definition of tradition when he states 
that tradition is always young, fresh and new; not a defence of the old, the ancient, or the 
antique. He believes, as the author does, that tradition is a project about continuity, based 
on memory, common -sense and experience. A definition from The Oxford English 
Dictionary refers to a significant point in the meaning of tradition which emphasis on the 
principle of transmission and indicates: "Tradition (Lat. tradition, -onem): 4. The action of 
transmitting or 'handing down', or fact of being handed down, from one to another, or from 
generation to generation; transmission of statements, beliefs, rules, customs, or the like, esp . 
by word of mouth or by practice without writing." 
Tradition is also a major issue in contemporary architecture. Tradition is as much a natural 
way to develop design as it is the best way of ensuring that a building is soundly constructed 
Adam (1992, p. 20) sees the continuity of the past we all share as a basic fact for this 
development. He says: "This continuity and the patterns of behaviour and codes of 
understanding that have grown out of it are our traditions. Such traditions define and have 
always provided the identity of a culture." To him, traditions do not recreate the past but 
continually develop out of social, cultural and physical inheritance, so responding to the 
inevitability of change without resort to the forces of revolution. The past is, for Hopkins 
(1991), an increasingly important source, but a source that must be reinterpreted in 
relationship to contemporary conditions and needs. 
The author suggests that it is conceivable to imagine a kind of tradition which is neither 
stylistic nor guided by dogma, but supports consistent attitudes and approaches to questions 
of materials, fitness for purpose, and the relationship between the inside and outside of a 
building. MacCormac (1992) has praised the Arts and Crafts Architect and said that in 
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architecture the significance of buildings is not just in their appearance and aesthetic, but in 
the quality discovered in their use, in the use of places, not spaces, and in the use of things 
which convey their sense of fitness in the way they are made. He seeks a 'reciprocity' between 
a sense of tradition and the condition of modernity; this will result, he hopes, in a culturally 
authentic and aesthetically appealing architecture that avoids today's too frequent superficial 
uses of styles which substitute for real architectural though. He has argued that " we 
confuse the appearance of architecture with its spirit ... Architecture remains an oral adventure 
and I believe it has to keep transforming tradition to re- awaken meanings, rather than imitate 
old forms." (p. 23) 
The author would like to argue that the issue of tradition in architecture is part of a 
wider debate about tradition in society. The problem of achieving a balance between 
tradition and modernity, between continuity and change, or stability and innovation 
is complicated by a society which is both increasingly plural and decreasingly guided 
by tradition. Some practices and achievement in architecture demonstrates that tradition and 
modernity need not be in conflict; that tradition need not imply 'traditional' in the sense of 'old- 
fashioned', nor even be conventional in appearance. Tradition is a term which should be used 
carefully and critically. This is a point made by the philosopher Karl Popper (1949, p 28) 
"... There are only two main attitudes possible towards tradition One is to accept 
tradition 'uncritically', often without even being aware of it The other possibility is a 
'critical' attitude, which may result either in acceptance or rejection, or perhaps in a 
compromise. Yet we have to know of and to understand a tradition before we can 
criticise it ...." 
2.B.1. The Role and Status of Design in Society 
The mood seems to be now right, after having a brief review about design, for a reassessment 
of the role and status of design in society. The design writer Myerson (1990, p 13) has 
pinpointed the fact that design is "fast becoming a weapon of exclusivity, of segmentation - 
the means by which many desirable goods and services are put out of reach of large sections 
of the community." Its role needed urgently to be reconsidered. The designer Henrion (1987) 
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attacked the prevalent notion of design as "the yappy fun of a moneyed minority ", arguing that 
"the designer's place in the economy is of crucial importance but his place in society is no less 
so." He cited the economist- philosopher E. F. Schumacher who was, he believes, particularly 
relevant to the current situation: "What is at stake is not economics but culture, not the 
standard of living but the quality of life." 
Repackaging and redesigning are part of a socioeconomic system that assumes limitless 
growth and a continual state of desire. The modern consumer's condition is characterized by 
dissatisfaction and a consequent state of longing. It is said that a continual stream of'new' 
goods is produced to satisfy temporarily the desires which the market has, if not created, then 
certainly kindled. It is not forgettable that this system is part of a global context in which 
majority of people have an inadequate supply of the necessities of life. This situation becomes 
worse by the rapid growth in world population. Many believe, as the author does, that we are 
now being forced to recognize the finite character of some of the resources required to meet 
those rapidly growing human needs, and designers are beginning to realize that the 
consumption of energy needed to produce the basic goods and services demanded by the 
growing world population, and to meet the expanding markets of the Developed Countries, 
will destroy environment through the 'greenhouse' and other of ects This raises questions 
about the morality of design and the ethical responsibility of the designer which have been 
discussed briefly in Section (g) of Appendix One. 
2.B.1.1. The Designers 
The designers have a key role to play in qualification of design. They are in a special position 
between the producers and the consumers and can influence both parties. The designers can 
have a major influence over how things are made the materials that are used, how they are 
constructed; how efficient they are to use; their ease of maintenance, and even their 
recycling/reuse potential. What the designers urgently need is accessible, understandable and 
reliable information about materials, processes and their effects. Many institutions have been 
founded to provide databases that will enable a designer to make an informed decision There 
is also a growing body of ecologically aware and technologically informed designers and 
groups who are beginning to assert an influence on mainstream design thinking 
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Likewise, many designers are also deeply suspicious when they hear talk about such notions 
as 'the designers' social responsibility' and 'socially useful products'. First, because it may harm 
their own financial prospects. Second, they find such notions taboo, politically and 
ideologically. There are also revolutionary ideas which follow Fuller's (1972, p.36) proposal 
to the International Union of Architects at the 5th World Congress in London He suggested 
"... to officially initiate phase 1 of Design Science Decade 1965 -75 which will put 
world on notice that making world work is an invention initiative and not a political 
responsibility and is only solvable by a world design revolution which is the only 
revolution universally tolerable to diverse political interests of the world, and that the 
design revolution must be conducted by world -around students under university 
auspices and supported by professional degree accrediting boards and visiting 
committees of all architectural, engineering and scientist professions and officially 
underwritten by their professional societies." 
In the same line of thought, Papanek (1984, p. 85) refers to professional education from 
different angle. He believes that training the designers to train designers would become a 'seed 
project' helping to have able designers. This is similar to the idea suggested by the initiators 
of Selseleh Project, the development workshop in 1976 (see Chapter Five for more details) 
It was exercised in Iran, Egypt, Sudan, Oman, India and Turkey, but was not effective enough 
to sustain. The reasons may lay in the fact that any idea of this kind needs an appropriate 
context, such as radical changes in development programmes which can be seen as contextual 
frameworks for design. 
One honourable compromise for designers has been to work in the public sector, but this has 
become less effective as a strategy for two reasons first, the public sector in most countries 
is decreasing because of 'privatization', and second, the remaining public sectors are having 
to adapt to 'enterprise culture' criteria in which 'use -value' is superseded by 'exchange -value' 
Units for socially useful products for disable people, for example, usually only exist on a 
short-term basis, funded by a council with a social conscience, or by a voluntary organization 
relying on charity and goodwill (Whiteley, 1993). 
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The thesis's concern is about the problems which has been observed since the arrival 
of affluence and saturated markets ideologically and practically. The need of 
considering design historical, social, economic and political contexts should be kept in 
mind for understanding its value system. Cultural habits are as difficult to change as 
an economic system because they are formed by that system. The marketing -led design 
placed an emphasis on design both because a designer lifestyle was presented as if it 
were the ultimate state of psychophysical being; and because it was thought to be the 
panacea for society's economic problems. 
2.B.2. Design for the Real World 
The most forceful and articulate voice of dissatisfaction with design was given with the 
publication of Papanek's proposals which was published originally in Swedish (1970) and later 
in English (1971). Exposing the values and idealogy of the consumerist societies, critiques, 
such as Green critique, were also developed in the West during 1980s, which has been 
explored thoroughly in Section (h) of Appendix One. In the following, there is a set of six 
design properties proposed by Papanek which was an agenda for design and yet can provide 
some guidelines for radical design thinking 
1. design for the Third World; (Papanek calculated that nearly three billion people were 
in need of some of the most basic tools and implements ) 
2. the design of teaching and training devices for retarded, handicapped or disabled 
people; (Papanek argued that this area of design, which was often dismissed as 'design 
for minorities', constituted a larger area that was generally realized ) 
3. design for medicine, surgery, dentistry, and hospital equipment, (instruments were 
either badly designed or over -designed. ) 
4. design for experimental research; 
5 the design of survival systems for difficult environments such as polar icecaps, 
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underwater, deserts, or space; (systems design for sustaining human life under 
marginal conditions.) and 
design for breakthrough concepts. 
This final priority was a justification for radical design rethinking rather than the conservative 
approach of a continual refinement of existing products, or systems of 'additive' design in 
which more and more features or extra gadgets are added instead of reanalysing the basic 
problems. Automatic dishwashers and the heating of rooms are kinds of problem that Papanek 
believed need rethinking in terms of energy and cost. This is also similar to the interactivists 
approach to the problems and is the thesis's concern in solving development problems which 
has been reviewed in Problem Identification. 
Papanek also suggests concrete ways in which designers who want to work responsibly can 
survive in a consumerist society. He suggests contributing one -tenth of their time or one -tenth 
of their income to socially responsible projects, while continuing with their jobs. This is an 
idea that has increasingly appealed to younger designers, and organizations such as those 
organizations which act as a creative broker between sympathetic individuals or groups in the 
creative professions and environmental clients. These organizations usually contribute 
research, planning, project management and production skills to ensure that campaigns are 
as successful and creative as possible. 
2.B.2.1. Third World Problems and Priorities 
There is a tendency in the Developed World to expect the Third World to avoid the former's 
mistakes in such matters as energy production and environmental pollution Third World 
Countries; on the other hand, resent both being told what is good for them, and having to pay 
for the mistakes and high living of the West. Some commentators suggest that the logic ought 
to be in favour of responsible design: Third World Countries are characterized by scarcity 
rather than surplus and merely owning a product ought to matter more to people than its 
particular make or styling. Yet, few Third World Countries are cocooned from Western values 
when it comes to design. The role of products in conferring status and power is daily 
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transmitted on Western television programmes which are followed avidly in shanty towns 
from India to Brazil. 
Even if the dilemma of design in a Third World country is resolved in favour of socially 
responsible design, the designer has the difficult task of conceiving products and processes 
which are not only socially desirable but also culturally appropriate. For a product or process 
which does not grow out of the habits and customs of a country or region is unlikely to be 
successfully integrated into the society's culture. Therefore the author's argument is that 
products introduced to aid a group's economic development have sometimes failed completely 
because they did not take full enough account of the cultural factors of tradition and identity 
Therefore, it is necessary to mention that taking a simple approach to design as a 
problem -solving activity is not sufficient, rather design is a cultural activity in which 
meaning and identity relative to a group, society or country are essential considerations. 
Technological processes of production, which have been also referred to as an important fact, 
have to be 'appropriate' to the culture of a country or region. Much has been written about 
'AT' (Appropriate Technology), and its relationship to responsible design in Third World 
Countries cannot be neglected. Carr (1985) briefly classifies the main characteristics of 
appropriate technologies as: 
a) low in capital costs, 
b) use local materials whenever possible, 
c) create jobs, employ local skills and labour, 
d) are small enough in scale to be locally or regionally affordable, and 
e) can be understood, controlled and maintained by local groups wherever possible, 
without the need for a high level of Western -style education 
Furthermore, they involve decentralized renewable energy sources such as wind power, solar 
energy, water power, or muscle power and are understandable to the people using them They 
are unlikely to involve patents, royalties, consultancy fees or import duties, as these tend to 
maintain the reliance of Developing Countries on Affluent Countries A survey in Chapter Five 
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will illustrate other properties of this movement which have been also the concern of 
Underdeveloped and Developing Countries' experts. Finally - and this is facilitated by the 
'people rather than technology' emphasis of AT - they need to be flexible so they can adapt 
to changing circumstances.' Much of the thinking behind the values of AT is said to be derives 
from another key book of the early 1970s: Schumacher's 'Small is Beautiful' 
Cultural and technological considerations become especially crucial when a 'socially 
responsible' designer takes on work for a Developing Country. There is a grave danger that 
the designer sitting in her /his office in London, New York, Milan or wherever, will lack 
crucial knowledge about the culture of the Third World Country. Even if the designer visits 
the country for a period, there is still a danger that s/he cannot become involved long enough 
or deeply enough to fully understand local customs and needs' Ideally, Papanek (1984, p 85) 
refers to this point that the designer should move to the country or be a part of that society 
in order to: "... train designers to train designers. In other words, he would become a 'seed 
project' helping to form a corps of able designers out of the indigenous population of 
the country. Thus, within one generation at most, five years at least, he would be able to 
create a group of designers firmly committed to their own cultural heritage, their own life- 
style, and their own needs." [This is the author's emphasis, see Chapter Five about supporting 
practical schemes and also Hassan Fathy's (1973) work in Egypt ] 
2.B.2.2. Designing with Indigenous Knowledge` 
What usually happens is that people's indigenous or tacit knowledge is not drawn upon 
Design methodologist acknowledge that 'indigenous knowledge' is an essential component of 
the skills and qualitative decision -making processes of the designers There is a difference 
See Can, Marilyn, 1985, The AT Reader: Thew), and Practice in Appropriate T echnoloy, Intermediate 
Technology Publications Ltd., London, pp. 8 -9. 
' The reason may lay in understanding the model of endogenous development theory whose emphasis is on 
the process of life which involves design process using feedback control 
and user's participation [see Chapter 
Four, The Model (4.B)]. 
5 See Introduction: people's participation in design process: Chapter 
One: Problem Identification. and also 
Chapter Four: The Model (4.B). 
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between 'knowing what' and 'knowing how'. The former refers to the explicitly stated rules 
of doing something; the latter is the implicitly and internalised knowledge of doing something 
'Indigenous knowledge' is knowledge people know but cannot tell; it is intrinsically 
nonverbal, is derived from experience, and often makes the difference between doing 
something in a satisfactory manner, and doing it well. Anyone can learn what to do by 
following the rules or instructions for an activity such as cooking or playing, but it is only 
once one has internalized the rules and developed a feeling for the activity, based on 
experience and the need for judgements and fine tuning, that s/he likely to do it well. Of 
course, the criterion of goodness or success in an activity may vary. This is indeed what 
happens in design. While this section on indigenous knowledge is addressed so briefly, it is 
in fact the bases of further development in the thesis (e.g. in Chapter Three and Chapter Four) 
which defines its central theme. 
2.B.2.3. Symptoms or Causes 
The problems associated with design and some of their solutions were discussed in the 
previous discourse. As it was reviewed, many relate design problems to the process of 
production and pursue their solutions while seeking for their qualifications In this regard, the 
author would like to focus more on two interconnected aspects of production processes, i e 
social and physical. The most obvious example of a socially destructive process of production. 
from the Industrial Revolution until now, is the human conveyor belt the type of work that 
demands mindless repetition with the minimum of satisfaction It is apparent that the changes 
in the character of human labour have been as profound as the revolutions in the 'instruments' 
of production, that is the technologies, with which labour transforms nature (Charley, 1994) 
When it was found that complex and skilled operations, broken down into simple, 
repetitive and frequently unskilled tasks performed by the same individuals, resulted 
in a greater number of units being produced, social working conditions were 
transformed (Ibid.). In this regard, Whiteley (1993) identifies the term 'Scientific 
management' as it was a concept and approach coined by Frederick Taylor' at the turn of the 
6 It was also known as 'Taylorism' (Whiteley. 1993 ). 
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century. He says that it has developed through the years into the disciplines of 'operational 
research' or 'cost accounting'. It has also proved to be able to ignore natural process, slowly 
stripping away all that is left of the autonomy and independence of the craft worker, and 
slowly reducing labour to its simplest and most abstract form. 
Gramsci (1986, p. 302) describes Taylorism as an expression of the "brutal cynicism of 
American society" that was leading to the beak up of "the old psycho- physical nexus of 
qualified professional work, which demands a certain active participation of intelligence, 
fantasy and initiative on behalf of the worker," a system that reduces "productive operations 
exclusively to the mechanical, physical aspect." 
There are strong arguments to suggest that Taylorism gave birth to Fordism, the genesis of 
the total regulation of life at work, at home and at leisure. As a tendency in the development 
of capitalism, Fordism is described, by Aglietta (1979, pp. 116-117), as "articulation between 
the process of production and mode of consumption, which constitutes the mass production 
that is the specific content of the universalisation of wage- labour " In other words, Fordism 
describes a moment in the history of capitalism, when a transformation in the labour process 
based on semi automatic assembly line production, revolutionises work and with it, everyday 
life (Charley, 1994). 
The emphasis remains the same: the maximization of human and technical efficiency - usually 
involving incentives for piecework and unsociable hours to ensure that the factory's machinery 
is utilized without stoppage. Hierarchical organization of modern industrialization (Taylorism 
and Fordism)' has also called saddled the modern world with the materially enriching but 
humanly brutalizing hierarchically organized assembly lines of mass production (Waddington, 
1977). Another concern of the thesis is to emphasize that most industrially designed goods 
are manufactured in this way. 
Charley (1994, p.164) indicates that the process of industrialisation leads to complete 
7 See also Chapter Four: The Model (4.B). 
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interdependence of different social practices. He pinpoints the independency of different social 
practices in the industrial societies and says: "It is not surprising that so much 19th and 20th 
century philosophy and critical thought became preoccupied with the notion of a world in 
which all things were in some manner connected with each other, either as an 'expressive' or 
a 'structured' totality." Then he claims that, for the first time, the economic, the political and 
the aesthetic merge together in a social totality that is impossible to ignore and is all 
embracing in its simultaneous unity and disintegration in the modern world. 
As a solution for industrial problems, some companies attempted to reduce the monotony by 
introducing a degree of multipurpose activities into the job: the worker is made responsible 
for several tasks, or tasks are swopped between workers every so often. So- called 'quality 
circles' are supposed to increase the quality of the product by enriching the worker's job But, 
most Greens dismiss this as superficially patching up a system that is fundamentally flawed 
In the words of Irvine et al. (1988, p. 68), "While it might be more fulfilling to be involved 
in the construction of a product from start to finish, real progress depends upon its 
social and environmental value." Others posit that robots are the answer to mind -numbing, 
routine work, but the effects of increasing automation on unemployment are well -known 
In this regards, Whiteley (1993) refers to Greens who focused into two directions because of 
these problems: First, Those who reject all but the most essential automated, mass -production 
processes because of their direct or indirect human cost, and to seek a return to an essentially 
craft -based means of production in which individual workers have greater participation and 
control. Secondly, those who prefer the idea of the 'two -tier economy' in which 
comprehensively automated, state -of -the -art mass -production methods are used to produce 
society's commonplace daily items, alongside highly skilled and often labour- intensive craft 
or hand processes that are satisfying to the maker. The author suggests that the process of 
producing the built environment needs special concerns. Because the process for achieving 
a viable, exciting and humane built environment is very complex, it calls for contributions from 
many individuals and small multi -disciplinary groups of problem- oriented task forces Each 
task force member should be intelligent, creative and committed while being highly proficient 
in her/his own field of work. S/he must also be a good generalist to induce or abduce and be 
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capable of working with the group (see Chapter Four: 4.B). This approach is embedded in the 
endogenous development being holistic. It derives its laws or characteristic from the various 
aspects that characterise societies which is of notice or adopted in the model. 
It was argued in Section 1.A.S., The Purposeful Systems and the Problem, that the ability 
to take the corrective action, which required to learn and adapt, depends on the 
flexibility and changeability of the control and controlled systems. Parkinson (1957) 
states that it is possible to design flexibility into mechanical systems but it is much more 
difficult to design it into purposeful systems. The contemporary interdisciplinary approach 
puts a variety of disciplines to work together on the problem as a whole. For example, experts 
in health, housing, transportation, education, and other aspects of urban life work together 
on the city wide problems taken as a whole. 
Ackoff (1974) points to an important objective of many interdisciplines by saying that since 
1940 some of these have been developed to generate and apply understanding of the mental 
processes, which are the basic factors for development and utilization technology, and their 
role in control. These interdisciplines included: for example cybernetics, operation research, 
the behavioural, communication, management, and policy sciences, and systems engineering 
He suggests that such interdisciplines provided the "software" of the Postindustrial 
Revolution. Since then, many concerns have been shifted towards multi -disciplinary approach 
and new interdisciplines have been emerged. 
2.B.3. Creative Thinking 
Nowadays, the mood for reassessment is particularly strong amongst a new generation of 
designers in Developing and Underdeveloped Countries who are more able (or willing) to 
grasp the connection between their own professional activities and the problems facing 
society. The first step in the reassessment might be to identify the word 'creative', 
which has 
become as abused by many professionals a term as 'design' and 'designer' Whiteley (1993) 
claims that in the 1980s the most trivial change of detail on the package of a product 
would 
be hailed by its designer and the design press as 'a creative redesign', the 'creative professions' 
seemed to be those that successfully designed new designer- clothes for 
vain emperors, and 
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'creative accounting' seemed simply to be a euphemism for legally getting away with financial 
murder. Although creativity can be the essential part of design, but the thesis's concern is that 
its assessment needs to go deeper than the surface problems, which are merely manifestations 
of a system that has intrinsic faults. 
The creative process requires basic honesty and integrity. It is also referred to as a process 
that is often very painful and financially unrewarding. It demands much time, hard work and 
commitment. The immense energy spent is often abortive and the end -products are not always 
successful. For judging the result of a creative process, Lim (1990, p 96) suggests "The 
innovative and creative individual cannot lie to himself, as he is his own judge If he attempts 
to copy or imitate, he cannot reconcile with himself" The same source also highlights the 
point that creativity has been divided into two streams. The controversial writings of many 
writers have challenged the accepted ways of'thinking' and 'problem- solving' and presented 
new possibilities. Lim believes that innovative approaches, at times with less effort and pain, 
can offer remedies to apparent insoluble problems. 
'Creativity is a lonely act, but design is among people.' This is a quotation from John 
Habraken's book 'The Appearance of the Form', published in 1982 He claims that design is 
an activity by people and for people; creativity is an individual act within the seclusion of one's 
own territory, a territory which on itself has to be created and agreed upon The author's 
concern is that creativity is a mental faculty which everyone has and is certainly not the 
choice of artists, as is the common belief. This means that the quality of design can be 
increased by using the creative power, not only of architects, but also of users, principals. 
public and private bodies, structural and physical advisers and contractors, etc 
2.B.4. Users' Participation in Design Process 
For designing the future or solving the existing problems, either by planning and design - 
whose trends are towards future - or by management - which involves decision making thus 
problem solving (see also Figure 1.A.1) - there is a need for understanding the mental process 
Another point is the complexity of some products which requires a multi -disciplinary 
approach. Concerning these points, the author would like to focus more closely on his field 
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of study and to shift the discussion into a discourse on the process of planning, urbanization 
and architecture, as fundamental bases for designing the built environment 
Therefore, the author's attempt is to define the role of user participation in the design of the 
built environment, the effectiveness of professional support as technical aid, the difficulties of 
involving users in the design process, and what can be done in situations where direct 
participation may not be possible. Finally, the underlying assumptions about users' needs and 
wants are discussed. Many of these issues may be still unresolved, and this discussion, 
therefore, adds a timely and useful contribution to the continuing debate. 
The problems relating to environmental identity and urbanism are highly complex and can only 
be resolved by the collective inputs of many committed individuals working in different 
disciplines. The task is difficult but it has to be undertaken with all the diligence, ingenuity and 
wisdom at their professional command, if their newly created urban environment is to meet 
the emotional and psychological expectations of future generations (Lim, 1990) Meanwhile, 
some professionals in built environment predict that by the year 2020 many urban centres 
would have changed substantially. Without serious efforts to correct the present 
developmental directions, the squatter numbers will drastically increase The present urban 
infrastructure is inadequate to meet the challenge ahead There are no easy solutions, as the 
conventional theories are yet to produce satisfactory answers. 
Some ways must be found to involve the users. Is it not conceivable for the individual user 
to be permitted and even encouraged to be responsible for the design, colour, materials and 
the external façade of his unit and also for the arrangement of the internal partitioning' 
Planning regulations in many countries do not allow this flexibility Furthermore, the designer 
has to reexamine her /his creative process before such an intermediate and continuously 
changing design solution can be offered. An effective users' involvement can make important 
contributions to environmental identity. Irrespective of the social and political system, some 
basic rethinking on this issue is called for. Users' participation is recommended to be 
encouraged, designers' image to be reoriented and planning regulations to be amended (Ibid ) 
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Scott et al. (1986) pinpoint three essential ways for users to participate in design of their built 
environment. They were also the special characteristic of 'Community Architecture' which 
were propounded in Working Papers No. 95 published 1986 as followings 
1. consumer control over the built design; 
2. the wholehearted support of the principle of consumer control by the designers 
concerned; and 
3. the designer's direct accountability to the consumer group for the built design. 
Consumer control was also one of the hypotheses in the Torn Woolley's paper in the 
conference held at Oxford Polytechnic in late 1986. He found consumer initiative and control 
of the direction and management of the project more than anything else characterized the 
highest level of user satisfaction. He identified three main claims of community architecture 
1. the intervention of architects will help to solve the problems of social and urban 
deprivation which is due to a lack of access by low income groups to professional 
resources; 
2. users will be more satisfied with the results if they are involved in the design and 
development process of buildings; and 
3. people will look after the environment better if they are involved in the design and 
development of it. 
Furthermore, the author's contribution on users' participation in design process is seen as 
supportive to the main objective of this chapter. It will, however, be addressed in more detail 
implicitly in the Chapter Four: The Model. It is worth mentioning to reiterate that the thesis's 
concern is that design is not the end, but it is a means to satisfy the ultimate desire and the real 
needs of the society. The main goal of participating people in construction of the built 
environment is, therefore, to help them to have an evolution of their world views and culture 
by increasing their experiences (Islami, I996a). For instance in life process of a single building, 
we may find many lessons to be learned. As it is illustrated in Figure 2 B 1, there are stages 
and periods during a building's life. This process involves three states of human motivation, 
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i.e. 'creation', 'adaptation' and 'restoration' whose functions are either 'producing'. 
'experiencing' or 'sustaining'. The activities needed for each process are, 'designing', 
'constructing', 'using', 'maintaining', 'conserving' and 'renewing' which are, in fact, a starting 
point of another process. The involvement of participants in activities differs from minority, 
agencies and individuals to majority, communities and families. In other word, it differs from 
















Producing !reorienting Sustaining 
Figure 2.B.1 The life process of a house 
This responds to the people's states and creates different activities. 
Source: the author 
People are mostly active in experiencing the built environment They are also responsible for 
restoring it. The effectiveness of their work differs from place to place Sometimes, lack of 
proper laws and enough members of agencies for sustaining buildings and spaces, leave the 
owners alone. It seems that a mass of experts in first part of the process with emphasis on 
creativity reduces the role of the users. But, all the parties, involved in each activity, work 
together in 'natural or cyclic processes' which is illustrated in Introduction, in Figure 1 
By reducing the collective action of different stages of production into specific activity, the 
link between the parts of the chain might be missed. This is what happened in the industrial 
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and post industrial era. Therefore, a big gap appeared between each party and the others In 
general language, there exists a wide gap between the users and the producers Concerning 
the thesis's message which is illustrated in Figure 2.B.2, each party who is participating in the 
life process of a building, especially designers and users, should be responsible for all the 
procedure. Therefore, it would be worthy if they cooperate in all the stages of the process to 
bridge the gaps, especially in the design process, as if the designer and user are one -person 
Figure 2.B.2 The designers and users' authorities in the activities associated N ith the life of a building 
Source: the author 
Participation was also questioned as introducing a new element in the process which can lead 
to a whole new range of problems. Indeed, there are conditions under which participation may 
be impossible because of the type of client or nature of the projects. Even where participation 
is possible, the central question about who the client is, and which of the many groups to 
include remains only partially resolved. 
Bacon et al. (1986, p. 31) define the clients and write. "The client is typically inexperienced, 
generally an individual or small organisation commissioning an architect for the first and 
probably for the only time." They then summarize six roles which have to be undertaken by 
the clients in a brief as: 
financial role; 
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2. decision making role; 
3. developer role; 
4. briefing role; 
5. information providing role; and 
6. user role. 
They say that all six of these may be undertaken by the same person, who has no interests to 
consult but his own. For many architects this is the ideal client, but in reality most architects 
have to work with a complex client organisation, where these six roles are shared either 
between individuals and groups within the overall client organisation or shared within the 
client organisation and with other organisations. [See Section (i) of Appendix One which is 
a brief discussion about The Community Organizations. ] 
2.B.5. The Procedure and the Process of Design 
Designers already have to consider a wide range of criteria as part of the design process 
marketing, production, financial and technical considerations have to be included Compared 
with these, environment considerations could be even more complex and hard to handle The 
designer's task will become more difficult and more important, demanding changes in attitude, 
education, approach and sophistication. The design skills required may change too, as many 
economies continue to shift from manufacturing to service -based industries There are very 
often no clear answers; information is hard to find, guideless may not be available, so much 
original research and thinking may be necessary . What general changes might one expect to 
see in the design process, given the need to incorporate many criteria (MacKenzie, 1991) 
Beside the description about Modernist attitude towards design process mentioned before, 
Whiteley (1993) states that if the design process comprises creation, production and 
consumption, then Modernist Designers placed an overwhelming emphasis on their own 
creativity and the demands arising from the processes of mass production Consumption, he 
says, was a presumed end -result as, indeed, was manufactured, in fact, most Modernist 
Designs reached only the prototype stage, and were produced by craft techniques or 
manufactured in very small quantities. The consumers' subjective responses to an object 
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were ignored in Modernist Design. He continues his discussion by pointing to the fact that 
design in the Modernist world - supposedly rational, unsentimental, functional and 
serious - was about how architects and designers felt people should live; it did not grow 
out of the way people do live. The psychological role of material culture was not 
acknowledged in this rational world with its rational aesthetic. [The author's emphasis] 
In relation to the Feminist Design and the appropriate situation for women, Rosy Martin 
(1985, p. 26) refers to the process of design, which can be seen as a part of production 
process, and pinpoints: "Women [People] need to gain knowledge of the means to affect 
the decisions that control their material and social environment [or process of their 
lives]8. Then designers would be better able to serve them, rather than perpetuating the 
power imbalances." [The thesis's emphasis which will be discussed later in Chapter Four ] 
Referring to the fundamental conflict of values highlighted in a 'face to face' conversation and 
transcribed in Creative Review, between Fitch and Boys in 1986 about retail design boom and 
whom it benefited. Boys (1986, p. 28) identifies the fundamental issues such as 
"... the relationship between people and the places they use and live in A lot of the 
environment is treated just on the level of appearances. Design becomes a series of 
events you pass through once. The city becomes a chaotic place, full of random. 
uncontrollable events, which can either excite you or alienate you depending on your 
resources. Whether or not you have a car or money affects your relationship with the 
environment." 
The key point in such discussions reveals the importance of function and form and their 
relationship. Thus, the relation of form to function is strongly mediated by the syntactic rules 
under which a designer operates. Mitchell (1990, p. 1), for example, defines architecture and 
says that the beginning of architecture is empty space which is characterized by Plato in the 
'Timaeus' as "the mother and receptacle of all created and visible and in any way sensible 
g Life process, production process, design process and their relationships is explained with special 
concentration in Chapter Four (4.B). 
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things." Architecture, in fact, is an art of distinctions within the continuum of space and place, 
for example, between solid and void, interior and exterior, light and dark, or warm and cold 
So far, the significance of uses' participation, as a way which usually leads to qualification of 
the products, has been discussed. Participation of users is also considered to be the leading 
principle, with all professional parties involved in the design process, for the definitions of 
'design activities' as fundamental bases of design processes. Regarding this point, Bax (1989, 
p. 20) writes: "Articulation of space in a formal and a functional dimension is defined that they 
potentially correspond with the articulation of a design procedure in controlled activities " 
The same source proposes a three- dimensional model (i.e. Gom- Model) for the classification 
of design activities in order to analyse and design architectural design process It claims that 
the traditional two dimensional form -function concept of architectural design is made 
operational by completing it with a third dimension': the model found its application in the 
study of 'natural' design processes as a necessary base for the design of 'artificial' design 
processes or design strategies [see Section (j) of Appendix One about Design Process] The 
model provides also the structure for decision support systems, its databases and programme 
modules. He believes that this will provide an instrument for the study of design processes and 
a conceptual map for the planning of participatory design processes, taking participation as 
the main viewpoint for the identification, definition and specification of differentiation of 
design activities in public and private responsibilities in planning and design. 
As it was reviewed, design is a controlled objective oriented and problem solving process 
Because of the cultural process of differentiation in the field of knowledge contributing to the 
design of architectural artifacts, it becomes more difficult for an individual designer to cover 
the complete field of architectural design. Knowledge, experience and creativity of various 
designers on all levels and domains of architectural design have to be coordinated so that they 
can act as participants in a design precess. Design, Bax (1989) suggests, is a 'decision making 
process within the frame of a 'design coalition team'. Every actor or party in this process is 
' The process (ordinance, integration and development) is the third dimension fier liai which transforms 
different states (level, domain and phase). 
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motivated by the common goal of the team and by her/his own interest and goals 
To create conditions for all these parties in a controlled and coordinated process, the 
structure of this process has to meet specific criteria. The process has to provide a 
structured 'space' as design fields and tasks for all these parties to supply their 
knowledge. Therefore, the author would like to suggest that participation is, mostly for 
reasons of efficiency, the leading principle for the structuring of these processes (i.e. the 
abductive10 side of the picture). It is the leading principle not only to meet the social 
demands on the highest qualitative level (i.e. the inductive side of the picture), but also 
to create conditions for innovation as an economic phenomenon. 
2.B.5.1. Different Stages of Design Process 
Design is a process in which a form is tuned to the demands of its social and technological 
environment. Alexander (1970) refers to these demands as 'context', Habraken (1982) and 
Lawson (1980) as 'constraints', Bax (1989) uses them with the reference to the conventions 
of professional language 'function'. Function and form are complex entities and there are lots 
of fits feasible between various functional and formal categories before there is a total lit, 
which means consensus between all the parties involved These categories of functions and 
categories of forms are defined as 'design fields' (Ibid ) 
'Levels' are characterised by a set of elements, but also by the type of situations, e g buildings, 
neighbourhoods, districts, ..., modules and grids. During design process, designers have to 
surpass the systems theory of mechanical notion of 'composition order' (system view) to the 
hierarchical notion of 'action order' (structuralism). Process transforming objects to higher 
level is called 'inductive' process, and processes transforming objects to a lower level is called 
'deductive' processes. The inductive processes result in 'models' and the deductive process 
results in 'plan' (Ibid.). It is important to notice that on each level a complete description is 
made of an architectural object: on a high level the elements are large and complex, on a lower 
level the elements are smaller and less complex, high complexity means, in this respect, that 
Deduction, abduction and induction preferences have been implicitly explained in Chapter Four- 4 H 
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much specification is possible. [See Design Process in Section (j) of Appendix One 
Some categories of functions which are on a high level of abstraction are described in the so 
called 'domain theory'. In this theory, the domains explain the state of the subject and its 
dynamics like the domain of 'utility', the domain of 'durability' and the domain of 
'manufacturablity' (Ibid.). The author would like to use an example from architecture which 
is restricted to the category of so called 'instrumental' functions and to talk about columns. 
A column is described about the three domains. In the domain of utility the column 
differentiates space in different fields of use, suitable for specific human and social activities 
In the domain of manufacturablity the column has meaning in terms of material, labour and 
tools. In the domain of durability the stability through time of the column is subject of 
analysis. Moreover, within specific forms of indigenous architecture the column in the centre 
of the house also has the meaning of the axis of the world. It fulfils a 'symbolic' function, 
which is important for a complete understanding of architectural design and is also the 











Figure 2.B.3 A three dimensional model for the function of design constraints 
[derived from Lawson (1980)] 
Source: the author 
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In the diagram above, Lawson (1980) classifies the domains into two parts external and 
internal constraints. The internal constraints are imposed by the relationships wanted between 
parts of the object or system being designed. External constraints are imposed when a 
relationship is desired with something which exists outside the object or system being 
designed. He claims that for the fashion designer external constraints range from the 
manufacturing process, whether it is handmade or mass produced, to the human body itself 
It seems that the balance of internal and external constraints in a design problem is of 
considerable significance in determining the nature of that problem and the designer's response 
to it. Hillier (1972) have proposed four functional model: modifying climate, behaviour, 
resources and culture, to help organized research in architecture. Markus (1969) provides 
another example which uses also a four -functional model and sees the function of buildings 
as divided between: the building system of physical components, the environmental 
system, the activity/behaviour system and finally the organisational system which builds 
the houses. Lawson, proposing the more general model, has adopted four functions formal, 
symbolic, radical and practical which are illustrated in Figure 2.B 3. 
According to the Bax's (1989) citation, the 'form- dimension' is articulated in levels, the 
'function- dimension' in domains, and the 'process- dimension' is articulated in phases To the 
various states of the architectural object is respectively referred as 'formal state', 'functional 
state' and 'temporal state'. He suggests that these phase bound activities are in contrast to the 
other two categories of activities subject to a specific order of time The process cannot, as 
in the two other activities, be reversed. As far as the state modality of the model is concerned, 
in the up -down dimension of the matrix the different levels of the object are made visible, in 
the left -right dimension of the matrix the different domains to which the object has to respond 
are made visible and in the before -after dimension of the matrix the different phases on the 
time scale experience prospective of the object are made visible (Figure 2 B 4) 
As far as the process modality of the Bax's model is concerned, the same form of the matrix 
is used; in the up -down dimension of the matrix processes are made visible which tune the 
form of the object to forms on higher and lower levels, in the left -right dimension processes 
are made visible to fit the form of the object to the functions of the different domains, in the 
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before -after dimension of the matrix processes are made visible which tune the form/function 
combination of the object to demands generated in the past and yet to come phases of the 
procedure (Ibid.). 'Ordinance', 'integration' and 'development' processes are the names which 
are suggested by the same source for these different types of processes. These processes and 
states constitute the design fields for architectural design. These processes are composed from 
activities which are dependant on the modality of the model and have names according to the 
processes (ordinance, integration and development) and the states (level, domain and 
phase) which they transform (see Figure 2.B.4 and also Section (j) in Appendix One which 















Phase 2 (o.....) 
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Phase 0 C.- . «.I) 
Figure 2.B.4 Three dimensional model of interaction between levels, domains and phases 
Source: the author 
Here, the thesis's concern is that these processes themselves pass always in a cyclic order the 
modes of analysis, synthesis and evaluation. As a consequence of this observation, it makes 
sense to distinguish activities not only by their direction (in the matrix) but also 
by the modes 
in which the process works. This means that a classification of 3 
, 3 types of activities seems 
a workable hypothesis for the analysis and conception of design process shown in Table 2 B I 
The author would like to argue that these activities are the basic part of the 'natural processes' 
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and new processes which have to be designed. In the latter case, the stand point which makes 
participation possible, to involve as much knowledge and creativity as possible, is that such 
models cover the instrumental functions of the design process which is necessary but not 
sufficient for satisfying people's real needs. The outcomes of the design processes are not the 
ends for the users but it might be for the designers. Therefore, procedures, to achieve such 
a goal, do not exist as such; they have to be designed. 
Analysis Synthesis Evaluation 
Ordinance 1 2 3 
Integration 4 5 6 
Development 7 8 9 
Table 2.B. I Different modes (analysis, synthesis and evaluation) of different procedures (ordinance, integration 
and development) of a design process 
Source: the author 
Another concern of the thesis is that although there are many obstacles in participating users 
in design process, but it is necessary and possible. For instance, the London Borough of 
Camden representative, in Working Paper No. 95, indicated some problems facing 
Community Architecture groups, which may be similar to the same problems facing others 
He said that tenant representatives, housing management, pressure groups, etc , are brought 
in to talk about schemes as they are designing, and then the feedback from that was fed into 
the design brief. He said: "Groups tend to be between 30 and 40 people, very unwieldy, when 
you have got six or seven schemes to present over 3 to 4 hours There is a problem of diverse 
groups with conflicting interests. It is those who are most insistent in their effort, and turn up 
most regularly, who get their views eventually through to the design brief There is nobody 
there to say we will give this section of the community more say " 
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According to the classification in Table 2.B. 1 (see Figure 6 in Introduction and Figure 2 B 4 
in this section), users can participate in three stages of design process first, in the level of 
'identification' (phase 0) for helping architects to understand and analyse the problems 
Second, in the level of'definition' (phase one) where the architects' initial idea emerges from 
the synthesis of the solutions and people encourage them for more check by asking question 
for appropriateness. This will lead architects to increase the understanding of the subject 
Finally, in the level of 'specification' (phase two) where users can evaluate the modified new 
developed idea until the appropriate design is fully understood. Apparently, this kind of 
participation is accomplished by deductive reasoning and starts from ordinance and leads to 
development of designs (i.e. from 1 to 9 in Table 2.B 1) The inductive and abductive 
reasoning will provide other kinds of participation which will be examined in Chapter Four 
Summary and Further Discussion 
This section, as the second section of Chapter Two (2.B), is conducted to focus on design as 
a tool for carrying out different development objectives in different ways. As it was reviewed, 
it is a critical discourse of design in a general sense, as a main tool to help implementing the 
development programmes for intentional changes in the built environment and pursues mutual 
purposes. First, it is an investigation of the effect of the designs' outcomes and their 
effectiveness in a synchronous dimension of research which seeks mostly the relationship 
between users and producers via products, as medias between them. This has been made while 
the concern was about supply- demand paradigm, which will be discussed analytically in 
Chapter Four: The Model (4.B). The role of design in society was addressed in a broader 
sense, concerning all the design fields, to elaborate the real design problems 'Green Design' 
and 'Design for the Real World', which have been presented in Appendix One Section (h). 
opened out some new approaches to solve design's problems 
Secondly, an analytic approach was adopted in a diachronous dimension from a structuralism 
point of view to pursue the causal relationship in the design process for answering the 
question 'How will a good design be possible? Here, the main focus was on people's 
participation in design process to bridge the gap between the interests of people and the 
products of the built environment professions, particularly with respect to social problems. 
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technical failures and aesthetic controversy; finding ways to respond to public dissatisfaction 
with Modern Design, for example, with Modern Architecture and Modern architects Modern 
Architecture is considered to have failed in adequately considering the needs and ideas of 
building occupants and users. It is referred to by many commentators that architects cannot 
be trusted to respond to the users' interests unless they involve them 
It was reviewed that Western Society is undergoing profound social changes as it shifts from 
being an Industrial to being a Post -Industrial Society, or from a Modernist to Post -Modernist 
Society, with all that this means in terms of such things as the changing role of leisure in 
relation to work. An emphasis on the quality of life is, for the prosperous inhabitants of the 
West, replacing an emphasis on quantity . This not only applies to personal ownership in a time 
of relative abundance but, for examples, to technological matters, where the obsession with 
making a machine which is faster or bigger is being questioned by those who believe that the 
machine should be more socially and environmentally useful and responsible 
The Industrial Revolution not only helped redefine the human subject as a direct producer or 
as an assistant to the process of mass production, it also remade us as mass consumers, firstly 
for money itself and then for all of the commodities like cars, fridges, and cookers that help 
define modern life. This is a process that is achieving new heights with the profusion of the 
stores where people buy the products of industrialised production, and thereby mass produce 
the spaces of their home lives. Such familiar changes have been accompanied by perhaps the 
most important contemporary innovations of all, which are those connected with mass 
communication and information systems. Here, people have the television, the radio, the 
video, the Personal Computer, the Satellite, along with the whole arsenal at the disposal of 
modern publishing and advertising corporations. The massive increase in the production of 
information as a commodity, and of pleasure devices in the form of new technologies are all 
part of the armoury and fabric of industrial society. Indeed, their proliferation is wholly 
dependent on the industrialisation of production. It would be easy to see such improvements 
in the quality of life brought by the consumer and communication revolutions as technologies 
are able to develop in an autonomous way beyond the limitations set by political and economic 
interest groups (Charley, 1994) 
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'Quality of life' is not, of course, synonymous with 'standard of living' and it is the confusion 
of these as criteria that follows so much contemporary political and social debate The shift 
might be about a transition from quantity to quality, but commentators are still employing 
criteria that are attached to the old condition. For example, it was reviewed that in the 1980s. 
in the West, there was much talk about the quality of life, but the concept of'quality' was 
frequently selfishly defined. In the 1990s words like 'integrity' and 'honesty' may be worth 
little more than the adverts in which they are so often contained, but they are at least 
symptoms of a concern to redress the balance of society in favour of more public values. 
Inevitably, when one is addressing such an issue one is engaging in a debate about values and 
it is not only healthy but crucial that values are discussed explicitly rather than implicitly This 
has not happened nearly enough in the design profession or design press Values must be 
translated into standards and criteria, and inevitably lead back to the fundamental question 
'What is good design ?' Values imply a commitment not only to the designer- notions of 
'integrity' and 'honesty', but also to societal notions of'equality' and justice' 
It has always been a limiting view to think of design as a straightforward problem -solving 
activity. The literature indicates that products are not bought just to fulfill primary functions 
or use -value. They are also bought to confirm status, confer prestige and, in a general sense, 
to satisfy longing. It might be argued that many products are not intrinsically stereotyped This 
is true but, in a consumerist society, it is not possible neatly to separate out a product's 
function from its image, or its use -value (accomplished by production process) from its 
exchange -value (accomplished by supply- demand relationship) Unless a person has 
somehow contrived to cocoon himself from the media and advertising, when s/he buys a 
product s/he is consuming a total mix of the product and its meaning 
The author would like to suggests that design directly expresses the cultural, social, political 
and economic complexion of a society, and it thus provides a snapshot of that society's 
condition. In so doing, it reveals a great deal about a society's priorities and values Design 
matters: it is too important just to celebrate, collect or historicize The world situation 
demands that there is a need for developing a greater awareness of design's values and their 
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implications, and exercising a greater control of design in our societies. One objective should 
be to build as much flexibility as is reasonably possible into a design at the beginning in order 
to assist incremental improvements by user's participation throughout its life 
In addition, the concern of the thesis is about this fact that Green Design does not present 
designers with any easy answers. As always, it is up to the individual designer or design team 
to find out the facts and make sensible judgements, having weighed up the overall benefits of 
different alternatives. It is reviewed that the Green movement is like the Left in so much as 
it is united in its vision of the ideal political organization of society. Thus, talking about Green 
Design as if it is some fixed set of principles or consistent methodology is misleading Green 
Design ultimately has to be defined in relation to the particular complexion of Green Politics 
It is said that for radical Anarcho- Greens, Green Design is activist and participatory, with 
complete reuse and recycling replacing the use of any 'new' materials. Buddha -Greens see no 
need for any but the most basic objects, and preach a simple and meditative way of living 
without possessions. For these groups, consuming is itself a symptom of a decadent 
civilization. But, while out cultural and social habits of consuming still predominate, one of 
the key questions is bound to be, how so people consume more responsibly'' In Porritt's 
(1984, pp. 195 -6) words: "The problem for the future is to ensure that the interests of the 
individual are more in line with those of society at large and with those of the planet " In other 
words, an emphasis on treating the symptoms of a problem glosses over what may be its social 
and cultural causes. By presuming that the change has to be with the effect rather than the 
cause, the design 'solution' can be seen to be accepting the status quo 
The author's concern is with the fact that if discussion is contained within the conventional 
design discourse, it will miss the point. People need to gain knowledge of the means to 
effect the decisions that control their material and social environment. Then designers 
would be better able to serve them, rather than perpetuating the power imbalances This may 
also require a political change. Design in its broadest sense, Martin (1985) says, is power, 
control and defining new possibilities to aim for. So, there is a need for criticising design from 
a position of knowledge, as users and as practitioners and to initiate new possibilities 
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It was also reviewed that all technology has a directly political character, in the way in which 
it is designed, in the purposes to which it is put, and in the role which it plays in the depiction 
of a technological utopia. There remains the implication drawn from this, that under different 
social relations, the productive forces, including the character and content of technology is 
to replace the critique of the metaphysics of the capitalist machine with a new metaphysics 
that is equally utopian and problematic. It is possible, however, to talk of qualitatively new 
types of technology and machinery that liberate the subject from heavy work but enable the 
people to contribute creatively to the production process, that restore or rather create the 
conditions by which people can gain control over the whole process of conception and 
execution. Forms of technology where the speed and organisational features of the work can 
be regulated directly by people. Forms of technology that are socially useful rather than 
destructive, life enhancing rather than life threatening. This suggests aspirations that go 
beyond the job enrichment programmes that have come with the transition to what has been 
called by Palloix (1978)'Neo- Fordism'. It implies and is indeed predicated on the wholesale 




INTRODUCTION TO PART TWO 
This Part consists of two chapters which relate to the development of the model of 
endogenous development theory. The new discourse's roots lie in Part One. There is a direct 
interaction between the knowledge and information contained in both Parts. The principles 
and paradigms identified and developed in Part One, through a process involving an 
examination of the constituent parts, are reconceptualised and reordered into a model. The 
process of this Part is basically a different approach to the same problem, seeing the problem 
from a different context and is the development of a relative structure for those parts. In Part 
One, we found raw data. In Part Two, seeing the structure and relationship between elements 
of the data allows us to conceptualise, reconceptualise and to simulate This is the process of 
abduction, the synthesis or resynthesis of the elements discovered in Part One, using new tools 
brought from scientific, logical and philosophical world views. 
If, for example, we intend to work with people's participation but without an understanding 
of cultural identity, which might be explored by the homeostasis of system view or the 
homeorhesis of structuralism, we are doomed to fail in the implementation of the model 
Equally, development is discussed from different viewpoints in each part. Part One discusses 
development in a more descriptive and practical way, while Part Two talks about the 
principles of change and development from a more conceptual angle. Literature talks of the 
development of a better future, and wants to include people. This change should have a 
mechanism. The mechanism of change in society, it is argued, lies in the interpretation of 
living systems. Because of the world view of structuralism and system approach, we may find 
some principles to help conceptualise our preferences and avoid many problems of practice 
Therefore while Parts One and Three are based on the ground and are concrete, it could be 
claimed that Part Two is based on a conceptual level. It develops a principle which has a 
meaning in a new context. The argument is about the principle itself It is conceptual and at 
this stage has less relation to implementation than to the world view and philosophy of the 
model. This should be recognisable as the point at which most people begin to build theory 
iio 
The thesis tries to stand, therefore, between literature and case studies, and between the 
present and the future, between realised and conceptual. These methods were adopted 
because they accord with views that are evident and developed out of the author's professional 
life on the ground experience. 
The first chapter of this part, i.e. Chapter Three, is an aid to the building of the structure, on 
a scientific level. The seeking of a solution begins with science and technology, two available 
tools for the realising of the model as a solution to our problems. It looks to the relationships 
between the principles and paradigms drawn from the data taken from Part One and is based 
on general system theory and structuralism. 
Chapter Four is the introduction of the model itself The chapter begins with a brief 
description of modelling. The author decided to use an illustrative, geometric, three 
dimensional model in order to show endogenous development theory, rather than a 
mathematical or metaphorical model. This provides a comprehensive view, allowing for the 
building in of very specific elements. Chapter Four ends with a partial conclusion which sums 
up the ideas and processes to date. In Part Three, there is a further grounding for the model, 
based on case studies to test the model. 
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INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER THREE 
In Part One, we collected and refined the intellectual resources needed for discourse 
However, resources in their crude form are not ready to respond to real -life situations To 
give them function, they must be mediated with their possibilities, synthesised and 
resynthesised into a practical, analytical tool. In order to do this, the nature of the author's 
discussion must enter a conceptual level where resources can be imaginatively manipulated 
Chapter Three: Deductive Analysis, is the point at which the research can metamorphose into 
a theory, which will lend itself to implementation, and has two sections The methodologies 
of research will continue to be descriptive and explanatory in order to lead to Chapter Four, 
which uses an entirely simulative method to forge the criteria for evaluating survey data 
The first section, General Theoretical Framework of Attitudes, considers existing methods of 
research analysis and serves as a gateway to the whole discussion of data manipulation that 
is Part Two of this thesis. There are several mechanisms of idea manipulation, ranging from 
positivism to romanticism, deductive to inductive. Some are less appropriate by being 
predicated on certainties which are too inflexible and dictated by a notion of linear time to 
explain the role of development in society. By exploring a range of accepted theoretical 
models, the author can customise the most appropriate means to express this thesis 
The second section of Chapter Three: System View and Structuralism, furthers the 
exploration of the shortcomings of scientific research in its appreciation of 'time' and 'change' 
System Theory and Structuralism dispute absolute views of 'finality' that construct the 
monodirectional concept of development as consisting of a chain of events which are 
irrevocably determined by their irreversible and inextricable from the chain of cosmic 
consequences. But, neither of these views address the concept of time as a natural and cyclic 
context in which development operate along truly holistic, feedback lines The Chapter 
concludes by supporting a more adequate scientific approach which refutes such determinism 
for the real values of people, which cannot be explained through simple logical certainty, and 




FRAMEWORK OF ATTITUDES 
Introduction to General Theoretical Framework of Attitudes 
3.A.1. Deductive Analysis and Reductionism 
3.A.2. Inductive Synthesis and Expansionism 
3.A.2.1. Transactional Thought 
3.A.3. Time and Change in Transformation 
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Introduction to General Theoretical Framework of Attitudes 
A deductive analysis was conducted in Part One to overview briefly the ways in which 
professionals usually develop their subject's mater. The aim of Part Two, which is the focus 
of the thesis, is to make a hypothetical model of endogenous development concept This 
section, as an introductory to Chapter Three, is a manifestation of an attempt to open out a 
discourse about a general framework of scientific attitudes to be able to trace the roots of 
endogenous development theory out of the debates of system theory and structuralism This 
chapter mediates between actual and experimental achievements and the hypothetical theory 
and facilitates the next chapter for preparing an appropriate abstract model. 
There has been a gradually growing recognition that new methods constitute a new direction 
for operational research and environmental analysis. Do these methods have, despite their 
diversity, an underlying unity? The analytical work of the discourse in defining the meaning 
of development shows that variety of attitudes, theories and practices with their applications 
in the surface, have coherent deep structure of meaning underneath. This section, therefore, 
may help us to achieve better understanding and facilitate identification of some factors that 
can encourage acceptability of a new approach for gaining this meaning Ackoff (1974) says 
that scientific method in environmental analysis and design is not able to deal with problems 
in their living complexity. But, it seems that the main theme in science is still the theoretical 
characterisation of complexity and organisation in phenomena A series of fundamental 
concepts, including 'gestalt', 'system', 'fields', 'cybernetics', 'communication', and 
'structure', refer to the gradual unfolding of the 'science of organisation'. Most of these 
concepts have been canvassed from time to time in the environmental field as proper 
theoretical tools for research and are briefly discussed in the following text (Ibid ) 
3.A.1. Deductive Analysis and Reductionism 
It was pointed out in 'Identification of the Problems' that the selection of problems for solution 
and the way one formulates them depends more on a person's philosophy and world view and 
that the way of solving them depends on a person's available science and technology. The 
ability to use this science and technology also depends on a person's philosophy and 
world 
view. These, in turn, depend on the concepts and ideas s/he uses and how s/he uses them to 
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organize her/his perception of the world. 
In the Machine Age (which produced the Industrial Revolution) ways of thinking were 
'analytical' and based on doctrines of 'reductionism' and 'mechanism' [see Chapter One 
Problem Identification (1.A)]. Reductionism has been described as a doctrine which maintains 
that all objects and events with their properties and one's experience and knowledge of them 
are made up of ultimate elements, indivisible parts. For examples, the physical sciences during 
the Machine Age maintained that everything was ultimately made up of indivisible particles 
of matter called 'atoms'. Atoms were taken to possess energy, and energy was conceived 
as the power of doing work. Work, in turn, was defined as the production of an effect 
on matter: for example moving or transforming it (Ackoff; 1974) Later, the same source 
modifies the scientific view of considering the reality in page 9 and claims 
"Chemists reduced the different kinds of matter to diffèrent kinds of 'elementary 
substances'. Biologists accepted the 'cell' as the ultimate element of life. Leibnitz 
(1646 -1716) ... postulated the existence of psychic elements, 'monads'. John Locke 
(1632 -1704) ... argued for the exitance of ultimately simple elements of experience 
and knowledge, 'simple ideas'. Much later Sigmund Freud reduced personality to 
the interaction between three ultimate elements: the 'id', 'ego', and 'superego' he and 
most psychologists postulated the existence of such indivisible elements of psychic 
energy as instincts, drives, and needs." 
Ray (1989) writes about three general stages in the evolution of scientific thinking and 
indicates that several authoritative historical analyses agreed by Dewey et al (1949), Einstein 
et a. (1938), Handy et al. (1973), and Kantor (1946, 1969) They can be classified 
thinkers who assumed that natural events acted under 'self -contained powers', [As 
noted by Dewey et al. (1949, p. 110), to the time of Galileo the learned view was "that 
there exist things which completely, inherently, and hence necessarily, possess Being, 
that these continue eternally in action (movement) under their own power continue, 
indeed in some particular action essential to them in which they are engaged "] and 
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2. theorists who invoked various substances with unique, inherent properties to account 
for heat (caloric), combustion (phlogiston), light (the ether), biological functioning 
(vital force, entelechy), and human psychological behaviour (soul, mind) (Ray, 1989). 
[Thus, the same source claims, this initial stage is referred to as 'substance theory' by 
Einstein et al., (1938), as 'substance -property stage' by Kantor (1946, 1969) and as 
'self -actional stage' by Dewey et al., (1949).] 
Ackoff (1974) indicates that ultimate reality was limited to physical aspects. Therefore, in 
each branch of science, the main concept was based on physics. Physics was considered to be 
the basic experiential of chemistry, chemistry of biology, biology of psychology, and 
psychology of social sciences. Nature was believed to be organized hierarchically in the same 
way as the one -directional ranking of ultimate elements in sciences. 
Analytical thinking explained an automobile's behaviour by identifying its parts and explaining 
the behaviour of each part and the relationships between them. It was also considered as a 
centre of problem solving. The problem of running a city, for example, was broken down into 
running transportation, housing, health, education, police, and so on. Analytical thinkers 
believed that if each of these functions were managed properly, then the city as a whole would 
be run properly (see discussion about Problem Identification. 1.A). 
3.A.2. Inductive Synthesis and Expansionism 
In the Systems Age (which produced Postindustrial Revolution) everything tended to be 
looked at as a part of larger wholes rather than as wholes to be taken apart ( Ackoff, 1974) 
This is the doctrine of 'expansionism'. Expansionism brings the 'synthetic' mode of 
thought much as reductionism brought the 'analytic' mode. In analysis, the whole is 
explained by explaining its parts but in synthetic mode of thought, something which is 
explained, is viewed as a part of larger system and its role in that larger system is important 
For example, by synthetic view universities are explained in terms of their role in the 
educational system of which they are part, rather than by the behaviour of colleges and 
departments of which are their parts. 
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In synthetic thinking, both individual and collective human behaviour can be explained, which 
is not possible to do by analysis alone. Those who believe in synthetic mode of thought, seem 
to be more interested in putting things together than in taking them apart Of course, this 
should be under a logical consideration. It was also reviewed, in the Problem Identification 
Section, that the application of the synthetic mode of thought to systems of problems is called 
the 'system approach'. This approach is based on the observation that the sum of the criteria 
applied to performance of the parts of a system is seldom equal to the criteria applied to that 
of the whole. For example, it is not possible to assemble different available parts from different 
types of automobile into an automobile. They would not work together well even if the parts 
could be assembled. This is the same for an all -star football team which is seldom as good as 
the best team from which the players are drawn. In fact, system performance depends critically 
on how well the parts fit and work together, not merely on how well each performs when 
considered independently. 
3.A.2.1. Transactional Thought 
Having different methods (analytical or synthetical), a researcher should be also concerned 
about the relations,/transactions between the elements and components of a system There are 
differences between relational and transactional entities in psychology generally and in 
environmental psychology more specifically. To give a brief characterization of transactional 
thought in these fields, Hartig (1993) refers to Altman et al. (1987) and says that to 
distinguish what they call 'transactionalism' from the dominant 'interactionalism' the differences 
noted are in units of analysis, treatments of the temporal dimensions of person -environment 
systems, and conceptualizations of change. 
Describing the 'interactional approach', Hartig (1993) emphasises the fact that it has divided 
person -environment systems into discrete entities with particular properties He says that the 
focus of this kind of analysis is on the independent and interactive effects that psychological 
and situational factors have on functioning. This view sees temporal factors as distinct 
variables and time as a means of locating phenomena, a backdrop against which the interplay 
of personal and situational variables unfolds. Therefore, change results from the interaction 
of personal and situational variables and is known from differences in measures of those 
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variables taken at different time points. Then, he claims that desired research outcomes of 
interactional approach are general principles that can be used to explain antecedent - 
consequent relationships within a set of specific variables. 
A 'transactional approach' is taken to be an approach whose unit of analysis is the holistic 
entity or event, a convergence in time and space of people, activities, and setting (Altman et 
al., 1987). Hartig (1993) follows the discussion by stating that in this approach person - 
environment systems are not divided into discrete elements or relationships, but are formed 
of and defined by the simultaneous and combined action of their aspects In his view although 
aspects such as individuals and contexts may be studied separately, they are in reality 
inseparable; they, Altman et al. (1987, p. 24) claim, "jointly define one another and contribute 
to the meaning and nature of a holistic event." Time and change are aspects of systems, as 
integral to phenomena as the person and their physical and social contexts Change is, thus, 
intrinsic to the event rather than an outcome of the interaction of separate elements Efibrts 
are directed toward understanding the changing phenomena. 
Unlike Altman et al. (1987), who consider several phenomenological studies for transactional 
research in environmental psychology, and Seamon's (1982) review of the phenomenological 
contribution to environmental psychology indicates that transactional and phenomenological 
approaches can also differ. For example, the former are not limited to qualitative 'description'' 
of a given phenomenon as experienced by an observer. Also, transactional approaches can 
apply existing 'explanatory' principles in trying to account for a holistic event (Hartig, 1993). 
Therefore, a fundamental postulate of a transactional perspective is the essential unity of 
organism and environment. Ittelson (1973, p. 18) in this relation asserts. 
"Never concretely encountered independent of the situation through which he acts. 
nor is the environment ever encountered independent of the encountering individual 
It is meaningless to speak of either as existing apart from the situation if which it is 
encountered. The word 'transaction' has been used to label such a situation, for the 
See Chapter Six, Questionnaire to find more details about Chapin's (1974) definition 
of 'description'. 
'explanation', 'simulation' and 'evaluation. 
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word carries a double implication: one, all parts of the situation enter into it as active 
participants; and two, these parts owe their very existence as encountered in a 
situation to such active participation - They do not appear as already existing entities 
which merely interact with each other without affecting their own identity " 
3.A.3. Time and Change in Transformation 
Time and change are important dimensions in the study of any artificial domain= It is through 
transformation that variety is to be explained. The stability of any system whether natural or 
artificial, including the ability to generate change, is in space -time, not in three dimensions 
synchronous space, i.e. in the surface structure of that system. Answering the question of how 
the structure of the past has produced the structure of the present, requires a diachronous 
methodology in the deep structure of a system. It must be emphasised that this approach is 
still in the early stages of development and has been discussed here only to illustrate the 
possibility of transformational approaches. 
On a sociocultural level, changes in institutions, technologies, attitudes, and behaviours may 
emerge over many generations or within a single generation On the individual level, change 
may accompany particular life events and also fall within predictable developmental and life - 
cycle stages. Because change tends to unfold at a different pace on each individual level, 
exchange across levels of aggregation ends to proceed at differing rates At a given point in 
time, people carrying the transaction may, whether or not they are conscious of their role in 
the process, experience tensions arising from discrepant biological. sociocultural, and 
individual standards for behaviour (Bourassa, 1990) Guiding the process of built 
environmental change in urban and rural areas will also require knowledge of the processes, 
both natural and social, which shape the built environment over time, as well as 'appreciation 
of the different professions as dynamic and evolving' (Spirn, 1986) 
For analysing the transformational approaches, it may be pointed out that 'deep structure' and 
'transformation rules' of abstract systems, 'generate' their 'surface structure' The 'deep 
One of the four categories of Man-envu-onmait relationships Sciences of Man. Sciences of External Nature. 
Man -environment Paradigm: and Science of Artificial (I biller et al . 1972-73) 
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structure' concept is equally either a value, for the author, or a theory, for Hillier et al (1972- 
73), to be related deductively to 'observable' in normal scientific fashion' This general 
relationships between structure, transformation rule, and observable form have been found in 
various branches of logic, mathematics and the other abstract systems 
3.A.3.1. Synchronous and Diachronous Dimensions 
To know more about the research methodology in different branches of science, it is worth 
adding that there are two principal explanatory strategies in human sciences. One is in the 
synchronic plane, where the aim is usually to produce 'typologies' by statistical analysis of the 
distribution of variables and the other is in the diachronous plane, to identify 'causal' relations 
usually by experiment or multivariate analysis. These correspond to the structural sciences 
strategies that are concerned to 'generate' synchronous variety which may be distinguished 
conceptually from those concerned to 'generate' diachronous sequences (syntax being a time 
order, as in cognitive development). In sociology, the synchronous dimension is associated 
with 'description' and the diachronous dimension with 'theory' (Hillier et al , 1972-73) 
The thesis uses the synthetic mode of thought for developing a new theory by the synthesis 
of several earlier theories to identify the emerging point of the problems holistically (i e 
abduction inference). Then, an analytic approach has been conducted to simulate a model for 
solving them (i.e. deduction inference). Whatever is produced in this way is a new method that 
is a synthesis of the best features of the old methods. The thesis suggests a diachronic mode 
of thought to trace interaction between objects, events, and their properties chronologically 
beside having a synchronous view of the world to define their relationship systemically 
Analysing the subject and finding its theoretical frame work, an 'epistemological model of 
models', quoted from Hillier et al. (1972 -73), has been also a matter of concern, which 
distinguishes models on two dimensions: the 'internal -external' dichotomy, and the 'direct - 
action- symbolic mediation' dichotomy (Table, 3 A 1). They claim that all four types of this 
' According to the Endogenous Development Model. values are located in the first stage of the Production 
Process Paradigm, i.e. Ultimate Cause and the pries are placed in the second stage of this process. e 
Subjective Cause. The third and Forth stages are Objective Cau e- etlex,t and Formal Cau c -etìxt which %%ill 
he explained later in Chapter Four. 
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proposal have a legitimate domain in environmental science; to mistake them for each other 
will lead to the suppression of an environmental theoretical science and it will lead to a new 
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Table 3.A.1 Epistemological Model of Models 
The table is derived from Hillier et al (1972 -73) and is modified by the author of this waN ate the 
relationships of its components conclusively. 
Source: the author 
According to the Epistemological Model, General System Models are externally and 
intentionally structured and function directly according to the modeller's purposes and level 
of resolution. They are also externally controlled. On the contrary, the Structural Models are 
theoretical, symbolic, and programme mediate models which are internally structured In this 
position, system represents itself to itself and has self -regulation Mathematics. linguistics and 
logic are good examples of these kinds of model Explaining goal- seeking, purposeful, and 
alive systems, it is possible to use direct interaction models which involve ecosystems, self - 
regulating machines, natural cycles, and analytic cybernetics They are internally structured 
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and theoretical models which are self -regulating systems as they actually function 
It is almost possible to classify the Endogenous Development model according to the 
epistemological classification. This model may be placed between symbolic programmed 
mediate models and direct interaction models, i.e. between structural models and ecosystems 
The Endogenous Development model is, therefore, self -regulation, functional, and symbolic 
programme mediate model which concerns the function of 'production process' in building the 
environment. It also qualifies the attitudes and purposes needed for the process by knowledge 
and the experience embodied in the process. A feedback control will help achieving this goal 
by evaluating and comparing the outcomes of the process with the other products which are 
interconnected by supply -demand paradigm. This experimental and empirical knowledge will 
also help in improving the creativity as the main resources for the process. Therefore, the 
suggested area in Epistemological Model is rather helpful for the model of endogenous 
development which is about development of purposeful systems [see the main discussion 
about 'production process' and 'supply- demand' paradigms in Chapter Four: The Model (4 B)]. 
Transformation needs time and through the process of transformation the properties of a 
system will be changed. Each system has two structures, one is in surface, its performance, 
which can be identified by a synchronous mode of thought and the other is in depth which can 
be identified by a diachronous mode of thought. Some kinds of systems are regulating, 
transforming, invisible invariance, and non -observably structured. For instance, the relational 
systems (e.g. language, cities, symbolic systems, etc.); structural models (e.g mathematics, 
linguistics, logic); purposeful systems; and alive systems are among them (Figure 3 A I ) 




Figure 3.A.1 Diachronic relationship of components in a system 
Source: the author 
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In the discussion about the differences between system theory and the structuralism in the next 
section (3.B), the argument will point to the fact that the concept of an internally generated 
'structural stability' is comparable, and may be contrasted, to the 'homeostasis' of system 
theory. In system view, relationships between components which are externally and 
intentionally structured and have direct function, are under consideration. These components 
can be objective or subjective, visible or invisible and their relationships can be visible or 
invisible as well. A system's performance depends on how it relates to its environment - the 
larger system of which it is part - and to the other systems in that environment. For example, 
an automobile's performance depends on the roads over which it is driven and on the presence 
and driving of other automobiles on those roads. Therefore, the attempt must be to evaluate 
the performance of a system as a part of the larger system that contains it (Figure 3 A 2) 
Figure 3.A.2 Synchronic relationship of components in a system 
Source: the author 
In sociology the synchronous dimension is associated with 'description' and the diachronous 
dimension with 'theory' (Hillier et al., 1972 -73). The same source claims that a transformation 
approach rewrites both dimensions at a fundamental level, locating both at the level of theory, 
and using the notion of'generation' to show connections between different observable forms 
and 'evolution' to show relation between two states of one invisible concept to explain 
connections concerning time sequences. Thus, they suggest that the whole question of 
'causality' in its naïve form is made redundant in favour of relation which are pervasively 
'generative/evolutionary' and connected without being explicitly 'causal' at every level of 
resolution. In this regard, they also claim that there is no more to say than that no event is 
arbitrary. But, the concern of the thesis is that all the human activities are intentional and 
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purposeful in artificial domain and should respond to the users' needs or wants Therefore, 
there is a need for investigating the usefulness of the products by evaluating the procedure of 
problem solving and design and tracing their start points which can be explored as if they are 
ultimate causes of the processes. 
3.A.4. Theory and Law in Science 
Hillier's et al. (1972 -73) pinpoint the fact that good scientific theories usually generate 
debased version which are applied in theoretically weak fields. Reviewing versions which had 
been applied in different fields, they claim that Galilean physics led to scientism; relativity in 
physics led to philosophical relativism; and evolution theory was generalised as the 
'competitive struggle for existence' - the paradigm of capitalist economics, scientific 
structuralism generated a new universal language for the presentation of trivial arguments 
The same source adds, in each mentioned cases, that the theory became the opposite of what 
it was. For example, Galilean physics excluded the non -measurable properties from physics, 
scientism measured them. Relativity theory was to save the invariance of physical laws, 
philosophy made it all depend on the observer's view. Evolution theory located order deep in 
time and transformation; Social Darwinism relocated it in the synchronous balance of 
competitive forces. Structuralism proposed a deep abstract formation as the basis of richness 
and variety; its applications returned structure to the surface level, thereby losing variety and 
searching for a superficial sameness. Thus, the richness and explanatory power of modern 
theories of natural form owe much to the transformational dimension rather than simply time 
Giving an implicit definition about theory, Thorne (1972, p. 179) cites from Kuhn and writes 
that: "In his book 'The Structure of Scientific Revolutions', Kuhn has argued that the tradition 
view of the history of science, that sciences develop through the gradual accumulation of data 
and the gradual extension of theories to cover the data, is quite false " He, then, pinpoints the 
Kuhn's citation which indicated that what, in nearly every case and in retrospect, appeared to 
be new and crucial data, far from being new, were available long before an accepted theory 
was rejected and only came to be seen as crucial in the context of the theory that took its 
place. By emphasising on the title of the book, he explains Kuhn's view of the history of 
science and claims that it is more about the fact that all significant developments are, in a quite 
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literal sense, revolutionary and that just as the concept of the state changes in political 
revolutions. So in the case of scientific revolution, the concept of the science - what scientists 
are prepared to accept as facts - changes, so that in an important sense it is no longer about 
what it used to be about. 
3.A.4.1. Scientific Verification 
Francis Bacon (1561 -1626) defined the 'inductive' route to scientific explanation (Holt- Jensen, 
1988). He argues that a scientist starts with a range of sense -perceptions that one works up 
conceptually and verbally into several loosely arranged concepts and descriptions that many 
researchers like to call facts. Next, certain definitions are necessary to organize the data 
Afterwards, the facts are evaluated and arranged in relation to the definitions (Figure 3 A 3) 
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Figure 3.A.3 Inductive (Baconian) and h5pothetic- deductive routes to scientific explanation 
In the original model, derived from Harvey (1969), direction of relationships in column A is from top to 
bottom, i.e. the box 'experiences' is in the top and the box 'explanation' in the bottom 
Source: the author 
The ordering and classification of data is often the chief activity of science in the early stages 
of its development. These first classifications may give only a weak explanatory function 
Continuing study of the interaction between classes and groups of phenomena reveals a 
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number of regularities; such regularities and laws are called by Holt- Jensen (1988) 'inductive 
laws' since they are derived from the observations of a large number of single instances 
An attempt has been made by the same author to clarify what a 'scientific law' is. He quotes 
from Braithwaite (1953, p. 12) who defines a law as "a generalisation of unrestricted range 
in time and space ", in other words, a generalization with universal validity. With this definition 
it is possible to distinguish between empirical generalizations and laws. An empirical 
generalization is said to be valid for a specific time and place but a law is universal. James 
(1972, p. 473) maintains that the only truly universal laws are those of physics and chemistry, 
although even in physics there are elements of uncertainty that make probability calculation 
necessary. Harvey (1969, p. 31) gives the concept of law a much wider significance and 
postulates a threefold hierarchy of scientific statements from: 
'factual statements' or systematized descriptions, through a middle tier of 
'empirical generalizations' or laws, to 
universal 'theoretical laws'. 
A scientist hopes to be able to link together a number of inductive laws that will include the 
relationships and association between the established laws. From this material s/he hopes to 
formulate general and overriding laws. The weakness of the inductive method is said to be the 
processes of ordering and structuring data which are not independent of the theory that is 
ultimately constructed (see also the introduction of Chapter Six Questionnaire) 
Harvey (1969, p. 438) refers to the teleological framework of explanation and claims that 
"this consideration is possible without a metaphysical assertion " A 'teleological explanation' 
is generally taken to mean that a phenomenon is explained in relation to the purpose 
it is believed to serve. A mechanical or causal explanation, on the other hand, relies on 
pre -existing causes to explain the observed phenomenon. A causal explanation is only 
reached when, for example, the law of nature that is the cause of certain empirically observed 
single instances have been found. The inductive model is said to be associated with the 
teleological explanatory model and it will not really serve when the concern is to look 
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for 'prime causes'', that is, causes which are prior to and cause the phenomena that 
have been observed empirically (Ibid.). 
The same source refers to Newton and says when he 'was hit on the head by a falling apple' 
he grasped the idea of a universal law of gravitation inductively. He could then set the law of 
gravitation up as an hypothesis but any confirmation of its universality could only come 
through the testing of a larger body of empirical material. It also indicates that the 
development of the natural sciences in the latter part of the nineteenth century provided the 
technical tools that made it possible to test hypotheses with some precision, by using a number 
of repeated experiments. 
Inductive arguments were increasingly replaced by 'hypothetic -deductive' methods (Figure 
3.A.3). According to the model, research workers, starting from an inductive ordering of their 
observations or from intuitive insights, tried to devise for themselves 'a priori' models of the 
structure of reality. These were used to postulate a set of hypotheses which could be 
confirmed, modified or rejected by testing empirical data through experiment. It was observed 
that a large number of confirmations were supposed to lead to the 'verification' of the 
hypothesis which was then, for the time being, established as a law This law stood until the 
results of later research eventually rejected it. No proof of the absolute truth of a law can ever 
be produced as definite verification is virtually impossible (Ibid ) 
Karl Popper has pointed out that the truth of a law does not depend on the number or times 
it is confirmed experimentally; it is easy enough to find empirical support for almost any 
theory. The criteria for its scientific validity are not the confirmatory evidence, but that those 
circumstances which may lead to the rejection of the theory are identified He claims that a 
theory is scientific if it is possible to 'falsify'. Kuhn criticizes Popper for believing a theory 
will be abandoned as soon as evidence is found which does not fit the theory Kuhn maintains 
that all theories will eventually be confronted with some data which do not fit A 
fundamental theory is not rejected if individual research data do not fit it, for if it were, 
4 
The prime cause is similar to the ultimate cause which is the prime mover of the production process 
paradigm in the thesis [see Chapter Four: The model (4 All 
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then all theories would have to be rejected. According to Kuhn, a fundamental theory 
is only rejected when a new theory is put forward which is believed to be superior 
(Johansson, 1973). Holt -Jensen (1988) also confirms that the history of science does not 
record any theory which has not eventually been confronted by contradictory circumstances 
(or instances of falsification) so far. 
Aquist (1981, p. 11) refers to Paul Feyerabend who adds that scientific development is much 
more 'irrational' than Popper's scheme of falsification allows. Alongside straightforward 
arguments, the proponents of new theories have also often used propaganda and 
psychological tricks. He says: "Feyerabend does not believe that we would have had any 
science as we know it today if the principles of verification or falsification had been 
followed in every detail." The same source indicates that our world view would have still 
been geocentric if Galilei did not stick to his heliocentric world view, although he could not 
find empirical proofs which would falsify the geocentric view. Feyerabend supports the view 
that the development of scientific knowledge follows an irrational almost anarchic path, along 
which almost anything goes, as far as methodology is concerned. 
Kuhn does not accept Feyerabend's views of the irrationalities of scientific progress He denies 
intending to present scientific theories as intuitive and mystical, more appropriate for 
psychological analysis than for logical and methodological codification On the contrary, Kuhn 
asserts that every scientist must gather as much rational proof in support of a new theory as 
possible and to be precise and honest in his work. This approach reflects the underlying values 
of science and scientific choice of theories rather than providing a blueprint as to how a 
scientific theory should be chosen and defended (Holt- Jensen, 1988). 
Wiener (1964) in response to the Popper's idea of falsification in science claimed that "If it 
is dangerous to assert an analogy on insufficient evidence, it is equally dangerous to reject one 
on insufficient evidence, it is equally dangerous to reject one without proof of its 
inconsequentialness. Intellectual honesty is not the same thing as the refusal to assume an 
intellectual risk, and the refusal even to consider the new and emotionally disturbing has no 
particular ethical merit." He also reviewed the impact of theoretical versions of science in 
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different fields and claimed that the success of mathematical physics led the social scientist to 
be jealous of its power without quite understanding the intellectual attitudes that had 
contributed to this power and the use of mathematical formulae that has accompanied the 
development of the natural sciences and has become the mode in the social sciences. 
The home and the world of Mans include not only the visible environment and Man himself 
but also the mental climate and stored learning with which we come into contact during every 
day of our lives. Medawar (1961, p. 96) has dealt with this point at length. He distinguishes 
between: 
"'endosomatic' or internal heredity for the ordinary or genetical heredity we have in 
common with other animals; and 'exosomatic' or external heredity for the non -genetic 
heredity that is peculiarly our own - the heredity that is mediated through tradition, 
by which I mean the transfer of information through non -genetic channels from one 
generation to the next." 
This is comparable with K.R. Popper's (1972) thesis of the three Worlds . 
a) world 1: physical world, objective; 
b) world 2: subjective world of conscious experiences; and 
c) world 3: objective knowledge, as in the logical contents of books and libraries and 
computer memories. [Note: books, libraries, computers are objects, i e world one J 
The links between these worlds are summed up by Popper in: "what may be called the second 
world - the world of the mind - becomes on the human level, more and more the link between 
the first and the third world: all our actions are influenced by our second -world grasp of the 
third world." 
5Hartshorne (1960) defined Geography as the 'study' that seeks to provide scientific description of the earth 
as the world of Man. Parallel with this and germane to the present topic. an editor of a hook on the internal 
structure of the city perceived a theme that permeated definitions of the city - it was the city as the 'home of 
Man' (L.S. Bourne, 1971). 
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Perhaps this could be understood as a good demonstration of the Popperian view of the 
scientific method in which progress towards knowledge is made by error elimination or 
reduction (K. R. Popper, 1961, 131-4; 1968, 32 -3; 1972, 406 -7; see also B. Magee, 1973, 56, 
and J. Bird, 1975), as in the following sequence: 
1. initial problem; 
2. proposed theory; 
3. deduction of testable propositions; 
4. testing; (i.e. attempted refutation) 
5. preference established among competing theories. (and further problems emerging ) 
Conclusion of General Theoretical Framework of Attitudes 
The hypothetico- deductive system, outlined in the five -stage process above, is in fact a 
dialogue between the possible and the actual. The discourse shows, like other exploratory 
processes, scientific method can be resolved into a dialogue between fact and fancy, the actual 
and the possible; between what could be true and what is the case. The purpose of scientific 
enquiry, therefore, is not to accumulate an inventory of factual information, nor to build up 
a totalitarian world picture of natural laws in which every event that is not compulsory is 
forbidden. The concern of the thesis is rather as a logically articulated structure of 
justifiable beliefs about environment. It is as a story about a possible world - a story 
which the author invents and criticizes as he goes along so that it ends by being as near 
as he can make it, a story about real life. 
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Introduction to System View & Structuralism 
In accordance with the structure of the thesis, Part One is a conceptual framework of 
development theories and their applications in a synchronous domain. An attempt was made 
to use a deductive approach in reviewing the literature to widen the discourse about problem, 
development, participation and design process in this part to extract the hidden scientific 
principles from their deep structures, i.e. a diachronous domains. This was possible while the 
focus of the thesis, passing through different stages of different fields (i.e. management, 
planning, urbanization and architecture) was about design process in architecture. To chase 
the scientific principles of the propounded concepts in development and to synthesis them, an 
abductive methodology has been adopted in Part Two: Chapter Three in order to construct 
the model of endogenous development. Obtaining this goal, System View and Structuralism 
have been brought into consideration. 
The history of science shows that last century's mechanistic world picture was closely related 
to the domination of the machine as a paradigm, the theoretical view of living beings as 
machines and the mechanization of Man himself. Concepts, which are coined by modern 
scientific developments, have their most obvious exemplification in life itself The 
applications of system in general have formulated terms such as wholeness and sum, 
differentiation, progressive mechanization, centralization, hierarchical order, finality 
and equifinality, etc. These occur in all science dealing with 'systems' and imply their logical 
homology. Thus, there was a hope that the new world concept of science is an expression of 
the development towards a new stage in human culture. 
Before the existence of any adequate dynamical theory for explaining the living processes, it 
was realized that eclipses occurred in regular predicable cycles, extending backwards and 
forwards over time. It was realized that time itself could be measured by the motion of the 
stars in their courses. The pattern for all events in the solar system was the revolution of a 
wheel or a series of wheels, whether in the form of the Ptolemaic theory of epicycles or the 
Copernican theory of orbits and in any such theory the future after a fashion repeats the past 
There is no difference save of initial positions and directions between the motion of an orrery 
turned forwards and one run in reverse When all this was reduced by Newton to a formal set 
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of postulates and a closed mechanics, the fundamental laws of this mechanics were unaltered 
by the transformation of the time -variable 't' into its negative (Wiener, 1948) If the 
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries are the age of clocks and the later eighteenth and 
the nineteenth centuries constitute the age of steam -engines, the twentieth century is called 
by the same source the age of communication and control. 
Being able to explain the functions of living systems, many started to talk about automaton 
In the time of Newton, the automaton becomes the clockwork music box. In the nineteenth 
century, the automaton is glorified heat engine, burning some combustible fuel instead of the 
glycogen of the human muscles. In the middle of this century the automaton opens doors by 
means of photocells or points guns to the place which a radar bean picks up an aeroplane or 
computes the solution of a differential equation. Descartes considers the lower animals as 
automata. Just how these living automata function is something that he never discusses 
(Wiener, 1948). Thus, the modern automaton considered as the living organism. Vitalism has 
won to the extent that even mechanisms correspond to the time -structure of vitalism which 
is fully as mechanistic as the old. However, the debates about time and change in the living 
processes have been led to structuralism which is discussed briefly in the following text 
3.B.1. System View 
Complex and Man- machine systems in technology, urbanization, social work, international 
relations and others still demand systemic approach. An increasing number of monographs, 
conferences and investigations confirm the importance of the theory and apply it in a broad 
range of disciplines including mathematics, biophysics, biology, geography, psychiatry, 
sociology, management science and education. The conceptual structure of system sciences 
is to help our understanding of living organism, of mental function and psychiatric disorder 
and of social organizations. 
Talking about 'General System Theory', Bertalanffy (1968) says that it would play an 
important role in modern orientation in geography or that it parallels French Structuralism 
(e g. suggested by Piaget and Levi- Strauss) and has exerted considerable influence on 
American Functionalism in society. He asserts that General System Theory is used by him 
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broadly, similar to the 'theory of evolution' or the 'behaviour theory' He circumscribes three 
aspects to help distinguishing different realms of systems thinking and studies. 
1. Systems Science; (i.e. scientific exploration and theory of 'systems' in the various 
sciences: such as physics, biology, psychology, social sciences, and General Systems 
Theory as a doctrine of principles applying to all systems ) 
2. Systems Technology; (that is the problems arising in modern technology and society, 
comprising both the 'hardware' of computers, automation, self -regulating machinery, 
etc. and the 'software' of new theoretical developments and disciplines. The necessity 
of a holistic or systems approach and generalist or interdisciplinary nature in solving 
the systems' problems that is problems of interrelations of a great number of variables 
led to a new notions such as control and information theory, game decision theory, 
theory of circuits and queuing, etc.) and 
3. Systems Philosophy. (I.e. the reorientation of thought and world view resulting from 
the introduction of system as a new scientific paradigm which is in contrast to the 
analytic, mechanist and one -way casual paradigm of classical science ) 
Dividing the new philosophy of nature, the same source suggests three parts Systems 
Ontology (real or concrete systems; conceptual systems and abstract systems), Systems 
Epistemology (as an interaction between knower and known, rejecting the idea of considering 
perception as a reflection of real things and knowledge as a simple approximation to 'truth' 
or 'reality'); and Value Systems (which is concerned with the relations of Man and world If 
the reality is a hierarchy of organized wholes, the image of Man will be different from what 
it is in world of physical particles governed by chance events as ultimate and only true reality 
Rather, the world of symbols, values, social entities and cultures is something very 'real') This 
humanistic concern of General System Theory which makes it different from mechanistically 
oriented system theorists, speaking solely in terms of mathematics, feedback and technology, 
has been emphasised by the same author. 
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In Boulding's (1956, p. 197) words: "General Systems Theory is the skeleton of science in the 
sense that it aims to provide a framework or structure of systems on which to hang the flesh 
and blood of particular disciplines and particular subject matters in an orderly and coherent 
collection of knowledge." He also claims that science, for all its successes, still has a very long 
way to go. Therefore, General Systems Theory may at times be an embarrassment in pointing 
out how very far science still has to go and in deflating excessive philosophical claims for too 
simple systems. It also may be helpful in pointing out to some extent where it has to go 
Somewhere between the specific that has no meaning and the general that has no content there 
must be, for each purpose and at each level of abstraction, an optimum degree of generality 
It is the contention of the general systems theorists that this optimum degree of generality 
in theory is not always reached by the particular sciences. From this point of view and 
similar to General System Theories, the model of endogenous development is trying to build 
a new idea upon the optimum generalisation of the previous paradigms 
The same source indicates that the objectives of General Systems Theory at a low level of 
ambition but with a high degree of confidence is to point out similarities in the theoretical 
constructions of different disciplines and to develop theoretical models having applicability 
to at least two different fields of study. 
1 at a higher level of ambition, but with perhaps a lower degree of confidence, it hopes 
to develop something like a 'spectrum' of theories. (a system of systems which may 
perform the function of a 'gestalt' in theoretical construction Boulding says that such 
'gestalts' in special fields have been of great value in directing research towards the 
gaps which they reveal. Thus, the periodic table of elements in chemistry directed 
research for many decades towards the discovery of unknown elements to fill gaps in 
the table until the table was completely filled.) and 
similarly a 'system of systems' might be of value in directing the attention of theorists 
towards gaps in theoretical models and might even be of value in pointing towards 
methods of filling them. (See the discussion about surface structure and deep structure 
in previous section, i.e. 3.A ) 
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3.B.1.1. Types of System 
Systems have been classified into different types. For example, they can be considered as 
closed and open systems. A closed system is one that is entirely contained within some 
envelope through which nothing passes either inwards or outwards. All changes go on within 
the bag which isolates the system from the rest of the world. In an open system, in contrast. 
things pass into the system from the outside are processes and something else is extruded 
outwards again (Waddington, 1977). 
The conventional mechanical dynamics which are usually taught in school - all 'Newtonian 
mechanics'- applies to closed systems only. The great laws, of the impossibility of perpetual 
motion and the second law of thermodynamics: that things always tend to become less well 
ordered, are laws of closed systems. But, nearly all the systems one has to deal with in the real 
world are open systems because they are really part- systems. Waddington (1977) claims that 
the only completely closed system is the universe as a whole. 
Since any sort of change requires some energy, the closed system can only undergo change 
if it includes a stock of energy- yielding material which can be gradually utilized Animals, 
plants, human society, ecosystems and so on are obviously open systems, since they 
always receive inputs of food or other sources of energy and raw materials of various kinds. 
and produce various kinds of wastes and artifacts. Therefore, every living organism is 
essentially an open system (Burton, 1939). In the words of Bertalanffy (1968, p 38) "It 
maintains itself in a continuous inflow and outflow, a building up and breaking down of 
components, never being so long as it is alive in a state of chemical and thermodynamic 
equilibrium but maintained in a so- called steady state which is distinct from the latter 
[homeostasis]." He also considers the need for the principle of equifinality' for open systems 
A useful description will usually characterize the situation as neither totally 'open' nor totally 
'closed', but somewhere in between because: a totally open system would be one in which the 
environment is so important that the system merges into it, which has an arbitrary boundary, 
Dependence on the future is an entity of 'finality' which is described in 3.13 1 9 in this section 
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which has no stable identity; and is therefore very hard to manage or plan for A totally closed 
system would be self -contained with no environment at all. It could not be influenced by 
external purpose. However, some useful systems may need to close temporality, e g for 
dormant periods, defensive retreat, internal reorganization, stock -taking, etc., or may have 
relatively closed sub -systems, e.g. frameworks that provide a fixed structure for the rest of 
the system (Carter et al., 1984). 
Even within one particular system there may be subsystems or associated systems of different 
types. For instance, in an example of two persons conversing on the telephone there are 
a) natural systems; (such as the ecosystems of rats or the weather systems of the wind 
which may influence the telephone system by gnawing cables or blowing down wires) 
b) abstract systems; (such as a set of linked mathematical equations or a computer 
programme.) 
c) designed systems; (such as the telephone hardware itself) and 
d) systems of human activities. (Such as a person phoning and an engineer repairing) 
A particular system or sub -system may also be treated as 'soft' or 'hard' 'soft' systems 
descriptions can be discussed and explored, but do not attempt to represent the original 
situation precisely and unambiguously because they involve emotional reactions, personal 
values and attitudes and shifting expectations. 'Soft' systems descriptions are 'personal' rather 
than 'technical' in attitude and tend to be used most for 'people' systems Though, some non - 
people systems need to be treated in a 'soft' way too, e.g. some complex and unpredictable 
machines or intricate ecosystems. The 'hard' systems style is precise, well -defined and 
quantitative. It is used in situations where it makes sense to measure them, make models of 
them and expect them to behave with a predictable degree of regularity Mechanical or 
electronic assemblies are often usefully described as 'hard' systems, highly routinised human 
activities can sometimes be treated in this way (Carter et al., 1984; and Rapoport, 1970) 
By describing the kinds and explaining the behaviours of systems, Boulding (1956) also tries 
to shed light onto the ways of constructing a system of systems He claims that there are two 
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possible approaches to the organization of General Systems Theory which are to be thought 
of as complementary rather than competitive. After describing the first approach which is to 
look over the empirical universe and to pick out certain general phenomena (three basic 
dimensions: mass, energy, and information which exist in the model of population change 
and the dynamic interactions of its members, the interaction of an individual and its 
environment; and growth theory) and are found in many different disciplines, he proposed a 
possible arrangement of 'levels' of theoretical discourse. In the second approach which is to 
arrange the empirical fields in a hierarchy of complexity of organization of their basic 
'individual' or unit of behaviour. He tries to develop a level of abstraction appropriate to each 
His proposal has been classified into the nine levels which can be summarized as 
I. the static structure; (or the level of framework which is about the geography and 
anatomy of the universe.) 
2. the simple dynamic systems with predetermined and necessary motions, (this might be 
called the level of clockwork.) 
3. the control mechanism or cybernetic systems; (which might be named the level of the 
thermostat.) 
4. the open system; (or self -maintaining structure. This is the level at which life begins 
to differentiate itself from not -life: it might be called the level of cell Flames and rivers 
likewise are essentially open systems of a very simple kind ) 
5. the genetic- societal level; (which is typified by plant ) 
the animal level; (characterized by increased mobility, teleological behaviour and self- 
awareness.) 
the human level; (in which Man processes self -consciousness This is different from 
mere awareness. His image has a self -reflexive quality - he not only knows, but knows 
that he knows. This property is probably bound up with the phenomenon of language 
and symbolism.) 
the social organization level; (this is tempting to define social organizations or almost 
any social system as a set of roles tied together with channels of communication ) and 
the transcendental systems. (See Figure 3 B 1 ) 
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9 The Programmed Structure (sysa.etz) 
8 The Social Organization (Cdtero) 
7 The Human Level (stk- coazcio.:etzz) 
6 The Animal Level (3cN- awartacs) 
5 The Genetic Societal Level (phat -Ytt) 
4 The Open System (Sett- a1MCO0act. MA) 
3 The Control Mechanism (Cybtnttics) 
2 The Dynamic Systems 




Figure 3.B.1 The skeleton of science [adaptexl to Boulding (1956) and Bertalanl1 (1968)1 
In the proposed model the dominance of instinct knowledge covers living systems to control their 
biological behaviours, innate knowledge controls spirituality and morality in human beings, either 
individually or socially: and knowledge has also a certain domain with a reversible flow 
Source: the author 
Higher levels as a rule presuppose lower ones in this model, e g life phenomena, those at the 
physico -chemical level, socio- cultural phenomena, the level of human activity, etc But, the 
relation of levels requires clarification in each case for example problems such as open system 
and genetic code of life'; relation of 'conceptual' to 'real' systems, etc In this sense, the model 
suggests both the limits of reductionism and the gaps in actual knowledge Moreover, the 
above consideration pertains particularly to a concept or complex of concepts which is 
fundamental in the general theory of the systems: that of 'hierarchic order' Bertalanfiy (1968. 
p. 25) claims that a similar hierarchy is found both in 'structures' and in 'functions' He said 
"structure (order of parts) and function ( order of processes) may be the very same thing in 
the physical world matter dissolves into a play of energies and in the biological world 
structures are the expression of a flow of processes "2 (See Pattee's classification in 3 B 2 7 ) 
2 See Table 1.2 in page 26 -27 of Be rtalanth (1968) which illustrates Bo uldmg's proposals in another way 
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3.B.1.2. Different Applications of System 
Some systems descriptions are so subjective and idiosyncratic that if someone else looked at 
the same components they would not recognise any systemic interconnections For instance, 
a regional sales representative may 'own' a human activity system for selling products It may 
contain many objective components: a car, travel times by various routes, useful hotels, lists 
of contacts, etc. But, their only connection is in the mind of the seller. They function as a 
coherent system only because this particular seller makes them do so by using the car to drive 
down the routes to go to the hotel to meet the contacts and so on. 
There are other systems descriptions that, though still highly subjective, are rather more 
'predictable' in practice, given their owner's culture or social role. For instance, a monk, a civil 
servant, and an industrialist may well agree on low level technical descriptions but when 
considering high level problems, such as how to govern the country, their system descriptions 
and the actions that follow from them may differ dramatically, because 
a) they have different ultimate goals (pursuing enlightenment, implementing government 
policies and entrepreneurial development) and different criteria, (as to what short-term 
stresses are acceptable en route) 
b) they have different theories about how events affect one another, (in areas of great 
complexity where many theories are equally plausible) and 
c) they have such different methods of communication that discussion between them is 
difficult, even though they are all responding to the same underlying human nature 
However, some systems descriptions are much less personal and rely on more tangible links 
In these cases, different observers are more likely to come up with quite similar descriptions 
People who live in a village may be more closely connected to one another than to outsiders 
in terms of communication, friendships, employment and many other factors So, very 
different systems description owners with very different descriptive purposes might still find 
themselves drawing quite similar systems boundaries around the village system 
There is also a hierarchy of possible levels of systems description as well For instance, a 
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system description of a regional development strategy would be high on the hierarchy, which 
has been illustrated in Figure 3 B.2, with: 
a) broad scope; (political indications, direction of development according to the national 
5 years plans, employment, etc.) 
b) coarse resolution; (elements such as: allocating money for implementing some 
projects, changes in structural plans, etc.) and 
c) long time scale. ('Structure' includes things like: transport network and accessibility 
to new technology 'process' including things like: sectoral management, services and 
production processes, etc.) 
! Zlcmcrrt Sub-system 3ystcm Invvenmcnr(( 
Level tor National Lon9tum Plannm9 i 
Element 34b-:yctem System Lnvuonmcrrt 
Level for Ac gional Strategic ' 
Zlement Sub-cyctem 3yRem Lnnronmcm 
Level for Local DevelopmcM t 
LltlncM - 34,- ayatem 3y:tem Lnvvonmcnt 
Level for Ind -project: (Town. Quarter. Moue. ) 1 
Compre- Master Structure It atonal Wald 
Detail: Designs Aen:rve Plans Plan: Plan; Plan Development 
Figure 3.B.2 The diagram shows a hierarchy of possible levels of design description 
Source: the author 
Whereas a system description of building a space would be lower down the hierarchy with 
a) limited scope; (having a space ) 
b) finer resolution; (having a design and enough money for construction ) and 
c) shorter time scale ['structure' includes building construction that would be 'process' 
for regional scales strategy, process lasts using a space (Figure 3 B 2)] 
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3.B.1.3. Control which Holds a System Together 
Any persisting pattern of activity that can be described as a system must involve processes that 
hold it together, otherwise it would tend to degenerate. So, the 'structure and the process' of 
a system and the 'control' of the system are two sides of the same coin. Carter et al (1984) 
describe this phenomenon and claim that there are different types of control 
a) the natural ecosystems of tropical rain forests illustrate the most basic form of control, 
[they can be stable in nature with no sense of purpose, no special controller, no free 
choice and no grand design. They are controlled by an immensely complex 'self= 
maintaining causal network' (similar to the forth stage of Boulding's classification in 
Figure 3.B.1) that will hold itself in the same general state indefinitely, unless it is 
radically destabilised (as in human forest clearance schemes) by changes too drastic 
for the network to absorb. There are much simpler networks that enhance or resist 
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Figure 3.B.3 Some simple networks that enhance or resist change 
Source: Carter et al. (1984) 
b) purposive control; (which is more sophisticated in that there are specialised control 
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subsystems directed to achieving the goal, but the goal itself is still preset This is 
'purpose without choice' like the migrating bird or computer programmed and 
controlled by inherited instinct or learned habit to aim for one goal: home ) and 
c) deliberately controlled human activity. [This is the most complex form of control It 
can be called 'purposeful control'. (purposeful with choice)] 
The purposeful control which is the main emphasis of the thesis in the model of endogenous 
development involves: 
a) specialised arrangements for decision making and control; (e.g. while the fields get on 
with the growing, the farmer specialised in planning and control.') 
b) free choice among several competing alternatives'; (e.g. there are alternate patterns 
of crops that the farmer might grow, s/he can choose between them on whatever 
criteria s/he wishes.) and 
c) the result is some sort of blueprint or plan. (What happens is determined by the plan, 
not just by the working out of natural forces.) 
3.B.1.3.1. Feedback Control 
Carter et al. (1984) analyse the way a system steers towards a target and claim that both 
purposive and purposeful models involve a 'controller'. It is not enough just to operate the 
control knob in the example when somebody is taking shower (Figure 3 B 4) S/he also needs 
to check what happens when s/he does so, things may not work out as s/he expects This is 
This arrangement is a part of production process, one of the endogenous development paradigms In 
diachronous domain which has been discussed in Chapter Four: The Model (4.13). 
There is a difference between opportunity and choice. The former is limited and related to the environment 
as outsider's influence and the later is about the system itself For instance, good market may create 
opportunities for the consumers in which their choices may increase or decreases 
5 The competing alternatives are the result of supply -demand relationship in synchronous domain which is 
the second paradigm of the model of endogenous development described in Chapter Four The Model t 4 li 
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'adaptive control', sometimes called 'feedback' or 'closed loop' control, because information 
about the results is fed back to the controller, so 'closing the loop' needs feeling the water, 
if necessary taking corrective action; feeling the water again; corrective action again if it is 
necessary. If the checking side of the loop is missed out, the controller will not know if 
something went wrong. 
The same source claims that checking and adjusting can be expensive; and if the time -lag in 
the closed loop means that the adjustment is too out of date when somebody makes it 
feedback can even make things worse. But, the concern of the thesis is that the observer's role, 
while creating the condition for satisfying the needs which involves her/his mental process, 
is a key point and a matter of significance in the development processes. This manifests itself 
into either evolution of thought or progression of the products [see production process in 
Chapter Four: The Model (4.B)]. Notice that in some systems there is a human link in the 
chain of the transmission and return of information: in what is called 'the chain of feedback' 
There are also feedback chains in which no human element intervenes. The ordinary 
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Figure 3.B.4 Closed loop or feedback (adaptive) control 
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There are examples of negative feedbacks to stabilize temperature and negative feedbacks to 
stabilize position as in the steering engines of a ship which are actuated by the angular 
difference between the position of the wheel and the position of the rudder and always act to 
bring the position of the rudder into accord with that of the wheel. The feedback of voluntary 
activity in a community is also of this nature. The effect of heavy negative feedback, if it is at 
all stable, will be to increase the stability of the system for low frequencies, but generally at 
the expense of its stability for some high frequencies. There are many cases in which even this 
degree of stabilization is advantageous. 
Following the above discussion, Wiener (1948, p. 133) claims that feedbacks of this general 
type are found in human and animal reflexes and then he refers to another kind of feedback 
in the example of duck -shooting and says: "When we go duck -shooting, the error which we 
try to minimize is not that between the position of the gun and the actual position of the 
target, but that between the position of the gun and the anticipated position of the target Any 
system of antiaircraft fire control must meet the same problem "'Anticipatory feedback is 
also a useful principle in design process to justify the designers' concern about the fact that 
it is time -dependent phenomena, therefore its outcome should meet the anticipated input 
somewhere in the axile of time to help making closet response to the user's real needs (this 
mechanism is referred to in Chapter Four: The Model) In other words in long run planning 
and design processes, there is a need for anticipating the people's real needs in the future 
Another variant of feedback or adaptive control systems is found in the way in which people 
steer a car on an icy road. Their entire conduct of driving depends on a knowledge of the 
slipperiness of the road -surface: that is on a knowledge of the performance characteristics of 
the system car -road. If they wait to find this out by the ordinary performance of the system, 
they shall discover themselves in a skid before they know it. They, thus, give to the steering - 
wheel a succession of small fast impulses not enough to throw the car into a major skid, but 
quite enough to report to their kinaesthetic sense whether the car is in danger of skidding and 
they regulate their method of steering accordingly (Wiener, 1948) Similar to the Wiener's 
example of steering a car, the notion of flexibility in design process is due to help designers 
to adapt their schemes with real situation to cope with the design problems 
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3.B.1.3.2. Feed -forward Control 
There is sometimes a 'non- adaptive control' where most of the effort goes into setting the 
system up correctly and reliably in advance so that subsequent checking is not needed (Figure 
3.B.5). For instance, a publisher checked the proofs of a book carefully, but once it was on 
the press no one proofread each copy. This is sometimes called 'feed -forward' or 'open -loop' 
control, because the controller has to predict in advance the exact action needed and the loop 
is not closed by checking the results (Carter et al., 1984). In this regard, the thesis is 
concerned about feed -forward control as a metaphor by which the notion of industrial 
production can be more illustrated. The thesis argues that Taylorism whose proposal led 
to the social class of labours; Fordism whose proposal led to assembly line and 
simplification of the work; and feed -forward control which determines the users' 
participation and authority in production processes, in the sake of accuracy and 
effectiveness of the products, are among those which give ways to the industrial 
production. The applications of industrialization in the design processes are limited to the 
frameworks imposed by pre -designed principles. Therefore, designers have to assemble 
preadjusted concepts to create new images which may be far from the genuine schemes These 
are all helping the specification of the works, thus professionalism [ See Introduction, Chapter 
Two: Design Process (2.A), and also Islami, 1997b.] 
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Following the argument, Mitchell (1990, p. 207) also refers to the accuracy of the products 
as the main gaol for functionalists and quotes from them who take Aristotelian view of 
architecture in their criticism as if it deals: "with the adequacy of means to those ends. The 
usual ends are to provide adequate space for specified activities to achieve adequate 
performance of the structural system and other physical subsystems and to exemplify, express, 
and allude in memorable ways. More concisely in the famous words of Sir Henry Wotton, "the 
ends of architecture are commodity, firmness, and delight." Ignoring the broader impacts of 
adaptive and non -adaptive control in social life, it is worthwhile to mention that both 
methodologies need: 
a) knowledge about the system; (i.e. a 'model' that lets the controller judge the likely 
effects of possible actions.) and 
b) awareness of the 'needs'. ( That the controller is trying to achieve similar to the role 
of ultimate cause in the production process paradigm.) 
In a complex system (e.g. production process paradigm in the model of endogenous 
development presented in Chapter Four), there has to be some sort of overall 
coordinated control as well as the control of individual tasks. It is not too hard to see 
who made the purposeful choices (e.g. the users or the clients) in this system and who 
got stuck with the purposive model (e.g. the designers or the producers). 
3.B.1.4. The Mechanism of Homeostasis in Living Systems 
Another important physiological application of the principle of feedback is worth mentioning 
A great group of cases in which some sort of feedback is not only exemplified in physiological 
phenomena but is essential for the continuation of life is found in what is known as 
'homeostasis'. The conditions under which life, especially healthy life, can continue in the 
higher level of the hierarchy of the open- systems are quite narrow. A variation of one half 
degree centigrade in the body temperature is generally a sign of illness and a permanent 
variation of five degrees is scarcely consistent with life. The waste products of the body must 
be excreted before they rise to toxic concentrations Besides all these heart rate and blood 
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pressure must neither be too high not too low; and so on. In short, the inner economy of our 
body must contain an assembly of thermostats, automatic hydrogenion- concentration controls. 
governors, and the like which would be adequate for a great chemical plant These are what 
scientists know collectively as the homeostatic mechanism. 
In social science, small and closely knit communities have a very considerable measure of 
homeostasis; and this is whether they are highly literate communities or primitive groups 
They generally have a very definite homeostatic value. It is only in the large community where 
the owners of things as they are protecting themselves from hunger by wealth, from public 
opinion by privacy and anonymity, from private criticism by the laws of libel and the 
possession of the means of communication that inhuman can reach its most high levels These 
are named by Wiener (1948) 'anti- homeostatic' elements. Of all of these anti -homeostatic 
factors in society, the control of the means of communication is the most effective and most 
important mentioned by the same source. Wiener (1948, p. 186) also expressed his idea about 
homeostasis in society by propounding an extremely cynical statement "There is no 
homeostasis whatever. We are involved in the business cycles of boom and failure in the 
successions of dictatorship and revolution, in the wars which everyone loses, which are so 
real, a feature of modern times." This discussion will be more elaborated in the following text 
3.B.1.5. Entropy of a System 
For better understanding the impact of the homeostatic and anti -homeostatic elements in 
bringing steady states for systems, it is worthwhile to pinpoint the second law of 
thermodynamic and the notion of entropy. The amount of information in a system attachés 
itself to a classical notion in statistical mechanics 'entropy' Just as the amount of information 
in a system is a measure of its degree of organization, the entropy of a system is a measure 
of its degree of disorganization; and that one is simply the negative of the other (Wiener. 
1948). This point of view leads us to a number of considerations concerning the second law 
of thermodynamics. 
According to the second law of thermodynamics, the general trend of events in physical nature 
is towards states of maximum disorder and levelling down of differences with the so- called 
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heat death of the universe as the final outlook when all energy is degraded into evenly 
distributed heat of low temperature and the world process comes to stop (Bertalanffy, 1968) 
In contrast, the same source indicates that in the living world a transition is towards higher 
order, heterogeneity and organization. But on the basis of the theory of open systems, the 
apparent contradiction between entropy and evolution disappears. System theory 
suggests that in all irreversible processes entropy must increase. Therefore, the change of 
entropy in closed systems is always positive; order is continually destroyed In open systems, 
not only production of entropy due to irreversible processes, but also import of entropy, 
which may well be negative, is a matter of concern. This is the case in the living organism 
which imports complex molecules high in free energy. Thus, living systems, maintaining 
themselves in a steady state, can avoid the increase of entropy and may even develop 
towards states of increased order and organization. 
The laws of thermodynamics apply only to closed systems. In particular, the second principle 
of thermodynamics states that in a closed system a certain quantity, called 'entropy', must 
increase to maximum and eventually the process comes to a stop at a state of equilibrium In 
living systems such as society, increase of information helps reduction of heterogeneity in 
organization using the feedback control. On the contrary to the cybernetics, by feeding back 
the information into an living system it will not remain the same To find out this difference, 
a brief review about the definition of cybernetic has been adopted in the followings 
3.B.1.6. Cybernetic Theory and the Open System Model 
The group of scientists including Dr. Rosenblueth and Wiener became aware of the essential 
unity of the set of problems involving communication, control and statistical mechanics, 
whether in the machine or in living tissue, in 1944 The lack of unity of the literature 
concerning these problems and the absence of common terminology or even of a name for the 
field were the real problem for them. After much consideration, they came to the conclusion 
that all the existing terminology has too heavy a bias to one side or another to serve the future 
development of the field, therefore they coined an artificial neo -Greek expression to fill the 
gap. They decided to call the entire fields of control and communication theory, whether in 
the machine or in the animate, by the name 'cybernetics' which they formed from Greek words 
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means Steers -Man (Wiener, 1948). 
3N 
Introducing a cybernetics conference, Frank et al. (1948) state that system theory and 
cybernetics are similar phenomenon. They referred to the necessity of a search for new 
approaches for new and more comprehensive concepts and for methods capable of dealing 
with the large wholes of organisms and personalities. The concept of teleological mechanisms 
was for them an attempt to escape from these older mechanistic formulations that appear 
inadequate to provide new and more fruitful conceptions and more effective methodologies 
for studying self -regulation processes; self -orientating systems, and organisms and self - 
directing personalities. Thus, the terms 'feedback', 'servomechanisms', 'circular systems' and 
'circular processes' were viewed by them as different but equivalent expressions of much the 
same basic conception. 
Cybernetics is a theory of control systems based on communication (transfer of information) 
between system and environment and within the system; and control (feedback) of the 
system's function in regard to environment. Comparing this with 'system theory', Bertalanffy 
(1968) claims that these two are different phenomena. In biology and other basic sciences, the 
cybernetic model is apt to describe the formal structure of regulatory mechanisms Thus, the 
regulatory structure can be recognized, even though actual mechanisms remain unknown and 
undescribed, and the system is a 'black box' defined only by input and output For similar 
reasons, the same cybernetic scheme may apply to hydraulic, electric, physiological, etc 
systems. The same source adds that the highly elaborate and sophisticated theory of 
servomechanism in technology has been applied to natural systems only to a limited extent 
Elsewhere by criticising the theories associated with General System Theory, Bertalanfry 
(1968) indicates that because of the overextended expectations cybernetics proved that it did 
not yield an all- embracing explanation or grand world view being an extension rather than a 
replacement of the mechanistic view and machine theory (see also Bronowski, 1964) 
Concepts and models of equilibrium, homeostasis, adjustment, etc., are suitable for the 
maintenance of systems, but inadequate for phenomena of change, differentiation, 
evolution, production of improbable states, creativity, building up of tensions, self- 
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realization, emergence, etc. He also claims that the theory of open systems applies to a wide 
range of phenomena in biology, but the warning is necessary against its application to the 
fields for which its concepts are not made. 
The basis of open- system model, as it was reviewed, is the dynamic interaction of its 
components. The basis of the cybernetic model is the feedback cycle in which, by way of 
feedback information, a desired value is maintained, a target is reached, etc The theory of 
open systems is a generalized kinetics and thermodynamics. Cybernetic theory is based on 
feedback and information. In kinetic and thermodynamic formulations, the open -system 
model, does not talk about information. On the other hand, a feedback system is closed 
thermodynamically and kinetically; it has no metabolism. In an open system, increase of order 
and decrease of entropy is thermodynamically possible. The magnitude 'information' is defined 
by and expression formally identical with negative entropy. However, in a closed feedback 
mechanism information can only decrease, never increase (Bertalanffy, 1968). 
Consequently, an open system may 'actively' tend towards a state of higher organization A 
feedback mechanism can 'reactively' reach a state of higher organization owing to 'learning' 
BertalanfFy identifies two kinds of regulation: 'primary' and 'secondary'' The feedback model 
is applicable to secondary regulations. Since the structures of the organism are maintained in 
metabolism and exchange of components, primary regulations must evolve from the dynamics 
in an open system. Although some problems associated with these models have been brought 
into consideration by the same author, but it is useful to pursue their effectiveness in justifying 
the cultural evolutions which are the result of production process paradigm in endogenous 
societies (see Chapter Four: The Model for more details) Getting insight the complexity 
associated with living systems especially that of purposeful systems, the author would like to 
open a brief discussion about a significant principle of system theory, i e 'finality' 
3.B.1.7. Is Finality as the Reverse of the Causality? 
The sense of 'dependence on the future' is an entity of finality which is a principle of system 
`' See Hess's (1941) arguments in biology for more details 
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theory mentioned by Bertalanffy (1968). He explains that 'happenings' can be considered and 
described as being determined not by actual conditions, but also by the final state to be 
reached'. In a general nature, this not only applies to mechanics, but to any kind of system 
He also pinpoints the differences between finality and causality and indicates that the 
directedness of the process towards a final state is not a process differing from causality, but 
another expression of it. In other words, with respect to animate rather than to inanimate 
nature the intention is to compare finalistic processes with human foresight of the goal 
Finality was also defined as the reverse of causality as dependence of the process on 
future instead of past conditions. This was objected to by Gross (1930) who said that 
according to this conception, a state 'a' would depend on a state 'b' in the future, an existent 
on a non -existent (see the discourse about cause and effect relationship in Chapter Four 4 B) 
Bertalanffy (1968) distinguishes two types of problems related to finality. First, 'static 
teleology' or 'fitness': meaning that an arrangement seems to be useful for a certain 'purpose', 
e.g. a fur coat is fit to keep the body warm and so are hairs, feathers or layers of fat in 
animals. Secondly, 'dynamic teleology': meaning a directiveness of processes which is also the 
notice of this thesis. Being concerned about this definition, the author would like to extent this 
discussion by referring to a clarification done by Bertalanffy (1948, 1965) about different 
phenomena related to this matter: 
a) direction of events towards a final state which can be expressed as if the present 
behaviour were dependent on that final state, (every system which attains a time - 
independent condition behaves in this way.) 
b) directiveness based upon structure, [meaning that an arrangement of structure leads 
the process in such way that a certain result is achieved, e.g in the function of Man- 
made machines. In living nature, it is possible to find a structural order of processes 
that in its complication widely surpasses all Man-made machines Whilst Man -made 
' The implementation of this is quiet similar to the Interactivists idea who believe that the tixmulatiom of ideals 
and the design of idealized futures are not empty exercises in utopianism, but 
necessary steps in setting long - 
range direction for continuous developmet. The futon , they argue. depends more 
on what we do between now 
and then than it does on what has happened until now (see Problem Identification 
in Chapter One I A 
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machines work in such a way as to yield certain products and performances, the order 
of process in living systems is such as to maintain the system itself An important part 
of these processes is represented by homeostasis. These regulations are governed by 
feedback mechanisms. Feedback means that from the output of a machine a certain 
amount is monitored back, as 'information', to the input so as to regulate the latter and 
thus to stabilize or direct the action of the machine. Feedback mechanisms appear to 
be responsible for a large part of organic regulations and phenomena of homeostasis, 
as emphasised by cybernetics. (See the discussion about homeorhesis in 3.B 2 7 )] 
c) equifinality as another basis for organic regulations; (meaning that the same final state 
can be reached from different initial conditions and in different ways. This is found to 
be the case in open systems, as they attain a steady state.) and 
d) finally, there is true finality or purposiveness. (Meaning that the actual behaviour is 
determined by the foresight of the goal.) 
The final part is the original Aristotelian concept. It presupposes that the future goal is already 
present in thought and directs the present action. In other words, there is a move from future 
to present. True purposiveness is characteristic of human behaviour and it is connected with 
the evolution of the symbolism of language and concepts explained in the followings 
3.B.1.8. Teleology and Directiveness in Purposeful Systems 
Systems changes have been brought into consideration by many commentators as well as 
Ackoff(1971) who tries to introduce a system of systems concepts Reaction, response, act 
of a system and a system's behaviour are his classification for systems changes He describes 
them as: a 'reaction' of a system is a system event for which another event that occurs to the 
same system or its environment is sufficient. A 'response' of a system is a system event for 
which another event that occurs to the same system or to its environment is necessary but not 
sufficient; that is a system event produced by another system or environmental event (the 
stimulus). Therefore, a person's turning on a light when it gets dark is a response to darkness. 
but the light's going on when the switch is turned is a reaction. An 'act' of a system is a system 
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event for the occurrence of which no change in the system's environment is either necessary 
or sufficient. Systems, all of whose changes are reactive, responsive, or autonomous (active) 
are called by the same source reactive, responsive, or autonomous (active) responsively. Most 
systems, however, display some combination of these types of change which are based on 
consideration of what brings them about. Now, it is time to talk about a system's 'behaviour' 
which is a system event(s). It is either necessary or sufficient for another event in that system 
or its environment. Therefore, behaviour consists of system events whose consequences are 
of interest. After these considerations Ackoff suggests his proposal about behavioural 
classification of systems in a way which is illustrated in Table 3.B. I 
Type of System Behaviour of System Outcome of Behar lour 
State- Maintaining 
Goal- Seeking 
Multi-Goal-Seeking and Purposive 
Purposeful 
Variable hut Determined (reactive) 
Variable and Chosen (responsive) 
Variable and Chosen 
Variable and Chosen 
Fixed 
Fixed 
Variable hut Determined 
Variable and Chosen 
Table 3.B. I Behavioural Classification of Systems (derived from Ackotl', 1971) 
According to the table above, a 'state -maintaining' system must be able to discriminate 
between different internal or external states to changes in which it reacts Such systems are 
necessarily adaptive, but unlike 'goal- seeking' systems they cannot learn, because they cannot 
choose their behaviour. They cannot improve with experience A goal- seeking system has a 
choice of behaviour and its behaviour is responsive, but not reactive The sequence of 
behaviour which a goal- seeking system carries out, in quest of its goal, is an example of a 
process' which is a sequence of behaviour that constitutes a system and has a goal -producing 
function. A 'multi- goal -seeking' system is similar to a goal -seeking system but seeks different 
goals in at least two different states, the goal being determined by the initial state 
A 'purposive system' is a multi -goal -seeking system the different goals of which have a 
8 Describing the metabolic process in living things whose goal is survival. Ackoff (1971, p 
666) says 
"Production processes are a similar type of sequence [acquisition of energy] whose goal is a particular 
type 
of product ". But, the production process paradigm. proposed in this thesis, is about 
the life of ideal - seeking 
systems whose objectives are to pursue their 'perfections 
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common property. Production of that common property is the system's purpose These types 
of system can pursue different goals but they do not select the goal to be pursued The goal 
is determined by the initiating event. Such a system does choose the means by which to 
pursue its goals, like a computer which has more than two games and the choice for playing 
each game is determined by an instruction from an external source but it is purposive because 
'game wining' is one of its different goals to be sought. 
A 'purposeful system' is one which can produce the same outcome in different ways in the 
same (internal or external) state and can produce different outcomes in the same and different 
states. Thus, it is one which can change its goals under constant conditions, it selects ends 
as well as means and thus display will. A system which can choose between different 
outcomes can also place different values on different outcomes. Human beings are the 
most familiar examples of such systems. The differences between 'goals', 'objectives' and 
'ideals' have relevance only to purposeful systems because only they can choose ends. Ackotì' 
defines them as: 
a) the 'goal' of a purposeful system, (which is, in a particular situation. a preferred 
outcome that can be obtained within a specified time period ) 
b) the 'objective' of a purposeful system. (which is, in a particular situation, a preferred 
outcome that cannot be obtained within a specified period but which can be obtained 
over a longer time period.) and 
c) an 'ideal'. (That is an objective which cannot be obtained in any time period but which 
can be approached without limit Just as goals can be ordered with respect to 
objectives, objectives can he ordered with respect to ideals But, an ideal is an 
outcome which is unobtainable in practice. if not in principle 
An 'ideal- seeking system' is a purposeful system which_ on attainment of any of its goals or 
objectives, seeks another goal and objective which more closely approximates its ideal Ideal - 
seeking system is one which has a concept of 'perfection' or the 'ultimately desirable' and 
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pursues it systematically; that is in interrelated steps. These steps might be similar to the stages 
of production process paraditmn9 which has been suggested in this thesis Therefore, AckofTs 
suggestion can be classified into six types of system: state -maintaining, goal- seeking, multi - 
goal- seeking, purposive, purposeful, and ideal -seeking systems. 
3.B.1.8.1. Learning and Adapting in Purposeful Systems 
Talking about cybernetics, it was reviewed that an open system may 'actively' tend towards 
a state of higher organization. A state of higher organization can be reached by a feedback 
mechanism 'reactively' as well, owing to learning. 'Learning 'and 'adapting' are also two key 
principles in the processes of development in human societies and evolution of their cultures 
Therefore, these concepts will be under consideration in the following paragraphs To deal 
with them, it is necessary first to consider the concepts 'function' In the words of Ackofl' 
(1971, p. 668): "Function(s) of a system is production of the outcomes that define its goal(s) 
and objective(s)." In another word, to function is to be able to produce the same outcome in 
different ways [see also the discussion about function and form and their relationship in 
Chapter Two: Design Process (2.B)]. Now, it is time to refer to definition of adaptation 
propounded in page 668 of the same source: 
"A system is adaptive if, when there is a change in its environmental and /or internal 
state which reduce its efficiency in pursuing one or more of its goals which define its 
function(s), it reacts or responds by changing its own state and/or that of its 
environment so as to increase its efficiency with respect to that goal or goals Thus, 
adaptiveness is the ability of a system to modify itself or its environment when either 
has changed to the system's disadvantage so as to regain at least some of its lost 
efficiency." 
Following the above citation, the definition of'adaptive' also implies four types of adaptation 
'other -other adaptation; (a system's reacting or responding to an external change by 
9 Production process consists of ultimate cause subjective cause objective caul /effect. and formal 
cause /effect which have been discussed implicitly in Chapter Four The Model (4 ß). 
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modifying the environment, e.g. when a person turns on an air conditioner in a room 
that has become too warm for him to continue to work in; or when the objective in 
development strategies is to sustain the built environment ) 
2. 'other -self adaptation', (a system's reacting or responding to an external change by 
modifying itself, e.g. when the person moves to another and cooler room, or when 
people emigrate from small towns to a metropolitan area because of its services and 
cause accumulation and integration of the populations. This type of adaptation is most 
commonly considered because it was this type with which Darwin was concerned in 
his studies of biological species as systems.) 
3. 'self -other adaptation', (a system's reacting or responding to an internal change by 
modifying the environment, e.g. when a person who has chills due to a cold turns up 
the heat; or when the development strategies, according to their objectives, are 
selective in pursuing the means by modifying the environment) and 
4. 'self -self adaptation'. (A system's reacting or responding to an internal change by 
modifying itself, e.g. when that person takes medication to suppress the chills, or when 
an organization, as a system, is able to create and select the means and ends for its 
development or solving its problems without interference of the outsiders, such 
organizations can be found in self -sufficient and endogenous communities) 
To 'learn' is to increase one's efficiency in the pursuit of a goal under unchanging conditions 
Thus if a person increases her/his ability to hit a target (her/his goal) with repeated shooting 
at it, s/he learns how to shoot better (see the example about steering -car in 3 B 1 3 1) To do 
so requires an ability to modify one's behaviour (i e to display choice) and memory it is 
mentioned by system commentators that learning can take place only when a system has a 
choice among alternative courses of action, therefore only those systems that are goal -seeking 
or higher can learn. If a system is repeatedly subjected to the same environmental or internal 
change and increases its ability to maintain its efficiency under this type of change, then it 
learns how to adapt. Thus, adaptation itself can be learned 
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In system view, it is necessary to study not only parts and precesses in isolation, but also to 
save the decisive problems found in the organizations and order unifying them, resulting from 
dynamic interaction of parts, and making the behaviour of parts different which are studied 
in isolation or within the whole. In the social sciences, the concept of society as a sum of 
individuals as social atoms, e.g. the model of Economic Man, was replaced by the tendency 
to consider society, economy and nation as a whole superordinated to its parts. This implies 
the great problems of planned economy, of the worship of nation and state but also reflects 
new ways of thinking (Bertalanffy, 1968). 
Management Scientists are most concerned with that type of system called 'organization'. On 
the other hand, cybemeticists are more concerned with that type of system called 'organisms'. 
but they frequently treat organizations as though they were organisms ( Ackoff, 1971) There 
is an important difference between them which may help understanding the notion of change 
in society and the process of its transformation and evolution in development Ackoff (1971) 
defines organization by considering four essential characteristics for it 
1. an organization is a purposeful system; (that contains at least two purposeful elements 
which have a common purpose. Organization of a system is an activity that can be 
carried out only by purposeful entities; to be an organization a system must contain 
such entities. An organization is always organized around at least one common 
purpose. It is the relationships between what the purposeful elements do and the 
pursuit of their common purpose that give unity and identity to their organization An 
organization consists of elements that have and can exercise their own wills.) 
an organization has a functional division of labour, [in search for the common 
purpose(s) of its elements that define it The classes of courses of action and the 
subsets of elements may be differentiated by a variety of types of characteristics. for 
example: by 'function' (e.g. production, marketing, research, finance and personnel in 
the industrial context); by 'space (e g geography, as territories of sales offices), and 
by 'time' (e.g. waves of an invading force) ] 
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3. the functionally distinct subsystem (subset) can respond to each other's behaviour 
through observation or communication, (the choices made by elements or subsets of 
an organization must be capable of influencing each other, otherwise they would not 
even constitute a system.) and 
at least one subset of the system has a system -control function (This subset or 
subsystem compares achieved outcomes with desired outcomes and adjusts the 
behaviour of the system which are directed towards reducing the observed 
deficiencies. It also determines what the desired outcomes are. The control function 
is normally exercised by an executive body which operates on feedback principle ) 
Summarising Ackoffs suggestions, an organization is a purposeful system that contains at 
least two purposeful elements which have a common purpose relative to which the system has 
a functional division of labour; its functionally distinct subsystems can respond to each other's 
behaviour through observation or conununication; and at least one subset has a system -control 
function. Therefore, the critical difference between organism and organization, which are 
usually mixed with each other in the literature of system theory and structuralism, is that , 
whereas both are purposeful systems, organisms do not contain purposeful elements The 
elements of an organism may be state -maintaining, goal -seeking, multi -goal- seeking or 
purposive; but not purposeful. Thus, an organism must be variety increasing An 
organization, on the other hand, may be either variety increasing or decreasing (e g the 
ineffective committee). In an organism, only the whole display will; none of the parts can 
Porter (1965) pinpoints human organization from a different angle when he says, " , whereas 
the removal of one molecule from a million will have no observable effect, the removal of one 
Man may change the course of history ." 
It has been also proved that the scientific scheme of isolable units acting in one -way causality 
is insufficient. Hence, the appearance of notions like wholeness, holistic, organismic. 
gestalt, etc., all signify thinking in terms of systems of elements in mutual interaction 
The notion of teleology and directiveness appeared to be outside the scope of science and to 
be the playground of mysterious, supernatural or anthropomorphic agencies, alien to science 
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and merely a misplaced projection of the observer's mind into a nature governed by 
purposeless laws (Bertalanffy, 1968). It is also hard to conceive of a living organism, not to 
speak of behaviour and human society, without taking into account what variously and rather 
loosely is called adaptiveness, purposiveness, goal -seeking and the like 
Indicating models to simulate such behaviour, 'equifinality', 'feedback control' and 'a design 
for a brain', three aspects of General Systems Theory, are worth mentioning. The tendency 
of first is towards a characteristic final state from different initial states and in different ways, 
based on dynamic interaction in an open system; the second, the homeostatic maintenance of 
a characteristic state or the seeking of a goal, is based on circular causal chains and 
mechanisms monitoring back information on deviations from the state to be maintained or the 
goal to be reached; and the last one, which was developed by Ashby and Bertalanfìÿ 
(coincidentally with different lines of interest and conclusion), is about step functions (see also 
'hierarchical function' of Pattee, 1970) defining a system, i.e. functions which jump into a new 
family of differential equations after a certain critical value is passed. Such a system adapting 
itself by, what biologist would call it, `trial and error' Teleological behaviour directed towards 
a characteristic final state or goal is not something off limits for natural science and an 
anthropomorphic misconception of processes which are undirected and accidental Rather, 
it is a form of behaviour which can well be defined in scientific terms and for which the 
necessary conditions and possible mechanisms can be indicated (Bertalant, 1968) Another 
attempt of this thesis is to provide those necessary conditions and possible mechanisms 
through which a scientific definition of endogenous development is obtainable In another 
word, this attempt should prove that the model of endogenous development, which has logical 
and philosophical basis, has also scientific explanations in relation to its behaviour (See the 
discussion about The Model in Chapter Four: 4.B.) 
3.B.2. Structuralism 
The discourse about system theory reviewed different principles of this philosophy in different 
fields to be able to explain the difficulties associated with the explanations of open systems, 
living systems and natural processes similar to the intentional processes of human beings To 
have a brief summary of these, it is worthwhile to remember that the idea of system theory 
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goes back to Leibnitz in 17th century. Gestalten was coined by Kohler and the others in 1927 
Boulding pursued system philosophy in economy. Morgenstern coined game theory' in 1947 
Norbert Wiener in 1948 coined Cybernetics in relation with the technology in calculation 
machines. Shannon and Weaver in 1949 coined information theory which, in their sense, is 
based on the concept of information defined by and expression isomorphic to negative entropy 
of thermodynamics. But, the relationship between information and organization, information 
theory and thermodynamics, remains a major problem and its application to science have 
remained rather unconvincing (Gilbert, 1966). Boulding, Rapoport, Ackoff and the others 
have founded the movement of organicism in biology and the other fields of science in the 
beginning of this century. In sociology, Whitehead, Hegel and Lotka who view the world from 
organism point of view are the follower of systemic approach (Farshad, 1983) 
The discourse has so far been considering the structure of systems in which, although things 
are going on, the system itself remains the same as time passes. From now on, the discussion 
will emphasise on systems that alter with the lapse of time (structure) Instead of the system 
question 'How can these observable be related in a statistical model' , structure answers the 
question What machine could generate this variety of observable' Systemness is a property 
which is over and above a totality of lower -order entities and relations Structure, on the other 
hand, is far less than a totality, being an abstract set of formal relations underlying the greater 
manifest richness of observable forms. Formal models for this general relationship. structure - 
transformation rule - observable form have been found in various branches of mathematics and 
logic (Hillier et al., 1972 -73). Alexander et al. (1981, p. 20) refer to the importance of the 
structural entity and say: "True feelings arise only when you thoroughly and deeply recognize 
the structure of a situation that exists and you do exactly the right thing at the right moment 
to respond to that situation." ' The result of such right feeling and acting is an environment 
which possesses what Alexander elsewhere calls the 'quality without name' 
10 Game Theory is a different approach but may he ranged among systextts sciences 
because it is oancerncd 
with the behaviour of supposedly 'rational' s  dly players to obtain maximal gains and minimal losses 
by appropriate 
strategies against the other player (or nature). Hence, it concerns essentially a 'system 
of antagonistic 'forces' 
with specifications. This theory was applied to war and politics hut one hardly feels that it has 
lead to an 
improvement of political decisions and the state of the world (Von Neumann et al . 
1947) 
The statement appeared in an interview in the fall 1981, issue 
of the Journal of Architectural Education 
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3.B.2.1. Irreversible Time and Irreversible History 
A field which is not an aggregation of elements, but an expression describing a set of relations 
between things governed by some overriding formative law, became the foundation of 'gestalt 
psychology', the first science of organisation in the human sphere The gestalt psychologists 
were able to show that in important ways perception was indeed not additive, figures not the 
sum of their parts. Then system theory, as originally explored, was an attempt to utilise the 
both lines of thought: the thermodynamic analogy and the gestalt concept in constructing a 
scientific alternative to the biological theories of mechanism and vitalism. Mechanism 
constructed the organism 'from the outside', whereas vitalism sought some extra 
principle at the centre of life. System theory sought to replace both concepts by theories 
based on the form of organization of living organism (Farshad, 1983) 
The application of the thermodynamic model to the study of organisms generated as a central 
theoretical question how the organisms, subject to a continuous programme of input, process, 
output, leading to its progressive replacement, nevertheless retains its internal coherence, 
unity and identity. What is it that stays the same when everything appears to change, or what 
is the invariance under transformation of a particular set of phenomena? 
The thermodynamics which is a science of irreversible physical process, the idea of history as 
an irreversible process, and the theory of evolution which opened up the dimension of time 
in the biological science all participated in the concern for the irreversible process Levi 
Strauss (1969) has extended the analogy to society. He contrasts the societies studied by 
anthropologists, which resembles clocks in that they do not have irreversible 'history', with 
modern 'historical' societies which like steam engines work on disequilibrium and differential 
energy and in which change, as a result, tends to be irreversible 
3.B.2.2. History of Science and Artificiality 
With the hindsight afforded by Simon's (1969) formulation, Hillier et al (1972-73) 
distinguished four stages in the history of science. The first stage in the history of science was 
the stage of the 'science of external nature' (Man was god like, the subject not the object of 
knowledge); and the second one, the stage of the 'sciences of Man' (although thereby became 
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an object of interest to science, he was still epistemologically and scientifically separate from 
the world he studied). The third in the history of science, according to where Man is located 
in the scientific scheme of things, was the stage of the 'Man- environment' paradigm. The 
following two lines of thought combine to give this stage: 
1. 'knowledge' was possible since Man, by his nature, imposed certain basic categories 
on the universe - such as space, time and causality - and that these need not therefore 
be thought of as intrinsic properties of nature itself, and 
2. 'evidence' for the influence of environment in the creation of different species 
In the fourth stage, that of 'sciences of artificial', instead of an abortive effort to link the study 
of Man through the study of nature, the sciences of the artificial are concerned with the 
artificial entities through which this relation is already mediated. Since this relation is already 
artificial, the scientific study of artifacts from tools to computers, from language to societies, 
from mythologies to cities becomes also the proper paradigm for the study of Man. The 
concept of structure as used increasingly in the non -natural science is now part of a 
fundamental concern in science for questions for form, order, system and transformation 
3.B.2.3. The Structural Models of Existent System Models 
The structure models are attempts to reproduce the underlying invariance of some structural 
reality that already exists. It is concerned to make models of models that seem already to exist 
within the system studied. These are the models through which the system represents itself to 
itself, thereby both regulating and transforming itself (see Section 3 A, General Theoretical 
Framework of Attitudes in this chapter). 
The whole purpose of the structural models is to offer a theory of difference and variety and 
this it does through theories of sameness. It proposes a deep abstract formation as the basis 
of richness and variety but its application returns it to the surface level, thereby losing variety 
and searching for a superficial sameness. Some structuralists believe that it is only through 
transformation that variety is to be explained and the dimension of time recovered. So, 
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time and change appear to be increasingly important dimensions in the study of any artificial 
domain [see also Chapter Four: Modelling (4.A)]. 
3.B.2.4. The Evolutionary Process and the Future 
The theory of evolution in biology, first, discovers the source both of stability and change in 
the historical development of the system in question. Secondly, it shows how a self -regulating 
system can create its own regulators which are themselves continuously changing with the 
system. Thirdly, it is an interactionist theory in that it shows how the 'environment' and the 
'organism' are bound together in the process of development and are mutually constructive 
Fourthly, it may be seen as a form of hypothetico- deductive system in which random 
mutations are proposed as hypotheses to the system as it has then evolved and these are then 
evaluated by the environment (Hillier et al., 1972 -73). In other words, it suggests that the 
machine can learn and change its rules as well as reproduce itself and keep itself in a 
relatively ordered and stable state. This idea is contradictory to that of purposeful 
systems which are self -idealized and aim towards perfection by their will. 
Modern evolutionary (structure) is also the internal account of the transmission of stability and 
the generation of variety. So the theory of stability of any system in nature or the artificial, 
including the ability to generate change, must be in space -time not in three dimensional 
synchronous space. A situation of structural stability of any particular point in time may be 
understood, but it will not be explicable on the basis of the synchronous interaction of 
'elements'. Beside those explanations cited before another definition refers to Smith (1968, p 
637) who sees all complex structure both as a record and a framework " The advancing 
interface leaves a pattern of structural perfection or imperfection which is both a record of 
historical events and a framework within future ones must occur " The evolutionary process 
in each phenomena is done by its structure. This structure belongs to the phenomena and 
it is not possible to use it for the other one. It is continually in change and its results is 
manifested in the phenomena. 
3.B.2.5. Transformational Approach and Level of Theory 
To be able to explain the evolutionary processes in living systems, there is a need for an 
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approach to pursue their structures which are to transform their entity while keeping their 
identity. In sociology, the synchronous dimension is associated with 'description' and the 
diachronous dimension with Theory'. These concepts have resulted in considerable difficulties 
in the social sciences and few unambiguously successful examples of either strategy exist at 
a nontrivial level. The transformation approach rewrites both strategies at a fundamental level, 
locating both at the level of theory, and using the notion of'generation' to show connections 
between different observable forms and to explain connections in terms of time sequences 
(Hillier et al., 1972 -73). Showing the relation between the two levels or their sequences, the 
same source argued in page 27 that: "the whole question of'causality' in its naive form is made 
redundant in favour of relations which are pervasively generative and connected without being 
explicitly 'causal' at every level of resolution. The observation that in the last analysis in all 
systems some local determinism prevails is to say no more than no event is arbitrary and this 
is, of course, trivial." [See the discussion about cause and effect in Chapter Four The Model 
(4.B) to find out that, despite this idea, it is a matter of significance.] 
The trend towards 'phenomenological' approaches against the 'positivist' line of 'scientific' 
sociology is largely the result of failing to understand that science operates in a domain where 
consciousness and causality do not stand in paradoxical opposition to each other 
Structuralism, which follows the dual pattern of theoretical science by investigating formalism 
and empirical realities in parallel, allies itself easily with science without implying the eventual 
subjection of the human race to robot -like control. On the contrary, its subject matter is the 
condition for human liberation. This point of view both corresponds to natural science and 
avoids applying concepts like 'causality'. The importation of such concepts into fields like 
sociology has led to endless debate between those who take the 'scientific' view and those who 
argue that this cannot account for consciousness and the individual The trend towards 
'phenomenological' approaches, against the 'positivist' line of 'scientific' sociology, is ascribed 
by Hillier et al. (1972 -73) to be largely the result of failing to understand that science today 
operates in a domain where consciousness and causality do not stand in opposition to each 
other. Hereby, it is conceivable to see production process, one of the endogenous 
development paradigms, as a transformational approach in artificial domain. The 
stimulus of production process paradigm (i.e. ultimate /final cause) provides 
both 
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consciousness and causality in the process simultaneously which is the characteristic of 
symbolic structures in ideal -seeking systems. [See the main discussion in Chapter Four 
The Model (4.B).] 
3.B.2.6. Symbolic Systems and Transformation 
The suggested concept of the individual as the source of society and its processes as symbolic 
system has no place in structuralism, since all structures - e.g. languages or cities - exist 
independent of any individual and are passed through time as culturally transmitted and 
transformed genotypes. The individual is not the prime mover and structures do not arise out 
of the interaction of individuals or their behaviour. The individual is relatively secondary to 
the processes by which societies transform their structural inheritance. But having abandoned 
the individual as the source of existing structures, s/he may be recovered as a unique and 
creative being, because s /he is the product of structures which exist independent of her/him 
Each individual acquires genotypic cultural structure, but because the concept of 'rule 
governed creativity' describes human behaviour, the individual produces endless idiosyncratic 
transformations (Hillier et al., 1972 -73). The same source later in page 73 described human 
beings as they are: "variety machines, not conditioned automata or mystical egos " 
The individual is the source of the increase of variety, but s/he is also the product of the 
variety production of nature. S/he can produce variety by transformation differentiating 
structures because s/he herself/himself is linked back into universal history and s/he is a 
product of its morphology. Structuralism not only has a stake in the emergent synthetic 
paradigm of science; it is also itself the paradigm of creativity (Ibid ) But, what answer do 
structuralists have to the problem of the emergence of order, particularly that of creative. 
novel order? Atomists ascribe the emergence of order to some principle of interaction between 
the parts of which the entity is made. This hardly seems a promising approach to the complex 
organization of living systems, let alone their creative behaviour 
One of the most conflicts between Aristotle and Hippocrates, an atomist, was on this area As 
Goodwin (1972) explains, Hippocrates contended that the general similarity of static and 
dynamic form between parents and offspring was due to the transmission of specific 
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substances from parental organs to the embryo. Hippocrates's position was clear specific 
structure is transmitted by specific substances. The modern version of this theory is equally 
clear and unambiguous: the resemblance between parents and offspring arises in consequence 
of the transmission of specific genes from one generation to the next But, Aristotle's 
objections to the atomist position are both simple and convincing. How, he asked, could a 
young man without a beard transmit to a son the substance required to grow a beard if that 
substance had to come from the beard itself? Or how could a man who had lost his hands in 
battle, say, nevertheless transmit the capacity to form hands in his offspring? Goodwin (1972) 
suggests that: 
"The problem here is that between potential generative capacity and the realization of 
that potential. What substance can carry such potential? Aristotle contended that from 
substance alone one cannot make deductions about form, that knowing the 
composition of something is not sufficient to determine its structure One must add 
to substance a principle of organization, which for Aristotle was a form or an idea, 
immanent in the process whereby order of a characteristic type emerges from disorder 
or lower order, as the embryo from the egg." 
A genetic system involves the transmission from one generation to the next of something or 
another. Waddington (1969) calls it 'information' which has to be carried by some material 
structure. This sort of'information' is purely genotypic. It is simply transmitted and itself does 
nothing to its surrounding so as to produce from them anything that can be regarded as a 
phenotype. But, how this information works in a living system comparable to biological ones'' 
3.B.2.7. Structural Information in Living Systems 
Explaining the difference between General System Theory and Cybernetics, Bertalanffy (1968, 
p. 228) claims that the open system model is kinetic and cybernetic formulation is the dynamic 
interaction of its components and it does not talk about information Cybernetics is based on 
feedback and information and by way of feedback information a desired value is maintained, 
so, it is not a metabolism. He then adds. "Except for the immediate satisfaction of biological 
needs Man lives in a world not of things but of symbols " Although Wiener (1948, p 156) 
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agrees with the idea that life at the human and social level is too bounded up with symbolic 
systems, as Bertalanffy does, but he also asserts that "the community consists of individuals 
with shifting relations in space and time and no permanent unbreakable physical connections 
The secret is the intercommunication of its members.... The community extends only so far 
as there extends an effectual transmission of information." [An emphasis should be given to 
the discussion about organisms (as purposive systems) and organizations (as purposeful 
systems). See (3.B.1.8.) in this section for more details.] 
Biological theories have advanced beyond the simple finite informational concept of 
cybernetics towards 'structured information' or symbolic concepts whose models are to be 
found in structural linguistics, anthropology and mathematics. Moreover, it appears to be 
precisely through the transmission of such non -deterministic but 'unfoldable' symbolic 
structures that living organisms retain their stable forms yet participate in a gradual evolution 
Leibniz's (1965) metaphor shows that preformulationism could be improved by replacing the 
concept of a readymade miniature version (built environment) on innate structures (cognition) 
with the notion of a blueprint (comparable to the thesis's suggestion that of production 
process but in a certain area) that is a set of instruction to be carried out through a series of 
transformations, that never and nowhere is any perfect similarity to be found and therefore 
that intelligibility to science could be reconciled with the total existence of variety and 
differences. 
In order to have a living system comparable to biological ones, Waddington (1969, p 362) 
points to system theory by suggesting that "it has to include not only genetically transmissible 
'information' but this information has to do something to its surrounding We need 
transmissible instruction or programmes." Goodwin (1972) has suggested in a similar vein 
"An organism inherits a fixed set of hypotheses and its life may be viewed as an unfolding of 
hypotheses consistent with these constraints " He also classifies hypotheses into 'good' 
hypotheses about this world which can be retained and stored and 'bad' ones which are 
discarded. Being concerned about different interpretations of teleology between systemic 
approaches and that of structuralism and similar to the classification of General System 
Theory about animates and inanimate (such as state- maintaining, goal- seeking, multi -goal- 
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seeking; purposive; and purposeful systems), Structuralism has its own criteria (such as 
'programmes') for distinguishing the living processes from nonliving processes. In this regard, 
Higgins (1970, p. 373) sees some of the biologists classification for living processes 
inadequate when he asserts: "The really distinctive thing about living processes is that they 
exhibit programmed activity while non -living processes do not Feeding, replication, 
excretion, homeostasis, all these properties are exhibited by fire. It consumes fuel, it 
multiplies; it produces hard ashes; it is hard to blow out. But, it is not programmed " 
Higgins (1970) believes that the programmed activity founded in nature is marked by at least 
one characteristic which has not yet been successfully copied by the engineers In nature, the 
controlling programmes do not merely determine the way in which an organism reacts to its 
environment. They also control the actual construction of the organism and its replication 
including the replication of the programmes themselves. This is very important, because the 
small alterations which sometimes occur during replication lead to phenotypic'= variations 
upon which natural selection can then operate. So he says, life is not merely 'programmed 
activity' but 'self -programmed' activity. 
Waddington (1969) states that the genotypes of higher organisms contain enormous numbers 
of genes. Now, if a gene is considered to be as an instruction and some body thinks of the 
number of ways these instructions can be combined with one another and interact with the 
surroundings, the possible number of combinations is astronomical In these terms, he 
suggests a multidimensional space with one dimension for each type of gene, so that a 
particular genotype can be represented as a single point within it. Now, from any particular 
genotype there eventually develops a corresponding phenotype which again we could locate 
as a point within a multidimensional phenotype space. However, between the genotype space 
and the phenotype space there is a whole series of processes in which the various genetic 
instruction interact with one another and interact also with the conditions of the environment 
in which the organism is developing. The system, therefore moves from the genetic space into 
the phenotype space through what Waddington calls it an 'epigenetic space', i e a space of 
12 The genotype - what is transmitted: the DNA - and the phototype - what is produced when the genotype 
is used as instructions (Waddington, 1969) 
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developmental processes which are tending to push the developing processes in one direction 
or another. Now, not all these 'epigenetic operators' arise from the instructions in the 
genotype; some of them originate from the environment. He completes his suggestion by 
pointing to another stage which he named 'fitness'. This dimensional stage, he says, is the only 
space where natural selection can operate ". 
3.B.2.8. Homeorhesis and Structural Stability 
Another point which Waddington (1969) emphasises is that higher organisms usually exhibit 
a kind of stability. He has used the words canalization or 'homeorhesis' to describe this. The 
latter is a new word. It is related to the systemic expression homeostasis which is used in 
connection with systems which keep some variable at a stable value as time passes A 
thermostat, for instance, is a device for producing homeostasis of temperature, or in the 
biological world it is well known that there is a homeostasis of the level of carbon dioxide in 
the blood which is adjusted by varying the rate of breathing, for instance, so that the 
concentration of dissolved gas remains constant. He uses the word homeorhesis when what 
is stabilized is not a constant value but is a particular course of change in time If something 
happens to alter a homeorhetic system, the control mechanisms do not bring it back to where 
it was at the time the alteration occurred, but bring it back to where it would normally have 
got to at some later time. A homeorhetic system is rather like a stream running down the 
bottom of a valley, if a landslide occurs and pushes the stream off the valley bottom, it does 
not come back to the stream bed at the place where the diversion occurred, but some way 
farther down the slope. For more explaining the principle of homeorhesis Waddington adds 
"The general characteristics of the epigenetic space can be described by the 
instructions in the genotype which interact together to produce a system which moves 
along a stabilized time trajectory Environmental influences may operate in such a way 
as to tend to push the system off the trajectory, but its tendency towards homeorhesis, 
tt 
Waddington's proposal is somehow applicable in artificial domain or intentional processes. 
therefore it is 
similar to endogenous model wtiich is propounded in this thews, i.e..' cing genotype space similar 
to subjective 
cause: epigenetic spaox to objective cause: phenotype span: to formal cause: and titness space is similar 
to end- 
projects vdien they are in the competition in market stilticn causing by supply- demand paradigm (sue Chapter 
Four: : 4.B for more details). The missing element in this model. comparing with 
the Endogenous I)cvelopmc nt 
Model, would be the final/ultimate cause which makes endogenous systems purposeful 
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will tend to bring the system back on to the normal path again " 
So, it appears to be precisely through the transmission of such non -deterministic but 
'unfoldable' symbolic structures that living organisms retain their stable forms yet 
participate in a gradual evolution. 
The gestalt psychologists could show that figures are not the sums of their parts. Because, in 
important ways perception was not indeed additive. For example, the composition of four 
triangles might result in five triangles (Figure 3.B.6). System theory used the thermodynamic 
analogy and the gestalt concept in constructing a scientific alternative to the biological 
theories of mechanism and vitalism. Gestalt theory may also help to achieve better 
understanding of the principle of homeorhesis in biology. It may help to explain the negative 
forces which push society towards affliction or positive forces which pull it collectively 
towards productivity and development (see Figure 3.B.6). Participating in a gradual cultural 
evolution and economic progression, the symbolic structure of society can retain its stable 
form only in a coherent context. This invisible entity1', which is more than the sums of the 
individuals, is also responsible for the quality of changes in productive ways It may be seen 
as cultural identity which is different from the feedback control whose nature is that of 
information (see Chapter Four: 4.B for more explanation about production process) These 
exceptional. dynamical constraints or controls which have no clear physical explanation (i e 
no currently conceivable 'direct interaction' interpretation) have been referred to by Pattee (in 
Waddington, 1970, p. 120) who believes will help to distinguish life from inanimate matter 
He says: "We will not find such an explanation by inventing new words for our descriptions 
of each level of hierarchical control. Instead we will have to learn how collection of matter 
produces their own internal descriptions." 
11 It is, perhaps, similar to the 'quality without name' of Alexander (1981). 
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Figure 3.B.6 Invisible forms and forces of a system which are not the sums of its parts 
The usage of Gestalt theory in defining the invisible forms and firc es of a system 
Source: the author 
3.B.2.9. The Collective Action of a Group and Principle of hierarchy 
In society, a set of laws is legislated by the collective action of the group but applied to 
individuals of the group; or in the development of the organism, the collective interactions of 
neighbouring cells control the growth or genetic expression of an individual cell Recognizing 
the essential characteristic of hierarchical organization, Pattee (in Waddington, 1970, pp 124 
-125) indicates that the collective constrains which affect the individuals elements always 
appear to produce some 'integrated functions' of the collection In other words and out of the 
innumerable collective interactions of subunits which constrain the motions of individual 
subunits, some coherent activities are recognizable. In common language, hierarchical 
constraints produce specific actiones or are designed for some purposes. Then he suggests 
three conditions for a hierarchy : 
a) autonomy; (that is a closed physical system. ) 
b) elements in the system; (which obey laws of physics ) and 
c) collections of elements. (These constrain individual elements ) 
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Talking about 'structural hierarchies' and 'functional hierarchies', the same source asserts that 
there are structural hierarchies in all nature, both living and lifeless, but functional hierarchies 
are seen as essential characteristic of life from enzyme molecule to the brain and its creations 
He suggests that 'being hierarchic' requires that the system controls its dynamics through an 
internal record which has some aspects of 'self-observation' 
The basic strategy of aggregating behaviour statistically as a conceptual model, which relates 
the aspects of intelligence together and which can be expected to be progressively refined as 
the research programme develops, bears a remarkably formal resemblance to the 'system 
approach'. Researchers like Piaget, on the other hand, have taken a quite different view of 
'intelligence'. Instead of aggregating behaviour within a framework of general assumption 
about what 'intelligence' is and what behaviour indicates its presence, the question has been 
what kind of structure must exist in the operation of cognition for such behaviour to be 
possible? Piaget used logic literally as models for his theories. The models that Piaget makes 
are simulations of structures which must in some sense already exist in the child for those 
behaviours to be possible. On the other hand, the structure that Chomsky proposes is not 
simply a convention defined for the scientist's purposes from outside the system Hillier et al 
(1972 -73) consider it as an attempt to make a model of those structures that must already 
exist, for example, within a language in order for it to be possible for that language to be used 
in a rule- governed creative way. 
Chomsky's strategy corresponds with recent suggestion in theoretical biology For example, 
Pattee (in Waddington, 1970) distinguishes life as different phenomenon from inanimate 
matter by exceptional dynamical constraints or controls which have no clear physical 
explanation (i.e. no currently conceivable 'direct interaction' interpretation) Therefore, 
structural models are attempts to reproduce the underlying invariance of some structured 
reality that already exists. It is concerned to make models of models that seem already to exist 
within the system studied. 
3.B.2.9.1. The Applications of Structuralism in Artificial Domain 
The concept of structure as used increasingly in the non -natural science is part of a 
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fundamental and pervasive concern in science for questions for form, order, system and 
transformation. For instance, language became an object of empirical study and this study 
was naturally carried out from a historical point of view. Boole (1854, p 25) has tried to 
show that language, with all its variability, expresses certain underlying structural laws of 
thought. He saw language as a device for carrying out reasoning. So, he claimed that "in 
studying the laws of signs we are in fact studying the manifested laws of reasoning " The 
structure of language emerges from the subject and constitutes the externalisation of the 
structure of the subject's thought. Hillier et al. (1972 -73) agree that the historical approach 
cannot explain language in the way that it is able to explain organic life. As a whole, the 
semiological science resist history and the diachronic perspective as universal explanations 
The same source indicates that in structuralist methodology, the foundation are laid in 
the semiological synthesis of mathematics, logic and language 
De Saussure (1966) proposes kinds of'elements' in language which are basically relationship 
He denies the existence of concrete 'elements' in language or any other system. He proposes 
an abstraction as the 'unit' and a formal structure as the source of systemness. This formulation 
easily contains the existence of higher -order properties for the system as a whole which do 
not emerge from the interaction of the elements. Therefore, systemness of any natural, social 
or environmental whole cannot arise only from the interaction of units within that system 
Systemness arise from the transformational history of the system and its units regulated by the 
system itself as it evolves. This is the fundamental point for Hillier et al (1972 -73) who claim 
that any system must be explained in terms of its history as it transmitted through the structure 
of its units and regulated by the evolving systemic regulators. De Saussure (1966, p 115 ) 
shows that the content of language is only fixed by the concurrence of everything that exist 
outside. He says: "Being part of a system, it is endowed not only with signification but also 
with a value which is something quite different." De Saussure (1966, p 104) denies the 
existence of concrete 'elements' in language or any other system 
"The linguistic entity only exists through the association of the signifier and signified 
Instead of a concrete entity we are faced with a mere abstraction succession of 
sounds is linguistic only if it supports an idea. Language does not offer itself as a 
set 
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of pre -delimited signs that need only be studied according to their meaning and 
arrangement.... Just as a game of chess is entirely in the combination of the different 
chess pieces, language is characterised as a system based entirely on the opposition 
of its concrete units.... Language has the strange, striking characteristic of not having 
entities that are perceptible at the outside." 
Since throughout the domains of the artificial are structures which are used in everything life, 
but not understood in any formal sense by the users, structuralism proposes in essence the 
reconstruction of what is already known. Therefore by applying this proposal in a broader 
domain, the author would like to claim that built environment as an abstract entity does 
exist through the association of the users and products and is not perceptible at the 
outside of the space between them. 
It is through the bond between structure and transformation and the relation of both to the 
surface appearance of things that the link between evolutionary perspectives in biology and 
structuralism in the sciences of the artificial can be made. The discovery that the inner 
architecture of form was not given in its surface appearance and its explanation required 
concepts of function, transformational time and the mathematical transformations 'Structure' 
is said to be in all cases some set of logic - mathematical relations that underlay morphological 
variety and give rise to properties of systemness 
Structuralism has only recently begun to be explored in environmental sciences, but as 
elsewhere, its first outcome is reformulation at a theoretical level In this case, the entire 
research strategy based on opposing variable subjects to variable environments and searching 
for systematic patterns in the relationship - structure is ignored on both sides - may he 
redefined in terms of the language- speech distinction referred to by Hillier et al (1972-73) 
The formal equivalent to 'language' as a structural whole is the morphology of physical 
environment as a social manifestation (plan). The equivalent to speech is the individual 
or group transformation and elaboration of that structure (strategy). The latter is 
almost certainly governed by gradually changing codes. 
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In the process of constructing the language, which is introduced as the structure of 
environment, the elements and the interactions of them is one of the necessities In fact, 
language is the manifestation of these interactions. This way will clarify a kind of language or 
a kind of environment. Therefore, it is possible to say that these interactions create the 
structure of one society: 
a) relationship between element and itself; 
b) relationship between element and the others; and 
c) relationship between element and the nature. 
Therefore, if one of the structural elements did not have any relationship with the other 
members, it would not have any identity and would not have any form of contribution to the 
structure of the subject indeed. Consequently, kinds of relation of each element with itself, 
with the other members and with the environment itself, its achievement will manifest, 
experiment, exceed and develop. This communication action should occur during the 
process in order to bring these changes from mind to observe and from mental to material If 
there was not any communication, transferring would not occur and process would not he 
controlled and checked, hence there would not be any regulation period 
The process will be more complicated, if the number of structural elements is increased In 
fact, any process is identified by its number of elements and also by its capacity of elements' 
transformed information. It has been also mentioned by some commentators that in organic 
growth situations, the mechanism of using the natural patterns in artificial domain is 
automated, but in unnatural situations and disasters (wars, attacks, diseases, weaknesses. 
recompensing, ...) this character faces danger and the complication of unbalanced character 
of this mechanism occurs in both system and structure (see Appendix One Section (e) for the 
discussion about Hasty Development in Harsh Situation) The rate of growth of artificial in 
different societies is also different and that is because of their understanding of definitions of 
system and structure and also because of their interfering in the rules of these concepts 
The traditional approach to living space modelling, which aims to relate patterns of activity 
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to patterns of space, gives way to an account of the generation of space by society and of its 
subsequent transformation and elaboration. A continuous process of transformation, including 
both designers and users, is substituted for the implicit opposition within current paradigms 
of the design of space and its use. Both can be located in a continuous transformational 
perspective. The approach which has called 'socio- spatial morphology aims initially to account 
for certain generic forms of space as expression of social processes. These elementary forms 
are structures. These elementary structures, since they embody semantics, contain within 
themselves the rules for higher -order aggregations which are likely to be established. These 
characteristic patterns by which the internal structure of lower -order forms are connected to 
higher -order structures are called by Hillier et al. (1972 -73) 'aggregation modes' 
These is a central focus of the above theory since there are relatively few aggregation modes 
for collection of buildings which define the characteristic forms of built environment and are 
intuitively recognised and used in certain ways. The aggregation modes give rise, by 
elaboration of the defined spaces, to an equally limited number of 'structurally stable morphs' 
where structural stability is accounted for both in terms of physical and social factors and in 
terms of the evolution of the spaces. The same source counts the more interesting forms of 
structural stability in socio- spatial morphs as those where elaboration has led to a property of 
denseness and thus the metric properties" of the space also contribute to structural stability 
Conclusion of System View & Structuralism 
Time itself is cyclic and by of its returning seasons we review the progress and growth of our 
understanding. The universe and Man's consciousness (the macrocosm and the microcosm) 
consist in a continuum and a dynamic whole. Within all the universal continuum, we are 
limited by space -time to successive and analytic observation of its parts Chemical changes. 
for example, have been occurring in a millionth of a second, others occupy many years and 
now it is possible to look briefly at chemical change over two billion years, not any single 
change but the trend of chemistry over evolutionary time One such trend has already been 
IS Further exploration of these properties mai require more information in details atout 
aggregation and 
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encountered and has been our guiding principle that dictated by the second law of 
thermodynamics. But, there is another trend which seems diametrically opposed to this the 
creation and evolution of life. This is a long story of increasing entropy from the void of the 
first day to the supreme organization of Man himself Even beyond this the trend continues 
as Man progresses towards a unity of nations. 
The discourse reviewed that it is almost conceivable to consider a scientific understanding of 
human society and its laws in a somewhat modest way. Such knowledge can teach us not only 
what human behaviour and society have in common with other organizations, but also what 
is their uniqueness. Here, the main doctrine will be: Man is not only a political animal, he is, 
before and above all, an individual. The real values of humanity are not those which it shares 
with biological entities, the function of an organism or a community of animals, but those 
which stem from the individual mind. Human society is not a community of ants or termites 
governed only by inherited instinct and controlled by the laws of the superordinate whole, it 
is based upon the achievements of the individual and is doomed if the individual is made a 
mess in the social productive forces in building the environment 
For the 'general system' model to serve as a basis for a theory of built environment, the system 
has to manifest its systemness in synchronous three -dimensional space, not in space time, since 
system theory does not regard the time dimension as a source of systemness itself, but as the 
source of state changes. To introduce time into the theory of systemness itself requires the 
transmission of internal structure, so there would even be a hope that theories for artificial 
systems, e.g. cities, should not just take the form proposed by General System Theory The 
possible approaches to systemness are identified by 
1. the 'direct interaction' or 'general system' model, 
2 the 'finite information' or 'cybernetic' model, and 
3. the 'non -finite structured information' model of theoretical biology 
Translate into the situation of an environmental designer, structuralism means simply that in 
order to project her/his imagination into the future with any hope of successful outcomes s/he 
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must study how the structure of the past has produced the structure of the present Like 
biology, it is necessary to learn to see people as variety producing systems, the structure of 
which is not in their power to change, but whose future developmental pathway may in some 
sense be modified or even altered. On the other hand, the evolutionary paradigm of modern 
science requires Man to see himself as a designer in the level of purposeful systems seeking 
his ideals rather than as automaton programmed by the environment or by its genetic 
inheritance. The designer transmits a half -understood structural past into a different future 
whose frame can be designed and this is the paradigm for human behaviour and the concern 
of the model of endogenous development. 
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TOWARDS A MODEL OF ENDOGENOUS IDFVFF_,OPMENT 
Deductive Approach for 
Analysing the Literature 
PART ONE 
Abduct:ye Approach  for 
Synthesising the Achoevernents 
and Modeling the Hypothesis 
Inductive Approach fo, 
Evaluateig the Elyporhe us 
PART TWO PART THREE 
INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER FOUR 
Chapter Four brings together the intellectual resources of Part One and mediates these 
through the theoretical treatment realised in Part Two. The intention is to arrive at a 
hypothetical tool for interpreting real -life data which will be tested and supported in an actual 
situation in Part Three. It is subdivided into two sections: Modelling and The Model These 
allow a progression from a general study of model forms and structures to the crystallisation 
of a definitive model that suits the use perceived by the author. 
A 'model', in its widest sense, is a system for the interpretation, simplification and expansion 
of any thought. More specifically to this research, models are techniques whereby human 
ingenuity arranges variables pertinent to investigation to express their functionality within an 
overall phenomenon. Models must be constructed on an anticipation of the interrelations of 
the data express these in the clearest manner The first section, Modelling, 
studies these in order to enable the author to design a highly particularised model The second 
section will go on to employ two of these techniques, i e 'mapping the consequences' and 
'grids', to describe complex paradigms inherent within the model of endogenous development 
At this juncture, it is essential to consider the human reading of the environment through 
signs, symbols, needs and collective knowledge These are the primary stimuli to people - 
centred development and, through social continuity and transformation, represent the truc 
context and indicator of endogenous development - growth from within Previous chapters 
covered scientific issues that explained changes and control systems and this chapter is about 
philosophical issues that introduced cause and effect relationships, logical thoughts that 
formulated inductive and deductive reasoning. These discourses will now converge into a 
single model that encapsulates two paradigms, 'production process' which relates cause to 
effect, the diachronous to the synchronous dimensions, and 'supply- demand', the synchronous 
matching of products to each other and to requirements These paradigms are mutually 
supportive and the outcome of this interaction is the evolution of thoughts and the progression 
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Introduction to Modelling 
Information is usually used in solving problems of an adaptive -learning control system when 
the intention is to make decision (see Figure 3.B.4 in Chapter Three) Decision making is a 
process which converts information into instructions Instructions are messages that are 
intended to affect the behaviour of the systems which are controlled in a way that improves 
its performance. Decision making also requires thought and thought requires mental 
manipulation of a representation, a concept or a model, of what we are going to decide about 
Through such representations a decision maker can determine what alternatives are available 
to her/him and what the consequences of each are likely to be. 
One of the intellectual legacies of the Systems Age is the ability to formulate explicit, 
quantitative and accurate representations of problem situations. These representations are 
usually expressed in symbolic form, hence they are called by Ackoff (1974) 'symbolic models' 
He argues that the use of symbolic models to represents things rather than problems is not a 
scientific achievement for solving the problems. He suggests two parts for a symbolic model 
of a problem. The first is an equation that relates a measure of system performance to those 
aspects of the problem situation, both controlled and uncontrolled, that can affect it The 
performance equation has the following form 
('ontrolkd Variables 
Performance of the System = A Specified Relationship between do 
Uncontrolled Variables 
Performance of the system may include such quantities as the number of houses built per year, 
expected life, cost of project or net profit (end -projects) Controlled variables may include 
such factors as the number of people involved, the amounts of money spend on material, the 
kind of material used and the location and size of a facility to be built Uncontrolled variables 
may include such things as weather, national economic conditions, the cost of labour, 
competitive behaviour and consumer performances The second part of the model expresses 
the limits within which each of the controlled variables can be manipulated Therefore, the 
solution to a modelled problem consists of those values of the controlled variables that. within 
the specified constraints and under the relevant uncontrolled conditions, yield the best 
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performance of the system. A solution that does so is said by the same source to be 'optimal' 
Many people find that it is often useful and enlightening to have visual illustrations of these 
models. This section is, therefore, provided with a number of diagrams and figures These are 
not intended to express facts about quantities of things like the usual graphs one sees 
in scientific books. They are strictly illustrations of ideas and their purpose is to 
stimulate one's imagination to seize the point of what an idea is about. They are not 
drawn in the way that has been conventional for illustrations in technical or most other 
intellectual books, but have been performed to combine the intellectual capacity to grasp the 
ideas or the complex things with the visual imagination to find a way of symbolizing them 
To find a way of symbolizing the visual imaginations of the ideas or complex things, there is 
a need to explain the word 'complexity' first. Many try to give a definition of'complexity' 
which is meaningful enough to help measuring exactly how complex a system is Apparently, 
it is something to do with the number of elements which can be separately identified in the 
system and with the number of ways in which they are related, but it is often a matter of 
choice how many elements one wishes to distinguish and how far s/he wants to follow up the 
expansions of their relationships and interconnections (Waddington, 1 977) Furthermore, the 
increase in the complexity of relations is the combinations of instructions instead of 
relations between things. For instance, there are only a very small number of rules for moves 
which can be made in chess when these few rules are carried out alternately by two players 
This is the result of different positions of the pieces of the board which is enormous 
There exists also a limitation of the capacity of the human brain in dealing with the complex 
world. Without the assistance of the symbolic concepts, a person would be reduced either to 
taking decision in the light of only seven or eight particular facts or to turning the whole 
things over to a computer which would be programmed to process the complex according to 
a predetermined relationship which presupposes a solution Therefore, the attempts to deal 
with complex situations have to be carried out within the limitations of the brain These 
limitations are rather severe. Because, the number of items it can consider simultaneously is 
tiny. For example, if it is subject to several incoming stimuli to various sense organs, in 
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general it can discriminate and recognize only about seven or eight at once This is a 
remarkably small 'channel capacity' to use the electrical engineers' term (Ibid ) 
The same source defines these simultaneous items and says that these seven or eight ideas, 
that can be brought into immediate consciousness, need not be items of specific detailed 
information. Some of them may be complex ideas or theories synthesizing into a single 
concept, a mass of minute details. The process of formulating theoretical concepts is the 
only device to deal with the highly complex world. 
It is not possible to give anything like a complete or accurate picture of the complexity of the 
world which has been tried with the imperfect instructions which can be estimated only 
indirectly by figures and shapes which give indications of trends rather than anything more 
precise. It is also obvious that no single person 'knows' all of the available information or even 
has access to it, but s/he may be able to find any particular item, if s/he search enough for it 
The consequence of this may be that it becomes easier to rediscover a fact rather than to find 
out whether somebody else has already discovered and described it. However, it is optimistic 
to think that anyone really knows how to deal with the situation in the complex world To be 
able to do this, Waddington (1977) suggests some mix of the followings 
a) teaching general principles, (which will go out of date only slowly ) 
b) teaching methods for finding out rapidly and fairly comprehensively the up -to -date 
factual information; [which will put flesh on these bare bones at any time when it 
becomes necessary to apply the (c) and (d). ) 
c) teaching methods of classifying information into some hierarchies, (so that the items 
relevant to a particular context can be rapidly filtered out ) and 
d) instilling motivation for continuing self -education after the period of formal education 
has ceased. 
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But, what this mix should be and how to achieve these ends still remain to be worked out 
Therefore, an attempt has been made to define the ways one classifies information into some 
hierarchies (models) and their limitations of describing the situations In this regard, Carter 
et al. (1984) indicate that a good systemic model describes a situation to its participants in 
such a way that: 
a) they feel that it makes sense of their experience of the situation and its context, 
b) they can commit themselves to it as a framework around which to coordinate their 
actions; and 
c) when they do so they find it useful so that their expectations of it are appropriate and 
they are unlikely to be surprised by unexpected outcomes 
4.A.1. Different Kinds of Model 
Physical sciences judge 'truth' or 'validity' by how well a descriptive model can predict how 
things will turn out under a wide range of conditions on different occasions and for different 
observers. In the social sciences, situations are usually so complex and variable that they never 
repeat exactly. Because people are 'free' beings, they can choose (within limits) what they do, 
so, they can often prevent a predicted outcome happening if they want to, i e they can 
undermine predictions. In applied social sciences, as when an analyst applies systems of ideas 
to organisational analysis, there are additional problems due to deadlines and limited resources 
and the central involvement of both client and analyst. So, unambiguous objective validity, as 
understood by the physical sciences, is impossible (Carter et al , 1984) 
However in both situations, a model is usually used to yield predicted hypotheses The test 
of the consistency or inconsistency of the predictions with events can be used to modify the 
theory and the selection of facts. The predictions themselves may, of course, alter some of the 
facts. Barran Brown (1972) claims that the usefulness of the model depends on its fruitfulness 
in yielding hypotheses which prove to be consistent with events 
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Among different kinds of model, systemic models are most popular among the built 
environment professionals. Carter et al. (1984) classify systemic models into a 'causal network 
model' and a 'purposive model'. The 'causal network' model emphasises systematic factors 
(opportunities which may be created by supply -demand relationship in the model of 
endogenous development whose function is in surface- structure of the system) but underplays 
individual choice. The 'purposive' model emphasises the process of pursuing a target The 
'purposeful' model emphasises the act of choice (similar to design process which is a part of 
the production process paradigm and its function is in deep -structure of the system') The 
emphasis a person chooses depends on her/his beliefs and values. If s/he wants to regard 
human behaviour as economically and socially determined, s/he may probably prefer the 
'causal net' rather than the 'purposeful' model. There is also an argue that it may be as much 
a matter of respect and affection as of intellectual argument. 
There is also a precise definition of the meaning of structure and process in system view In 
system terms, the 'structure' of a situation tends to include the aspects that support and 
contain the situation, but also those aspects that constrain and limit it For example in theatre, 
there is usually a fixed setting (scenery, furniture, cast -list and costumes) and a set of 
relatively fixed background relationships that show the previous history before the play began 
- the wife has a husband, the house belongs to somebody, the key fits the lock, the river marks 
the boundary, etc. Against this structural background, the theatrical action takes place - 
transient interchanges, transient events, transient interrelations as the story unfolds and the 
characters and relationships develop. In system terms, this is the 'process' of a situation which 
often includes those aspects that promote change and growth (the changing pressures, the 
emotional charges, the energy and motivation) but also the aspects that promote 
fragmentation and defensiveness such as the conflicts, the explosions and the collapses 
(Ibid 
This definition of structure and process is more likely to be different from those which have 
been discussed in the previous chapter (structuralism), when the trend of the discourse 
went 
towards the identification of living systems and ideal -seeking systems This difference 
will be 
discussed more precisely in the next section of this chapter 
' See Chapter Four: The Model (4.B). 
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The difference between structure and process in systemic approach is similar to the difference 
between nouns and verbs. In the phrase 'architect builds houses', architect and the houses are 
structure, 'building' is process. But, verbs can become nouns. If 'architect is the builder of the 
houses', 'the builder' is now a noun - process has become structure So, there is a lot of 
flexibility about which parts are noun -like structures and which are verb -like processes It 
needs to be clear that which are using as which; there is also a need for its consistency Both 
structure and process should be used together - a description will not work if it is all nouns 
or all verbs (Ibid.). 
The same source continues that structure and process are not just convenient descriptive 
categories. The relationship between them often has a remarkable effect on the 'climate' of a 
situation and since it involves the balance between the forces for stability and the forces for 
change it may determine the direction that event may take. Moreover, relationships can be 
either structure or process depending on whether they are stable or transient Two items have 
'a relationship' if it makes a significant difference to one of them if the other is removed For 
instance, if one firm goes out of business and this affects another firm clearly the two firms 
'had a relationship' (Figure 4.A. 1). If one was the subsidiary of the other, this was probably 
a 'structural relationship'. If it is just that one had sold something to the other , but had not yet 
been paid, this is probably a 'process relationship' 
Without Relationship Structural Relationship Process Relationship On. 
-sided Relat»nshsp 
Figure 4.A. I The structural and process relationships between two items 
[adapted to Carter et al. (1984)] 
Source: the author 
4.A.1.1. Structure: Components and Background Relationships 
Components are anything that people in the situation regard as physical or abstract 
entities 
(structural features they treat in a noun -like way), features that exist rather than happen 
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For instance, any of the following can be treated as 'components' train, litter, transpon police, 
pigeon; safety; newsagent; technical skill; and etc. Some components can include others - 
'station' includes 'concourse' which includes `ticket barrier'. 'Working conditions' include 'wage 
differentials' and 'safety'. In other words, there is a hierarchy of levels of components 
Background relationships are the relatively unchanging and stable relationships which the 
same source categorises them as: 
a) logical and causal relationship; (when 'a' is either necessary for, or has influence over, 
or is connected with, or is the controller of'b'.) 
b) inclusion and membership relationship; (when 'a' is either pan of, or is an aspect of, 
or is a member of, or belongs to, or overlaps with, or consists solely of, or is of a 
higher order than, or is contained within 'b'.) and 
c) personal and contractual relationship. (This is when 'a' either does not like, or 
domineers over, or is the mate of, or has a commitment to, or is the supplier of'b' ) 
4.A.1.2. Process and the Transient Relationships 
While it is not too hard to represent the fixed structure of a situation as fixed lines on a 
diagram, capturing the changing and temporary process is much more difficult - many of the 
really transient processes are bound to be lost in description, i e how much a performer adds 
to the bare words of a play script or a music score The chronology of events is a part of 
the process. The inputs to and outputs from a structural component are often usefully 
thought of as part of the 'process', such as the process which is used in the model of 
endogenous development, i.e. the production process paradigm whose real input is the 
needs and desires of people rather than the knowledge and the expertise of the 
professionals. Process can be represented in an even purer form by showing the flows 
between functions rather than components, e.g. between: arrival, finding information 
and waiting rather than: foyer, enquiry desk, café, etc. 
An example of the design problems that affected the new rail system for the San Francisco 
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area is worth mentioning to show another aspect of process which is 'mapping of 
consequences'. This example is an analysis of some unexpected consequences of adopting a 
particular broad policy which is illustrated in Figure 4.A.2. The complexity of this kind of 
process is from one hand associated with the aggregation of similar functions in one level and 
from the other, the relation between different levels is based on a hierarchical order, i e the 
end of one level is usually the start of the other (sequence of the stages). 
The Goal 
The Strategy 
The Chains of 
Consequences 
The Probleme 
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Figure 4.A.2 'Mapping the Consequences' of design problems in that atlectcd rail system tier San Francisco 
Source: Carter et al. (1 984) 
After a brief discussion about different kinds of model and the complexities associated with 
the relationships between their components and to be able to illustrate them and the 
relationships embodied in a complex situation (system) by a model, there is a need for 
knowing more about the shapes and orders Perhaps the simplest examples of complex things 
which one comes across are complex shapes, in them nothing is changing and nothing is 
engaged in active interaction with anything else Even so, they are quite difficult to grasp or 
describe. Some of them have been classified in Appendix One Section (k) which is about 
Complex Shapes. 
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4.A.2. Hierarchies and the Organization of Complex Entities 
The concept of a hierarchy is a very basic one in considering the organization of a complex 
entity. Its use is usually common in a social set up when there is a tendency to find out the role 
of the participant and the class of the people. And when an attempt is given to organize a 
social system of another kind, perhaps more democratic, there is often a great tendency for 
it gradually to turn itself into a hierarchical system of the traditional kind in which a few 
people boss the rest (Figure 4.A.3). 
Figure 4.A.3 Tree Diagram 
It is a simple hierarchy which considers the organization of a complex entity 
[adapted to Waddington (1977) and Alexander (1 966)] 
It is a principle of organization which has been found very convenient in dealing with many 
organized systems apart from those involved in Man's social life For instance in biology, it 
is convenient to distinguish between different levels of operation which can be considered as 
levels in a hierarchical system, e.g. the ecological level which includes all the living things and 
the natural resources available in a certain region, the level of the individual animal, e g a 
rabbit; the level of its organs, its liver, kidneys and so on, the cellular level, and then several 
different sub -cellular levels (Waddington, 1977). 
It should be remembered that hierarchies are only descriptions of structure. they do not 
imply that 'lower levels' in the hierarchy are 'lower' in all the possible senses of that word For 
instance, apparently some special functions may be delegated to members of a fairly low level 
in the hierarchy, e.g. to a colonel or a captain in an army, and he may then have full 
responsibility for that particular task. Again, members of a low level may carry out functions 
on which all the higher levels are quite dependent. The whole subject of how a hierarchically 
organized human association works (what is its strategy, what is its tactics and who gives 
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orders about what ?) is one of the major preoccupations of Management Science (Ibid ) 
4_4 
Simon (1969) has brought one of the reasons to describe why organization into a hierarchy 
is both so useful and so usual; he puts it in a parable about two watchmakers both of whom 
produced very fine and accurate watches. One had designed his watches on a hierarchical 
scheme; he put together ten components into a stable subassembly which he could leave aside 
for a time; then he could put together ten different subassemblies into a major part, and finally 
ten major parts into the whole watch. The other one had to assemble thousand parts of a 
watch all at once. So, if they had some interruptions, the first found it as a bit of nuisance, but 
they never set him back more than a ten -stage operation; but the second found it practically 
impossible to complete a watch at all. Many commentators referred to the application of them 
in modern world, such as Waddington (1977, p. 51) who describes. 
"This is no more than the rationale on which Henry Ford 1 made his fortune and 
saddled the modern world with the materially enriching but humanly brutalizing 
hierarchically organized assembly lines of mass production It is a method that works, 
but, its price is a bit stiffer than we might guess at first sight "' 
4.A.3. Other Types of Order and Modelling 
Another way to exhibit the relations in a visual form is to fit them into a 'tree diagram' or 
'dendrogram'. This has the effect of showing the structure as a modified hierarchy with some 
gaps and jumps. To do this, five components are considered which are written in a line at the 
bottom (i.e. a, b, c, d and e) and the appropriate ones are connected at higher levels (e g b 
and d) indicating interactions of strengths 4, 3, 2 and 1 The diagram would be simpler if a 
suitable arrangement into which to place the elements in the lowest line is found It is usually 
to start by grouping together those which interact most strongly (Figure 4 A 4) There are 
many types of organization in which the component elementary units are not related to one 
another in a strictly hierarchical order, but in some more complicated ways The structure 
cannot be represented by a simple hierarchical tree diagram There are also some other ways 
of making diagrams of these structures which are discussed in the followings These are either 
' See also the Conclusion of Design Process (2.B) in Chapter Two for more details about Fordism 
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representation of the real situations or devices for making the consideration of the 





Figure 4.A.4 Tree Diagram or Dendrogram 
This shows the structure as a modified hierarchy (adapted to Alexander (1966): and Waddington (I 977)I 
Source: the author 
The 'digraph convention' is good for showing the network of relationships that are all at one 
level of analysis or are in a fully defined hierarchy. But, it is not good at showing that the level 
of unemployment is different in two areas that this has general effects, but that it is hard to be 
sure of its particular effects on different individuals in those areas (Figure 4 A S) 
a 
d +- e b c 
Figure 4.A.5 The Box and Arrow Network (Digraph) Convention 
Source: the author 
i 
Another way of drawing exactly the same information as there is in a 'tree diagram' is to make 
what is called a 'Venn diagram'. In this way, components are written down not in a line but 
in some suitable arrangement on the page. Then outlines are drawn enclosing the ones which 
interact together; the heaviness of the line corresponding to the strength of the interaction, i e 
the 'overlapping and concentric areas' (Venn) convention so there is, often, opportunity to 
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choose the most convenient mixture for our diagram (Figure 4 A 6) 
Figure 4.A.6 Venn Diagram or Semi -lattice 
This has suitable arrangement showing the heaviness of lines corresponding to the strength of the 
interactions. 
Source: Alexander (1966); and Waddington (1977) 
These methods of making diagrams of the relationships are useful in so far as they stimulate 
the imagination and help one to get a 'feeling' for the situation which will allow one to see how 
to go further into it. The diagrams are still very complicated. The only way to prevent this is 
to leave out some more of the information in the original table. 
Another way of forming a mental image of the system, which is stimulating to the imagination 
of people who like to think of solid structures, is to regard the lines in the 'Venn diagram' as 
contour lines on a map and use them to build up a 'mountain' whose three -dimensional shape 
would then incorporate the information in the 'Venn diagram' This can be done quite 
straightforwardly if we have used a lot of simplification to get a 'tree diagram' and a 'Venn 
diagram' on which the loops at any one level do not intercept (Figure 4 A 7) 
a d e 
Figure 4.A.7 Mountain Diagram 
This is a three-dimensional structure which gives overall picture of relationships 
Source: Waddington (1977) 
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There is yet another way of giving visual form to the relationships such as those set out in the 
table that this section started with. This is to write down the five elements a, b, c, d and 
'e' on the page rather as it was done for the 'Venn diagram', then one can draw lines between 
those which are related to one another. If several grades of relationships are going to be used, 
then the proper way is to use thicker lines for strong relationships and thinner lines for weaker 
ones. This way of illustrating things is called 'association graph', a methodological tool which 
is popular among the professionals of built environment, such as architect and urban 
designers. It is possible to add more information by modifying this diagram with the length 
of the lines or giving character to the elements (Figure 4.A 8) It also can be three - 
dimensional. In this thesis, the mixture of 'mapping the consequences', 'Venn diagram' 
and 'association graph' has been adopted to be able to make the model of production 
process paradigm in such a way to help identifying different stages of the process and 
its alteration in time and the effectiveness of feedback control, etc. [The Model (4 B)] 
Figure 4.A.8 Association Graph (with several grades of relationships) 
Source: the author 
It would be very useful if such diagrams have been scaled That is to say, there is a need for 
a kind of arrangement for the five points so that the distances between them are inversely 
proportional to the strengths of their relationships, so that the closely related ones are near 
together and the weakly related ones farther apart This is what an architect would like to do 
when planning a group of buildings. Another group of workers who would be very interested 
to develop such methods are people studying the natural grouping (species, genera, etc ) of 
animals and plants based on the characteristics of the organisms, rather than on their supposed 
evolutionary history (Figure 4 A 9) 
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Figure 4.A.9 Scaled Association Diagram 
The distances between the relationships of this diagram are proportional in terms of their strength 
Source: the author 
4.4 
There is another option to make such a scaled association graph as a basis for a 'Venn 
diagram', if one makes a simple one with non -overlapping contours It comes out looking like 
Figure 4.A.10 which can be turned into the mountain diagram This kind of diagram is 
sometimes called a topographic map which is the indicator of geographical and geometrical 
situations. By giving altitude to each conture, one can easily interpret the diagram in order to 
make an imagination of what the object would look like in reality 
Figure 4.A.10 Non -overlapping Venn Diagram 
The horse of this kind of diagram is made by 'scaled association graph' 
Source: the author 
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The most complete way of expressing the information about the relations between the 
components is to list the five components a, b. c. d and 'e' along a horizontal line and also 
vertically. At each square where the 'b' column intercepts the 'c' row, some figures indicating 
the strength of the interaction between 'b' and 'c' should be written down This will give a table 
or 'matrix' made up of many figures as is shown in Figure 4.A. 11. The application of the 
matrix is abundant; one of which is to seek the relationships of different components 
of a system or different systems in timeless three -dimensional synchronous space. A 
concern has been given to apply this technic to illustrate the relationships between the 
end -products of the production processes, i.e. the supply- demand paradigm of the 
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Figure 4.A.1 1 The tables which classib' relations in numbers or in a ¡lattri n 'I tones or spots 
Source: Waddington (1977) 
It is difficult for anyone who is not familiar with arithmetic to get sense out of this kind of 
models merely by inspection. The first step to make it more comprehensible is to forget about 
being really accurate and to group the figures into a few classes Sometimes, it is good enough 
to simplify and simply say that a given pair either does interact enough to count or does not 
interact enough to count. Apparently, these simplifications may make the systems a bit easier 
to comprehend; it will involve making the picture less accurate Here, the information is lost 
in the sake of comprehensibility. 
The next step in making the picture easier to grasp is to rearrange things to bring out any 
natural groups in the system There are several ways of doing this. each with its own 
advantages and disadvantages and some with more visual impact than others One visually 
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appealing way is to represent the strengths of interactions by tones or sizes of dots instead of 
numbers (Figure 4.A.11). However, it is possible then to try to rearrange the rows and 
columns in such way as to produce a more comprehensible pattern But, these are still in two - 
dimensional space and it is not always obvious how to rearrange the rows and columns to 
produce the most clear -cut patterns. Adding extra dimension, a three -dimensional matrix, 
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Figure 4.A.12 Overlay Approach [with independent Invers (GIS)] and Cubic Approach (with utdclendcnt cubes) 
These are two kinds of three dimensional matrix 
Source: the author 
As far as the author is concerned, this technic has been used for many years in different fields 
of the environmental studies. For more than twenty years an 'activity matrix analysis" has been 
applied as the basic studies in Urban Design in the Department of Architecture in Edinburgh 
College of Art, the place that this research was managed The aim of the activity matrix, in 
words of Wood (1991 -92, p. 3), is: 
"to highlight the pattern of relationships that underlie the essential character of the 
system under study. It is this pattern that describes the stability of the system, i e the 
particular form of order that differentiates it from its environment This is maintained 
by comprise the system. Where this balance is altered, so the character of the system 
will change. The use of the matrix is intended to assist in the manipulation of the 
3 This analysis is based on Ecosystem Planning by Catherine Fortlage and Elizabeth Phillips (1972). 
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relationships with the aim of enhancing and strengthening the character of the system " 
Environmental planning is essentially concerned with activities and resources. All activities 
occur in space within a time scale and require resources. The activity matrix is said to be a 
method for recording the characteristics of an activity in terms of space time and resources 
The activity matrix is concerned with the spatial relationships that exist between activities 
These causes have their perceived effects in space; the spatial effects can, in turn, become 
secondary causes. It is vitally important, therefore, that the activity matrix should be 
constructed in parallel with the preparation of plans which show the physical implications of 
the relationships (Ibid.). However, there are some debates about using this technique as 
methodology for educational purposes. A new tools of handling the information (e g 
computer) and new theories of evolutionary approach in building environment (e g 
structuralism) demand for new model which are more flexible and dynamic, a kind of 
instruction that help the researchers to build their own instructions and models upon it 
4.A.3.1. Different Types of Grid 
Around the turn of the century, Patrick Geddes, a Scottish botanist better known as the 'father 
of town planning', developed the first matrix for urban analysis in 1927 The second was the 
CIAM.4 grid, invented a generation later in 1934 by Le Corbusier, a French architect and 
urbanist who practised throughout the world. Then, in the mid 1950s, C A Doxiadis 
conceived both 'Ekistics': the science of human settlements and its representation on a grid 
(Bell et al. 1972). Symbolically, each of these matrices encompasses the totality for analysis 
of urban problems and also sets the framework for new developments Such grids display any 
component within two dimensions at a point of intersection of abscissa and ordinate 
There are common properties in the three grids The first two derived from the work of the 
Frenchman Frederick Le Play (1806 -82) who, although trained as a mining engineer, did 
C.I.A. M. (Congres Internationaux d 'Architecture Moderne) held by participation of eighteen ce untnes in 
1939. This Congress produced the Charte d'Athencs, a .s les of statements and recommendations in 
which 
the Corbusier's four functions were usexi as the main heads. Among the audience at the final session 
of this 
Congress in Athens was a young Greek architect, C.A. Doxiadis tie was greatly impressed My the ideas 
put 
forward on this occasion and twenty years later he developed the five e kistic elements 'Nature'. 'Man'. 
'Society', 'Shell' and 'Network'. 
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pioneer work in the methodology of social research, particularly in the study of family 
budgets. Le Play emphasized the relationship between the family, its physical environment and 
its work patterns. 'Lieu', 'Travail' and 'Famille' were cited as the three dominating forces of 
society. This trilogy was directly taken over by Geddes as 'Place', 'Work' and 'Folk' The 
connection is less direct in Le Corbusier's four Functions of land use 'Habiter', ' Travailler', 
Cultiver le corps et l'esprit' and 'Circuler' (Ibid.). Thus, the ordinates (vertical axis) of the three 
grids are very similar: 
Geddes Le Corbusier Doxiadis 
Place Recreation Nature and Shell 
Work Working Society 
Folk Living Man 
Transportation Networks 
It is the abscissa (horizontal axis) that differ. For example, Patrick Geddes's grids (Geddes 
used them as a personal thinking machines and called them 'diagrams') had identical ordinates 
and abscissas. The C.I.A.M. grid (Le Corbusier used it to classify the work of his architectural 
and planning practice) was seen as a tool for Le Corbusier and were used to display relevant 
aspects of his work on particular projects and had a sequence of headings in its abscissa 
intended to act as a check list for the practising architect -planner The numbers listed beside 
each heading represented a simple code by which information could be recorded and retrieved 
Finally, a major contribution of the Doxiadis's ekistic grid was that it incorporated a complete 
spectrum of the range of human settlements in fifteen 'ekistic units' that occupy the abscissa 
of the ekistic grid which had a simple and obvious relationship and had been assigned arbitrary 
population figures- from the single Man to the world -encompassing ecumenopolis` 
Because of the special characteristic of Geddes's diagrams and their similarities the technique 
used for illustrating the supply -demand relationship, a paradigm of endogenous development 
model (Section 4.B), the author would like to emphasize on the properties of Geddes's basic 
and most complex thinking machine which is quiet different from the other two grids To start 
5 These fifteen ekistic units are Man. Room. Dwelling. Dwelling Group. Small Neighbourhood. 
Neighbourhood, Small Town, Town, Large City. Metropolis. Conurbation. Megalopolis. Urban Region. 
i Jrbanize d Continent and Ecumenopolis 
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off, here is his statement of the logic involved quoted from A Proposed Coordination of the 
Social Sciences ('Sociological Review', January 1929): "In general terms, any two factors in 
social life have two sub -relations." Similarly and in general terms, any three factors in social 
life have six sub -relations. The next step is to substitute triads of social factors for A B C 
which leads to the 3 x 3 = 9 squares and then to 9 ' 4 sets of such triads = 'The 36- Chart' 
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Figure 4.A.13 The Notation or Chart of Life 
This is Geddes's basic and most complex thinking machine 
Source: Boardman (1978) 
4x9 - 36 
In the matrix which has been employed in this thesis for showing the relationships between 
the different sectors of a region (i.e. supply -demand paradigm in Section 4 B), it is argued that 
each sub -relation can be divided into four types of relationships through which positive and 
negative supplies/demands correspond to each other. Therefore, for any two factors in social 
life there exist eight kinds of sub -relation. In fact, rows and columns illustrate two different 
behaviours of the matrix [e.g. in sub -relation AB when B is the real cause, B's role is dominant 
(producer) and A is its dependence (consumer); and in sub -relation BA when A is the real 
cause, A's role is dominant (producer) and B is its dependence (consumer)] Moreover, the 
diagonal axis of the matrix is also very important Thus, it has been exercised in several 
models by the author from 1983 onwards. In these models, the diagonal axes are the essential 
part of the models responsible for generating the surface structures as well as the deep 
structures. Following this experience, a cubic approach was adopted to show the genetic 
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structure of productive forces in a regional plan as well. This aimed to trace and to filter some 
information resulted from different scales: local, regional and national levels [See some of 
these models in Section (I) of Appendix One, i.e. Some Typical Models ] 
To Geddes, his diagrams were 'thinking machines' - means for checking that everything 
relevant had been taken into consideration. But, Geddes was very interested in the 
improvement of the environment of towns; and from thinking he moved to action (Bell et al 
1972). Geddes devised a way of organizing a fourfold diagram that pointed the way to 
constructive action (Figure 4.A.14). 
Directive, Farts: The Schaal 
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Figure 4.A.14 Thinking Machines (Ceeddes's t urfold diagram) 
A modification has been applied in the above illustration which is adapted to Bell et al (1 972) and 
Boardman (1978), i.e. changing the quadrants of the top with the quadrants in the bottom of the mata. 
to he able to compare it with the model uaxi for research methodology (Figure 5 in Introduction) 
Source: the author 
Each quadrant of the diagram expresses an explicit component of the planning process The 
first quadrant represents the present urban structure and he called it 'acts' The quarter above 
it (below it in the main quotation) is the survey phase of planning when the collection of data 
and its analysis are translated into 'facts'. The third moves to the area of reflective 'dreams', 
where policies and plans are evolved Finally, the fourth emerges into executive 'deeds' 
operative programmes for development. These would reappear as 'acts' in the first quadrant 
at the start of the following planning cycle The key terminology changes for each phase. but 
remains parallel: 
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1 2 3 4 
Acts Facts Dreams Deeds 
Place Sense Imagery Achievement 
Work Experience Ideation Synergy 
Folk Feeling Emotion Ethnopolity 
Thus, this `thinking machine' became a tool to express the evolution of cities inherent within 
it was the notion of feedback: that every planned action would effect the following stage in 
the development of a city (Bell et al., 1972). But, what the author found noticeable about 
Geddes's thinking machine is its symmetry and completeness. It implies that he believed that 
societies worked according to a set of rules much like the clockwork of the Machine Age 
Everything would fit together and be perfectly balanced. There did not seem to be any 
allowance for diachronous changes which are the origin of the synchronous typologies or end - 
products in surface structure of the systems. 
In practice, what is intended to be done for a complex system or a situation often involves not 
merely the difficult enough task of harmonizing different types of requirement in a model, the 
confrontation is what at first sight seems an even more terrifying challenge, namely to plan 
how to adapt the system to the future even when the realization is that it cannot be possible 
to predict the future. Many planners seem to think that this is obviously impossible In fact, 
one of the conventional responses to any talk of modelling the future plan is to say that the 
only thing certain about the future is that it will not turn out as it was expected to be But. 
finding some way of coping with an unpredictable future has been the main challenge which 
model makers and planners have been faced by. Moreover, the result of the new interest in 
the future has been the development of a number of systematic, semi -scientific and intuitive 
techniques and models for forecasting. 
6 There are many techniques of forecasting two of which is distinguished by Waddington (1977) as 
'exploratory' and 'normative'. He divided the former into three classes techniques for improving intuitive 
forecasts (Brainstorming, Delphi and Cross- Impact). techniques for structuring and precessing existing 
technological information (Scenario Writing. Operational Modelling and Gaming-Simulation). and 
Techniques for generating new technological infirmation (Trend -Curve Extrapolation and Morphological 
Analysis). The best- kznown techniques of the second are based on Relevance Trees and (oal I lie rarchies 
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Conclusion of Modelling 
There have been developments of the procedure for developing a 'model' of the systems of 
situations. These developments have been occurring because computers have become 
powerful enough to handle models which are so complex that it would be boring to deal with 
them by ordinary algebra or arithmetic. If the model involves several things which interact 
with one another (e.g. the population, food supply, industrial equipment available, pollution 
produced and a few others) and particularly if the strength of the interactions does not stay 
constant (e.g. pollution may have little effect on the other things until it increases above some 
limit which it may begin to get more and more important), then the model may involve 
equations which cannot actually be solved by algebra in the present state of the art 
This sort of operation produces a lot of figures which can be made into elegant graphs The 
possibility of getting such results out of ideas about what the system is like, which previously 
it had been impractical to handle, is obviously very seductive. But, letting oneself be seduced 
is only sometimes, unfortunately by no means always, a good thing in the long run The results 
of these techniques on models of complex systems look adequate and precise, but can actually 
be no better than the ideas which go into them. These techniques, for example using 
computers, will turn out a result from a lousy model just as happily as from a good one. in 
fact, it cannot tell the difference. 
However, this section was conducted to investigate different proposals in the discourse 
about the complexity of situations, models, modelling processes and making models. 
Talking about different kinds of model, a special emphasis was given to the 'purposive' 
models and to the 'causal network' models. The appropriate way of illustrating the 
production process, which is the characteristic of the model of endogenous 
development, is considered by the author to be a 'mapping the consequences' (similar 
to the approach used in Figure 4.A.2). And the 'matrix' or grid technique is assumed 
to be the best way of illustrating a causal network models such as the paradigm used 
for supply -demand relationships (see next section, i.e. 4.B). 
A limitation of the capacity of human brain in dealing with the complex world was also a 
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matter of significance in the discourse about modelling. Therefore, there is a need for the 
symbolic concepts to help people to reduced either to taking decision in the light of only seven 
or eight particular facts or to turning the whole things over to computers. These simultaneous 
items, that can be brought into immediate consciousness, need not be items of specific detailed 
information. Some of them may be complex ideas or theories synthesizing into a single 
concept, a mass of minute details. The process of formulating these theoretical concepts, 
creating symbols or making models which are either the results of our daily life or from a 
highly professional activity, can be named modelling which involves model making process 
It means that human kinds can and are modelling their complex situations by symbolizing their 
components. These models (which are observed in different situation and with different 
purposes such as dogmas, schemata, values, symbols, genes, metaphors, etc ) are helping them 
to perceive, conceive and memorise information in order to make programmes and 
instructions out of them. Modelling, like the process of pursuing scientific paradigms, needs 
both induction and deduction. 
Because any description of the absolute must be limited, people can reveal it by using symbols 
and models which cut directly through all the layers and windings of their consciousness Each 
symbol/model has unity. Since it cuts through all levels and therefore dimensions The function 
of symbolism and modelling is to go beyond the 'limitation of fragment' and link the difTerent 
'parts' of the whole or alternatively the worlds in which these parts manifest Each 
symbol/model is a link on the same frequency with the world above, a different plane of reality 
(facts). In this regard, all the manifestations or all the people experiences are symbolic and that 
the whole of existence is a continuum which is ordered in itself It has no manifest appearance 
and thus cannot be observed immediately by sense perceptions, but its inherent dynamism 
manifests in images whose structure participates in that of the continuum This structure 
consists of different models or symbols each of which bridges (design) the gap between facts 
and acts, as two sides of a coin (Figure 4.A. 15) 
Although it is not possible to give anything like a complete or accurate picture of the 
complexity of the world, models enable model makers to search for new interpretations of 
different definitions. For example, it will be much easier for researchers to use the 
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relationships of the mathematical and geometrical figures and shapes to justify the learning 
process of human being and differentiate it from that of the other living creatures There exists 
a magical point in a mobius strip' which twists the strip and allows one to have an unlimited 
journey upon its both sides without any deviation from the original path If facts and acts are 
considered in two different sides of the ribbon, the model shows that bridging between them 
is obtainable and is a matter of creativity. So, creativity means to induce perceived information 
into models and deduce these concepts to give instructions, designs and plans applicable in 
real situations to solve the problems. The relationship between different models of different 
situations makes an interconnected chain of models (hypothesis) which is open -ended and 
have feedback control, so is a kind of living process. The point in this example is that facts and 
acts are not separable and either hard to be distinguishable but are necessary and sufficient for 
making models, therefore building the dreams in order to make the right instructions and 
deeds of action. 
00011111 
The Stnrtut. of Modals 
Figure 4.A.15 Modelling and hypnotising the complex situation by using a mobius 
strip 
This helps illustrating the construction of individual's/society's structure of 
thought 
Source: the author 
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Introduction to The Model 
On no account is it permissible to mention living beings and the other kinds of system, for 
example machines, in the same breath. Living beings are living beings in all their parts, while 
machines are made of metals and other unorganized substances with no fine structure relevant 
to their purposive function. Physics takes no account of purpose, and the emergence of life 
is something totally different and should be looked at implicitly and explicitly 
Furthermore, in contrast to the animal which has an 'ambient' determined by its organization 
Man himself creates his world which is called 'human culture' Among the presuppositions for 
its evolution are two factors: language and formation of concepts (models) which are closely 
related to each other. Language' as appeal or command can already be observed in the animal 
worlds; examples for this are the singing of birds, the warning whistle of mountain chamois, 
etc. Language, in the wider sense of the word, contains not only oral speech but also script 
and the symbolic system of mathematics. These are systems not of inherited but of freely 
created and traditions symbols. First of all, this explains the specificity of human history in 
contrast to biological evolution: tradition in contrast to hereditary mutations which is said to 
occur only over a long period of time. Secondly, physical trial -and -error, largely characteristic 
of animal behaviour, is replaced by mental experimentation, i e one with conceptual symbols 
For this reason, true goal -directedness becomes possible (see also the discussion about goal - 
seeking and purposeful systems in Section 3 B) 
Goal -directedness and teleology in a metaphorical sense, i e regulation of happenings in the 
sense of maintenance and production and reproduction of organic wholeness, is a general 
criterion of life. True purposiveness implies that actions are carried out with knowledge of 
their goals and of their future final results, the conception of the future goal does already 
exist and influences present actions. This applies to primitive actions of every day life as 
well as to the highest achievements of the human intellect in science and technology 
Furthermore, the symbolic world created by Man gains a life of its own, as it was, it becomes 
more intelligent than its creator - therefore it is in the top level of the hierarchy of the 
complexity of the systems (see for example Boulding's (1956) hierarchy in Section 3 B) 
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The symbol system of mathematics, for example, is embodied in an enormous thinking 
mechanism which, fed with a statement, produces in return a solution on the basis of a fixed 
process of concatenation of symbols/models which could hardly be anticipated On the other 
hand, this symbolic world becomes a power which can lead to grave disturbances If it comes 
to a conflict between the symbolic world which in human society has emerged in moral values 
and social conceptions and biological derives which are out of place in cultural surroundings, 
the individual is confronted with a psychoneurotic situation. As a social power the symbolic 
world which makes Man human at the same time produces the optimistic course of history 
In contrast to the naïve struggle for existence of organisms, human history is largely 
dominated by the struggle of ideologies, i.e. of symbolisms which can be the more dangerous 
instincts. It is not possible to revoke the course of events which has produced what is called 
'Man'; it is up to him, however, whether he applies his power of foresight for his enhancement 
or for his own annihilation. In this sense, the question of what course the scientific world 
conception will take is at the same time a major problem. 
Some of these problems, which have been reviewed briefly in Chapter One (1 A), shows that 
all the general bias seen, for instance in Ackoffs (1984) writing, relies on clinical analogies 
(Islami, 1995). His assessment of the notion of problem in a 'symptomatic' view is clinical The 
author's attempt was to focus the debate into more rigorous areas such as the concept of the 
Kuhnian paradigm (1970). A paradigm, Kuhn says, consists of a set of implicit rules for 
identifying a valid scientific problem and for recognizing what is a solution to it Rosenhead 
(1990) identified three conflicting paradigms (official, reformist and revolutionary) contending 
for ascendancy. Considering this classification, the author would like to suggest that the 
production process is a revolutionary paradigm in an endogenous development context which 
helps identifying the main problems and their solutions 
To achieve better understanding of endogenous development model, the thesis aimed 
to pursue the background of the research by reviewing the discourses, criticising 
different attitudes and suggesting evidence of their applications in different situations 
(similar to the case study's situation). Therefore, the main objective has been to be 
familiar with the scientific issues guiding the attentions towards a proper model for 
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development. There is another consideration to assume that this model will help finding 
the essential problems, especially those which are emerging in dramatic changes after 
revolutionary, reformist and official programmes and plans. The cause of these 
problems might be either external or internal and the ways for solving them should be 
sought throughout the main context which, of course, requires enlightened human 
judgement. Although, all interaction between objects, events and their properties could 
be reduced by analysis of one fundamental relationship cause -effect, there is still a need 
for teleological concepts - function, goals, purposes, choice and free will - in explaining 
the development of natural phenomena especially that of human activities. 
4.B.1. Culture as a Complex Whole 
The term 'culture' is said by Wagner (1975, p. 21) to be derived from "... the past participle 
of the Latin verb colere, to 'cultivate', and draws some of its meaning from this association 
with the 'tilling of the soil ...' in later times, 'culture' took on a more specific sense, indicating 
a process of progressive refinement and breeding in the domestication of some particular crop 
or even the result or increment of such a process. Thus, we speak of agriculture 'culture of 
wine', or of a bacterial culture." In this sense, the term 'culture' is mostly employed either to 
élitist connotation of creativity and evolution, or it is used in its historical context to refer to 
knowledge, productivity and way of living of a certain civilisation 
'Taqafa', the Arabic synonym of'culture', gives a more precise meaning of refinement and 
education. Thus, when speaking of 'human culture', it is about what makes Man different from 
other species: the refinement of his mind and his activities (Barakat, 1993, p 49) In words 
of Collins Dictionary culture is: "... the total of the inherited ideas, beliefs, values and 
knowledge which constitute the shared basis of social action " In this relation, Aysan et al 
(1987, p. 10) assert: "Culture is the expression of Man kind in society " Culture or 
Civilization, taken in its wide ethnographic sense, is that complex whole which includes 
knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, symbol, custom, and any other capabilities and habits 
acquired by Man as member of society' 
Reprinted from Primitive Culture by Edward H Taylor. Vol 1. pp 1-6. John Murrav. I ondon. 
I X91 
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Apparently, much of human behaviour is governed by culture - the system of shared attitudes 
and symbols that characterizes a group of people The culture of people is a shared schema 
that designates regularities in a group's thinking and behaviour Individuals are socialized 
within a culture, but their behaviour also shapes the culture so that it is not something static, 
but something that evolves over time. Each culture is unique because it has its own history 
This does not mean that certain values are not held by many cultures, but that each culture is 
a result of the past efforts of people to deal with its physical and social environment 
People can deal with their own cultures in an unconscious manner As a result of being 
socialized into a culture, an individual has the ability to know the appropriate behaviours This 
holds for professional as well as societal cultures. In this regard, Montgomery (1966) suggests 
that architects (experts) are members of at least two cultures embedded in each other Each 
has its own socialization processes. One culture is, he says, the professional culture and the 
other is that of the broader society within which the professional culture exists The 
professional society has its own norms of what is acceptable including attitudes that define 
appropriate symbols for the built environment. These norms can be extremely coercive 
Designers have long attempted to influence cultures through the products they design by 
creating symbols for society. Their ability to do so depends on the strengths of attitudes 
toward existing system and the designers' ability to convince others of the symbolic meaning 
of new built form (Lang, 1988). There are, however, conflicting interpretation of how these 
processes occur (Hine, 1978). 
4.B.2. Knowledge, Collective Enlightenment and Totality 
What all appear to be exploring in common is the relationship between doing and knowing in 
person -environment transactions. The model of endogenous development suggests that doing 
and knowing are somehow in correct correspondence i e what we know about an 
environment, including how we feel about it, is confirmed both in the immediate and long term 
consequences of the actiones based on this knowledge Conversely, the model suggests an 
openness of knowing to the consequences of action and a modification of what is known or 
believed in light of these consequences [see also the discussion about indigenous knowledge 
in Chapter Two Designing with Indigenous Knowledge (2 B 2 2 )] 
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There are within every one of us three stages of knowledge (Puree, 1974) The first is 
suggested by her to be 'the spiral process' by which not only individual but the cosmos itself 
becomes realized; for it represents the course of revolution. Thus, she says, in the early days 
of humanity, as in childhood, there was no separation between people and outside world until 
they individually or as a race became self -conscious. Then, their individual and collective ego 
crystallized and they could see themselves as subject and as distinct from the world which 
became the object of their inquiry. Secondly, the continuum differentiated into 'things' or 
products of human activities. Each branched into more things and products by which in turn 
branched into even more until the continuum had developed into a hierarchy, for example 
language, which once flowed into verbs and processes, broke up into nouns and connectives 
The third stage for the individual is that of intuitive knowledge or enlightenment in which 
subject and object again become one. In collective terms, this return (or feedback in the 
production process paradigm) to a continuum implies not only the need for a new language, 
but that the analytic and quantitative world is winding itself into a new simplicity. 
There is also a correspondence between each individual consciousness and unconsciousness 
which is mentioned by Lang (1988, p. 25) " the growth of personality is regarded as a 
movement in which the individual is able to integrate greater and greater amounts of the 
unconscious into her/his conscious life Thus, an individual (or a group of people) increases 
her /his ability to deal with the unconscious until a 'rebirth' occurs Rebirth involves a 
restructuring of what is conscious. The process is accompanied by an empathy for increasingly 
complex forms until the rebirth occurs, when the empathy returns to simple forms " 
In British empirical school of philosophy, from Locke to Hume, the content of the mind was 
considered to be made up of certain entities known to Locke as 'ideas' and to Hume as 'ideas 
and impressions'. The simple ideas or impressions were supposed to exist in a purely passive 
mind as free from influence on the ideas it contained as a clean blackboard is on the symbols 
which may be written on it. By some sort of inner activity these ideas were supposed to unite 
themselves into bundles according to the principles of similarity, contiguity and cause and 
effect. Saying this, Wiener (1948, p 149) adds that of these principles "the most significant 
was contiguity: ideas or impressions which had often occurred together in time or in space 
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were supposed to have acquired the ability of evoking one another, so that the presence of any 
one of them would produce the entire bundle." 
Knowledge is also said to be complex intertwined with communication, power with 
control and the evaluation of human purposes with ethics and the whole normative side 
of religion. Religion is a serious matter that people must separate sharply from any 
consideration of personal values of less significance than religion itself The learning of 
individual is a process that occurs in the life of the individual in 'ontology'. Biological 
reproduction of a phenomenon that occurs in the life of the race in 'phylogeny', but the race 
learns even as the individual does. Darwinian natural selection is a kind of racial learning 
which operates within the conditions imposed by the reproduction of the individual (Wiener, 
1964). The learning to which Wiener has been referred to is that of the individual which 
occurs within the time course of her/his individual private life. There are also some arguments 
about another type of learning in biology - phylogenetic learning or learning in the history of 
the race. It is this type of learning for which one type of basis has been laid down by 
Darwinians in the theory of natural selection`. 
Consequently, it is worthwhile mentioning that although science is legitimate in itself, the role 
and function of science and its application have become illegitimate and even dangerous 
because of the lack of a higher form of knowledge into which science could be integrated and 
the destruction of the sacred and spiritual value of nature Nasr (1968) indicates that peace 
in human society and the preservation of human values are impossible without peace with the 
natural and spiritual orders and respect for the immutable supra -human realities which are the 
source of all that is called 'human values'. 
2 The basis of natural selection lies in three facts. The tirst of these is that there is such a phernmicnon as 
1haedit': that an individual plant or animal produces offspring after its own image The second is that these 
offspring are not completely after its own image but may differ from it in ways also subject to herelit This 
is the fact of 'variation' and hardly implies the very doubtful inheritance of acquired characteristics Tlx: third 
element of Darwinian evolution is that the over -nch pattern of spontaneous variation is yielded bs the 
difference in the viability of different variations most of which tend to diminish the probability of continued 
racial existence, although some, perhaps a very few tend to increase it (Mena. 1964) 
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4.B.2.1. Pragmatic and Semiotic (Signs and Symbols) 
C. S. Peirce and Charles Moms had a common purpose in supplying science as a foundation 
for a theory of knowledge and both felt it could be done through the behavioural background 
specifically associated with language signs. George (1979, p 8.1) asserts " the main 
difference between their work and Ogden Richards [1923] and Korzybski's [1933] work is 
that the latter is rather more general in being concerned with other sorts of signs besides 
language signs and it is for this reason that they have called their work 'pragmatic' and the 
former have called their work 'semantics'. However, the former's work on semantics was 
concerned with actual utiliser of the signs, it is probably better described as pragmatics " 
'Semiotic' is the name that was originally chosen by Peirce as well as later by John Locke to 
categorise this particular scientific study of signs. Sometimes, it was referred to as 'semiosis' 
and sometimes it has become known as 'behavioural semiotic' Pragmatics should be used to 
cover all these different versions of what is really a theory of sign behaviour There are still 
various possible approaches, some more philosophical and some more scientific, in so far as 
one can make such a distinction (Ibid.). 
Peirce in defining the subject 'semiosis' thought of it as the study of signs, sign process, sign - 
mediation and other context relationships existing between people, particularly with respect 
to their trade in signs and symbols both with each other and with the environment A mental 
process, for Peirce, was a 'sign process'. The ' representamen' as he called it, is something that 
is a mental event and it is also the representation of a thing or object for which it stands It is 
exactly what some called a 'thought' or reference and what the author has tended to call a 
concept or conceptual process. Signs are representamens of human minds used by them and 
manipulated by them in representing through language the world around themselves This is 
indeed a sort of model building process. So, black clouds are a sign of rain and 'rain' is a 
symbol for rain and certainly it is true that in describing rain it is only a sign by theory of 
meaning, as some have argued circularly since George (1979) claims that symbols are signs 
and signify (although by convention) 
Lang (1988) has introduced brief definitions for 'image', 'symbol' and 'sign' with the 
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assumption that these terms are often used interchangeably An 'image' is an imitation or a 
reproduction or a similitude of something. A 'symbol' is something that stands for something 
else. It may do this as the result of an association, a convention, or even an accident (Burchard 
et al., 1966). A 'symbol' is the result of a cognitive process whereby an object acquires a 
connotation beyond its instrumental use. An 'object' may be an environment or a person as 
well as a material artifact (a product). Its meanings are derived from what an observer imputes 
to them (Kepes, 1966). A 'sign', in contrast, is a conventional figure or device that stands for 
something else in a literal rather that an abstract sense. 
The symbol is also known as the basic unit of all human behaviour and civilization Human 
behaviour is symbolic behaviour; symbolic behaviour is human behaviour The symbol is the 
universe of humanity. A symbol may be defined as a thing' the value or meaning of which is 
acknowledged by those who use it. The meaning or value of a symbol is derived from or 
determined by properties inherent in its physical form. The meaning of symbols are derived 
from and determined by the organisms who use them, meaning is acknowledged by human 
organisms upon physical things or events which thereupon become symbols All symbols must 
have a physical form or a concrete system otherwise they could not enter our experience The 
meaning of a symbol can be grasped only by non -sensory and symbolic means 
But, a thing which is in one context a symbol is not a symbol in another context but it is a 
sign. Thus, a word is a symbol only when one is concerned with the distinction between its 
meaning and its physical form. This distinction must be made when one acknowledges value 
upon a sound -combination or when a previously acknowledged value is discovered for the 
first time; it may be made at other times for certain purposes But, after value has been 
acknowledged upon or discovered in a word its meaning becomes identified in use with its 
physical form. The word then functions as a sign, rather than as a symbol Its meaning is then 
grasped with the senses (Lang, 1988) 
People usually define a sign as a physical thing or event whose function is to indicate some 
' 'Thing' is used here because a symbol may have any kind of physical form. it may have the form of a material 
object, a colour, a sound, an odour, a motion of an object and a taste 
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other thing or event. The meaning of a sign may be inherent in its physical form and its context 
as in the case of the height of a column of mercury in a thermometer as an indication of 
temperature or the return of robins in the spring. Or, the meaning of a sign may be merely 
identified with its physical form as in the case of a hurricane signal or a quarantine flag But 
in either case, the meaning of the sign may be ascertained by sensory means. The fact that 
thing may be both a symbol (in one context ) and a sign (in another context ) has led to 
confusion and misunderstanding (Ibid.). To be sure, the symbolic faculty was brought into 
existence by the natural processes of organic evolution which consists of feedback control 
The built environment maintains symbolic meaning in subtle ways. The correspondence 
between a building pattern or set of patterns and what is signified has to be learned 
Sometimes, this is done consciously, but often is unconsciously Architects, among others, 
often attempt to establish new symbol systems. To get them accepted, they have to educate 
others about the set of associations between the new patterns (the symbol) and the signified 
This may involve advertising, polemic writing, or direct teaching. Some of this process may 
be controlled by professionals, but other meanings are largely unconsciously developed (Lang, 
1988). Therefore, the designers cannot rely on their intuitive knowledge because those are 
drawn from their own experiences and not that of others For instance, some places are 
peculiarly associated with certain people or events. A particular setting may have symbolic 
meaning not because of its physical attributes, but because of the events that took place there 
The building becomes a symbol of the events. In this case, the form of the building is largely 
irrelevant in terms of their associational meaning (Rapoport, 1977) This type of symbolism 
is thus beyond the control of the designer. 
The symbols that people choose to have around them may reflect their perceptions of who 
they are or may reflect their perceptions of who they aspire to be or may simply reflect a 
rejection of the past. If one aspires to be a member of a group, then the symbols associated 
with that group become particularly important It should be noted that the perception of 
important symbols associated with a group might well differ between those outside the group 
and those who are members. If one has full membership in a group the symbols of membership 
became less important and the environments chosen are more likely to reflect personality or 
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other characteristics. This is also true for those whose needs are primarily self actualization 
and cognitive and aesthetic ones (Ibid.) 
Man's mind needs also to regularize the universe. All cultures have a kind of regularizer 
system to do it. So, they can contact with own environment by a special symbolic regularizer 
system. These systems change during the age in different cultures, but they do not improve 
or expand with the passage of time. So, it is conceivable to see that the Australian Tribe's 
regularizer systems are as complex as modern people and even sometimes more complex 
(Purce, 1974). But, traditional frameworks are unlikely to be expressive nowadays 
Technology and industrialization have changed all the things. Therefore, it is necessary to 
know new purports based on new needs. Do we have to follow the past or making new 
vocabulary based on basic rules which have been examined in the past? Is it possible to reject 
the principles or could we have any doubt about them? Alexander (1979 p ix -xiii) answers 
"It is a process which brings order out of nothing but ourselves, it cannot be attained. 
but it will happen of its own accord, if we will only let it .. There is a central quality 
which is the root criterion of life and spirit in a man, a town, a building, or a 
wilderness. It is objective and precise, but it cannot be named The search which we 
make for this quality, in our own lives, is the central search of any person It is the 
search for those moments and situations when we are most alive This quality in 
buildings and in towns cannot be made, but only generated indirectly by the 
ordinary actions of the people, just as a flower cannot be made, but only 
generated from the seed.... It is not a process of addition in which preformed 
parts are combined to create a whole, but a process of unfolding like the 
evolution of an embryo in which the whole precedes the parts and actually gives 
birth to them by splitting." [This is similar to the emphasis of this thesis which is 
concerned about people's participation in production process But, their involvement 
is very specific and significant in synthesizing the objects (which is explained as 
inductions and abduction reasoning discussed in Section 4 B 3) in order to qualify 
them; to build up the structure of their thought and core values, and even to 
particularise their plans and designs ] 
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The same source indicates that the language, like a seed, is the genetic system which gives the 
million of small acts of people the power to form a whole. The language and the processes 
which stem from it merely release the fundamental order which is native to us. They do not 
teach us, they only remind us of what we know already and of what we shall discover when 
we give up our ideas and opinions, and do exactly what emerges from ourselves 
4.B.2.2. Subject- Object Dualism 
In seeking for objective knowledge (science), it has been Man's tendency to forget that, 
ultimately, subject and object are not separated rather they are one and merely opposite ends 
of the same axis (Purce, 1974). The consequence of this has been a swing back to the 
observational scientists of'complementarity': light is both particle and wave, depending on the 
mode of one's participation in its being. In other words, the method of observation (that is the 
nature of the observer) changes the apparently fundamental nature of light and is not, 
therefore, totally distinct or apart from it. 
Physicists are searching for a new language, not only to express the continuum of the 
universe, but also to express the cyclic nature of space and time The understanding, f r 
example, of the Sufi mystic Ibn' Arabi, who says that 'every cause is the effect of its own 
effect', is of an order necessary for the physicists discussing the nature of matter who say that 
among strongly interacting sub -nuclear particles, each particle helps to generate every other 
particle which in turn generates it. 
The purposes of human activities of generating objects and developing subjects in coping with 
the environment is a matter of significance Purce (1974, p 32) points to the balance of the 
their relationship and writes; "The sudden interest in the spiritual world, in the nature of the 
One ... is the violent redress of an imbalance. As all expansion leads to contraction and out 
of every extreme is born the seed of its opposite, so our almost exclusively analytic and 
quantitative approach to the world leads into a new vision of the continuum, and we turn on 
to the next winding of the evolutionary spiral " 
In a three -dimensional spiral the origin and end are in the opposite pole of a central axis Purce 
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claims that this is the axis of consciousness and its 'end' is not the second but the duplication 
Duplication of the One is simply the One looking at itself and in so doing becoming subject 
and object: this is the duality by which all is known. Then, she points to the third element 
keeping this dual picture in mind and names it 'relation'. By saying that, the distance between 
subject and object is knowledge. In this regard, she brings some examples one of which 
represents the point of view of Islamic tradition: 'I was a hidden treasure and I loved to be 
known, so I created the world.' On the spherical vortex suggested by her, the hidden treasure 
is the point of origin. The thesis suggests that in the process of becoming subject into object 
and the vice versa, in human creativity and in forming the relationship between subjects and 
objects as knowledge, there is an element of time involved which needs further exploration 
4.B.2.3. Cyclic Time and the Process 
Ah, my Beloved, fill the Cup that clears 
Today of past regrets and future fears. 
Tomorrow? Why, tomorrow I may be 
Myself with Yesterday's seven thousand Years. 
Omar Khayyam (Persian poet, Nishap ur, 104K -1 131) 
In his presentation in 'A Symposium on the Relation between Continuity and Change', 
Raymond Monelle (1997) concentrated on 'Lyric Time and Progressive Time in Music' and 
classified 'time' into a wide range of definitions such as historical time, cultural time, ecological 
time, structural time, abstract time, progressive time, etc But, what time does really mean in 
the intentional process of producing things and how many kinds of it are conceivable in 
finding out the accurate meaning of this process, is a matter of significance 
To determine what time means to a subject, it is necessary to clarify the meaning of change 
There is a tendency to identify time with the way one measures it and it usually relates to the 
rotation of the earth around the sun (structurally) The error becomes apparent in situation 
when astronomical measures do not serve people's purposes well Ackoff et al (1972) quote 
from C. W. Thornthwaite (1953) who sought a biological clock for the problem of the rate 
of growth of plants and found one in the pea plant He used time between appearances of 
successive nodes on the pea plant as units of time These units were of different duration when 
measured astronomically, but they made more useful prediction and control of harvests than 
did hours and days. 
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"Time is a property of events that is sufficient to enable one individual to individuate any two 
changes in the same property of the same individual." (Ackoff et al , 1972, p 252) The same 
source claims that each event is a change of an individual's nonessential property It also cites 
an idea about change in page 256 and writes: "If an essential property of an individual 
changes, that individual changes to another individual or ceases to exist An individual changes 
and remains the same individual when its nonessential properties change When a subject 
responds to a change in such a property, he responds to a change in (not ot) the individual 
Thus, we respond to a change in a friend's clothes, but he is the same friend. Even though two 
different friends wear the same clothing, we respond to them differently " This is a functional, 
not a structural definition of time in their views. Further, they also define momentariness and 
moment of time to access the right meaning of some orders into set of moments or time -slices 
to see what gives time its direction. To identify the most difficult concepts like before and 
after or past and future, there is a quotation from Albert Einstein (1923, p 1) who believed 
"The experience of an individual appear to us arranged in a series of events, in this 
series the single events which we remember appear to be ordered according to the 
criterion of 'earlier' and 'later', which cannot be analysed further There exists, 
therefore, for the individual, an I -time, or subjective time This in itself is not 
measurable." 
But and on the contrary, it is worthwhile to say that when concepts are widely regarded as 
indefinable, it indicates that they require some kind of very basic reformulation and 
reorientation. This reorientation will be achieved by dealing with time in functional 
(structuralistic) not structural (systemic) terms. In this relation, the American pragmatic 
philosopher Charles Peirce (1923, p. 261) indicates "Future conduct is the only conduct that 
is subject to self -control." This suggested to him a functional criterion for distinguishing the 
past from the future. 
"One of the most marked feature about the law of mind is that it makes time have a 
definite direction of flow from past to future The relation of past to future is, in 
reference to the law of mind, different from the relation of future to past This makes 
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one of the great contrasts between the law of mind and the law of physical force, there 
is no more distinction between the two opposite direction in time than between 
moving northward and moving southward. 
In order, therefore, to analyse the law of mind, we must begin by asking what the flow 
of time consists in. Now, we find that in reference to any individual state of feeling all 
others are of two classes: those which affect this one (or have a tendency to affect it) 
and those which do not. The present is affected by the past but not by the future 
If of two states each is absolutely unaffectable by the other, they are to be regarded 
as parts of the same state. They are contemporaneous " (Peirce, 1940, p 343) 
Peirce's insight was that purposeful individuals distinguish the past from the future on the basis 
of what they believe they can control. Despite his idea about past and future and with respect 
to the future , the author argues that there are always things their present behaviour can 
accomplish, but they do not regard their present behaviour as having any potential influence 
on the past. Ackoff et al. (1972) put forward their tentative terminology and say that the 
future (as opposed to the past) is what a purposeful individual takes to be potentially 
producible by his behaviour. [See also the discussion about Teleology and Directiveness 
in Purposeful Systems in (3.B.1.8.)] 
Time is important in two ways. For one thing, it is an essential part of reality Everything real 
lasts some length of time changing more or less as time passes An instantaneous moment is 
an abstract notion, sometimes useful but never real (Waddington, 1977) Waddington refers 
to Whitehead (1923 ) and remarks that the present is really the fringe of memory tinged with 
anticipation. He emphasises on the fact that any attempt to influence the world has to act on 
the processes which are going on. Temporal change is the basic medium of all activities 
including human's. For both these reasons, the thesis suggests that an understanding merely 
of the structure of a living system is not enough, there is a need for understanding it as an 
interrelated set of processes. 
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In defining change and transformation, time has been discussed in different sections of this 
thesis, e.g. in Chapter Three4. Here and concerning the model of endogenous development 
which consists of production process paradigm, it may be fruitful to refer to Purce's (1974) 
belief that time itself is cyclic and by its returning seasons one reviews the progress and 
growth of understanding. Therefore, the universe and Man's consciousness (the macrocosm 
and the microcosm) consist in a continuum and a dynamic whole, 
Physicists has demonstrated that matter actually consists in its own movement and 
organization. The growth of human consciousness is similarly the continuous refining of its 
own organization, the ordering of its individual microcosm. This process is built into the 
structure and is inherent in the natural evolution of Man (by repeated breaking down and 
building up) and it demonstrates the cycles of change within the continuum and the alternation 
of the polarities within each cycle. It embodies the principles of expansion and contraction 
(model makings) and the potential for simultaneous movement in either direction towards its 
two extremities (Ibid.). 
Another illustration from the same source is about growth and time So, it refers to the fact 
that all people's experiences are like that haunting scent situation recur with almost boring 
familiarity until one has mastered them in the light of the previous time round Then, it 
emphasises on spiral which is the means of travelling round life to compare someone with 
her/himself and discover how much s/he has changed since s/he were in the city met her/his 
friend. Purce believes that time is cyclic and by spiral of its returning seasons one reviews the 
progress and growth of her/his own understanding. She, therefore, propounds a new definition 
of structural meaning of time in page 8 of her book 'The Mystic Spiral' and writes 
"Within the totality of the universal continuum, we are limited by space -time to 
successive and analytic observations of its parts. These parts, the transient formations 
It was discussed directly under the headings such as Time and Change in Transti,rmaticn (in i A 3 ). 
Irreversible Time and Irreversible I listory (in 3 B.2.11: and in the discourse about living systems in System 
View & Structuralism. 
s See the Conclusion of the previous Section: Modelling 
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of nature's perpetual motion - although never perfect - seem to us to approximate to 
an ideal. In so far as archetypal flow and growth form assumed by the mushroom, the 
embryo and the brain embody a forward impulse which turns back on itself, they 
demonstrate exactly the forming of a vortex ring." 
However, beside these intellectual views, people may have another feeling of time It is said 
that in primitive societies or in some independent rural areas, people do not feel time as some 
feel it in the cities or in institutionalized societies. Time for them has no past and no future 
They are sharing subjective aspects and their life has the priority to the other objects Because, 
many formation in nature, although both constituted and caused by dissimilar phenomena, are 
not only similar to look at but have identical description. This would suggest that together 
they form a higher overall order outside. Therefore, some people live in the momentary 
present and do not need to measure it by any abstract or artificial instrument. Of course, this 
moment is a part of a mental process for them which unfolds information from past into future 
or changes subject into object and the reverse. In the next step, there is an attempt to pull 
together some elements from different definitions in logic to establish a concept capable for 
illuminating and proving some of the previous and later concerns about this mental process 
4.B.3. Logical Thinking and The Process 
The objective of the thesis, as it was described previously, is to determine the model of 
endogenous development and its related paradigms, i e production process and supply - 
demand relationship by bringing evidence from scientific (system view and structuralism). 
logical (deduction, induction and abduction reasoning) and philosophical (cause and effect 
relationship) background. In Chapter Three scientific issues of different fields of knowledge, 
such as pure science, sociology, psychology, biology, etc were discussed which led to the 
differences between inanimate and animates In relation to those, the main emphasis was to 
focus on the differences between human beings and their activities and the other creatures 
Now in this section, an attempt has been made to pursue the logical and philosophical bases 
of the discourse to trace the routes which help solving the problems associated with living 
systems, therefore, to be able to explain the mechanism of human intentional activities in 
creating the artificial domain, e g in building the environment 
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Modern science may be said to be operational that means it considers every, statement as 
essentially concerned with possible experiments or observable processes According to this. 
the study of logic may be reduced to the study of the logical mind which reduces logic to 
psychology. This is true in the sense that many psychological states and sequences of thought 
do not conform to the canons of logic. Psychology contains much that is foreign to logic, but 
any logic which means anything to us can contain nothing without the human mind Wiener 
(1948, p. 147) indicates: "All logic is limited by the limitations of the human mind when it is 
engaged in that activity known as logical thinking." 
Describing the logic of design', March (1976) refers to some logical investigations made by 
Peirce (1923) in order to distinguish the nature of inductive reasoning and its relationship to 
other modes of logical reasoning. The citation from Peirce indicates "Let any human being 
have enough information and exert enough thought upon any question and the result will be 
that he will arrive at a certain definite conclusion which is the same that any other mind will 
make under sufficiently favourable circumstances." He also refers to the Aristotelian syllogism 
which was taken by Peirce: 
X is Y; Y is Z: hence X is Z 
as typifying deductive or analytic reasoning that is the application of a general 'rule' (y is z) 
to a particular 'case' (x is y) to give a logically determined 'result' (x is z) But, Peirce says 
"inductive or synthetic reasoning, being something more than the mere application of a general 
rule to a particular case, can never be reduced to this form " In chapter one of his book'. 
March (1976) suggests that the syllogism is isomorphic to the transitivity axiom of a partial 
ordering, thus, 
X sY and YsZ XsZ. 
6 Until now, the discussion about development and growth has confirmed that mental process of each 
individual is the main way of increasing the quality of life In this process. infirmation generated in past 
altering through a structural nxxiel, will make a new model of situation Therefire. management. planning and 
design which contain decision making, thus problem solving of the existing situation or that of a new image 
tier the future, is helping the completion of a model of situation in detc mimng formation of the society and 
evolution of thought. 
' Theoretic approach is suggested in chapter one, i.e. 'A Boolean De-ecnption of a Class of Built Forms. of the 
book 'The Architecture of Form' edited by March in 1976 and published by Cambridge t lntvcrsity Press 
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Peirce goes on to develop two further modes of reasoning by changing the three assertions 
(Figure 4.B.1). Induction mirrors the reasoner's search for a law to account for regularities 
among phenomena and engenders new habits of thought`: induction is the inference of the rule 
from the case and the results. Abduction, or what March later calls productive reasoning' and 
Peirce's third mode, reflects the researcher's presumption that a certain phenomenon might 
exist to account for his observations given that a particular theory holds abduction is the 
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Figure 4.B.1 Peirce's three modes of inference ldenv d from Match t i q?( tl 
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indicates the amount by which the rule o : z is riot mci AhJawtive reasoning has thres distinct 
possibilities. In AI, the motive tuile) mid the e'isknee ircsults) c nspire 'beyond all reasonable doubt' 
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s Peirce (1923, p. 15) says: "The belief in a nik is a habit that a !Mbar is a nik active in us, is evident 
Induction, thciefore, is the logical formula which e\pre' ' th iopi ail rances .vt totrnatu n .d a habit 
March (1976, p. 35) adds: "In the Design contest. perhaps. the cwtarl Cxai of a MV 
9 March indicates that Peirce did not use the terni pro tar tzve !b. 'astral * jbaticticat twAve% t * lauri aheitw ulti.. 
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Peirce (1923, p. 135) propounds further description about the above terminologies and says 
"Induction is where we generalise from a number of cases of which something is true. Or, 
where we find a certain thing to be true of a certain proportion of cases and infer it is true of 
the same proportion of the whole class. Abduction is where we find the some curious 
circumstance which would be explained by the supposition that it was a case of a general rule 
and thereupon adopt that supposition. Or, where we find that in certain respects two objects 
have strong resemblance and infer that they resemble one another strongly in other respects " 
Following the discussion, Hartshorne et al. (1931, p 173 of Vol 2, and p 171 of Vol 5) 
define these modes of inference in relation with law and cause -effect relationship 
"We usually conceive Nature to be perpetually making deduction This is our 
natural and anthropomorphic metaphysics. We conceive that there are laws of Nature 
which are her rules or major premises. We conceive that cases arise under these laws 
these cases consist in the prediction or the occurrence of'causes' which are the middle 
terms of the syllogisms. And finally, we conceive that the occurrence of these causes 
by virtue of the laws of Nature results in 'effects' which are the conclusions of the 
syllogisms. Conceiving of Nature in this way, we naturally conceive of science as 
having three tasks: (1) the discovery of laws which is accomplished by induction; 
(2) the discovery of causes which is accomplished by hypothetic (abductive) 
inference; and (3) the prediction of effects which is accomplished by deduction." 
[Here, the author's emphasis is especially on induction inference (1) which is a logical 
support for helping the implementation of the production process by discovery of 
ultimate/final cause in the Man's intentional productions ) 
Then they concluded their discussion by claiming that "Deduction proves that something 
'must be'; induction shows that something 'actually is' operative; and abductive merely 
suggests that something 'may be'." 
There is evidence suggesting the analytic approach, synthetic approach. induction and 
deduction, for example in the Design Process [when induction is employed for making models 
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and deduction is used for plans in Box's (1989) writing] and in the General Theoretical 
Framework of Attitudes of this thesis. Here, the attempt is to show the different applications 
of these terms in science and in design which has been referred to by March (1976, p 18) He 
argues that whereas the major goal of scientific endeavour is to establish general laws or 
theory, the prime objective of designing is to realise a particular case or design Both require 
deduction for analytical purposes. Yet, "science must employ inductive reasoning in order 
to generalise and design must use productive inference [abduction' so as to 
particularise." [the author's emphasis] 
March also refers to universality' of inductively derived scientific suppositions and claims that 
productivity derived designs are 'existential' Thus, while in science it might behove the 
scientist to search for a falsifying case; in designing, the problem is to find at least one 
reasonable design solution. In science, an hypothesis is a general principle induced from 
particular events and observations, but in design an hypothesis is a particular instance 
produced from a general notion and specific data. In science, hypothesis is commonly used 
to mean a tentative general statement about a class of cases, but it originally meant a particular 
case of a general proposition (Ibid.). 
For the purpose of developing a vocabulary for the model of endogenous development and 
its paradigms and following March's (1976) definition, another discussion has been organized 
here. March sees the outcome of the productive reasoning as a case which is called design or 
'composition'; the outcome of deductive reasoning as a 'decomposition' which contains the 
characteristics of the design that emerge from analysis of the whole composition, and the 
outcome of the inductive reasoning as a 'supposition', a working rule of some generality - that 
is an hypothesis in the scientific sense and more loosely, an idea, a theory, a model, or a type 
To rephrase Peirce's above remarks, Martin et al (1972, pp 164 -74) conceive the rational 
designing as having three tasks 
the creation of a novel composition which is accomplished by productive reasoning, 
[similar to the concern of this thesis which is based on people's (consumers) 
participation in design process to help them as users to feedback the results of the 
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process (products) into its start point (subjective cause) for its qualification ] 
the prediction of performance characteristics which is accomplished by deduction, (a 
theoretical part of the production process starting from subjective cause onward, i e 
subjective cause, objective cause/effect and formal cause/effect) and 
3. the accumulation of habitual notions and established values, an evolving typology, 
which is accomplished by induction. (Similar to the philosophy of design indicating the 
necessity of ultimate/final cause in the production process which involves four stages 
and causes the emergence of cultural values that is discussed in the followings ) 
Finally, while it is from the collusion of specific needs and wants that novelty is produced, it 
is productive reasoning which can frustrate the established order of habit and consequently 
inject new values. Hartshorne et al. (1931 -5, p. 475 of Vol 6) quote from Peirce and writes 
that: "abduction [March calls it production] is the only logical operation which introduces any 
new ideas; for induction does nothing but determine a value, and deduction merely evolves 
the necessary consequences of a pure hypothesis10." March (1976, p 18) gets a result from 
this citation and proposes a statement, which is also the author's emphasis in the discussion 
about production process of the model of endogenous development He claims "Production 
creates; deduction predicts; and induction evaluates " Therefore, the acceptance of the 
social evolution of thought and consequently of design as a rational process for the 
development and transformation of the society becomes possible from this point of view The 
scientific and logical references mentioned so far aim to help responding to the question of 
'how the process of being in natural and artificial domain is conceivable'' Further exploration 
of these concepts requires finding a philosophical answer to the critical question of 'why the 
production process of the endogenous development is so important'' 
4.B.4. Philosophical Foundation (Cause- effect) and the Process 
Without going into detail and regarding the different schools of philosophy of science, it is 
10 The source also contains the expression 'Deduction explicates; induction evaluates.' 
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necessary to describe some trends which pertain more directly to this discussion For instance, 
some scientists believe that when the whole to be explained could not be disassembled into 
independent parts, the relationship between them had to be understood in order to understand 
the whole. Consistent with reductionism, it was believed that all interactions between objects, 
events and their properties could be reduced by analysis to one fundamental relationship 
'cause -effect'. One thing was said to be the cause of another, i.e. its effect, if the first was both 
necessary and sufficient for the other. An effect could not have occurred unless its cause had 
For example, if striking a bell is considered necessary and sufficient for it to make a sound, 
then the strike is taken to be the cause and the sound to be its effect 
It was also believed that becoming (equal to the necessity) of every existence (equal to 
existence and nonexistence) emerges from another being (a cause) In other words, an 
existence should have a cause. The great Iranian scholar and philosopher S M Hossein 
Tabatabaei (1953) propounds a comprehensive discussion about cause -effect relationship and 
says that every phenomenon or event in the world has deterministic existence and has come 
to being by a chain of causes. If there were not those causes, there would not be that 
phenomenon. Therefore, the existence of 'cause' is the cause of 'effect' and nonexistence of 
cause is the cause of nonexistence of effect. Hence, object needs subject 
The same source referred to the main privilege of a human being, compared to an animal, is 
that s/he can have knowledge of her/his knowledge or her/his ignorance Theologians claim 
that this is the main privilege which separates Man from animal Therefore, animal lives in 
double ignorance or in concrete knowledge. But, human can have concrete ignorance and 
complex knowledge. On the contrary to what majority of philosophers say, Tabatabaei claims 
that it is not only the capability of Man's mind in abstracting and contracting information, but 
also being aware of four general concepts referred to in philosophy 
1. being and lack of being, 
2. necessity and possibility, 
3. unity and diversity, and 
4. cause and effect relationship 
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Although, these terms are being used in philosophy rather than in an everyday life, but they 
do not entirely lose their everyday usage. Everybody is dealing with some absolute principles 
and beliefs. For instance, a person knows that four times five is equal to twenty S/he believes 
in this rule and knows that there is no other possibility. So, s/he believes that this is necessary 
If people do not have clear idea about this 'necessity', they cannot make any comment in any 
occasion. These general concepts are self -evident facts and axioms They are all significant 
tools for human thought ( Motahhari, 1953). Motahhari also tries to define different 
interpretations of case and effect relationship and classifies such attitudes. 
a) the majority of philosophers who believe that all effects need causes both in 
occurrence and in permanency, 
b) some scientists, according to their recent discoveries, who claim that effects need 
causes in occurrence not in permanency, but the continuum of effect in permanency 
is deterministic and necessary (process), and 
c) some Iranian philosophers (Motekallemin) who reject the need of effect to cause in 
permanency and do not agree that cause and effect relationship is deterministic They 
have claimed that effect does not need cause neither in occurrence nor in permanency 
Motahhari pinpoints the arguments between materialists and theologians about the existence 
of cause -effect relationship and their beliefs about the existence of cause after the occurrence 
in the permanency of effect and indicates that proving the consistency of effect without cause 
in such examples as the existence of building after builder, child after parents, clock after 
factory is not accurate and scientific. He believes builder, parents and factory are not the real 
causes. They are subjects that form the physical, chemical and vital circumstances by their 
activities. Therefore, they are causes of a series of systematic and regular activities [process] 
He claims that these examples have nothing to do with philosophy and should have scientific 
answers. In philosophy cause -effect relationship has a specific meaning Causality, no matter 
how it is defined, is believed by Mayr (1970) to contain three elements 
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1. an explanation of past events; ('a posteriori causality') 
2. prediction of future events; and 
3. interpretation of teleological issues. (That is 'goal- directed' phenomena) 
Materialists claim that cause dies when effect occurs. They also claim that time is the only 
factor which can illuminate the relationship between cause and effect; which there is no 
interval time between them. Thus, they claim that cause disappears when effect emerges 
Motahhari (1953) believes that time is not a choice for Man in his activities, because choice 
is possibility and determination is necessity and world is made of necessities not possibilities 
He also categorises different attitudes towards the definition of determination and free will 
a) absolute determinists; (who, appear occasionally and do not have a specific school, 
believe that all Man's activities are deterministic and there are no choice and free will 
for him. So, Man is not responsible for his behaviour ) 
b) contemporary determinists; (who believe human behaviour is deterministic and there 
is no choice and free will for him but responsibility and duty are acceptable ) 
c) some Motekallemins and scientists in modern physics, (who reject the deterministic 
cause -effect relationship and say that there is no 'necessity' in the world Therefore, 
there is no 'necessity' which dominates Man's activities Cause -effect and its necessity 
are just considerable aspects in material. Non -materials (spirituality and God) are 
subjects not causes. They also believe that the relation of effect to cause is 'necessary', 
but the relation of activities to subject is not necessary ) 
d) some psychologists; (who believe that there is no 'necessity and 'determinism' which 
dominates human's activities because Man acts by 'will' which is free of causality ) and 
e) Islamic thinkers (Who believe that the structure of the world is based on 'necessity' 
Man is entirely free to act and there is no contradiction between his free will and the 
necessity of universe ) 
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4.B.4.1. Things View and Process View 
There are two great philosophical alternatives which are concerned with the somewhat 
intellectual picture people have of the world of nature. One view is that the world essentially 
consists of 'things' and that any changes one notices are really secondary arising from the way 
things interact with one another. The alternative is that the world consists of processes and 
that the things one discerns are only stills out of what is essentially a movie These alternatives 
go back to the earliest Greek philosophers who lived before Socrates (about 600 -500 BC). 
The 'thing' view is usually associated with the name of Democritus who actually used the 
world 'atom' as the name for the basic things - invisibly small unchangeable and unchanging 
little lumps of something which could be called matter, though they were not quite the same 
as what a modern chemist or physicist would call an atom. The classical spokesman for the 
other view was Heraclitus who argued that it is an essential feature of things that they are 
always in the process of change like a flame into which burnable substances pass are burnt and 
hot gases come out. One can never step into the same river twice, said Heraclitus, for the 
water is flowing and when you step into it again tomorrow it will not be the same water as it 
was when you stepped in today (Waddington, 1977) 
Conventional Wisdom of the Dominant Group (COWDUNG, 1938 -1958) argues that the 
world and everything in it is constituted from arrangements of essentially unchanging material 
particles whose nature has already been largely discovered by the researches of physics and 
chemistry (Ibid.). This view, when applied to living things, was known as 'mechanism' in the 
early years of this century. The human being was regarded as a very complicated machine built 
up of these physio -chemical parts. A few pointed out that there are many properties of living 
things such as their development, their evolution, their apparent organization and particularly 
their consciousness and it was claimed that living things must involve some other type of 
principle: a 'vital force' of some kind. This view is known as 'vitalism' The same source 
indicates that Needham and Woodger, two British biologists, argued that living systems are 
made up of the physico -chemical entities plus what they called it 'organizing relations' 
(comparable to what would sometimes be called cybernetic relations) between them 
Because of progress in understanding the nature of networks of interaction which are involved 
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in the process by which a collection of cells becomes organized into an organ with a unity 
character or into a neural system capable of functioning in a coherent way, some biologists 
spoke of a process of'emergence' of new properties at certain 'levels of complexity' By this, 
they meant that a complicated mechanism, made up out of physico -chemical parts, might 
exhibit a type of behaviour which did not and could not occur in the isolated part (Ibid ) 
There is another view which regards physico -chemical entities as a source of knowledge for 
understanding the world and returning to Heraclitan 'process' philosophy This is opposed to 
Democritean 'thing' view and anticipates Marx and Engels. They were perhaps the first 
influential exponents of an approach of this kind. They tried to substitute a dialectical 
materialism for the mechanical materialism (Waddington, 1977) In a similar line of thought 
and more in relation to the natural world as a whole and our knowledge of it, Whitehead 
(1923) pointed to a new determination of knowledge and argued that the foundation of 
knowledge is not the atom, as chemists describe it or whatever fundamental particles the most 
recent physicists are willing to admit. Instead science is based on observations which made 
in a controlled and organized way amount to experiment. Now, an observation or an 
experiment has to be observed by someone. It is 'an occasion of experience', and involves 
the experiencing person as well as what is experienced Thus, phenomena like mind or 
conscious perception are included in the very foundation of knowledge 
The problem of causality, previously mentioned, is most complicated when it is associated 
with those who have a process view of the world. Therefore, there is a need to find the causal 
relationship through change and by being concerned about time Sometimes, process has been 
used as one can perceive it in natural phenomena without necessarily being dependent on the 
ultimate cause (e.g. probabilistic cause -effect has been used to obtain this goal) Some seek 
the process after the occurrence of cause [generative/evolutionary cause -effect related to the 
deep structure (diachronous domain) and surface structure (synchronous domain) of 
epistemology show this claim]. The author argues that the initial problem is about the different 
interpretations of'cause'. It seems that there is a tendency to substitute the subjective cause 
with ultimate cause, rather neglect it, by emphasising on theories To prove this, the author 
would like to refer to some definitions about different kinds of causality 
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4.B.4.2. Different Types of Causality 
Describing the difficulty associated with the concept of causality in biology, Mayr (1970) 
propounds an example of bird migration. He listed four equally legitimate causes for this 
migration: ecological; genetic; intrinsic physiological; and extrinsic physiological causes 
There is an immediate set of causes of the migration consisting of the physiological condition 
of the bird interacting with photo -periodicity and drop in temperature Mayr calls these the 
'proximate causes' of migration. The other two causes: the lack of food during winter and 
the genetic disposition of the bird are the 'ultimate causes' For him, these are causes that 
have a history and that have been incorporate into the system through many thousands of 
generations of natural selection. Evidently, the functional biologist would be concerned with 
analysis of the proximate causes, while the evolutionary biologist would be concerned with 
analysis of the ultimate causes (Ibid.). This classification is assumed by the author to be 
applicable in determining the mechanism of design process in artificial domain, i e using a 
functional approach to define the design process which is concerned about the designer's work 
while an evolutionary approach is concerned with tradition and culture as the historical 
backgrounds of design process. The former is considered to be proximate cause including 
subjective cause, objective and formal cause/effects and the later is ultimate/final cause which 
can accommodate the result of feedback control of the process (by employing inductive 
reasoning to help generation and evolution of values) 
The same source modifies the terms given above by saying that proximate causes govern the 
responses of the individual (and her/his organs) to immediate factors of the environment while 
ultimate causes are responsible for the evolution of the particular DNA code of information 
with which every individual of every species is endowed To find out how the definition of 
cause in formal philosophy fits with the usual explanatory 'cause' of functional and 
evolutionary biology, Mayr (1970, p 46) argues that there is a need for the definition of 
"cause as 'an insufficient condition without which an event would not have happened', or as 
'a member of a set of jointly sufficient reasons without which the event would not happen' " 
The interactions between objects, events and their properties are the major point in science 
of organization. In Machine Age, cause -effect was the central relationship by which all actions 
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and interactions were explained. Singer (1959) noted that cause -effect was used in two 
different senses. First, it was used in the sense when a cause is necessary and sufficient 
condition for its effect. Second, it was also used when one thing was taken to be necessary 
but not sufficient for the other. For instance, an acorn is necessary but not sufficient for an 
oak; various soil and weather conditions are also necessary Singer referred to this second 
type of cause -effect as 'producer -product'. It has also been referred to as 'probabilistic or 
non deterministic cause -effect'. Because a producer is not sufficient for its product, other 
producers (coproducers) are also necessary. These constitute the producer's environment 
Hence, the producer -product relationship yields environment -full (open -system) not 
environment -free (closed- system) thinking (Ackoff, 1974). 
Singer (1959) went on to show why studies that use the producer -product relationship were 
compatible with, but richer than, studies that use only deterministic cause -effect Furthermore, 
he showed that a theory of explanation based on producer -product enabled objective study 
of functional, goal -seeking and purposeful behaviour. The concept 'free will' and 'choice' were 
no longer incompatible with mechanism. 
Ackoff(1974) indicates that in mechanistic thinking behaviour is explained by identifying 
what caused it, not by its effect. In teleological thinking behaviour can be explained 
either by what produced it or by what it produces or is intended to produce. For 
example, a boy's going to the store can be explained either by his being sent there by his 
mother or by his wanting to buy ice cream. He says that study of the functions, goals and 
purposes of individuals and group has a greater ability to evaluate and improve their 
performance than did the study of them as purposeless mechanisms 
4.B.4.3. Final Cause and Finality in Purposeful Systems 
'Final cause' was among the Aristotle's classification of causes This category is based on the 
observation of the orderly and purposive development of the individual from the egg to the 
'final' stage of the adult and of the development of the whole world from its beginnings to its 
present order. Therefore, he defined final cause as 'the cause responsible for the orderly 
reaching of a preconceived ultimate goal' All goal -seeking behaviour has been classified as 
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'teleological'. Aristotelian scholars have rightly emphasized that Aristotle was first and 
foremost a biologist and that it was his preoccupation with postulate 'final causes' in addition 
to the 'material', 'formal' and 'efficient' causes (Mayr, 1970). Thinkers from Aristotle to the 
present have been challenged by the apparent contradiction between a mechanistic 
interpretation of natural processes and the seemingly purposive sequence of events in organic 
growth, in reproduction and in animal behaviour. 
Some biologists believe that the purposive action of an individual, in so far as it is based on 
the properties of a genetic code, is neither more nor less purposive than the actions of a 
computer programmed to respond to various inputs ". Those biologists felt that it its 
ambiguous to designate such programmed, goal- directed behaviour 'teleological', because the 
word 'teleological' has also been used in a very different sense for the final stage in 
evolutionary adaptive processes. When Aristotle spoke of final causes, he was particularly 
concerned with the adaptations found throughout the plant and animal kingdom He was 
concerned with what later authors have called design or plan. He ascribed the final causes not 
only imitation or cooperation but all the other adaptations of animal and plants to each other 
and to their environment. The Aristotelians and their successors asked themselves what goal - 
directed process could have produced such a well- ordered design in nature 
The terms 'teleology' and 'teleological' have been applied to two different sets of phenomena 
Mayr (1970, p. 49) explains: "On one hand is the production and perfecting throughout the 
history of the animal and plant kingdoms of ever -new programmes and of ever -improved 
DNA codes of information. On the other hand, there is the testing of these programmes and 
the decoding of these codes throughout the lifetime of each individual " He also claims that 
there is a fundamental difference between end -directed behavioural activities or developmental 
processes of an individual or a system which are controlled by a programme (instinctive 
process) and the steady improvement of genetic codes (evolutionary process) 
In order to avoid confusion between the two entirely different types of term for all end - 
directions, Pittendrigh (1958, p. 394) has introduced the term 'teleonomic' as a descriptive 
ti Mayr (1970) claims that it is a purely mechanistic rurjxislvtxlc.w.s 
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term for all end -directed systems 'not committed to Aristotelian teleology' Not only does this 
negative definition place the entire inconvenience on the word system, but is useful as it 
restricts the term ' teleonomic' rigidly to systems operating based on a programme, a code of 
information. In this regard, Mayr (1970, p. 49) states: "Teleonomy in biology designates 'the 
apparent purposefulness of organisms and their characteristics'." [See also (3 B 1 7 ), 
(3.B.1.8.), and (3.B.2.4.) in Chapter Three] 
In his conclusion: page 54, Mayr (1970) admitted that the existence of complex codes of 
information in the DNA of the germ plasm permits teleonomic purposiveness. Saying that, he 
continued: "... evolutionary research has found no evidence whatsoever for a 'goal- seeking' 
of evolutionary lines as postulated in that kind of teleology which sees 'plan and design' in 
nature. The harmony of the living universe, so far as it exists, is an a posteriori product of 
natural selection." But, the author suggests that the built environment is different from 
organisms in that there could be an overall 'plan' 
Once any process is set going (for example, if two chemical substances are allowed to stan 
reacting with one another), it will eventually reach some end The question of 'finalism' arises 
when there is something interesting about the end - in particular, when it is both complex and 
definite in character. Mayr (1970) considered the former causality being as teleological or 
vitalistic and the latter 'teleonomic' or in the phrase of Waddington (1957) 'quasi -finalistic' 
Waddington ( 1962, p. 55) distinguishes three main types of explanation available for finalism 
1. that the end itself acts as a cause directing the process so that it terminates at the 
predetermined end state; (this is Aristotelian finalism, which is rejected by some 
biologists such as Waddington (1962), because they claim it involves a concept of 
causation quite outside of their accepted range of idea ) 
2. that some nonmaterial agency directs the process to the predetermined end, (this is 
'vitalism', which has been also rejected by the same group ) and 
3 that the end state of the process is determined by its properties at the beginning (This 
is 'mechanism', the experience of which is said to led those biologists to realize that 
it is a powerful type of hypothesis, e g computers ) 
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Tabatabaei (1953) says: "Each object has a subject or each effect needs a cause " He claims 
that existence of any phenomenon which needs 'cause' will not be attainable without 
'subjective cause', even if it has other kinds of causes, i.e 'ultimate cause'. 'objective cause and 
'formal cause'. Subjective cause without ultimate cause is potential subject but not actual 
one. Therefore, it is incomplete. It will be final subject by ultimate cause 
All people's activities aim for perfection. They are hungry so they seek fullness by eating food 
They are thirsty so they look for satiation by water. They are defective so they seek perfection 
by ultimate activities. In simple words, the relationship between 'ultimateness' and those who 
are 'subjects' is similar to the relationship between 'perfection' and 'deficiency' Perfection is 
a dominant role in nature. All the subjective causes are accomplished by the ultimate causes 
Therefore, every perfect being is an ultimate result of its previous deficient position (lbid ) 
[See Philosophical Background in Section (m) of Appendix One ] 
On leaving natural settings for conditions of human creation, a person entered a process 
through which s/he has been diminishing the role of natural selection as a force in her/his 
evolution. At the same time, s/he entered a process leading to the creation of conditions that 
can challenge subjective 'well- being' and biological adaptedness The human- nature transaction 
is a long running process in which natural selection and culture have come to play mutualistic 
roles (Dobzhansky, 1962; and Dubos, 1965). In other words, the human- nature transaction 
(similar to the production process paradigm) has two consequences, the evolution of though 
(individual or that of society) and the generation of typologies in changing the condition 
(natural and artificial). Accordingly, the information of all these activities passes through 
cognitive structure of her/his mind 
Two different ways, in which environmental information is processed, have been 
acknowledged by psychologists. One way via the cognitive areas of the brain which registers 
thoughts and meanings; the other way is by a direct link from the sensory receptors to the 
more primitive areas of the brain which bypasses cognition Aspinall (1996) made a brief 
review of Parsons who has provided a summary of the behavioral and neuropsychological 
evidence. He says that the cognitive structure of the emotional model to be developed, relies 
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on the work of Ortony et al. (1988) which starts from the view that people have structures 
of goals, interests and beliefs which underlie their behaviour It is values associated with these 
elements which become the source of emotional appraisals. The model focuses on three major 
aspects of the world or changes in the world underlying perceptions These are events 
(process); people or agents (producers); and objects (products) when in perception the focus 
is on events it is because of interest in their consequences; when the focus is on agents it is 
because of their actions and when the focus is on objects it is because of their properties 
Agency can be ascribed to institutions or to inanimate objects construed as agents (or 
secondary causes), e.g. a person blaming his car for a series of misfortunes or a product 
demanding for more work to be appropriate. As goals and needs play a significant role in 
processing human behaviour in intentional changes of artificial domain, a brief discussion 
about them has been conducted in Appendix One: Section (n) which is about Propensities and 
Opportunities to Engage in the Process, i.e. goals, purposes, needs and wants 
4.B.5. Production Process Paradigm 
All the time, human being is refining information from dissipation into the unity Human's 
cognition or the mechanism of her /his reserving is from unconscious to conscious, from 
dissipation to classification, from surface to deep structure, from information to symbol and 
instruction, and from knowledge to belief These steps move from multiplicity of her /his 
products into the unity of her/his experiences and knowledge and vice versa This is made 
possible by an alive, natural and cyclic process. The process which brings order out of nothing 
but ourselves. It is not just a process of addition in which preformed parts are combined to 
create a whole, but is also a process of unfolding like the evolution of an embryo in which the 
whole precedes the parts and actually gives birth to them by splitting 
A brief review of the history of technology' indicates that even development and utilization 
technology, in which preformed parts are combined to create a whole, requires an 
understanding of the mental processes that are involved in it Many interdisciplines have been 
developed to generate understanding of these mental processes These interdisciplines include 
cybernetics; operation research, the behavioural, communication, management and policy 
'' Soo Historical Background of Production Process in Section (o) of Appendix Une 
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sciences; systems engineering; and planing and design, etc. 
Many consider process as different sets of changes either in a synchronous domain (generation 
of typologies) or in a diachronous domain (evolution of theories) without concern for the 
causal relationships in the correspondence between the two. The thesis's proposal is that it is 
possible to open out a 'space' between the territories of cause and effect. Into this opened out 
space can be fitted a sense of intention where goals (ultimate/final causes) become mediated 
through this space into objects or typologies (formal/externalized cause/effect) By this means, 
it is possible to see process orientated temporal elements similar to the process of becoming 
seen in the purposeful systems. This is 'production process' which relates to Man's creative 
power of changing, to some extent, subject into object, nonexistence into existence, 
multiplicity into unity, necessity into possibility and vice versa (Figure 4 B 2) 
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Figure 4.B.2 Different interpretations of cause- etiect relationship 
The diagram illustrates different kinds of cause- etïtxt relationships in which production process. M 
emphasizing on ultimate caum, is the author's proposal and the thesis's concern (se m7a1ov/e olutitnar 
cause and effect- whidi has been propcsud by Uhler et al. (1972 -73) using theory as subjective cause. and 
denying ultimate cause, is semi potentially hut not actually a process 
Source: the author 
The stimulus of production process is human's intention which is strengthened by her/his 
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knowledge, experience of the previous activities, opportunities and availability of the 
resources. The sort of knowledge embedded in this kind of productivity is responsible for the 
evolution of each individual or society's thought and generation of the products (Islami, 
1996a, 1997c). The process is considered by the author to have four stages 
ultimate/final cause; (e.g. an end: a purpose, a goal, a want and a need) 
2. subjective cause; (e.g. agencies: theories, concepts and professionals) 
3. objective cause/effect; (e.g. a means: situations, conditions and circumstances) and 
4. formal/externalized cause/effect. (e.g. products) 
Each goal or need that is chosen to be satisfied requires a means in order to be changed by an 
expert into a new product. For example, in designing or building a house (formal 
cause /effect), an architect or a builder (subjective cause) designs or changes the means 
(objective cause /effect) considering the user's needs/desires or the client's ordinances 
( ultimate/final cause). Therefore, ultimate cause involves different aspects such as goals, 
values, needs, wants and so on, which are the real stimulus of the product and differ from the 
briefing which is a way usually used by professionals (see Figure 4 B S) 
'Ultimate cause' is a stage in which human activities are determined The main goal of people's 
purposeful activities is to obtain perfection. So, 'ultimate' cause is the transformation of 
deficiency into perfection. Disregarding the ultimate cause and employing just the hypothetical 
scientific concepts, there is no need for any purposeful system (Tabatabaei. 1953) 
'Subjective cause' involves different rules, concepts, etc , which are the synthesis of different 
cases. It has the potency of creating or deducing new concepts which should he implemented 
in the third stage that of objective cause. This stage of the process works as a bridge between 
subject and object and operates such as planing, designing, management or a problem solving 
processes. It has been considered to be a place for adapting to the theoretical issues ", i.e a 
part of the mental process and the last stage of the human conceptual framework 
13 The hierarchy b of this conceptual framework of the attitudes can be set up as the following order theological. 
juridical: political: cultural. and theoretical This hierarch). has been also referred to in Figure 4 13 R. 
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The model of endogenous development indicates that 'objective cause/effect' is a stage which 
involves all kinds of objects, e.g. time, energy, technology, labour power, ecology, natural 
resources, nature, artificiality, those resources which are means or ends of other processes, 
etc." For instance, employing people in this stage may help generating the typologies of the 
products but will not necessarily affect the evolution of their thoughts This evolution is 
possible when they can participate in all the phases of the production process, either by 
pursuing their demands and predicting the products which is accomplished by deduction or 
by discovery of their usefulness or their values which is accomplished by induction If people 
are producers rather than consumer they can also participate in the process by discovery of 
the roles of its different causes which is accomplished by hypothetic (abductive) inference to 
particularise its design processes. In fact, people's abductive operation will help the creation 
of new products; their deductive operation will help prediction of implementing a plan or a 
design and their inductive operation will help them to evaluate the products or the process of 
production itself. 
Two points are important in the proposed model of production process First for processing 
a product, there is a need for all four stages to work together Secondly, the process generates 
a wide range of typologies of products, materialistic or non -materialistic The production 
process is possible over a period which can be categorized into chronologically time (when 
the concern is about the generation of typologies), evolutionary time (when the concern is 
about the evolution of the values and theories) and deterministic time which is irreversible and 
is either long run or short run according to the ends and the means Endogenous development 
becomes possible only if this process is people centric and the organisation incorporates the 
cooperation of each individual's creative power and that of society 
Production process involves mental process that evaluates the results of the production 
process. This model may help having better understanding of producing -product relationship 
which is not deterministic cause -effect It is a good tool to analyse the concept of feedback 
in purposeful and goal -seeking systems, the mechanism of control by evaluating the situation, 
14 There is also a difference between an object and an objective cause The reason wh 'cause' has been used 
tir object (i.e. objective cause) is that bemecn an object and its form. this is the object which ' accept' the firm 
(See also the definition about resources in the Introduction to DeN.elorme nt in Chapter One I H 
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adapting to and learning from the environment, free will and free choice in open systems 
specially in human societies that cause evolution and transformation of society by flourishing 
values resulting from the experiences of producing and testing the products 
The feed -back control is more adapted to this domain which shows the flexibility of natural 
and intentional processes. The evolution of scientific theories in subjective cause (deep 
structure in epistemology) should be replaced by evolution of thought when people attempt 
to go to deeper parts from theory to culture, politics, juratory and theology This might results 
the evolution and changes in culture and its values which is the main product and the result 
of the process. In fact, there is a difference between the process whose principles are 
instrumental and start from subjective cause and the process whose principles are symbolic 
and start from ultimate cause. The first is concerned about growth and generation of 
typologies in products being assisted by the industrial technologies, so creates good- centric 
organizations. The second is about development and evolution of thought using the 
endogenous strategies in production, so creates people- centric organizations (Figure 4 B 3) 
[See also the author's discussion about Good -centred and People- centred Organisations in 





Design Process vu Instnurnntal Principles 
Design Process via Symbolic Pnnciples 
Production Process 
1. Ultimate Cause 
2. Subjective Cane 
3. Objective Cause/effect 
4. Formal Cauelef ect 





People- Centred Organization 
Good-Centred Orgariaation 
Figure 4.B.3 The diagram shows that employing symbolic principles qualities the 
process of life and operating 
instrumental principles progresses the products 
Source: the author 
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Each cycle of the process occurs while time passes. Therefore, at (t,), after identifying a need 
or a want, an ordinance starts the process. Then an expert, using a concept which is the 
briefing of that need or want, ladders down the stages of the process (analytic approach) to 
find or innovates solutions (which is accomplished by deductive reasoning) as products 
Apparently, information about the product will be controlled by a feedback mechanism, stage 
by stage, to evaluate the results of the process (synthetic approach). As time passes, the 
results of this process confront the need(s) or want(s) at (t,), hence promote and evolute the 
structure of thought. In this regard, each product will be evaluated in different stages of the 
production process: for its adaptation to the environment by both users and designers in the 
third stage; for its design quality by designers, clients and sometimes by user's participation 
(abduction reasoning) in the second stage; and for its symbolic or instrumental values by users 
themselves (induction reasoning) in the first stage (Figure 4.B.4) 
,q;Url9vdKie ot Tiw.9t 
t, t2 t3 t. 
I.ts.to.d 3d1 Ii.gd.tos 
1 . I.d.RO. r 3g) Heeds and Veins (A. lad) 
2 Experts (tlsory) 
3 Envuomennt (A 1446.4) 
4 D.d.aio. Pnaisets (Typeley,) 
Ln«..i Control In SwpM-d.....d 11411.e4iip 
Ge.errticm ot iytwiogict 
Figure 4.B.4 Direct interaction, functional and internally structured theoretical model of 'production pnicc 
Source: the author 
The process will be more complicated, if the number of structural elements is increased In 
fact, any process is identified by its number of elements and also by its capacity of elements' 
transformed information. After contacting the structural elements and after forming the joint 
point (t,), the process unfolds its capacity. Then after finishing the process, the consequences 
will reserve in its elements until the next period (see also Figures 4 B 5 and 4 B 6) The start 
point of any process is the contact point of its elements and the end point is the point just 
before the start point of next period. This point is a determinative point of some process But, 
in industrial production the results of the process (products) are seen as the ends and are 
secondary cause for the new processes, e.g a car. which is a device for helping transportation. 
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has had many different influences in the other aspects of life 
R 
As each evolutionary process occurs in a certain time and the time is cyclic, events are always 
repeated. So, any phenomena returns to the starting point constantly, but with this difference 
that it has finished one period and is waiting for the new one Apparently, the values of this 
point will change during the processes and get a high or low rate of values Therefore, the 
process on the way back to starting point may gain, lose or maintain the same value 
The obtained patterns of the moments of elements' meeting repeat frequently in terms of the 
other meeting with the other elements. They are always checked and developed until to repeat 
again in their prior origin part of themselves in order to create new patterns emerging from 
their repetition. Gradually, some of these patterns are become more stable and they are 
repeated regularity. This regularity will be extent up to the point that there is no need to 
introduce them and everybody knows them. So, the patterns and symbols, which are used to 
explain phenomenal relationships, are characterised in a physical and observable forms and are 
become eternal until they will be changed and developed in their process of becoming perfect 
The process will be continued, so products are checked and developed gradually until they 
gain the official favour. Therefore, there will be some constant patterns in the main core 
(ultimate cause) which new emerging patterns are being checked regularity by them according 
to their new communications. New management and policy are chosen and applied by the 
cooperation of whole members (either human's organisation or elements of mould) The path 
to consciousness has to be seen as a return along the same path, the return is a continuation 
At the point of maximum contraction and expansion begins Purce (1974, p 32) claims "The 
spiral tendency within each one of us is the longing for the growth towards wholeness Every 
whole is cyclic and has a beginning, a middle and an end [the process] It starts from a point, 
expands and differentiates, contracts and disappears into the point once more " 
Ordinance concentrates the attentions of different activities towards producing a product and 
demand for that pulls the results gradually towards the starting point These two opposite 
directions which follow one another and have different functions perform in a cyclic way This 
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mechanism is applicable to all the human activities. The implementation of each concept is as 
important as evaluating the results. This evaluation accommodates knowledge which is one 
of the main resources for change and evolution of the structure of human thought and society 
(See the discussion about Logical Thinking and the Process in this section 4 B 3 ) 
Each product needs a certain time to be processed (deterministic time) By appearance of each 
product the time will stop until another attempt starts it again in order to evaluate that 
product. Although, progress of the products seems to be the result of changes in a 
synchronous domain which brings diversity of commodities, but it relays mostly on the 
process itself whose function is in a diachronous domain and generates evolution of thought 
(evolutionary or structural time). Furthermore, for perfection of a product, it is also necessary 
to start another cycle of the process to generate a new product which can be more 
sophisticated than the previous one (chronological time) Setting a diagram to illuminate these 
cycles may help undertaking a new meaning of time and transformation in human intentional 
activities which may also have the same application in alive systems (Figure 4 B 5) 
Cycle 1 Cycle 2 
Evolution of Thought O Constant Needr -+enimi -,inismono- 




Cyclic Time (unfolding) 
Various Products 
Q ® Q Q 
Chroaobpcal Time (ehan aeg) 
Figure 4.B.5 There are three types of lime' involved in the process. evolutionary time in which values and culture 
change: chronological time which is about progress of typologies of products. and deterministic time 
which is irreversible m each cycle 
Source: the author 
The above diagram shows that each component of the production process is a time dependant 
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phenomena, as well as the flow of the process, for adapting to and learning from the others 
in order to perform well. For instance, architects (which play their roles in the second stage 
of the process) should compare themselves with their previous position and predict their 
future roles in terms of their proficiency. They should also consider the users' needs and wants 
(which are considered to be the starting point in the first stage of the process) in different 
times: when the demands were launched; in the time when architects are making decision and 
preparing their designs; and in future when the users are supposed to deliver the products 
Architects are also concerned about the evaluation of the means (which are seen in the third 




Start point 0 tl Z t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t6:t9 











End of procedure 
Figure 4.B.6 Time and the process create diffèrent situation tir each component of a systern 
Source: the author 
It is necessary to consider the artificial domain (which is located in the forth stage that of 
formal cause/effect) in different states and different time Meanwhile. all the performances 
from (t1) to (t9 ) in different stages of the production process (1, 2. 3. 4) have actual existence 
and their influences on the process directly and/or indirectly In this cohesion of actions and 
interactions, philosophy and world view play a significant role for identifying the relationship 
between users and producers The relationship between object and subject, deep structure and 
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surface structure (diachronous and synchronous domains), learning and adopting, mechanism 
and function, progress and evolution, growth and development, etc , can be explained by this 
process which is one of the two paradigms of the model of endogenous development 
According to the statement 'each cause is the effect of its own effect', each product (in the last 
stage of the process) is an 'effect' of different causes located in the other three stages (i e 
ultimate cause, subjective cause and objective cause/effect) of the first loop of the process and 
is a 'cause', in return and in the second loop, which affects the means, human's creativity and 
cultural values and beliefs. Laddering up to the subjects from object (i e feedback control in 
systemic view) help users to evaluate the process of production and its product and is 
accomplishment by both induction and abduction. However, the result of this process is not 
necessarily objective, rather it can be subjective. Exploiting the nature, adapting to the 
environment, creating a product, mental process and all human activities need different kinds 
of processes which are occurring in different fields and environments 
It is always possible to ask for something other than people really want This possibility is 
most serious when the process by which they are to obtain their wishes is indirect and the 
degree to which they have obtained their wishes is not clear until the very, end l'sually, people 
realise their wishes in sofar as they do actually realise them by a feedback process in which 
they compare the degree of attainment of intermediate goals with their anticipation of them 
[see Section (q) of Appendix One about Productivity Analysis and the Process for more 
clarification about goals]. These intermediate goals are secondary and the result of the 
communal activities, usually exist in an independent and self -sufficient society within which 
nonessential properties such as the effect of different sectors (agriculture, industry, and service 
sectors) and their relationships play a significant role in activating people's productive power 
To clarify this, the next section aims to emphasise on 'supply- demand' relationship as the 
second paradigm of the model of endogenous development and to pursue the relationships 
between the end -products of different processes of production in synchronous domain 
4.B.6. Supply- demand Paradigm 
Supply -demand relationship is an expression of series of activities in society which are 
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happening in its surface structure which produce and influence many other activities in the 
deep structure of the society. This can be seen also as a secondary cause in forming new 
generation of typologies in synchronous dimension. To have better understanding of the 
complexity associated with this paradigm, 'matrix' has been employed as a technic to illustrates 
these relationships. In order to compare them with each other, their nonessential properties 
are classified in three sectors: such as agriculture, industry and services The transaction 
between these sectors or the transaction between their outcomes is very significant It also 
helps to explain the lateral relationships of the activities organizing the structure of indigenous 
societies. Figure 4.B.7 illustrates the relationship between agriculture and industry sectors 
Agriculture Industry 
Figure 4.B.7 Negative and positive demands of agnculture ( +p and -ß) and negative and p.,.iii c :upl,h 01 
industry ( +a and -a) 
Source: the author 
Agriculture makes demand of industry, it may get a positive or a negative response Likewise. 
industry may also have negative or positive reply to that demand Therefore, each sector has 
four alternatives in relationship with the others. It may demand or supply and may obtain 
negative or positive responses. Apparently, there will be eight sub -relations between two 
sectors, i.e. 2 x 4 = 8 sets of relations (Figure 4.B.8). 
1 
,r 
Agriculture makes demands of Industry 
Industry makes demands of Agriculture 
Agncultwe racemes from Indrstry 
Irrd;rstry revew,s £tom Agriculture 
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Foil production of Industry 
Special production of Agricultue (supply) 









Figure 4.B.8 The eight sub -relations between two sectors in synchronous dimension 
Source: the author 
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As the above grid shows, there is a gradual understanding of getting inside the complexity of 
the relationships between these sectors. Agriculture, industry and service sectors should 
satisfy each other in a self -sufficient domain, if not, there is a need for opening out its barriers 
to communicate with others of different domains using 'export- import' relationship This 
means they should export extra products to outside the domain and import the products which 
are not available inside the domain. Therefore, 'export- import' relationship is a manifestations 
of supply -demand relationship between two complex systems (societies) Analysing this 
complexity, a concern has been given to progress the grids technique Although it may 
simplify the discussion, but makes it a bit easier to comprehend (see also Different Types of 
Grid in Section 4.A.7.1.). Therefore, another exploration of grids theory has been suggested 
by the author which is about diagonal relationships and is diffèrent form Geddes's (1927) 
Complex Thinking Machine. This suggests that diagonal relationship illustrates the essential 
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Figure 4.B.9 The importance of the diagonal relationships in showing the c-tsential properties of the activities 
Source: the author 
The interaction between these three sectors, considering the supply- demand relationship, will 
also create three -dimensional matrix, as it is shown in Figure 4 B 10 This model works as an 
open -ended chain of information with causal relationship which is produced by each sector 
and shows the relation of each sector with the others statistically Each product can be 
interpreted to have association, at least, with two processes one can be its association with 
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production process which illustrates the way that it has been brought into existence, and the 
second is with supply- demand paradigm which shows its interaction with the other products 
in the synchronous dimension. Although, these sectors are seen as metaphor and are not 
actually separated from each, but each of them has its identity in the matrix Any attempt for 
overlapping the similar squares creates an open -ended three -dimensional matrix which 
illustrates the complexity of the relations in synchronous domain 
Figure 4.B. 10 An open -ended three dimensional grid 
The attraction between Similar eexnpon nts of different sectors creates this open -ended three dimensional 
grid whose role in development programmes is similar to the chromosome in alive systems 
Source: the author 
There was an attempt to show that functional concepts of behaviour can be used to illuminate 
the meaning of concepts of formal science which are often taken as indefinable The author's 
position throughout has been that the concepts of science form a system and that the wide 
range of concepts used in science, functional (supply- demand paradigm) as well as structural 
(production process paradigm), are compatible Now, it is worthwhile to sec the application 
of the model of endogenous development by exemplification of two models Marx's General 
Mode of Production, cited by Barran Brown (1972), and Endogenous Growth, cited by Wé s 
(1994). The former is in Section (r) and the later is in Section (s) of Appendix One 
Accordingly, the author would like to suggest that both instances stress on the supply- demand 
relationship in their proposals to qualify the end -products, therefore pinpoint growth not 
development. They do not consider users' role as the initiators of process of production 
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Conclusion of The Model 
All the concepts of science are interdependent and therefore illumination of the meaning of 
any member of the system of scientific concepts can perform to varying degrees, each of the 
other concepts in the system. Historical ordering is often confused with logical or 
epistemological ordering. The thesis does not take the concepts, it began with, to be basic in 
anyway, but rather it maintains that they are definable in terms of the concepts derived front 
them. To show that this is the case is not to close a vicious circle but to complete a cycle in 
which the initial concepts are enriched. It opens the way for another such cycle in which the 
meanings of all the concepts can be further enhanced Logic, philosophy and science are 
instruments of social beings. They were created to serve a social purpose and hence can he 
better understood in terms of these purposes 'Production process' and 'supply- demand' 
paradigms are two terminologies supported by these instruments which assists towards having 
a better understanding of the model of endogenous development and its functioning 
It is necessary to emphasize that if there is an attempt to design and improve the quality of life 
and to develop our societies, it must be clear how the state of our affairs differs from that of 
earlier societies. Because of an increasing rate of technological change, social and 
environmental crises are generated and come to a head more rapidly today than at any 
previous time. Therefore, the key point is that development is not a matter of earning but a 
matter of learning. Learning how to develop requires trying until success The role of the 
development programmes should give people an opportunity to learn by practice and to 
develop themselves from within. Endogenous development, as far as the thesis is concerned, 
is a rational, psychological, scientific and social concept It is with respect to people's potential 
contribution to development for revitalizing their societies and economies which should be 
evaluated through the natural and cyclic processes of production in a people- centred lateral 
organization. On the other hand, in an industrial process of production with a good -centred 
vertical organization the knowledge and the experiences of the production are centralised and 
concentrated in a few institutions. Organisations of this kind focus the creative impetus into 
the centres. The inevitable consequence is the generation of typologies of goods and 
intellectual growth. Here is a case of performance of progress rather than the development 
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A goal of endogenous development is to embed nature experience in the pattern of 
relationships that holds and unfolds among people, places and psychological processes The 
fact of a person's movement into a natural place, or of their engagement with a natural feature 
in a built environment, is assumed to represent the converging influence of evolutionary, 
sociocultural and motivational forces. Meanings and qualities of nature experience that are 
salient for individuals or groups are then understood through reference to other forms of 
environmental experience, individual and collective, past, present and future 
People have lost the knowledge to cope with the environment. It is very important to explore 
how to retrieve that knowledge which enables our societies to continue living using their own 
resources. There are some values embedded in people's lives subconsciously and these values 
come into service whenever there is a pressure against them. The complexity of objects and 
subjects and their relationship, through process, creates independent productive societies The 
model of endogenous development concerns neither people alone nor environments Rather, 
it focuses on the transactions between people and environments It is not primarily concerned 
with the structure of these transactions, but with the qualities which are simultaneously 
constructed and revealed through them People adapt to the environment and create organic 
and sustainable systems to survive over a long period of time Any interference without 
considering the elegance of their organizations may destroy them and transfer them from being 
productive into consumerist ones. For instance in a productive society, progress of the 
products is accommodated and caused changes in the subjective part of the system Therefore, 
without cultural change there will not be any progress in building the environment, or this is 
the subject which changes the object in human's intentional process of production 
Therefore, endogeny is directed at society's development, not just its economic growth It 
views the reduction of the problems in an endogenous development programme more as a way 
of improving the quality of life than of increasing the standard of living It also suggests to 
redesign society so as to make the problem disappear The performance of endogenous 
development is framed in a comprehensive design and plan It deals with feasibility not when 
at the time of design but afterwards The author believes that working backward from where 
people want to be (idealization) to an attainable state predicting by their design yields a more 
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advanced state than working forward from where they are. Their design should consist of a 
system of decisions which has properties that none of its parts do and its pans acquire 
properties from the design that they would not otherwise have (the whole) Therefore, it is 
possible to have a feasible design none of whose elements, considered separately, are feasible 
Beside feasibility, the author does not deny the flexibility and the process of the design 
This is not to say that wealth is irrelevant to development or the quality of life, it is very. 
relevant. How much people can actually improve their quality of life and that of others 
depends not only on the people's abilities and desires but also on what resources are available 
to them. However, it should be kept in mind that resources are more often taken from nature 
than given by it. The more developed a country or person, the more resources it has to 
recognize and develop. Put another way, resources are created by what nature provides What 
nature provides is not a resource until people have transformed it or learned how to use it 
Achieving this goal, the endogenous development's proposal. regarding its two paradigms 
'production process' and 'supply- demand' relationship, is to have a society based on human 
values other than buying or selling. To arrive at this society there is a need for a good deal of 
planning and a good deal of design. In modern societies. professed based on buying and selling 
(supply- demand relationship) in which all natural and human resources are regarded as the 
absolute property of the first businessman enterprising enough to exploit them. these 
secondary aspects of the means of communication tend to encroach further and further of the 
primary ones (production process). This is aided by the very elaboration and the consequent 
expense of the means themselves. 
Finally, the model of endogenous development set in this thesis has evolved with the 
expectation that it might be brought into use in a four -stage model of production process 
which is seen to consist of ultimate cause, subjective cause, objective cause/effect and formal 
cause/effect. In keeping with the planning and design policy, the ultimate cause, which is the 
focus of the endogenous development model, is conceptualized at a level which intended to 
give reality to the people's needs and wants and their applications both as social constructions 




INTRODUCTION TO PART THREE 
This part consists of two chapters and provides a further evidence for the model, using case 
studies to test and support it. In Part One, the literature was used to lay out and examine the 
theories and practices relevant to the discourse, to draw principles and paradigms from what 
were found. This is a deduction process, increasingly focusing on the intention and direction 
of the research. In Part Two, seeing the structure and relationship between elements of the 
data allowed us to conceptualise, reconceptualise and to simulate This is the process of 
abduction, the synthesis or resynthesis of the elements discovered in Part One, employing new 
tools brought from scientific, logical and philosophical world views Part Three uses an 
inductive approach in order to support and identify criteria for the criticism of the suggested 
model. Now, we can see the three major constructs of the thesis deduction, abduction and 
induction. Both the deductive and inductive areas of the thesis are relatively objective The 
necessity of propounding the topic is the need of more specific expertise on the ground in 
actual projects. The need has been identified for an over -reaching model 
The aim in this thesis is to make a model useful for professionals in this environment to 
identify and find appropriate solutions to the problems In Part Three, case studies have been 
chosen specifically to test the theory. The case studies chosen are those which illustrate the 
objectives of endogenous development, and at the same time show the lack of something, 
which is the more all- embracing concepts. In Part One, a similar process is evident in that 
there is a lack of a comprehensive model to cover all the issues The need is for a 
comprehensive framework which allows for the identification and categorisation of a 
phenomenon. This is a reformation of the framework which will allow, what was previously 
an irreconcilable opposite, possible a potentially all -inclusive conceptual framework 
These case studies, in Chapter Five, have been selected for their notions of people- centred 
development and organisation, as opposed to economic growth or other form of development 
They illustrate participatory approaches Some are on a national level, while others are 
local 
and more specific. They show the difficulties of working with people, and some of the 
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advantages of such action. The people- centred nature of the model means that people take 
responsibility for their environment, have their own measures for success of the project It is 
important that the objectives and aspirations of the people, that is the form of these 
measurement, can be identified, communicated and built into the process In this way, the 
imposition of ideas, concepts and programmes, from the government or other agencies, is less 
likely and will have less power in the situation. 
Chapter Five looks at projects, while Chapter Six is more concerned with people's actual 
actions. This is the reason that the case studies are not problem oriented, nor direct 
illustrations of the model in use as it were. The purpose of propounding the case studies is to 
add to the information for the models. They also assist the model to show some of its future 
implications. It is hoped that the case studies will help readers realise the feasibility and 
practicality of the model. The model is, therefore, supported by physical examples of some 
aspects of the model in action. It should give hope that the model is not purely conceptual, 
but is realistic, and is in a state of continual growth and development itself 
Chapter Six is the Questionnaire which aimed to go deeper into the respondents' aspirations 
and perceptions, using an open -ended format. The people were asked about changes and 
development, and their role in this area. The aim is to find what people see as important, but 
more specifically who they refer to and defer to, over notions of responsibility and 
empowerment. 
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Introduction to Supporting Practical Schemes 
This chapter aims to test the model of endogenous development in two ways first, to show 
some implications of the idea as set in motion in Iran, and some reasons why such a model is 
necessary. Secondly, it shows that in four different case studies, which are supported by the 
Government in one way or another, there is a notion of criticism of existing problems and 
strategies in development programmes and a need for concepts, models and new paradigms 
which can evaluate the work or design or redesign long term development programmes In 
this regard, hypothetic (abductive) inference, which merely suggests that something 'may be' 
and looks for discovery of 'causes', has been employed in this chapter 
There is a series of objectives necessary to develop the Country Because Iran has a 
revolutionary regime, the aim of the Government is to consider the needs and aspirations of 
the people, the Country's political and economic independency, economic growth and many 
other needs. A most crucial matter is the need to consider people in the development of these 
objectives. Experience shows that often the potential of the people's participation is not 
achieved and it is accepted that greater and effective participation will lead to the avoidance 
of new problems and a more sustainable outcome for the programmes There has, therefore. 
been a need identified in some case studies which is the development of a new paradigm The 
case studies chosen for this chapter are about 
Selseleh Regional Development Plan, (which seems to be a 'utopian' movement in built 
environment disciplines whose proposals were published in a proceeding in 1976, 
before the establishment of the Islamic Revolution of Iran ) 
2 the author's experiences, (the principles of endogenous development were 
unconsciously applied and developed within university teaching and simultaneously 
working in the Ministry of Culture from 1978 until 1993 by the author There are 
several approaches which can be used as case studies in this respect ) 
Development Plan for Mobarakeh Steel Complex in Isfahan, (which is a regional 
planning project using experts from universities rather than consultancies in the 
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development of an iron and steel town complex The objective here was to look at 
meeting the real needs of the region. This was considered as a revolutionary objective 
The choice of university staff over consultants was made as an attempt to locate the 
work closer to the people's needs and to consider the region's needs in terms of 
reducing the impact of pollution, unemployment, economic and social changes, etc , 
with the idea that the universities would be more sympathetic to these aims ) and 
reconstruction after disasters. [There were two great needs in Iran after the 
Revolution (1978) about the built environment. The first was for the reconstruction 
of War -Torn towns, villages and cities, the second was because of the impact of a 
series of natural disasters.] 
Before starting the case studies, it is important to have a brief review of the Country's 
background to be able to have a better understanding of scale of the problems and their 
solutions. This will also be helpful in evaluating the principles proposed by the cases, which 
all aimed to bridge the gape between the Government and the people, and to find the reasons 
behind their failures and successes. 
5.1. Iran's Geographical and Historical Background 
The geography of a country molds its history and society, and in Iran the influence of the 
geographical factors has been strong. Iran' is the largest and most populous country in 
Southwest Asia (Map 5.1). The nation possesses abundant petroleum resources and is also 
important because of its rapidly developing economy and strategic location The Country was 
known as Persia, from the ancient Greek name Persia, but in 1935 the Iranian Government 
' In a research made by Common Census of Population and Inhabitant in 1996. Iran is dwided into 26 
provinces, 252 small provinces or townships, 68 distncts, 614 citiess, 2213 rural districts and 68125 villages 
The population of Iran in October 1996 was 60,055,488 that 61 30 pcí cent of than live in urban areas. 38.34 
pa amt live in rural areas and the rest are not habitats Faim the total population mon: than 50 per cent, t e 
30,515,159, are males. Near 39.50 per cent of thcCountr s population are less than 15 years old. 56 12 per 
cent are between 15-64 years old, and 4.38 per amt are between 65 years old and above About 99.56 per cent 
of all Iranians are Muslims: 93 per cent are Shiite Iran is the world's c ntre of Shiite Islam. and it is the 
official state religion. Most of the Wink minorities, howeve. including Kurds. Baluchi. Turks. and Arabs. are 
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requested use of the older and correct name, 'Iran', meaning Land of the Aryans Iran was a 
monarchy for more than 2,500 years until 1979 In that year the Shah of Iran, Mohammed 
Reza Pahlavi, was deposed and the Islamic Republic was declared (Turner, 1991) 
Iran is tremendously rich in minerals especially petroleum and natural gas. In 1986, she was 
the sixth -largest producer of oil in the world with an average output of 700 million barrels per 
year. Petroleum production declined substantially beginning in 1979, i e after Islamic 
Revolution of Iran. Much of the natural gas is exported by pipeline to the Russia In the 1970s 
iron and coal deposits were developed for use in the new steel industry (Turner, 1991) 
During the 1960s and 1970s the Shah attempted to transform Iran into a modern and 
industrial nation. In 1963 the Shah initiated an ambitious programme of modernization 
(including land reform, emancipation of women and rapid industrialization) known as the 
White Revolution which was accompanied by corruption and widespread social dislocation 
As revenues increased following the world rise in oil prices in the 1970s, Iran could have an 
increase in her economic growth rate. This rapid growth created a prosperous middle class, 
but it also caused widespread social and cultural problems After the 1979 Revolution, Iran's 
Revolutionary Government emphasized on self -sufficiency and Islamic scholars had greater 
power over economic decisions than did government officials until late 1987 Most industries 
(including the oil industry in 1981) were nationalized and many large -scale projects were 
abandoned. Oil exports have remained at a relatively high level despite the damage to wells. 
refineries and export terminals caused by the long Iran-Iraq War (1980 -88) which consumed 
about 30 per cent of the GNP and adversely affected the economy (Ibid ) 
The economic policy of contemporary Iran has been shaped under the complex influence of 
a number of internal and external factors Naturally, the changes which have taken place in 
the aftermath of the Islamic Revolution have not only affected politics and society but also the 
Country's economy. Within Iran's Post -Revolutionary economic development, one can 
distinguish two important phases: between 1979 and 1988 which started by the Revolutionary 
Government's control of all the Country's enterprises and continued by redirecting the 
resources in order to make up for the damage inflicted by the Imposed War and meeting the 
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basic need of the population, and The Post -War Period whose characteristic was market - 
oriented providing for a number of measures to encourage the development of free enterprise 
(Salam Iran, 1998)2. 
The economy inherited from the Shah was characterised by poor agriculture, high foreign 
dependency for food supplies, a mortgaged industrial sectors and concentration of income in 
an elite group, particularly the royal family. Even without the War, redirecting such an 
economy towards self -sufficiency would have been a major task for years. However, there can 
be no doubt that the War formed a major break in Iran's Post -Revolutionary development 
There were a number of additional factors which posed a severe burden to reconstructing the 
Country's economy. With Iran's industrial output being reduced to 40 per cent of her potential 
capacity, she had to meet the needs of a population whose number had doubled within only 
one decade. Furthermore, the Country had to cope with a total of 3 5 million refugees who 
had fled to Iran from Afghanistan. During the War, almost 5 million lost their employment, 
2.5 million people migrated from their home lands and half a million Iraqi refugees also added 
to the problems. All the while, the budget deficit amounted to more that 52 per cent and the 
national inflation exceeded 20 per cent (Salam Iran, 1998, and Zargar, 1989a) 
After this brief introductory to the survey's situation which pinpoints the widespread social 
and cultural dislocation in the Shah's regime and the need for self -sufficient and independent 
society promised by Islamic Revolution, the author would like to trace the roots of a new idea 
emerging in the built environment professions in the case studies This indistinct concept 
encouraged the government officials to be concerned about the principles needed for coping 
with some of the Country's problems in order to resolve them or to be aware of the new 
schemes in development programmes based on the people's potential and local resources 
5.2. Selseleh Regional Development Plan: Aleshtar 
A number of architects from several countries established a workshop In the report of this 
workshop (1979) named 'Traditional Building and the Third World', there were some 
indications which referred to the aims of its initiators They were active in research projects 
' http://trww .Salemlran.org/IranInfor/f:uxumtv/thínieu 
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into the development of traditional buildings appropriate to the Third World based in Iran. 
Egypt, Sudan, Oman, India, Turkey and others. The main objective of the workshop was to 
teach and train young builders and students from villages There were also some university 
students involved. Educational material such as journals and publications, exhibitions and films 
were produced. Another objective was to establish small scale industry and to develop local 
building materials. 
The proceeding of the workshop acknowledges Dr Majid Rahnama who was responsible for 
the development process in regional planning of Selseleh which was conducted in the region 
of Lurestan in Iran; Hassan Fathy who was working in Egypt, the London Architect 
Association; Intermediate Technology Development, and journals such as Architecture Design 
and the Ecologist and Ekistics which cooperated with this workshop It also acknowledges 
three people from Iran: Teacher Aladdin Hojaj -e Ahl -e Nopia; Master Hussain Yazdi, and 
Mason Adel from Aleshtar. Catalogue, which explained the activities of the workshop for an 
exhibition in Tehran, published by the Centre of Endogenous Development and Studies, 
Selseleh Regional Development Plan, 1976. 
This workshop grew from an intellectual movement which promoted sympathy for the 
predicaments of the Third World similar to the objectives of AT' Appropriate Technology 
which is said to be influenced by another key book of the early 1970s Schumacher's 'Small 
is Beautiful'. In Iran, this movementwas supported by the Shah's regime considering the social 
problems which were the consequence of hasty economic growth of the 1970s in the Country, 
but there was less emphasis on a serious revolutionary paradigm behind the work and took 
a very direct approach to the situation. This mixture of intellectual idealism and pragmatism 
was fatally flawed. Despite their good intentions and resourcefulness, they succeeded most 
in magnifying the importance of architecture in isolation from other aspects of life and ended 
up imposing new designs rather than developing the existing ones, thereby concentrating on 
improving the effects rather than the causes of the problems and difficulties of Third World 
and Iranian people. 
' See Section 2.8.2. I. about Third World Pmhlans and Pnonttcs to Chapic rww.0 or A V. objctittvc. 
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The participants suggested some definitions of tradition Saying that 'these traditions have 
many lessons for us', they opened out the opportunity for participation and direct control by 
people based on the idea that they should consume less local material and energy and adapt 
to the environment. To explain the above notion, they considered housing as an example and 
referred to an Arabic expression which says 'when you stop improving your house your death 
will come upon you.' Here, their suggestion, similar to this thesis's proposal, is that a house 
should always be in the process of development. The researchers found many examples in the 
Third World where people began with one room and because of the expansion of the family 
and for other reasons they would add to that room sometimes creating even a three -storey 
building. In these countries, the governments produced and distributed the houses because 
there was an assumption that the other agencies were not accurate, therefore reliable 
This workshop, which covered a wide range of activities in different fields from architecture 
to urban planning, was also attempting to review the criteria for evaluating traditional styles 
It had two reasons for this: first, while some Third World Countries are following Western 
lifestyles their daily life is still based on tradition, understanding and developing the 
possibilities of traditional ways to satisfy the needs of people will make every attempt, to 
improve and develop, acceptable. Secondly, most Third World Countries are in a situation 
where, because of high demand, resources are running out It argues that this is an 
international problem and governments are much concerned with the limits of the resources 
and increasing import costs. The same source suggests that traditional styles are the result of 
centuries of experience in using local materials considering saving money energy and 
resources first and foremost. Therefore, understanding of these resources will lead to self - 
sufficiency in the Third World. Nowadays, this is perhaps realistic management policy 
They also argue that mostly in Third World Countries designers neglect the traditional types 
of buildings and instead they choose Western styles which are not suitable for local and 
ecological situations. They asserted that the aesthetic, surface appearance of Western building 
materials, allied to associations with luxury and wealth made these materials more popular 
than traditional ones. It seems that there is a strong argument that most Developing and Less - 
developed Countries have bought the conception that they should follow First World practices 
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rather than use those of the Third World. They also pinpointed the fact that Third World has 
developed traditional styles of building, especially in villages and old towns, over thousands 
of years into types which can adapt with needs and local conditions These types are the 
manifestations of people's talents, even in coping with harsh situations and hazards 
5.2.1. Lessons from the Discussions in the Workshop 
One of the points discussed in the workshop was about Salaleh's experience In Salaleh which 
is in the South of Oman, one of the residents, whose family had lived for generations in the 
same house, described the ways the house changed over the years Initially the house was a 
single room, but as the family grew and became wealthier, more rooms were added until it 
was, at that time, three storeys high with more rooms being added on top as more people 
arrived. This was a common practice for people in the area Thus, the architecture was seen 
as being essentially flexible and open for people to participate in the design of their living 
environment. The same source refers to this point and claims that traditional styles can 
correspond to the needs and local resources and are under the control of the people, but the 
Government buildings, or buildings for other agencies, are built according to other rules 
The workshop also found that the bad state of some traditional buildings were the result of 
high density living, poverty and neglect, rather than something inherent in traditional styles 
It did not preclude the possibility of using the experience and traditions of people outside their 
immediate community in informing their architectural styles where the situation or conditions 
are similar. This point is also regarded by this thesis as one of the characteristics of the model 
of endogenous development which can be fitted in supply -demand relationship 
They claimed that the traditional building industry is concerned with skills and resources 
which create opportunities for employment, a maximum impact on the distribution of capital. 
an increased standard of living and a development and expansion of those skills and resources 
Accordingly, there is no doubt that big projects for common or public use should be divided 
into smaller activities to allow for the contributions of unskilled local workers They also 
concluded that traditional buildings support small scale industries which have their own artistic 
and craft values. Investing in traditional buildings, therefore helps to encourage the realisation 
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of the potential of workers and their masters, and helps in keeping control over industry and 
production processes. 
In relation to the regional and urban planning, they argue that the concentration of capital in 
a few cities in Third World Countries, which already accommodate most of the world's 
population, brings about the immigration of large numbers of villagers to these cities Because 
this vast increase in labour cannot be absorbed, the villagers turn to work in nonproductive 
service sectors. They suggest that to attract them back to rural areas there is a need for a 
policy of decentralisation and putting more attention onto smaller industries The way to solve 
the crises in city life, they claim, depends on a policy of rural development 
5.2.2. Selseleh Project in Iran. 
Selseleh is the name of a vast plane in Lurestan region which is surrounded by the Zagros 
Mountain range. Its people are mostly nomadic. The aim of this project was to create a 
comprehensive plan with the intention of educating the people in using their own resources 
for their development and in satisfying their needs Therefore, 90 local people were selected 
to be educated in agriculture, literacy and health, so that they could return to their villages and 
help others in developing their region. This project also looked to encourage villagers by 
offering financial and professional help in creating small industries such as brick making, road 
building, providing for water supply, public baths, and so on 
The project had different approaches in qualifying the built environment in the region which 
manifested itself in the villages via small projects such as stones for paths, better cover for 
mud walls, fixing windows into the top of walls for ventilation and light, the separation of 
pathways for animals and humans, healthier kitchens and WCs Simultaneously, the handy 
crafts approach was pursued not only in Iran, but also in other countries, such as Nepal, Oman 
and Egypt by the same group involved in the same workshop 
Ideas were also expressed concerning urban planning For instance in Aleshtar which was the 
centre for the administrative and economical activities of the Selseleh region, they promoted 
suggestions for dealing with people in ghettos and shanty towns in the provision of cheap 
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flexible basic housing: including the provision of long -term loans, land, professional aid, basic 
need requirements and building materials. The same group claimed that the government (of 
Shah's regime) was not capable of understanding the real needs of people and that the housing 
it provided only created more problems. 
Another issue was about public buildings in Iran such as the public baths The intention was 
to look at the social health of people and this project focused around the public bath The 
notion was that if people share in the creation of a building and if it meets a perceived need 
people will use it and look after it. This would meet individual and societal needs 
Adaptable design is another aspect of the work of this group This is taking a technological 
approach to architecture and living practices, promoting traditional methods of heating and 
cooling systems for example. The project examined a variety of wind catchers, cooling 
systems, water storage, doors, windows, walls, the construction of domes, the use of clay and 
other materials and the traditional skills involved in these practices. They also practised a kind 
of bio- architecture. For instance, it was suggested that the palm tree has a variety of uses, for 
shade, food, protection, etc. Methods of protecting the plant were discussed and the process 
moved the emphasis back onto the ecological importance of the palm within a technologically 
advanced society. They concentrated here on Egypt, Oman and Pakistan 
The pioneers of this movement, for the most part, were architects who were reformist rather 
than revolutionary looking to cover the problem up or remove the surface indications of the 
problem, rather than a fundamental criticism or change to the deeper issues These might 
include the existing centralisation and industrialisation policies They also were unable or 
unwilling to generalise the problem and could not address philosophical, ideological or 
scientific explanations of their work, therefore it was doomed to fail, unsatisfactory in many 
cases and unable to expand as a movement The decentralised and nongovernmental nature 
of the movement might be partly to blame, as might be the way in which they were more 
concerned with seeing architecture as an end in itself, rather than a complexity of society 
The author would like to reiterate that small scale intermediate technology, environmentalism. 
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sustainability, etc., are not enough to explain the complexity of our life and to resolve our 
problems. There is a need for a new paradigm, a universal and comprehensive concept or 
model (as we examined in the previous chapter) which can be easily understood and 
interpreted into the built environment. However, this movement is known as the initiator of 
endogenous development practice in Iran whose attempt was to project the value of using 
people's participation in the built environment disciplines Their emphasis was on the 
instrumental principles of design, which can be defined by the model of endogenous 
development as abductive reasoning, using people's participation in creation They did not 
reach the broader domain that of evolution of the values by emphasizing on the symbolic 
principles of life process using participatory approach by accomplishment of induction 
5.3. Endogenous Development and the Author's Experiences 
In a symposium of the Foundation for Integrated Education, Professor Mather (1951) 
discussed 'Integrative Studies for General Education' One of the criticisms of general 
education, he says, is based upon the fact that it may easily degenerate into the mere 
presentation of information picked up in as many fields of inquiry as there is time to survey 
during a semester or a year. He refers to the fact' that more important is the search for basic 
concepts and underlying principles that may be valid throughout the body of knowledge 
Similar to this objective, the author has run many workshops with students from different 
levels and different courses in architecture, usually as round table discussions and usually held 
in a specific region, so that the debate was based on real situation It was considered 
important that the studio workshop would allow for the cross -fertilisation of ideas between 
themselves at their different levels and from the specific environment The development of the 
student potential and the information they already held was the main aim of the workshops, 
rather than the teaching of more material and information The workshops aimed to integrate 
the work of universities with work in the real situations outside the academic environment 
The students were encouraged therefore to face, document and address the problem directly 
An interdisciplinary approach was also attempted in architecture department where 
' This is also the author's concern in lus educational cx¡xunccs in Th Shahid Iichc%Ini and 1chran 
Universities from 1976. 
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researchers, staff and students would work together across boundaries Two centres for 
documentation were founded by the author first in the Architecture Department, Dr Shahid 
Beheshti University, 1979, which holds maps, monographs, drawings, photographs. models, 
etc., and was properly documented and managed, and second in the Architecture Department. 
Faculty of Fine Arts, Tehran University, 1985. This provided material for exhibitions and 
learning situations. Research and important works of tutors and students were, therefore, the 
basis for a new mechanism for the distribution of the information. The previous centralised 
and one -way approach in education was therefore opened out into a multidisciplinary, person - 
based information and creation system. That was intended to be an alive system, encouraging 
feedback from users and contributors, so that the participants had access to improve and 
interfere with the system itself. 'Namaieh Sazi' [a Farsi word for classifying information by 
using Punched Card System method which is different from Universal Decimal Classification 
(U.D.C.) and Congress classification methods and appropriate for small libraries] was set up 
to classify the documents. This technique allows one to control and progress information 
There are many examples that can be drawn from the author's management experiences One 
aspect was the development of a visual arts centre This centre had three museums and many 
offices for the fine and visual arts. It had responsibility for the visual arts in national scale The 
Government was responsible for the development, support and teaching of the arts which 
moved from a central and patronistic attitude to the artists and experts into a more ' abduttive 
participatory' approach, bringing consultants and professionals in their fields into committees 
and action groups which were self -regulatory 
A supreme committee was made up of master representatives of areas of Iranian art - 
sculpture, calligraphy, miniatures, painting, university departments and a representative of 
government. A second committee was made of experts who were specialised in their fields. 
but Government employees at the same time A third committee was the management 
committee made up of the author as chief manager, museum coordinators and other managers 
related to the art institutions. The fourth was a personnel committee Problems and objectives 
were discussed. This structure aimed to decentralise the role of the office and to help it to do 
its duty and service the arts community outside the strict realm of the Government This 
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seemingly simple structure and idea was at the time a new development The emphasis was 
shifted from a centralised, bureaucratic, government controlled and government directed art 
to a social form of art from the heart of the people Despite lack of finances, the will and 
interest from the galleries, artists, masters and certain government officials helped to achieve 
a great increase in the quality and number of art pieces and exhibition spaces 
In sculpture and Iranian painting (miniature), masters were invited to join +ith other artists 
for regular sessions in premises provided for the purpose They discussed their work and 
ideas, produced manifestos and redesigned their work into collaborative projects I here was 
a development of 'public art' which moved from being controlled by government and 
councillors to public involvement in open competitions for the public art judged and selected 
by an elected committee before presentation to the local government The committee also 
organised large and important museum standard exhibitions. It was evident from the activities 
themselves that a momentum was developed which in itself encouraged an atmosphere of 
creativity and appreciation for these arts 
The emphasis was to localise the arts to promote the level of the arts in local regions, but also 
to promote the fine and higher arts at the level of masters The impetus. although originally 
set up within the Government, was evidently coming from the people and their role in relation 
to the different committees The society was the place where the work was developed and 
grew. These committees and practices were further developed and set into law At the same 
time, a consultancy system developed whereby the arts were elevated again away from simple 
crafts to a part of the national heritage with governmental support 
These are examples, therefore, of very basic and real development and changes which 
encouraged the active and successful participation of the people and ensured the survival of 
these branches of art within everyday society and in the universities and Government They 
served as very strong reminder of the potentials of everyday people and the possibilities of an 
alive system. The power of being activated and motivated in order to make and produce, to 
find a means of self- expression and to work and be involved in the creation and beautification 
of the environment, was very strong It is important to sec that the process was one of the 
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dialogue, joint collaboration, feedback and reflection of actions and that this is what the artists 
acknowledged that it was successful, rather than the imposition of ideas or the requirement 
that people work for an external cause which tends to deaden the process 
5.4. Development Plan for Mobarakeh Steel Complex in Isfahan 
After the victory of the Islamic Revolution, new opportunities were provided to prepare 
development plans and programmes for different regions of the Country This necessitated a 
reconsideration of definitions, views, goals and methods regarding environmental problems. 
to find proper solutions based on cultural and social values and economic needs With respect 
to the establishment of industries - especially iron and steel, mainly located in Isfahan Province 
(Map 5.2) in the agricultural zone of the Zayandeh -Rood River - a reconsideration demanded 
preparing a comprehensive plan to set up chain industries for production of iron and its 
conversion into steel (Ministry of Mines and Metals's Report`, 1991) In this regard, Erfanian 
(1991), the executive manager of Mobarakeh Steel Complex, points the main objective as the 
following: "Industry ... occupies an outstanding position in Islamic outlook The wide gulf 
between the Islamic point of view and the present day outlook concerning knowledge is 
implied in the point that the Quran deems Man as the pivot and knowledge as the instrument 
of his mind and industry as the instrument of his action, whereas in the present day world 
economy is regarded as the pivot and Man, knowledge, industry and even culture as the means 
of reaching its zenith." 
To obtain planning models, the factors which affected the establishment of industry and the 
effects of industry on environment were the essential matters needed to be identified and 
studied for two purposes. These goals were defined by the consultancies as follows 
a) designing models to achieve balance and to form links between industry and 
environment as a basis for the preparation and presentation of development models 
for the region; and 
b) designing models from which to prepare comprehensive plans for integrated steel 
s Ministry of Mines and Metals's Report. 1991. Development Plan forMoharakeh Steel ('ompler Region, 
Sahab Geographic & Drafting Institute, Summer 1991. Tehran 
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production from extraction of iron through production of crude steel to preparation 
of finished products for the market. 
Map 5.2 Plan's Range of Study 
Source: Ministry of Mines and Metals's Repon (1991) 
For establishing a new industry along the developed axis of Zayandeh -Rood and the 
undeveloped region in its south, the report indicated that it became necessary to have 
interdisciplinary approach, therefore, centralize research, planning , design and execution in 
the region to clarify the goals of group (a) models It also indicates that for developing the 
proper models required the cooperation of research, planning, design and execution bodies 
with the universities (the Dr Shahid Beheshti and Isfahan Universities), consulting groups and 
government organizations Constant collaboration of the university representatives, from 
various fields of scientific expertise with the Urban Planning and Architecture Department of 
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the Mobarakeh Steel Complex Region (M.S C ) and the provincial government organizations 
during the years 1983 -86 resulted in development of group (a), i e models for establishing the 
industry and coordinating it with the environment. These models were presented in the form 
of a plan called The Development Plan for the M.S C Region' The author cooperated in this 
project6 by making models some of which has been introduced in Section (I) of Appendix One 
The same source modifies the reasons for posing the problems in the region by indicating that 
due to presence of rural communities; formation of various significant flourishing agricultural 
and industrial units on the banks of the Zayandeh -Rood River, high sensitivity of arid and 
semiarid environment; lack of capacity in the Zayandeh -Rood Zone for establishing new 
industries; and slightest negligence in planning, design and execution of local or regional 
development programmes could inflict irreparable cultural, social and economic damages on 
M.S.C. at the time of establishing the plan. In this regard, the purpose of the plan was to 
change the industrial development axis in the region from the busy agricultural area along the 
Zayandeh -Rood River to other undeveloped areas and to specify the sites for installing the 
affiliated industries in the region. There was a belief at the time that some of those models 
could be applied as self -sufficiency models to the arid and semi -arid areas They also 
considered to be extended to most parts of Iran (almost two- thirds of the (Country's total 
area), of course, if modified to suit different climatic and ecological conditions 
There were some problems in the region which demanded immediate solution and rapid 
application of the models to overcome the crises resulting from the improper policies 
implemented and the unwise steps taken before the Islamic Revolution of Iran in the Shah's 
regime. Among them, partial decrease in the population of the rural areas in the undeveloped 
regions of the plan; beginning of migration to the region during the first stages of the M S C 
construction; allocation of agricultural lands for industrial activities, urban development and 
civil services; beginning of the construction of the M S C affiliated industries in the region. 
destruction of natural resources (vegetation and soil) in the region, detachment of the industry 
from other regional concerns, reduction in the efficiency of the regional potentialities due to 
6 This plan was guided by (+handehan, the project manager in Shahid Behc%hti t 
tnive -c;t% whose alas 
were revolutionary in regional planning and encouraged the author to do research about some of than 
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lack of coordination among the organizations in charge of execution, training and services, 
and improper utilization of national wealth for the establishment of the M S C in Isfahan, 
inflicting damages on the economy of the region are referred to by the same report 
The first joint effort of the universities and the M S.C. was directed towards identifying the 
goals of the Development Plan for the M.S.C. Region according to the definition of the 
existing problems. This also is referred to by the same source which is summarized and 
consists of attraction of the region's agricultural workforce by the industry and reduction in 
agricultural activities because of the expansion of industry in the region, installation and 
assimilation of new industries along the Zayandeh -Rood axis, increasing the bad effects 
associated with the concentration of industries and population on the regional agriculture, 
destruction of the environment because of the establishment of affiliated industries and the 
expansion of residential units without considering the cultural and economic fabric and 
potentialities of the region; evacuation of the undeveloped rural areas from the only true 
patrons of the environment and their settlement around the new industrialized region, growth 
of the migration trend from other parts of the Country and the unpredicted seulement of the 
migrants in the region. In view of these problems, the goals of the Development Plan for the 
M.S.C. Region included the following 
a) minimizing the damages caused by the existing industries on the agricultural zone, 
b) reducing the pressures on the flourishing and busy agricultural zone of Zayandeh- 
Rood and the region caused by the establishment of the M S C , its affiliated industries 
and the required residential units; and 
c) clarifying the development planning models for arid and semiarid areas and extending 
the models obtained to similar areas. 
To reach the above goals, the study of the region, with an area of about two million hectares, 
was seen as a necessary factor for the model Therefore, nine categories of solution were 
proposed to the problems associated with the work through which some can be considered 
as if they are directed towards the model of endogenous development Among them, cultural 
growth, utilizing potential resources, interrelationship among the managers, considering the 
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rural communities' needs, establishing interrelationships between people and government, 
creating effective ties and harmony between actual and potential forces, cooperation of the 
people of different zones, setting studying centres and employing the universities (teaching 
staff and students) to enhance education, research and propagation are worth mentioning This 
plan had manifold and dynamic aspects. The report indicates that the efforts to achieve these 
goals had been partially successful in some areas and more successful in the others 
5.5. Reconstruction after Disasters and People's Participation in Iran 
The forth and the last case study is about reconstruction after disasters In this section, the 
author will try to establish the nature of the crisis which has afflicted more conventional 
methods of reconstruction and development. The section will give evidence for the existence 
of such a crisis, review the criticisms which have been advanced against the centralised and 
governmental approach towards reconstruction and development and indicate the general 
nature of the alternative approach which these criticisms imply The function of this section 
is, therefore, to set the scene for the particular methods of using people's participation which 
is described in Chapter Two and Four The principal objective of this section is to demonstrate 
the validity of people's participation and the need for greater integration of society in the 
process of physical planning and design. 
The present planning and administration system of Iran is originated in and largely remains the 
Pre -Revolutionary system. The Sepah -e Pasdaran (Guardian Corps) parallel to the army. 
Jihad -e Sazandegi (Construction Crusade) parallel to the Ministry of Agriculture and Bonyad- 
e Maskan (Housing Foundation) parallel to Ministry of Housing and Urban Planning, the new 
national developmental oriented organizations, were formed after the Islamic Revolution of 
Iran. For the time being, all attempts are being made to coordinate the activities of these dual 
organizations. Some suggestions have been made to integrate them But, some prefer to keep 
them separate and decentralized To be able to explain this claim, the author would like to 
refer to a villager's statement which illustrates a dramatic change in the behaviour of the 
Revolutionary Organizations "In the beginning of the Revolution the jihadgaran (those who 
work in the Jihad -e Sazandegi) used to come to us, now we have to go to their offices " 
However, there are also other organizations which had been set up after the Revolution for 
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considering Islamic social and economic justice to ensure social security such as Bonyad -e 
Shahid (serving the Martyrs' families), Bonyad -e Janbazan (supporting those wounded in the 
War), Bonyad -e Mostazaffan (sponsoring the young, old and poor people) and the like 
Although mutual organizations have been creating some problems, but it should be kept in 
mind that the nature of the revolutionary organizations used to be lateral and some of them 
are financing by the people directly or indirectly and are functioning laterally 
The Government's programme for reconstruction was published in Keyhan-e Havaei ( 17 May 
1989). It included some general policies, directing towards considering people's participation 
and local resources, by pinpointing the principle of participation of people of each region and 
popular forces in reconstruction according to the regulations, clarifying the method and areas 
of cooperation; the necessity of following the observation of cultural characteristics, customs 
and the psychological situation of the people in each area and in every activity, building the 
minimum accommodation for use and considering the possibility of physical development for 
future; and the necessity of studying and paying attention to the possibility of combining rural 
complexes and farm lands, the repairs of irrigation canals and water sources and housing 
lands, observing the right of their owners to the supply of services and exploitation of water 
and land and reducing national expenditure. 
Later, the policies, priorities, functions and experiences of nine years of reconstruction in the 
Islamic Republic of Iran until January 1991 were referred to in a paper submitted to thr 
Second International Conference on Reconstruction of the War - Damaged areas by Mirzadeh' 
The policies for construction administration and popular participation, which illustrate 
thoroughly the importance of people's participation, lateral organization via more 
communication and the cultural context, are suggested by the paper as followings 
a. the owners are responsible for the construction of their own units, 
b. designing and building of dwellings are up to the owners. 
c the Government will participate in the execution of programmes and affairs which 
7 Mirzadeh was the vice ¡dent in adm mstrative affairs and special representative of the t à,vertunent to 
reconstruction and renovation of War - Damaged areas in 1991 
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cannot be handled by the owners, 
guidance of and supervision over the executive programmes, 
e strengthening the executive organs in respect of their equipment, facilities and 
specialized Manpower and their location in the War- Damaszed areas, 
f. supervision over and provision of technical services, 
g. general provisions and the supply of principal items (provision of materials at the cite 
for the units under construction) are undertaken by the Government, 
h. using the services of the auxiliary provinces in the form of working groups under the 
supervision of the reconstruction programme executive, and 
i. strengthening the local executive organs with respect to equipment, facilities and 
specialized Manpower. 
In reconstruction of War- Damaged areas, local projects, the residential areas and local work 
were not successful in satisfying the needs of the people in considering their cultural and 
historical needs. For instance, Zargar (1989a) points to the fact that some problems which 
arose were not avoidable due as they were to lack of money, the needs of the War etc He 
suggests that others, in particular the ecology, the moving of a city by several miles, the 
consideration of culture and climate etc , might have been avoided if the rnthrmation and 
knowledge of the people had been better used The unclear development policy, uncertainty 
about security with a position of no war no peace, and the long term hostility of the Super 
Powers and the revolutionary goals of independence, were also his major considerations 
Therefore, the ruined economy, limited income and unlimited expenditure needs and the lack 
of efficiency of the centralised technocratic planning system to cope with the reconstruction 
problems all together eliminated any developmental oriented strategy 
In reconstruction following the earthquake in the north of Iran (1990), evidence suggests that 
the Government changed its strategy and looked to consider the potentials of the local people 
and resources It seems that interference from outside, from specialists and government was 
reduced and management of the project was given to local authorities The costs were 
simultaneously vastly reduced and people themselves were more satisfied with the outcome 
and results of the reconstruction The distributions of wealth and resources were considered 
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with an eye for the long term (Akhoundi, 1992) The situation, of course, was very different 
from the War and the limitations caused by the disaster also different, especially the level of 
destruction over time. However, the approach to the real needs of the people and the 
development process showed that there was a better relationship between the Government and 
the people. This claim and the differences between the two strategies in reconstruction are 
discussed in the following discussions in more details. 
5.5.1. Reconstruction of War -Damaged Areas in Iran -Iraq War 
War between Iran and Iraq started in 22 September 1980 and lasted eight years before the 
cease -fire in July 1988. A large area of the west and southwest of Iran was invaded by Iraqi 
army in this War. The War caused many problems for Iran about loss of human life and severe 
destruction of the economy and the built environment, particularly in the most exposed area 
of approximately one -tenth of the national territory, more than 80 cities and towns there 
having been invaded and partially destroyed. Between September 1980 and May 1983 a 
further 61 cities and towns had bombed or rocketed and in these 174,459 residential, 
commercial and cultural buildings were destroyed. The total number of residential units 
destroyed in 4,873 villages in the five provinces was 202,356 units (Chamran, 1986) During 
the war, some 900 factories were damaged and many others were closed, as there was not 
enough currency to buy the raw materials or spare parts (Zargar, 1989a) 
The invasion of Iran was launched shortly after the Islamic Revolution by Saddam Hussein 
The Country was taking its first step towards rehabilitation, recovery and recognition 
according to the new priorities when it was attacked Without the foreign imposition, this 
transition would still have been complicated and perhaps in some respects painful Defence 
and liberation were deliberately made the main priority and, somehow overshadowed and thus 
postponed the traditional stage After the cease -fire in 1988, the Country was struggling with 
two major interlinked tasks 
the transformation of the Country towards the values and merits of the Islamic society 
promised by the revolution, and 
the replacement and reconstruction of huge amounts of destruction sustained over the 
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eight years of conflict (Ibid) 
In analysing the impact of the War. Motawef (1996) argues that the Iranian Government could 
manage the War for eight years in spite of being faced with an international military and 
economic embargo. He says that Iranian revolutionary leaders could use the War environment 
to mobilise the masses to contribute to the War, but also to consolidate new Islamic 
institutions. Minorities had also been encouraged to participate in the War, but with less 
success it could exploit the same environment to mobilise the masses to participate in the early 
reconstruction programme. He divides development programmes throughout reconstruction 
into four periods: the first and second periods are considered to occur during the War (1980- 
1988) and the third and fourth period after the cease -fire (1989- 1994) They are 
First Period (1982 -84): Development Through Reconstruction, (in which the 
expectations for the start of a reconstruction programme were raised by both 
government and the people, especially after the liberation of Khorramshahr on 24 May 
1982. The aim was to restore pre -War conditions and simultaneously to carry out 
some development programmes. The revolutionary leaders' support of the poor and 
their emphasis on self -reliant development and independent economy beside the 
general belief that public participation as an essential underpinning of reconstruction 
strategy and some other issues were the characteristics of this period ) 
2. Second Period (1985 -88): Reconstruction Postponed, j in which the Country was in 
economic crisis. Amirahmadi (1990) says that the international oil -price, which had 
been at its highest ever level of US$39 per barrel at the early 1980s. fell to below 
US$10 by 1985 This created new circumstances for all the oil- countries and 
especially for Iran which relied on oil- revenue to cover 90 -95 per cent of its 
Government's annual budget. Many surveys also showed that undertaking 
reconstruction works while local people had not yet returned to the War - Damaged 
areas had resulted in significant failure in this period ) 
Third Period (1989- 1992) Reconstruction Within Development. l in which the War 
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came to an end in July 1988 Evidently a new national plan or programme would be 
needed to deal with the restoration of the economy as well as the built environment 
Seeking the priorities between reconstruction of the economy or the physical 
reconstruction, many, including senior staffs of the Government and academicians. 
suggested reconstruction programmes within the development process This was also 
resumed in the First National Development Plan after Revolution [the Five -Year 
Development Plan (1989 -1994)] which was submitted by the Government and 
approved by Parliament in 31 January 1989 The First Plan aimed to resume the 
development process including the reconstruction programmes ; and 
Fourth Period (1993- 1995): Reconstruction Within Economic Reform In this period 
policies related to reconstruction changed according to the new economic policies that 
of privatisation and market- oriented approach, therefore till involvement of public 
sector in reconstruction had to be changed The change concerned two goals 
harmonising reconstruction within economic reform, and terminate the programmes 
by 21 March 1995. Furthermore, the lesson learned from the reconstruction of the 
earthquake of June 1990 in Zanjan and Gillan provinces influenced the reconstruction 
policy of War -Damaged areas to consider the local people and mainly the victims 
responsible for controlling the programmes as well J 
The masses were encouraged with great success by the Friday -Mosques's Imams and also by 
the Government to form volunteer paramilitary forces to join the battle against Iraq or to 
donate money to finance the War. The establishment of some of these new Revolutionary 
organizations started in May 1982 when the whole nation was called to take part in the 
reconstruction programme Some NGOs9 were formed by Friday Mosque Imams to mobilise 
available work force and facilities from all around the Country and to carry out rebuilding 
works required in the War- Damaged areas. Huge numbers of people and many facilities began 
Minister of Eaxxxtn' and Finance Mohammad-Khan said the 1-irst Plan saa a gradual sluft trimr oil revenues 
to diversified production and doclopme7rt especially in the tnlrastructural sector auch as l.irite7 ge7xxattom. 
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to arrive in the War -Damaged areas which included 'Assistant Groups' organised by the Friday 
Mosques under new and rapidly -formed religious -revolutionary NGOs (Ibid ) 
Reconstruction started with great public support and with mobilisation of a great amount of 
facilities and Manpower. But, Motawef (1996) claims, there had been no prior planning by 
central government or local offices and the new voluntary organisations lacked internal 
organization and inter -organizational coordination. Therefore, there was great disorder at the 
start. In an attempt to rectify this problem, the same source indicates that the central 
government made each voluntary organisation responsible for a specific area Reconstruction 
of the War -Damaged rural areas was placed under the control of two semiformal 
Revolutionary Organisations. 'Bonyad -e Maskan' (Housing Foundation) and 'Jihad -e 
Sazandegi' (Construction Crusade). The former was to deal with housing reconstruction and 
the later with other issues related to the reconstruction tasks The Assistant Organisations and 
NGO groups remained responsible for the reconstruction of nominated towns 
The conflict between local culture and that of volunteers from different parts of the Country, 
the high expectation of the local War -Damaged victims which was created by centralized 
mechanisms of using the nation's potential and a perspective of the longer -term future of the 
ideal society, proposed by the Islamic revolutionary leaders and other theorists, were some 
of the disadvantages of this kind of mobilisation and popular participation which have referred 
to by many commentators for the initial period (1982 -84) In relation to the imposed global 
shift in the people's life style in the disaster -stricken communities. Zargar (1989a) says that 
an 'unfamiliar' settlement could only become another burden disrupting their social and 
economic life. He observed, particularly in the reconstructed villages of Khuzestan Province, 
that the traditional life often continues in the new settlements where the design of the 
buildings, site layout and so on were decided by the villagers themselves or were similar to 
the traditional forms. The best result were to be obtained when the inhabitants expressed their 
ideas and needs and more importantly decided upon and became directly involved in 
implementing the reconstruction projects 
People participation was sought for both forms of reconstruction In the War -Torn areas, 
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people's aid in terms of labour and money was organised centrally There was great 
enthusiasm for help in the aftermath of the War This aid was actually for the greatest pan 
from outside the region since the whole Country was concerned to see the appropriate 
reconstruction of towns and settlements. During the eight years of the War, the process of 
reconstruction could not be set up by the people directly influenced. The people were not able 
actually to live in the areas affected. Unconsciously, new plans, not based on the previous 
ones, were implemented by the Government. In the conclusion of his thesis, Motawef (1996) 
rejects government involvement in reconstruction programmes and writes 
"It seems that deep government involvement in reconstruction and development 
projects usually tends to injustice resources distributing, providing different people 
with unequal opportunities and losing time and resources Direct central government 
involvement in the planning stage specially ends in unrealistic suggestions and policies 
which create many problems in implementation as well as dissatisfaction of the local 
people. The central government also usually gives false signals misleading people 
when it is full dominated on most aspects which usually results in more loss. Thus, the 
question remains why cental governments do not leave what could be left to the local 
people to do themselves ?" 
Analysing the economical impact of the centralized government involvement in reconstruction. 
the same source observed that the delay caused by the Reconstruction Plan and importantly 
the uncertain reconstruction policies put the households in bad conditions to face the severe 
inflation of 1992. This raised the construction cost to four times more than if the households 
were allowed to rebuild their houses earlier. So, it suggests that the early start and completion 
of reconstruction is the most significant factor of the reconstruction success and the 
Government commitment to reconstruction, therefore, was going in a wrong way Instead of 
facilitating households to do their works privately, the rigid regulations obstructed and 
reduced their abilities to do reconstruction, for a long time before 1992 
5.5.2. Reconstruction of Damaged Areas following the Earthquake in Gillan 
The best available evidence referring to the analysis of the reconstruction of damaged areas 
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following the earthquake in Gillan10 is a report named 'On the Reconstruction of Housing in 
Gillan and Zanjan Regions Following Earthquake: 1990 -1992' published by the Bonyad -c 
Maskan-e Inghelab -e Islami (Housing Foundation) ". Akhoundi (1992), the Head of the 
Foundation then and the Minister of Housing and Urban Development from September 1993, 
is the author of the report. This Foundation was set up after the Islamic Revolution to act 
alongside the Ministry of Housing and concentrating on the needs of the people in the villages, 
in particular the poorer sections of society. This is a part of the political structure within Iran 
where the Islamic Government has inherited a secular economy from the Shah's regime and 
also continues its previous practice of funding projects from within the community 
In the introduction to the report after a brief definition of disasters, crises and the 
responsibilities of the Government towards solving the problems, Akhoundi claims that a 
comprehensive plan should be considered. He maintains that the objective of the report is to 
outline intensive discussion of the parameters of his experience in the reconstruction of 
damages from 1990 to 1992 following Gillan and Zanjan Earthquake 
Criticising the Red Crescent, one of the relief agencies, the same source pinpoints the ways 
people can be organized for a participatory approach It asserts that in the aftermath of the 
Roudbar -Manjil (Gillan) earthquake, although this organ was very active in the situation, it 
nonetheless took no main role in organising and overseeing the relief activities The relief 
work usually undertaken by groups of teenagers trained by the organisation, but this time 
these groups were not involved. This led to an influx of volunteers who wanted to help but 
who were disorganised and were not being trained causing conflict and difficulties in itself 
The same writer believes that the Government tried to return the situation to normality very 
quickly and injected into the area a large number of facilities over a very short period He 
1° In Gillan and Zanjan earthquake, three cities Roudhar. Martini. and Tanin suffixed scnoma damage and a 
number of other cities like Rasht and Qanmn were also affected 
" Vice Chairman of the Housing Foundation, Ja. ad Hag3><xtas. announced that some 140.000 houses have been 
built in the War -Tcxn regions and 200010 others in the quake - stricken provinces of Gillen and Zanjan By the 
Foundation. He said that the tiumndation reconstruct 70,000- 75,000 houses annually lie concluded that the 
Ibundation is presently engagai m raaw aüng 45,000. 50,000 bonsai in rural areas with a Rls 2(X) billion credit 
(Ettela at, Friday, Oct. 13, 1995) 
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continues to voice his concern that many implications of the decisions were beyond the 
capabilities of national and regional groups and required input from international bodies He 
believes that it is possible even within crisis to find time to develop differently, since people 
are dealing with change and process. In this regard, he suggests, for example that people's 
participation can be used in the social and economic aspects of reconstruction, education, 
development of technical skills, the creation of new opportunities for employment, protecting 
new property and capital wealth and the physical expansion of the cities and villages 
Between two directions: one returning people to a normal situation and another pushing them 
towards development, the same source suggests a point of balance which needed to be 
achieved. But, any decision -making should be done with the active consensus of both the 
victims of the disaster and the Government and not left to the Government alone It goes on 
to criticise the reconstruction in Manjil by pointing that a total of 158 villages were resituated 
and that this was not logical or necessary in every case It appreciates the value of the work 
of the Government in the region, at least because no other organisation is a position to do the 
job so well, but it does not mean that the same style of work should be repeated without 
proper consideration of past mistakes and successes 
In suggesting the necessity of activating regional organisations, the report points to the fact 
that local organisations often do not have enough confidence during times of crisis, but that 
the regional organisations still would have enough power to lead the situation, if given the 
opportunity. However, the national organisations and agencies, assuming that the regional 
organisations are not efficient enough, immediately send in relief agencies This in itself 
requires time and money and implicates people who do not know the place Experience shows 
that these groups ought to be under the control and management of the regional organisations 
who have local knowledge. Supporting this as a possible way of working, it refers to the 
experience of the reconstruction of damaged areas after the flood at Zabul. within the 
province of Sistan va Baluchistan, when outside relief agencies from Kerman. Yazd and 
Khorasan were successfully coordinated by the province In the case of the disaster in Gillan 
region where they took consideration of this experience into account, it was decided that 
responsibility for the reconstruction of housing be given to Gillan's Housing Foundation. 
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rather than resting with the Government (Ibid) It should be noted that this was a change of 
policy to a kind of'bottom -up' strategy of development'= 
The standard policy for coping with disasters is to provide shelter in three stages the first is 
the immediate provision of camps (tents, huts, etc ), the second is the construction of 
temporary shelters; and the third is the reconstruction of the permanent fabrics What actually 
happens is that after the first stage, the region enters a new situation and the victims, after 
finding their confidence, want to decide about many aspects of their lives and to take 
responsibility for much of the decision making 
Akhoundi (1992, p. 11) admits that the lack of a unified and coordinated approach means that 
many of the victims of the disasters have come to complain But, those victims who were 
allowed to participate in the building of their temporary housing, although they received less 
help and support, were more satisfied than those who received more help hut were less able 
to participate. The styles of building and the methods of construction were also a matter of 
criticism because they were disparate and disorganised, not decided by the established regional 
committee who normally deals with the technical details of the design and building of 
structures, but unconsciously of the different aspects of government through its various 
factions and organisations 
The same source has some suggestions for different stages of the reconstruction which seem 
to be a kind of 'bottom-up' approach and celebrate the notion of people's participation. the use 
of local resources, etc It is very close to some aspects of the model of endogenous 
development. In particular, it might be claimed that this is a working example for the use of 
both abductive and inductive approaches in making feedback controls When the Government 
12 Iran is vulnerable to natural disasters such as earthquakes. floods. bushtires and nhhtrins In the last (4) 
yearS, the Country has tuxiezgone rttam' damages causVd by earthquakes, e g ' almas m 1'r it i. I kiroud in 1951. 
Bocin Zahra in 1962; Tabas in 1978. (k',Ihal< Kaman in 1981. and Roudbar and Mianiil (also known as (Ttllan 
and Zanjan earthquake) in 1990 Rasul largar t 1995). }lead of Natural Disasters I lead -quarters at Interior 
Ministry, said that Iran ranked 10th in the world countries list for the rate and varlets or natural disasters 
occurring there and extent of damage I added that so far 10 different kinds of natural dtsaAers ha'e been 
identified in the world, of which 31. including flood. earthquake and frost occur in Iran largar concluded that 
180 out of 242 Iranian cities were seriously threatened by quake 
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and agencies provide money and resources to rebuild people's lives as a whole entity they are 
helping in an inductive way. At the same time, this idea is trying to use people in an abductive 
approach, in the more detailed and precise areas of building and construction Supporting the 
idea that people's participation works, Akhoundi discusses generally the stage of permanent 
settlement and conducts six technical and experimental lessons from Gillan's reconstruction 
the provision of temporary shelters is not something separate from other aspects of 
the reconstruction process; 
the avoidance of resituating people and placing them into camps outside the region. 
(They should definitely be sited within the region ) 
3 in order to consider technical issues to reduce expenditure and to avoid repetition, it 
is necessary to give the responsibility for temporary housing and reconstruction to one 
organisation; (At the same time, this should improve the efficient and accurate 
documentation of families and the disaster they have suffered to their household ) 
temporary housing can recycle building materials from the damaged arras and use the 
labour of the people involved, (the Government then gives them any extra materials. 
money and technical aid they need In the future, the temporary housing can be reused. 
for example as stables in villages. ) 
financial aid, trust funds and other forms of aid can be set up for these purposes. and 
this stage can be seen as an isolated part only in those situations where victims and 
their families are obliged to leave the region for one year or more because immediate 
reconstruction is not possible 
Introducing the programme of reconstruction of settlements in Gillan and Zanjan. he tries to 
illustrate the objectives by saying that the main aim is to revitalise the community and 
populated centres, preparing conditions for employment. permanent housing and the 
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reconnection of environmental services within the capabilities of the region and of national 
plans. Then, he suggests that understanding the region and its capabilities for local and 
regional growth, through people's participation and investigating of national support 
mechanisms, will set good foundations for long term development Therefore, comprehensive 
and strictly designed long term plans should be avoided in preference to gradual development 
growing out of the actual situation. 
Some fundamental strategies and approved policies, which have been legislated for, are 
referred to in page 15 of the report. These also seem to be very close to the soul of the 
endogenous development model and it becomes clear that Akhoundi (1992) is attempting to 
develop a lateral structure for organisations seeking to develop roles for the Government and 
for the people. One of these policies was about management of reconstruction of damaged 
residential units which can be divided into the three areas of facilitating, design and 
construction and should be the responsibility of the landlord The role of the Government (as 
executors of the reconstruction) should be about cooperation with landlords over matters 
which are beyond their capacity and also about directing and controlling the programme so 
that the reconstruction work happens more quickly to a better standard, with fewer problems 
and less social tension. 
Another suggestion of Akhoundi was to establish workshops run by the Government bodies 
responsible for the execution of the reconstruction in the region, acting in concert with the 
regional committees already in place and with representatives from outside bodies and 
strengthening the power of the regional committees In other words, these government bodies 
should go to the region and consult with the regional body in the delegation of activities, 
rather than delegate responsibilities to outside groups He also suggests that it is the 
responsibility of the Government to organise the relief agencies from different provinces and 
use them according to Government reconstruction policy, to minimise the investment of the 
Government in housing and to redirect the funds to investment in production or other 
sectors which will restore the local economy; to empower the victims' financial situation 
and invest in the infrastructure and basic requirements In any case, the architectural plans 
should be designed or selected with the help of the inhabitants who have survived the disaster 
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In the reconstruction of damaged areas following the earthquake, the Government tried to 
activate the local and regional decision making systems and the methods by which to bring 
participation into the process pia establishing reconstruction committees in the region with the 
help of local representatives in the cities and with the help of the traditional 'grey beards' 
(village elders) in the villages. With reference to the severity of the damage, Akhoundi 
describes a head team made up of professionals and other workers, 'Setad', to consider the 
reconstruction of housing which was located in Rasht and a system of other teams, 'Setad -e 
Moeins', from different parts of the Country under their direction located across the region 
Considering that municipal and consultancies in the programmes were necessar'. but because 
the municipal in this area did not have enough technical expertise or local consultants, they 
tried to bring in such people from other areas. It was important that they try to respond to the 
rules of the municipal. This is a new scheme within urban design to attempt to keep a lateral 
organisation appropriate to the area. Because of the scale of the disaster, any international 
help offered was welcomed into the region which led to legislation from the United Nations 
General Committee involving the UN General Secretary as responsible for sending a research 
group to assess the damage and requirements This was very successful and three reports were 
produced. In one of these reports, research systems were designed for the facilitation of all 
the technical expertise and resources within the Country dedicated to the reconstruction 
projects. The involvement of the UN also led to the creation of a scheme for the collection 
of information concerning expertise and technology from universities and other international 
consultancies. At the end of the report, Akhoundi hopes that the results of this work are not 
permanent and asserts that everything is in the process of change, but a comprehensive plan 
«ill reduce the bad effects of the ugly scene of the situation in the future 
Summary and Further Discussion of Supporting Practical Schemes 
The main objective of propounding the case studies presented above was to look at meeting 
the real needs of the people This was considered to be a revolutionary approach The choice 
of people over government, regional authorities over national and outside groups and 
university staff over consultants were made as an attempt to locate the work closer to the 
people and their needs But, the stimulus and schemes of the development programmes were 
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provided by outsiders and the specialists Development was assumed to be particular and 
separate from ordinary life and therefore people needed to he taught how to adapt In fact, 
the initial objective was to seek ways of getting quick results for their projects rather than any 
qualification of the people's lives. A participatory approach was employed as a means for that 
end They were all focusing on the processes which were accomplished by deductive (using 
people in executing the programmes) and sometimes abducti\ e reasoning (using people's 
knowledge), thus their attempts were far from reaching an inductive approach To gain the 
inductive approach as fully discussed in Chapter Four, there needs to be a revolutionary 
change of organization. People and governments should meet each other in one organization 
as an entity which does not have top and down distinctions People need to evaluate the 
outcomes of development programmes and induce the results by feedbacking and controlling 
the information into values This in turn will be either an impetus for new projects or a seed 
for cultural evolution and transformations in a long term and open -ended process 
Defining this research, the author has benefited from his interviews in summer 1996 with some 
key figures who were involved in these practical schemes Some of their ideas have been 
included within the description of the case studies Their views about endogenous 
development can be condensed as follows 
a) Hamid Ghandehari" mentions that in development processes people do not need 
tutors and experts can not and should not he their inspirations Therefore. experts should 
participate with people in the process of their lives His model of development is idealistic. 
similar to the characteristic of natural organisms, which contains endogenous growth based 
on evaluation, selection and action Rather, he claims that in human societies the combination 
of these is more complex and divergent He considers human organizations as ideal -seeking 
systems. These ideals should be achieved by experience and cannot be inherent By interfering 
endogenous development process, not only we destroy external results, but also people's 
intention In endogenous development there are both criteria and regularity which involve 
responsibility Sustainability is dependent upon this regularity He brings an example about 
"(ihandehan was the Shahid l3cheshtt's lecturer and the tk-vclupmcnt project manager of Moharakeh steel 
Complex Ile has also exercised the same idea in less other reponal and national planning protects 
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planting a seed and says that there is no need of having knowledge about the complexity of 
the seed. rather we need to know how to plant and water it For him, science is not the 
generator of life, but it can predict its destiny. We cannot substitute ourselves as planners with 
society as an alive system. but it is possible to guide it He claims that endogenous 
development is an approach and methodology which can lead to a design or a plan based upon 
this methodology. He asserts that experts cannot understand the problems but they can 
familiarise themselves with them. He claims that professionals should learn things that they 
do not know, instead they are dealing with false problems The aim of participation tùr him 
is the continuity of life. It is not for solving problems or implementing a project The case for 
him is that Man is not tutor of the others and does not have all their knowledge, theretòre he 
should not try to substitute human society in his programmes and the solution for it is to give 
them responsibility to make decision about their problems via their experiences Now , each 
case has its own principles Ghandehari does not divide government and people from each 
other and believes that they can participate in many cases like the other panics 
b) Professor Seyyed Mohsen Habibi" believes that the experts should not exceed more 
than one step from people in development programmes He takes long term plans as 
unnecessary attempts. He suggests that government's works should be centralized Ii e laws. 
defence, etc.) and people's works decentralized Ile believes that national plans in han arc 
centralized, regional plans are semi -centralized, therefore endogenous development plans 
should be decentralized, but concerning the two Habibi also maintains that solutions should 
be derived from the real situation by the people themselves In this regard, his emphasis is on 
search for three key elements in each case fulcrum, lever, and mobilisation of resources and 
people themselves. People's participation, for him, should he all about executing and carrying 
out the plans and programmes which have been suggested by experts (deductive approach) 
Habibi suggests searching for 'what can be done`'' He accuses those who attempt to find 
answers for 'what must be done ?' and claims that they are utopian He agrees with the idea 
that people make the future and experts should predict that 
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I lahihi is the .u»cx axuultant oil lexr_smg Foundation %%hi) participated Txdh in War reo instruction projects 
and in reconstruction following Gillan's earthquake I k has str{x7lt.saxl more than fifteen national protcYts using 
bottom-up approach. Ile is also a senior lecturer tri I'rhan I)esign in Tehran t'niee7sttN 
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c) Dr Ali Ghaffari15 believes in the unlimited potential of people and regional resources 
vhich have not been used in appropriate ways. rather they became abortive by administrative 
interferences. He looks for a balance between governors and governed and between top and 
bottom in a hierarchy. He claims that governments are for people hut their authorities should 
be under control. He emphasizes regional authorities and refers to different styles and diversity 
of the products in built environment that cannot be produced by centralized decision -makers 
Ghaffari considers all people as designers and claims that the problem is with the differences 
between old and new designers. The old experts had a holistic approach and their designs 
were comprehensive, but the new designers are more specialized He says that traditional 
professions usually adapted themselves to universal attitudes towards the environment The 
success of traditional ways of building the environment, for him, is because of both people's 
innate knowledge and their adaptation to the environment 
d) Amir Farjami16 claims that reconstruction in Gillan after the earthquake was more 
successful than after the War" He admits that the Government could improve its policies and 
strategies of reconstruction and use them in Gillan, e g replacing compensation with long- 
term loans. He believes that except juridical and defence issues, people can govern themselves. 
especially in rural areas, and the role of central government should be all about facilitation. 
supervision and control in Gillan, the policy was to reconstruct the existing local 
organizations and accelerate their activities by using the same models and programmes which 
were used before the earthquake This helped the victims of the disaster to stay in the area and 
to participate in all the decision making Farjami believes in long -term development and does 
not preclude the possibility of using obsolescent organizations, rather he claims that some new 
revolutionary and lateral organizations can be viewed as obstacles for development Finally. 
he suggests that the presence of indigenous people is the only solution for the problems of 
is Ghatiàri is the head of Architecture Department in Shahid Iiehc hti University. senior Icxnrra and a 
member of a Council in Ministry of Higher Education I le was also assistant manager of Moharakeh istahan 
project and active in reconstruction of War- Damaged areas. esp cialh Kho%estan 
16 Farlann is the Via: Chairman of the I lousing Foundation who has the c\pericn c otree:extaniciion of War - 
I)amage Areas and reconstruction following the earthquake in (ìillan and lanian 
17 Farjanu claims that the I lousing Foundation could finish the reconstruction of the earthquake by providing 
200,000 residential units in (ìillan and Zanian after nearly 3 years. hut the same institution could only 
reconstruct 76,000 units in War- Damaged Areas alley 1 ; years 
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both development and reconstruction, especially in rural areas 
e) Seyyed Abbas Jazayeri" distinguishes people's participation as a key element for 
development and claims that whenever the Government faces a difficult situation no project 
is successful without people's participation. He believes that in Developing Countries where 
experts are less and projects are more, people's participation is the best strategy For him, 
people's participation has been an effective strategy not only in small projects, but also on 
national scale. He says that in destroying the Shah's regime, establishing the Islamic Republic 
of Iran; in the War; and in reconstructionj9 the same strategy was used Decentralising the 
Government and localizing its power, Jazayeri claims that people's participation was 
considered as a key point. Accordingly, they could shift the decision making to lower level 
of the Governmental organization, e.g. for the first time in Iran's history, the provincial budget 
is sent to a governor who should set up planning committee which consists of national and 
local members to prove county projects for sending to the Programme and Budget 
Organization to be financed. 
f) Dr Mehdi Taleb'0 who is a sociologist does not regard endogenous development 
without exogenous model as a workable concept He suggests that for Iran, considering its 
geopolitical and historical background, an exogenous model of development is the only 
advisable fact, but we should think about how to adapt with it He believes that the Country 
has a strong hierarchical social structure with central governments in her long history which 
makes it different from the other parts of the world In this regard, he suggests that 
development should start by the central government's permission He acknowledges the 
external influences as essential factors for development and claims that Iran has lost her 
ts Jazaveri is assistant director of Natural Disastea-s Ilcad-quarte-s at Intea-icx Minstn 
19 Jazayeri confirms that they have learned many lessons from the experience in reconstruction f011cnetng 
the Gillan's earthquake which have been usel in reconstructing three other heartbreaking events lahul's Flood 
(1991) in which 1050 residential units were damaged. the Flood of I 992s in which the losses of life and 
properties (213,254 r idential units were damaged) were equal to that of Gillai s and inflicted 12 provinces. 
47 townships and 7,000 village -s: and Finan -abad Earthquake (1994) ut Fars Pro uwe wtuch damaged 33.min 
re.sidattial unite Beside thy, there were Iloeis in Khascstan and Khorasan provinces. increase of the Caspian 
Sea level and many other disasters 
"I ales is a social consultant of the Muttstry of }lousing and llrbarustrt and a senior lectures and the head of 
the Cooperation and Social Secunty Group of the Social Science Department at Tehran 1 inive -sits 
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potential to stand on her own lots. He is pessimistic about independency and self -sufficiency 
and considers all internal development programmes a part of or determined by the others His 
suggestion for development is to think about adaptation with these supper structured and 
external influences as environments of the designed systems. He believes that all cultural, 
scientific, economic revolutions are under the influences of the political changes without 
which these revolutions or new ideas are all utopian. Therefore, he believes in reforms 
Finally, this study suggests that usually governments, as the preactivists, prefer the best in 
short -time than better in long -term future. The best they do is to accelerate their programmes 
using sometimes people's participation Therefore, their participatory approach is deductive 
They do not stay to receive the feedback of their actions, thus their planning has one -way 
access, from top to down. On the contrary, the model of endogenous development suggests 
transaction between governments and people, producers and users, being concerned about 
natural process and feedback control. Therefore, the emphasis of the thesis is on the quality 
of life by considering two other approaches in using people's participation, i e using the 
source of knowledge and technology embodied in indigenous society (abductive approach) 
for solving the existing problems and their value judgement and wisdom for resolving the 
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Introduction to Questionnaire 
When confronting a real situation of life and its changes, it is very important to consider 
people who are the main source of transformation and evolution of culture which, in turn, 
sustain the process of the life itself To get information about people's feelings, opinions, likes 
and dislikes, the author carried out a social survey, an 'open -ended questionnaire' These 
questions are semi -structured and ask people (Iranians) about the reasons of their responses 
in order to have their opinion about philosophical issues about changes and development of 
their lives in- depth. Then, an inductive inference has been adopted to maintain the habitual 
notions and established values of the field survey by analysis of the collected data, and an 
abductive inference has been employed to test the hypothesis by reflecting further theoretical 
issues on the findings of the data analysis Accordingly, an attempt has been made to use 
mixture of two research methodologies, ide 'qualitative' and 'quantitative' research' 
6.1. The Methodology Used in the Questionnaire 
The discussions about the nature and relative virtues of quantitative and qualitative research 
reveal a mixture of philosophical issues and considerations of the virtues and vices of the 
methods of data collection with which each of these two research traditions or mixture of 
them is associated Quantitative research is typically taken to he characterised by the social 
survey and by experimental investigations Qualitative research tends to be associated with 
participant observation and unstructured, in- depth' interviewing in fact, philosophical issues 
' One of the examples of the use of quantitative and qualitative approaches within a strategy of mutual 
corroboration is Cook's (1984) study of the influence of parents gender on the as they experience having a 
child who is dying of cancer. For the qualitative side of her investigation. she ussal a lengthy interview schedule 
%vhich comprised a large numbea of 'open -end t.xi' que t ens !low-ever. as it often the case with studies in which 
quantitative and qualitative n...-search are combined. one method of data collection tcndkdi to it acaotkd greatct 
prominence than the other here are munbcr of thesis and dissertations which ha+c used open -ended 
questionnaire. tic example those which have been supervised by I)r F 11)am in i di:nhu:1th College 01 Ait 
They have caved ditì went arise studies and different ways do interpretation and analysing the resls'n'cs In this 
thesis. the quantitative data collection through senu- structured ()pal-ended questionnaire is the huh. while 
people's responds put 'flesh on the bones' of the statistical findings 
Qualitative researchers describe the data denying from ethnographic s °a as 'rich' and 'deep'. Mai drawing 
a contrast m +ith quantitative data, which tend to he depicted as superficial They tend to view survey- research 
as a source of 'surface information' which relates to the social scientist's abstract categories üv contrast. the 
quantitative researcher may be suspicious of the limited geniality of a study of two do/en men in one area of 
one city (Liebow, 1967) 
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differ very strongly and have much to do with a growing interest in the methods associated 
with a qualitative style of inquiry . Usually, qualitative methods, such as participant 
observation, tended to be regarded as relatively marginal in the context of the social scientist's 
defence of data collection techniques (Bryman, 1988). 
The same source indicates that since 1960s, when the debate about quantitative and qualitative 
research took root, writers often recognized the potential strengths of participant observation 
The tendency was to view it as simply a procedure for developing hypotheses to be supported 
by the more accurate survey, experiment or whatever Blalock (1970, pp 45 -6) describes 
participant observation as a technique. "extremely useful in providing initial insights that 
can lead to more careful formulations of the problem and explicit hypotheses But, they are 
open to the charge that findings may be difficult to replicate Therefore, many social 
scientists prefer to think of participant observation as being useful at a certain stage in the 
research process rather than being an approach that yields a finished piece of research " Such 
a statement means that the role of qualitative techniques are very restricted and do not 
maintain the solidity of research designed within a framework shaped in the scientific method 
Increasingly, the terms 'quantitative research' and 'qualitative research' came to signitÿ much 
more than ways of gathering data, they came to indicate separate assumptions about the 
nature and purposes of research in the social sciences The terminology, seems to imply that 
'quantification' or its absence, is the central issue Indeed, most writers have proposed 
alternative terms. For example, Guba et al (1982) propose a contrast between rationalistic 
(i.e. quantitative) and naturalistic (i.e qualitative) paradigms, while Evered et al (1981) use 
a contrast between 'inquiry from the outside' and 'inquiry from the inside' Magoon (1977) and 
J. K. Smith (1983) refer to 'constructivist' and 'interpretive' approaches respectively in place 
of'qualitative'. However, the quantitative/qualitative tends to be still the main focus 
Comparing the two approaches, there is evidence suggesting that they are both capable to deal 
with the social problems and reflect sociological concerns. But, they are very different in style 
and approach. Their chief elements in a list of contrast are that the quantitative research seeks 
to test the validity of theories and the samples are predefined at the beginning of the research 
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and the results and analyses are as causal propositions in the form of tables On the contrary. 
in qualitative research it seems researchers let their subjects form their focal concerns \\ hile 
maintaining an awareness of the literature on it Their samples are determined by whom they 
meet and contact with during their fieldwork and are constantly shifting Their research 
involves different degrees of association with each person They usually use a much less 
standardized approach relying on observation, conversations and some informal tnter ie\\ ink; 
The results are in the form of quotations which reflect what their subjects deem to be 
important about people's lives and their analysis is 'descriptive' which is concerned with the 
people's perceptions of changes in their life -style Regarding to this concern, people's 
perceptions, which have been reflected by their responses in the field survey, are classified into 
four categories in this thesis emphasizing four styles of research analyses 'descriptive', 
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The thesis's concern is to focus on the subjective understanding of how people live, feel, think. 
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and act, therefore, to understand the world from their perspectives Its adoption of a 
perspective, which emphasizes the way in w hich the people being studied understand and 
interpret their social reality, is one of the most central motifs of the qualitative approach 
However, these two methods can be summarized as quantitative research reflects a concern 
to follow the methods and procedures of the natural sciences, e g it is viewed as deductive 
approach and concerns with variables, causality, and so on, and qualitative research could then 
be viewed as an inductive and abductive approaches that deliberately avoid the natural 
science approach and prefer, instead, to wound investigations in people's own understandings 
of social reality, either general or specific 
Regarding the above definitions, the author has adopted a deductive approach to design a 
semi- structured questionnaire with 57 questions These questions are the result of deducing 
the endogenous development theory, which consists of different dimensions, to identify the 
problems associated with the development and changes of the people's lifestyle These 
questions are classified into different concepts' and scales, i e houses, quarters, towns, and 
the general aspects of the people's lives (Figure 6 1) It should be noted that the advantage of 
propounding one question in different ways is to simplify the complexity of the concept and 
break it down into understandable and discussable matter Moreover, the possibility of missing 
the main content and the essence of the dialog will he reduced, dale interviewee does not 
want to answer some of the questions Being aware of the aims of the questions, responses 
have been classified into 'statistical', 'present states', 'future plan'. and 'impacts' For instance, 
in statistical questions, the quantifiable aspects of the people's lives have been asked, therefore 
the interviewee responds to them by saying yes or no or sometimes by propounding figures 
The 'present states' is the characteristic of the questions that aims to ask people about their 
feelings and inspirations of everyday life that can be 'positive' or 'negative' and 'like' or 'dislike' 
To define the differences between image and concept. Ackotiet al (1972. p 167)4)1.041w an argtunent 
%Auch also refers to the meaning of the words 'description' and 'cxplanatom' .1-hey siggesi that 'cnnccpts' are 
pox tcaxuc they do tex look like. sound like. and so on. what theme signify For them. 'concepts' are individuated 
sets of functional properties of objects or events that esplatn particular phenomena  of amimwucatum and 
'Images are individuated sets of structural prope7ttes and the relationships between them to which subjects 
respond. Whereas. 'images' help us 'de-scnhe'. concepts help us 'esplam' l letctn. thet found the dttlérences 
and suggest that - images connote structural pm¡xrtie-s. hut concepts connote timetional properties 
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Their attitudes are also different in reflecting their ideas about the structure of their lives 
considering temporal changes This might be either about their desires and aspirations, their 
opinion about change of their environment or their plan for /about the future Finally, another 
concern is to know about the relationships between the components of the people's lives and 
their environment. In a broader context, interconnection between the components of a system 
within its boundaries from one hand and its relationship with other systems or its environment 
on the other hand, are expected to be chased by the last cluster of questions, i e 'impact' It 
is possible, therefore to predict the direction of the responses and interpret them much easier, 
if the questions are precisely structured. Getting insight the complexity associated with the 
analysis of the collected -data in this survey, a brief discourse about the similarities and 
differences of the two traditions have been constructed in Appendix Two Section (a) 
The field survey in this thesis is about a mixture of interviews, observational data, 
documentary evidence, and quantitative data. It is possible then to conduct cross -site analyses 
of the data and to integrate the results with the survey findings This 'structured ethnography' 
[as Smith et al. (1982) call it] departs from conventional qualitative research in several ways 
The need to investigate specific policy initiatives makes it much more problem- focused than 
conventional ethnography. This approach contrasts sharply with the qualitative researcher's 
dislike of structured investigations. But, in this research things are a little hit different 
Concerning the problems which people confront in development process. the hypotheses 
aimed to construct the questions and then a semi -structured open -ended questionnaire 
evaluates the responses with the criteria resulting from the hypothesis. 
Furthermore, an important contribution of descriptive detail for the ethnographer is to the 
mapping out of a context for the understanding of subjects' interpretations of what is going 
on and for the researcher to produce analyses and explanations which do justice to the milieus 
in which her/his observations and interviews are conducted In this regard, the author carried 
out 57 questions, which are distributed among 29 people and presented in the followings 
6.2. The Questionnaire 
In July 1995, A questionnaire was conducted in Persian, the language the participants could 
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use which was no longer or more complex than they could grasp in the time available and able 
to hold their attention and interest [see Appendix Two Section (c)] The main objective of 
this questionnaire was to ask Iranian citizen and those from rural areas about their roles in 
desiring their society's future and the built environment In this regard, the authors aimed to 
investigate the root of the problems in development programmes from the people's 
perspective. Following the questions about general description of the respondents, 57 open - 
ended questions, containing different criteria, had been conducted which are briefed as 
Which kind of family do you have? 
How man people live in your tallith' 
3. Do you have a house or houses of Four own'' 
3 What is the nature of the ownership of your house ' 
5. How long have you been in your present house') 
6. How long do you expect to stay at your house' 
7 Mention (3) reasons why you have chosen this current house' 
Mention (2) important changes happened aller moving to this house with tepaid to taciliues 
opportunities, the neighbourhood, Jobs, etc 
y. Mention (3) aspects you do not find satisfactory in your present house Please f nt i I i reason tau em h 
10. Mention (3) things make you satisfied with your house Give (I I reason for each 
11. Have your children secured house for the future' I low was this passible' 
12. Have you made any changes in your house' please give (2) examples and (I i reason for each 
1 3 Mention the (2) most preferable things yew would like to have in vow house (;i'e i I i tens(nt tot each 
14. Do you think there is any possibility tin people to build their own houses without 
the help of the lotial 
municipality? Please mention (2) ways of achieving this 
15 Which type of houses do you most prefix' Please give (2) reasons 
10 Would you like to design your house yourself or ask others to do tt' Please give (21 reasons why 
1 î l las your choice of present house had any impact out your Job' Please give (21 examples 
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18. Is your work far from your house? Please give (2) reasons why 
19. Are people involved in production of housing? Please give (2) reasons tier your response 
20. Do you feel that your house can resist disasters (earthquake, floods. war. etc )' Please give (2) reasons 
21 Mention (3) things people or the authorities usually do during disasters 
22. Mention (3) important ways which help towards having a house 
23. Mention (2) things you like in your neighbourhood and give (2) reasons for each response 
Mention (2) things you do not like in your neighbourhood and give (2) reasons I'm each response 
25. Mention (2) things you would like to have in your neighbourhood 
26. Do you like to be aware of the events happening in your neighbourhood Please give (2) /examples how 
to achieve this. 
27. Do you prefer to live in a neighbourhood where your wider family live'' Please give (2) reasons why 
28. Did you choose your neighbours? Please give (2) reasons why 
29. Does your neighbourhood have positive aspects of the past that you like' Please give (2 i exeuuples 
30. What are the (2) most important buildings in your town'' Please give (I ) ream win they ale unpxntant 
3I Mention (2) buildings you do not like in the town !'leas; give (I 1 reason why You not like it 
32 What are the (2) most important areas in your town' Give (2) reasons why tiles. are imp( 
33. Mention (2) areas you would like to live in your town. (jive (2) reasons why you like to live there 
34. Mention (2) areas in your town you do not like to live in Please give (1 h reason Y+hY you do not like to 
live there. 
35 Mention (2) building materials you like to see being used in the buildings of Your town Please gi' e 1 
reason why you like it to be used 
36. Mention (2) building materials you do not like to see being used in the buildings of your tin+n Please 
give(1) reason why you do not like it 
37. Mention (2) important features you like which have been made in the past of the town Please give 121 
reasons why they are important 
3s Mention (2) events or changes you would like to six to your town in the future Please give (1 t reason why 
you would like to see them 
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39. Mention (2) changes which have been occurred nn our town w filch y ou like Please give (I) reason win 
You like them 
40. Do you think the p- owth of your town had been depended on imported rnatenals and techradot, ' Please 
give (1) example 
41. Do you think you and people have enough local nix ices or means for changing your surrounding ' Please 
give (2) reasons for your response 
42. Mention (2) most important things people do usually in their evervdav life which give your town its 
character. Please give (2) reasons why they are important 
43. Where do you usually go for shopping'' Please give (2) reasons why you go there 
44. Mention (2) items you prefer to buy because they are produced in your coatunwut) 
45. Mention (2) items you prefer to buy because they are produced smuewhere else 
46. Mention (3) important things that give identity to the old pan of yow town {'lease give (I 1 reason why 
they are important 
47. Mention (2) ways the new generation can know about present values of lite 
48. Mention (2) things you would Ilke the formal education to give to you or people 
4e). Mention (2) important cultural or social features in your town that are useful to people opl Please give (21 
reasons why they are important 
30. Please give (2) advantages of traditional architecture 
51. Please give (2) disadvantages of traditional architecture 
52. Please give (2) advantages of new architecture 
53. Please give (2) disadvantages of new architecture 
54 Identity (2) external things imposed on the city which you do not like Pleas got. 4 I i reason lot eaeh 
Mention (2) things you think will give long term life to the town Please give (1) reason for each 
icy Mention the best way you think which can bring people together to help each other ['leas mention r 1 
advantage of them 
57. Would you like to talk more about your house. neighbourhood. town and yoru role rn designing and 
shaping the environment' 
These questions cover different range of categories For designing this questionnaire, the 
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author's intention was to make its presentation as simple as possible and tried to widen its 
outlook synchronically. Meanwhile. the complexity of the relationship between the questions, 
considering their types (i.e. descriptive, explanatory) and scales (house. quarter, town, and 
general aspects) was a matter of concern These aspects have been also categorised into 
different concepts such as 'statistic', 'present state'. 'future plan', and 'impact' which are 
referring to quantitative, qualitative. structural and systemic characteristics of the responses 
For instance, some questions have statistical answers (i.e. yes/no or a figure), some questions 
aim to ask about an individual expression of her/his surrounding which have been modified 
as 'present state', some of the questions aim to ask about aspirations. wants and desire of the 
respondents about now and future which are time involved questions and are to trace people's 
opinion about change and development. These may be fit in 'future plan' Hence, it is 
conceivable to say that in designing this questionnaire the approach, in relating these three 
aspects, is diachronic which enriches the depth of the open -ended questionnaire Furthermore, 
it is worthwhile to reiterate that using hypothetic induction, in order to generalise the collected 
data, will help us to know more about the things which 'actually are', but this classification 
helps the researcher to particularise the data by employing abduction reasoning in order to 
show the people's view to the things which 'may be" (see also Logical Thinking and the 
Process in Chapter Four: 4.B.3.). The last part of the concepts is tracing an onward relation 
of each individual and her/his surrounding with other systems, i e 'impact' Accordingly, the 
first part of the concepts is adapted to the first paradigm of the model of endogenous 
development, i.e. production process, and the second part is adapt to the second paradigm of 
the model, i.e. supply -demand relationship 
6.3. The Analysis of the Questionnaire 
A 'grounded theory' method has been employed for the data analysis in this research 
Accordingly and after collecting the data, it was conceivable to develop a category. which 
draws on of the basic components of analytic induction, to formulate their relationships with 
the theory or the model of endogenous development (see Appendix Two The Problem of the 
Relationship between Theory and Research, for the idea of grounded theory) Before 
'"tic:texxx must anplo inductive reasoning in order to generalise. and design must use productive tnfc.rtmx_e 
[abduction) so as to particularise " (March. l')'h. p IS) 
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analysing the data, an attempt has been made, by the author, to illustrate the teneral 
description of the responses. This was made possible by applying a quantitatise research 
methodology considering the statistical responses in the following tables 
A Age Sei Status Occupation Ownership Iias been 15 ants to be I anal. \r. I It. 
1 23 \1 H 1e Student I mint years 0 
\1 \on - H Retired ( h.ner 16 sean I II::InI: 5.20 
3 29 \1 B Sc I cacher sears 
4 42 F H S. 'reacher ( saner 7 wean I ,Ir tune Hu)and 
\1 H S 1iustrless rtlatl )\sner-teltatll i l ill lattd 
6 41 \1 H. S. l h.ncr llc triff. Bo land 
7 40 F H. S. reacher t hsna I )eau 
e 
2 >ran r Nu)and 
s 41 \t H S Scllcr ( h.ncr I 'scat 2 \can Hu tatt.l 
9 \t II S I tusincs,sntan ( hsna 4 vcan Hu t at\al 
1O 7ti F Illiterate ilousc \siri ()yncr I6 vean IAle tune 
l 
6 - 22 Taran 
11 c \1 \on -H I anncr 1 hanct 1 \cars lf 7 Isfahan 
12 .) \1 1)ip Siati l )\sott 10 s can I tic timc 4 l.)>,e+v,>Llvarv 
13 :4 \f I)tp F \pert ( Sena 22 \Car. `So trust X I ctv ain 
14 41 \1 II S Stall 1 h.ncr 20 Ycan Sot act, 4 1 clu an 
i-. \1 \r,rl - 11 I.uLv 1 ha)ct 4 rlt.rtth, scan au an 
16 
\1 
111 l' \,,n - II 11.rli4' %, Ile I Mttcr-latailt 2() \CAt. I\ca. 5 Ialtran 
l' it F \n - 11 Housc srtic I)attcr 13 years \d slca I) tdvan 
Illiterate I)rI\a 21 sear= I ile tun: t.. lii I eia an 
19 o I I- Illiterate I louse wire ( hsnet 20 wars 4 \ca s , to I cban 
20 i,) F B. Sei I caches ( saner 2 )car. \rrl .Ica I 1 civan 
21 4-4 F H. S HPU.ci wife ( new 22 scar. \o mew, s 4 civan 
22 34 F a Sc saner I 1 years \o rt i law an 
23 41 \1 13 Sci Fcachcr I sent \ cars 20 seas 1 chi ait 
24 t) \I er at Retired IMna 24 scars l dc Iona I :Nan 
Statt 12 scan \r$ ,Ica, l \shalt 
26 28 F H. Si I cacher 1 errant 2 scars I aft uric i I (tvan 
2' 45 F Dip + -I -cashes ( Mna 10 stars 1 arc time f 1 sly,/ 
28 16 F 
-4 
l'h I) Student () na 13 wan I a1c tunt 4 I dr an 
29 M Ph D lecturer h.na I i scan I lie lITC am an 
Table 6.1 G e n e r a l descrIption of the respondents t A i 
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The above table indicates that majority of the respondents are owners and live for more than 
a decade in their houses, therefore they are familiar with their surroundings However, a 
majority of these people either do not wish to live in their present dwellings and prefer to 
change them or are not happy with the political and economic changes of the Country This 
uncertainty illustrates problems which have resulted from the hasty growth supported by the 
Government, and is one of the thesis concerns. 
We can classify people who responded the questionnaire into three groups which have had 
the experience of three different political and economic eras. The group between 28 to 33 
have the experience of living in the Islamic Revolution of Iran, through which the Government 
aimed to develop the Country by emphasis on an independent economy, indigenous culture 
and a unique identity. The second group are those ages between 34 to 44 who had the chance 
to compare this revolutionary period with the Shah's regime` when American policies were 
dominant and had enormous influence on the Country's plans. The third and the last group is 
that comprised of people between the ages of 44 to 80, who can compare these two periods 
with Reza Pahlavi's timeb. The configuration of the respondents' age, occupation and status 
are summarized in the three following tables 
Age Group Male Female Altogether 
28 - 33 3 ° /á1R 7 3 % 08 7 c %17 4 
34 -44 7 %20.3 6 %174 1% % 37 7 
44 - 80 7 % 20.3 3 % OK 7 1 % 29 0 
17 %49.2 12 %24 8 2 %1(K) 
Table 6.2 Age of the respondents shows the diversity of the sample (A 1) 
5 In the Shah period, two of the changes that occurred were remarkable The tira was the nationalization 
of the oil industry and the second was the rt called 'White Revolution of Shah and People'. through which Shah 
changed the agricultural sector to industrialise the Country (see Section 5 1 for more details 1 
6 Reza Pahlavi is the Shah's father, who was sought the growth of the Courte undo the tnt1ucn x and the 
support of Britain. His tic-Tone rule was mostly based oit progressing infrastructure and transport. with an 
emphasis on constructing dams and railways Following the inclination of the prevrtars regime (Qatari to 
Intcxnational and Western cultures. Reza Shah put more emphasis on hast- axtstr awns and the ruutomun 
of culture instead of its identity 
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Occupation Male Female Ahogetber 
Employed 8 ° o 23.2 c, ° ° 1- 4 14 ß440 c, 
Self -business 6 % 17.4 0 O (. %I7 4 
Unemployed 3 % 08 7 6 0.0 17 4 9 % 26 I 
17 %49.2 12 0..24 8 29 %100 
Table 6.3 Different occupation groups through which 58 percent are employed (A2) 
Status Male Female Ahogetber 
Academic 6 % 17.4 5 % 14 5 I I % 31 9 
Literate 9 % 26.1 5 % 0 14 5 14 % 40 6 
Illiterate 2 % 05.8 2 % 05 8 4 % 11 6 
17 %49.2 12 %24 $ 29 %I(K 
Table 6.4 Educational status data show that 72.5 percent of the respondents are literate (Al) 
The process of reducing material to manageable proportions and abstracting certain types of 
information from it is fraught with difficulties, the logic of such a process of reduction and 
abstraction is that it will eventually reach a point where the contexts completely disappear To 
avoid this problem, which usually happens while designing a questionnaire or an interview (by 
accomplishment of a deductive inference), the author's attempt was to categorise the 
questionnaire from the start of the field -survey's procedure in order to find an appropriate way 
of interpreting the interpretations of the respondents 
Accordingly, it is worth mentioning that the process of interpretation provides a bridge 
between the world and people, between their objects and their representations of them. hut 
it is important to remember that interpretation is a 'process', a process that continues evolving 
as their relation to the world keeps changing Researchers have to follow that process 
and 
acknowledge that there will always be a gap between the things they want to understand 
and 
their accounts of what they are like if they are to do genuinely qualitative research In this 
regard, the following tables are designed to consider the different concepts and scales, 
which 
have been suggested by the thesis, to introduce the process of interpreting the people's 
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'responses'. This stage has been epitomised as 'classification' in the diagram presented in Figure 
6.1. Then, the author has focused on the cluster of'reasons', related to the 'tùture plan' % hich 
is the third classification of responses in the same diagram, to lead out to the next stage. which 
is to 'construct' the author's interpretation of the people's interpretation in order to test the 
model of endogenous development The following tables illustrate the properties embedded 
in each question which in turn will help to reveal a classification of the responses 
B House 
Questions (desnptne) Stetl.tl: PIc>nt SUt: t unit: Man Iny+a.i 
\es nay !1.-.II, t'tan l pings 
3 I)o you have a house' 't, 
.4 What is the nature of the ownership 
5 How long have you been in 
6 How long do you expect to stay 
Mention 3 reasons for your ch,s, e 
S Mention 2 important changes 
') Mention 3 aspects do not satist} you 
1 t t Mention 3 things satisfy y, Ill 
12 1 lave you made any change 2i 
13 Mention 2 most preferred things 
15 Which type of houses do you prefer'' 
1 o Would you like to design your house ' s 1 x 
1- What is the impact of your house 
IS Is your work far from your house' 1.1 14 
1') Are people involved in housing' 2') 
() Can your house resist disasters' I 1 1,, 
21 Mention 3 activities during disasters 
22 Mention 3 ways help to have a house 
Table 6.5 Descriptive questions about the resjxmdent houses (B) 
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C I Quarter 
.. Questions tde.npu ei Stattçti. Pres.en! \tat.- 1 uturc 1111: ,ilrl.A.' 
t.'s rt., !le -sir: Ilan l hang: 
23 Things you like in neightxurholxl 
24 Things you do not like in your 
25 Things you would like to have in 
26 Do you like to be aware of events IQ 1 
27 Do you want to In e with your fanult 
28 Did you choose your neighbours) t 
29 Positive aspect of the past in 14 I 
Table 6.6 Descriptive questions about the jouters where the respondents weft. lit mg 
D f Town 
Questions (descriptive) Oldish. }rc cnt 1(11: t ulur: }tan Intiy.t 
\ es n. I kstr -, }lall ( -lung,- 
s 
1 Important buildings in your town 
I Buildings you do not like in the tow n 
Important areas in your town 
t t Areas you would like to live 
34 Areas you do not like to live ' 
35 Materials you like to see in the town 
30 Matenals you do not like to see ' 
37 Important features of the past In ' 
38 I vents and changes von like to see 
39 Changes which hale been In the town 
43 Where do you go for shopping' 
-tit Important cultural 'social Manures 
Table 6 7 Descriptive questions about the town( slot the respondent. t I t } 
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E l General Aspects 
t 1ue.uatn 1t \pIanatun 1 Sut.'I1, tt Tt 5tat, 1 Wu!: Yuan ,r.a,.. 
\-. n Ik.ir: Plan l harp: 
1 Do you have a house or houses' 2t, 
_ How many people live in the fantl\ ' 'o 
11 Have your children secured house? 13 14 
14 Is there any possibility for people y '(l 
40 Dependent growh. imported matenal 
41 Enough local resources for change I I I t, 
42 Important things which give idenu6 
44 Items produced in sour ettttlltulllth . 
45 Items prcxluce.i some\. here else 
46 Identity of the old part of your town 
47 Two ways of knowing about values 
48 Formal education and 
50 Advantages of traditional architecture 
51 Disadvantages of traditional arch . 
S2 Advantages of new architecture 
. 
S ; Disadvantages of new architecture 
. 
54 Imposition of external things 
I bungs vt hieh give long tenu lire 
. 
,.`t, The best way of gathering people 
Table 6.8 Explanatory questions about the general aspects of the res¡xnxicnt'. Its e. (1 t 
Keeping in view the suggested diagram (Figure 6 1) for the interpretation of data, people's 
responses have been classified into different categories such as 'statistic'. 'present state'. 'future 
plan', and 'impact' [see Section (d) in Appendix Two] The number of questions in each 
category varies from five to sixteen Without exception. the responses and their reasons have 
been recorded in the Appendix concerning the same classification In order to have ease of 
analysis and assessment, the data have been compiled and sorted out in ascending order This 
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information is seen as helpful for the researcher and other interested parties to use in further 
research. Only the highest ranked responses (approximately ten in each column) ha%e been 
included for analysis and interpretation in this stage, i e 'classification' (see Figure (t I) 
Future Plan 
Present State Desire Plan (hinge Impact 
38 people's participation 
to production (.38) 
29 the choice of iioosmg 
neighbours ( -4. -25) 
rc5talancc agaln..t 
d1.awter(13, -In1 
27 people have enough 
rexxuce>( -11 -In1 
26 rich zone ( -26) 
25 hospital ( -21, -4) 
25 Mfosyue( -25) 
24 neighbours ( +17, - 7) ., urn and i . 24 
23 hazaar (-23) council do lgn ( 21 t n... " ,1 1 2 t 
21 savings ( 21) 
20 infrastructure ( 2. -18) 
19 school college ( -19) tai Ir,rn w,.i . , Pt. 
18 new' town ( 14. -4) hncl. ( 12. -6) hank loath ( I8) dcp:; .k-,u t, .111 , I s 
17 present area ( - 16. -1 
helping ( 17) 
'lchran(16, -1) 
I n p.irk , 1 I -s 1 cooperation ( 16) 
people's help ( -16) 
concrete ( 4, -12) 
gmemmcnt aid ( I n 
IA S Tehran ( -I5) 
I.1 
posoisc apt if the 
Nat t 141 
1 i privacy ( +5. -8) c spansi, r1 i I It 
12 rttau media 1 121 
I I 
good ha.atuni' I1, 
'1 
pre-en atrar 1 '., I 
k 
local societies ( 7) 
tnicr,.r , hang: 1 A, 
,lautgc .d KIN I. C: 
i,s .akn D wth t It l 
parents ( 7) rnIraatru.turc , 
under r..und , . 
pari 1 '1 
A cwhaldt 1 i 1 
Table 6.9 Presentation of compiled responses which are classified under various concerts 
This table includes only the highest ranking a p xts of the r ptm s. which are lulls it-oink-41 to Appendis 
Two, Section (d) 
The above table shows that the most significant responses concerned the 'future plan' On the 
left of the table are the number of responses given for each of the aspects or words listed For 
example, the words 'rich zone' in the column 'present state' have been used twenty 
-six times 
whilst the word 'privacy' has been used thirteen times Note that the word 'privacy' 
has been 
used five times measured positively and eight times measured negatively A positive 
measure 
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A 
indicates a positive use of the word used whilst a negative measure suggests a negative use 
of that word in the sense of a lack or loss of what is represented by that word Participation 
is the highest ranking aspect of list in the table ( +38), which is subjective and shows that the 
people were conscious about their future and considered this to be the principle factor behind 
productivity and future development The most negative aspect is the lack of choice and 
opportunity for choosing neighbours (this was raised 25 times), showing that the respondents 
felt a difficulty in constructing their neighbourhood, in other words that they felt passive in 
forming the structure of their communities Another important aspect raised by the 
respondents is the factor of change in the harsh and uncomfortable circumstances that they 
experienced, e.g. lack of security against natural disasters ( -16) and the lack of available 
resources for development ( -l6). 
The column in same table headed 'present state' contains the responses classified under that 
title This concept indicates the state in which the respondent existed at the time of' the 
interview or open -ended questionnaire The second column headed 'desire' indicates 
aspirations of the respondent, and subsequent columns headed 'plan' and 'change' all show the 
people's attempts to prescribe or suggest directions for 'future plan' 'Impact' contains those 
responses which pursue the relationships between either the component of a system or 
between two systems. 
The author's interpretation of the table is that the concerns of the people followed a loose 
hierarchy, the most important factors of which are regard for the built environment. health 
security, the Mosque as an expression of cultural identity, parks for communal use and so on 
People mentioned their relationship and status relative to others in the neighbourhood as a 
positive factor of their 'present state' The respondents were conscious of being part of an 
inherited tradition which gave them their place in the general scheme of life At the same time. 
they did not see the need to restrict new development, rather they wanted to incorporate the 
values they saw in their tradition into those additional resources which are required by 
population growth These are positive interpretations but there are also negative concerns 
which relate to the differences between population growth and the constraints superimposed 
upon that growth by economic changes For example, the provision of infrastructure was the 
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highest negative expression of concern, bringing with it threats to privacy and, as a corollary, 
an undesirable neighbourhood. This suggests a belief that the provision of designs for new 
towns and parks by external agencies brings with it unfamiliar environmental phenomena 
which elicit uncertain responses. However, having completed an overview of Table 6 9, it is 
now possible to interpret each column and their different concepts separately 
The column headed 'desire' is part of the collective heading for three columns referring to 
future plan. 'Desire' refers to a wish for some feature or relationship with, for example, 
traditional configurations of house type or materials and a preference for local government 
interventions facilitating their life styles. At the same time they recognised the assistance 
which may be provided by relatives, friends and neighbours The respondents exhibited a 
global understanding of their location with relative values based upon their individual 
knowledge of the whole area rather than merely the street in which they live The implications 
of the global knowledge are an awareness of being located poorly in the area and a distrust 
or dislike of the new materials used to provide the buildings they are in or near to 
The column headed 'plan' contains responses which are interpreted as an overriding concern 
for the future. Participation within the production of the future was the major concern, 
although access to experts was considered necessary in order to ascertain the relevant 
knowledge. Respondents felt that funding for future projects should be provided things 
realising their savings or unlocking the potential within existing resources, but that bank and 
thereafter government support should underpin the projected proposed activity Cultural 
activities, needed for production, should be reflected in the media but there was a strong 
feeling that the community itself should provide, through its own productivity for some 
measure of cultural development. It was felt to be important to have a local organization or 
even grouping of families in order to make local social interactions possible The most 
negative aspect of responses concerning planning was the lack of freedom in selecting 
neighbours and, through this restriction, a lack of desire to grow long -term bonds of a social 
nature with those in the immediate vicinity, thus leading to undesirable neighbourhoods 
The column headed 'change' illustrates a great concern about uncertainty, especially where this 
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is accompanied by a feeling that the respondents are likely to be made more vulnerable by 
either a lack of provision against natural disaster or a gradual erosion of their capacity to grow 
and prosper using their own resources. Expansion of their community was regarded positively 
and valued, and the addition of perceived support to their well being, such as increased 
planting or an improvement to services was similarly appreciated. When public services are 
reduced and uncertainty is increased in small ways, such as the perception of unwelcome 
surroundings, then negative indications were given. Despite their novelty, some new technical 
or technological phenomenon such as the underground or metro were welcomed for their 
increase in the provision of public service. 
The term 'impact' used to head the last column represents the respondents feelings about the 
relationship between what can be considered as differing institutions or concepts within the 
urban context. For example, being near to work was a positive and necessary requirement for 
the relationship between the home and the workplace, which being far from work had an 
understandably opposite affect. Considerable concern was directed at retaining many aspects 
of the past using references located within the existing environment both in physical terms and 
also through memories relative to social and personal involvement The ability to grow 
independently without inhibiting others and retain the ability to move freely around and within 
the environment was a factor in positive responses A considerably negative impact was felt 
according to the amount of externally manufactured goods which became tangibly 
incorporated into the respondents' lives, as these goods were indications of dependence and 
reliance upon others. 
Finally, Table 6.10 was conducted in this stage ('classification') to show the responses without 
any division into separate categories so that all the responses were counted as if in one 
analytical category according to the number of times they were used Thus. Mosque occurs 
in responses fifty times as a positive aspect and hospital, for example, occurs twenty seven 
times positively and four times negatively. These aspects can be used to indicate that certain 
words are prevalent amongst the responses given but, because the classification is no longer 
in use in this table, the responses do not appear in context Thus, it is not possible to interpret 
a response in the context of a similar relationship between individuals read in conjunction with 
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a specific time and space, as represented by the temporal classifications with which Table 6 9 
is structured. It is felt that the additional information that is made available by presenting this 
table is the confirmation that temporal classification is a necessary part of the analysis given 
above. 
Present State, Future Plan (Desire, Plan and Change) and Impact 











Mosque ( +50) 
peoples participation in production ( +44) 
covered bazaar (+41) 
brick (+30) 
neighbours ( +29) 
courtyard ( +35) 
hospital ( +27) 
school / college ( +30) 
near work ( +28) 
cooperation (+28) 
intìastructurc (-39) 
brick ( -8) 
neighbours ( -7) 
hospital ( -4) 
Table 6.10 The compilation of the responses without separation into drtlrcnt time-phases catcgones 
Referring to Figure 6.1, this analysis concludes by moving from an interpretation of the 
responses on to making use of the 'reasons' given for making the responses The theoretical 
position is that the respondents will refer deeply within their own consciousness in order to 
provide reasons for their statements. The reasons given will thus be less affected by the 
context of the interview and the concepts are taken to arise from the lives and attitudes of the 
respondents as justification for statements made The shift is from anecdotal evidence to a 
more specific type of evidence which can be used to discuss the findings with other experts 
or for testing a theory, which is the objective of this thesis Criteria taken from the model of 
endogenous development can be applied to the specific evidence such that they may be 
inducted in order to test the hypothesis and allow the processes of production and experience 
of the environment to be perceived in such a way that abductive references may be obtained 
The references themselves are the various relationships between cause and effect mediated by 
the production process paradigm contained within the model of endogenous development 
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The way in which cause and effect is mediated has been described in Chapter Four as a 
division into four classifications and these are used as dimensions in Table A 2 15 in Section 
(f) of Appendix Two, i.e. Theoretical Reflections on Reasons. For ease of reference, these are 
'ultimate cause', 'subjective cause', 'objective cause' and 'formal cause' The entire range of 
aspects of reasons for responses is analysed under these four headings in order of their 
frequency (Table 6.11). 
Different Dimensions 



















































helping other people ( +37) 
cotture -18 




cheeaalth ca ( }25)) 
tranquillity ( +25) 
accessibility ( +23) 
independency ( +20) 
recreation ( +17) 
religious duty (+ 16) 
privacy (+ b) 
cleanliness ( +13) 
children's future ( +11) 
traditional identity ( +10) 
well informed ( +9) 
changeability ( *8) 
people's closeness (}8) 
no choice ( -14) 
help from evens ( 13) 
lack of knowledge ( -11) 
small enough 9 ) 
my design (( 9 
gathers people together ( R) 
lion dance ( R 
) youth training ( 8  
nearer (-7) 
climate ( 54 -7) 
pollution ( -35) 
economic reasons (-27) 
gré (Parks) ( 25 ) 
cheaper ones +22) 
socvrity ( +215 
noise ( -20) 
good services ( 16) 
that money ( 14) 
regulanty ( I.1) 
crowd (-II ) 
local material 10) 
quietness ( 10) 
labour power ( 9) 
shoPPmB (' 7) 
good materials (' 7) 
oldness (-34) 
expansion (20) 
lusto ncai rwras ( 1 R ) 
ugly peadwl (-14) 
good location ( 1 1) 
iígI(r1l(2j 
-6) 
weak building (-I I ) 
cnm1oRaWc(10) 





raudontut mace ( 
shortage tv space I 
hard Io use ( -7) 
Table 6.11 The use of different dimensions for further theoretical reflection on the reasons tir response to 
questions from 4 to 56 
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Table 6.11, includes the most frequent responses under each heading, judged first generally 
and then separately so that, for example, the first aspect in the column headed 'ultimate causes' 
was mentioned 37 times whereas the first aspect of subjective causes was mentioned 14 times 
In this regard, at a first glance, the table can be seen as a pattern by which the correlational 
and cross -sectional relationships of the variables are uncovered. For instance, one can 
interprets from the column 'subjective causes' that the producers and experts of the built 
environment have less concerns for people in general than any other portion of the productive 
process; and that the environment and people are areas of the greatest concern in the columns 
headed 'objective causes' and 'ultimate causes'. 
What puts 'objective cause' at the top of the hierarchy, with regard to the ranking order, is 
widespread concern for the environment. The second major concern is under 'ultimate cause' 
and is about social aspects created by the interaction of the people as a positive value, as 
cultural advantages which are hoped for by the people. At the same time, the impacts on 
culture were expressed eighteen times as a negative factor, indicating a fear that this desire 
would be frustrated. Pollution was also a cause for concern, obviously a problematic negative 
aspect as were poor economic resources, both being environmental disadvantages which are 
exacerbated by such expansion. Hasty growth was seen as a problem because of the 
uncertainty it brings and the necessary reliance on experts and those who are beyond the 
immediate experience of many people. Obsolete or redundant products (mentioned 34 times) 
were a source of concern, which shows the wish to revitalise their future but in a gradual way 
The human values of cooperation, awareness, community spirit, etcetera. include suggestions 
for the experts on how to achieve growth in an acceptable manner such as small scale, dense 
planning arrangements, accessibility and adaptive approaches 
The above texts were a general interpretation of the range of response aspects across the 
entire spectrum of the model. But, the specific interpretation of each individual classification 
is not limited to the top segments of each, since all aspects, even those mentioned only once. 
have a bearing on the interpretation. In this regard, in the column titled 'ultimate causes ' 
which shows the wants and needs of the people, there seems to be some problems and some 
suggestions [see Section (f) in Appendix Two for the full list of the reasons] People referred 
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to their need for self- esteem and the retrieval or maintenance of principles within their culture 
such as privacy, identity, unity, social equality and Islamic principles Some solutions for 
perceived problems are also suggested by the respondents as those which can only be obtained 
through social interactions such as the right to being independent, acts of cooperation which 
do not adversely effects self -reliance and self -sufficiency free from government intervention 
The aspects compiled in the column headed 'subjective causes ' are interpreted as showing two 
main features, the first is with regard to objects whereas the second relates to principles which 
affect those objects. Despite feeling that there is little or no choice and a need to rely on 
experts, people do not deny that they do not have sufficient knowledge to act without the 
active assistance of experts. nevertheless, they wish to achieve a design which is sympathetic 
to both individuals and the location, and suggest participation several times They often 
reiterate their lack of control over the built environment and a wish to cooperate with experts 
to help the built environment to find a more personal and contextual solution They see the 
role of government was similar to that of councils in facilitating people by building their 
environment and perceive this as governing which is produced to their required ends They 
believe that technology and techniques for discipline in controlling the built environment 
should not prejudice their requirements. They suggest principles for the benefit of the experts 
either by their prescriptions or predictions such as small scale projects, sustainahility. 
transformation and best use of facilities. 
The 'objective causes' is another dimension employed in the third column The reasons 
compiled in this part can be classified into natural and artificial, positive and negative, concrete 
and abstract aspects. The diversity of the reasons reveals the complexity of the relationship 
of these issues on the ground. Most of the comments relate to artificial resources such as 
services or heritage, to certainty of cultural values or to poverty (access to funds or denial of 
access to funds). These are secondary resources, not basic raw materials A lack of 
commonsense and clarity of legislation, is also a debilitating factor Many reasons relate 
tangible resources and the built environment to higher patterns of thought - theoretical, 
cultural, political, juridical and ideological. The most significant reasons concerning the 
environment are almost entirely positive, as are reasons concerning heritage and social ties. 
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yet the most negative opinions arise from the side -effects of human activity in the 
environment, such as noise, pollution or crowding 
In the last column, titled `formal causes ', the two highest ranking reasons show dissatisfaction 
with old buildings and with new activities on the built environment, although people hasten 
to mention heritage as a positive factor. The respondents often complain about the standard 
of the built environment as concerns the solidity or spaciousness of buildings The diversity 
of the built environment and the range of social activities that can be encapsulated are features 
of which they are aware. Some respondents pinpointed some principles used in building the 
environment such as accessibility, multifunctionalism, ease of repair, flexibility, uniqueness or 
harmony, which are concepts more usually expected among professional architects Many of 
these suggest the value of scale, as in the length of the street, the shortage of space and 
etcetera. The reasons in this column can be also categorised into symbolic principles and 
instrumental ideas such as durability, utility ease of manufacture, the great majority of which 
are negative. This can be interpreted to mean that people are generally dissatisfied with the 
built environment as it stands. The solution in addressing this problem lies in seeking out those 
positive factors, mainly symbolic principles concerning art, traditional, openness, and 
establishing from these a more sympathetic brief for intervention within this built environment 
The majority of variables under 'formal causes' are negative, suggesting that people perceive 
is a genuine problem. By reviewing our staged interpretations of what is unsatisfactory in the 
artificial domain, it is apparent that it has little bearing on the resources and natural 
environment but depends almost entirely on the activities of professionals It is apparat that 
the problem does not arise from 'objective causes' but by their alteration by experts into 
finished products. If the problem is not caused by 'objective causes', we then turn to 'subjective 
causes', where the predominant feeling is the lack of entablement, both in choice and 
information, for people to participate in developing the built environment, though in table 
6.10, in the column headed 'plan', the respondents expressed thirty -eight times the desire to 
participate on an intellectual level in such decision making Our reasoning shows that it is the 
lack of participation that is the single most significant factor in alienating people from their 
built environment. This knowledge is critical in ensuring that future plans are based 
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interactively on the input of the people involved. This establishes a strong case for inviting 
such participation in order to minimise the chances of repeating the errors of the past 
Conclusion of Questionnaire 
The selection and interpretation of the data from the responses inevitably reflected some 
viewpoints more than others, e.g. those of the initial terms of reference This was made 
explicit in order to facilitate constructive debate. Accordingly, the survey showed that people 
are preternaturally interactivist and believe themselves to have the capacity, based on their 
tacit knowledge, wisdom and cultural desires, to realise future plans which they instinctively 
feel will sustain their society. This repudiates not so much conducting corrective adjustments 
to the existing built environment, but establishing a culture in which the people themselves 
have an active role in determining future developments In this thesis, the process of feedback, 
which is accomplished by abductive inference, strongly suggests that the variables listed as 
'formal causes' must cyclically educate the professionals responsible for the built environment 
This will improve the process of decision making from one that depends upon external 
assumptions. By induction, the pattern of the people's responses and their reasons directly 
connect 'formal cause' to 'ultimate cause', which represents not the fabric of the built 
environment but the values that it should adopt, such as ethical and moral issues, helping other 
people, beauty and health. The ideas behind this thesis of a model of endogenous 
development, presented as 'production process' and 'supply- demand' paradigms, were 
endorsed by the people's wish to have an ongoing say in the processes of knowing and doing 
which result in the environments in which they will live 
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CONCLUSION: DISCUSSION 
7.1. The Thought Process of The Thesis 
In Part One, the focus of the thesis developed from broad philosophical issues which identified 
the characteristics of'problem'. Deductive reasoning led the argument through increasingly 
specialised levels of 'development' and 'participation' towards 'design' Through this sequence 
of the magnification of components, global matters could systematically be converged into 
specific design matters and be understood within the overall framework of what constitutes 
problems. The case study of Part Three mirrored this process but in reverse Translating the 
issue of design into its macroscopic starting point, it developed through inductive reasoning 
to find that the core of people's perception of a specific design replicated the problems as 
expressed within global philosophy. Both Part One and Part Three implied a set of principles 
- the principles extracted from literature and the values expressed through the case study 
Recognising the fundamental differences in their sources, one might assume these principles 
to be incompatible - scientific literature refers to empirical, paradigmatic analysis whereas 
people only reflect their individual and social value systems and their poetical appreciation of 
the environment. However, the discovery of this thesis is that these principles proved to be 
surprisingly parallel. In combination they form the heart of the model of endogenous 


















Figure 7.1 The thought process of the thesis 
The diagram illustrates how the ficus of the thesis is bawd on two approaches One leads from 'disc-Am/le 
ai global and practical problems into specthc and theoretical design pnnciples using deductive inference 
The other discovers specific and practical problems from the global and theoretical design issues in the 
'case studio employing i inductive and abductivc reasoning 
Source: the author 
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The thesis, therefore, concentrates the debate around the design process although it relies on 
far wider themes to establish its reasoning The potential power of people to create 
developments that best serve their cultural and economic needs and sustain those values that 
are most precious to themselves is the concern of the thesis. People are inherently capable of 
solving design problems, as these are merely problems mediated through a perception of an 
environmental end -product. 
7.2. Overview of the Thesis 
This thesis is an attempt to introduce the concept of environmental design through an 
endogenous model in order to rebuild the relationship between Man and environment Once 
ecological principles have been achieved, people will be able to manipulate their designs 
consciously or otherwise utilizing the schematic images they store of the various components 
of their own environment. 
Design is now more and more associated with manufacturing of ideas and with invention of 
themes. While it is difficult, if not almost impossible, to distinguish between the Manmade 
environment and the idea of its design. Building the environment is now predominantly 
confronted with alien conflicts between materials, structural arrangements and some 
arguments which claim to underlay its design Design has lost its essence as a phenomenon 
whose roots are embedded in history and the relationship with a specific habitat Any attempt 
to incorporate values more related to the sophisticated cultural features will inevitably lead 
to irrelevant and inappropriate designs and plans Discrimination between the external 
influences on the culture and the internal endogenous factors are very important and 
that is true between universal principle and regional one which can be modulated by 
the built environment professionals. 
To achieve a greater degree of regional and local self -reliance requires a change in the external 
relationships and endogenous development clearly has implications at larger scales The author 
suggests that restructuring of internal relationships will be only effective if accompanied by 
changes at the international level At the national level endogenous development demands a 
more inward and self -reliant approach and in most cases, at least initially, a degree of spatial 
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closure from the international system. At present, there are few nations who could not 
mobilise more of their own human and physical resources, especially if these were used 
primarily to meet internally generated and established demands rather than the growth criteria 
of the international system. 
Environmental design means many things to many people One obvious dimension of variation 
in environmental design and research is scale. Another dimension lies in the design process 
which has stages. A very preliminary stage requires the determination of the kind of design 
initiative that should be taken. Research in this instance is often of a structural, economic, or 
cultural nature. Once priorities are set, the next step in the design process is to identity the 
needs and behaviours of the eventual users of an environment The stage of detailed design, 
where drawings and plans are made, requires knowledge of the effects and implications of 
previously created spaces or plans. When a design or plan has been created but not yet 
implemented, the use of feedback control on it from directly and indirectly affected persons 
is a helpful, often essential corrective step. Public opinion and subjectively deep approaches 
are often helpful toward that end Finally, once something has been built or otherwise 
implemented, it is critical to evaluate how well it works and otherwise succeeds in order to 
accumulate knowledge about suitable design More active participation by users can enter at 
every stage too. Clearly, a large variety of research approaches and methodologies responds 
to needs for information that vary at different stages of the design process 
7.2.1. The Problem 
The nature of endogenous development to society is compatible with a growing trend toward 
self -government and self -sufficiency in small communities However, it will not be easy to 
start up independent initiatives and develop them into a national movement to make such a 
transformation. Satisfaction with the status quo is too widespread among people not directly 
affected by development problems It remains to be seen whether the concept of peoples 
participation can be presented so as to mobilize the public Full equality of economic 
opportunity, access to goods and services and participation in the political and cultural life of 
society are essential requirements of endogenous development However. it is increasingly 
accepted that gross inequities between people are not only unjust but represent a squandering 
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of human resources and a potential brake on socio- economic development A notable trend 
of this era, however, has been the widening gap between governor and governed both 
between and within countries. 
As a solution, the built environment professionals have distinguished two main routes of 
development: one based on the introduction of advanced technologies and concentration on 
an urban, industrialized core; the other based on maximizing productivity of whatever capital 
is available, usually beginning with the agriculture sector The concern of the thesis is that 
technologies enable humans to expand their range of activities and transform the earth's 
resources. Technological advances, in principle, enable more productive use of resources, 
thereby delivering equivalent or improved services while greatly reducing health and 
environmental burdens. Two long -term trends offer particular hope for mitigation of these 
adverse impacts: improvements in energy and material efficiency and decarbonization of 
energy sources. The model of endogenous development has also suggestions for pollution, 
environmental quality and accumulation of clean technologies which are endogenous 
7.3. The Core of the Thesis 
The author has discussed aspects of different world views and philosophies in defining 
development problems and their solutions, as currently used in different disciplines The 
research introduced a discussion of the history of differing values and attitudes presented in 
management and design. The types of knowledge and some of the values and attitudes needed 
by built environment professionals were also explored Some of the proposals addressing 
endogenous development are discussed in relation to these ideals The overall approach 
adopted is that endogenous development is an inclusive concept of which all disciplines 
practising in the built environment should be aware The production process is one of the 
structuring scientific paradigms which forms the basis of the model of endogenous 
development. According to author's interpretation of development, this model gives us a 
positive evolution and transformation of the society and increases the quality of life 
Development is about change and there are many forms of change depending on its 
circumstances. Change depends on the coincidence of the three characteristics of time which 
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can be evolutionary, chronological or deterministic' Evolutionary time is conceptual and 
imaginative and is the relation of the past to the future' Past and future overlap in the present 
which, as conceptualised by people, becomes wider than the instant and incorporates some 
elements of both past and future. Some see the future as starting from the past and the past 
as a project that is aimed to and will be completed in the future Many plans have their roots 
and seeds ambivalently set in the past and in the future 
Endogenous development describes development from within. Developmental changes are 
either synchronous or diachronous3; they can be subjects or objects Endogenous change links 
diachronous to synchronous domain in epistemological terms, cause to effect in philosophical 
terms. Its progressive stages link the deepest parts of the process to surface structure while 
operating with each other via 'anticipatory feedback' control and cyclic mechanisms 
The survey shows that only one half of the cycle - the direct progression from cause to effect - 
has been considered in implementing development programmes. The completing revolution, 
which sees the effect transmitted back into the equation as a new cause, was not expressed 
This demonstrates a certain fatalism, the inability to reuse the past as a remedy to the future 
The thesis proposes that the process of development has two possible models One relates to 
industrial productions and is characterised by feed -forward' control, in other words, control 
that is dictated by the specialist or producer rather than the participant The second is natural 
' Refer to 4.B.2.3. of Chapter Four which is about Cyclic Time and the Proems 
2 See also Figure 1.A.1 in Chapter One: Section 1 A. Problem Identification. for nhKe clarification 
- See Chapter Three: Section 3.3.1. which is about Synchronous and 1)tachrooms Dimensions 
' Section 4.B.3. of Chapter Four is recommended for more clarification about feedback control Chapter Four 
also touches on the role of this concept in the development programmes from a different perspective 
s Refer to Figure 2 in Introduction and Section 1.13 8 1 of tkvclopmeatt You can also find more about 
Fordisn and Tylorisrt and their role in forming industrialization in Chapter Two Section 2 A. Design Process 
Sex Chapter Three: System View and Structurak'an for more clantication about Feedback and Ie l-xi- F'erward 
Control which has been discussed to Section 3 13.1.3. I and 3.13 1 3 2 
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and cyclic' and is propagated by feedback and enables those it effects at every level to control 
the end -product. In the specific example of an environmental development, this permits people 
to incorporate within it their personal values. They receive the chance to promote their 
understanding of the artificial and natural domains. 
The feedback mechanism can be divided into 'abductive' and 'inductive' control' Inductive 
control penetrates the inner part of the production process while abductive allows the 
producers to utilise their knowledge within general policy of design. This places people at the 
core of the production process, in a 'people- centred' organisation' that allows them to 
participate at all levels of decision making. 
The consequent empowerment of the people creates an evolutionary sense of time which is 
not possible without feedback. Therefore, participation in endogenous development, from the 
point of view of the thesis, is critical in setting up this kind of feedback If people's 
participation remains limited to lofty political ideologies such as the redistribution of wealth1''. 
it will forever be meaningless. They must be intrinsically part of the processes of production 
Setting up the feedback mechanism will create a natural process of knowing and doing - and 
doing and knowing in a cyclical model - from which real, holistic and ongoing development 
will emerge. The feedback mechanism must always be directed towards the search for ideals, 
so the ability to perceive these must also be encouraged Simple survival is not enough to 
satisfy culture nor be the sole objective of development" Development is the creation of new 
things from a stance that respects the past yet strains forward towards new horizons An 
See Figure 1, in Introduction, and the discussion about Production Prouv&s in Chapter Four 
e 
Refer to Chapter Four: The Model for more details about 'analysts', which involves 'deduction' inference, and 
'synthesis', which consists of 'abduction' and 'induction' reasoning These terms have been discussed in section 
4.13.3., which is about Logical Thinking and The Process 
9 Refer to Appendix One, Section (p) which is about Good- Cexntred and People -Centred Organizations 
10 Sex Section 2A.2., i.e. Towards a Definition of Peoples Participation in Chapter Tie o Some reference have 
been quoted from Moiser (1985), Arnstein (1971) and Oakley (1985) about 'distribution' 
i' Sex Table 1.A.1 and the discussion about four types of managers in Suction 1 A 4 of Chapter Four 
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interactivist view is critical to this end'' The cycle operates in the evolution of thought, 
transforming society yet retaining its identity" It is not so much biological as psychological 
and social. It needs to have symbolic principals to underpin its ideals, so instrumental 
principles" (utility, durability and manufactuability) are not enough to progress the product 
These cyclical mechanisms are the traditional ways of production What this thesis commend. 
is not a retreat into reactionary ways, which cling to the objects of the past, but the 
rediscovery of the lost productive paradigm Once the product has been actualised into the 
finished object there follows a new time phase of communication - such as commercial t i adlr 
Secondary causes are fed back into the production process through disequilibria created h\ 
poorly predicted supply and demand situations" 
In the process of construction, attention is concentrated around the materiality of the product 
but during the creative process, it is more defined by the starting points - matters of 
imagination, of beauty, of values - which revolve around the people and not the product If 
people are to participate, they should be accepted within both of these processes It is typical 
for people to be employed solely in the service of the thoughts of others - by carrying out 
building works for example - which can be seen as involvement only in the material phase 
This places value on the quality of their work but not on the quality of their lives 
12 This thesis h a s placed management attitudes, derived from the philosophy of Ackotl. t 1974, and I'» 9g4). 
within a holistic conceptual framework. This framework is presented in Chapter one in the form of Table 
I.A.I. The table shows the four attitudes applied theoretically to several Battues of development the thesis 
refers to these four attitudes (shown on the lets of the table) and the features of development (shohrn as the 
headings of the table) as a lexicon of tones throughout its discussion The table represents a holistic framework 
of alternative attitude's to managancnt of the cultural s} s1cm The system not only contains each individual but 
is itself contained within the past and the future This link with tune is the most significant aspect of the 
framework which emerges as conceptually relevant tu the tour attitudes to managetne-nt As managers the 
'inactivists' survive in the present, 'reactivists' look to the past. 'prcacuvtsts' look to the future t hth 
'interactivists link the past present and future into a whole system In mono cultural tenus inter activists allow 
a true evolution of culture. retaining the past. encouraging the timer. assessing both of these relative to the 
present. In managerial terms all fOur attitudes are present within the population and c'est their influences 
accordingly. Endogenous development is an interactivist approach to managing these influences 
tiexne refainx have text given in Section 4 fi 5 about the mechanism of this cyclic process the Se iio n 
System View and Structuralisrn is also helpful for more clarification 
's See Bax's (1989) definition about design privess and the author's argument in Section 2 7 I 
15 Refer to Section 4.B.6. of Chapter Four. t e Supply- demand Paradigm. kx more clarification 
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The result of the model is that the participation of people in the diachronous domain 
would benefit not only them but also the spirit of the development by instilling within 
it a natural and proactive process rather than an industrial and reactive one. 
Each organisation requires a 'body' of individuals and in a natural process this 'body' 
constitutes everybody and places them and their wants and needs at the core of its attention 
'People- centred' as opposed to 'good- centred' creativity can only flourish in a new kind of 
organisation based on these lines which not only permits and listens to the values of the people 
as represented to those in authority but whose fabric is entirely composed of people and thus 
their ideals16. Such an organisation is 'lateral' and is concerned with responsibility rather than 
power and is quite different from centralised, feed -forward organisations In people- centred 
organisations the mood is radical as opposed to reformistic (either liberal, reactionary, 
conservative or a combination of these). The author believes that use of people's participation 
in both systems is intrinsically capable of improving the quality of life 
Depending on which model is used, the process can be stimulated either by the existence of 
managerial, decision -making or problem -solving structures or by new circumstances that arise 
from planning and design matters ". Changes are the inevitable results of these interactive 
activities and these bridge the past to the future The suggestion of this thesis is that all people 
can participate meaningfully to achieve these ends There should be no filters that exclude any 
values held by any individuals, as all are constructive in determining their shared future The 
tendency to relate decision criteria to certain identifiable trends within society is inherently one 
that cannot accommodate and prosper from the collective imagination of people Papanek's 
(1984) remark that all people are designers is pertinent in its insistence that every individual. 
without exception, has the potential to empower and educate the development process" if 
any individuals are neglected, the ability of those who participate in development to enhance 
culture will be curtailed. 
16 Retixto six types of systems, i.e. state- maintanung. goal -seeking. multi- goal- seeking. purposive, pup iicful. 
and ideal -seeking syste ms, and their differences m Section 3 13 1 x in Chapter Tree 
17 kx Figtue 1. A.1 and the disco aoxn about Problem Soling and Planning to Section 1 A 4 of Chapter One 
II Refer to Section 2.B.3 . Design for the Real World. for more information about this line of thought 
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Every individual, every culture can be conceptualised as a complex system Philosophy may 
question, science may discover but every individual must deal with the reality of every day life 
People also function as managers whether in their homes, at work or in their thoughts 
Endogenous development takes the attitude to management beyond the functional role of 
employee into the homes and workplaces of the people It is concerned with more than the 
'official managers'. The system itself makes no distinction between one person and another 
The distinction is made by the role of the person within each culture. These roles are given 
functions and the thesis has sought to provide a model of the functions specifically addressing 
endogenous development. 
Alternatives to interactivist management would exploit, repress or suppress change Functions 
in alternatives other than endogenous development would make holistic distinctions between 
'official managers' and the people. Endogenous development would allow all of the people to 
develop without excluding the necessary functional distinctions between the role of 
individuals. Thus, individuals could manage, even no interactivist managers could manage, in 
the context of the cultural system as a whole. 
Even within the 'levels' of the design process19, people are able to construct conceivable 
models by applying instinctive 'induction' to interpret plans and communicate to the designer 
their impressions and emotional evaluations of what is being proposed 13y 'abduction', they 
can translate and correlate between these levels of ordonnance using their knowledge of living 
in actual space. As the user group, people already form one of the 'domains' of design by 
virtue of existing within the end -products. This implies a unique knowledge' which should 
be invited into the process as a valid contribution towards design evolution In the phases of 
the design process, from initial concept to specific product, the input of people's knowledge 
19 For more clarification about design fields. levels and domains refer to Section 2 ii 7 1 of Design Pndx +s. 
which is about Different Stages of Design Proses. and see also Appendix One Section (J) 
2° The arrival of computer graphics. c pe sally CAD software increased the and siandmg of budding designs 
which used to be restricted to the relatively few people who could effectively read a set of plans More and 
more pctopk can now understand architets deigns. and as a ns.ilt more thought is going into the design before 
it is tinted into reality. CAD software have allowed architects to create 3 dimensional models of their design. 
which are perceived quickly and easily by ordinary people In spite the fact that a lot of people believe CAI) 
limits an architect's imagination and creativity. the power of these simulations as a communication device 
follows the fact that people understands graphical images more readily than other forms of information 
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and experience, using 'deductive' inference, should be valued for its instructive significance' 
With the inclusion of people in the design process at its every stage - from 'ultimate cause' to 
'formal cause'" - the 'instrumental' and the 'symbolic' principles can be seen to converge rather 
than conflict. Such process in a people- centred organization is not linear nor driven by a single 
aim but parallels the process of life and is obedient to natural models where the distinction 
between ` ultimate', 'subjective', 'objective' and 'formal' causes is seldom separable This has the 
potential to change society from being goods- centred and consumerist to value- centred and 
productive. 
It is the belief of the author that the natural processes of an organism are completely different 
from those of human organisations' which pursue intentional changes towards a purposeful 
and ideal situation. The only and lonely path for transforming our society and developing 
it is creativity. Creativity is a necessary reply to the problems of life and is included in all 
people. The 'homeostasis' of system view and the 'homeorhesis' of structuralism' are 
inadequate for explaining the human intentional processes of production Because we all live 
in a conceptual present which is the overlap of both future and past using our memories 
(schemata, coding systems, models, etc ) and imaginations, we are all creative in one way or 
another. Culture and civilisation are determined by the promotion of this ability and power" 
21 See Figure 6 in Introduction for more clarification. The diagram illustrates different stages of the design 
process (identification, definition and specification) and the role of people (C) in understanding the 
appropriateness of the idea seen as a design. 
22 Refer to Figure 4.B.5 in Section 4.13.5. of Chapter Four to sec the relationship between four stages of the 
production process paradigm. 
i; 
For distinguishing the differences between 'organism' and 'organization' refer to Section ì It I x I . Learning 
and Adapting in Purposeful Systems, which has been discussed in Chapter Three 
14 Refer to Section 3.B.1.4. for definition of homeostasis and to Section 3 13 2 R for definition of hante chests. 
which are both in Chapter Three 
25 Culture is the idea and values and civilization is the actually achievement of these values in other means 
CiSilizatio n relates to certain time and place It is the type of culture developed by a particular people or epoch 
Culture seems to manifest itself in diachronous dimension and civilization in synchronous dime nstem 
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This creativity, or the ability to make cognitive models of complex situations, can be applied 
in both 'problem solving' and 'design' and is critical for satisfying people's needs and 
requirements. Any obstacle to the use of this creative power will exhaust the system and lead 
to tension and, via entropy, to its eventual death. Even if finding the solution to a problem is 
reactionary, this does nonetheless help to better the environment Design and development 
concerns systems which operate beyond purely environmental gestures and material 
circumstances. The quality of life depends on a more imaginative exploitation of the collective 
understanding of the future. 
It is true that science seeks sameness in general but it is not proper to say that sameness brings 
science. We should avoid to trace science from ordinary aspects of non -completed daily 
behaviour of the people. Modernism did so. Those who believed in Modernism tried to unify 
people by sharing them with lower level of the pyramid of life=" This is not people's desire and 
will not bring them freedom. They are not simple and simplicity will impose them sameness 
They seek freedom through a democratic system in which their creative power manipulate 
them towards a sophisticated abstract system in the higher level of this pyramid These unified 
concepts and ideas will bring them freedom. They can diversify objects freely out of these 
coherent subjects27. 
Nowadays, democracy and liberalism provides access to parts of activities in synchronous 
dimension, where the thoughts of people are allowed to impinge on the surface level Genuine 
democracy, as implied by endogenous development, is not merely the chance to review a finite 
number of completed options but to be inextricable to the processes in diachronous dimension 
which arrived at these. The participation of people means an active, living, lateral use of their 
minds and this alone can sustain endogeny - growth from within=' This is an evolutionary 
system whose codes are predicated not only by the past but in a state enriched with 
26 ticti the skeleton of science in Figure 3.13 I for more clanlicahom 
27 
It is advisable to remember a Hagan Fathy's (1973) systemic expression of people's participation which 
indicates that one man cannot build a house on his own but five men can collectively build live houses for 
themselves ". 
'' Refer to the definition about cmdogcmous development cited in the Preface 
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expectations of the future and is gathered around the consensus of the values that are shared 
by a culture. This core of values is not the philosophical preserve of an elite within society, 
with all other people largely peripheral to their ideals, but is the universal gathering of all 
individual values. Nor is it permanent. In order to maintain its central values through times of 
change, the core flourishes and unfolds continually and develops increasingly complex patterns 
in response to our evolving perceptions of the environment. Such adaptation is crucial to the 
sustainability of values, otherwise they become fixed, anomalous and eventually ridiculous 
The enrichment and increasing complexity of the core values is not the main aim of 
endogenous development but the natural outcome of a healthy 'knowing and doing' society 
Endogenous knowledge is about how the natural values and symbols emerge and evolve in 
a society and how these are valuable and initiate a very decisive and effective force to sustain 
development programmes, even during the disasters or any tension or exhaust The correct 
interpretation of the concept of sustainability must include matters beyond those that refer 
directly to the environment and include those that meaningfully nurture the values of society 
Where do all of these interpretations leave us in terms of both theory and practice In the 
author's view, a real acceptance of new development models is required, allied with the 
political will to implement them. Development from within is such model There is, however, 
a considerable time -lag between the articulation of new models and their acceptance and 
implementation. Without acceptance of new approaches. the empirical evidence suggests that 
progress towards improvements in the quality of life for most people in Developing Nations 
will be slow. Iran's progress will be largely due to the effective political implement action of 
a new development model. That model is not specific to Iran hut, as the case studies 
supporting the thesis and the discourse suggest, universal However, the author proposes that 
the validity of development approaches will not be determined as a result of theoretical and 
ideological debate but in the realm of practice 
7.3.1. Further Observations 
As it was reviewed, the objective of redesigning society should be societal development, not 
29 
St12 ticxAxxt 3.B.1 8 1, t.e. Learning and Adapting in Purposeful tiy4cms. for dttlL7cnt kinds of adaptation 
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economic growth. A country can develop without growing and it can grow without 
developing. Economic growth, an increase in the standard of living, should be sought only to 
the extent that it is compatible with development. Growth should be treated as a means, not 
an end. In the process of growth, it is difficult to mobilize people against abuses by 
governments under which they enjoy a relatively high standard of living and quality of life. 
particularly if they believe both will improve further It will take a very strong pull to mobilize 
people to transform their societies so that they can revitalize their economies 
As an alternative solution to the problem of centralised decision making and a media to reach 
the revolutionary concept that of endogenous development, the thesis also suggests three 
reformative ways of increasing corporate productivity (1) using endogenous develolpment, 
(2) rationalizing corporate processes (using production process paradigm), particularly 
management systems; and (3) collaboration within and between corporations, government, 
unions and the public (concerning supply- demand paradigm) Corporations are more likely 
to pursue people's proposals than are public or private agencies, because peoples proposals 
for corporations are compatible with their self -interests, those for agencies are not The 
pressure of competition is often enough to induce corporations to explore new directions 
This is not true of private agencies and governments 
7.4. The Implementation of the Idea 
The proposal developed in this thesis is directed at society's development, not its economic 
gowth, but it does not preclude the possibility of such growth The thesis views the reduction 
of problems more as a way of improving the quality of life than of increasing the standard of 
living. Quantitative, integrated forecasts regarding the effects of economic growth remain 
beyond the capacity of current models The quality of development is as important as quantity. 
government intervention, the uses of technology and cultural factors play a major role in 
determining the extent to which growth will generate from within, encourage participation in 
society and improve the quality of life for the many not the few While the interaction of such 
complex factors cannot be precisely modelled, much experience has been gained over recent 
decades regarding policy approaches favourable to economic growth 
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The author's effort to deal with the development problems is a dissolving effort similar to the 
interactivists orientation about problem solving The thesis's suggestion, to professionals 
in the built environment, is to try to redesign society so as to make the problem 
disappear. Their design should be one that is idealized. The author's concern is that idealized 
designs are not attainable, but they can be approached without limit More important, when 
people confront such a design, they generally find that it can be approximated more closely 
than they had believed before. When those professionals propound their own idealized 
designs, they cannot avoid recognizing that the principal obstruction between them and where 
they want to be is Themselves'. Professionals, in endogenous development, deal with feasibility 
not when designing but afterwards. The author believes that working backward from where 
is determined by design to an attainable state yields a more advanced state than working 
forward from where the real case is situated. 
National plans, master plans, structure plans, the plans of cities and all the strategic plans are 
run by the budget of governments and their policy. The experts use their knowledge which 
is not indigenous and their organizations are interconnected by international agencies The 
judgement of the projects executes in the province where politicians are decision makers So, 
what is designed and accepted is not the one people need They arc at last the users of this 
product but have the right to reject or to accept the plans It will be too late to consider their 
needs /wants and the problem is there. In architecture the matter is not as sensitive as the 
planing. One of the result is that most of the time they serve by the money that comes from 
the people. To satisfy people needs to work with them and consider their desire 
However, some ways must be found to involve the users in planning and design processes 
Is it not conceivable for the individual user to be allowed and even encouraged to be 
responsible for the design, colour, materials of the external façade of her/his dwelling as well 
as for the arrangement of the internal partitioning' Planning regulations in many countries do 
not allow this flexibility. Furthermore, the designer has to reexamine her/his creative process 
before such an intermediate and continuously changing design solution can be offered An 
effective users' involvement can make important contributions to environmental identity Some 
basic rethinking on these issues is called for Users' participation must be encouraged. 
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designers' image reoriented and planning regulations amended 
The best way for the built environment professionals to become more responsive to people 
is to participate in design without which people's interests are liable to be distorted or ignored 
It is the obvious criticism that these experts cannot be trusted to respond to people's interests 
unless they do involve them. In another word, they should participate with people 
"Give a Man a fish and you feed him for a day. 
Teach a Man to fish and you feed him for life.' 
A Chinese Expression 
7.4.1. Further Research and Recommendations 
The author hopes that this discussion will be of general interest to architects, urban designers. 
planners and students in these fields concerned with the theoretical foundations of their 
discipline, but he has a more directly practical aim as well He cannot claim to have produced 
such a theory fully fledged, but he raises what seem to him to be the relevant questions about 
it, and he explores some of the starting points in a quest for answers 
The model of endogenous development must be seen as a universal concept and the author's 
attitude towards planning and design, i e interactivists orientation, as a prototype specific to 
Iran. The factors affecting development are specific but the need, even the possibility, to 
address the factors which influence cultures in general is to some extent useful The discussion 
connected to the model should be understood in this context and yet of use to others in 
identifying the influences at work on cultures in general Further research is anticipated 
It is time to recommend three factors that are vital for the creation of human environments 
first, considering interdisciplinary research into human relationships with the physical 
environment, and a closer collaboration between the field of psychology, sociology and that 
of professions in the built environment Secondly, user participation should be further 
encouraged: this source of opinion is the case for formulating in detail the human needs that 
must be expressed in any programme for a site Thirdly, coordinating the details with the 
unity, the parts with the whole as the main world view should be the concern of all those 
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professionals working in built environment disciplines, and such people should he especially 
trained in this approach to be closer to the core values of the society in transition 
7.4.2. Final Words 
Endogenous development seeks equity in economy and equality in society and the need t)i 
decentralized government, greater participation in public affairs and less formal organization 
through an equitable and comprehensive design Endogenous organization would have a 
government with no top or bottom, no unidirectional flow of authority from higher to low ei 
Its government would be characterized by two directional flows hack and forth It would 
emphasize responsibility rather than authority and service rather than command Therefore, 
the thesis represents such an organization as having 'lateral' rather than vertical relationships 
and people- centred rather than good- centred organization 
The thesis's proposal is only suggestion, not prescription, designed to stimulate the search foi 
and exploration of new ideas. The old ideas, however they may he repackaged, are not 
revitalizing our societies, improving our quality of life or accelerating national development 
It is necessary to design the future people want and invent ways of approximating that future 
as closely as possible In this regard, the main contribution of this thesis could he seen in 
providing a criterion to evaluate people's world views and knowledge of their built 
environment It is also providing the researcher himself with the proper approach in his 
academic career and practical profession as well as for others who have the same interest 
Closing the discussion, the author would like to add that it is certainly people themselves who 
should decide how to face the environmental problems The ecological crisis is only an 
externalisation of an inner malaise and cannot he solved without a spiritual re- awakening of 
Man. If Man changes, he will be able to bring about change in different aspects of his 
environment. As such, the principle of change in Man has been the basis of the studies with 
regard to designing a change in the environment, as is stated in the Holy Quran 
"Allah does not change a people's lot unless they change %hat is in their hearts." 
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APPENDIX ONE (Theoretical :aspects) 
a) A Classification of the Problems 
The Middle Age and its Problems 
In relation to the problems associated vtith Middle Age. Ackoff(1974, p 227), writes 'Middle Age was an age 
of 'inaction'. Life was not important enough to do anything about Ikath was No surprise in :un age in w hi. h Man 
did not know enough to do anything sigmticant about lite Ile knew this Ile did not know tc hethet of not he could 
affect death" 
The Machine Age and Reductionistic View of the Problems 
The same sounx: eritici- s the Machine Age and Ines to discuss about a specific characteristic of this era in sat ing 
that: "the Machine Age was an age of 'preacuon'= Man penetrated life with technology. looking fia problems to 
solve, lifting what he found to his solutions converting windmills to giants to Justin use of the weapons in hand 
and converting giants to windnulls to Justnty not using his vt capons against enennes the feared I le puits lorgne d his 
discussion in the saine page and continues 
"Mari learned how to produce, not to eonswne 1 le conswned other mein and hunself I le used htmselt as 
a weapon against other men Death became away of like War became a niatcnui% ward in which hew:. 
were born and dux!. The future happened it was not made Des' int vc as designed M default Malta tit 
races, sexes. and generations - euphemistically called 'minorities' - are rising :urd demanding a name life~ 
can live with now. We mistake our part tür the whole. not then Thin induce the hihotu that gttes bath 
to the tivstems Age.... The Machine Age gave us machines to replace otu bodies. and the tit stems Age 
Oyes us machines to replace our mutt's, as inQriunents of work Will Man hate to compete N itn machines 
for the right to work'' Or is there another vthose work he can do' Whose 
It is also believed by the sarne author that in the Machine Age messy problematic situations were approached 
analytically It means that they were broken down into simpler separate pi Allow, that writ' olletl belle%cd to be 
capable of being solved independently of one another l lnstnrlrriangl such a pr,rcdrue not onit usuali foils to 
solve the individual problems uiyolvexl, but often intensify the mess The solution to a mess can seldom be obtained 
by solving each problem independently Thts appears to be the case. tin- example in the current handling of urban 
mess. Efforts to deal separately with such aspects of urban life as transportation. health, creche. and education seem 
to worsen the total situation 
The same source ventes that analysis was also central to problem solving in a ckictrme of reductionism Problems 
to be solved were first 'cut down to suie', i e nxhietxl by analysis to a set of sunplrr problems The simplet lacagenrs 
were then solved and their solutions were assembled into a solution of the tchole Ii the problein to ik w'lcd a gild 
be minced tu a set of independent subproblem. then the solution to the whole %%as nothing more than the stun or 
the solution to its parts When the whole could not be disassembled into interdependent parts. the relationiships 
between them had to be u nderstus i in order to understand thew hole Consistera with reductionism. it was believ cd 
that all interactions between objects. events. and then properties could he reduced In ;mal sis to''1 hu><lnntental 
relationship. cause- clìcct 
Reside the pre\ious citations. Ackotf (1974) claims that in the Machine Age problems were thought as out there'. 
as purely objective states of affairs Then he quotes from John iX'c'v t 19101 that decision makers have to extract 
problems from the situations in which they find themselves They do s,, by analssrng the situation Therct'ac 
problems are products or thought acting on em ironments. they are elements of problematic situations abstracted 
from these situ'itions by analysis What we experience. theretiae. are problematic situations. not problems which 
like atoms acid cells. are conceptual constructs 
See 'Inactivists', a personality type which is dese-nhei in Chapter t hic 1 A 
See 'Preactivists' who are described in Chapter ( hic i A 
reu 
4I')'j=\: e: t ( l\.+ 
This part is concluded he indicating that those who held the mechanistic view townd no need tir ideological 
concept. - toi niions. goals. purposes, choice. and tree will - rn explaining natural phenomena such eo neepl. were 
considered to he either meaningless. illusory or unnecessary in science Philo - phei. weie left to deal with the 
dilenunas their exclusion produced Finally Ackoth (1974, p 1 1) points to the notion of indu.trialtlatorl and spy. 
The more machines were used a. suhaltutc+ for men, the more men were male to Mime like machine. 
Mechanization led to dehumanization of man's work This w as the irony of the industrial te\ olution It is 
not surprising that a society that thought of the world as a machine came to think of Man a, one also 
The Systems Age and Holistic Approach to the Problems 
In Machine Age, the \vorld was viewed as a closed system to he widcrst\xxh du ough anal sis I heretiore. ultimate 
and final solution to problems were believed to be obtainable In Systems Age, sY stems are understood as open and 
dynamic. Therefore, problems and solutions are conceptualized as snapshots of a moving process Problems and 
solutions are in constant flux. Therefore, problems do not stay solved Moret Cr. purposeful systems and then 
environments are constantly changing. So, solutions to problems of these systems become outdated e\ en if the 
problems to which they are addressed do not For example, insects de\elop munwut\ to pesticides. people to 
desegregation progranm es, and ux,ieties to such laws which prohibit the use of alcohol or naiconcs t Ackotl I9°4 
Before Systems Age, a complex problem was usually decomposed into simplex problems suitable tie diflrtent 
disciplines. Then each discipline would solve its pan of problem and these solutions would be assembled int, a 
solution of the whole. But, contemporary interdisciplines, which is a manifestatkm of the Systems Age, put 
a variety of disciplines work together on the problem as a whole. For example. experts in health. housing 
transportation, cxlucation, and other aspects of urban htc work together on city's problem takehn as a whole It eta\ 
he added that no problem ever exists in complete isolation Fen problem interact. w oh other problem, and is 
tllerelbre, part of a set of interrelated problems. a system of problems. a 'mess' For example the pa,\ em problem 
the urban problem, and the crime problem. are clearly interrelated Furthermore . solutions to ttlosi ptoblettis 
produce other problems. Mess is a system of external conditions that produces dissatiaaction l'ituuatel\ simple 
problems, like any ultimate elements, are abstract subjective concept and cannot be obsoy 1'hctetole. \siiar 
appears to us as a simple problem is really a 'mmimess " 
b) Different Views of Development and l'nderdev'elopment 
Inactivists' View of Development 
In reviewing their own nation's development. Inactiyists ii \rtloMIk its tailines and see ono its successes. teal of 
imagined. In reviewing underdevelopment of others. the tend to set only their real of imagined failure, not their 
successes. There is persistent suspicion among affluent inactivtsts that disadvantage I,cvple. taken separately or 
collectively, are innately secondary. Such a belief remli,rces another belief of the lnactivists those w ho lk serve get. 
and those who do not deserve, do not get Recall that nnactivias believe this is the best of possible worlds ~Dine 
of therm even argue that inequality is good's will ( ithcrs maintain that those to I ess -de\ eloped l'ountnes are at least 
as happy as we are and, therairr. should he led alone Facts that contradict this belief are ignored inaciiias also 
ignore the fact that development and underdevelopment are interdependent phenomena 
Clanging this phenomena, Ackotl' (1974) says that many Developed Nations are not willing to spend much n 
assistance to known friends. hut they are willing to spend as much as the can to protect themselves against am 
lulkno vn enemy. They ju.Zil' doing so in the name of national security. and because of its timulatum of the national 
economy. The irrationality of such spending led Barbara Ward (196g. p 75) to ask 
the word 'tri is initiated by Ackoff in his book Redesigning the Future' written in 1974, page 21 and has 
been described to he as a system of interrelated problems which are cnceptual constructs from complex 
situations 
The word 'mmtmess is also coined h\ Ackofh 11974. p 21 t lin illustrating ultimately simple problem 
Minime ses cannot be observed like the geometnc points which are small areas called points 
rn 
"Is imagination librated Only µ1h71 dt-,trUetIon is at issue' Arc we to be aroused h oxu teats and hates and 
never by ou loves' If out of all the carnage were to come some sense of man's unlimited le.owecs tin the 
works of peace, then we could still reap some gain f otll our harvest of unic.i ti .slid one condition of 
such a hope is to realize that money for tractors stimulates an econonn hills a, much as mono An 
tanks...." 
But, any argument for a more equitable distribution of wealth. including Barbara Wards. is unconvincing to 
inacuvists who believe that those who have. deserve and those who do not have, do not deserve 
Reactivists' View of Development 
The objective of a reactivit's action, is to return to a preferred previous state in which no action %%as required this 
characteristic can be found in his attitude toward so called!. lnderdevekoped C'owunes In the reactive ist's w tea the 
best Poor Country is one that is neither seen nor heard, hence requires no attention When a Poor Nation acts up 
and requires attention, the reactivist tries to react in a way that best senes his own purposes the wunanageable 
nation's interests are not necessarily ignored hut they are subordinated to his Reintiorci ng the citation ah ow e Aekofl 
(1974, p. 214) cites an example and says "the apparent generosity of the I tnited States in the Mai hall Plan and 
in the financial support given to Japan at the end of World War 11 was pnmanh mono aced k its own national 
interests. A strong Europe and Japan were believed to be essential to the contauunent of eonunwusin 1 hid this not 
been the case, the United States would not have been as generous as it was Iles does not dens the presence 01 
go edwill, but it denies that it was sufficient 1ùr, or even the pnme mover of, its aid piogiamine 
Reactivists occasionally respond to the needs of others out of generosity and concern, but usuallw (nil %% hen the 
event is emergency. They support disaster relict' hut they do not usually respond to a continuing state of problems 
such as malnutrition or high morality. They do respond to a famine, plague. or pestilence in Foot ('ountrnes One. 
the emergency is over, aid is discontinued. The reactivist's response to the needs of the disadw :ultagc.i. Acko11 saw 
is based on the philosophy of the red cross rather than that of care 
The reactivist's principal argument against lùreign aid from political point of view is its failure to bus the nos alt 
and support of its recipients. For instance, some times the main purpose of finelgri aid I to 'hits foreign w otcs' t see 
example in p. 215 of the same source). Therefore. if one wine to appls this principle to one's pi is ate gis ing. grins 
would never be made to anyone who did not support one's politics of lehglin-I in brief. the :cacti% ist does not we 
the ability to give aid as a benefit to be derived from affluence. but as a cost of maintamuig it and. tlretet,mt. as 
something to be minimized. 
Preactivists' View of Development 
Preactivists propose at least modest Increases in foreign aid Barbara Ward t I'k+ti t has made a number of 
suggestions some of which, she emphasises. require international collaboration but of type lot which thine ate 
precedents. These are: 
a) reduce tariff's and other forms of protectiiin applied to pnducts of Less- dorlop.ed Countries by I kseloped 
Countries; 
h) guarantee prices on the products of l.ess -des eloped Countries 
e) provide greater credit to these countries. and 
d) establish common markets 
Beside the increase in aid. Preactivists believe that the knows ledge that scientists and technologists in l)Cweloped 
Nations have, would make possible siputicant acceleration of development of I _ess- developed Nations l ho assert 
the solution to many development problems are known Therefore. I'nderdeveloped Nations ought to turn then 
developmcxlt over to the intellectual elite of the developed countries Preactivists eland this aigiune i and follows 
two points: 
additional capital tùr investment. (which can ohv;oush be generated hn increasing the return on those 
investments that have already been made or are being made Ibis requires increasing ellicienes and 
reducing waste increasing pr+xluctivity of nanual resources. machines and plants. and people i and 
wl 
2. in some cases the failure to use mailable technologies ellctitiyeh is due to lack ,d adequalcl\ tr:uneJ 
personnel or to lac}: of ncuary equipment (But. tn many cases technologies that could be ut-ti ale not 
It is obviously necessary for a country: that sceks to develop more raprJh than AJ\arlecd Countries to 
exploit available tecdnolog\ at least as well as AJ\ anced C'uuntnes Jo 
Preactivists realize that technology alone cannot produce development It must he accompanied h\ Ineieased 
productivity of individual workers, whether they operate machines or not Dies belie\ e w or kc i pr oJuetr\ its tends 
to lag behind mechanization in Underdeveloped Countries They claim this is due to the tact Mai \en little use is 
made of'soft' technology: industrial engineering. human engineering. and the teha\ rural 'cienees flies. can be 
used to redesign tasks for greater productivity or to motivate workers to seek it on then own 
Preactivisis argue. we must export management - as well as scientific and technological - skills to these commies 
Because, they believe labour -management relations tend to be had in l'nderde\eloped Countries and caste often 
separates manager from worker and prevents his motivating them to greater productivity In brief. preach \ 1sts 
believe that development of Less -developed Countries is pnnianl\ a mailer of using what Des eloped Countries 
already know and of receiving from them such resources as the can provide w ithout serious modification of then 
current internal allocation of resources 
To bring an example of finding an ideal solution li+r the problems of equitable distribution of wealth ls.'i Yn the 
nations, it appears easy to imagine an ideallied world in which t'nderdc\eloped Nations would not esist In light 
of the discussion tithe preacuye view of development one \mold probably start by imagining a centi allied \ of Id 
government to which existing nations are related to it It is said that such a world would cilium: to the need ha 
military forces and this, in turn. would make a great deal of money mailable to the cetit1 al go \eynunent It1 
investment in those parts of the world requiring development 1uuthennore. this chat acte! suggests that essential 
personnel could be moved about easily and thus located \here they are most needed It also believes that mus e1 sal 
compulsory education would eliminate the ignorance that breeds undo development 
Interactivists' View of Development 
To the interactivusts, the notion that would go\enirtieitt would be enough to assise alumattoit of inequitable 
distribution of wealth among its parts appears to be naive Ihev say how sonne parts of Ih\eloped Nations ate 
I inderdcyclopcd.' Ackotl (1974, p 219) cites another question made by them asking -floss can une esplatn 
Appalachia. Puerto Rico. black ghettos. Indian reservations. and ungi atoll conunlnities of Mexican- Amer !cans ' 
In view of what is happening in the I rotted States how can one beIte e that unis et sal eotnp111,4i \ education is 
enough to eliminate ignorance in segments of a world federation' 
Prescribing a solution for this kind of discrimination and citing the stimulus of participating I t 'pk in a national 
plan for development, the author argues that effective national development requires the kind of n01\1(11141 and 
collective commitment that is usually brought about by what Ackotl ( 1'14 i classifies as 
al a perceived external threat from Man (as in war ) or troni nature I as m the threat of a fiorii r 
bl reconstruction after Man-made or natural catastrophe (as in reconstruction of Japan attet World War II 
or in repairing the ravages of an earthquake). and 
c) a revolution -leaders of Less-Developed Countries must learn how to hying about such a commitment 
without the help of a threatened or actual catastrophe. or violent revolution 
The consequence of such attitudes mentioned above or a mixture of there manifests itself in se\eial %%ma. for 
example. at the end of the Second World War the whole of the African Comment was under e,+lomal rule Iola 
only a few of its temtones =lain under such rile With a ti. w eseeptitns. all the countries im gaining independence 
have been following the assumptions handed down to them h\ their former metropolitan countries ¡he countries 
accepted what they were told. that the most eticctivc was of diminishing poverty was to imitate the patterns of 
development. production. consumption. lifestyles and education of the turner metropolitan countries (fadaka 
191i2) The assumption implicit in colonial approach can he hnetl\ stated as a kind of development programme 
which is also pinpointed h fadaka such as the hollowing 
a) an all -out attempt should he made to industnalize. 
h) industrialization is the prerequisite to development. 
c) development should be rn the urban areas. 
d) agriculture should he mechanized through capital -intensive fanning methods, 
e) economic growth that is the Gross National Product (GNP) - should b the vardstck for measuring 
progress: (By shunting more of the gains front economic growth towards the lower ulcoOIC ht ackct. 
economic development would be achieved ) 
f) private foreign investments and the transfer of technology from the industrialized commies shoul.l tk 
increased: 
g) aid from the industrialized countries should he stepped up. and 
h) exports should be stepped up 
Following the discussion about the preactivis s' view and in the sante line of thought. the aim of dey elopment phuts 
in the colonial period and atìerwarois was that high priority should he given to tin mal education to tram the high 
and intermediate labour required tier the implementation of development protects (Fadaka, 1982) lherefne. mote 
t.rnive siti s, technical colleges and training institutions should be established. and existng ones expanded to enrol 
more students. Agreements should be made with tireign courtines rn well-established institutions 
c) Monopoly and Bureaucracy 
Monopoly 
An organization is a monopoly if it has exclusive control of or a right to control some commodities .ht of .rev 1ce 
Many government service agencies are monopolies As Sayas Ì 1982. p 201 noted Lacking competitor., .r 
monopoly agency is inexorably driven to exercise its power And exploit its monolithic.11l+ secure position. 
[the author believes that the same reason may be found in the case studs ( 1 lender son i')íí2. p III elaborated upon 
this allegation The unlimited power of government oven-ides the constraints of cost value eflicirucs and 
productivity imposed by the marketplace. Consequently, the sers ices pros ided b A go%ernmrnt tend to he fair 
more costly than those subject to the freedom and natural %dectiyits of the marketplace' ' 
Talking about the reliability of monopolising the services. I leynderson (1')7lí. p 124 ) argues "Citizens now %%ondet 
if they can he relied upon to deliver unintemrpted clectncity and all the consumers dtuahle on 'Much we hose 
become hooked. with adequate safety and reliability. at prices we can afford and with tolerate levels of pi titillation 
and disruption of other community values " It is said that the apparent lack of concern with public %Arty in the 
construction and operation of atomic e"tterp plants has seriously undermmied the puhhc's fault tin nnolx,lisud 
utilities and govcmrnsnt's ability to regulate them etkctively Ackoth(1974) nays. oligop ols market control in the 
hands of a few pmsiders is not much better than those situations Muller ( 1980. pp 614,2) conducts the same idea 
"'rho all mast administer prices because they have similar problems and advantages loner tlexlhulih Is 
limited by the very bigness of their projects and sales and by the long lead tune required to put their 
pnxlnicts on the markers They all face similar wage demands It one were to 10%113 Its prices, the other 
would follow and none would gain If one raised its prices ahead of the others. its share of the market 
would fall dramatically Administered pncmg Is a logical consequence " 
Bureaucracy 
The sante source indicates that a bureaucracy is an organization that is designed to open ale as much like ii machine 
as possible because its designers believe that machines are efficient. easy to control. and hard to ekstro,y In his 
classical treatment of bureaucracy. Max Weber ( P)7$. pp ')87.989) observed "Once 11111% establishea hureaucracs 
is among those social structures which are hardest to destroy The ruled. for their part. cannot dispense with on 
replace the bureaucratic apparatus once it exists. fier its rests upon expert training, a tunctonal specuahzaton of 
work, and an attitude set on habitual virtuosity in the masters of single yet methoxdcally integrated titncttoms 
Although its cost depends on the freedom and natural selectivity of the marketplace when the concern t, 
given to the end-products and supply -demand paradigm. hut there is a need for considering 
the matter of 
proxductivity as the main factor of production process paradigm (see Chapter Four. The Model td li*ìj 
rau 
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It is said that such an apparatus makes 'revolution' in the s[nsc of forceful creation of cntltel\ new lorniati ns of 
authonty, more and more impossible techniealls, because of its control ti c1 the nit í1C111 tllealls of communication a11í ti 
and also because of its increasingly rationallied inner structure 
A bureaucracy places more salue on its own sun is al and stahilit than 'n performing its function 
satisfactorily. Government bureaucracies are able to sun is e despite their inefficient delis er' of sen ices 
because they are subsidized and the size of their subsidies does not depend on their performance. Rather. 
their survival depends on their size and ability to sen e the political purposes of the people or the agencies 
ssho provide their subsidies. According to Niskanen t I 1. pp 8-1 1 t budget maslmt: ation is the dm mg h,:, 
behind government bureaucracies. For them. growth is survival insurance 
The operations of an ideal bureaucracy never vary and are independent of the ens iiuiunent As Weber k I')S. p 
988) observed: "The professional bureaucrat is chained to his actisity in his entie economic and ideological 
existence. In the great majority of cases he is only a small cog in the ceaselessls moving mechanism \shtch 
prescribes to him an eNentlally fixed routine of march " íhc7elOr . as long a< a bureaucrat's stibsid\ ,h'cs no! \ are 
neither will the quality nor the quantity of its output Increased productis its is not, as it was said. one of its 
objectives. Consequently, managers of bureaucracies focus on inputs rather than outputs; inputs are easier 
to measure and control. They assume that the control of costs is equis aient to the control of per onnance Mot non 
(1966, p. 64) pinpoints this fact that because bureaucracies induce machinelike heh:n low ul rhea nietiibe r., this 
suppress people's need to express themselves as pure osetiil indi 'duals, and \\ rites 
"Though Man is rational. he is also biological and emotional. He proceeds not only by his Its but 
by his instinct, his intuition, and his feelings. And though he is political and social. he is also a 
single person and idioss ncratic. Ile has peculiar personal needs and fears and desires. an retains 
a sense of himself alone. Though he has an urge for order and safety. he also persists in 
inconsistency and the disorderly and es en dangerous conduct out of which come many of the truly 
imaginative and original works of Man. Within the burcauci atte s\ stem 1s a Nino : urtagiou.uì to ibis 
part of Man it is this. I think. that liti,duccs the hitter and sardonic tones that wt often appeal when people 
speak of bureaucratic action " 'the author's ernphasisj 
As a result, employees of bureaucracies become inflexible and indifferent to those tiles sIse his is :luctnl in 
some places like Iran whorl more emphasis is gnat to the academic iecotd of a pxl.tnl than tine other tat tut s in Ins 
or her Curriculum Vitae which may help reducing these differences and iltle'sshkencss Itulcalla acies atlect the 
pertirmance of an organization as a whole as well as the individuals s; ithnl Min non (I'N,tt, p 64) dcst r ikees the 
implication of the ideas in a bureaucratic system and says 
"titsilic thing happais to a plan of arum it a propanui le u tien stol enclos it in an institute. of 111 tills ì avis 
in a bureau. It tends to lose its freshness. its resixtnsiseness. s;ithin the hard and 11g1ó 
lines of the 
Institution. Those at work on the programme tend to get caught in complicated) slttli:gles tin "sei and 
place within the structure and may target the purpose for sshich the\ rvst Any institution. any 
department.ann bureau that gets lost in its assn concerns loses its ass Arrness and responsiseness 
to the outside situations it is supposed tu deal ssith. jthe author s cnip}t.lsisj 
Bureaucracies resist adaptation and, therefore. can operate efrn icntls unis in statut ens ironments Aekofl 
et al . 1984). Today in Developing and 11nderdevelopxxl l'ouuntnes. hosseser. because then e.nsuinun nts are 
Increasingly changing. they are less and less able to perform acceptahls When their sun isal is threatened. rho 
usually demand even strlettr- than -usual adherence to their rules and regulations, buco' inicinalls and externally 'this 
further redua.s their etficiency. effectiveness. and concern for the peuple they are supposed to selve in the process 
of dtlì rent development programmes and their implementations 
d) Basic Approaches to I)eyclopinent Programmes 
Rural Development 
It ,.salts necessary to review the definitions. apprItachc-s and scale of practice of nual ticseltgment Ibis ss t told help 
the later dls<us -atm. with the p ossibilits tuf inarpxratulg deselopnicnt ohicetives in harsh situait n either 0.4 m' nnie. 
social and political or the situations after disasters tmatunadc tri natural r, whorl the aeeeléraiii'n tut deyelupnxnt is 
fi':'E.\: J:\ \'°- 
necessary and the lonely way ti r people is usually to rely upon their indigenous organtiati nns 
The definition of rural development is Jesenhed h World Rank (1975, p 3) as "a strateps designed to improve 
the economic and social life of a specific group of people - the rural poor ' The same report also urJteates that 
%80 of the poor population of Developing Countries is rural h also muttons that the objectives of the Waal 
development, therefore, extend beyond any particular sector They encompass improved prhducto it increased 
employment and thus higher income for target groups, as well as nummu m acceptable levels of food, shelter . 
education and health. 
Classifying different approaches in rural development, Zargar (I 988a, p 249) refers to Postchi t 1980. pp 5 -e) who 
divides these approaches into two groups of 'extended' and 'integrate!' largar also pinpoints the World Rank 
classification that categorizes these approaches as following 
a) "the minimum package approach: 
h) the comprehensive approach: and 
e) sector and other special programmes " 
In the discourse about development, rural development is also equated with nu -al economic growth and 
improvement in agricultural productivity. Hut, there are =pineal evidences shot mg that increasing agneulmu al 
output alone, with the belief that this would raise rural incomes and have significant multiplier effects, is not 
suiìicient to generate rural development (Adc:sana, 1994). According to the World 1k.clopinent Repoli' of 1992. 
development' is about improving the Well -being of people, raising living standards. improving education and health 
as well as providing equality of opportunity to all human beings 13roadet de v elopmental goals also include 
guaranteed political and rights as well as social justice tier all I.atcr the sanie source propotutds the reason of 
concern about agricultural production and writes that agriculture still provides the means of lnehhood loi more 
than 80 per cant of Developing Countries' rural population This dependence on agriculture has actuali\ contributed 
to the shaping of government policies on the development of rural areas Thus, until recently. 'agriculture- 
oriented' approaches to rural development were also adopted by many Developing Count: ies 
Adesanya (1994) mentioning the failure of 'green revolution' technology. that relates to i'ur.t Is and started in pram 
Developing Countries, staters that agriculture-oriented approaches are not callable of genet cruet nu al de\ ilopnrent 
as had earlier boon thought. I le mentions that aller the failure i.t this appt..ric h other 1111 :Ii .Ii \ i I iIlt ill p.,i riie' and 
strategies have been put I)r'.vanl. Bask need approach; rural industrial dr\rlopnhrnt appr..aeh; rural labour 
development approach; (which encourages the pro\ision of nun -lain emplo\rnint opisiinuitris an.l ihr 
building of social and economic infrastructure; ( with the ultimate aim of using them to develop loth pin*,,, .1i 
and human resources). are some of them which are also pointed out by Sharma i19140. i. pp 2.9) 
Zargar (1988a, p. 249) believes in the failure of the rural development programmes and claims that tot n long time 
this practice which only focuses cm scone aspects of oral lie . agriculture ti,r example. ha\ e been oh\te nosh deM med 
to failure. He discusses that change and improvement rn other aspects of poor communitie. such as or grirrisritit 'n 
and even culture is also necessary Ile states that 'integrated rural der clop men t :. a manifestation of this idea 
The model of endogenous development. which will he discussed later ur (hal,ti r I our . uppo at s the s idea and 1. l. s 
tionvard to six the hidden scientific principles which cause this integration I .ca and ('hrrdtu t i I'»t t, pp 12 I t in 
relation to this claim state 
a) 
"Thus, the phrase 'integrated rural Jevelopmcxrt' was armed for those situations where planning ohtccti%es 
had some or all of the bellowing interrelatexd attributes in axnrnon 
to improve the living standard or Well being' of the mass of the people h ensuring that then have s,ecutrt\ 
and that their basic needs such as food. shelter, clothing and employment are met. 
b) to make meal area.s oteen proxductive and less vulnerable to natural ha/arils. io\ ett\ and cxplortatu an and 
n World Ikt-eloping }tegrot l'>'t2 -1)c\cloprttent and l:ntnronmant ". to t 1xlord 1 'niv sity. Presa. New Yoçk. 
1992, p. 34 
ttY 
to give them a mutually beneficial relationship ss ith other pans of regional. national :uhl intonational 
economy. 
c to ensure that ans desektpment is self sustaining and ins oh es the niass of the people ithio insoles 
among other things encouraging self -reliance and public participation in pfannint;i: and 
d) to ensure as much local authority and as little disruption to traditiout.41 customs as possible. I he 
former means promoting administratise decentralisation and political self gosernmcnt. ,!1;.- 
empha_,is here is given by the author to the orgamtauons and structures of the societies which makes the 
other objectives of the list more applicable] 
Following the trend of the rural development strategies. Chadhn (1983, pp 19-201 emphasises on the unissntutee 
of the implicit or explicit ideological onentation behind them and classifies the folios% ing basic elements ss Inch :tie 
widely occurring dissimilar in different strategies: 
a) land policy: 
h) technology policy: 
c) employment policy, 
d) education, research and extension policy. 
e) rural institutions policy: 
pnce polie': and 
g) linkage with the rest of economy 
Another suggestion tior astral development is the reorganisation of administrates e boundaries to eniuuee the 
closeness between local governments and the people at the grassroots, and the creation of nu al growth centues 
None the less, many of these strategies adopt a sectoral approach to rural deselopinent 11), tegnud. Adesans.i 
(1994) confirms that the development poles is now seeking multi- sectoral of the Integrated Rural Desek pment 
(I1(D) strategy Smith (1992) mentions drtliTeutt intenpretauu*vs of this approach These r ange ti out uttegt atcd tut al 
and national development. integrated nu'al and urban development to the iutegrai ion of des'ek)lttitenl ss ithlli iseeifu. 
areas '[here are also diffa -oit versions of the iRI) progranunes, all of a Inch are and alleviate nu al p,ovent) tuough 
a package of interlinked services which are simultaneously provided tAdesannn, 19941 
Non -Governmental Organizations (NGO%) approach in the promotion and execution of tut al deseloptnent 
programmes, is also one of the issues in many I hard World Countries Soine of these coaullrie\ iesixl'uvels ate 
helping in the mobilisation of development grants !Or the training of rural contnnunts development agents staff and 
other people within nrral areas (Human Development Report. 1991)- 
Adesa n'a (1994. p. 147) argues that bourse many 'i)eveloping Countries cannot atlord the huge tnnterial_ human 
and financial resources required for serous and genuine rural development protee'ts, the %loss btu a Nnadual shunt 
towards a more balanced policy of spatial integration and development offers better prospects tor more nu al 
development programmes and activities in the future ' Reside this suggestion he mentions tsso reasons to pistils 
his idea and writes that first, for any neaningtiil recovery rural areas have to he brought into mainstream economic 
recosen and secondly, that many nual communities have realised that ¡lies cannot and should prohahls nut expect 
their respective govenrutennts to t»czt all them basic nails 11e saai a source pinpoints several cases that sell - million 
communities emerged and allowed more conununtues to participate, snnctirnes ohrestls m rural planting and 
development programmes For instance. in /unhahwe. the Village i)cs'elopntentt Committees f VIIX't )) have 
applied the 'bottom -up' approach to development which is a switch to 'topdoatt' or the 'trickle -.hoar' strategies ( set 
also Higgins et al . 1993. pp 19 -30) 
An example indicates that availahtlits of funds. although essential. does not necessarth has the most significant role 
in the development of the community. largar (1988a. p 25K t referi to an example to address insutlicienc's of the 
indicators of development and states 
I lu tan lkvcloptmmt Report. 1991. Oxford I'neversits press. Nuys York. 1991 
Lz 
-A glance at the World Development Report indicated that the wealthiest nations of .nu w011d ale the 
high -uxxi roe oil exporter alell as Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. whose 't NI' per capita is much highe than 
the United States Mill by any definition of deselopnxnt, there is evidence that in icnlu of imam Indicator, 
applied to measure their degree of development. such as life cyettane\ the iIliicraey rate and tntani 
mortality. they must be counted among the lkyeloping Countnes - 
According to most Developed Countries' expenence. as It was also reviewed. the pitres. tt in%lienilatlon 1s 111 
fact a process of transformation from a traditional agricultural society to a modern industrial s 'eiett in a nu al at ea 
this change mainly relis to an increasing number of rural people leaving agriculture for other types of employment 
mostly in industries. However, for most Developing Countries, modernisation is indeed a dilemma facing the 
governments as the urban areas are incapable of absorbing a massive number of rural migrant, is hile In the nu al 
areas the land simply does not need many of these people Therefore. hots to properly accommodate the our al 
'surplus' is practically another issue for the modernization of most Third World Countries as It Is et en fol the 
Developed Countries 
There is a growing realisation about the implementation of det clopinent theories \ain believe as the authtn 
does, that the proposals for actual practices in rural areas should he simple and understandable lu 
encourage people's participation and to guarantee the continuity of thine programmes. I adaka s 1')N.: 
presci scriptions or suggestions are \sothst hole o mentioning as examples tt.sonic .t. alai p1 ac ticc s lIl lla al ai cas w loch 
have been introduced ni this chapter as follow ings 
Self -Help Village 
The maxi for new }mts of latmulg organizations. that would overcome the pt At lessiless of the lrldlt Idllal 11111110 
and his family, has been suggested ln several nual Jet elopment documents lndlt ideal t ;Mages ur eomhmanons 
of villages are also discussed to be the basic fonti a l o i gans /attans Ihiatighl \.Inch the lui al II a11sittllilati nl can take 
place Communalism or holistic approach towards organising the %societies' affairs is also called to be the 
basis of the traditions in Third World Countries: it has Iluldaluental plulusophucal implications (see t haptet 
Four). Therelorc. these villages caul he nul ,tn criminal lines and all walk Ill them done conutnlnalls 
As a solution for some of the rural development problens the thesis supports this idea that cot vet ant e and sell-help 
tillages can, as far as pxossible and practicable. he based on the dWeient ethnic or national groups. and the econnomic 
activities in the tillages or sets of villages can he widened to include poultry. fishing. vegetable prtwluttlon and the 
keeping of livestock Agricultural practic. therefore. wall be based tin labour- intensive tanning meth, oh When not 
working on the land during slack periods. fanners could he engaged In rural public -works proles :is. such as building 
roads or their owil dams for irrigation sstems with the help of agricultural insultctors. alai in, etc 
The villagers can build their own workshops and cooperative shops. grain nulls. iiiiib i mills. etc Cash crud's can 
also be grown communally Credit and marketing lend theinkh'e-s readily to the coui el ails e appi l each and members 
can learn the value of cooperative activity. and more particularly the ability to implose quality of production will 
become better understood. In this regards. all viral developments can he internally financed as much as possible 
External Aids 
The thesis supports the idea that Third World Countries are not as poor as most p triple \s 'mid has e them to believe, 
nor is their need for aid as great as it is mask out to he Many of the countries possess ese thing they need - .pace:. 
resources. agricultural potential. people 'het lack only certain skills and capital for deselttpment which can be 
acquired. othenstse they have enough cultural resources needed for the qualification of then lives With rational 
use and managellelt of their resources, the colultnes can be self-sufficient in niant sectors of their cetrl'nines with 
nlrunllun dependence on foreign aid or trade 
Some events in development believe that etternal assistance. which can be useful in helping Hurd World 
Countries. acquire the skills that will allow them to undertake their development Such assistance should not dictate 
0t" untimely influence the resulting choices which will deternune the course of development The choices can mils 
be made by the people concerned In this regard. the author suggests that technical and financial assistance 
from 
outside should he provided in fonns and under conditloms which support the achievement of lonalh selected 
approaches to development which has. of course a certain ccharactenstic that will he addressed) in Chapter 
Ftnu 
All too ofien n the revu has been the ease, in that development patients has e been detenni ned far gels ul !espouse 
to external initiative and the brases of externally provided capital and teehrucal assistance 
Small -Scale Agriculture 
Fadaka (1982) suggests that in order to increase agricultural productis its to melt the needs of an expanding 
population, a complete restructuring of the rural societies through land reform is essential 1 and re tixntl could take 
several forms depending on the etn hu ons in the various countries As the taint) is an econotu e as well as a social 
unit. therefore what any land reform may aim to achieve is suggested by the same source to be the ownership of a 
small piece of land which should be given to each family, so that it can invest se hates er finds it has ter raising yields 
and improving the land 
Small -Scale Industries 
The main branches of industry in the sillages are those clearly depend on agriculture. such as the preservation of 
animal foodstuffs, the manufacture and repair of agricultural tools, hnckmaki ng. etc Small-scale and cottage 
industries for the preservation and processing of meat, fish poultry and agricultural products and i esidues such as 
fats, carbohydrates, proteins, cellulose, pulp and leaf. to replace many imported hoods and goods. can be set up in 
those villages. Furthermore, livestock. poultry. eggs and milk could pi oduce materials for small industries 
Therefore. these industries are almost traditional and labour -intensive (lbid 
As far as the thesis concernes. the villagers will need technology to achieve their development goals, a technology 
that is consistent with the maintenance of a healthy sell- reliance, self - supposing, sell-regulating and se lt- tinanci ng 
human -scale society at village or conummity level It has usually low impact on the ecosy stem and will enhance 
rather than disrupt the lilt of rural conununities Therefore. it is suitable for application on a small scale :urd can 
be cheap and available to everyone in the village rather than a pm 'kited few It can he designed in such a se as as 
to provide villagers kith the means of doing profitable and intrinsic:ills significant wink. of helping them to achues e 
independence from bosses so that they become their own emploscrs or members of sell- goyemmng coop eiattse 
groups working fior subsistence and local markets l-heretiore. it of being 
reproduced locally, thereby encouraging indigenous industries 
A new type of literature should he created lür the rural 'stipulation hteratlue on e:ologienlh based lots - impact 
technology for support of small -scale village communities Such literatiue meal' contain Information on low cost 
building materials. low -cost dams, low -cost energy- te g sit end, water. solar, htogas and other renewable enel gy 
uses). low -cost medicine. low -cost transport. labour- mtensixe models. 1%orksh op technology and all those thing, 
the village needs to he self- sufficient. sell - reliant and largels self - governing i1adaka. 1982 
Low -Cost Medicine 
Another example is worth mentioning to envisage the improvement of public health For instance, pram proposal, 
in rural development area state that the villagers need to build their own dispensaries. cotnnnumt\ health centres 
and nurser schools with the help of tratric d doctors and nurses sv-ith midwife training Villagers ought to he trained 
in basic social and preventive medicine used for the conditions and diseases in their areas. and trained m tit si aid 
so that they can treat simple disease individually 
Small clime for maternal and child health. family planning and health education can he set up In these pto js mats. 
priority is given to the training of mehcal auxiliaries what the Chinese call 'barefot' doktons l raditioanal medicine 
is also included in public health policies to these suggestions Traditional healers are trained) and torni the 
core of 
priman. health workers for nine -tenths of the rural population of 1'ndetdevcloped Countries. and they are usually 
consulted by the people instead of other health workers l raditional medicine's merits in the light 
of modem 
medicine are also explore], and etlirts are made to promote the integration of aluahlc know ledge and skills found 
in traditional medicine Into modem medicine 
Decentralized Education 
timun ling the proposals about desclopmcnt described also%e will need a new form of eucation. education which 
is decentrahied It has been said that the tirsi aim of education is to help people integrate with their environment 
The concentration of resources in the urban areas at the expenses oldie nu al areas increases the ditliculties This 
in turn creates a large group of schooled people with academic qualifications which are international's acceptable 
in the most intellectual subjects but hear little or no rele.ance to indigenous meet. So. that is why time are 
thousands of unemployed school-leaver roaming the street looking for (ohs that do not exist. esp eeialh in hind 
World Countries. The author would hke to support the idea which has been cited b. those conuncntatot s w ho claim 
that with the centralization of education, universities and schools would be compatihilit... ith the people the-. 
have to serve. Therefore, they suhte:ts of study should be about the specific needs of the cotni uut. in order to 
reduce the impact of general or 'bookish' education 
The author argues that schools should he um: gated with society, and not separate from them I het should not go e 
people false hopes. The importance of examinations is observed as downgraded and .I slant of cooperation t mho 
than competition. There should he no separation of manual work troll learning. not of practice hurl theon 
Therefore, the educational system should include a sense of commitment to the total commuut. Mere is abundant 
evidence suggesting good examples of education for self -reliance villages one of which is 1 adaka's :1982 i esannples 
about 'pan -work, part -study' in Cuba and the 'work and stud.' programmes in Tmvania and in (hula 
An emphasis on the social orientation of education is made in the above proposal For example, it concerns that 
educational policies which aim to uonsxave, as far as possible, all the sound elements in the fabric of social ht: and 
social structure The basis of family, kinship, sex, age -group workplace and ncghhoouh000d w ill tints the basis of 
social education and community welfare in this suggestion It is also ncxessai\ to mention that tuners education in 
Third World Countries can keep these bonds strong. it cannot be expected to mould the people tit a V. an that w ill 
enable them to integrate with their communities the thesis agrees with those who belie. e that if people ere to drd. r 
an benefit from their education, their training should aim at strengthening the bask relationship sshich 
forni the foundations of social moralit. and chic responsibility 1thls has been csauiuied in ( haptet l otu I 
The Impact of Mass Media on Rural Development 
the last ¡oint which has been cited by Fadaka (19K3) as a pi oposal 1o1 nu al development is the tole of mass media 
and the ways that they are treated and controlled. The thesis's concern is also about this fact that mass media can 
play a yen important isole in 1 }le process of 1ranshorinalloll 11 they are flexible and can respond quick'. to the real 
and di8irent needs of die people in different parts of a soumis Ines can be used to cairn out blet acs hauling and 
campaigns. They can he also used to introduce né.. ideas. attitudes, skill. and knowledge Into dual eununluutmes 
liut, the author would like to argue that their Mixa x>_s are limited un producing intimation. not progranunes afkdion 
instructions which are vital for structuring the structure of the societies Thts inno also be nchie.ed h. each 
individual participating in the development progrmtunes to achieve knowledge and cyclic-nee 
'Mc macs media can and does affect expectations They can he used to help change of nttittkks ( Meat ewe should 
be taken not to increase the aspirations and expectations of the population more than it is feasible to satisfy in the 
short and long nun This would require a vern careful control both of the mass inedia and the banal school system 
The mass media - radio, television. newspapers. magazines. books. cinema.. theatres. tape recorders. all ohtevis 
of communication - also play a part They, which reform an mtiinnal educational role parallel to than pertirrnel bs 
thermal education are organized and operated by educated people living in the urban areas Thus. most content and 
programming reflect a modern- sector bias 
Fadaka (19831 claims that the macs media also helps to widen the gap between Itch and pxxn hs drawing attention 
to the conspicuous constunlwon of many Third World elites, in an attempt to enhance their status hits helps 
reinforce the desire for a lifestyle out of reach of the vast rntaloril. of the population As the gap between 
expectations and the reality of most of the people widens. more people find no legal w ass of satisfying their eksnc. 
and thus either become disillusioned and tiustrated or turn to come and con'uption h louever. it is 
conceivable io 
mention that these key components which collectives. define the discourse of development will he reexannmed in 
the application of the model of endogenous development that the thesis has introduced The billowing discussion 
w Ill trace the application of the above general theories h. propounding nine tangible and moulded examples 
e) Hasty Development in Harsh Situations 
The discussion on development indicates that the concept ,of deyeluptnent Is perceived vanonusly by dlflrrent people 
and agencies and is usually simplified by the interseners of a region If the atm of ckselopmenl prsp`ranunes is to 
address the roots of underdevelopment and the. are defined as 'a shill un the existing situation'. tor example. of 
disaster stricken arnmuuues such as reorganizing land ownership and employment, the intent-net s are mvanahh 
l.j'!+_l": 
not able to take any significant steps But, this may hnng opix+riunnies fur the indigenous aetot s to pia% then ink 
in formulating their objectives of the development prop-attunes The author \\uulJ like to slecit\ some nt these 
environments which may help finding some indicators of Je\ clopinent plans for Iran the case studf\ \hire hoe st 
situatioxns (disaste'-s and wars) occur from time to time and the interveners usually prepare ad -hot plans N% Inch are 
incapable of solving the actual problems pemtanently 
For example. there is a debate about using the opportunity for change aller disasters in red nstnktitn diseolu se 
Zargar (1988a. p. 272) says that he examined the validity of the assumption that strict a disaster a 'unique 
opportunity' to introduce change exists. In fact, this has been a basic factor go% ermine the eonduet of de%elopment 
programmes after disasters. Then in his conclusion of his thesis, he also claims that in reality such an 
opportunity is only perceived by parties other than the survivors and both theoretical anal sis and empineal findings 
proved that this assumption was false " But as he argues, the relationship between the pallies and sun i\ of s mole 
related to the kinds of development strategy than the existence of opportunity fin' it Shoo ing the udreatot soi 
development, the author would like to exaggerate the situation in which the men cners li ualh rely on the 
immediate action and seek short turm solution instead of long teen plans Fit e\:ultple, leeonstiuetion :riel \%.0 
is one of these occasions which is introduced in the tùllo\v ing te\t 
Development and Reconstruction after 11 ar 
Following the discussion about indigenous development, the :um of this section is to Illustrate the ptterltialit% of 
this kind of development in solving those problems \%filch need special tleatllletit I he lu ciatrue about disasters 
suggests that little can be done to mitigate the loss of hlun:ut life and pooped\ in disasters cspeeiall\ in a P, 31 
situation. In war time, evacuation. shelter cunstniction, keeping a distance from more yulnetable targets such as 
barracks, factories, and dispersal y% ere Identified as major approaches lheretùre. one step is to sketch out the 
implication of the 'survivor strategy' about settlement reconstruction. in harsh situation after disaster It has been 
p><nntcd out, by the literature about rcconstniction. that there must be the nia\ununi use of local mater gals. and the 
Involvement of the people On the other hand. there must be the muiiniu n Inteytthéllee i%ith the pie- disaster nouns 
and standards, coupled with as little delay as possible in earning i out a speedy rehabilitation 
It is also argued that a new and, therefore. 'strange' environment can become an additional sties. lactoi . retarding 
their mental recovery So, the study of the psychological recovenv of disaster %letims sup1sttted the Idea of 
rebuilding the 'familiar' pre -disaster environment Another motor finding. %%bleb has been iclerted to is that the 
active participation of disaster victims in all stages of rehabilitation can be a posit factor in theft psychological 
recovery (Zargar et al , i9)88c) The same scarce indicates that an 'unfamiliar settlement could only become antthei 
burden di.snrpting the social and economic life of the disaster -stricken community It ohse-t'i ed that particular h ul 
the reconstructed villages of Khu,cstan ", the traditional Itli often eontmltes in the modern settlements, in the %1e7% 
of their inhabitants. was in those cases where the design of the buildings. site layout and wr on "etc decakd h\ the 
villagers themselves or were similar to the traditional Barons In the page 72K of his thesis /algal o 1988a i %%rites 
"The best results were to he obtained when the inhabitants e\presscd their ideas and needs and more imptntant 
decide upon and became directly involved in implementing the reconstruction pr,lects ' This is another olden, e 
supporting the author's concern about people's participation In decision making process %%filch can be the of the 
thesis's recommendations in development in general and %%ill be es:unmed in Chapter Four 
Davis (1978, p 63) also haves his arpinuent on some assumptions that include first. rtxtmstnrctun time. especially 
of lxxor families houses using indigenous materials. is much faster than the time required to etnstnkt a ions,- in 
a developed country nt  I k says " in a poor counts house building is yen rapid. and can be thought of in terns of 
days. whilst in the'develooped' world it Is a matter of nit mth 
- Second bases of his argument is 
' Another myth that 
colours our thinking is to imagine housing as a static, complete entit,. when in actual fact it it always 
e%olutionan." lu is is also the author's emphasis which will be esamincd In l haptet 1 \s o i ksign pr it 1 t i 
and Chapter Four The Model (-113i J 
Concluding the d iscussi n about development in harsh situation the author Nould like to refer to another evidence 
cited by Abedim Rad (1983, p 621 11e reports from the 1)'uhe Region earthquake in Iran about a ne\% appruaeh 
An Iranian Province located in the south Nest of the country \%hielt iDeca! mans destriktitnri and damages 
in Iran and Iraq war (1979-198- ) 
tan 
he tried for construction of earthquake of resistant houses. based on training the local inhabitants and miros mt; 
traditional methods of c&i n. nicuo n I lost ever. he also) points to the tact of the unaffected e mmu sties' panacapanon 
and the significant role they played in the relief penod 
f) An Idealized Design for a Participative Democracy 
There is a citation from Ackoti et al ä9R-11 which suggests that a panicipatl \e deii oeracs would hase a 
goverrunent ssith no top or bottom, no unidirectional floss of authonts from higher to losses Its gos eminent should 
he characterized by two directional flows hack and forth, similar to the thesis's proposal fir the morel of 
endogenous development theory. Therefore. it has been employed to emphaswe on responsibility rather than 
authority and service rather than command. Therefore. such an org:uu /aeon is pit-sente as hat mg lam .ai 
rather than vertical relationships. 
In a participative democracy, suggested by the same source. the governed would he self-goyenung to tir ruent the\ 
wanted, and they would have direct control over any other goverment the created T1ie \ould be the ultimate 
source of the power and the resources available for collectase use The basic unit of gos eminent should he small 
enough to be governed by all its adult member - a committee of the whole, an assemb that ',cache. &citions 
by consensus. According to the proposal, the basic outs should contain no mole than about too adults, lot 
example. a city block or a small village 
Each basic unit would elect a leader tronc among its members The leaders of about ten contiguous basic onus 
would Bonn the next unit of government These once- renos ed units should be accowitahle and lesl,o,nsible to then 
constituent basic units Leaders of the once - remove units would in turn torn ti. ice-iemtl% ed units, which would 
he accountable and responsible to their constituent units This process should continue until a national out is 
tinned. The leader ()fevers- unit would he elected by the members of that unit 1 figes e A 
Basic Units ti 
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Figure A 1 i Vertical and lateral relationships between the units ut a participative 
oigam /ano n 
(derived from Ackolïet al . 19x11 
Source The author 
ihte leader of ewtxy denyatt' e unit \ould be expected to participate in meetings of its 
constituent unit llnerelo,re. 
all leaders of derivative units except the national leader would participate 
in then reTectI%e corslitnernt units and 
the larger unit of stanch these is a cor.tituent lien all unit leaders. but those of the basic and once- 
rernoyed units 
lil 
and the two msbt re11kwed. would interact directly with (cadets of five different touts two mote Imo%e d. two less 
removed, and their own Such interaction would facilitate their task. of (verieall% cooiJnnatitng and thknnnaltalh 
integrating the actions of ditlèrent units which is the'igruticant point. as the thesis is concerned ecrned. that can help 
justifying the ways by Much a lateral organvation needed tùr an endogenous de%eIopme nt plop arum: Is p.,sibli 
and the methodologies by which one can interpret the existing indigenous organisations 
If basic units contain about 1(X0 adults, and once -removed units are i rme d by biingung about ten basic units 
together. and so on, the number of people represented by each unit of the resulting socet% would be somewhat as 
is shown in Figure A1.1. Theme numbers are not fixed. Several considerations would affect the actual number and 
size of units. For example, if states or cities are retained as political units. ditlerelu ones would lime dliletc -ni 
numbers of units. If; tòr example, fifty states were retained in the design. the leaders of these state could constitute 
a national assembly, congress, or parliament. One or two members of each state wilt could also setle in a second 
house of congress. Many other variations are possible 
Basic units could do whatever they wanted provides that their actions had no effect on any other basic unit An% 
actions that could affect other basic wins would require the approval of the units affected or, it then did not appro%e. 
of the closest unit of government responsible to all the basic units affected ()ern an%e units would be able to do 
anything they are empowered to do by their co sinuent ututs as long as their actions did not ailed wilts outside then 
jurisdictions or other units at sanie level All power would Clow from the basic wilts. all responsibility would flow 
to then( No one would be compelled to participate In the governance of her,/his basic unit Participation would be 
voluntary, but anyone who did not participate would, ne%ettheless. he bound b% the colleen%e decisions made 
All money accumulated by any level of govenunent in excess of Its budgeted operating costs would he allocated 
on a per capita basis to the basic units to which it is responsible unless the basic units decide otherwise Budgets 
of all derivative units would reqwre approval by their ie stnnk7xc units t 'nits could pool that resouu ccs to provide 
or obtain jointly desired services or facilities, such as trash collection, road maintenance. of pollee aid file 
protection. No unit of government would he able to charge taxes on less -removed units o1 indi% ¡duals w allow then 
approval. Any unit could derive income from the provision of services if the conditions set Guth 
The national government in this participatis a demure-Ad would has r only those powers gis en to it b less 
remos ed units of goo ernment. It would he likel to reeds e such powers ss hen ei r in rnu s of a rte Applied 
or where there was a need for cent rallied coordination and cont nil for is ample, in defense, immigration, 
and as iction control. Wholes er could be better done at a unit closer to the people would br. 
Ackofl'et al. (1984) claim that this design of participative denucracv should not be csnttus I with 'Oct kind . , t 
democracy. They say, the federal governments usually delegate power to wets subordinate to It In this regard. 
Miller et al. (1983, p 154) state that shift of pr,pranmles to states is the transti-t of p%etklox,ssc7 and without 
resources not much can he achieved To empower people, thew claim. "should not be maml% a polio of less 
resources but one of more choices wl the ways that resources can be used ' Ackoff et al t 19144 i accept that this idea 
is cerrect, hut it mores the main point. They pinpoint the tact that even it resources ate mssvrsl down it) loss et -level 
units of government along with authonty and reponsibilrty. these Imps depend on a Ies el of gowcriunim! 'further 
removed from the governed The allocation of resources troni the top -down is what made cortuptnnt in man% 
democratic systems They also mention that government officials, who are responsible to other furthei lemoscd 
from the govcrneil than they arc, are much more tempted to engage in corruption than those trs,i,nsihle to peo irk 
who are closer to the governed The basic unit in a participative deincrad of this kind can also he expxctesl to 
monitor closely the use of the resources that they ultimately control Derivative units cats also he eveceed to 
monitor closely the use of the resources that tech have allocated to morc-rcmoved units 
The same sounx suggests that the parücipatise dcriknracv devonbed here would dcmom,polirc and debtreauer at we 
govern mom It can also he approximated in slime neighbsrhoioxd associations. cis,pctaloes. professional w,cetics. 
and trade associations In trade` asses iations. for example. corporate members are the source of funds. and 
each 
is normally represented on the governing board l'be association has no pi,sser over his mcnlbcîs, rt Is their servant. 
' Trade is attributed to Supply -demand relationship and resource is attributed to Production¡ l'rxxei, two 
paradigms related to the model of endogenous de%elopmcnt theory. (see Chapter hire Sectism 4 H) 
doing only what is asked to do. In brief, it serves the common Interests of the member. t%uhoalt reducing th n 
autonomy. Members are free to leave the association for another whenever thei so desire lltere t. also an 
increasing number of examples in which small communities with participative govenutxatts provide thcansehes 
with better services at a lower cost than big governments provide 
Towards an Idealized Participation 
The public has been activated in the names of many causes that captured its imagination and channelled its (otter 
latent and unconscious) dessire. But, can the idea of a participation by itself mohlluic people to participate in a 
social movement directed at its realization? Richard Louv (1984, pp 130-133) points out some successful social 
development: 
"In a single decade, a whole new level of democratic self-rule has arisen Tens of thousands of private 
minigovernments, called community associations, are controlling common- interest communities For the 
first time, local govel ment faces a private government competitor in the delivery of public sas ce The 
range of goods and services bought by these associations is impressive Fana- electronic surveillance 
systems, telephone -answering services, private police, central utilities, and homeowners' ils t anee are 
all purchased with the leverage of group buying power. As a result, the cost of such avcr age Is often 
reduced by as much as 61.) percent. Some conuuutllty_ associations ara even buying group vacations and 
communal computers." (See Section 2.B about design process and the ride of the consumers in it 
The public appears to be ripe for mobilization. It has been viewing with increasing alarm the rapidly rising cast 
and power of government, the loss by individuals of s elf -determination and salt= sullicicncv, and the abuse of 
consumers by public and private providers of goxxds and services (Ackoll'et al . 19841 l he author would like to 
argue that there is also a growing sense of powerlessness among people who depend on go w eminent tin essential 
services and the condition of their environment They find government service agencies umeslatisise and Men n 
abusive. The governed resent being treated like undeserving subjects or supplicants It is not that the warm mote 
care and atte ntuin from government - they want to be less dependent on it They %s ant to control mote of then dß\sui 
lives. 
The growing consumerist movemennt in many More Development Countries. might he redirected to tines on 
services rather than goods. The average consumer is spending noue on services than on goods, but conrurnet's 
supports continue to focus on products. To the extent that the issues such as 'expensive guvenultant'. 'expansi%c 
government', and 'abuse of service e nsunterss' can be brought into sharp unit.., public presstue can be bunt against 
hierarchically structured, bureaucratic, monopolistic government and tin people's participant (lhldd 1 Iltcte are 
also some suggestions for effectiveness of governmental efforts As a result. several ptipi vials livee been made fia 
revitalization of the society and its economy some of which have been suggested h Ackotl et al (1 984 
1) dialogue: 
2) change of policy: 
3) socioeconomic reform: and 
4) a radical transformation of society 
Regarding the last part of these proposals, some people such as l lendc-rson (1978) argue via radical social change 
She advocates pushing goverimnent down to small primary communities and replacing economic growth with 
improvctd quality of life as a social objective She argues that only through networks of small. welt governing milt: 
the economic problems can be solved without degrading the environment She also proposes several inventions 
for the central government, including rewonucas conservation programmes. policies to foster the comvcrsim to loss - 
capital -investment and labour -intensive industries. and strong antitnlsi measures itut. the author would like to 
stress that she does not deal with the apparent contradiction between stronger central:red comtro l and dk-centralved 
cxruntuull self-government. Nor does she bring her Mani ; ,,),, «al: t ,d rthr; not , .: , nt tcolt ign 
of society lltcTefixe, the tlit-siss cMncdaml is that radical social change should be both strut tur.l And functional 
and it must have theeffect of returning go%ernmetlt to the peopk. But. there is .tlsot . need (nr ñntws ing that 
such changes have little chance of being brought about unless . coomprehensis e redesign of society is 
presented. Even with such a design that task is formidable; ssithoout it the t.sl, is impossible. 
g) Consumer -led Design 
Is it morally acceptable to maintain a system in which. as Page (1990, p 59) put. lt. 'ad\ernsi ng and. more 
importantly perhaps, the desire to mais- manipulate people torr financial gain has become i rtecth accepnable. and 
in many ways downright de.svahle "The thesis would argue that consumer -lend design not rink manipulates people 
and makes them dissatisfied. hut encourages them to be excessively matenalistic as well lite becomes a matter 
of what people consume, and more public and selfless values are diminished in importance So. It is corees\ able 
to find out that the needs of individuals and social groups who hate little power in the nl.uketplace are sunpl\ 
ignored. 
Concluding the attempt to identify the tenu consumer -led design, It is worth sa\ t íg that its effect on people is a 
matter of controversy. Since mass production began In lite nineteenth century in the West, design Inr :Mist. hats 
warned of the dangers of materialism and selfishness Against a background of this situation. t\ hush is still one of 
the real problems, the cultural critic Hoggart (1957, p 340) attacked the Amencan mass Mendia and said ' 
progress is conceived as a seeking of matenal possessions and freedom as the ground for endless irresponsible 
pleasure." 
In this regard. the author would like to appreciate V17utcle\'s I orrr siu4testIon which indicates that Mal 1t1g 
svgtnentation is not synonymous with social pluralism People has e power in the marketplace ink if the ha%e 
sufficient money; many groups in society hase a minimal income and su are excluded from the 
marketplace. lherelitre, consumer -lai design does not - and cannot - deal tc all the needs of these people because 
there is no profit in them In indigenous societies, there exists a han11onious, social') plural and tolerant soclelt 
whose structures are effectively catering fier the sick. the hopeless. the wwtuplo\exd and the other disad\:imaged 
In the same line of thought, a number of feminists also argue that marketing -had design is Inadequate tir nntun\ 
women. It seems to work best for the affluent, white, male - and Probable childless - cuddle classes 
Want Products versus Need Products 
Bringing an example from Britain to explain the designers' attitudes in the cornsunenst societ\ 
Whiteley (1993) mentions that design as lifestyle is demonsuated by the alit al of the st\leeonscnau l labitai 
stores, the first was opened in 1%4, during the era in which Britain e\oolyed horn being a tonti111ct' to a 
'c mnstuiie ist'soclely lcrence Couian 1 19i 7, P 27) recalls that Mere was a stlangc moment aio4uld the nndldl. 
when people stopped needing and need changed to want I )csigner% became more unpsrtani in Ptorducung 'a ant' 
products rather than 'need' products. because you have to create desire 
Campbell (1987. p. Colt) identifies 'longing' as the characteristic cultural condition ofconunlel .+riION I tinging Is 
manifested in daydreaming, advertising, marketing. the design of products peuple buy and the places polite forth 
purchase acid consume them. the same source underlines the importance of understanding the difference between 
concepts of-need and satisfaction' on the one hand, and those of 'desire and pleasure' - which ¡me rise to longing 
on the other It writes: "The former relate to a state of being and its disturbance, followed by action to resit ne the 
original equilibrium." Needs is. therefore. essentially a state of depm atton the need br brood arises born Imago 
The same source writes: 
"By contrast, pleasure is not a state of being so much as a quality of e\p erlencc Noi prtypo I\ Itself n tvpx' 
of sensation. pleasure is a tenti used to identify our favourable reaction to certain patterns rot sensations 
Desire is the tern used to retie to a motivational disposition to experience such patterns " 
For Campbell. a fundamental ditl'cvence between 'need and satisfaction' and 'desire and pleasure' 1. that needs relate 
to a state of being, while pleasure relates to a quality of experience and. "although interrelated these cannot 
doe directly equated' Campbell's thesis is that the sluff from a concern with needs to one which focuses on pleasure 
is the effect of not only affluence and abundance, hut also of the Romantic emphasis on the nature of individual 
everienei and sensations, and of industnalt/ation (Whiteley, 1993) The spirit of the mosdérn consumer is, posits 
to Because of the Importance of the matter 'need in the model of endogenous development. it has been also 
discussed in Chapter Four Section 4 13 i The Model). precisely 
11 Ilic same scouuce, page r, l 
m'Iri 
Campbell (1987, p .'ì. an apparently endless pursuit of wants. the most ehouactcnstic fealue of nichets 
consumption being this instability Trie modern consumer has to realire that her his pants %sill tie%er te satisfied 
"because of the apparently endless process of replacement which ensures that when axle suant is tultilled..a-%eral 
more usually pop up to take its place "'= This is different to an addiction %%hich has a shag l% defined .Ingle locus 
such as the physical addiction to alcohol or drugs 13\" contrast. Campbell t 1987. p ) sal that the modem 
consumer: 
".. is characterized by an instability which anses out of a basic inexhaustibility of w ants the mselt es. 
which forever arise, phocmx -like, from the ashes of their predecessors I !ence, no semi is one satisfied 
than another is waiting in line clamouring to he satisfied. when this one is attended to. a thud appeat s. 
then subsequently a fourth, and so on, apparently uu ithout end The process is ceaseless and unbroken. 
rarely can an inhabitant of modern society, no matter hour pmileged of uuealtht. decLue that there I. 
nothing that they want." 
As soon as a want is fulfilled, it seems to die or become obsolete Campbell (1987. p So goes to say that 'the 
desiring mode constitutes a state of enjoyable discomlitn, and that wanting rather than has ing is the main focus oil 
pleasure- seeking." He has described accurately and well the consumer's tiequent mood of longing to to dau s 
consumerist society. 
Local Traditions and Global Conditions 
Following the discussion about need and satisfaction from une side and desire and pleasure Iton the other side. the 
real needs, Leyitt's (1960, p. 45) suggested, were at point-of-sale. rcpau and inaumenatne I lis thesis suas to place 
the consumer centrally in the company's thinking This might involve the compatit coxnpletelt redefining teals it 
thought of itself Levitt (1986, p 25) awaits the collapse of the multinational corpration that "knows a lot about 
a great many countries, and congenially adapts itself to their supposed diliefences" to he replaced b% a "global 
corporation" that "knows one great thing about all countries, and lures them to its custom by capttalirmg on the one 
great thing they all have in conunon " Local traditions and customs are t eplace d ht a global condition in which. for 
example. pizzas. Chinese treed, Coca Cola, etc , become a language as um%etsal 
Some commentators see in glohalitation, a threat of anon%mows st4ndardi/ation; like an International hotel 
chain, the Rbhali-be(l pnaduct ssfluid dens national t ariets and cultural difference. i Hite: algue that the basis 
product may be global but that the pitsiocei is ill hate to i.i1.i . :. ui,l regional taste cultures, If It 
is going to satist\ as geographical market For instance. Whiteley t 991i argues that Philips acid Iitaun became the 
leading suppliers of electric shavers in Japan only alter reducing their suie to tit smaller Asian hands Mntkettng. 
he says. may have to vary considerably from country to comma. depending on cultural habits and expectations 11w 
relation between marketing and cultural expectation can be defined he exploring the relation between suppl 
demand and production process. two paradigms of endogenous .._in clod anent m alel %% hid) will ie examined m 
Chapter Four. 
Whatever the product. it is certain that marketing will play a crucial role in the consumer -led design products. and 
that marketing will help to position a product in a cultural or market place it has become standard practice 
differentiate consumers by lifestyle rather than socio-economic factors The sanie so rce suggests that p t'plc o. an 
all be fitted into one of four man lifestyle categones 
I 'traditionalists' or 'mainstreamcrs' (those who seek the predictable and reliable) 
'Achievers'. (those t +ith health and the desire to surround themsches with ohiects which reflect then 
status) 
'Aspirers', (t xt- uunxxs who are highly status conscious and who seek the latest fashionable products) aux! 
4 'reformers' (consumers with a conscience who bin recycled paper products 
In this suggestioxn, the categories are not discrete and a consumer mat inhabit one lifestyle in some purchases. and 
another one because of envuoruriental or health factors for instance. 'I/one-friendly. products are not being hinight 
by 'mainstreamers as well as 'reformers' Nevertheless. the categories are useful enough to tonm a broad Titcwtyld 
t' Campbell, Colin, 1987, The Romantic trhac and the Spirit o/Modern ( ,n1'men om ( 1x1,4,1. r v; 
reir 
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approach to marketing A target grtxip within the catcgor\ that has to be identified b\ the producer Ile eythaes titan 
a market-research company who ideIltifled 'a% ant guardians'. 'pulntlficaGN.' 'ctlarnelells .etladrttlR't.' .rlf 
exploiters': 'token tners' .'slerpwalkers'. 'pasl\ e erlduuers'. 'Lady Righteous'. 'hopeful sticket.' loch ladies' new 
unromanttcs''. 'lack-3-dais\', 'blinkered'. and 'downtrodden' as useful sthr(ups of those calegortcs 
The Modernist Design Versus Green Design 
Concluding the arguments about the Me of design in society, it is \\ ono hile to ha\ e a brief look at the debate that 
exists between Modernist Deign and Green Representing Modernists attitude, Amu Albers'' (1 `t241 wrote 
"We all have the same telephone without longing tir an individual design We wear similar clothes and arc satisfied 
with a small degree of difference within this restriction She wrote in the same statement " I he good 04.et can 
offer only one unambiguous solution the type " 
Albers's sentiments help to define the opposite to a design which is conswuer -or market -led Ikscnblrlg the notions 
of choice and variety in the design and styling of products, Almelo: (1993. p S) states, \tete consideted 
unnecessary, outdated and socially divisive by those committed to the Modernist vision of technological 
progressivism. He says' 
"Choice and variety were wutesx'.-san' because Mo denusts w ould be meriting the t\lu -limn - the pored 
or, at least, optuntun solution to a functional problem tie even product, the\ were outdated because 
u necessary diversity and profusion were characteristics of the Victorian Age of pompous indi\ iduallsn 
with its 'romantic gloss and asteful frivolity'" T'hev were also outdated because the new Tart of 
progressivism called for egalitarian collectivism. and each product would thus he a\ ridable to all There 
was no longer any need for choice and variety in product design because science, tcchnolog\ and the 
d'narincs of the 20th centun condition \\fold provide people with choice and \ artet\ in then daily h\ es 
Walter Gropius (1926), the director of the Bauhaus rallied designers fir the creation of type-forms for all pi ac ttcal 
untmalities of everyday use ".' Thus. the search ti,r the type -torn became. un the %% tads of one Mklenust wntet 
Richards (1935. p. 137), "the par:inownt task ofttic modem desIg7ner" A type -tier would remain unchanged tulles. 
or until new rnatenals or new processes of nlwltilactiilc could tinpiuve it Albers helloed that the design of 
telephones had, in the mid- I920)s, waved at then type-form had become standwdived simple. ma.. .produced and 
- in keeping with the new age - impersonal (Whiteley. 1993) 
Marcel Breuer (1927) expanded on the idea of impersonality in design In language that was as precise and 
uncatdltional as the objects he designed. 13reuer called fur "clear and logical forms. basil on t ntwnal pumovies- " 
The logic' of the tìnnu would he determined from the ohpect's primary function and et gum arm requirements I he 
primary function of a teapot. ti\r example. is to hold tea satisfactorily. and its ergonomic considerations include n 
spout which pours rather than gushes or dribbles. and a handle which is coomtirtable t,f held 'Rational principles' 
would include such supposedly timeless dicta as economy of mean% truth t'1 m.ftcri.flt integrite urfart' 
and 'a resolute affirmation of the living environment of machine% and %chitic% ittcuci l'f.:hi dcsvihed 
She was at the time of writing a student at tine Bauhaus and she went un i. !'ecomie a wea%et of international 
repute, extolling the Modernist virtues of the Bauhaus through her tooks oit weaving het teaching ul I -urolx 
and the USA, her textile and fabric designs (Whiteley. 1993 ) 
l' Walter Gropius. 1926, "Pnnciples of Bauhaus Pnduetion" ln Illnch Conrads. cd. I'mgmmme.e and 
.tlanifestos on Twentieth ("enture Architecture it t ri'. London. I97O, p 95 
is Cotvads, Ulrich, Ed.. 1970, Programmer and .11anrfestos on Twentieth ( entun .1rr lute( tuer. ¡Artx3rn. p 
96. 
16 Tim and Benton with Sharp. eds. 1980. firm and I unction. London. p 226 
I' C(roplus. in Conrads Conrads. (Anch. E4 . 1970. Programme( acrd .11anifestnl ern I w(elated; ('ennui 
Architecture, London. p. 95 
Modernist Design as ":stylelesS', for t is expectexí not to express any particular styling beyond its purpose and the 
construction necessary therefore."' 
For Breuer and other Modernists, it was not just each object that should appear impersonal. standardwcd and 
sty'leless, but the total environment in which they were contained, even rt it was a house or an apartment 1-or 
example, the same source writes: The new living space should not be a self-portrait of the architect. nor should 
it immediately convey the individual personality of its occupant " The idea that a living space ought not to reflect 
or express the personality, taste or aspirations of its occupant is. by today's consumerist norms and a \p ectaluuls. 
a denial of the very function of design. 
illustrating the rigidity of the Modernist's rationality, Whiteley (1993, p 1 U) claims "Modernist approach to design 
in the 1920s and 1930s reveals the total absence of consideration for the consumer about the consumer's tastes or 
desires " Many commentators convey the fact that Modernist designers rejected any notion of desig7n being dictated 
by 'the market' as a debasement of standards. According to their beliefs. the consumers had a responsibdin to 
improve their tastes and to live up to the progressive, unsentimental and rational design solutions and t\pe -Bonns 
that resulted from the 'systematic practical and theoretical research in the normal, technical and economic' aspect 
of an object: these aspects were themselves underpinned by what Breuer (1')2S. p 95) said "the resolute 
consideration of modem production methods, constructions, and materials " 
Bringing more evidence to illustrate the logic of Modernist Design, the author would like to quote from Sheldon 
et al., (1936, p. 54) who suggested'progessive was c' or 'creative waste' in defending American economic system 
They employed not only economic but also cultural defence for this system, which is well -known in using the 
Modernist's aspects, and said "... In America today we believe that our progress and our chances of better hying 
are in positive earning rather in negative saving " Therefore, more production in affluence will cover the expenses 
of the wastes which are in the progress as the system itself is 
With this line of thinking, the major problem for manufacturers and designers of today seems to be essentially no 
different from that described by .1 Gordon Lippincott (1947, pp 12 -13) The Inajot problem, he wrote, was of 
continually "stimulating the urge to buy" now that the market was becoming saturated Ile said that the new 
situation was arts ng because of "enter ung a px:riol of accepting an economy of abundance rather limn an ecomo tin 
of scarcity ".1 -le justified high consumption in a way which became standard in a market mom and said 'An\ 
method that can motivate the flow of merchandise to new buyers will create jobs and work for industry . and hence 
national pro peaity .... Our custom of trading in our automobiles e\ en year of haying a ricw rcli Igo in' . ' actium 
cleaner or electric iron every three or four years is economically sound 
The logic of Modernist Design, therefore, was'standardization. simplicity and impersonality': a minimalist 
aesthetic of 'less is more'. Yet, the author accepts this idea that Modernist and (item Design. which is ultiosIxel 
in the following Section (h). are essentially at odds it is also said that Modernist designers sought simple and 
standardized products not only because of their belief that such firms in themselves signified reason oyet emotion. 
order over chaos, and even the triumph of man's will over nature in their tmamhigtiou s commitment it er to 
industrialism, Modernists wanted their designs to express the Machine Age (see also the Machine Age in this 
Appendix) through a 'machine aesthetic' that was underpinned by an ideology of scientific rationalism ( Meal 
I)cyigners rejcxt industrialism and the old 'Mari -centred scientific rationalism as a cause of the ec4 /logical imbalarxc 
that has resulted than an attitude of 'conquering' nature and e\ploiting resources Whitely-% 1 I'r'91, p 'xi) pinpoints 
to this fact and says. Not only do Greens replace 'Man' by 'human'. but they seek to rebuild the whole idealist 
pyramid that presented homo sapiens' as the apex of an increasingly progressive and cultivated civiltrandm ' i e 
believes that 'homo sapiens' can no longer be set apart from nature, but must be wen as an integral part of an 
ecological system. 
One line of Green Design is said to be craft-malted, and its proponents champion aesthetic, -mortal principles that 
is 
5O Years Bauhaus. exhibition catalogue Rosal Academ\ of Arts. l.onndom, 1 %t't p 109 
19 The role of the waste in production process has been discussed in Introduction of the thesis and ( hailer 
Four. The Model (4 13) 
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derive from the design reformers of the nineteenth century Pug). Ruskin. Owen Jones and Wtlitam Moans 
(Whiteley, 1993). These modern designers uphold aesthetico -moral principles such as t r u t h r rn A t r r A I+ and 
try to bring out the unique quality of that material. they also subscribe to guiding prmcipies such as i'ugm's 
"decorate ci*i ructicon but never construct decoration' Ruskin believed that all art and design should he based on 
the study of nature which, for him. was nothing less than God's handiwork Many Greens share an celebratory 
attitude to nature, and this often finds its way into design 
To show the differences between the two attitudes, Cavanagh (1988. p 2(o) compares new shopping centres with 
"older town centres [which] offer communities amenities such as clinics, dentists. libraries. etc .which do not earth 
focus on consuming." He also claims that they offer more opportunities for informal social meetings and are usual) 
more accesgble by public transport or cor foot from residential districts than the new shopping developments which 
tend to favour the more affluent car -owning shoppers 
h) Green Design 
Environmental issues are no longer the speciality of the scientific experts m the recent decades, thin tun e come 
to the forefront in a great many everyday considerations, from the contents of packs of detergent to thie type of 
energy needed to power consumer goods. Public alarm about ecological threats such as greenhouse gases and the 
destruction of rain orests has alerted manufacturers to an increasing demand for 'eKnvirorme-nttriendln g,s d I his 
new level of public awareness has caught many designers by surprise error he! e. then are being asked bn 
manufacturers to make ecological enàderations an integral part of the whole design process (Whitelc . 19931 Rut. 
what exactly are the issues, and is it possible for designers to produce 'green' products' 
Green Design as an idea sets out to fulfill this need It defines the issues clearh, and addresses the probltins 
designers may encounter in architecture and interior design, product design. packaging. pnnt and graphics, and 
textiles. An environmental approach in the whole design -to- production cycle means that decisions must be made 
about choie of materials: minimisation of resources, type of energy source. industrial treatinenis the length of hic 
for products and how to dispose of than when they are no longer of use Through the Bellowing passages, an attempt 
has been made to explain how enormous improveanexnts can be made m the use of materials without sacrificing g000rl 
aesthetics or excellent functioning. in the next pan of the thesis. the author wiU discuss about the main objective 
of'developmcnl programmes through which design will he more concerned w tilt society's ultimate desire and needs 
and will maintain its cultural transtirmation as an end 
Green Design questions are guided by the far more crucial matter of the planet's tesxuces and etiological nnell 
being. Just as questions of 'function' or 'style' are pan of even design problem. 'Green' fitters are and shotuld be 
an integral part. Nevertheless, this is still in the area of instrumental principle and there is still a need 
considering the role of symbolic principle in the deesip prouesses It Is also characteristic of Green matter% t11Á1 
any particular aspect relates to a greater and interconnected whole. The micro it directh rrlAto of to. rho 
macro, whether about resources, pollution or human condition.. For etcampk, Green polite. hA% V h000 n 
us that design is not a simple matter of personal choke and preference, but a complet; i++ue with 
interlocking human, political and environmental dimension. Against this complcvn marketing ¿cd design 
looks increasingly shallow and irresponsible ( find 
1?tc sane source de amibes the anngamc of the first etiological trio. anent li,llo,w mg tex political tiniest and yr dal 
upheavals of the late 1960s across Europe and the I Irmo' States. as if it %%a. ui par 
.., 
too the values of 
ecological proogrt-ssiv ign that were prevalent in the 1961)5 tin which bigger or farter ++ A. A h+ A. % better) and ut 
part a rejection of the consumerist attitudes that promoted a 'you are what ytxi agtslime mentality 7fie literature 
about design signifies Cars%xis (1965) bxxik,Ó as a significant factor which converted many people to the ecological 
cause. He exposed the persistent and continuous poisoning of the whole human ens-minim/it 1w pesticides. 
timgicides and herbicides and warned of their effect on the planet's ecology With the circulation of hooks such as 
Silent Spring. the previously ovcrloxokeh side- eficets of uxtustnalwatum and ads arced lcehnol,Igs stared to become  
matters of concern for the West (ihid ) 
The design profession came in fior public criticism loo Town planner and architects were held responsible tin 
:o Carson. Rachel, 1965, Silent Spnng. lAondon 
creating the high dawn-. high -nse eon rete jungles that fuelled una -cm tensions and social unhappiness i ix n w 
agenda tittered Into the profession's debates the International Council of Inc socien of Industrial I)esi lets 
(ICSID) selected 'Design. Seciet and the Future as the e nscroouvhes. -ramg theme of then sixth annual 
infirme, held in [;exam in the simmer of 1%9 Manners and designer. were ;geai to slug then \hewpm :it horn 
quantification to the qualm of life in the 'post- Industrial' schen t lhid) According to i lasan (ibckhan' . duet toi 
of planning at Santa Monica. The problem is to redirect our energies and all the technology which is at our scr% ice 
toward renewed human ends - ends which are not tmvui, as was survival amid sì at eil\ .hut are now in need of being 
inventai." A similar point was made in an editonal n Design==, which was tin le\\ mg the conference pro..- ethng 
"If we are to avoid mistakes similar to those of the fus In h>stnal revolution. then w c ha\ e ro make sue that ino.hein 
technology is geared to take us where we \'t ant to go, and not just where the next step happens to place us - 
Following the publicity surrounding the limed Nations Conference of the Human E n\ trorunent held at Stockholm 
in June 1972, public concern reached a peak A 152-member communes: of scienufie experts and social 
commentators filin 58 countries seryid as consultants n preparing a report conumssionedl In the Seer et an -1 keyneral 
for the conference, and this was published worldwide as the seminal l )nly t )ne Earth. edited k !tat bar a Ward and 
Rene Duhos. Only One Earth outlined the current state of the planet and assessed the problems of high teeehnolog\ 
the price of pollution. the use and abuse of the land. and the balance of resources It e amuie. the particular 
problems of the Third World and suggested global strategies for sur t al 
Only One Earth was cnticized by some ecologists as not going tau enough. while omhers dismissed it as alamust 
The problem with any global strategies is that they inevitably threaten \ anous short -term national phonies and 
some politicians' vested Interests=' I loweya. the oil crisis of 1973 anphastzedí the relationship between mutual 
resources, politics and social systems. and the sharp, increase in petrol paces and tears of tauoning provided the 
general public in the West w ith a lioretastc of what the would exp -n ieruc if global oil supplies became c\ rich 
depleted. Yet in spite of this sobering experience. the media and the public's Interest in (irem issues began to wane 
In this regard, Whiteley (1993) asserts that the stimulus tior change was taken up In presswc groups and 
organizations such as 'Friends of the Earth' while some governments pretend to consider the at\ nonmental 
accountability by legislating on lead -free petrol. recycling and 'acid rain', etc 
As an introductory to a document. which was posted on -line k the Untied Nattons Department for polio 
Coordination and Sustainable Development (DI'CSD ) held in l'arts in 1 995, the major changes un the way of 
implementing the issues of economic growth. human development and enyuonin nail prote tr 'n \cote tc finessed 
The sanie source states that the (Intel Natairts C(Mntcrence cal the !Inman Ism uotunent. held at `toic.khoJm in I972. 
cavas the first manor discussion of enuuwneanal issues at the international lo el Hie agenda was immense. touching 
on virtually all aspects of natural resource use. but the focus was on the threat to the natural en\ iio im ont posed k 
economic growth and industnal pollution Developing Countries. tot whom these problems were .till !Rigel\ 
irrelevant, argued that pxoyerty postal a greater threat to booth human \\ cam e and the en \ nominion. and that eononlic 
growth in their case was not the problem but the solution Stockholm. thus. marked a polarization between the 
priorities of economic growth and environmental pnoteetrin which has dominated the debate between Rich and roui 
Countries. and between interest groups within countries, tin many Nears and is still not lulls resolved I(bid t 
The same report stated that during the 19151)s, a ne\w political and developmental pal adigm ono ged w hteb appealed 
to reconcile these conflicting objectives In 198'. the World Commission on I:mironment and I k\ clo pinent 
published its report our Common Future. better known as the itrundtland Report t he repro set out the c.'1kept 
21 Ozhekhan. 1-lasan. quoted In anon. 1969, " b echt ology Good Sen ant or 1-n ant Monster ' ". in Design. 
October 1969, p. 56. 
22 Editorial. 1969. "A Choice of Tomorrow'. in Design. May 1969. p 25 
`; The Global Summit' in Brazil In 10)92 highlighted a similar proohlon 
24 
Founded in the l iSA in 1469 bris David Brower \who dismissed 
the policies of the then hest -known 
environmental organization in the 1ISA club. as too Inward- looking and parochial 
mill 
of 'sustainable development'. an mtcgated approach to policy- and decision-making in which cmivuonmental 
protection and long -term ixonomuc gowth are scan not as incompatible but as cdvmplcnrcmnt undslxl nuuuall% 
dependent solvmg environmental problems requires resources which aril\ economic gld' \slh can Nos kle. while 
economic growth will falter if human health and natural resources are damaged h\ em ir+nunental degradation 
It was also reported in the same source that publication of the Brundtland Report set in motion a piers% \s hi h 
culminated in the United Nations Conference on Environment and I k. clopinent 1 i 'NCI i I) i. held at Rio de lanes+' 
in 1992. It was also mentioned that a comparison of the action plans produced k the \toc'kholm and Rio 
Conferences illustrates a mayor shutl in understanding of. and approach to. the problems of long -tenu human 
development. Where Stockholm adopted an issue- onented approach to pollution and non -renewable re., nu 
dr.pletion. Rio emphasized integrated strategies to promote human development through economic gronth 
based on sustainable management of the natural resource pax fie I'NCI- D action plan. Agenda :1 
reaffirmed the Brundtland Repo is central me&sage socioeconomic do clopment and em a onmental pt te tion ate 
intimately linked and effective policy- making must tackle them together \stitch is also one of the thesis's 
recommendations asserted in the Conclusion 
To review and appraise the implementation of Agenda 21, Razak Isrnail i199-1. the Malas Sian 1' N Genet al 
Assembly president, called the results of the Earth Stuiurimt 5 '. attended b\ dozens of presidents and in 1111e 
ministers, 'sobering' as environmentalists as well as Poor Nations espres..ed disappointment in the results Ile 
accusai the more than 170 participating nations of being at the tactic\ of special interests and lacking the -political 
will to tackle cntical issues" set out at the landmark 1992 cn%ironisent sununit in Rio de Janus Spct i all\ 
delegates made no firm commitments on grctimnli oue gas atm suits that cause climate changes or on providing min e 
aid to Developing Countries so they would not follow the p o1luung paths of \se :11111cí nation. 
The Politics of Green Design 
In the literature, at one extreme there is some treen ( )rgarwatlons opposed to virtually an eonstuuung and at the 
other the capitalist who believes that Green problems can be solved by market Voices This has been adopted h\ 
those governments to the West who are employing a pxolrcy of either taung 'dot\' product.. or subsidizing 'Incrtdl\ 
products indeed. Greens believe that viewing politics as a lag /right continuum is outmoded and nusleadung 
because left and right have much that is negative in common This is a plant made by Jonathon I'onitt t I9ft4. l+ 
44). previously director of Friends of the Earth and a leading spokesperson for the (;rem nto' men! 
Both arc dedicated to industrial grossth, to the expansion of the means of tirududuon, to 
materialist ethic as the best means of meeting people's needs, aril to unimpeded tr. Iinulugii al 
development. Both rely on increasing centralization and Liege stale bureau(ratit (ontr"' and 
coordination. From a siess1x)int of narrvns scientific rationalism, h,otti insist that the planet o there 
to he conquered. that big is self-es idcntly beautiful, and that ishat d annot he mrasuri- I i. of nu 
importance. Economics dominates; art, murals and socials aloes arc all relegancd to a drpendent 
status." [an emphasis has been gl \en here k the author to erriphairc III wí1ì; of í11t ptcattl \1l' 
characteristics which can be found in many governments and private agencies' attitudes J 
The sane source concludes that the similarities between the two dominant ideologies are of gleam wtnuticarce 
than their ditlerences The finxL'unimtal ideologies are l'drritt continues. united in an all- dmnhracing 'super.itksilogV 
for which he employs the term 'industrialism' TlereI're. the thesis's argument is that the irxhistrtalisvn is the 
greatest threat to our societies. if it is conditioned to increase the eplottatnm of both people and plant 
Most Governments and main political parties claim to he sympathetic to Green issues. but their '( irïenness is 
subservient to their prevalent ideologies witch. trom a (;rccmt point of view. ma\ he inconsistent. umttadhctiin. dot 
in fundamental conflict with their Green policies Saving that. Whiteley (1991 i suggests that even it a '( item 
mini. ' or Green-tinged Department of the Environment were set up. these might simply be tokenism Of even a 
Earth Summit +5 Special .ties.sion of the General Assembly to Re. ley. and Appraise the lmpkrnentatim 
of Agenda 21. 1997,1Irutai Nations. Ikpartntett for Policy Coxxtimation and sustainable ikveliipme tt. !tonie 
1.R1 http //wuyy un org/dpcsd, New York. 21 June 1997, in Watch i arch Mamans +m CNN and ('NN 
International 
marginalization of Greed issues It can be argued h\ the author, therefore that iticen policies mist tunkllan all 
governmental legislation if the issues are to be taken senoush 
Whilst a lite -cisis may indeed be the outcome of adopting a conunament to a ('teen way of h\ mg, it 1, also useful 
to consider some questions on Green De-sip 'Ten questions for the Green IX-signer' listed in a booklet prepared 
for the Design Council by John Elkington Associates to 1986. and suhsequcntl\ reprinted in Flkington's took ul 
1988 are listed below: 
is there a risk of disastrous failure' (Elkington cites the social and ens uotunental dlastel at Nhopal ul 
India where over 2,000 people were killed as a malt of a chemical leak at the l'm n Carbide faetol\ . and 
the Chernobyl nuclear disaster Environmental impact assessments. risk acSetis7nents and rigorous sates\ 
standards all help in avoiding such failures I 
could the product he cleaner? (The same source indicates that catalytic con' criers and lead -lieti petiot toi 
cars, and ozone -friendly aerosols are examples of ho\\ products can he made cleauiel in then 
performance.) 
Is it alcr g- eilicient? (It has been calculated that maul\ u \\ asted because of inefficient enei its usage Nad 
insulation in houses, and the utilitation of waste heat lions industrial pi oduction methods. tue hotu ,fleas 
that could be greatly unproved 1 
4. could it he quieter' (According to the sanie source, the problem associated \\ oh the ' uhteet i getting 
worse.) 
should it be more intelligent' (As the cost of computing ¡Iowa dei reases mote and more pitiduets can 
he designed with features which monitor and rod!\ their o\\it perlinlnance 
6 is it over- designed'' (The author argues that the (irceit Ikstgner should constamh challenge the Clteiir's 
assumptions by asking whether the product needs to be so heavy, so sump tu sit pot %chill 
7 how long \will it last'' (Many products are badly -designed in that they break down bcore their nlatetinlk 
decay.) 
what happens when ils usetiil life aids' (The model of endogenous de eht¡rmetlt einphaaies tri the tense 
or recycling which should become a central compttneni of a product's original design or an kinds oft 
design 1 
could it find an environmental rllarket' (Even sonie of the most dangerous materials can te n turd, wined 9 
and 
1 il will it appeal to the Green e nsumer" (Elkington argues that '(it>,td i)esigm' helps communicate ideas and 
Sell products the emergence of the 'Green Consumer Is slmph. a matter of toile 
Some Criteria for Green Design 
Usual definitions ofgmxl design include criteria such as successful perfttrmAnte, case of use, afet, .implk 1l 
of maintenance, appropriate materials, efficiency of manufacture, attracthe appearance and salue for 
motte, etc., and the im1yrlacc of each criterion xaries depending on what it i' applied 1t t 1 he lhcsls sill e\anitni 
the extension of these cntena in Chapter Four. \ \here s' mbolic principles are seen as the maid part tit the design 
process which makes it to be a part of the mires. of life This will also help considering the design protceas as a 
mean to he able to initiate social and cultural interactions ami de\ elopment prior to its product% being In the lutte 
of those who defined some Instninletntal principles of gods.ksigns Nluall i l991. p 161 has classified the 
haste 
principles of designing for Green markets. \\huh the envinmmentalls aware designer should aim to. as 
a) increase efllcienc \- in fisc of materials, energy and other resources 
h) nummve damage or pollution from chosen materials . 





ensure the planned leis: of the product tas the most appropriate ni ens uonmental tenlms and it txussav that 
the product functions etlicienth tir Its full dite. 
take full account of the eilects of the end disposal of the product 
ensure the packaging. Instructions and overall appearance of the product encotuage efficient and 
environment -friendly use. 
nunimize nuisances such as noise or smell. and 
anal\ se and minimiie potential safety huards 
Green Design, Need, and Consumerism 
To evaluate the Green Design, it would he useful to ask question about the ultimate cause of pnryxounding the 
solution. This leads directly to a question which must underlie all others 'Do 1 need this product of service' 
Therefore, any discussion of Green Design has to deal with the question of %octets's \attics. and tartina would 
effectively argue that the values of many societies of today are too materialistic, too competitl\ e and aggte ssis e 
It is not simple to distinguish the differences between 'needs' and 'wants' to a soviel\ that is accustoumeld to 
abundance and sophistication. The question about whether one needs the printculau product on set. ice is one that 
applies not only to Green issues s hut also to all the other Issues discussed in this thesis. w hethet the '.osciall\ useful 
product debate, 'responsible' design. or 'labor- saving' gadgets It has been also discussed that the Green lebel is 
one of simplicity in which 'less is more' the quality of life matters more than the material standard of ht ing Hut 
Greaismain argtuncnt about increase efficiency of maternal, energy and othet resotuces. and minimal damage ea 
pollution from chosen materials, tiollowexd h\ the sustainable issues, has hcen a hase t t uucnlational cioadmati ns 
In determining the development problems 
Energy Consumption and Energy Conservation 
Energy and rave matenals are ttuldamental to economic .Iì11\ its and human well-being As the sic of the w,'iId 
economy has grown (approximately tivetilld since the Second World Vt'at ). so rc.otuce consumption has 
accelerated at a rate unprecedented in human history During the 19(,0s, energy and steel use in the hndustnalucd 
Countries increased at rates that would have doubled total consumption hy 19147 and quadrupled it by 211(X) Pus 
pace and scale of growth gave rise to tears that such esplonlattot fates of non-te71e \s able teso urces could not he 
sustained During the 1970s. predictions abounded that the woe Id would Quails 'nut out' of fossil tuck and othet 
essential raw materials tDPCSD, 
The linuxdtland Report of 1987 pointed to the tcrisuais between utcreaseJed levels iitend gh and matestal use tequmxt 
lòr economic growth in Developing Cotultnes and the environmental (and hence financial and social) costs that 
could he expected from business -as -usual growth in the Ikveloped and ()e\rloping Weald It called lilt a man,: 
reorientation of policies towards efficient technologies and conservation etlons hut anticipated that even this 
solution would not prevent increased levels of global and regional environmental degradation the challenge toslai 
remains the same. to meet an enormous projected global demand for resiiurccs. especially ertergh. through the use 
of new products, technologies and consumption patterns Now. concerning these problems. it the answer to the 
question 'Do I need this product''' is yes. then a first thing to caxtifs is whether the product is energy-efficient 
However, it is also important to look at an issue in the questions of Green I ksign ',Presses of pr d cm in and then 
relationship to the people 
Nowadays, much attention has been focused on the raintirest role in regulating global weather patterns As th ei 
are destroyed, through or by abusing tierests for wexxd, rainfall cycles are disrupted and a %%aiming of the earth's 
atmosphere occurs - due to the Mold up of carbon duo tde - that has become known as the 'greenhouse effect' One 
way of solving this problem might be to use the ¡sower and three of commoner s In this regard. OA' (19%9 p 195 
suggests a combination of consumer and designer :nuiker's pressure as a was toau and 
"The consumer on htsíher own can do little. but thousands of consumers even sag choice have an 
n United Nations I)cpartnent for Polley Coordination and tiustamahle Development (DPCSD). 1997. The 
document has been posted for the C'ommusin um Sustainable Development I- nth session. 7.2.5 April l997. 
item 4 of the provisional agenda 
Cox. Chris, 1989, Acwx:tatxxt of Wok Against Rainforest IAploitattom tAWARI:1. inhumation pack 
Cal 
i? :j'!. \ »...t . . \ : 
awesome power Vle, in the trade. have to begin to e\entse that choice It the choice is not there yet, ..c 
have to demand it We need to kno\. under what clreu instances our timber \a. ptuduced in the .aunt' 
\way we want to know its quality, colour and price It there are eniitig11 cu.lonal- out there t h. want 
to buy mahogany from a sustamable sorce. but do not want it otherwise. e \enittalk tins \111 filtet hack 
up through the umdustry to the people who can do something about it It worked for people who wanted 
to know what the food they bought In packets consisted of 
Green Design and Sustainabilit'' 
The key principle for a green world is said to he Sustamahtlity Professor David Pearce has detìnei. In Bluer, int 
for a Green Economy, a sustainable economic system as one In which "The well-being of today genet ation. Is 
not increased at the expense of future generations .. Each generation should ensure It passes on to the nest a stock 
of assets no less than that which it inherited The Brwndtland Commission, in its report". .ietincd sustainable 
development as: "Development that meets the needs of the present \ith.ut compionusing the ability of flume 
generations to meet their own needs." The author would like to end this discussion about (stern Design and form 
another discourse whose aim Is to focus on the design itself This N ill help us to !Orin an apptoprlale context for 
the author's later arguments about design process which is rather abstract and win et.ai 
i) The Communitv Organizations 
Many Architects, like the other protessions of built en'. uo ti nent. ha\ e been tried to make the participation of the 
use i possible. Some, in I)eveloptxd Countries, had signitiewu aclue\ orients b\ using the custi ng struetwe of then 
societies Although most of the doctunents (theoretical or operational) we about the efficiency of then fields. but 
some of them are worth illeiltittning. 1-or example In the I K the piobltnl of identity ring the usai client was one 
of the main obstacles to Community Architecture of making a significant impact of satist\illg user nut-tests 
Architects often have to educate and advise clients. and possibly undertake teseam 'h to establish then .!`tailed 
requirements Community architecture is not a real possibility and 'briefing' hn. to he relied upon in otdo to satisfy 
users' design interests (Scott et al , 19810). Briefing, is said, as a feedback tioni completed schemes and research 
has some disadvantages, one of which. as compared with participation. is that uses play a comparatis el, 
passive role Moreover, as Toni Wu ollev (198e.) " argued "The idea of du co user paitleqatio) won. an anti as tly i 
(ones when despite \'CAIs of research and lnyestmefll trllo users studies. design guide.. deign methodology and the 
like, architects still seem to get it wrong 
The Com mwuty Organizations ons seen to be collections of ideas and social tinges tlitho than something \.Inch can 
be defined in a very specific way as a particular tiornt of architcetwal practice Wil olio (198n. P lit i argue. -V.'e 
found ourselves full of idealism and yet remote from ordinary people. winking In offices where user.' nctxl. were 
well down the li..t of pnontie-s " The architectural profession. it said, w as sustained by a belief system of social 
responsibility but had iittkcommitment to put it into practice. Another laetot \.hith is ink-testing t. W.solkl 
1980. p 1 1 ), resulting front a growing struggle for mir\i \al by a profession is described by hint a `1 'en soils 
of the trappings of professionalism. the code of conduct. for instance, was discarded. piov him g oTIN ill tin utics Gq 
ex c-rimentation with projects that held higher risks and lower prolitabilitY This was only possible because of 
major changes in legislation and state social policy which created ne\s kinds of protects and new. kinds of chums 
There is no doubt that the demand tier consumer control in dltlerent forms is one of the signithant issues tot 
architecture t)t particular idle \allce to this claim is the tmtTgenee ('terser- 0.n'' . t e Iicnt hn e \altlpli 
housing cooperatives. self -help and self -build groups, woluntarn organisation. in ih. inner city of 
cooperative workshop projects. the increasing power of such groups has a. , . i a difletent kind 
of architectural service. Defining Conumlulity Architecture. Woolley ( 19)4.1 has said that it is essentially a set of 
attitudes or ideas by which the more innovative have tried to respond to demand and weds from building users 
2* The Bnmdtland Conunlssion. 1987, Our Common J'uti,rr. Published by the I'ti World Commission on 
Environment and Development 
'v Quoted in . Scott and Jenks. 1986. Working Paper of Community Architcctwe. No ')5. published in 
London. p 
These attitudes represent a N1dlmgtess to share the creative experience of building design and des clopinent and 
to join in sith what is often a hard and political struggle by conumuuty tuoups to achies e then obiectis e. 
Sonie argues in Co rnniuruty Architecture that user Ins ()Is anent in design leads to greater user satNactio n t In the 
contrary. more than one of the members of the Conmiunits Architecture hase claimed that "duet contact between 
architects and users is probably the opuman solution to meet the objective of pros Wing htxrsuig that 1. closr to 
the requirements and wishes of those who use it' (1)arke. l»4 ) 
Apparently', the participation process for those who hase sun is ed it is vers much a Ica ruing curc Ise It 1. 
hí.1 summed up by the comments of tenais Who said that if the\ could go through it all again thcs Istxrld make a 
much better job the second time. It is also a kind of job through which the architects usualls won. uxt edibls ha id 
to involve participants in the design. Evers' member of the parts should go to a lot of meeting. and .oniehoss a 
design emerges in a process that is hard to evaluate or reproduce 
There are many experiences show the success of users' participation l'or example. Woollen t 1'4S+, t sorite. that in 
some cases the tenant participation schemes revealed enormous benefits to the people ins oled I he got letter 
housing than they might other isr have expected, they benetitted from the experience of managing aspects of then 
lives and exercised some control over their environment rho. also successfully began a seat ch tot t ui111s of housing 
that more closely reflect peuples needs and aspirations 
Nicholson (1986, p. 39) suggests that there might he two kinds of Co nuns ity Architecture 
1 "thecctrnmurluy activist architect, where the architect lakes on the position of vKial cotldeit.ei either a. 
the initiator of a particular project or as the only too N% 111111g paulicipant un a pto¡ezt. and 
the architect involved in a particular conununits . and in the development of the design 
Defining architect's role, the same source in page 39 indicates " Architectre m our book 1. the means of ¡ot os iding 
stx,ial facilities, facilities which enable people to live a fillet Irle than Nas possible boe though not necessalils 
in a prescribed war." 
Nicholson (1986) also says that architects' deepest concern t. the piogie.sise shallow of ark lutes our a? 
production and its unaesthetic qualities Some of them consider scale and byline in smallness because it alioss s 
them to react. They belicsc that a greater public discussion of architecture is important for the future o1 
architecture and as a general democratic activity; they hold %cry strongly the belkf that how, cs rr painful 
the planning process may he, it is fundamentally good because it forces people to discus' the issues. I s en 
then they are not discussed assays sigorously enough. 
Considering the active participant. the tissa. one can think of llabraken whose disciples in the ses critics o reared 
a small housing scheme based on the principk that all you need to do is pros ide the structure and the 
services and then the tenants could organise esenthing from then on. I 
wonderful the authority might be, partitions are clearly not going to move. and the housing manager. arc not go1111: 
to allow them to move, if they can help it (Nicholson, 1986. p 4 1) 
Ille problems with the second kind of Conunuvuty Architecture arc mentioneyd lys Nicholson t l'ttu,' p 42l Nhon 
he describes his experience of attending the several meeting ho rebuilding a conuluttet Ile says User tine 
year we attended c 75 meetings. all of than in evenings. of an elected committee of local rcprescntatives who UM' 
amvcwerahle to an other level which was the Parochial Chtuch Council Roth of than tilt themselves answerable to 
the conununtty at large. whether or not they were church go ers 
" 
To understand people's needs is another issue which calk lier more attentions and deep concentration ihflctelt 
approaches may be launchexd tir this undexslanding Scott t 19}4p). using the method an anthr,slx'logist used to studs 
a situation. indicates that he found he ss as first aware of 
a) the physical environment. then of 
h) the activities of people going on in it next 
c) their social relationship.. !Ahmed lys 
t11'srvt 
d) the norms of conduct which ordered their relationships, having found them. 
e) he found out about their perceptions. feelings, their attitudes and their values. and 
f) at the deepest level, he tiund out something about their idea of the world and reality 
It is good to ask questions about the outcomes of the design processes and to sec sshAt kind of s rluc this 
have. And, are they relevant to the needs, demands and aspirations of society " rrc them kgitimrtr, r 
simply nostalgic sentimentalism? indeed, are they even realisable? Perhaps the lees element to maim', of s aitw 
is motivation to action. If one values s.xnethi ng one is mtnl\ aced to bring it about the trouble is that thine ate men 
few cetnistent classifications of motivation. (hie attempt at clan' if ing cnuniulrts nr,ats anon is that .,f tvhaiging 
or sharing. Maslow (1954 & 1987), who is one of the best know n people in this field. Calls eonlmunit a 
belongingness or love need or motivation. Salt (1986) argues that the important factor is sharing as distinct hum 
personal advantage. He says that distinction30 characterises different positions on the political yxttrwn Another 
stated value of community is that of wholeness and integrity". This is why architects should he interested in both 
these things, because the wholeness of community corresponds with the wholeness of building and environment 
which architects are so interested in 
Prince Charles made a number of remarks, in his speech to the RIBA, on conumunuy architecture Scott (1986. p 
49) refers to some of them as. "It has been most eicouraging to see the development of co mm nits' arL'Inmetillme as 
a natural reaction to the policy of decamping people to new towns and overspill estates where the e".taneled gamin 
patterns of support were destroyed and the community life was lost ' Community being here used in a descnpuve 
stase without it being clear how untied that life actually was. I le also said For far too long .tone plaunei s and 
architects have consistently ignored the feelings and wishes of the mass of oilman pessple in this coxuuty , and 
except in interior design courses students (never) meet the ultimate users of buildings in then naming ' Ile 
corm ended "co-operatives, particularly in the inner City arias of Liverpool. where the tenants are able to wort w nth 
an architect of their on who listens to their comments and their ideas and tries to design the kind of ens n utuna lit 
they want, rather than the kind which tends to he imposed on them withxout any degree of choice ' 1 k believed that 
played a part in creating something they might conceivably treat h as their own possession 
and look after it" which was the second of Torn Woolky's beliefs which he said \s us nut, wi.1'orttwatels. supixrrte l 
by evidence. Prince Charles also said he believed it 'important about conumuuts arehitotnue that Il has shown 
ordinary people that their views are worth having " 
The sociologist C Wnght 1`lrlls in 1959 spelt out a problem. ssInch is al.., ihr desiocis. i,rohlt 1i of Islas as `Are 
we to respond to what people are interested in or what is in their interriitt7. 1 he rouble about tesp,nithmg 
simply to what they are interested in is that it can be transiti'n. suhiell k o laslii.'n. and c.mditi,nnrig thi, nigh the 
persuasion of vested interests, and is usually conservative. such as we see in the pro ate housing mar kit and is nth 
building societies. Scott (1986) pinpoints the danger of providing what is in people's opl interest s and sass that it . an 
he autocratic, non -democratic, unaccountable. and responsible in part for uprooting 'communities'. la: ge ss ale 
developments, tower blocks, etc. This results from attempting to act in people's interests ss ithoul I,x4.ing at is hat 
they are interested in. 
Nick Wates, the chairman of the Working Paper at the conference held at t hhsrd l'olstechnic in ')xr, siunmartied 
a number of organisations to help people to make their home or then neighh,nnh,., l being ins ols ed Ire seIt hurhl 
projects through to inner city neighbourhood projects They can be classified as 
a) on the political level: (like the RIBA Community Architect= Group) 
h) ACTAC, Association of Community Technical Aid (' entres. 
e) local authorities' em plo)ment of architects. and 
d) voluntary groups and organisations 
io This distinction is possible by using deductive approach in the process of okigrn which 
enable architects 
to make their plans (see design process in Section 2 Hi 
ni 
Integrity and wimiencs of huikhng nett' the inductive approach which enable architects to make the 
model 
of their plans (see design proems in Section 2 13) 
Referring to some difficulties a.ss& ciated ssith the c,nrmllullties. the authors attempt is to finer a practical sari of 
ustirs' participation Therefixe, .tide Of than. like what Peter I !tight,. I `)tits) .ay., cue ss 'Oh nxiltlt nung I k CI3ims 
that one of the worst things is to have a scheme on a all in a conulilneti and the attempt to .weenie it to a boas 
of laymen- He suggests a more relaxed atmosphere to gain more progress Petet brought an c\ample and said -t me 
of the best design workshops we ever had is as about a little s tllage school. dust attet it had been gutted k ti!,- 
everyone was very distraught We set up the design workshop in the local pub which is .1% \erg onto\ at,., It c reu 
can get that atmosphere and break down the bureaucratic barriers And get people to see themseh es As 
people with the rare opportunity of getting invoked in architecture, then, the o hole atmosphere barges,' 
[the author's emphasis] Peter then claims that there has to be a basic tram,:.: n I,, - 111,1c 
is a possibility of having only a smoke screen In his e\penence. the mutis ation of people is that they %% ant to 
own and control something, so that it will he treated better I le says that there has to he a u an.1C1 of ix.ssel horn 
the bureaucrats and the professional to the community 
Many scholars sympathize with Hughes's idea and claim that because education has a basic role in 
spreading the seeds of socially useful product. as Papanek suggests, the schools should be 
community minded. Bringing an example from the case studs Iran, the author would like to mention some 
of his experiences as a lecturer in Shahid Beheshti l nis ersits and I ehran t nis ersits. Most of the projects 
after Islamic Revolution, for example, in the Department of Architecture in Shahid Behesliti l nisersits 
were group projects. Students used to start the idea of ssurking together and has ing to compromise with 
other people in order to achiese an end product. Students in earls sears sieve being insilsed in outside 
projects to do worthwhile research, feasibility studies on u hat mans might regard as mundane projects, 
e.g. what to do with a courtyard. 
j) Design Process 
The following descriptions are quoted from 13a\ t 19K9 Who Pro ¡o rinds a three dllncil.i,lal model for the ptosess 
and the procedure of design i le tries to shed light on the definition of the design is Inch is mole focused on the 
instrumental principles and sex design as a problem solving approach Ile !s using dlttc-rcnt tentes such as actes me. 
design fields, levels, domains. and phases which are fitted into a model called t ¡tun-Model 
Design Fields, Levels and Domains 
Brix puts tbnvard his discussion and defines some details of this in ( cedune and as s that the content of an act'. iti 
regards principally the change of a fùnn This means the transtisimation of that form into another one is hieb hello 
fits the purpose of the object in hmctlun or PerfOrrnarlce Function and limn are inseparable Hoist-se:. there has 
to be a tit of functional demands and the properties of the limn when the design pi, cess ends l'tuletam and ti sun 
are complex entities and theme are lots of tits feasible hettsctrl s a114 )11% functional and t tuna' categuties lebne there 
is a total tit_ which means consensus hctwecn all the parties involved These categories of tiuctuns and a ategowe. 
of terms define 'design fields' 
It is clear that architectural designers and urban designers are working in two dilkient design field. Their work 
concerns two design fields on two different levels on which the tons ut an obtect appears both are %sinking \slth 
spatial elements Rut. the appearance of a building m an urban plan looks ditkrent from the appearance of a 
building in the architectural plan. the tirst is global and the latta is more detailed in its tonne In the sane way. it 
may be clear that users of a building are dealing with other sets of criteria to evaluate the building than stnictival 
engineers or contractors du Thee dith-ie nt sets of criteria correspond with ditteie nt categories of humions on 
performances of the designed object under consideration utility. durability and manillasturahilits are functional 
categories. the so called 'domains' 
lax believes that in the process of design designers have to surpass the s\ sirens theosr\ of mechanical notion ut 
'coxnlorttion order' and the hierarchical notion of 'action order' I k says that the process of design is a pnscc.. of 
decision- making with a grossing awareness of its purpose and an increasing degree of spectticatun of the 
him oat 
the object. On the start of the process the obtect is Icss .vpecific than on the end of the pnsturvs it tiolbns s the lifte 
of specification from a global to a more detailed definition of the objcxt 
The d es..w of of the term of an ohtect on difltaatt keels of specification is illustrated Ili an e\ample 
cued hs 14a\ 
( I98')i the setting of a table for a meal the use of the concept ks'cls as design fields is ,enumstrated M 
accommodating design activities (Figure A 1 
t! 
Situation (empty) Pmganune (element)) Situation venant (flak' 
+ orrf 
+ 
Figure A.1.2 Levels of specification 
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In the example of setting a table the situation is the table with its dimensions given tie 120 cm the it ogr:ulutte 
is a set of elements. dishes. forks. spoons. knifes. 4 of each of them, because the table has to be dressed hr I 
persons, and rules for the relations between the elerneilts. \d1101 in here are obvious. but Ill mole complex cases 
have to he specified in details The process can be made less complex b grouping the ditkieni elements of the 
protrantme in the hypothetical 'place -mat' so that. tchen dressing the table. trills the 4 place-mais hase tu be taken 
raider consideration There are different ways to set the table and each solution lits the demands of the prop amine 
and has from that point of view the same value there are variant solutions of tust variants ( it ctnusc, tars 
essentially different solutions are of interest obis is the reason to intitiduce a intxlule tot rnenstuutg on the 
specification level of the table. a measure which is relevant tut both. the elements or the situation and the elements 
of the pro 'ammo. e.g 10 ten The larger the model. the higher the relevance of the battants Perhaps tu .m Is alsI 
usable as a module. hut it is clear that (,(I cm is too large 
When there is a transition in modality and an entity changes trotil .situation to element for reverse. designer has.: 
to deal with a transition of levels. Levels are characterised by a set of elements. but also by the type of situations. 
e.g. buildings, neighbourhotxis, districts, . modules and grids Design procedures are primarll processes tit 
specification leading to differentiation of space and material 1k-cause of the situation - elements exchange 
mechanism which defines the transition of levels, and as such the levels. the ordering of design processes of 
generalisation, the last are not used in tiwmal design procedures. hut the. are imp, atant in that part of the I ei all 
design process where the tirmal procedures are prepared Processes transforming objects to higher kid is 
called 'inductive' process, and processes transforming objects to a loss er ks el is called 'deducts e' processes 
(Bai, 1989). The inductive processes result in 'models' and the deductis a processes results in 'plans'. 
For reasons of participator.. decision -making, it is important to use a concept of ks el. where in an 
inductive process the architectural situation becomes empt. in order to function as an element, a model 
which in a reversed deductive process can be frlkd in by an architect who is specif. ing the model in a . a 
not planned for in the model phase of the process. For structuring the design process it I. necessary to open 
the process each time in order to a new parties on another ks el become ins oh ed in the process sec also the 
Conclusion of People's Participation in Chapter Two). 
The functional description of the machine generates kits of turns depending on the f tes lulological r conditions which 
define the context in which the nn chile has to be built The same source claims that this is an art angcmcnt to stress 
vlr 
the functional aspect in a so called structural approach of design prohkm+, where 'structure+' mediate 
between form and function, structural in the French meaning of the word ishich i+ quite difTcrrni Inini the 
English une IN here the notion of structure is related to forni onl\. 
Nevertheless. !Unctions] categories make sense only when a direct relationship with form is psos.ible some 
categories of functions like tran.Tsort. utilities, residence. etc , are as sub -.l stems of an twetall caban sl.Ann .` 
for reasons of conceptualisation. designers are looking for twnctonal categories un a high k\ cl of abstraction is Inch 
are valid in all artificial system.. These functional categories are described in the so called 'domain there In this 
theory it is argued that in each object ahyays three categories of functions, the domains. explain the state of the 
subject and its dynamics. These domains are explametl by Ba\ (I')8» as the domain of the domain of 
'durability' and the domain of 'man ufacturahility' 
The same source refers to an example related to architecture sshich s restricted to the calegun of soi called 
'instrumental' functions and talks about column It says that a column is described d ab ult the three domains The 
functional analysis is the analysis of an object \\ Inch is pnnlanly defined by its geometric brill the hületiu n. ale 
all related tu this foram, that is what tho ha\ e in common. the functions are integi aced in the tonn i the form 
performs several functions simultaneously) and in a process of anal \sis dies ale [.iced \ed i11then tt\\nl tight 
In the domain of utility the column dlllerentiatcs space in dlliicn t fields of use. suitable tür specific human and 
social activities. In the tknlam of nianuiacturability the cola nul has meaning in toms of mate, dal, tahooul and toxtk 
the column is described as work like in the ternis of reference of a building. the costs can be easils deduced tìont 
this type of analysts In the domain of durability the stability through time of the culwnn i. subito of anal\ s,s the 
reliability that the column will achieve Its performance over a specific period of time !Wrens er, w ithin spec irk- 
forms of vernacular architecture the column in the centre of the house also has the meaning of the axis of 
the world It fulfils a 'symbolic' function, which is important for a complete understanding of architectural 
design [this point is the major concern of the thesis which help etlecn\e people's pat trripanon in design posecs, 
and is fully discussed in Chapter Four. The Model (4 B 
Tuning Form and Function 
On a given moment in die prouyti, the content of 'form' 1. e\ altlated against the criteria of Iiinclltin the tc.ult can 
he: adjustment tif the ttirin. the functitnl, tir both Ba\ in that both processes are suh- pioK'esse. tif the c\ctit 
process. analysis, synthesis and evaluation are the modes of this pures.. the pinces. \s 111 hat e to he canted 'HO 
several urnes borure the form fulfils all the liuxllonal at-mane I his .dont ini Poll be approached step -ti ....ter each 
seep bringing the acceptable state closer for all parties in\ohed iheicGne the process is an iterative pioocess t h1 
the end of the process. the form-vessel is tilled and the timction vessel is tnmpts all tuninonal demands ate 
translated in form This is a part of 'production process' when architect is hunsellibeiself the user of the building 
Design strategies are design procedures \choc acts trie., concerning the Dorm and loci Ris' are arranged tir a 
purposeful order This means that the procedure also has to be tuned to the social and political ens ironmrnt 
of the project; it means that the parties who are responsible for the process hase to be recognised and 
'attached' to objects within the actisities of the process. Act'sines in this resist-.t arc design tasks s%Inch has: 
to take place within the physical boundaries of the project. also c\pressed in tern of nine budget and mandate 
Because the influence of the parties is expressed by then position in a sequence of decisions and as such related 
to the phases of the process, Ras calls this dimension the process dimension' of the architectural object just like 
the tünn- dimension is articulated in le\els and the function-dimension in thnnams. the proot'ess -d memo n 1 
articulated in phases To the various states ut the architectural object is resist-cinch- retened as 'formal state' 
'functional state' and 'temporal state' These phase bound activities arc in contrast to the tither two categonres 
of activities subject to a specific order tif time the proiess cannot. like in the two tither actlsities, be rescised it 
is not a personal acti\ity in the head of an individual designer. but a social activity bound to a contract with the 
parties in the process including people Because of the strict form of the prixxs. it is called a priceduic 
As far as the process modality of the model is concerned, the same thin ut the matin is used in the up- tkts\n 
dimension of the matrix prxxtivs are made visible \% hid) tune the Gym of the ohjtct to firms on higher and loosen 
levels. in the let, -nght dimension processes are made visible to tit the firm of the tihjaa ti> the !unctions of the 
different domains. in the betire -aile dimension of the matrix pr+ccsskts are made visible which tune thy' 
fonn/tl.lncntn combination of the ubltrt to tknmantis generated in the pass and yet too corne phases of the ptiiccdure 
_%'fR.y: A. t 
Ordinance, integration and des elopment pris -esses arc the naines %shtch are coined lot tltev d1ilaall type. of 
processes These processes and states constitute the deign fields tot architectural deign Ille.e prlcee ate 
composed from activities which. dependent of the modale of the model in %shleh designees are %%,4 Ling. hase 
names atxxxrding to the pn>a mes ordinance. Integration. development ! which tirs. the acte\ hies. eomposr, sit the 
states (level, domain or phase) which they transform (Figure A I ?) 
Form 
Levels (ordomtance processes) 
Figure A 1 3 Form. function and process 
!derived from 13ax (1989)1 
k) Complex Shapes 
Function 
Domaue luttepatron processes) Phases (development processes) 
Symmetric Shapes 
A lint step %yhtch Is commonly taken to 111 to make .sense of a shape 1. to Issssk I;sl sviiuinetrs ni it I he ,iait\ atts4l 
of the word symmetry give. It the ven general meaning of retesting to parts slip similar geometrical t piopeitle. 
and many things that help having parts with similar ptopertie. Mae is no doubt that an otdals .ynuttetrteai 
arrangement of similar parts as a shape is much more comprehensible and gt a.pa ill c bs the mind than are That dries 
not contain any similar sub -parts, or if those part. %%etc lust .catteied. without ant tational pllttelpie ssl 
arrangtanent 'l'bere are relatively few possible tires of syntunetr\ In two dimensions. there are bastcall three Is Ires 
of change that determine the three basic types of synunetn these are 'rellection'. 'translational'. and 'rotational 
which are shown in Figure A 14 
Mucor Imacaw 
if 
Translation y 2 Step Rotation 
Figure A 1 4 Some svmmetncal relations of a%tape 
j adapted to Waddington 1 I 97 1j 
Source the author 
Examples of prefect .lnmietiy to the real world are the anangcnt nts of atoms and molecules in en stab In sedl¡d 
three-dunaisimal Mures. there are MC: poLs.lbrhues of tinunetn 1 Waddington. l In mam :ulnae. artist. 
have used pattern .lnunetr\ as a method for introducing a et-rim definite huh not .a71.e o1 order into llwu 
productions However, symmetry is certainly not the only propem which can .hale a degree of Visual amt\ to a 
shape. There are other arrangemenu. in which the parts are related in sonie c 4xitic mathematical \e a\. \\hick the 
mind can accept as orderly. even NheYn it cannot mrrxddiaeh expre \s the precise 1nar1ge111élit luldellining the tder 
Shapes, neither Symmetrical nor Ordered 
Many natural complex shapes exhibit little svminet\ 1 he eons en[ ¡nal procedure l to think of them in lellll l 
their outline. The outline is probably vol. difficult to describe Moreover, if the concern Is with a lo ing thing such 
as a fist_ or worm.. the outhne will change drastically as the animal wriggles, Yet clear h in the .aine sense the shape 
remains the same or almost the sanie An alternative \1 ay of treating these kinds of complex shapes ha. been 
developed by Harry Blunt. He considers the shape as made up of se\ eral overlapping cu ales, the lai Nest that an 
be fitted into the shape (Ihit ). The centres of these circles will he on a lute or a set of Ines Such a line is known 
as the 'medial axis or \nunetry axis', since it expresses a prol\ern of the shape related to a \ en genet allied 
concept of symmetry (Figure A 1 5). Clearly, there are ntanv changing and grow ing shapes which can be descried 
in this manner. By applying the Blunt technique of 'medial axis transformation'. the complex outline can be 
transformed into somewhat simpler shapes of internal medial lines 
Figure A.1.5 A shape is made up of a number ofo \ei laping cü ele. whose centre are oit the Medial axis' 
Source Waddington (1')77) 
A shape. however complex, can only he a description of an appearance. but to begin to understand a thing is a 
system, there is a need for finding out about its structure Beside C'artrr'. desc.llptlon of stnctutal and piooce.% 
relationships in system view, the simplest kind of structure of a complex .! tern is a luxt a Areal chain of command. 
such as one tinds in an army If one makes a diagram with a dot for each in di\ ¡dual. then the, can be arranged in 
a tree -like order, corresponding to the chain of cdsn nand and responsihillt\ 'lbw i a \ cry simple type of oaganii e d 
structure that make it clear which level or levels of hierarchy any person belong. to 
I) Some Typical Models 
Matrix and their diagonal axis have been exercised in several models h\ the author tionn 19141 omeat is In these 
models, more emphasis has been made to explain the role of the diagonal axe, as the essential pails ukep 
structures) of the models causing the generation of then nonessential pans (surtax,. mnletn:ex) )'olldwelllg III 
expert xee. a cubic approach was adopted to show the genetic structure of seti¡nal activities in a regional plan In 
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m) Philosophical Background (Cause and Effect Relationship) 
Tabatabaei (1953) tries to shed light on another propern of cause -effect relationship and wines that two syoarate 
and trkdcpendait causes cannot affect one effect. and also one cause with one causal relationship caju of adent tw.+ 
effects. There are different interpretations out of ph ilo.z+phv about these rules Mans examples in ow .lath Id'r show 
that several subjects work together and cooperate in one action or one subject creates s\ er al !Unctions In the tira 
examples, the few subjects are one subject and the second examples the .subject i either Iew subject. or its legs 
action are seen as one function. 
A morsel we eat with our hands and our mouth, a shirt which has bcial sew up from the cloth by tailor with his tools 
and a door which has been made by carpenter from wood show that new inventions are dependent on several 
conditions and causes, and their relationships with environment are not similar For instance. the shape of the shut 
depends on both tailor and cloth. But, these relations are quite ditkrent from each other. le tailor consumes 
something from his own (work, action, function) to sew the stun but the cloth depends on something front its 
outside (acceptance, reaction) to be formed Into a shin ties subject has something to give vhich object does not 
have it but is potentially ready to accept it 
Following the discussion in 4.B.4 2 , Motahhan points out to deterministic relationship ofeause -effect and add_. 
This determination is not essential hut is rather an exterior constraint ' Ile also classifies some .ldlrrent attitudes 
to show their interpretations of the structure of the world and its necessity and wastes 
a) Those who do not believe on the structure of the world and its causal relationship. (who consider th 
existence and nonexistence of phenomena being caused lit an accident ihhe\ claun that (ere is no 
necessity nitr being and the causal relationship is wrong ) 
h) Some of the Motckallenunes. (who believe that there is no mussif\ lin the structure of the wild 'Diet 
also claim that even if the causality is nght. hut its determination is wrong 
c) Those who believe that elite seers cause in occurrence not in permauencs t the say that not +nl\ the 
structure of the world is not deterministic, hut although the tete ruination of cause -ouest relationship i. 
tale The\- claim that cause does not have anything to do yvtih the permanenev of the etlect 
Some Oraflas (Iranian religious philosophers). (who believe that existence lias no structure hi itself to 
he necessary or umute cs,sany That is because existence is a unique fact This amt\ i. thetetote nrar.sar\ 
and essential ) 
el Some'ilxxiloglans (Ansto tle. ih'n Sm a. and Farabi i. (who believe that the unit ask.... stnk flue i. nevessar\ 
because general causality. deterministic cause -effect. and the need of etleet to cause in ptInlanclux art' 
authentic. This structure coxtsists of essential and nonessential necessity betcalis' the hierarch of causality 
ends to God who is essential and the main cause 
11 
g 
Some contemporary scientists and theologians. (w-ho believe that the stricture of the existence is 
necessary because the general causality and dranuntstic saine- cl).xt al authentic Although. ctIec.t .ives 
not need cause in permanence. but the effet remains reflexive and determinable until the preicrna of 
cause as a terminator This structure has essential and nonessential nuxcssitt due hierarchy of causality alit
ends to the first stimulus, t e (bud ) and 
Some contemporary matenahsts (who believe that the stricture of existence is ne essar\ hecau.e the 
general causality is authentic. say that although effects in their permanence do not need causes but their 
permanence is deternunahle and reflexive This stricture is entirely 1.1 Inlet! h\ exterior net:e«tty because 
the hierarchy of cause and effect relationship is unlimited i 
E:'cry existing abet has ncessari" a final cause Man's ecirvrties also have final causes The final causes fix Man's 
activities are combination of his instincts. his feelings. his manor\. his mind. the abiliti of evaluation and 
prediction. and his will Each activity should hay a ultimate purposes or at least shout,' adapt to one 14 
his heeling 
ox utstmcts It an aetnity 'snot usifiul. bus \ill' rststs the constraints and push them ay. at Objects have interaetn on 
with their a wnotun ait Plants have to adapt themselves to then atviroxnrnernt taut. Man has the ability 
of ding 
1 
r?'.{. v: +: l r y! 
his way He has \V111' to select une way of few ways So, s piciot is oie of his char astir. to stela and duto.e. and 
this is because of his constitutional mind Motahhan (1953) classifies some introductions to human choice a. 
und anding. [which txxlmms of a) utdierstanding the delis (creel' ing the deeds) and b i undo standing 
the benefit of the deeds (confirming the final adaptation of deeds to the vital needs of subtctt) 1 
reaction: (which involves happiness and liar of the results of the deeds land 
action. (which consists of 'will' vs hich is the last stage and cause of choices 
Following the citations above. Motahhan claims that there is another stage helote the stage of 'will' Mat is 
evaluation, comparison, and thinking which help dnatint:m.4 mg him from animal there is another element ins olvel 
in Man's thought and that is its ability of realizing his inside and outside worl.is 
n) Propensities and Opportunities to Engage in the Process 
Goals and Purposes 
Wiener et al. (1943) and Taylor (1950) di k:sle d purpose w c,banctics and talked of the beha% tour of a p evholutd 
which adjusted its hairy-lour as a function of the speed and direction of the mechanical hare it yea. chasing t( k of ge 
1979). The fact that cybernetics goes beyond the human being as a system and considers all soils of other system. 
should not conceal the fact that the human being rutuwls the centre piece of cybernetic aldcayorn ( lime tenu should 
be looked at briefly since it plays a large part in such a system it is 'purpose' 
If human beings (all organisms) did not have purposes (motives, goals) the' would not be able to adapt of to learn 
What is required is at least an atreenient ova Usage Then. it would be ¡sossible to say that the behaviour al pattLilts 
which initiate the simplest goal- sex3.ilg activity are instinctive. and may tnvolvc what ethologists have called uulate 
releaser mechanisms. over and above these instincts people have learned activity and. by secondary moth *lion, 
they built up sets of positive and negative values or subgoals This happens when there is a need -ft.ductiou. in terms 
of primary motives. All the other stimuli take oil a pamtive value when the behaviour leads t.' success and negallye 
value when it does not 
Primary nazis are such ac food. drink. etc , therefore. a Malian bong is motivated to at when hungry I ici this goal 
is food. the word 'm axis is a description of basic requirements. 'motive.' are tuxtghly syn(Hmnrous with 'put1.,s-s' 
but not exactly. For example. although one can say that 'her/his emotive in driving to Y was to 'cc X' and 'lice his 
purpose in driving to Y was to sec X', hut 'motive' is as rather more specific, hut only marginally Therefore. the 
word 'rearm', is otlern used for 'motive' and 'purpose' in the above statements 
All of this dcanxmstrates that thae is a wit of terininologi al mess surrounding these 'moil y pal' terms. but it can 
be at least suggested that people have needs. motives and purposes. and they are attached to I,rtnlan'. sNeoHldan. 
... even n -an goals and subgoals which are in the outside world Whether one want. to say that all behaviour is 
purposive. or all adaptive behaviour is purposive. is a matter of making a decision over usage George (1979, p 
91) refers to another problem also late d with hying s }Scans and claims -A similar problem arises one? predicating 
'living' or 'consciousness; of people at any particular time 
7Tx shots -tam objectives and the tactics to achieve goals come from the practical needs of the local %ttuatiol. r g 
fixing washing machine in n weekend time Objectives are not say suhtevctivc hate' The local situations nun arse 
torn broader. longer tam. goals and the stratepc plan to achieve them. e g having a good hoot.. with a trtanageble 
mortgage. Thar is a much stronger subjective element at this level 'The goals may in turn arise from even bousil 7 
policies or principle_-,, Such as a country's constitution. a committe's terms of refaenec. on a particular ak-oological 
analysis of why things are as the'. are. e g people get what they deserve. so one will have to wort hard then wow 
will get that house. 
Hut. these successively broader and more subjective guidelines become hardy and harda to convey in weds. 
evaitualh' boxxmung a barely crl,Liolus bland o,f cthural pressures, and personal attitudes. washes and pacepti rs 
This firms the 'appreciative system' that generate our values and priorities and the world-view that structures the 
way that people see things They often tine) it hard to recognise th-se. very broad influences at work in tharnsci% e' 
until they meet some ne with a very hflaait world -view and find that they cannot see eve to eye, with c.a'\ 
attanpt to errunlinrcate leaving than more ()oilfired and trustraioll There arc many phrases that express the tact, t 
!, 
which often people use at work in more positive way and Carter (1984) lists them as tiallowutgs 
a) an action that 'looks good' or 'feels wrong'. 
b) feeling your attention drawn to some issue, 
c) a hunch or 'gut reaction: and 
d) feeling that 'the pieces are coming together' 
Where people organise themselves togetha they haw to find ways of harmonising the imam 
to coordinate their goals and objectives. The same source lists them 
Lt'f'F_ti'i 1L1 ( i.;c 
individual world-views 
al people may converge on a particular shared direction just M limiting then options. (f Of example. M 
knowingly ' ox unknowingly ac xTung a common culture of shared norms. and by letting .imame else tell 
them what to do: leader, teacher, manager, expert, parent, etc ) 
h) sometimes there is an attempt to synthesize a genuinely shared direction. (tn example by some political 
procedure, such as a debate f illowed by a majonty vole, by working for mutual tukierstanding .o as to 
maximise consensus and avoid spurious conflict, and by negotiation and h:u gaming t and 
c) a third option is to find a quantitative way of expressing the aspects of particular actions th,t matter to 
people (signs, geometrical or mathematical models, etc ) and what the\ are with to them In !hoax. 
people can that calculate ratartally the 1xtst' flux of (pru)s and (cn)s lout. putting numbers to subjectives 
can he ven deceptive 
Needs and Wants 
The relationship of human beings and themselves, human beings and other people, human being. and then 
environment is concerned with their wants and their needs The ' ant' aspect of moll % anon Is stanetlnles 
characterized in terms of levels that are graded from physiological needs to what are called sell-actualizing needs 
(Maslow, 1970). The hierarchical ordering of needs runs something like 
1. physiological needs. (such as hunger. thirst, etc 
2. safety neexis: (such as security, order. freedom frutti pain, discomfort and threat ) 
3. helongingness and love needs. (such as love, sex. affection. friendship. laentificauon 
4. estrum needs. Is uch as fame, prestige, recognition. syicecs (wll-r'tesern and me'peet of other st I and 
5 need of self- netuall/atton (Man's desire for achievement or self- tullilment of individual'. potential 'to 
become everything that one is capable of becoming' 
This hierarch' appears to span physiological. sociocultural. and p as nahty bases of motivation In relating needs 
to an act, the life- sustaining needs of a physiological nature produce what may he regarded as ttimpillstry acts In 
this thesis, the crlcan is primarily with raraocultinal bases of need which produce acts of a nun,: ,,ituntary name, 
a choice'=. In contrast to these kinds of felt need, the 'enitn'mLnt' hams of an sett\ tit st filch must eventual! he 
incorporated more directly into the framework, would relate to per'tnallty and the individual'. taste.. talents. 
creativity and other capacities for responding to a situation 
C'o ncelvahl'. the 'motivation choke - action' sequence could he incorporated into the design and development 
of a systans framework I)cserihmg the model of activity pattern and availability of a situation. tacihty. tr services 
requisite fit the pertumlance of an activity. Chapin t l 9'1 i state. that instead of view mg the behavioral segnctuc 
entirely as a 'demand' phenomenon. the consummation of an activlts is 9sx3l to he tkpenrk-nt on a 'suppl 
consideration as well ": in other words. reading from right to ktf, the diagram in Figure A l r, illustrates that an 
activity pattern is contingent not only on a propensity to engage to the aetivltt. hut also to there being an 
opportunity to engage in that activity in the sense that a facility. service. err other mean. is available which permits 
the activity to take place 
32 
A choice is stern, by Ackoffi(19( %2), to he made in relation to one or more wants. a set ut perceived and 
feasible alternatives for achieving these wants. and the perceived cultural and social context for making the 
choice, that is the contingencies concerning its envutrurtent 
An example would be the new road intended to serve traffic congestion also generates mom traffic 
lu 
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Figure A.1.6 General model for explaining activity patterns 
Source: Chapin (1974) 
Art n-,'y 
î at Nara 
Arranged in order from those of a more compulsory nature to those of a more \oluntan nature. the mollrrv%ing 
motivational bases for an activity, derived from the same source, indicate the range of needs which aught be said 
to have a hcanng 0 activity patterns 
subsistence nedxi,: a) basis of motivation. (1 e need tir sleep, flood, shelter clothing and health Cale t .111.1 
h) requisite means of satisfying needs, (1 e institutlonallzedl systems mur nuntstering tir basic needs foe 
example, income- eanung opportunities from vocational training, deduction, medical care. social .c7. ice 
etc. These opportunities presuppose economic organization for production and delis of gooks and 
services and the organization and delivery of other services implicit in the above listing of basic nod ' 
and 
cult rally, socially, and individually defies: needs a luisis of motivation tir felt needs tir soctrm , wan. 
achievement, aflcetion, and social contact. ()Weis for exercise of p,- sonal talents, itigriitizty. ptosis.. and 
skill. need for mental RIC11SC. for example. the release of ierhngs of lo\. Irai lusttatirn, Of alienation and 
need for physical release tir example. physical exercise as well as test and Ielaxatitmn 1 and hi wilt:vot 
means of satisfying needs. (t e opportunities for seeing kinsmen, friends, neightxttu. and (aim s 
opportunities for participation in church. voluntan' organizations. and civic activities rryoprtiuntirs hat 
creative activity for engaging in recreation and other diversions. and for rest and telaxatitrn t 
People associate, interact. belong. they loin. influence. dominate. control. like. love others 11r r thin have a 'lard 
instinct' which draws them together' Are there psychic dynamic forces which pull them. or giadually acquired 
dnvcs they develop lion survival purposes'' Are there a fest basic general drives winch owl gaze then bthavnnu. rn 
a vast number of motivating influences directed towards the satisfaction of their goals '1 hew are sine ill /0414C% 
to which psychology and evolutionary biology have been reluctant to provide clear answers dither the human 
netxis are basically physiological or basically psychological or a taus: even mixttue of the two remains ambiguiau% 
The extent to which such needs can he explained in terms of territory alone is also tar trim) settled (Mikelhtles 
1980). 
Darling (1952) in an article 'Social behaviour and sums al' suggested) that the provisnni of territrn\ satisliet nor 
only our physiological needs but mainly our psychological tines In this interpretation of territory. tie rest sere 
provides for 'security' (as opposed to anxiety) and at the harder. the periphery. tom 'stimulation' (as rvpproydl dr 
txrediom). Ardi -cy (1967) in his book `Ilse Terntonal imlxrahvr' added a third need. that of 'ukrmtit' t the need r 1t 
the animal to defeat anonymity and to dideri iUate itself tñxn all r.thcrr of Its species t i le hlrther suggests that these 
three needs motivate behaviour of all higher animals", and that there is a definite hierarch\ amongst them Identity 
Mikellides (1980) refers to some psychologists who consider no xis in terms of social behavultr. such as 
Schutz. and propose three basic interpersonal nectis that the developing child graduall acquires inclusion 
(snonsmouLs to interaction). 'control' (dominance t and 'affection' (love ) 
hin 
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i. the most powerful. follow-ix' by stimulation. then securnt% which could be sacrificed tt need he ton the sake of the 
other two. 
But, if somebody is to trace the vanotts attempts to explore human needs. she needs to twit hack to the work got 
Sigmund Freud who anexived Man as a dynamic sysioan of c nerglc. - the 'id'. the 'ego*. and the 'superego'. all three 
dynamically interacting to produdx an individuals behaviour Mikellides (19>80) describes these ' stems hnetl% nid 
says that the 'id' is the onginal system and the source of all psychic energ% (libido) out of wInch the other n%o 
evolved. This energy takes the term of unconscious instincts that drive the organism flic 'cgo is the s\ lem w bath 
deals with the realities of the external world at the conscious level. it is the .l stem of eogmiti%i p i ac.x'. - 
perceiving, thinking, deciding The 'superegos is the system of restraining and inhibitor trtes acting on ow ld' 
impttls ,Lich as six It expo ses the values, rules and morals that society and parental control provide. it becoe-s 
our 'conscience'. When the id, the ego and the superego are in conilct they lead to arousal and anse %%. which are 
dealt with through characteristic 'defence mechanisms 
By stressing these biological rather than social deteniurtanis of personality, Freud stimulated inkiest ni other enhei 
to build upon his on theory or to develop altertwuve theories tin an attempt to demolish p., choanal as !%likelltde. 
(1980) refers to A. Adler, a student of Freud, who stressed the social rather than the biological determinants of 
personality by arguing that the main source of Man's moth anon is his 'striving for supers nnty and that all other 
motives are expressions of this anti Man's goal is to pet-fix' himself to compensate ldn his deficiencies and 
inlcnoritie_s. The same source indicates that similar to this idea, I) McClelland postulates as Man's main deli utg- 
toRx is the 'need tùr achievement' piexiplc behave ut a tray which shows ether to accomplish something. to Jo then 
hest to excel over others. Postulating one or two instincts or needs as basic niou% auonal fences t e g F i e uk'+ 'libido, 
or Adler's 'striving for superiority') is an approach that is in direct contiast with the identification of multi- 
motivational influences by other psychologists such as 11 Murray, t; Allpoont and A Maslow 
Murray's tentative list of psychological needs or motivational energies published in I92X gives an idea of then rich 
variety, though it should be remembered that the relative strength of each need 'as well as their or gain/anon' % erne. 
from person to person Allport in Mikelhdc.s, l'»1) i) develops this richness and multiplicny evert Iwthei and argues 
that these forces are limitless in number and variety Ile proposes the concept of 'functional autononn%., which 
maintains that activities serving an original motive may later become 'mom sung in their own right' 
Kurt Goldstein (1947). followed by A Maslow (1954), adopted as Mains main diivungt.nce the idea of 'a.á- 
actualization' developed earlier by ('arI Jung - the drive to make actual what 1 potential tit the sell. i e unsaid. 
maximum reali»tion of one's potentialities (Mikellides, 1980) By suggesting the model with basis all\ lit,' Ie%el+ 
in a hierarchical order which has boil cited in the beginning of this section. Maslow believe. that diet it a natural 
unfolding' of our needs in a gradual and progressive fashion from the 'lower Welk. to the higher needs' I he 
individual follows this development as s/he matures ideals% arriving at self-actuali/atlonl to these tivc needs 
Maslow adds the desire to know and understand and the aesthetic need as an afterthought t hnce a pet son is treed 
from the domination of the lower needs s/he is in a position to allow her/his rich poderniahues to flowash site is 
free to come 'self -actualized' 
Argyle (1967, 1978), a social psychxologisl from ()xlird. takes an intermediate position and oiler. a pr 0%1%1,11121 list 
of seven motivational sources of interpersonal behaviour in terms of the goals that are sought in each cam- Ilk- 
origins of these drives are to be found both in childhood experience and in innate ten enmic% llwy are 
a) Leon -social drives. (which can produce social interaction e g biological drives such as the need by; Iosrl 
may lead to various kinds of interaction ) 
h) dependency: (submissive relations towards others w ho help. guide 
and protect ) 
c) affiliation: (this refers to friendship. physical contact. and is related 10 extroversion ) 
d) dominance: (need for power. status recognition i 
e) sex. (biological purpose of reproduction. pleasurable end in itself 
f) aggression. (to harm other people physically or verbally) and 
g) self -esteem and ego-identity ( the need for self -evaluation and apptoy al by others 
Ingrid Gehl (ut Mikellides, 1980) in her book Bo -Mil)o (hotting Environments o isolated three dal.--rent types 
of 
nexus which, she considered, should be satisfied in living cnvrornnents 
In 
1. physiological needs of sleep. rest, food. drink. hygiene. sex, light, anr. sun. 
sate- txtxis of t:mcral hkdlu sïifety, safety precaUllools, tavoidance of pollution, muse and cxc idk7lts, mkt 
traffic safi'.ty.l and 
3. psychological needs of contact. pnvacv expenenee (involving all our srise-s). activity. piss. structuring 
(to be capable of orientation, to he able to place objects in one's surroundings in relation to ooxwifo 
identification (to identity oneself with something in one's environment. to protect oneself into it i and 
aesthetics (to receive stimuli which are considered beautiful) 
In order to bring these psychological needs into sharper focus in relation to our living ens a oiunent s. t K'hi divikd 
the environment into tour components dimension, arrangement, location. and sensor, stimuli she proceeded 
to show how each psychological need is related to each of these components For example. \\ ith rcgatd to the need 
for 'contact', the 'dimensions' of the environment (height. width. length) Influence the possibilities for contact 
Smaller spaces or shorter distances make it easier for people to meet and tall, secondl\ . the an allgernent' of the 
environment (that is, the objects in it such as beaches, trees, play facilities) ma\ facilitate the saudaction of contact 
needs of carefully considered Thirdly, the 'location' of the environment mat facilitate passive contacts leading to 
friendships as a result of using enlnitn pathways or through the oneltation of kitchens with regard to sénil -pi i\ ate 
spar.-,. Fourthly, 'sensory stimuli' from the enviroituncnt can he used to create contact, as col instance tluough the 
sounds of footsteps, voices, music, textured surfaces, colour, etc 
Finally, Gehl considers these psychological nec. s in relation to dill\xent age groups Vety young children up to six 
years of age have pnxhctahle needs. and require both contact with their own families and with othei cluldien the\ 
netxd vaned experiences in the physical and social environment and activity in\ ol\ mg sn'uu and motor nuictions 
Old people's needs, on the other hand, are less predictable, and highly variable Some old people are mine and 
mobile, others very dependent Hut, the need for experience and activity is very important with thie aged. tuant of 
whom speri most of their time in their own neighbourhood What she suggests is that the en\ a orunent should allow 
them to meet voting children and relatives 
Lists of psychological needs. such as those mentioned above. are helpful as iumple piarticat guides I,u checking 
and identifying nards within the context of a tklincd problem associated with the coteront c mown!, e of a pet um 
Further research on the relative strength of such needs between cultures could provide useful nil,wniatunr leaning 
to greater understanding about the nature of human needs and the ways in which the ens uniment can tat dilate and 
people and experts can participate to process their expression 
o) Historical Background of Production Process 
To explain more the concept of the production process relationship, there is evidence snowing the changes alter 
Industrial Revolution and emphasize that machine. \\axe thought to be reducible to ihrec haste mechanical elements 
in machine age: the wheel and axle. the lever. and the inclined plane Work \\ as similarly anal stil and reduced to 
ultimately simple work elements The process of doing so came to he known as 'work studs Machines ter 
developed to pertorm as many of these basic tasks as were technologically feasible Merl did those that cosild not 
be mechanized. Men and machines were organwed into pnxxssing networks the nix othc oses of which is the ma, 
production and assembly line (Ackoti, 1974 t 
Mechanization - the replacranait of Man by machine as a source of physical soak aflixted Ili nature 01 the task 
left for Man to pentium Men no longer did all the things required to make a product. rather thxey rt'p eatedlt 
pe-rfonned simple operations that were a small part of the prioductio n process ('onsyucntl. the moue machux's 
were used as substitutes for men, the more Men were made to behave like machines Mechanization lead to the 
dehumanization of Man's work (Ibid i 
In System Age the doctrine of expansionism brought synthetic mode of thought 'the doctrines 01 expansionism and 
teleology and the synthetic mode of thought arc tooth the producers and the products of the 1 'osinehtarral 
Revolutioxt. -Ills revolution acxxndung to Ackot's classification 11974 ), is based on three technologies the tira no, 
of which were developed during the 1 tir'i) industnal Resolution One of thew emerged with the invention of the 
telegraph in the first half of the nineteenth ccuury It was followed h\ the telephone in I K7() duc to Alcxantkr 
Graham Bell and the wireless 1w Marconi in 1K95 Radio and television followed in this ce ntnuv Such devices 
h 
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mechanized 'oomm rucauc , the au nlÑ(* of 's\mbols' Since symbols are not ina,k of manir. their llh)en)ent 
through space does not constitute physical work 
The second technology emerged with the development of devices that can 'observe' and 'record' the pit Ter tics , }t 
objects and events. Such machines 'generate' and 'remember symbols' that is called 'data' 11w thhrnhmetr. 
odometer. speedometer, and voltmeter are familiar examples of observing machines. instnulent, In I,it' there 
was a major advance in the technology of mechanized observation hen It 'went electronic' w ith the utv ention of 
radar and sliriar in England Instruments can ob., iv^e what humans cannot vithout mechanical lids Itut ob,ety. anon 
like communication, is not physical work 
The third and key technology appeared in the 19-30s with the development of the electronic digital computes this 
machine can 'manipulate symbols logically' It is able to process raw data in such away as to comer( them into 
usable form, into 'information' and to convert intìirmauon into 'instruction' 11iÚ-: it Is both a 'data -processing' and 
a 'decision- making' (instruction- producing) machine Technologies of symbol generation. storage. tr an'nissum, 
and manipulation made it possible to mechanize 'mental' work, to 'automate' 
Nowadays, people live in a world of 'global urfionnation revolution' Mati has expanded his knowledge in two 
different dimensions, one global information by using satellite and the other getting access to the information k 
using cables and computers. These hard wares arc based on digital and have created a notion of sv bet space I he 
new generation are unfolded by the structural models which deal with sell- tegulauo n, theoretical utennally 
structured, and symbolic, programmed models in ternis of mathematical data bases 
p) Good -Centred and People -Centred Organizations 
It is realistic to assume that many indwiduals could ladder down the tour stages of the ptdrhuctit i puttees, :ul.l sati,iv 
their different raxxis If Man could do all the activities to satistt his needs individually he wound trove made a self 
suf iciait ettviron nezit I raving a holistic knowledge of organising all the activities wound their help lion to predict 
the future, as a scientific view to each individual activity would solve his technical pio bletns in older to prone 
his technology. Distingwshiing the pnerity of goals and needs. implementing different concepts and design schemes 
manipulating available resources and processing them into new products. he .load need Inc capahfhty and 
knowledge of doing so (Figure. A I 7) 
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Figure A 1 7 Diversity of the products and unity. of the ultimate goals in an individual sell -sufficient procev, 
Source the author 
if (Inc foafhacks the process and traces the real cause. s/bc vill find it concciy.able to assume that each cause has 
ari eileet and is the dfrxt of molar causa 'ilus ma% sited light into the knowledge about the hierarchy of the causes 
hi 
and is, of course, a way of analysing things For instance. Modárinsn is the cause of yxtral hunts in the tanrec ,rt 
a cite and the effect o1 for example. reconstruction after World War II Ile \\ ar itself is the Oleo of man\ ta:t.u. 
In epistemology- (which is concerned about the synchronous and diachuuonrnl.. domains t this is seen as the 
>ZìXrndary canuse. But. if a person wants to know more about the real canuse. sue should go blur tugh the prrkith:b nn 
process hack to the ultimate cause in order to hndge the gap bow col the two domains 
Living in a group ut a self -sufficient society helps specntication and classification oÌ the aeuyntes and creates a 
communal and social control over the process More experienced and knowledgeable person is selected a. the 
leader of such communal stx.iety dealing with the individual needs in a certain cultural context Inns raga mintier. 
winch opens out the opportunity for participating in the prizes of productions. causes !unity of then j uper ers (goals 
and values) and diversity of their products (including built environment) Since their lilestY les, them chue then needs 
and wants, are similar, all the products are distnhuted by the control of their v-alue-tudgement. thus then e+minimal 
decision making for sausi;ung the individual needs "This is. of course, guaranteed h\ then consensus on the tules 
and value, The exchange of their products with outsiders or w ithm the conumuu\ ob t. the same ailes which me 
controlled by a central decision making and communal organvawn (Figure. A I t; i 
How these values have been created'' 'The definition of any conctq\t remains useless and ' ems abstr at I he teal 
meaning Of any concept comes from context itself There is not Just one definition for values. as 11 \a as discussed 
before. The real meaning of values is the %%ay cultural group of people see them 'ihe\ lust cone out Hann alb 
Different people have difl-erent values !'here are values \\Inch are shared h\ the whole htumia n beings, but tere 
are values which are specific, to the context. religion. history of each society these aloes will lead population to 
have perception a way of laxikmg at the things totally dißcreru from othem groups and societies \a ho inherit dttletent 
intluencas of their own history It is not conceivable to say that all human beings have the same \ allies I hoc is a 
level in which people share these values For example, there are different fluoridation about the concept of 
privacy It has variety of meanings to ditkrcint people and it is practised and ixmrcei\el nn dllìeient o a\ s 
All human beings share the same uitìormiation processes They all have the sane mechanism Inc nuornnaton the\ 
process is different, so they are creating perception This rnechausan of transforming uuoinnaurm happen in the 
mind. They are all the same in all human beings but the origin and the unapt etation oÌ things ate drffaall I he 
value, the meaning, the impact of the climate. the impact of Ìaniliarnty. the lustoty, the rchigirms and all sort of these 
compacts are actually atlicttng the brain The mechanism of transferring the nnformalon the features and 
characteristic of a place into images into values, the process of transferiing an object into \ aloe and the do\ci sit\ 
of the values are vey important 
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Figure A I g Occurrence of 4xxmalisatmn i (),. 0 -, trod (1,) 
lias is still under control of the central and communal value-Judgement in a vit- cuflictenl urmmImus 
Source the author 
h 
1:1 
The model of production process in endogenous development cmtext sees the specification of the oaks In a 
diffcnnt hum redtx.Uorusm In Indigenous conununir with sell - sufficient ceo n rm dove is a sense of pn,ducto 
responsible ter structuring the .suture of the conununln's thought. sinnlar to Waddington s l9091 horned rti sis" 
in living systems. This holistic knowledge and orld vie'.c is also undertalstng the re' po nsihillh of stabilizing and 
sutarrung the community over a long period Therefore. two centres. t i and u'. organise all the pnleeftuc in both 
subjective (theological, juridical, political, cultural and theoretical ) and objective (eeon.anlc. environmental and 
artificial) levels. Through this subjectivity, the relation between each individual achy .ties and others creates all 
integrated and coherent community Talbot (190)7) pinpoints the same tact ht calnung that it there Is ..ti ic1 .t a 
whole diversity brings unity. hut if there is not society as a whole diversiti brings chaos and contusion 
Many argue that the proe of self-sufficient cYnuruunty u very difficult in todas 's complex business and Indust, bal 
organisation- It seems true, because the production process paradigm has been employed for an ui.hlstnal 
production which interferes the hierarchy of the production process M cohernt aung on the end -products f Icre. 
the products which are produce d by professionals have central role and the people's needs, uithtsit their productl%e 
capacities, stands in the periphery (Figure, A 19) The model silo". that peripheral utoh'. 'duals or sueieties, ss 
consumers, have only the choice of using the opportunities created h'. available products 1. Yen though the tua'. 
he co-producers of a certain product, they do not have the right to influence the procedure of pi o diicuon %%Inch is 
controlling by centralized institutions (monopolies and bureaucracies) 
romat ra<t.n..e.ao. 
Figure A.1.9 Industrial production 
This considers a product as an end. theretire focuses the attentions on the last stage of the proKduetna 
process (formal cause) and causes specification and specialiration of the tither co producers' v, 10, 
Source: the author 
In good- centred organizations or industrialized production. there is also a ternk-ncv to diversity the concepts 
associated v '.nth the process to make the products simple, standardized. mass -produced and impost cal ( such as the 
idea of Modernists in Chapter Two 2 R 1 5 1 The diagram in shows that some people ate losing their creative 
power and their knowledge of controlling their needs consciously ltecause. their )oohs are unposed It, them it, he 
able to Improve the standard of their lives. they are not actually aware of all the procedures of tx' * mtig 'ihev are 
losing their expertise in some aspects of their lives in the sake of gaining special skills in stmxe specific areas M 
their works They do not have enough opporttmity to participate directl'. in making tkscisum about der 
environment, therefore they have to assertible or use the others' ideas and policies Ibctcttre, the'.' are 
gadually being pushed towards abstraction and artiticiahti and are no longa operating their facts and values into 
the acts necessary fir their lives Their attempts cmods lust to progression of the products which is located in 
synchronous dimension in order to produce typologies of the products (Figure A I l (u) 
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Figure A.1.10 Mutual exchange of sell- sutticient conunuruues with one direction and dependent relationship 
between centre and penphers' in good-centred orgamiation. 
This creates productive societies \11th lateral oiguru /atidnis and cdnstunc77st societies \t nth COMM 
organizations 
Source: the author 
q) Productivity Analysis and the Process 
Tite conditions under which prlductnity is an appnopnatc framework tin e abating des Clopinent pi ogi amuies :u C 
as important as the pnice.s itself There is a tendency for the author to emphasis on the productun pioices. and its 
tour stages by conducting a discourse about productivity analysis to illustrate some of as applications rime are 
sloc,ific limitations un the application of productivity analyses hut three of than are mane rtmwlablc attalruncnl 
of programme goals: the causal relationship between programme activities and plop amine outconncs and 
progranme with the saine goals and goal priorities for making comparisons In effect. there i, n entical distinct 
between two ditfixoni kinds of programme goals Some plop Milne goals svmhollic the sens \ aloe, and pi um: pics 
of a society d . Such goals are ideals to strive for because thin present basic notions of what is g.kod and light I lier 
goals are aids in thernsel'e-c. The second category of goals is more instructional in nature (Patton. 197x ) 1 he same 
SOUR-V. claims that these present a means of attaining more basic ideals. i e instrumental goals Itinesent the meth, ids 
by which higher level ideals are to be achieved 
In evaluation research and policy analysis this distinction between utrinsicall valued goals and Insuunwitial g,.als 
is critical. The type of goal attainment being evaluated determines the decision contest tot delineating polies 
alternatives. This, in turn. has tirmdamental implications tin ans research questions lo be mestngatcd and ans 
research design to be implemented 
It is clear that a car factors is supposed to produce cars It is not clear what the outcomes of dehrlopnent is 
s-ippossd to he. Yet, productivity analysis requires at a minimum that outcomes he clear. spa',itic. and IteasirrablC 
(liven the complexity of most of human activities I akuicultur al. industrial, and services piogranmw). sich claim 
and specificity is itself an elusive goal. where evaluators studs only those objectives that are measurable. gnoing 
such difficult outcomes as self respect. social development. independence. problem solving abilities. etc I he 
evaluation process (inductive masoning) itself can distract programme aceonnplishrm-nts and misrepresent 
programme achievements Because productivity analysis links inputs to outcomes, ut is i mprtart to know boss 
programme activities are related to programme results 
It is instructive to consider how one night evaluate vanety products. for example demo crac Patton quttes fr,mm 
Bachrach (1976), highlighting the evaluation of dcmocracv and finding if it is as an end to welch or is a watts to 
an aid. and writes that over the cxus of the lint twro hundred years Western ¡xolibul science has become basicalh 
elitist because democracy has become to be viewed as only one among many metho its of decision-making rather 
than as an ultimate ideal I le quotes from Schumpeter who says that defined devno.eraem as an institutional 
arrangement for amutg at political decisions and hence incapable of being considered as end in itself If democraes 
is a means to an end, them the dficacncy of democracy in attaining that end can be compared to other. mean, Where 
the end is defined a.< getting decisions made. then democracy may well sutler in comparison to more efficient 
lrc 
oy' 
methods, eat., elitism, autocracy. oligarchy (set also the discussion about People'. Participation in Chapter Iwo 
2.A). A careful evaluation would then permit one to select the most productise method of making decisions 
Aber arguing the societal level of decision about the means and end_s of deinocraes. Patton i 1978i point. out the 
relevance of it in local programme and says that much federal legislation requires local either participation in 
governing programmes. Actually. in evaluating the people participation component of these programmes. it t. 
critical to know the decision context within which evaluative information swill he used Many question. nias be 
asked which have profound implications for research design and methods. for instance. 'axe decision makers 
interested in knowing whether progranune operations are almost efficient with and ss ithout active advisory board.. 
is the relevant policy issue how to generate meaningful people tnvolsement as an end in itself" 
The distinction of the goals is only one among lots of issaies involved in evaluating the .egret to sshuch social action 
programmes attain their goals The evaluators encounter many problems in attempting to kknuty and clarity 
programme goals. Those problems are well documented from the experiences of es aluators nias be classified as 
vague goals: multiple goals: Conflicting goals. central versus peripheral goals. funding goals versus prop mimic 
stale" goals: long term and short term goals. subsidiary goals. appropriate and inappt opt late goals doumnal and 
operational goals: morally putrescent or quintessential goals (Pason. 1978) 
Although. Patton is very conscious about the importance of productivity. but it se ,iii. that he does not hase cleat 
idea about process of productivity 1 de has argued prograrunes, goals, inputs and outcomes of the pro dia :tes in 
evaluation and so on He also believes that pnxducuvity analysis links inputs to outcomes and it is important to know 
the relevance of pn)granunc activity with prograrrune results Ile says that p ticv- niket s cannot manipulate i l t  inputs 
to achieve greater outcomes if they do not have a clear conception of what the inputs aie Moi cos ei. in open and 
purposeful systems, production pricess should he evaluated by a feedback control towards the main goals so 
another cycle of productivity occurs that its products arc subi ecuve and gives the know ledge of evolution and 
progress to the system. This secondary action IS as imp ort nt as the tirsi one. being concerned about the difficulties 
as.ociatc d ssith the notions such as social development. independency, and problem-solving pto cers and the like 
Productivity analysis assumes a direct linkage between prop amine activities and programme outcome. lt I. not 
sufficient tu assume such a linkage To be meaningful, the relationship between progtartuns- implementation ana 
progranune outputs must he shown t frith the infirmation showing that the programme is olersttug is asatlable 
according to describable plans. neither outcomes' evaluation nor products Its analyses e +ill he sets useful 
it one had to choose bctwe ai implerteaetauon information and onteo'rites infirmation. because of mooted es aluatin 
resources, there are many instances in which implementation information would he a peak/ value A sector 
maker can use implementation information to make s-iue that a i 'lies Is being put root,, ii etauon avaadmit Ito its 
design - or to test the vers' feasibility of the polie- Unless one knows that a programti' is operating acaoadrng to 
design, there is no reason to measure its productivity (Thud 1 
In some cases, the means for achieving a goal are known. but the furl consequences ooh tnipkitienttng those means 
are unknown. Only by systematically monitoring the impact of the programmes can goal attainment be made 
predictable over time. Without such prdictahilits, productivity orals sis will produce relatiseis meaningless data 
for policy and developer makers 
Patton (1978) concludes his discussion about productivity and s'tmunanies it in the fable A I 1 which indicates 
that although it presents a considerable simplification of optins. it lias the essence of the aka that ditlerent 
evaluation strategies are needed for diifi.'rent programmatic urkhtion For example. %auk" condition .bete 
outcomes are prlltctahle but mean. tir achieving those outcomes are not clearly known. a study bof the relationship 
between progranunc activities and programme outcomes is needed Sometimes the mean. for achieving a goal are 
}mown. hut the trill cnsequawes of implementing than are unknown liar. only by es stematicalh monitoring the 
impact oÌ activities can goal attainment he made predictable over time Finally. be describe. the tlnrrth cell of the 
table where goal attainment is ambiguous and cause-effect relationships arc unknown and says. 'ihrs is a quite 
typical situation for a hoist of Innovative programmes Such programmes arc struggling to tired out what works and 
..teat they can axontplish Process evaluation using qualitative methods is aimai at determining the strengths and 





Table A.1.1 Evaluation Options 
Source: Parson ( 1978) 
Lj'f'!. \: : t 
( rute-effect relrtiorr.hips 
Pro ductivIty analysis appropnate 
l'rikno nn 
tittxdy in relation of propantutx 
uttplenirntatioat to prop,ranutx 
outcomes 
Outcomes evaluation needed P ees-s evaluation 
r) Marx's General Mode of Production 
Maris phrasing is extremely tight and shows a precise schema, which is shown in l igtue A I 11 the essence of 
this general theory is that human history can be divided unto epochs in each of which. Maw t 1859) said, it t. 
possible to distinguish a system or social formation with an economic structure 'con esp ndmN to a definite stage 
of development of (Man's) material powers of production' Ile distinguishes The Asiatic the ancient, the feudal and 
the modern bourgeois modes of production' Between each of these systems or epochs. his historical studies lead 
him to see the translitrmation as a sharp break, a period of social revolution, and tiom this could therefore he 
predicted the revolution from the bourgeois ruade of production in a capitalist s oiet\ to a ' ocialiretd mode rit 
production in a communist socict\ (Marx. 1875) 
Social consciousness 
























Figure k1.11 Marx's schema of social structure and development 
Derived from O. Lange Political t:ctno ms. p. 33: and Marx 
Of Political Economy 
Source: Brown (1972.i 
(Contradictions) 
Preface t, A ( attritn)tirm to the Cntique 
Barran Brown (1972, p 124) puts forward his argument about Max's schema of social structure arad development 
and says. "Marx gi\isages these epochs as stages in a prngrcwsive development tus! in so far a% the repu nt 
stages if Man's technological advance, as %se should now call it. and this undo uhtcdh' is not linear pie does not 
rt, 
suggexl that all societies must go through all the stages, nor that conquest might not disturb the order. but oak that 
the economic structure of any society (the relation of human beings in production) must correspond d tous technical 
process of production. If it does not, at a certain stage of their development. the material ti*ces of pnothk tion to 
the .society come in conflict with the exi ng relations of production or - what is hut a legal expressin low tex sein' 
thing - with the property relations within which they had been at work before ' Then. he compares Mark with his 
Hegelian pre s -sors in terms of looking to the changes of their general thrones and then direction and sas that 
Marx's general theory was out of changes from below to the material condition of lite isxnclu000us dimension 
and not out of changes from above in the so called general progress of mind. that legal relations and town of .tale 
(diachronous dimension or above that, i.e. ultimateifinal cause) were to be understood Marx ( 1807 i sass I ht' 
mode of production in material life determines the general character of the social, political and spintttal processes 
of life." 
As Figure A.1.11 shows, the hase of productive forces to which the cu nonne structure of production relations 
correspond - the together making up the mode of production and above that a superstructure w ith con esltorkling 
definite forms of social consciousness - the whole constituting a single social formation (Banat! Brown. l')'_ t It 
one is going to understand the esvaice of Marx's general their, , one should determine the meaning of the two w o w ds 
'correspond' and 'detemune'. The same source cites from Marl ( 1859) who sass 
" In the social production which Men carry on the mice into definite relation. that are indispensable 
and independent of thew will. these relations of production correspond to a definite otage of dei elotatit'lit 
of their inner al powers of production The some total of these relations of production constitutes the 
cumonuc stricture of the society - the real foundation of which rise legal and ¡olitit:al stye: stricto es and 
to which correspond definite forms o!' social consciousness 
The line of correspondence in the Marx's general model is upward, hut it does not mean that each separate level 
is determined by the one below. If it wire, change would be economically detcntuned F ach level has to correspond 
with the one below and not conflict with it The material t orces of production in society are alw acs depending and 
at a certain stage of their development they may cone into conflict with the existing relations of production (Italian 
l3riwn, 1972) Marx (1859) goes on to sas "from loonies of development of the thees ofprotduetiin these relations 
turn into their fetters. Then comes the period of social resolution With the change of economic foundations the 
entire immense sup crstructur: is more or less rapidly transformed " It is the ee n.wttle sulk-hue in Mar\'s e eft that 
is overturned and it is in this stricture of propem relations that Mat. lino!s the genetato* of.ocrad change in the 
struggle of classes. 
Criticizing Marx's general model. the same source states since 11.1n is himself inside ant model of the social 
sciences there must be room for a feedback of his consciousness into the storómg of the model.- It pioolM aind, 
a critical question and asks low then can it be the material conditions that 'determine' this eonseu,usuess'' Mars 
(1859, in Barrait Brown, 1972) goes to provide his an'wet 
"The distinction should always be ruade between the material transformation of the economic continual., 
of production which can be determined with the prescisum of natural science. and the legal. political. 
religious, and aesthetic or philosophic - in short ideological - tonti in which Men become conscious uni of 
this conflict (between productive tiorces and production relations( and tight it out ' 
Furthermore. Man claims that this conscxx>srtess must rather be explained tronc the co/Malik-hog-0 of material lite 
from the existing conflicts between the social forces of production and the relations of production Rut. Barran 
Brown emphasizes on consciousness which is shown as driving tromt not only the c.tstmg Metal formation. 
but 
from the .upxntructtue of past social formations and quotes thin i .ange I lq6-1. p t 3 1. whose schema i rrjmudukril 
by the Figure A 1 I I . called "the nuclei of superstructure of future social formation" This last i fad min the 
diagram by a hnikai line reelecting the appearance of contradictions between the existing czo'nanie relata w' and 
the development of productive forces The feed hack of consciousness is derived tromt the 
conflict it is he ten 
understanding of thew new forms and by their antral over them that a n- % class of Men became histaxlcall agent 
of social change (Ibid.) 
Within Man's (1867) general thorn and at the heart of it. beside his predtaiom od the future axon of social 
change. there is the economic structure whose transformation can he determined 
with natural .erence i it, write 
Irr, 
:1 \i 
in the preface of the Capital that 'the ultimate of his work u a: to lay hare the economic lao of motion of rio kin 
society.' Their laws thorn are uìdepcmicnt of the will of individuals I k says 'M\ stanJlxoutt is one trout \hie h the 
evolution of the eoamomic formation of the society is \sewexd as a process of natural hurry ' In his t-na al Ilion. 
Marx seems to be reflecting Darwin's thought Just as species cannot survive unless adapted to then e71\ uorunnent. 
so sa-ietiei cannot develop without adapting the relations of production the forces of production In his model of 
the economic structure Marx seems to be following Newtonian concepts (Barran Brown. l'i'_ I 1 le then quotes 
two examples from Capital volume one (12ií, ï) and wastes '1n the form of society now wldet co111e r all, rl. the 
behaviour of Men in the social process of production is purely atomic ' And as the heat only bodies. once tlu,'\o n 
into a certain definite motion, always repeat this. so it is \ith social production 
What is clear in Marx's general model is that the present superstructure of social. legal. political, relations of the 
society which causes social formations concerning productive forces has more correspondence \ ash 'noodle of 
production.' It means that its location in the suggested model is alter production process and t etleuve tt Inch is the 
characters. 'ic of the consumer societies Btu, in a productive society this superstructure (ultimate cause) is the main 
stimulus of progressive development and the start point of production process which makes the strict e 
Although, there is no significant tumble cltnilx*eYU in the Marx's general model ut piodluctton I,toc-ess. but one may 
conceive it by mode of production, correspondence of productive forces and production'elation. Ito ne applies 
the thesis's suggested production process in Marx's Mode of Production. site \ill consider the social relation and 
attitudes as social consciousness in stimulating the production process 
s) Endogenous Growth 
Romer's (192{h) paper, 'Increasing Retiuns and Long Run Growth', proposes a model where economic growth 
(identifiable by supply -d nand paradigm and s nchronous dimension) is driven to the acclunulauo n of krxoo ledge 
(identifiable by production process and Jiachionous dimension) I (e is arguing that knowledge is the bask from 
of capital. Later he idexntifies the differences between knowledge and physical capital and sat . 
a) the development of new knowledge comes with diminishing returns (then though some people pout 
money into research. they will net cone out with identical products \Vilae they can buy a tacos and that 
produces 1O widgets a day, they can not buy a team or researchers and get Iu Jc\elopnnrtlt a tear And 
the more money they pour into resetuch . the less they may get hark t 
h) investment in knowledge leads to increasing returns in mai gmal products i It a team of r os-ar 
designs a prototype for the perfect widget. their factories can produce them. and the \ill sell thousan,l, 
of them for the cost of the one development which put them ahead of t e competition i and 
c) investment in knowledge has a 'natural extcrnalits' - that is. knowledge cannot he ixrfeatl\ patented ,r 
kept secret (Once one knows that something can he done. she can start trying to duplicate it And nos 
knowledge has a positive effect on the production poossrhiltttec of oodu-t a nits I 
But, 'endogenous growth' does not just happen There are a new preconditions ,fis Router writes in his 1'i'Nl papa. 
'Endogenous Technological Change'. the model of endogenous growth has 4 basic inputs 
capital. (measured in units of consumption good) 
2 labour. (skills available from a health\ human hod 
. human capital. (activities Stich as Brennan education and on-the-lob training This is poi' un.pec.tiic if the 
person. who knows how to multiply. dies. that skill is host from the ixdol of human capital i and 
1 an index of the level of the technology 
The key point in above model is an adequate sock of human capital in page 9X. he finds that 'what is important 
tir growth is integration not unto an economy o with a large number of people hut rather into ore with a large amount 
of human capital ' This is important tir countries to rote. in setting up political and et..raootnic agendas i h 
conclusion is that, to promote growth. countries' axruornic policies should 
.411Evrur a ):,r 
a) encourage investment in nc\t research. (as t>pPOSed to encouraging investment in physical capital 
accumulation.) or, if tar is not possible. at least 
h) s.ibstdtze the accumulation of total human capital t Problem with this one is that multi- national parachute 
usY the local human resources and human capital. but spint their capital out of the country into gala tas 
havens, not investing the money hack into the county What eourtnes need to Jo. We (1994 i suggests. 
is to build regulatory frameworks to collect 'rent' tir the building of human capital from the multi 
nationals.) 
What was interesting to We (1994) to Romer's (1990) paler, which is more an o\crvieu o! the orignis of 
endogenous growth, is the live facts: 
1. there are many firms in a market economy. 
2. discoveries differ from other inputs in the dense that many people can use them at the saule tune 
(Knowledge is a non -rival good - this means to the saute source that if you knots hoot to add and I knot% 
how to add, we can lxxli add at the sanie tinte A calculator. on the other hand. is a t i\ al god tKc anse tt 
cannot use the same one at the same tune 
it us possible to replicate physical activities. (Because knowledge is teat -rlt al. mans calculator. can he 
made from the one prutciple of adding machines- e and lots of other electrical engineer rig. tiro, hut that has 
another problem which is discussed belitr ) 
4 technological advance comes from things that ¡people do. (This tune ssiund-s strange, but it has based ton 
the fact that things tuft do not happen because another year has gone M That is more like the e\,gcn,,us 
growth of a tree - another ring What Romer is saving here is that technological ado antes come w hen 
loxokuig for market ruches The usnx' role in controlling the market ectuioruit 
has been discussed previously in Section 2 H 1 I of Design Process to Chapter I w 1 and 
5 many individuals and !inns have market power and cam monopoly tents on disco \oies (Ihi. filth ,rie 
which some the rusts have implied Is that it is probably a good thing tir .,tine ctxmtttes It/ let the pi opal 
rights slide tir a tea' years. so that a country cari catch up. and then put thons Its plage to prtt -ct then 
developments. A simular thing happens with ctgnright un niant de'. eloping ctoturttles 
A country would want to limit imports of foreign foods because locally produced gourds allows than to keep the 
mimeo' from their companies in their country. - not flowing to a !iretgn country This can be done thuo ugh nlilsrt 
restrictions and tariffs, or by selectively weaken intellectual property rights so that tltteign rights are undermines! 
and domestic nghts are preserved (Rivera et al . 19911 Following their discussion they set tip a controlled and 
simplified thought experiment to test trade and technological development between two countries. whneh together 
make up the 'global' market Then set up three scenarios, with dtilerent levels of trade restrictions and Intelltcnlal 
property nghts. 
1 designing a new good and earning monopol rents in the world market 
2 copying a good fron abroad that is not allowed to erster the domestic market. and earning nitro, pi 'k tents 
from the domestic market alone. and 
3. copying a g(xxd that is already being sold in the domestic market and playing a dtuopool\ game 
However. if the hamers are tor, high. and newt invartuot s cannot aooss the national lines. then the Incentive to 
innovate decreases. and worldwide technological progress slows down Raslcall . they find that any hauncoo onto 
trade slows down workhYlde to h nolopc.al growth Also. as they put It, copying is a tas on the revenues that a cop\' 
makes. and reduces the amount of human capital that could be used more pnxductuvel i i e innoyatang) On the 
other hand. if companies in both countries A and H anion ate. there arc greater spin off benefit.: l n,,w ledge spill 
ryas) fix both countries. and grata oterall elttxrnlc tk- velooptnent tor the global economy V hat countries hate 
to do is find growth through balancing innm anon and cop, fag; tariffs and free trade; incently es to trade 
'U,. 
.4PPL-sRitl r±%: 
barriers to discourage esternal goods I hat is what. We (1994) says endogenous igowth is all about 
There are same researt.hers doing work on how to encourage endogenous technological g xii th the cote -.gave 
believes that a lot of this work is remarkably post- Fordist in character For e\ample. the paper 'the New Alga of 
Capitalism Innovation- Mexdiatexd Pnriudi n' by Richard Honda and Martin Kerutey. is describing a .s stein of mass 
production which uses decentralized decision making, and uses the know ledge and m telligeme of all ernplo%ez.. 
making daily learning important Here is a quote from a steel tacton worker in the papem. m page 63s. mentioned 
by We (1994): "Belpre we came to work we used to check our minds at the factor. gate No we ve the ..+uce 
of innovation." Florida and Kenney identit\ 5 major dimensions in umovation-mediated production 
1. a shill in the main sxxntx of value toutim tìom physical skill or manual labour to intellectual capabilities 
or mental labour: 
?. the increasing unportance of Axial or collective intelligence as opposed to individual know ledge and skill 
i an acceleration of the pace of technological unto% aeon. 
4 the increasing importance of continuous improvement at the point of production. and 
5 the blurring of the lines between the labxoraton and the factor\ 
Basically, what they are dewc:ribing is the model of production in a pout- Fordist era ln older to stay c mpkttii e ui 
an era of constant change. companies have to use all the resources available 17x-% de..scthe a steel factors %+heir 
production time was cut down from 12 days to one hour. and the quality of the steel produced was unproved tenfold 
- pnmanly because of a drastic change in pnxducti n nethxds, changes in workers' attitudes to wof k, and a constant 
improvement policy. 
There is also a utopian stream of thought with these new developments That workers are able to use theft minds 
as well as their brawn to good, but the authors also odor hope of developing countries ' in the model of r.ottter's 
work Because this new model of developmctit gds workers involved m production, increases the humans capital 
and develops more innovation As Florida and Ketuev write in page 65(1 of then paper, mino%atioittiehated 
production is goxxl for developing countries because -thus nos model of development dies not requite huge 
investments nn technology Even ita country tx firm has limited resources to invest. , sh.ryttlotn w,nkei c.4uipat i 
a crucial source of innovation and improvement Thus, even nation and ever firm have assets fin mno%ati.at. 
which can he unleashed if their human resources are cultivated and managed proper rh A kes futot in tome 
development strategy will he the ability of these nations to adapt key aspects of innoyanonntediated pttoehetrtn 
and develop both the manufacturing and human mtiastnictures required to miry, in it 'ibis ties to Rotnk/'s thesis. 
that countries need to he in control of their own development. so that tie's can function in the levy nu, inflation 
economy. 
h, 
APPENDIX TWO (The Questionnaire) 
a) Some Notions in Quantitative and Qualitative Research 
The Nature of Quantitative Research 
Quantitative research is associated with a number of different approaches to data collection 1Tx social -.lases is 
one of the main methods of data collection which embodies the features of quantitate c rescruch i he ou' e s 
capacity for generating quantifiable data on large numbers of people, ss ho are knncTI to he repre.c nt at ive t it a vv iller 
population in order to teat theories or hypotheses, has been viewed. by mans practitioners. as a Meant. of captru Inc; 
many of the elements of a science Most survey research, Hnman (l'Mh, p I I 1 says. is based on an under Is nef' 
research design which is called 'correlational' or 'crust- sectional' Pus means that data are collected t at a ci» 
section of people at a single point in tune to discover the was s and degrees to ve hied tables r elate a t each other ' 
Quantitative research is a type which uses a special language ve Inch indicates some stnulan ut to the teat. in %%Inch 
scientists talk about how they investigate the natural orden - v:unahles. consol. mcasuiement. experiment In 
addition, "as social scienti-sts have been looked to uiereasingly by go%enun nnts and tither agencies to pros Ide ¡ktlic - 
relevant research, they have either been compelled to adopt a supposedh scientific approach or hate .aught to 
display an aura of scientific method in order to secure funding' In order to c anunc the precise nature of the 
scientific method that forms the liquidation of quantitative research. it is vvorthsshtle to hase a hind newer of 
positivist position in research (Ihid ) 
The Positivist Position 
One of the ddliwlty assoctatexi with 'positivism', In the literature, is Its ss ale range of Meanings I )tttetettt se: sues. 
of positivism can he found. Hyman (l')M, p I5) claims "Even when there is a rough oserIap among antlses an 
the basic meaning of the team. they rarely agree precisely to Its essential c(ni¡xnent. " What. then. 1s tstsltt 1'411 
Ile answers: 
a) positivism involves a bad that the me bids and prtietthues of the natural sciences ate applli elate to the 
sxscial sciences: [This view involves n belief that the tibtects of the social sciences, i e people. is not art 
obstacle to the implementation of the scientific method This position is often referred to as the principle 
of 'methodological moniste' or 'meth, dological naturalism' (vin Wright. 197 and (Maly-min. 1')75)1 
h) positivism involves a belief that only those phenomena %hrch are tthsen able. l e stntsihle. can ix 
warranted as knowledge: (This means that phenomena whch cannot he tthsrvel either dire-ily through 
experience and observation or indirectly with the and of instruments hate no place This aspect of 
positivism is otlen referred to as the doctrine of 'peen irucualisrn' and vtrnetimer as 'empirieisn' I 
e) positivism suggests that scientific knowledge Is arrived at through the accumulation of verdiel Inets 
(These facts feed into the theoretical formation ibus. thtsç expresses and reflects the accumulated 
findings of empincal research Such findings arc often called 'laves'. that is empircall established 
regularities. The notion of-science and in particular scientific theater is often termed to as the doctrine 
of 'inductivism'.) 
dl scicntrtic dames are sari M' positivists as providing a background of the empirical research in the sense 
that hypotheses are denvetd from them which arc then submitted to empirical test This implies that 
science is 'deductive', in that it seek, to extract specific propositions from general accounts 
of 
reality.) and 
et positivism is also often takers to include a particular stance in relation to aloes' i ibis notion an ise 
described in clarification of positivisan in tüo senses fhe titst is the more ttbv itees sense tit needing to 
cleanse a scientist of values which may damage hachis 4)1c- enstts and sit undermine the validity of 
Irv, 
l'i! \. : t 
knowledge. Ilie .-second asps lt of po.tUvtstn's posture on \alues ts to.ha\\ a .hate dtanhu.rl hat\\a-ri 
scientific issues and statements oli the one hand and rhpnllall\c ones on the other Po.11i\ ism ekYncs the 
appropnaterness of the sphere of the normative to its purvie\\ hccau.e nonnative statements cannot be 
verified in relation to expenencc While positivists rce:oputc that the can investigate the unpllcathnls 
of a particular normative position. they cannot ve71t\' or talsliv the position itself 
From the above citation, there are many points about these pnnciples which are \\,nth mentioning Principles t 
and (d) together imply that there is a difference between theory and observation Fm ptncal ve iticarl..n I. taken a, 
involve devising observations which are independent of scientific theories and see newt al Secondi\, prineipks 
(c) and (d) in conjunction seem to imply that science is both an 'in ductve' and 'deductis e' actin its t se the 
discussion about inductive. abducts\ e and deducin c ut 1eett. n 4 of Chapter 1.0w. i e 1 .'gical ì hulking .und 
the Processsl. This view suggests a circular process by which hypotheses are deduced from general theories 
and submitted to empirical test; the subsequent results are. then. absorbed into the general theories. 
Thirdly, the importance of phenonienahsni implies that observations are the final .ubuets of theoretical dispute.. 
and therefore generates a view which changes theoretical reasoning to a minor role tAk aida, l')S_i ibis 
tendency is further underlined by the doctrine of 'operationalism, which Is generall associated with a positl\ ist 
position and in particular can he viewed as a ramification of phenomenalism Operationalism lalis  seeks to Imo e the 
ambiguity in the concepts that are embedded in scientific theories by soectritng the Oyer awn. ht stud tie\ cue 
to be measured (Brvman, l9 i) 
Positivism and Quantitative Research 
Quantitative research is often coticeptudl/ed :e. havuig a logical structtue In %%hicli titetnle. dctc71111uc tk pit.hle711s 
to which researchers address themselves It is in the tond of hypotheses derived hoir genet al theories Ilene e 
hypotheses are assumed to consider causal connections between the coockpl. %Ouch ate the elpiienis of tlk 
hypotheses. Because concepts in the social sciences are believed to ie abstract their is a need to pro\hk 
operational definitions to be measured Data are collected by a social surir , evpenineni. of one of the othcl 
methods. Once the survey or experimental data have been collected, the\ are then anal%scd ..o that the causal 
etnmectRlits which arc specified by the hypothesis can he verified of te)octed Thew the finding. \\Inch aie iesulted 
fetid hack into, and are absorbed by, the theory that set the \\hole process it Cl .n. ayes of quantliatr\e research as 
a rational, linear process Figure aí 2 capttres some of the chief components of the Nu, al account of the 

















Figure A2.1 The logical stricture of the process of the quantitative research (ad..pted to lirtmtan l'MI 
hvu 
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The problems with tins view of nszareh pruccss which is cntumtsh encountered th Is of quantitative research 
is hnngmg a nu emcee of defects Fuse. it exaggerates the centrality of theory in ranch quartuattve iesearch. while 
by no means all quantitative research is theory-driven in this vv ay The latter kiln vs a. de v t.ed h+ Merton (1 `k,' l 
who s<xight to hndge the gap between grand theories (e g functionalism. conflict thoon i and low -ley el cirri teat 
findings. Since grand theories were so abstract they otlered ti-w Values as to how tho aught othi guides to 
empirical research: by contrast. much research in sociologh and in psychology deemed to otk-r little pros/lax-tot 
absorption into wider theoretical schemes Middle -range theories were proposed to mediate these two levels of 
discourse by dealing with 'delimited aspects of social phenomena' (Merton. I'ki' 1 Flic role of theory is seen to 
follow inductively as its product or summary rather than preceding research as its subtext or organiser War shay 
1975). Further problem with this idealized model derives from Its apparent linearity and otd em lacy 
The Nature of Qualitative Research 
When one speaks of 'quantitati\e' or 'qualitative' methodologies, s/he is ut the tinal anal\sus .leaking ut an 
interrelated set of assumptions about the social world which are philosophical, idetiological, and eptstemulogic al 
They encompass more than simply data gathering techniques (Rist. 19771 Flue methods of data collection with 
which qualitative research is associated have been employed by social scientists tut many year Me best-known 
of these methods has been referred to as 'participant observation'. which includes the sustained in%oh entent ut the 
researcher among those whom s/he seeks to study with a view to generating a iotuid d in-depth account of the 
group, organization, or whatever (Wyman, 19K8) 
The debt mod by participant observas and qualitative researchers in general to antluopologv can be distinguished 
in the widespread use of the tenu 'ethnography' to describe their approach. a teen cormsd in the context of 
anthropology to represymt precisely, an anthropologist's picture of the way of life of some true: acting human gl ooup 
(Wolcott, 1975). The existence of such studies implies that qualitative research Is not a new tradition and has 
methods of data collection with which it is most closet associated These methods have been stuiunar roil by 
Griflin (1985) as followings: 
Participant ( )hsenvation. (which is probably the method of data collection 
1 Jnstructured Interviewing. (tri which the researcher provide. minimal guidance and alloyss considerable 
freedom nitr interviewees 1 
Life Iiiston Method. that has become a highly prolong tulstucttued Ie in ttInch the iescatcher 
induces others to reflect at length about their lite. and the change. and pttRi..A.. tt hich underpin then 
experiences ) and 
(Troup Discussion Methods. (Which were loosely structured around n %ene_. of kc topic:. and que +duit 
to allow for a degree of tle\ihilit 1 
Stating the differences between the methods of data collection in psychology. hamster et al I I' .$. p i) pinpoints 
the fact that 'discourse analysis'. 'participant observation' or 'personal construct' veutk lot example, may tnh 
produtx redc-vcnpuo ns of language. social interaction or the silt. vt hile 'interviewing' and 'ethnotraph)' will brush 
upon and change a person or a community. and 'feminist' methoodcologt and aclun resa-areh still always involve 
reflection and transformation of experience and action 
To signth the nature of qualitative research. Measo r t 1'1Kí, p 67) has argued one of the prg.crries of this met)u.1 
and writes. "Inevitably, the interviewee will 'ramble' and move away from the designated areas in the researcher's 
mind .... The interviewee in rambling is moving onto areas which most interest hint tt her tie ink-mew-el is 
losing some control over the interview. and Yielding it to the chart. hut, Inc plavoi1 is that 11w researdwi rcadies 
the data that is central to the client 1 always go along with rambling tor a while. but try t.' make a rya; al.tnt 
shat 
is missed and cover it in the nc\t interview " The thesis's approach to understand people's centrals iews 
orf 
change in their lives was possible by conducting an open -ended questionnaire. Hain attempts hest been 
made to make it a kind of controlled inters icsinz hy: 
it) basing a session with each indi' idual: this sas before inters letting. to introduce the mein 
objectives of the research and the different concepts of the topic. i hic h usually continued for marc 
than hait An hour.) 
h) asking questions about the theme (development and change) from different angels: and 
c) pursuing the reasons of their responses- (this helped the author to ladder doss n to the deeper part 
of their unconscious knowledge and understanding of the subject.) 
In Addition, the author is coming from the same case and acted spontaneously as a friend or neighbour. 
So, his familiarity with the place and the subject. which people had been asked about, had an essential rok 
in controlling the rambles to keep their concentrations and focuses on the central issues. To reflect the 
various actisities in the field studs, which the author was engaged in as participant obsencr, citation 
quoted from Gans (1967, p. 440). who was doing research on a suburban communits in the l'SÀ, is north 
mentioning. This defines the author's rise in this research. nhich can be seen a. 'total participant', 
considering the stile of the questionnaire. which is open- ended, and shows three topes of research rooks: 
"These activities cast me in three types of research roles total researcher researcher participant 
and 'total participant As a total researcher, 1 observed es enis ut which I participated minunalls a i not 
at all, for example, as a silent audience member at public meetings As a reseatch- participant. I 
participated in an event but as a researcher rather than as a restekst, hr example. at Most social 
gatherings As a total participait. 1 acted spontaxousls as a friend sa neighhsxu and subsequently 
analyzed the activities rn which I has so participated " 
The Characteristics of Qualitative Research 





Seeing through the Eyes of the People. (which is the strategy of the qualitatis e tes arch to view everts 
action, norms, values. etc from the perspective of the people who ate being studied 
Description. (which is one of the main purposes of ethnographers lescarch style frit pros idmg skidded 
which investigate 1 
Conteitualism. (which is alnitist insc parahk titre, another thcrue in quahiatis e itseaich. noircit+ 'ii.olivn 
\vluch intend to examine social entities as wholes to be explicated and mulet st, kl in their rituels I stilts 
are understandable only when they arc situated in the s,isler s.stal and lust at is al contest t 
Process. (which is both a s -mptom and cause of an undertaking to sless +R ial life ilrprties- sllal rallies 
than static terms participant observers have been vets amused to the notion of yicsvmtt .+Riot lit. as 
involving interlocking series of events and so tend to place n nu ch greater emphasis ton the changes that 
the processes, which provide its bedrock, arc responsible tic inducing 
Flexibility and Lack of Structure. (which is the strategy of qualitatise tesearsh and is rrlatrse h open 
and unstructured. rather than one which has decided in advance preciv'h what ought to he ins esti fated 
and how it should he done Qualitative researcher tends to the \icy, (he' olsrt approach, which altos, s 
her /him access to unexpectedly important invisible topics, as a stay to help recognizing the 111410111 10.' 
Of the search question from within the trines,snk of the ctmininits and tete shuts to change dirretitrr 
in the formulation of her/Ins problem t and 
Theory and Concepts (This is an approach to help qualitative res.carchers to toe mtsiruaful of town 
.specification prior to the start of the research ertteriprise This is not to sas that a method like participant 
observation is incapahk of tcstuig thciries and allowing concepts to he opeiatisinalls defined at the outset 
of a qualitative study ) 
' The qualitative researcher is in a better posrtiorn to view the linkages hetucs.m events and activities 
and to 
explore people's interpretations of the procccees in vital life The Influence of perspectives like 
Phenorn n of ogy. svn*silic iteractuotustn. and naturalism lid guabiatie researchers to !suggest that 'weeannoot 
take for granted, as the natural scientist does. the availability of a pnr.oia1tntad wind of phcauetx-na for 
investigation' but must esanune the processes by which the social world is constructed' i 
Walsh. 19-2) 
hit 
In regard to the abuse classification, the main objective of the thesis. hs propounding an open -ended 
questionnaire, is to pursue people's vision of des eli,pment and changes of their list... the vs ass the confront 
the problems and the different ways of conducting their solutions. Proposing the more specific classtf catwn 
for the people's responses. four functions hase been adopted to this end: 'description'; 'etplanattiin'; 
'simulation'; and 'esaluation'.' 
In descriptive kind of insestigation, attention is. usually, directed towards identifying similarities and 
differences in activities exhibited hs a population under studs and among s arwous subsoìietal segments in 
this population. In the explanatory type of ins estigation. the concern is with factors postulated as has ing 
an influence in shaping these activities. The descrptis e and explanatory stages are seen as a pre-anals sis 
or preprocessing phase prior to the des elopment of a system's approach and structural approach, which 
would come into play in the simulation stage of research and deselopment and esentualls in testing 
planning and polies proposals in the es aluation stage. Simulation encounters (ormidahk probkms in 
projecting activities into the future. Es en simph redistributing the present population to a rearranged 
spatial structure of built ens ironment poses some kinds of uncertainties in connection with miss ing 
behaviour. 
The analysis of the questionnaire is concerned not ooh with how people lise ti.e. description t, but also with 
what factors assist them to hase that life stile (i.e. explanation). As brought out in previous paragraphs. 
descriptive and explanatory approaches are essential steps in des eloping a capahihts to simulate aces nines, 
which in turn is a step that helps using time and spatial measures of human actis its in the es aluation of 
their social systems. The explanatory model, thus, serses as a diagnostic tool for pinpointing s anables that 
then become parameters in the simulation of actis ities. 
Problems in Qualitative Research 
A nu nhc-r of problems ut the unplanuitatxxt of qualitative research hase been addressed w its three central tacets 
the problem of interpretation, i e the ability of the investigator to see through other pet spies eves and its interpret 
events from their point of views. the problem of the relationship ix-me al theory and research. which qualitative 
researchers tend to support, and the problem of genct alvntunr. i e the cvtcnJ sshieh qualitative few/nth yetis un} 
from case studies, can he 'generalved' 
The Problem of interpretation 
Ball's (1984) justrlicatun for giving less emphasis to nonacademu: facets ist .shun) lire is worth mentioning lie 
says that access to a world of fleeting. overlapping. contradictors. murky. incoherent realities skniimds ,eke .trse 
attention from the field worker For everything that is noticed. a multitude of (Abet things are toe palm [here is 
also a tendency towards a descnptive approach to the use of 'data' in relation to e.xxlusiiins ox c'planansms in 
qualitative research 
A more tundamental difficulty with respondent validation is the nature of the linkage hctwccn the Misstepaphsï 
data (i.e. interpretations of her/his suhleets' world -views) and the elaboration of those data t.x preseTntatrsm to an 
academic audience. As anthropologists like (isxrt/ ( 19-1) recognize. ethnographers are engaged ln 
interpretations of other people's interpretations, it is unlikely that responxie-nt . ali.latioo ss ill wcatls tacrlttate 
the ethnographer's second-order interpretations of subjects' first -verser interpretations il{nman. I'Txrtt lirvman 
suggests that the presentation of the natives point of vices can be viewed as containing throe eotnp'inents 
1. the way in which the natices sieve the world; 
2. the ethnographer's interpretation of how thes s irw the world; and 
3. the ethnographer', construction of herfhis interpretation of the natis 
ethnographer's own intellectual and cultural communits. 
Regarding to the proposal cited above. vitre treat c nus hase hee'n c4xxiuctal 14 the 
es' s irw of the world for the 
questionnaire .so fer Fust. all 
2 Chapin (1974) has a st. usasi that' tarns ut his general model for explaining human actisity patterns See also 
Section (b) of this appendis tor more definition about them 
the responses and reasons have been brought into consideration in this research 111 te, clrt.ekr the slid .st 
pnrrciple (1), without considering the number of tunes the hase been repeated bs potpie lins txlp kcaping the 
potential of the people's slew and preparing an oppurtunuv lof the other researchers. who lime dilterellt 
interpretations, to t011ow the work The second pnnciple I. used to aboute the data lis elasslfs ing aist aeeunullatu1E 
than The procedure of classifrcatkin starts from the questions and ends to the analysis of data. Here, the 
author's interpretation is descriptise dealing with the statistical responses; explanatory dealing s.ith 
responses which identify 'present states': simulatise dealing with those which intend to state the 'desire', 
the changes or the 'future plan' of the people; and esentualls it is esaluatisc confronting the answers with 
references to the'impact' of the other sy stems. Their tour stages have been al.., used bs the Inters ie\sees t, 
reflect their interpretation of their lives. To compare the result of collected data ss ith the pinrcipks a-rubsskied in 
the hypothesis, the element (3) was under consideration So a language is constructed tao tianslate ',copies \ less s 
of their live_, to those who are familiar with language of the thesis Then, for the purpose of interpreting people's 
interpretations, four principles of the 'production process', which is one of the endogenous des rlopmrnt's 
paradigms, have been employed as criteria to es aluate and to anal. se the data t sec Figure e. I i. 
The Problem of the Relationship between Theory and Research 
The outline of theoretical ideas as usual's viewed as a phase that o,:cln s des ing sri at the end of Iieldss,nk. lathe! than 
being a start to it. Thee are di8crent approaches to the qualitative resent ci vless of the linkage tsa ns et n theory 
and investigation. One of the most frequently cited is'anahtic induction', a tents which osas coined bs /nanieccki 
(1934)3. The basic sequence of proexxdures is outlined in Table is I 
Chief Steps 
a) rough definition of the problem. 
h) hypothetical explanation of problem. 
e) examination of case(s) to determine fit \sith II\ pothesis. 
d) if lack of fit, either (I) hypothesis is reformulated or (2 i problem reskfin sl to cxchrde negati\ a .ass 
el hypothesis is deemed to be confirmed alter a small number of cases has been e'anuned usgatise 
cases require further re- tionnulation ) and 
tl protxxhre continues until no further negative case.-% have bear rnuxurtetcd and a um \ e1 cal relationship 
has been established 
Table A.2.1 Steps in analytic induction Idenved front Firman ( I')881) 
To the analysis of data, analytic induction is an approach in which the .reunenee of a single negative case is 
sufficient to send the researcher off io reformulate the problem Another \sas iii \stns h 
the relationship between 
theory and data in qualitative research is often formulated is in terms of grounded theory an sppt.sach 
sshtch 
draws on some of the basic exxmrx1 eats of analytic Induction To idertits the historical riot .,l the idea 
of griairxkd 
theory Brman (19$8) asserts that it was first formulated by (Olas+er et al (l%7) as a means of generating theses 
which is embedded in data Turner (1981) has compiled a sequential saws of stages \shich provide the duel 
components of grounded theory 
3 See also the discussion about deduction. abduction and induction to ('hapta Four, Suction 4 14 
1 
. t e 
Logical Thinking and the Enxxss In that section. the author refered to Peirce: ( 
1921 t sibs believes that there 
is only one form of analytic reasoning the deductive and there are two 
firms of synthetic reas.ming the 
inductive and the productive (abductivc) There is also a logical cxplanattnn fco 
these which has been 
illustrated in Figure 4 R 1 of the sane section 
{:'.. . .1 .i' 
a) after Vlärk' pest(lrmanCeti to the field setting ald some iolltYtiorl of data the resa'.tre he! sr.tlt 
'categories'. (which illuminate and fit the data v+ ell. In this retard, honor, quarter. town and 
general aspects are proposed tu form a categon. , 
b) the categoncs are then 'saturated . Imeanung that further instances of the catetsuies are gathered t lUllll the 
nseaarcher is confident about the relevance and range of the categones t(N the ie`cai eh setting iliac is 
a recognition in the idea of 'saturation' that further search for appropriate instances mas heto nit' a 
superfluous exercise 
e the researcher that seeks to abstract a more general formulation of the calt'gtn\ as well as'peeif\ lug the 
entena for inclusion in that category. ['statistic', 'present state', 'future plans' (i.e. desire +. plans and 
changes) and 'impact' are categories of this kind employed in the present yursuonnaire! 
d) these more general definitions then act as a guide for the researcher. as well as stimulating further 
theoretical reflection. (this stage mas assist the researcher to think of further instantes \s hielt nia k 
subsumed under the more general definition of the esteems ) 
e) the researcher should be sensitive to the connections het\see7n the entes gilg genie¡ al i alegt11 les and ,Then 
milieus in which the categories ma\ be rele ant. le.g. in the field sun es , questions about development 
(which are categorised in a part related to 'future plan' and 'simulation's help searching the 
mechanism of growth from within, from deep structure into surface structure. this is similar to 
function of the production process 
g) 
hi 
the researcher may he come increasingly aware of the connections between categories developed in 111( 
previous stage, and will seek to develop hypotheses about such links. 
the researcher should then seek to establish the conditions In which these connections Is!!.!.:, 
description, explanation, simulation and es aluatk n hase been conducted to pros ide such 
conditionsd 
at the point mentioned above, the researcher should explore the implications of the emerging Ii:.. !, 
framework for other. preexisting thatencal schemes \tile ll ate Teti \ ant to the stibslaltl(e area I ultimate 
cause, subjective cause, objective cause and formal cause, the stages of the production pnurss 
paradigm, are the preexisting theoretical schemes in the sun es which aim to test the implktion 
of the emerging theoretical framework of the research. I and fittall\ 
The researcher may then seek to test the emerging relationships among categories tuber extrenw 
conditions to test the validity of the posited connections 
Thus, theories are de ve.)d from the field -work pnems refined and testett during tield work and gtadnalls clabo cMeal 
into higher levels of abstraction tow-anis the end of the data oolleltion phase flits approach allows they on to e not IN 
from the data and provides a framework for the author to cope with the unstructured ccrnpleut\ td social rcahts 
and so make it manageable, and it allows the development of theories and categories which are meaningful to tex' 
subjects of the research 
Case Studies and the Problem of Generalization 
Some writers treat 'qualitative research' and 'case stouts research ) as more and less s\Txtn\ii,Nls tenus l'ot 
main 
commentators, this reliance on a single case pow a problem of how far it is po'cihle to gent-rabic the reanit of 
such research Rut, it is conceivable to help obtaining gaicralization of findings h\ snail more than one ì41v 
through the examination of a number of cases by more than tote researcher. whereby the overall 
investigation 
assumes the framework of tearil resarrh'. and to see; a case which is 'typical' of a col= cluster of chatactertstrc 
(Woods. 1979 p. 268), other researchers can then examine comparable caves which belong to other clusters 
of 
charactenstics (Br}man. l o)Ss 
The discussion of the connection between thron and research indicates that anal%tic induction and 
grounded theon has e prlsidrd qualitati\r researchers with possible frameworks for attending 
to 
Lj'?' ̀ .: : l 'rt i 
theoretical issues. There is a grossing view that quahtause research ought to te noue con.ci.u.Is driven b 
theoretical alarms. in contrast to the belief that theoretical reflection ought to be dklased until a Iater tahc in th e 
research process (Ibid.). This has been applied in the mordel used in this research (sec Figure t. 1 1 
Contrasting Dimensions of Quantitative and Qualitative Research 
Some main contrasting feathers of quanutatls e and qua1itaus e research are listed in I able is 2 which shows eight 
important dimensions of divergence between the two research traditions 
Quantitath e Qualhath e 
Role of Qualitative Research Preparatore Mean. to I- ploration of 
Actor's Interpretations ns 
'_. Relationship benseen Researcher 
and Subject 
Distant Clove 
i Researcher's Stance in relation to Subject outsider Insider 
Relationship between There /Concept 
and Research 
(onhiniiatioil Lineo gent 
5. Research Strategy ti Inlc nu ed l Inatucuue d 
G Scope of Findings Nonwthetrc !Scoge aphis 
7. Image of Social Reality Static and Fxtcmal 
to Actor 
Pnnes.ueal and Somali) 
('onstnuteed hw Ache 
x Nature of Data !lard. Reliable Rich. l)crp 
TableA.2.2 Some differences between quantitative and qualitative research Idols ed nom Itnnian t IWx 11 
It is common to conceive of the quantitative /qualitative dichotomy in terms of respectse t.nunitme is to 
'nornothetic' andd' ideographic' modes ofreassnuig tl lalfpcnm. !'979) Thas da.itntinto etitttiveh refer. t. the ...'pi 
of the findings which derive from a piece of research A notnothettc approach .eel. to establish genet al lase liIie 
feedings which can he decided to hold irrespective of time and place. an ida.graphic apptoash locate% it findings 
in specific time -periods and locales Treating the two research tra.hu.ms a. toeing %nu Ily a...% lati.l ss ith n . nn..thi ti. 
and ideographic findings has been also called a cautionary ma:'.-r klthouxh the questionnaire used in this thesis 
has benefited from a mil of both qualitative and quantitatis c traditions, but its scope of finding is haled 
on the nomothetic reasoning. This is perhaps because of the nature of the thesis sshkh is not problem 
oriented, therefore the findings of the case studies are established to test the h potheses. 
Approaches to Blending Quantitative and Qualitative Research 
Quantitative and qualitative research in sonne treatments are as competing view s about the %%a's s in .cinch social 
reality ought to be studied They are said to be the csscnttally ditl'sment clusters of epistcrn.'i .gis al assumptions of 
what should pas as guaranteed knowledge about the social .weld For some sentir. , riantitatne and qualitause 
research are representatives of ditlerent %says of conducting social and psYchoI'pcal ins estigati ns Then are' 
appropnate to di/tin-slit kinds of re arch question and even as capable of being integrated Whim this second view 
is takers. they are more or less different approaches to data collection. so that pretererxx-s hit .u>c of the .Aber are 
based on technical i aie In the slew. the prime consideration is to adjust the appr.. hate technique t. a particular 
research question 
There are also a number 'isms in %Ouch qualitative research can solve the problems and kvcl.p the instruments 
for quantitative research Qualitauye research mas act as a source of hunches .0 hvpo.thc'.is to he tealctd to 
quantitative research Qualitative rt.-search ma' also facilitate the construction of scales and indice` for quantitative 
.1PPf Z)L1'Tutr 
research. The presence of qualitative data may greatly assist the analysts of guantitausr data (Braman, 1988) 
Qualitative research presents a prcessual view of social life, whereas quamtitati%c icscareh provides a stets, 
account. The attribution 'static' may be taken to have negative connotation. hut this need not be so adopting a 
static view, much quantitative research can provide an account of the regularities, thus patterns of structure, which 
are a feature of social hue. 
As Silverman (1985, p. 140) has put it. The cntical reader is fre-ed to ponder u ether the zeseatehci has .ele 'ted 
only those fragments of data which support his argument ' lie argues that the use of 'simple totalling techniques' 
allows the qualitative researcher to survey the hulk of her/his data and to pros ide the Leader %s nth an ovei all 
impression of those data. Further, Silverman argues that the exercise may Breath be nctit quahtatoc researcher s 
themselves m that they may come to revise their understandings of their data %% hen 'supple counting' rig  re cals that 
their imprez ons were mistaken. He, then, encourages to count the countable prelei ahlm in terms of the categ( vs les 
actually used by the participants. This can he a good evidence tir dividing the responses uno statistical. present 
states, future plan and impacts which have different natures 
Thar are differences between quantitative and qualitative research, about the kinds of data that eaeh engcn.kr s and 
the levels of analysis at which each operates 'llierelìre, each lias its own surngths and ss caknesses Ilw suggest k ni 
that quantitative research is associated ulth the testing of theories. whilst qualitative teseateh is associated st ith Que 
generation of theories, can he viewed as a convention that nias have little to do ss uh cutlet the pr acticc of noun% 
researchers within the two traditions or the potential of the methods of data collection 
b) Different Approaches to the Study of Urban Structure 
Chapin (1974), describing 'cmmunity'. hnngs quotations from diem' (1972) rho proopostitd it as 'daily urban 
system', from Friedmann (1973) who conceived it as 'urban field' and from Webber (l%3) rho described it as 
'urban realm'. He, that states that research and development focused on human actin its systems in the nieuo+pohtan 
community are viewed as otlenng an Important approach to the studs of urban suucture 'crtaurh in a spatial ..ris.- 
but possibly in a social sense as well Chapin suggests mews stages for this kind of elf ort 
Description: (which is a phase loi studying lit patterned slays different subsoocietal segments of the 
metropolitan community use the city. its facilities and its services 
Explanation. (which us a study of the factors that ap¡ca to regulate activity patterns thus tkscxibc*I 
Simulation; (that is the development of a model capable of reproducing acts% its paneras 1 and linat}% 
Evaluation. (A phase in which the simulation model is used to investigate the Iikeh impacts on human 
activity of the implementation of various alternative plans and policies 1 
There are applications of these phases in built environment and development pneec.. The descriptive and 
explanatory phases provide the planners and designers with a means for understanding the %says people deal a ith 
their auvironmamt they give a conceptual view of the rhythm and the spatial locus of life files provnk a hats Go 
identifying and until-standing the diversity in activities of the population to different lite sus Ics There is also a kc1 
area of application that cormes directly out of the tirsi two phases and is concerned u ith the development of rnoskls 
of physical and spatial structure and studies of the dynamics of change in the spatial (ogant/atnon of the built 
aivunruncxnt. A second area of application comes out of the next phases of an research and development effort and 
is concerned with simulation. then the application of urne allocation m the esaluauon of the %oral efficiency- of 
planned changes in the spatial organvation of the built environment 
Evan though that are *aims problems in projecting social activities into the attise and sustain the process nef lite. 
simulative models are assumed, by Chapin (1974. p 17) and the author. to serve a useful purpose in the analvts 
of existing spatial structure and in evaluating the social etlicie ncv of one change mtrtduex'd in the existing order- 
of thumps over other alternative changes Analysing activities response to physical changes in %paua1 organ r%shon. 
ut can be anticipated that the simulation- cvaluauon stages will weld a method of making 'social impact' 
studies i set 
Figure t; 1 in Chapter Six) 
c) The Questionnaire 
Questionnaire 
People's participation in desrgrrnt. their Hotunent 
tEndogenous I)ccloprnent 
1995 
General description of responder l" ode No: 






j)atc ot tntetl tcx% 
l une stati 
Place of 11ttet%10e 
lime end 
- Which kind of family do you have' 
2- How many people live in your family' 




Z- tie\ Ayf 
4- Sex Abe i- Sex Ato C.- (,;\ Age 
7- Sex Age h- tic\ Age `t- tiex Age 
3- Do you have a house or houses of your own? 
4- What is the nature of the ownership of your house' 
5- How long have you been in your present house ' 
h- How long do you expect to stay at your house' 
Yes/No 




t- Mention (2) important changes happened atìcr moving to this house 
with regard to tacrhhc`. oppKtunrnes. 
the neighbourhood, jobs. etc 
a 
h 
9- Mention (3) aspects you do not Lind satisfactory rn vexa present 
house Please grec t 1 t reas.ur for each 
a 
lnn 
10- Mention (3) things make you satisfied ith your hou.c u ilve 




I).._ .. .. 
1) 
1) 
11- Have your children secured house for the future' Yes/ No How was this possible' 





13- Mention the (2) most preferable things you would like to hair in sour house tine (1) reasln for each 
a. h 
h. l ) 
14- Do you think there is any possibility for people to build their own houses without the he1;' of the kral 
municipality? Yes/No Please mention (2) ways of achieving this 
a 
15- Which type of houses do you most prefer' Please give (2) reasons Type 
I) 
2) 




17- Has your choice of present house had any impact on your Jots' Yes/No PociiiveiNcgabvc Please pi%c (2 ) 
examples. 
a. 
18- Is your work far from your house' Ye/No Please give (2) reasons (hl 
1) 
2) 
19- Are people involved in production of housing ') Ye/No Please give (2) reasons for voeu response 
1) 
2) 




















25- Mention (2) things you would like to have in your neighbourhood 
a. 
h. 
26- Do you like to he aware of the events happening in your night otuhnoirl" Yc_./No picim give l2 t 
examples how to achieve this 
a. 
h. 




28- Did you choose your neighbours') Yes/No Pkasc give (2) reasons why 
1) 
2) 















32- What are the (2) most important areas in your town? Give (2) reasons wM the ur important 
a. 1) 
2) 









35- Mention (2) building materials you like to see Meung used un the buildings ui'onu town l'iras- give (I ) 




36- Mention (2) building materials you do not like to sec being used in the buildings of conu town !'lease 





37- Mention (2) important features you like which have been made in the paa of the town !'lease pier (; 






3X- Mention (2) events or changes you would like to 9oc in your town in the future Please give 11) reason why 






39- Mention (2) changes which have been occurred in your town which voeu like }'leas goc t I l reason Bch. 





40- Do you think the growth of your town had depended on impo ted materials and technology ' Yc r'No }'ka..c 
give (1) example 
a. 
41- Do you think you and people have enough local resources or means tier changing vow 1111011.11dIlle. ' Ye.'JNi. 
Please give (2) reasons for your response 
1) 
2) 
42- Mention (2) most important things people do usually in their everyday life which give vo*ir town its 





43- Where do you usually go fier shopping' Please give (2) reasons why vous go there 
1) 
2) 
44- Mention (2) items you prefer to huv because they are producxx1 to your conuotuutti 
a. 
h. 
45- Mention (2) items you prefer to kin because they are produced somewhere else 
a. 
h. 








47- Mention (2) ways the new generation can know about present valles of lte 
a. 
h. 











50- Please give (2) advantages of traditional architecture 
a. 
h. 
51- Please give (2) disadvantages of traditional architecture 
a. 
h. 
52- Please give (2) advantages of new architecture 
a. 
h. 
53- Please give (2) disadvantages of new architecture 
a. 
h. 
54- Identit (2) external things imposed on the city which you do not like Please gne (I ) tea.0m tot cash 
a. 1) 
h. I) 
55- Mention (2) things you think will give long terns life to the town Please give (I) reason t.t each 
a I) 
h 1) 
56- Mention the best way you think which can hnng people together to help each other !'!else mom, 
advantage of them_ 
a. 1) 
57- Would you like to talk more about your house. netghh nuh*i d, town and your role in designing and shaping 
the environment? 
Thank sou sees much for sour help in completing this yuesthmnAire. 
PLEASE REMEMBER THAT THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IS FOR RESEARCH PI IRPt» l s t Ni Y AN1) 
ANY INFORMATION PROVIDED WILL REMAIN CONFIDENT-MI 
Ina 
d) The Responses to the Questions 
Present State (Satisfaction. Problems) 
Responses to question numbers: 9, 10, 23. 24. 30, 31, 32. 37, 42, 43, 40. 49, Sit. 51. 52. 5z 
Total Positive Meaning Negathe Meaning 
26 rich zone 26 
25 hospital 21 hospital 4 
24 netghtoours 17 
23 bazaar 23 
toff hh.tu. 
20 infrastructure 2 infrastructure 18 
9 school / college 19 
8 new town 14 new town 4 
6 park 11 parl. 5 
3 privacy 5 pm ac s 
3 
old buildings 6 old building. 
V. cal. again.t dt.a.ter. I; 
2 adaptation 9 adaptation 
2 street 12 
2 electric post 6 clecu is post (, 
2 shortage of space 7 shortage of .pa.'c 1 
I firmness 11 
1 courtyard 11 
0 big towers lu 
0 monuments 10 
O narrow allies 9 none alhc. I 
O old square 10 
0 de patch 6 despatch 4 
0 factory 2 factta' S 
9 shopping centre 7 .hoppuig cerurc 2 
9 quarter . . ups 9 
8 health 5 health 
1 
8 quietness K 
8 weather  K 




8 old castle 8 
8 Moharam Ceremony  K 
7 wasted land 5 w acted land 
7 beauty 7 
7 services 2 ' rr Ices s 
7 oldness 7 
7 good region 7 
7 
old building 
7 stylish 7 
6 museum 6 
6 library 6 
6 quarter 6 
6 garden 6 
6 chtldren. 
D06.: (, 
6 closed alles 3 
closed alto t 
6 old town (; 
6 
bum quartet 0 
6 stadium u 
6 ownership n 
6 
crow d r 
5 countryside 5 
5 apartnie nt 1 
apartment 4 
5 square 5 
5 palace 5 
5 airport area 5 jo 
5 cooperation 5 
5 
traffic tam i 
j elm 5 
5 
public Matt s 
5 cot c ntre 5 
5 trtidlttonal styk 5 
5 Islamic style 5 
5 going to wart; 5 
5 awcssibility S 
5 rnws 3 
ni ci 2 
4 serum' 3 
'cunn I 






a quarter 4 
government offices 4 
one stop 4 
4 dam4 
4 hnck 4 
4 ntual celebration 4 
4 business area 4 
4 covered bazaar 4 
4 
4 kindness 4 
4 
4 kitchen 4 
4 market 4 
4 
4 largeness 4 
4 con emence 4 
3 cleanliness 3 
3 
rail\e av 3 
3 castles 3 
3 respect 3 
3 tmlt'ersities 3 
3 
3 
3 puntv 3 
3 culture 2 
3 shops 3 
3 rush hour 3 
3 
3 bazaar (covered) 3 
3 \tmd- catcher 3 
3 
3 
3 near garden 3 
3 
3 dt\erstt\ 2 
3 domes 3 
3 
3 garage_ 3 
3 near Mosque 3 
3 memorial (Past 1 3 
3 people I 
3 grass market I 
3 f li ssainich Z 
3 
3 humidity 2 










2 old garden 2 
similarity 1 ï 
2 separate families 2 
2 open spaces 2 
2 small windows 2 
2 régulant\ 2 
2 




2 previous square 2 
2 north location 2 
2 I 
saving material 2 
2 P(41 
2 
2 adequate 2 
2 new materials 2 
2 neV4 tcchnolnp 2 
standing at an angle tu the street 
identity I 
shone place 2 
tx t ghlw xu NAPA.' t 
ttlternrldnoll 4 
oil town 4 
residential lotset 4 
cement (.aetdn\ 4 
%%all in tient 









grass tnal.eh 2 




(ail rl eellal t 
tnte7hte7Kr t 
no Kldïltlt\ 2 
queues n bus 2 
queues ton shdd¡tlttng 2 
ron the south 2 
similar an I 
old bath 2 
testaurant - 
oil edonham 2 
not updated 2 
not high enough ceding 2 
pertlhe-n 2 
¡tddltie statu an 2 
nom 2 








































alhtti (( with stone thkirs 1 2 
Telccahm 2 
Islamic loan 2 
high roof (dome) 2 
high light 
greener ' 2 
green region '_ 
town centre 2 
going to Mosque 2 
gathering in afternoon 2 
tranquillit 2 
ni fal[hes parues 2 
economic concern 2 
two stories 2 
constant 22 
cold stores 2 
cities gates 2 
cinemas 2 
cheap material 22 
castle (Arg 2 
near work _ 
near relatives 2 
weltare 2 
hank 2 
strong timndation 2 
old city gates 2 
people's unity 2 
less energy uonstunptt(m I 
less noise I 
old ice-house I 
large space I 
local society 1 
stranger in group I 
sport l 
Jama Pray I 
local chanty I 
soclalliatum 1 
Interior design 1 
social discipline 1 
out of sight I 
independency 1 
Imam C omnuttcc I 1 
housing imitation I 
histoncal I 
local clothes I 
local material I 





old trees 1 
participation I 
peoples icYlmg 1 
good light I 
knr rent I 
good methods I 
good vision to outside I 
hmllc! facllltkti 2 
lack of shops 2 
ntasoiir 2 
e\ecut o n square 2 
deep well 2 
cowl of lustier 2 
more choice to repair 2 
multi-lobs 2 
mtuuclpaht 2 
t.kkicn tit 2 
bus station 2 
brick-kiln 2 
c1 lotuldathol 2 
Aiadl monument 2 
lad ul cyxrts I 
lack of ..klplyail.tll I 
lack of Ile I.vltno1o01 I 
thick walls I 
thick to+undat7on I 
lnulxkkst nlokklnlvn 1 
social o.ectrrrt I 
small maus I 
thin s all, l 
high dcnsnt I 
high walls 1 
loo much land I 
going to school 1 
old cemetery I 
magnificent inside 1 
tradition 1 
garden in court 1 
people's religion 1 
fresh weather 1 
few stones 1 
marnage 1 
personal arrangement 1 
extra space I 
maximum use of land 1 
entrance 1 
travelling I 
educated people 1 
economic centre I 
easy to build 1 
play ground 1 
l!plentititl 1 
trees 1 
present quarter 1 
Tehran's water I 
dairy market I 
custom othce to Khoramshahr I 
cultural centre I 
Tehran I iniversity I 
covered path I 
purity outside 1 
shopping after work 1 
more space 1 
court 1 
council's market I 
cooperative shops I 
urban discipline I 
cool inside 1 
radio station 1 
more closer 1 
comfortable I 
colour I 
collective work 1 
Moslems 1 
civility 1 
visual pleasure I 
reading i<ran 11 
centrality 1 
water cistern 1 
my quarter I 








Nonxu neu Year 1 
self suliicrcnt I 
greybeard 1 
birthday celebration 1 
big farrith 1 
weekend picmc 1 
belief I 
/run 
lou dc71sltY 1 
fatlaUc people I 
e\lensle I 
mop c4NisZLllptkNl I 
oil institution 1 




public bath 1 
separatc toilet I 
vast .paces I 
radurn station 1 
villagers 1 
teenagers I 




not repairable I 
being active 1 
neat y things 
bedroom 1 
Saghakhaneh 1 
wide street 1 
basement 1 
attractive for tourists 1 
saving money 1 
network of streets I 
allies Ceoered) 1 
all facilities in one story 1 
women's veils 1 
agriculture 1 
administration offices 
streets (with stone floor) I 
wooden beams 1 
saving time 1 
.-.. . :t .si 
satCt I 
need mote 1111W to clrati I 
neglecting past I 
had taste 
had shape I 
no choice I 
Table A.2.3 Positive and negative responses to the questions winch have been classified as 'preNent talc 
Future Plan (Desire, Intention, Expectation, Preference) 
Responses to question numbers: 6, 13, 15, 16.21, 25. 26, 2 .3, 34. 35, 36, 44 4 
Total PowitiveMeaaing 1\egrti%c Meaning 
24 courtyard 24 
R brick 12 heck r. 
8 others 18 
7 present area lr, pte'ent area 1 
7 helping 17 
7 northern part of Ichran 10 n< oho n pall ,it I ehr an I 
ei cooperation 1 t, 
6 people's help 16 
6 cement 4 ie11wni 12 
5 sination part I s 
4 Mosque 14 
4 clay 6 clay S 
4 hriék (3 cm) 14 
4 north east of Tehran 14 
darn products 13 
)3 infrastructure 12 
2 main street lit main street 2 
I bazaar (covered) 1 1 
O kitchen In 
O stone 10 
O marble 8 marble 2 
9 well informed 9 
9 sympathy 9 
9 green areas 9 
9 cars 't 
9 Hoods 9 
8 centre 3 cairirc ; 
8 eastern part of Tehran t' eastern part .4 I chran 2 
8 mself R 
8 aluminium 6 aluminium 2 
8 clothes 8 
8 home egwpmctts s 
7 iron 1 iron 
r. 
7 rituals 7 





6 garden t, 
6 glazed tile 4 
6 bread a 
6 electrical instruments 6 
6 kennex 4 
6 secuntn 
5 shelter 5 
5 regulantY 5 
5 old town 2 
information 5 
5 grass market 1 
5 electronics 5 
5 small town 5 
4 fruits 4 
4 
4 reconstruction 44 
4 old centre 4 
4 
4 expansion 4 
4 Iron beams 4 
4 pmvacv 4 
4 lace to tace relationship 4 
4 
4 iron skeleton 4 
4 social security 4 
4 meat 4 
4 
4 
3 ptxil 3 
3 local associations i 
3 wooden %vindow s 3 
3 making budget 3 
3 wtxxden doors 3 
3 public services 3 
3 new organizations 3 
3 saffron 3 
3 unique culture 3 
3 medicine 3 
3 first aids 3 
3 north west of Tehran 2 
3 bedroom 3 
3 mobilization 3 
2 large guest room 2 
2 ceramic 2 
2 future plan 2 
2 gable roof 2 
2 country side 2 
2 chanties 2 
2 shopping 2 
2 
2 reinforced concrete 2 
2 necessary equipment 2 
2 old house 2 
2 shnnc 2 
2 
2 small house 2 
2 old garden 2 
2 telephone 2 
2 small tndustnes 2 
2 
2 
2 previous Inc 2 
2 toilet outside 2 
2 cultural centre 2 
2 
2 Artg(castle) 2 
oth 2 cities 2 
2 curing 
2 tranquillity 2 
black done t. 
glazed tile 2 
keuitex 2 
old town 3 
grass market 4 
stun -dried brut, 4 




plaster ol'claw 4 
no th west ot I ehr an 1 






iYPt?. : 1 
parking 2 
fiver 2 
carpets by machine 2 
irony windows 2 
colóured glass 2 
fast ac cesss 2 
decoration 2 ation 2 
Mobarakeh Isfahan 2 





more come and go 2 
specialists 2 
controlling problems 2 














change of walls I 
large living room I 
old cemetery I 
politic 
shopping centre I 
independency I 
natural relation 1 
books 1 
hbranv I 
wide Street I 
chocolate 1 
WI 1 
covered alley I 
Tehran's water I 
wind catchers 1 
cities ates I 









cleaning materials I 
window s 2 
oldness I 
sTnaI l w all I 
building malcnaJs 1 
h11vi, 




rallN'a1' Aallolt AMM I 
m the queue I 
1_khatan towers I 
administration ofJice% I 
residential tower I 





collecting lodges 1 
grocery 1 
palace -1 

















it is good I 
fish 1 
radio and T V 1 
unity I 
beauty I 
K anti. town I 
utuversities I 
disorderly I 
fresh weather I 
radio station I 
consulting I 




public bath I 
tiew town. i 
fashion 1 
worker's place I 
different iones I 
down town 1 
Table A.2.4 Positive and negative responses to the questions which have been classified a %'ode.ue.' 
Future Plan (Plan) 
Responses to question numbers 7. 11. 14. 19. 22.28.47. 48. 55. 56. 57 
Total Positive Meaning Negative Meaning 
38 people's participation in production ZK 
29 I have chosen my neighbours 4 
23 council's design 21 
21 saving 21 
18 hank's loan 18 
16 government's aids 1(6 
12 mass media 12 
11 good location I I 
7 focal socJetiís ' 
7 parents ' 
7 relative's help - 
7 having land 
ltzr,rrv 
I have't chosen my neighbour. (.7. S 
7 nkre work 7 
7 
7 heritage 7 
7 schools 7 
7 housing cooperations 7 
6 near relatives 6 
6 education 6 
6 population control 6 
6 shall and sufficient 6 
5 more schools 5 
5 Mosques 5 
5 cooperations 5 
5 court 5 
5 cheap 5 
5 future plan 5 
5 tranqulhty 5 
4 largeness 4 
4 near centre 4 
4 high culture 4 
4 
4 two stories 4 
4 expansion 4 
4 libraries 4 
4 good salary 4 
4 convenient 4 
4 books 4 
4 radio, TV 4 
4 building materials 4 
4 free education 4 
3 accessibility 3 
3 nearh 3 
3 less streets 3 
3 more facilities in educational sector 3 
3 less cars 3 
3 audio-visual facilities 3 
3 contentment 3 
3 good neighbours 3 
3 quietness 3 
3 parent's help 3 
3 articipation 3 
3 Families parties 3 
2 patience -2 
2 architects 2 
2 celebrations 2 
2 more trees 2 
2 may God help us2 
n 2 less expectation 2 
2 stylish 
2 employment 2 
2 right classes I 
2 practical knowledge 2 
2 right rules 2 
2 old generation 2 
2 friends 2 
2 adding one stork. 2 
2 extra classes 2 
" 
2 mortgages 2 
2 cheap zones 2 
2 P.T.A. relationships 2 
2 more knowledge 













right education 2 
communication 2 
riva in Mobarakch I 
investments I 
lite e xpe iece I 
ceremanles I 
healthy school I 
less faults I 
protexung nature 1 
c ocriulriess I 
militaries I 
LYo001111c (eavqlN ' 
no choice 4 
bong tunnrloo. : 
e?'?'!. \: %: t "11' 
comparison 1 
water supply 1 
less energy 1 
cultural centres I 
giving identity 1 
row rent I 
social courses I 
need of permission I 
my help I 
near school 1 
power 1 
strong buildings 2 
factones ow[ u city 
no institution 1 
Jama Pray 1 
agriculture I 
sympathy 1 
natural facilities 1 
computer facilities 1 
places for sports I 
wisdom I 
more parks I 
fanuliann 1 
green spaces I 
tour -study 1 
shortage Of space I 
having home 1 
indirect education 1 
air filtering I 
instalments I 
knowledge I 
God knows I 
cultural associations l 
sports 1 
teaching people 1 
new architecture I 
good teacher I 
deecntrahration I 
an o,pportunilN I 
crostnicnon I 
stop. gro+in,, I 
ß trac cmtro,l I 
friendship 
handicraft 1 
more control I 
emigrant control I 
people's representative I 
productivity I 
density 1 
self education 1 
universities 1 
no hope 1 
hollowing I 
muvung I 
foreign language I 
1110 s14 
Table A.2.5 Positive and negative responses to the questions which have hem classifici as 'lunar plan' 
Future Plan (Changes) 
Responses to question numbers: 8, 12, 20, 38, 39, 41 
Total Positive Meaning \ezathe Meaning 
29 my house resists disaster` 13 my hoarse does not resist disasters 
16 
27 people have enough r so tiro s I l people Jo ni4 hase enough 
rewxueaA I6 
13 expansion I 
9 ce areas `% 
9 
n 
traffic regulation `i 















main streets 6 
asphalt 6 
bus lane 6 
painting 5 
two stxirs 5 
4 change to a province 4 
4 
4 hospital 4 
4 streets 4 
4 electric buses 4 
4 junction 4 
4 
4 kitchen 4 
4 water supply 4 
4 making pool 4 
3 green spaces 3 
3 universities 3 
3 reconstruction 3 
3 new child 3 
3 gas supply 3 
2 
neighbours 2 
2 court 2 
2 change of houses 2 
2 sa tng Azan 2 
2 city green belt 2 
2 daily market 2 
2 flood trevention 2 
2 educational spaces 2 
2 mayor 2 
2 
2 
2 big living room 2 
2 identity 2 
2 control of shops 2 
2 more tactunes 2 
2 plantation 2 
2 garden 2 
2 cleanliness 2 
2 separated stones 2 
2 rent decrease 2 
2 bndges 2 
2 cooperation 2 
2 dividing female to buscs 2 
















insects disappearance 2 
children's marnages 2 
good weather 2 
closed pedestrian 2 
council services 2 
factones out 2 
change of entrance 2 
bed room expansion 2 
collecting has 2 
good neighbours 2 
near bazaar I 
puny 1 
rebuilding I 
isolated area I 
comfortable I 
new land mark I 
low rent I 
using brick I 
windows I 
garage I 
our own mavc* I 
new dub I 
retreated land I 
cupboards I 
rot 
ìhatlt,tis s7\ tìts ' 
If11Ta.t11KftUC ' 
polluti n 5 
cellar 5 
sohl age 'olppis 4 
t ar damages 4 
!Joy, IL1ut..2 
change of natnn allie. 2 
animals 
grass mallet out 2 
building timer. 
earthquake 2 




close to nature 1 
near Mosque I 
price control I 
Table A.2.6 Positive and negative responses to the questions .loch hase been classified as 'changes' 
Impacts ( Relations, Environment, Upper Systems) 
Responses to questions numbers: 17, 18, 29, 40, 54 

























near work 23 
nothing 2u 
positive aspects of the past 14 
independent growth X (iron complex 2. no 
change I . not enough material I. ordinary 
huiings I , local material I, others 
experiences I. increase in production 
accessibility 5 













near centre I 




being on time I 
no need for car I 
tir hum siri. 19 
depx.-ttde7rt growth i X t hs design 
3. buses 2. rmde-r grKrrxl 2. nx rk-r n 
rehz art 1 chain of stirr 1. MC 
skeletsai , lack ul local mater ial 
I. multi aunes I, cernent I. st, les 
I . buds and clothe. 1, nes 
[x+railUres I. in.iustrialiiati,ar 
1 
trcEatisr aspects of the past I t 
enugrant 10 
vehicles 't 
rtes stsles in archiio,tiue 4 
`x..IluNi ti1 t 
Nestern style t 
air pollution 2 
air torre carri pus 1 
s. rking hard I 
favhiorr I 
lack ut cellar I 
.'aste of tine I 
rocket attack 1 
xxrnd pollution i 
foreign commodities I 
having debt i 
oil companies I 
nu a57anr I 
being Tate i 
luxury lite I 
C7i`le71es I 
aatc hte I 
%tics 1 
garden 1 
Gary bearded 1 
with fanulv I 
famtltantY 1 
rttachtnra 1 
prop' anmprs 1 
elttncal lruttYt 1 
facltrx-. II 
matenaltrc culture 1 
hut)drn materials 1 
traffic 
new architect tu 1 
Table A.2.7 Positive and negative responses to the questions uhrch have been cla stficl as 'unpacts' 
Present State, Future Plan (Desires. Plan. Changes) and Impacts 
Responses to question numbers 4 to 5o 
















































people's participation in production 44 





school / college 30 
near work 28 
cooperation 28 
main street 26 
green areas 26 
rich /one 26 
park 1') 
council's design 23 
expansion 21 
saving 21 
ctn centre 15 
street 20 
northern part of Tehran Is 
new town 14 
clay 11 
others IS 
bank's loan 18 
kitchen 18 
present area 17 
privacy '9 
helping 1 
government's aids lo 
garden lo 
people's help 1 o 
cement 4 
old town 12 
alite (covered) 13 
faetoms 2 
positive aspects of the past 14 
old buildings 6 
north east of Tehran 14 






maur trttt 2 
I have rubi elN'veit rril nrlglrh.Nu 2.% 
parks 4 
nothing : 3 
depernk-nt 'vth 21 
city centre 
r><xthe-rn part of Tehran I 
neu' town 5 
far from woxi, l'r 
clav 8 
presmt area I 
pm at -v 
people do m4 have enough 
resources 16 
cement 12 
ms hour doe. flot resist di sa.ter 1 r, 
old town 
narrow allies I 
faetones 12 
old building. 8 
sh omage o+f space 5 
negative aspects of the No 13 
3 my house rest disasters 13 
3 accessibility 13 






























southern pan 11 
% %eak against disasters 1 t universities 12 
adaptation 9 lack of adaptndm 
mass media 12 
can I 
two stones 12 
electric pc,, t 6 electric pest n 
high and unique culture 11 10 culture I 
plaster 12 
good location t 1 
1xxxtuc reasons 11 
s',mpathy 11 
firmness 11 
ritual celebration 11 
people have enough resources 11 
libraries 11 
fresh weather I 1 
security 
oppng centre 8 shopping centre 
tiuru 1 
stone i0 
tranquillity 9 tranquillity I 
monuments It) 
old square 10 
marble 8 marble 
emigrant Iu 
grass market 2 grass market S 
asphalt 6 asphalt t 
traditional style 10 t 
health 10 
carpet 10 
independent growth 10 
traffic regulation 10 
despatch 6 despatch 4 
previous square 4 
9 quarter shops 9 
9 well untonncd 9 
9 stylish 9 
9 apartment 5 
99 kxxis 9 
9 
8 
8 celebration 8 
8 kindness 8 
8 largeness 8 
8 myself 8 
8 oldness 8 
8 reconstruction 8 
8 convenience 8 
8 aluminium 6 
8 clothed 8 
8 educational spaces x 
8 old castle 8 
8 rivers 6 
8 iron skeleton 8 
8 quarter 8 
8 interior changes 8 
8 relative's help 8 
8 Moharam ceremony 8 
8 home equipments 8 
8 court 8 
88 building materials h 
8 beauty 8 
8 near relatives 8 
8 
8 cemetery 2 
7 future plan 7 
7 local socidics 7 
7 underground 7 
7 iron 1 
7 
7 museum 
7 replant. ' 
7 
ITN 
big kmers lo 
being espensn e 'r 
apartment 4 
vehicles '1 





building material 2 











7 wastetifland 5 
7 services 2 
7 heritage 7 
7 parents 7 
7 having land 7 
7 good reg o n 7 
7 castle (Arg') 7 
7 identity 5 




6 population control 6 
6 
6 punty outside 6 
6 glazed tile 4 




6 bus lane 6 
6 
6 bread 6 
6 low rent 6 
6 
6 small and sufficient c, 
5 cheap 5 
5 radio and T. V. 5 
5 near centre 5 
5 airport area 5 
5 social security 5 
5 families' parties 5 
5 
5 bed room expansion 5 
5 painting 
5 shelter 5 
5 wooden doors 5 
5 going to work 5 
5 small town 5 
5 cleanliness 5 
5 public affairs 5 
5 electronics 5 
5 water supply 5 
5 dam 5 
5 intotmati n 5 
5 more schools 5 
5 insects 3 
5 hooks 5 
5 lighting 5 
5 more trees 5 
5 cities gates 5 
Islamic style 5 
4 good sale,- 4 
4 face to face relationship 4 
4 
4 junction 4 
4 
4 making l4 
4 market 1 
4 meat 4 
4 railway 4 




4 shrine 4 
4 
4 
4 free education 4 
4 
4 
4 I have chosen my neighbours 4 
4 bunts 1 
4 
4 I lossaimeh 1 
4 garage 4 
Y!Y 
more work 
d%ed land : 
se7victti ; 
old building 
no iatntit. 2 
bus, t uarteY c 
close alle-1 
black sin o 
glazed We 
traffic tan o 
children noise o 





war damages 4 
vaFe%ti ph .1 
jxrlpFx-n 4 
intemiptlt xl 4 
%mall v.indirt% ' 4 
srn drtel brich 4 
neighbour Mnlsc 4 
government's otlicer 4 
oil c.Ktlpantes 4 
4 social activities 4 
4 Old garden 4 
4 one story 4 
4 
4 electric buses 4 
4 both partie, 4 
4 wind- catcher 4 
4 cultural centre 4 
4 a quarter 4 
4 change to a province 4 
4 
4 south port 4 
3 
3 first aids 3 
3 
separated stones 3 
being insight 3 
3 saffron 3 
3 shops 3 
3 wall in front 3 
3 wooden windows 3 
3 rush hour 3 
3 
3 windows 3 
3 respect 3 
3 daily market 3 
3 less streets 3 
3 transport 3 
3 less cars 3 
3 bndge 3 
3 public services 3 
3 handicraft 3 
3 local associations 3 
3 pool 3 
3 audio -visual facilities 3 
3 changing 3 
3 hank 3 
3 peuple 3 3 
3 parent's help 3 
3 gas supply 3 
3 
3 making budget 3 
3 medicine 1 
3 memorial (past 1 Z 
3 mohnlvatton 3 
3 
3 domes 3 
3 diversity 2 
3 more facilities in educational sector 1 
3 contentment 3 
3 humidity 2 
3 near garden 3 
3 
3 
3 north west of Tehran 2 
3 
3 new child 3 
3 new organinttons 3 
3 standing at an angle to the street 3 
2 ttiends 2 
2 friendship 2 
2 employment 2 
2 dividing female in buses 2 
2 
2 Gans bearded 2 
2 gathering in afternoon 2 
2 high roof- (dome) 2 
2 flood trevenilon 2 
2 intervention 2 
2 geographic a pests 2 
2 
2 decoration 2 
2 
2 fast acca-ss 2 




2 lame I'm 2 
2 
2 giving responsibility 2 
2 famnllants 2 
tny 
0.72téllt taeltr\ 4 
concrete 4 
unemployment south 1 
Western style 3 
lom' light i 
into' let atKe i 
dtvcr.th I 
humidity I 
now healthy 3 
dtritnaws Z 
north west of l ehr an I 
no relationship 1 
gable roof 2 
deep well 2 
irony 1trof, +we 2 
lso amt 
iashion 2 
ctccutuol square 2 
i'. '.1: :l . 8! 
2 going to Mosque 2 
2 
good intrastnuture 2 
2 extra gl 
2 
2 wet foundation 2 
2 welfare 2 
2 less expectation 2 
2 adding one story 2 
2 less enerp con umption 2 
2 adequate.. 
administration offices 2 








2 architects 2 
2 toilet outside 2 
2 
2 curing 2 
2 telephone 2 
2 Telecahin 2 
2 Tehran's water 2 
2 
2 support 1 
2 supermarket 1 
2 strong tiwndation 2 
2 strong buildings 2 
2 
2 sports 2 
2 specialists 2 
2 people's religion 2 
2 
2 society 2 
2 socialization 2 
2 small industries 2 
2 may Grid help us 2 
2 mayor 2 
2 small house 2 
2 
basement 2 
2 similarity I 
2 Mobarafteh Isfahan 2 
2 
2 shopping 2 
2 separateggfamilies 2 
2 
2 more fiaclo nes 2 
2 more choice to repair 2 
2 saying Azan 2 
2 saving material 2 
2 more come and go 2 
2 belief 2 
2 
2 more knowledge 2 
2 Saghakhaneh 2 
2 old cemetery 2 
2 
2 mort gages 2 
2 
2 right rules 2 
2 motivation 2 
2 right education 2 
2 
2 
2 municipality 2 
2 cotmcifs serncCs 2 
2 big living room 2 
2 reinforced concrete 2 
2 
2 radio station 2 
2 amtmllinn problems 
2 





lac}, ,d .h,qp. 
air illution- 2 
laci of satctN I 
lime 2 




Azad' monument 2 
stairs 2 
south east 2 
niaso»un 2 
slusc pnr'crs 2 
amllaritv 1 
being hotticless 2 
sand 2 




railwac stations 2 
building timers 2 




2 ceramic 2 
2 public bath 2 
2 
2 practical knowledge 2 
2 necessary equipment 2 
2 change tif narrow allies 2 
2 constant 2 
2 change of houses 2 





















new technology 2 
new materials 
people's close relation 2 
communication 2 
cheap zones 2 
people's unity 2 




no bath inside 2 
cinemas 2 
2 city Bern belt 2 
2 coloured glass 2 
2 P.T.A. relationships 2 
2 other cities 2 
2 
open spaces 2 
2 
2 on the south 2 
2 old generation 2 
2 old house 2 




cold stores 2 
old buildings 2 
politic I 




collective work I 
close to nature I 
colour I 
cleaning material. I 
our own mayor I 
out of sight 1 
civility r 
Imam Committee I 




no need dix car I 
cheerfulness I 
people's feeling 1 
people's representative I 
wooden beams I 
new land mark I 
queues for bus 2 
bus stations 2 
change of tatiode. 2 
Police station 2 
not., 2 
not updated 2 
not high enough veiling 2 
old bath 2 
high o. all. I 
housing nnitatnai I 
not repairable I 
high ekio.rty I 
di , I 
down town I 
no change I 
tntnxcicu nx><krmsm I 
no cooperator I 
no hope I 
no institution I 
ctmpari W Ki I 
having debt I 
personal arrangement I 
places fier sports I 
having home 1 
new job 1 
computer facilities 1 
indirect education I 
harmonized features I 
power I 
neatly things I 
construction I 
change of walls I 
hannles_sness I 
price control I 
ceremonies I 
productivity I 
protecting nature I 
near school I 
habitat I 




near bazaar 1 
natural relation I 
natural facilities 1 
my quarter I 
grocer i Y 1 
cool inside I 
greeting I 
reading ()until I 
recreation places 1 
easy to build I 
birthday celebration I 
cooperative shops I 
reinlorctng 1 
economic centre 1 
my help 1 
gcxxl vision to outside I 
moving I 
retreated land I 
revival of character 1 
belonging 1 
motorcycle 1 
right classes 1 
councils market I 
educated people I 
Moslems I 
good teacher 1 
good values I 
instalments 1 
more space 1 
saving time I 
saving money I 
more control 1 
good methods 1 
more closer 1 
being active I 
self su8ictent 1 
self education 1 
sensttnit\ I 
covered path I 
ioing 
to school 1 
anng 1 
rctr 
place tot animals 
in the queue I 
discoid I 
changeahihtt I 
neglecting past I 
need of perntistr I 
need mote tine to clean 1 
uodustiialtiatioto I 
bad paogtanuoe. 1 
dirk-lent /ones 1 
hetruwmt; I 
big latnnh 1 
rocket attack 1 
rte+fs I 
worker's place 1 
satellite I 
*.paratc toilet 1 
being late 1 
being on time 1 
creation I 
density I 
shopping after work I 
being brave 1 
Gods help 1 
militaries I 
Interior design I 
God knows I 
being flat 1 
investments I 
decentralization 1 
maximum use of land I 
small wall 1 
social courses 1 




isolated area I 
cultural associations I 
it is good I 
Karaj town 1 
cupboards I 
emigrant control 1 
magnificent inside I 
magazine I 
attractive for tourists I 
dates I 
teaching people I 
Tehran 1 lniversity I 
knowledge I 
local cooperation I 
local material I 
tour - study I 
local chanty 1 
township I 
local society 1 
local clothes I 
an opportunity 1 
foreign language 1 
travelling 1 
lift 1 
all facilities in one story I 




ltfi experience 1 
urban discipline 1 
using brick I 
utilizing 1 
vegetable 1 
visual pleasure I 
kw stones I 
I khatan touer, I 
.mall stairs I 
electrical pmteet 1 
materialistic culture I 
sound pollution I 
had taste I 
had shape I 
stop grotumg I 
stranger in pixy. I 
stress 1 
foreign cdanunodhtne, I 
nnaclutust 1 
luxun hie I 
lo ,k-n+lt I 
teenage!. I 
dakncss I 
lack l c\pot, 
thin should go I 
thick foundation 1 
thick cc all, I 
thin cc all, 1 
IOC much land I 
cxxvgv c.qtrumptr»n I 
vast pace 1 
air force campus I 
illagers I 
custom office in Khoramshalu I 
less faults 1 
less noise 1 
weekend picnic 1 
large living room 1 
extra space 1 
workshop 1 
wisdom 1 
with family 1 
women's veils 1 
lanatti tioqle 1 
a.le 01 ntnc I 
lack of nche 1tïhnolot,1 l 
lad. of cooperation I 
epauis etix.. I 
west I 
large .space I 
emensoc I 
working hard I 
Table A.2.8 Positive and negative responses to question numbers from 4 to 5oß 
e) The Reasons for the Responses to the Questions 
Present State (Satisfaction, Problems, ...) 
Reasons for responses to question numbers: 9, 10, 23, 24. 30, 31, 32, 37.42.43.46.49, 50, 51. S2. 51 
29 oldness 
22 en Y (parks)  
20 noise ) 








14 religious duty 
14 beauty 
13 good weather 
12 health care 
10 all items 
10 good weather 




8 youth training 




6 traditional identity 
6 active families 
6 shopping 
6 good service 
6 row culture 
6 public affair 
5 quietness 
5 insecure 
5 respect past 
5 busy 
5 useless 
5 saving time 
5 no privacy 









4 bad smell 
4 weak economy 
4 local materials 
4 utilit 
4 helping poor 





4 social equity 
4 cc owd 
4 new items 




4 easy to bur 
4 not'health} 
4 problem soling 
4 insects 
3 disturbance 
3 presenting sin 
3 privacy 
3 duty to communicate 
3 regularity 
3 development 
3 rich people 




3 interference o  ri  
3 sell rehance 
3 social centre 
3 staffs arcs 
3 luxurious and large 
3 transfeomatioxi 
3 centre 
3 lasing time 












2 good plan 
2 «d style 
2 ust 
2 cnni,lenmrnt 
2 fasst aciuon 
2 aonauning 
2 city's furclun 
2 conflict 
2 an centre 
2 fütttness 
2 water 
2 good culteuc 








2 respect nature 





rc. 2 i hooi.htp 




2 hot participation 
2o¡ 
2 old fashion 
2 identity 
2 not adequate 
2 illness 
2 Imam memorial 
2 important 
2 no sight 
2 new town 
2 near work 
2 information for youth 
2 near centre 
2 Mosque 
2 more sunlight 
2 centrality 
2 less windows 
2 interference 
2 learn to resist 
fundamental 
it is economic 
fulfilling empty gaps 
labour town 
fruit producer 
lack of programme for youth 


























































%pintuallt\ elite  
inappropriate 
t ,n 
t  liable architecture close relationship closed easy to use closee ill city 
awarin cs easy to clean control not private t tong not citizen advise not relax symbol of Salience 
green l cm 
not gnahlr .Imb of not ,rri to hnolog. e money tolerable old t logy 
I like it auth,oit, to belt old a antiques capital according to nxds I dui not like conse sus gaxl transport tran.pext n past organic tntsi our culture ancient culture health unemployment pilgrimage trait% 
place of birth to harusin 
plentiful useful 
multi- function amusement political issues coming aiid going political news waste 
j%ilitic- relIgloa, 1 atei .l.tern 
buying with car coanunetelal 
hoinew'ork all woks hoe god future wealth% 
diversity w doom !elation 
price control v itlxuit accident 
dishonest gathenng worship 
dirtiness w,oth seeing addicted wTt41g synilk,l 
progressive %nuth future 
cheertulne.s 




































l able A 2 9 Compilation of the reasos for 'present state' 
Cu 
 Desire (Intention, Expectation, Preference, ...) 
Reasons for responses to question numbers: 6, 13, 15, 16, 21. 25, 26.27, 33 , 34. 35. 36. 44, 4S 
22 good weather 
19 convenience ( +18, -1) 
18 beauty 
15 helping 







10 good services 
9 well informed 
9 my design 
8 pollution (+7,-1) 
8 adaptation ( +2, -6) 
7 near work 
7 garden 
7 crowd 
7 lack of knowledge 
7 hard to use 






















3 vial acttivities 
3 small enough 
3 services 
2 different ideas 
2 fashion 
2 fast access 
2 dirty 
2 first house 
2 decay 
2 weak accessibility 
2 cot sustainable 
2 good sight 
2 washable 
2 good location 
2 corruption 









2 previous place 
2 insects 
2 intervention 





2 new built 
2 near ceincten' 
2 near relatives 
2 natural relation 























lack of ability 
parking 
































s ec pecial z i ed 







ea...1 to tlYorylslllk't 
controlling prddt+lcrn 
bali.ykY1 












Future Plan (Plan) 
Reasons for responses to question numbers 7, 11, 14. 19.22.28.47.48.55.56.57 
14 people's money 
14 economic reasons 
11 good location 
9 no choice 
7 regularity 
7 expansion 
6 small enough 
6 near relatives 
5 cooperation 
5 having court 
5 cheap 
5 individual design 
5 labour power 
4 large 
4 changeability 
4 near city centre 
4 own desire 
4 no pollution 
4 good weather 
4 participation 
private buildings 
4 two stories 
4 convenient 




3 good neighbours 
3 sympathy 
3 I was the last 
3 lack of knowledge 
3 quietness 
3 near work 
2 environmental circumstances 
2 cost of building 
2 familiarity 
2 culture 
2 first house 
2 God knows 
2 they are different 
2 stylish 
2 stiongness 
2 self protection 
2 saving materials 
2 same needs 
2 being homeless. 
2 best use of facilities 
2 people's closeness 
2 by dhance 
2 nó hope to the future 
2 help 
2 by themselves 
2 independency 
2 by drawing 
2 infrastructure 
2 it is beneficial 
2 more facilities 
2 location 









































architects are people 
solid material 
solving shared problems 













Table A.2. I I Compilation of reasons for 'future Plan plan 
APPE.N7.XIX fur 
Future Plan (Changes) 
Reasons for responses to question numbers: 8, 12, 20, 38, 39, 41 
13 expansion 
12 health 
7 old infrastructure 
6 good materials 
6 Local materials 
5 weak materials 
5 good weather 
5 cleanliness 
5 less traffic 
5 easy traffic 
4 not sufficient money 
4 labour power 
4 independency 
4 no design principle 
4 convenience 
4 economic support 
4 oldness 
4 expensiveness 
3 children's future 
3 designer 
3 beauty 
3 without my control 
3 I have built it 
3 old material 
3 weak function 
3 weak system 
3 variety 
3 strong foundation 
3 one story 
3 po increase 
3 fasI access 
3 fresh weather 
3 gathering people together 
2 fashion 
2 factories 
2 engineer made 
2 employment 
2 council authority 
2 sustainability 




2 price control 
2 place for guests 
2 change of style 
2 cheap matenal 
2 less pollution 
2 close to nature 
2 less heavy vehicles 
2 input is not cultural 
2 less smoke 
climatic reasons 

















new council's rules 
no asylum 
no well 
being behind in technology 










past is not enough 
identity 
place for children 
playground 
good shelter 
council conti neat tin 














easy for cars 
government built 










Table A 1 12 Compilation of rearms for ' futaie plan changes 
CV 
APP/AUX tilt 
Impacts ( Relations, Environment, Upper Systems) 
Reasons for responses to question numbers: 17, 18, 29, 40, 54 
8 short distance 
6 residential place 
5 being in centre 
5 my choice 
5 pollution 
4 work dependent 
4 no choice 
3 different zone 
3 population 
2 unreal facilities 
2 too many cars 
2 no identity 






lack of knowledge 
many changes 
misuse of vehicles 
multi -tribes 
competition 


















we did nothave it 
cities' welfare 
Table A.2.13 Compilation of reasons for 'impact' 
Present state, Future Plan (Desire, Plan, Change) and Impact 
Reasons for responses to question numbers from 4 to 56 
54 good weather 
37 helping (each other, poors) 




31 convenience ( +30, -1) 
27 economic reasons 
25 cooNration 
25 health care 
25 greenery (parks) 
25 tranquillity 
23 accessibility 





18 historical issues 
7 recreation 
6 good services 
6 religious duty 
5 privacy 
4 no choice 
4 ugly 
4 their money 




2 adaptation (96. -6) 
2 solidity 
1 lack of knowledge 
1 children's future 
1 weak 
1 crowd 
0 traditional identity 
0 comfortable 
10 all item, 
10 local maictul. 
1 O gwcsnas 




9 nw design 
x rtttg people together 
x aloe distance 
R youth tratmng 
x Changeability 





7 residential place 
7 shortage of gq..ace 
7 good rnatcrial% 
7 nearer 
7 hard to use 
7 old infrastructure 
7 garden 
7 near work 





6 active families 
6 communication 
6 saving time 
6 strangers 
6 sunshine 
6 near relatives 
6 insects 
6 insecure 
6 public affair 
6 near city centre 
5 no privacy 
5 near work 
5 weak materials 
5 transformation 
5 expensiveness 
5 having court 
5 asst access 
5 easy traffic 
5 my choice 
5 sad 
5 respect past 
5 hentage 
5 sustainable 
5 individual design 
5 less traffic 
5 largeness 
5 being in centre 
5 protection 
4 lack of reality 
4 bad smell 
4 two stories 
4 real needs 
4 social equity 
4 Islamic (principles, traditions, 
4 work dependent 
4 new items 
4 control 
4 strong background 
4 information 
4 problem solving 
4 city centre 
4 not healthy 
4 charities 
4 not sufficient money 
4 complexity 
4 had weather 
4 not comfortable 
4 development 
4 no pollution 
4 private buildings 
4 difficult to choose 
4 nature 
4 no design principle 
4 own desire 
4 
4 o spaces 
4 sym athy 
4 facilities 
4 good sight 
4 duty to communicate 
4 employment 
4 easy to buy 
4 fashion 
4 economic support 
4 first house 
4 fresh weather 
3 dependency 









3 without my control 
3 weak fimcbon 
3 weak system 
3 happy conununication 
3 warm 







3 hopetìil people 
3 strong foundation 
3 starts area 
3 social centre 
3 social activities 
3 senices 
3 self reliance 
3 humidity 
31 was the last 
3 schools 
3sadr 
3 rich pwple 
3 good water 
3 relatives 
3 price control 
3 preventing sin 
3 poverty 
3 one story. 
3 old manorial 
3 not good for child 
3 inconvenience convenience 
3 no identity 
3 garbage 
3 no interference 
3 new built house 
orders) 3 luxurious and large 
3 I have built it 







good  neighbours  
2 xxl knows 
2 firmness 
2 earning money 
2 dust 
2 fast action 
2 educated Nook 
2 engineer made 
2 environmental circumstances 







2 unique culture 
2 amusement 









2 stremg cocrtrucuoxn 
2 guests 
2 authority 
2 bad behaviour 
2 hard to expand 
Cl7! 
2 had .-esion 
2 sell protection 
2 drtlerent ideas 
2 saving material. 
having no car 




2 respect nature 
2 belonging 
2 high rent 
2 relationship. 
2 best use of !imbue. 
2 multi -function 
problems 
ht thenselt1, 
2 rretious place 
2 tot weather 
2 praying 
2 by dia 
2 páhticalMieux 








21máß memo ul 
important 
2 in process 
2 old fashion 
2 old style 
2 change into betty 
2 change of style 
2 not adequate 
2 decay 
2 darkness 
2 cheap motenal 
2 information toc north 
2 ON sustainable 
inti astnrctou 
input is no( colite al 
cheettulress 
2 council authotn% 
2 no ho e to the bettor 
2no t 




2 city's function 
near cenetay 
2 new relatives 
i skie te nature 
2 n is beneficial 
2 coldness 
2 natural relation 
2 Mosque 
2 more nunlrght 
2 more facrh net 
2 conflict 




2 less window% 
2 lis pollution 
2 lens vnlokc 
2 oen'aimmg 
2 love heart vehicles 
2 Iess cars 







lad of atbiiut 




lack of new technology 
less smell 
lack of programme for youth 













































c oymnpg and going 
its land 
it is good 
closed alley 
close relationship 









new council's rules 

































































easy to use 















I do not like 
good transport 
place for children 
place of birth 
plan for the future 
y agencies 
hi friends 








tree of charge 
good w ater 
flrgn c ne.. 





















high epai -e. 

















depend on mono 
having choice 
being hdund to icchnokip 














.haring hapi Ines 
staring 
slurping with car 
bath sts le 










tar from the cot' 
solid material 
had location 
solving shared problems 


















symbol of city 
symbol of defiance 





fine in city 
tolerable 
government built 
ancient culture and, 
good quality 
alone, it is impossible 
all are neighbours 
trust 





unity 1 government's control 
good for elderly 







e .hd not have it 
n ual dt'alhulhm 
auted 
u%eal, ground 
acc wac u 
eyota-ra,us culture 
esttin , 





f) Theoretical Reflections on The Reasons 
Present state, Future Plan (Desire, Plan, Change) and Impact 
Reasons for responses to questions from 4 to 5i, 
Ultimate causes Subjectile causes Ohjcctis e causes Formal causes 
61 
37 helping other people 37 




31 convenience (+30, -1) 
27 
25 ation 25 
25 health care 25 






20 independency 20 
7 recreation 17 
6 
6 religious duty 16 



















no choice (- 14) 
everts 13 
lack of knowledge ( -11) 
crr 
climate ( +54. -4) 
I,,dlutl.m (-35) 
economic reasons (-27) 
greenery (parks) 25 
security 21 1 
noise (-20) 
good ocn7oc 1 t, 
their ni+mcs 14 
replants I 
aowd i-1 I 
local materials 10 
quictnc" Itt 
oldness t i4! 
pan.t,m ) 2)) 
htb>rtcal t.ue 1 x 
ugly product - 14 i 
good location 11 
adaptation t 1,. ) 
,hdtn I: 
uralhwidings( l l 
amzGottahlc i 
all items Itt 







8 changeability 8 



































5 my choice 5 
5 sadness ( -5) 




























44 nature 4 
4 Own desire 4 
4 
being in centre 5 
small enough 9 
my design 9 
gathering people together K 
short distance 8 
youth training 8 
nearer 7 
near work 7 
participation 6 
saving time 6 
near relatives 6 
near city centre 6 
near work 5 
transformation 5 
having cowl 5 
fast access 5 
sustainable 5 
individual design 5 
less traffic 5 
largeness 5 
real needs 4 
social equity 4 
Islamic (principles, traditions, orders) 4 
work dependent 4 
control 4 
problem solving 4 
difficult to choose (-4) 
no design pnnciplc (-4) 
a 










public attair 6 
weal, materials ( -5) 
expensiveness 5 
heritage S 
lack of reality (-4) 
strong hac.kgliwtk! 4 
tnlormatum 4 
chanties 4 
not su8iciaxrt money (-4) 
no( ccxnfolrtahk t -4 ) 
pla inaoard , -' 
panes - , 
attic ( -' 
n..rdeiwal place . 
tlortapc it vox ' 
hard to use 
oli arttns>tr reurr ' 
gardens 
ir)nllutk711. 
citi come. ' 
buss quartei s 
eas- UaHi. s 
had yellt-4 
two stifles 4 
new items t 
not hcalth t -4 1 
uxnplcoit t -4 
dca-cic t 4 
poi ution 4 
private building 4 

































duty to communicate 4 
designer 3 
celebrations 3 




my ' control ( -3) 
utility 3 
lm athv 4 
facilities 4 
emplormrnt 4 
ram to hut 4 
economic support 4 
fresh weather 4 
dirtiness (( 3) t> 
coarse ( -3) 
dia-ttubance ( -3) 
holy place 3 
ekp4o 3 
factxies.i 
hopeful pe-ople 3 
stalls area 3 
4PPJz1T i1 T11í, 
arts 4 
good sight 4 
fashion t -4) 
first house 4 
oymrption ( -31 
c m inacial none 2 
different /one 3 
weak function k 3) 






social ac ti 3 es 
3 sexvices 3 
3 self reliance 3 
3 
humidity 3 
3 I was thelag ( -1) 
3 
schools 3 
3 safety, 3 
3 sadness 3 
3 
rich pes le 3 
3 
go( a alct 3 
3 
relatives 3 
3 price control 3 
3 preventing sin 3 
3 
poverty ( -3) 
3 
,ru ,tern t 
3 old matcnal ( -3) 
3 not good fir children (-31 
3 non convenience ( -3) 




no interference 3 
 
new built ho iM 1 
3 luxurious and large 3 
3 I have built it 3 
3 
losing time ( -1 t 
3 learning 3 
3 
lack of freedom it) 
3 kindness 3 
3 irregularities ( -1) 
3 
identity 3 good neighbours t 
2 (hxi knows 2 
2 firmness 2 
2 earning money 2 
2 dud ( -2) 












facilities ( -2) 
2 good plan 2 
2 good style 2 
2 unique culture 2 
2 amusement 2 
2 
2 













2 self protection 2 
2 
2 saving materials 2 
2 




2 ressppeecct nature 2 
2 befongtng 2 
2 
2 
best use of facilities 2 
2 
2 by themselves ( -2) 
2 previous place 2 
2 
2 praying 2 
po 2 
2 by drawing 2 
2 place for guests 2 
2 place for ntual 2 
2 by chance 2 
2 
centrality 2 
2 Imam memorial 2 
2 orderly 2 




2 change into better 2 
2 change of style 2 




2 information for youth 2 
2 
2 
2 input is not cultural (-2 t 
2 cheerfulness 2 
2 council authority 2 






2 near cemetery 2 
2 near relativeS 2 
2 close to nature 2 
2 
2 natural relation 2 
2 
2 more sunlight 2 
2 more facilities 2 
2 
2 








different ideas 2 
having no car ( -2 
sante needs 2 
rush hour (-2 
high rent (-2) 
relationship 2 
problems ( -2 
hot weather ( -2 
¡x,hUcal nene 1 
illness ( -2 
in procesa 2 
darkness ( -2) 
cheap material (2) 
infrastructure 2 








too man% 2 
artthc tal i 2 ì 
strnitg cootslructHYt 
had hrha% tour t 2 




dd taslwan (21 
odd stIc i 2 
decay- (2) 
not *niunnahle t 2 ) 
noapht(21 
new k1N11 
Cth's function 2 
It is beneficial 2 
Nk>.quc 2 
luurnxra 2 t 
learn to resist 2 
spirituality 2 
good health 1 
good future 1 
look for change 1 
consensus 1 
more sincerity 1 
more trust I 
more sup rt I 
more children 1 
Justice 1 
more relax 1 
more healthy I 
motivation I 
less windows 2 
less pollution 2 
less smoke 2 
less heavy vehicles 2 
less cars 2 
less cost 1 
control benefits I 
less sound 1 
less spell 1 
lesson of past I 
like village I 
limited niles ( -1) 
consulting 1 
controlling growth I 
conservation 1 





misuse of vehicles (- I ) 
more option I 
more relation I 
more space 1 
more welfare 1 
more accessibility 1 
more narrow streets I 
good access 1 
its nature I 
my support I 
coming and going I 
close relationship I 
near school I 
crtr 
consuming ( -2) 
bootie price 2 
laziness ( -1) 
parking (-2) 
lack of ability ( -1) large clan I 
less disease ( -1) 
less facilities ( -I ) 
lack of new technology ( -1) 




('rod's letter 1 
low rent I 
low light I 
mani' shops I 
main' changes (-11 
lack 'of money ( -1) 
more population ( -11 
most are tenants ( 1) 
multi -tnhes 1 
competition (-1) 
it is rocncxnic 1-1) 
climatic reavcxn.` I 
council confirmation 1 
Islamic Revolution 1 
civilization I 
tt><1rnn Muldin t+ I 
!show town 1 I 
its land I 
it is good I 
closed alle~' I 
near Tehran I 
necessity 1 
good thinking I 
fundamental aspects I 
non - government 1 
our culture 1 
good salary I 
perfection I 
pilgrimage 1 
new council's rules I 
new laws I 
intelligence 1 
no factory 1 
no way (-1) 
futurity 1 
no heavy vehicle 1 
creation I 
daily shopping I 
individuality 1 
characteristic 1 
fulfilling empty gaps I 
increasing knowledge I 
inadequate design I 
fruit producer I 
imitations I 
organic I 
own authonty I 
]xx,ple's suggestions I 
CUY 
no electric light (- I ) 
no car( -I) 
no supply (-I) 
no marnage ( -11 
no help (- I i 
no cooperation (.1 
no cheat I 
citizenship I 
no lob ( -I) 
no time ( -1) 
no asylum -11 
no well (- I1 
no institution t- I ) 
no organlzauon ( - I 
old lechnolov - I 
cc.-rc-nxm(c's 
capital I 
past I. not enough I 
APPENDIX f Mü 
tncparahk t -1 
casi to clean I 
new fashion ( 1) 
no relation ( I 
noeau...lhihn 
no design 1 
clt fahnc I 
cam titf car. t 1) 
no adaptation (-1) 
no entena - I 
epartxanl(-1) 
no tradition (:1 
n n 
) 
no hau t ( 1 
nn amen (I) 
ducs' weltare I 
no prope t l 
uttart arca ( 11 
11<rl al+¡xorlatc i 1.1 
non H.-mat-mull I i 
not hc ltln ( 1 
not viable t -1 ) 
not ailallalruhlc ( I t 
not rrla\ ( I 
rN11ßrac11 tI1 
tnpn.m 1 
CAM' to WIC 1 
centre of utq*xi I 
open guiltier I 
env 441 
free work 1 
forgiveness 1 
blossom of youth 1 
punctuation 1 
purposeful life 1 




being together 1 
having car 1 
sentiment 1 
shared benefits 1 
sharing happiness 1 
dfPE1241.1 rim 
Ido not like (1) 
Place for children 1 
plod vangxwt I 
place of birth I plan for the future l 
by agencies 1 h tnend. I 
by instalments I 
producing 1 
progress design 1 
progressive 1 
defence I 
reasonable price 1 
reconstruction I 
better agriculture I 
high technology I 
reinforced concrete 1 
hierarchy I 
being active I 
right direction 1 
political issues I 
politico-religious I 
good econerm I 
frtx of charge I 
good atcT I 
home ork 1 
good smell l 





having choice 1 
heingdxhmd in tcchnoloF : -1 
service manner 1 
sharing 1 
shopping with car 1 




had relation t - I 
education I 
I like it I 
gexxlstcltcr 1 
precise design I 
bright I 
trulg ( -1) 
big env (11 
big horlav I 
ea.\ to rt\+r1sUU1:t 
hcta ogrrxlua ( 1) 
rich architecture 1 
deficiency (-11 
eienin (-11 
lóchng death 1 I 
layKlrltc I 
hca,t11 
derix1rnmns 1 l 
,uänal tar><l err I I 
aattcml hc><iwi tn 
ros anlutcitlrrl 
meal xxl do rN I 
tar horn worktI! 
.c- age I 
.haekn+ 1 
had anktIt 








equal distribution I 
working 1 
solving shared problems i solving shortage of things I specialgrou 
specializatiop 




architects are people 1 
government's control I 
their infirmation 1 
government loan 1 
alone, it is unpossihle I 




enough experience 1 
diversity 1 
accuracy I 
according to the needs 1 
social relation I 
solid material I 
sport 
fanuh nuniber I 
dishonest gathering ! I i 
governments' land I 
familiar sella i 
technolog I 
time in city I 
ancient culture 1 
anarchy t I l 
all are night otu. I 
we did not have it t 1 
addicted 1-1 
cxogc rios culture l 11 
Western culture 1.1) 
AfYEtilIly TMt, 
short +-tart I 
hard transpon ( I) 
brlaura.tivattar-1) 
vriall txn.c, l. ) 
digesihlc I 
tar disiancr (-I) 
tar tnmr tth LIN I ) 
had location t I ) 
far fron Tolu an I 
glom belt 1 
artefact I 
rttb ,l iv! cm I 
!symbol of &flame 
antique. I 
tulcaahlc i 
btrvcnuncnt built t 
gr.l quralitN I 
un o ntr llable I 
inique (mode I 
fond fco cldah I 
cxpcn.iac t l 
weal, ground i I 
exiting i 
academic arra 1 
Table A.2.15 The compilation of the data under four dimensions such as 'ultimate cause'. 'subjective cam.. 

























Association of Community Technical Aid Centres 
Architectural Radicals Students and Educators 
Appropriate Technology 
Association of Woodusers Against Rainforest Exploitation 
Congres Intemationeaux d'Architercture Modane 
Conventional Wisdom of the Dominant Group 
Deoxyribonucleic Acid 
The United Nations Department for Policy Coordination and Sus*ainabk Development 
Feminist Arts News 
The Gross National Product 
The International Council of the Society of Industrial Designers 
Integral Rural Development 
More Developed Countries 
The Mobarakeh Steel Complex 
Non -Governmental Organization 
Newly Industrialising Countries 
Royal Institute of British Architects 
The Sheffield Centre for Product Development and Technological Rísxuees 
The United Nations Conference on Environment and Development 
United Nations 
The Village Development Committee 
World Commission on Environment and I)evelopmcnt 
GLOSSARY 
Glossary of English Terms 
The thesis has used frequently a number of concepts and terms which are thoroughly explained in the ruam context 









It is a form of synthetic reasoning. It creates a novel emmlestuon 1)1..-.ig n mu t use 
atxductive (productive) inference so as to paniculanse Science smut eynplo inducttce 
reasoning in order to generalise. Abductn e merely suggests that wnx-thing 'rnas he 
Abduction creates. 
This is an organization that is designed to operate as much like a machine as powhle 
A Bureaucracy places more value on its own survival and .tabilm than on patOrmi ng 
its function satisfactorily (Ackoll. 1974) 
Concepts are not iconic: they do not look like, sound like, and so on, what the mint 
They are individuated sets of functional properties of objects or events that explain 
particular phenomena of communication I lcretn. images connote sirucnual 1»01101X. 
but concepts connote functional properties 
The teem 'culture is said by Wagner (1975) to he denval titan ' tlx: paw patciplc 
of the Latin verb colcre, to 'cultivate" In this sense, the term 'culture' is nosily 
employed either to elitist connotation of creativity and evolution. or it tar used in itar 
historical context to refer to knowledge. productivity and way of hying of a cenain 
civilisation. 
It is a firm of analytic reasoning We usually crosrivc nature to he pcmpclualh making 
deduction. We conceive that there are laws of nature and that case. ansc runner these 
laws . Deduction proves that something muse he Dcdunon prodcts 
Description is a phase tir studying of tir example. pattcmm.'d ways tilleront 
subsocietal segments of a community use the city. its facilities and its services 
11 
descriptive and explanatory stages are seen as a pre-analysis or preprocessing 
phase 
prior to the development of a sv em's approach and structural approach, 
which would 
come into play in the simulation stage of research and development 
and cventuall to 
testing planning and policy proposals in the evaluation stage 
In ax stem view, a design consist of a 'system' 
of deisnns ihts means that il ha. 
properties that none of its parts do. and ils parts acquire properties 
thorn the design that 
they would not otherwise have Therefore. it is passible 
to have a feasible design none 
of whose elements. c nsidexad st:parately. are feasible Moreover. 
design tells us shout 
the society in which we live It is a process 
of representation it represents polrtxal. 
economic, cultural power and values Designs. 
as cultural prducts. have meanings 
encoded within them which are decoded by proxduc 
'. ad.-aim-Ts and meant s 
according to their own cultural codes 
Developrnou is a process in which indwiduals 
or s ocitiies inacasY their abilities 
and 
desires to satish' their own needs and desires 











matter of learning than of eanung It is better reflected in qualm or hie than in standard of living. 
The adjective 'endogenous' is different from 'indigenous'. because the first is more connected with the cultural identity of a society which clarifies itself by its natonln..f whereas the second term points to a society which characters itself by its shared culture. Endogenous growth thwry can be soli as a cnucsnt of glohahsaton and 
endogenous development is all about growing from within 
Evaluation is a phase in which the sniiulatio n model is uwl to Investigate, for example. 
the likely impacts on human activity of the implementation of vanous alternative plans 
and policies. 
In contrast to the animal which has an 'ambient' detemuned by its organization. Man 
himself creates his world, which is called 'human culture' Among the presuppositions ositi
for its evolution are two factors: language and formation of concepts tmodels), which 
are closely related to each other. These are systems not of uihexited but of heels 
created and traditions symbols First of all, this explains the specificity of human 
history in contrast to biological evolution: tradition m contrast to heroduan mutations 
which is said to occur only over a long period of tune Secondly, physical trial-and- 
error, largely characteristic of animal behaviour. is replaced by mental 
experimentation, i.e. one with conceptual symbols For this reason, true goal 
directedness becomes possible. 
Explanation is a study of the factors that appear to regulate, for example:. acti%it' 
patterns which have been already described In the explanatory type of investigation 
the concern is with factors postulated as having an influence in shaping these activities 
The basis of open - system model is tie dynamic interaction of its components The 
basis of the cybernetic model is the feedback cycle in which a desired value is 
maintained, a target is reached. etc Cybernetic theon is based on feedback and 
information. In an open system increase of (Tide; and deelease of entraps is 
thermoxi}namically possible. The magnitude 'information' is defined by and e\lxessorn 
lùrmall}' identical with negative entropy I Ioweher, in a closed feedback mechanuvn 
infomation can only decease. never increase A feedback mechanism can 'reactively 
reach a state of higher organization owing to 'learning' 
There is sometimes a 'non -adaptive control' where most of the effort 
goes into setting 
the system up correctly and reliably in advance. so that suhse uati chocking 
is not 
needed. For instance, a publisher checked the proofs of a book 
carctully, hut once it 
was on the press no one proofread each copy This is called feed-forward' 
or Open, 
loop' control, because the controller has to predict in advance 
the exact action Heatst 
and the loop is not closed by checking the results 
Growth is a change in size or number it can be negative 
or positive t hganisins can 
increase or decrease in size. and populations can 
increase or da-trare in number 
Economic growth, therefore, refers either to a 
change in the MI .0 of an economy i e P 
its GNP) or a change in measure of its pertì,rmance 
re g per capita income i c fn'wth 
usually occurs without choice in most biological 
.systcrtis i'hysical or economic grinvth 
is necessary, if not sutuiciait, for development 
It is related to the systemic expression homeostasis. 
which is wax! in connection with 
systems which keep some variable at a stable 
value as time passes llhrtxxirheus is 
used when what is stabilized is not a cxxiaant 












in time. If something happens to alter a honncorhetic system. the control mechanisms do not bring it back to where it was at the time the alteration A: used hut bring it back to where it would normally have got to at some later tune 
The conditions under which life, especially healthy Ile, can continue in the higher le+rl 
of the hierarchy of the open -systems. A variation of one half degree centigrade in the 
body temperature is generally a sign of illness. and a permanent vaviation of for 
degrees is scarcely consistent with life. The inner etoonoun of ow hod musi contain 
an assembly of thermsiats, automatic hydrogeruon -c neentratio n control, goywnois 
and the like, which would be adequate for a great chemical plant These are what 
scientists know collectively as the homeostatic mechanivn 
'Images' are individuated sets of structural properties and the relationships between 
them to which subjects respond. Whereas, 'images' help us desxxihe', concepts help 
us 'explain'. Herein, images connote structural properties, hut axicepts anuioie 
functional properties. Theretbre, an image is an mutation or a rrpnducuon 4o a 
similitude of something. 
This is a personality type which is satisfied with the way things are and the way they 
are going. Its management philosophy is 'conservative' in that it storks stability and 
survival. It tends to want what it can get rather than my to get what it wants. doing as 
little as possible when intervening in the course of events Inaeti is s are 'problem 
absolvers' who try to ignore problems in the hope or expectation that they w ill go as%av 
or be taken care of in the natural course of events 
In indigenous societies, there exists a harmonious, socially plural and tolerant weds 
whose structures are elìèctiyely catering !Or the sick, the hoineless. the un'mplo cd 
and the other disadvantaged. 
it is a form of synthetic reasoning It is where we generaliic Iron a munha iii cases 
of which something is true, and inter that the something is tare of a whole class 
Induction shows that something 'actually is operatoe induction e+aluaics 
They want to design a desirable future and invent was's of bringing it 
shout 1hes 
believe we are capable of controlling a significant part of the future 
as well as its 
effects on us. They try to prevent. not merely prepare fir. threats. 
and to *mate'. rioot 
merely exploit, opportunities. lnteracuvrsts are not willing to 
settle for aintval o0 
growth. They seek :self development'. 'self-realization . and 
'self -control' an =teased 
ability to design and control their own de-stinies Interactivtas 
arc 'prooblen drs.shtixs' 
who try to change a system to remove the problem They 
idealize rather than sate l 
or optimize: that is, their objective is to move 
the sstetn involved closer to its 
ultimately desired state, its ideal 
In a three -dimensional spiral the origin and 
and are in the opposite pole of a central 
axis. This is the axis ofcotstiiousness and its 
'and' is not the second hut the duplication 
There is a third element keeping this dual picture 
in mini 'relation' (process of 
production in artificial domain). By saying 
that_ the distance between subject 
and 
object can be seen as knowledge. 
A paradigm consists of a at of implicit rules 
for idianutYmg a valid scientific 
['Nubian. 
and for recognizing what would constitute 
a solution w it 
Pragmatics should be used to corn all 
the drdacnt versions of what is 
a thoon of sign 
behaviour. There are still various possible 











some more scientific, in so far as one can make such a diain ton 
They believe that the future will be better than the present or the past They want more than survival. They want to grow, to become better, larger. more affluait. moo - powerful, in a sense, to optimize. They plan for the future; they do not plan the future 
itself. Preactivists' management philosophy is 'liberal', in that they seek change within 
the system, but not change of the system or its environment They are rdi nnors. not 
revolutionaries, seeing planning as a sequence of discrete asps winch terminate with 
acceptance or rejection of their plans. Preactivists are 'problem solvers' w1m my to Jo 
as well as possible, to optimize. 
These prefer the previous state to the one they are currently in and they believe things 
are going from bad to worse. They are generally nostalgic about the good old dins. 
Their tendency is to return to the past making their management philosophy 
'reactionary'. Their orientation is remedial, not aspiraucnal Reactmsts arc 'p oibkmn 
resolvers' who try to select a course of action that yields an outaxne that is good 
enough that 'satisfices'. Their approach to problems is clinical 
Peirce and Charles Moms had a common purpose in applying science as a foundation 
for a theory of knowledge and both felt it could he done through the behaviote al 
background specifically associated with language signs Although science is legitimate 
in itself, the role and function of science and its application have become illegitimate 
and even dangerous because of the lack of a higher firm of kro v ledge into %%finch 
science could he integrated and the destruction of the sacred and Tumuli s aloe of 
nature. We naturally conceive of science as having three tasks. (I) the disposers of 
laws, which is accomplished by induction. (2) the discovery of causes. which is 
accomplished by hypothetic (abductive) inference. and (i) the prediction of etkos. 
which is accomplished by deduction. 
Semiotic is the name that was originally chosen h1 Peirce as tall as late? k John 
Locke, to categorise a particular scientific study or signs ti, trim tines. it isa' ieteiie,l 
to as :sernioSis' and sometime it has become known as'helm% i+ nu al sons, nit 
People usually define a sign as a physical thing or event whose tiro 
Lion is t o info ate- 
some other thing or event. The meaning of a sign may be inherent in 
its physical I eon 
and its context, as in the case of the height of a column of mercury 
in a thouorixtri 
as an indication of temperature, or the return of robins in the spring 
I )r. the meaning 
of a sign may be merely identified with its physical torn as in 
the case of a hiuricanx- 
signal or a quarantine flag. But in either case. the meaning 
of the sign ma` f 
ascertained by sensory means. The fact that thing may 
be both a semh,.l ( in , m r, mfrs t 
) and a sign ( in another context ) has led to confusion 
and mi-a ndcntanding Itlrol 
clouds are a sign of rain and 'raid is a symbol for rain. 
and enxtairtly it is tore that in 
describing rain it is only a sign by theory of meaning 
Simulation is the development da model capable of nproducing. 
for e'ample. acto its 
patterns. Simulation encounters formidable 
problems in protecting acti'ltics into 
the 
future. Even simply redistributing the 
present population to a rearranged 
¡vital 
structure of built environment poses some 
kinds of imcatainties in corm :non 
with 
moving behaviour. 
A 'symbol' is something that stands for 
something else. It may do 
this as the result of 
an association, a convention, or even 
an accident. A 's}mhol' is 
the result of a cognitive 
process whereby an object squirm a conniotation 
beyond its instrumental 
toe An 
'object' may be an environment or a person 
as well as a material artifact 
(a product) 
Its meanings are derived from what 
an observer imputes to than A 
'sip' n contrast. 
( lt Gh`cdltr 
is a conventional figure or device that stands tir srnethmg else in a litai) rather that 
an abstract sense. The symbol is also known as the basic unit of all human hrh -tout 
and civilization. Human behaviour is symbolic behaviour. Amb oh: behayiout is 
human behaviour. The symbol is the universe of humanth A symbol ria, he defined 
as a thing the value or meaning of ,which is acknowledged by thane who usa it 
Tradition Tradition is as a significant source for realizing the design both as a probkrn vshing 
process and a creative action. Tradition is always young. fresh and new not a defame 
of the old, the ancient, or the antique. A definition from The Oxford English 1)tetionan 
refers to a significant point in the meaning of tradition which emphasis on the pnnc*pk 
of transmission and indicates: "Tradition (Lat tradition, -onervi) 4 The action of 
transmitting or' handing down'. or fact of being handed down, from one to alorher. or 
from generation to generation: transmission of statements, beliefs. rules. cuti rns..r 
the like, esp. by word of mouth or by practice without writing 
Transformation Time and change appear to he increasingly important dunen.urts for explaining 
transformation. Biological theories have advanced beyond the simpk finite 
informational concept of cybernetics towards 'structured information' or symbolic 
concepts whose models are to he found in structural lungutstics, anthropology and 
mathematics. It appears to he precisely through the transmission of such non- 
deterministic but 'unfoldahle symbolic structures that living toga i us retain their 
stable forms yet participate in a gradual evolution 
Glossary of Non -English terms (Farsi) 
Bonyad -e Maskan I- lousing Foundation: a revolutionary organization parallel to Ministry of }lousing 
and 
I lrhan Planning in Iran 
Giveh Light cotton summer shoe 
Gozar Footpath 
Jihad -e Daneshgahi It is one of the new Islamic organizations which was established 
in uni\crsole, ait,, 
the Islamic Revolution of Iran to accelerate 
the process of their qualifications 
Jihad -e Sazandegi Construction Crusade: parallel to Ministry of Agriculture 
which is a new organi/ati, 
established since the Islamic Revolution 
of Iran to deal with Waal deselopment 
progranunes. 
Maydaan Square 
Saqakhaneh A public drinking fountain 
Sepah -e Pasdaran Guardian Corps: a revolutionary organization 
parallel to the Arms in 
Iran 
Shiite About 99,5E per cent of all Iranians are Muslims. 
93 per cent are Shiite Mort 
of the 
ethnic minorities, however, including 
Kurds. Baluchi. Turks. 
and Arabs. are Suruutes 
Shi'isn is based on the doctrine of 
Imamate According to 
this doctrine. legitimate 
rule 
of the 
belonged to the Imams who were 
£azendants cd Imam Ali 
(phuh)hthe suc 
m the 
Prophet Mohammed (phuh) and 
the first tiht'ite Imam 
The 
continuation of divine guidance 
through the Imams whom 
they anQderOd as 
both 
political and religious leaders After 
the death of the fourth 
Imam. the era of 
'general 
agency' (Velavet-e Amm di) began 
in which the llama. as 
vicars of the Imam. had the 
right and duty to guide the community 
of believers 
crui 
